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tJNEQUALEP FOR PRACTICAL USE

by any v/ork in its ci.-iss, is v/hat ccrnpetent authorities who have
examined and tested it have written regarding the

Ne^v ana Carefiilly Kevisca Edition

THEOLOGICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
^^ AND METHODOLOGY,-—™™.

On the Br.sjs of Hagcnbach.

3y GEORCF. R. CROOKS, D.D., ar..-! JOilfJ F. HiJRSTj D.D.

"™'"'v jVotc tlicsc Opinions of Specialists. >-jfcj«'- —

' ^t was to lie expected tliat tlie work uiiflertnkeu by scholars and authors of
•- "" X: 30 hitch and well-earned reputation would be worthy of unbesititiug praise, but

. ma * expre<^s a S'ltisfjiction oveu beyond my antidptilions in tl e skill and coni-

P"ei ^sivenessof ireatmciic which I find. The matter is exceidingly well dis-

t-icte'- r; e discussions are terse, transparent, and ilior'">U':l!, and the bibliocrra-

.;., ^'-il.-s 1 fi very complete and helpful.
"

'J'iie Iiiblioirraphy of American Church
il^*v

." i.iO". i^eins to nie especially Vit'ual'ic and needed. The volume really em-
Ji'i.^ ';cs. ir, conden.^ed form, the material ordinarily di.-tributed throuc;h a respect-

•.f;"
.'^,

. 'Ueoiogical librarj". As a miniature reproduction of so large a literature, it
;'

' .^mmend itself peculiarly to the purchaser who is compelftyd to be a "man
.,

"'-.^ ok.'"

—

lVoJh<iior J. 11. Thomo)!, Xetcton Thi'oloijkal Lidiiution, Mi'ss.
•

'.' '>

;-

.

. , ,. eeais to uie lube earefidly prepai'od. fall of information not easily found
i;; '

' -^ .". u-y reaiiers, and accurate and learned in its material. A little care will
r'-- • y •-" ..Keoneso familiar witli its fu<.-ts and nu.df's of trathering them together

.•,i-'* in be used with readinos'e and !:;reat helpfulness. The store of learninEr. ' ' '-' -ohrrae is very great and very us- tul.'"—P/V|,';.?wr =7. J/. Wcrrall, LunvliU-
"'• '.-:•. '

• cal Stminary, Kadncky.

; ,
• think there can be but one opinion of this work. For comprehensiveness

•;. •. iolarship in the matter it. treats of.it has not its equal in America. No
.;•'.• pi'aniimu-y is complete without it. Its proper place is wiih our standard

; 'J—iVorUsw 6'. M. V>\«_.ah,-ll(jr, Itrjum.ni Thi'jh.'jkal S.,nbianj, Sew L'rnr.-<-

It is the best v.-ork of the kind with which I am acquainted. I hardlv see
t could be improved. Up to date, sy.sieniaiic. and exhaustive. I hardlv
which to admire most—the lucid and consistent statements of topics, or

«'"eedin;,'ly full and diseriminatimr bibliosraphv with its helpful e.xplaiiaturv
•. • i."'—r,-c.fl(ld)d ^V. JJ. McFarland, Wf/Mnn'l I'Ki/'emUj, Kunms.

'It is no sli-^ht service which the authors have rendered in making the verv
able work of Dr. IlaKcnbnch accessible to Kmrlish readers. Tlie add'tion'-.
:h they have iucorjjfwated will justly increiise" its value as a liandbook lor

Tiicolo-ical stmlenf; in this country.''—iV/^.s.,-./;- W. H. Jc£\rH, Vt^^.tern Th<o-
('^jiMl Hrmimtnj, Ailg7,anj. Pa.

"It shows much painstakiui,' scholarship, and is well suited as a book of
ryftrtace to n-nder good service to students of tlieologv who wish or need to see
tne Icncrth ar.d breadth of the domain which th.ev are "undertakini? to traver-e.'"
—Pn:iU.,n- Jl. (J. ^l,ihhn, IkMon VnhxMty.

S\-o. Cioto. 83. 50.

^k
HUhT & EATON, PUBLISHERS, 150 FIFTH A\/E., REIV YOR^.

CRA^iSTO;! Ck C'J^TS, CUiCiillUT!, C.
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Art. L—EDGAR A. POE'S ADDENDA TO HIS "EU-
REKA," WITH COMMENTS.*

These extracts relate to, and constitute a part of, a letter

written on February 29, 1848, bj Edgar A. Poe to a corre-

spondent still living in one of tLe States of our Union. Since

Professor Stringhaui, of the California State University, has

seen fit to publicly comment upon the matter embraced in these

extracts, without having given a clear, comprehensive idea of

the text of Poe's Addenda (refer to Mr. George E. TVood-

bcriy's Life of Poe), it seems but fair to all parties concerned,

including such portion of the public as may have read the pro-

fessor's strictures, that the lack be now supplied by a publica-

tion of the hitherto unpublished Addenda.

In the letter referred to Poe writes to his corres^Jondent

:

" I presume you have seen some newspaper notices of my
late lecture upon the Universe. You could have gleaned,

however, no idea of what the lecture was, from what the

papers said it was. All praised it as far as I have yet seen, and

all absurdly misrepresented it. . . . To eke out a chance of your

understanding what I really did say, I add a loose summary of

my propositions and results.

'*' By the by, lest you infer that my views, in detail, are the

same with tiiose advanced in the Nebular Ilyjpothesis, I

venture to offer a few addenda, the substance of which was

•Being .Ertrncta from Siftinvs, by Sieve. Copyrighted in 1S39. but not hitberto
published.

1—FIFTH SEUIES, VOL. XII.
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penned, tliougli never printed, several years ago, under the

head of
" ' A PRKDICTION.'

" As soon as tlie beginning of tlic next century, it will be

entered in the books that tlie Sun was originally condensed at

once (not gradually, according to the supposition of Laplace)

to his smallest size ; that, thus condensed, lie rotated on an axis

;

that this axis of rotation was not the centre of his figure, so that

he not only rotated, but revolved in an elliptical orbit (the ro-

tation and revolution are one, but I separate them for conven-

ience of illustration); that, thus formed, and thus revolving, he

was on fire and sent into space his substance in vapor, this vapor

reaching farthest on the side of the larger (equatorial) hemi-

Kphcre, partly on account of the largeness, but principally be-

cause the force of the fire was greater here ; that, in due time,

this vapor, not necessarily carried then to the place now occu-

pied by Xeptune, condensed into that planet ; that ISTeptuue

took, as a matter of course, the same figure which the Sun had,

which figure made his rotation a revolution in an elliptical

orbit; that, in consequence of such revolution—in consequence

of his being carried lacJcioard Cit each of the daily revolutions

—

the velocity of his a?inual revolution is not so great as it would

be if it depended solely upon the Sun's velocity of rotation

(ICepler's third law) ; that his figure, by influencing his rotation

—the heavier half, as it turns downward toward tlie Sun, gains

an impetus sufficient to carry it past the direct line of attrac-

tion, and thus, to ihroio outward the centre of gravity—gave

liim power to save himself from falling to the Sun ; that he

received, through a series of ages, the Sun's heat, which pene-

trated to his centre, causing volcanoes eventually, and thus

throwing off vapor, and wiiich evaporated substances upon his

surface, till finally his moons and his gaseous ring (if it is true

that he has a ring) were produced; that these moons took

elliptical forms, rotated and revolved, * both under one,' were
kept in their mo?ithli/ orbits by the centrifugal force acquired

in their daihj orbits, and required a longer time to make their

monthly revolutions, than they would have required, if they had
had no daily revolutions.

" I have said enough, without referring to the other planets,

to give you an inkling of my hypothesis, which is all I intended
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to do. I did not design to offer any evidence of its reasonable-

ness ; since I have not, in fact, any collected, excepting as it is

flitting, in the shape of a shadow, to and fro within ray brain.

" You perceive that I hold to the idea that onr moon must

rotate upon her axis oftener than she revolves round her pri-

mary, the same being the case with the moons accompanying

Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.

" Since the penning, a closeranalysis of the matter contained

has led me to modify somewhat my opinion as to the origin of

the satellites—that is, I hold now that these came, not from

vapor sent off in volcanic eruptions and by simple diffusion

under the solar rays, but from rings of it which were left in the

inter-planetary spaces, after the precipitation of the primaries.

There is no insuperable obstacle in the way of the conception

that meteoric stones and ' shooting stars ' have their source in

matter which has gone off" from volcanoes and by common
evaporation ; but it is hardly supposable that a sufficient quantity

could be produced thus, to make a body so large as, by centrif-

ugal force resulting from rotation, to withstand the absorptive

power of its parent's rotation. The event implied may take

place not until the planets have become flaming suns—/Vo/tz an
ax;cu7nulfiU(m of their own Sun'^s caloric, reachingfrom centre

to surface, which shall in the lonesome latter days melt all the

* elements^ and dissijpate the solidfoundMions out as a scroll.

" The sun forms, in rotating, a vortex in the ether surround-

ing him. The planets have their orbits lying within this vortex

at different distances from its centre ; so that their liabilities to

be absorbed by it are, other things being equal, inversely just

according to those distances, since length, not surface, is the

measure of the absorptive power along the lines marking the

orbits. Each planet overcomes its liability—that is, keeps in

its orbit—through a counter-vortex generated by its own rota-

tion. The force of such counter-vortex is measured by multi-

plying together the producing planet's density and rotary veloc-

ity
; which velocity depends, not upon the length of the planet's

equatorial circumference, but upon the distance through which
a given point of the equator is carried during a rotary period.

" Then, if Yenus and Mercury, for example, have now the

same orbits in which they commenced their revolutions—the
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orbit of tlio former 68 million miles, and that of the latter

37 million miles from the centre of the Sun's vortex—; if the

diameter of Yenus is 2| times the diameter, and her density is

the same with the density of Mercury ; and if the rotary veloc-

ity, of the equator of Yenus is 1,000 miles per hour ; that of

Mercury's equator is 1,900 miles per hour, making the diameter

of his orhit of rotation 14,500 miles—nearly 5 times that of

himself. But I pass this point, without farther examination.

Wliether there is or is not a difference in the relative conditions

of the different planets sufficient to cause such diversity in the

extents of their peripheries of rotation as is indicated, still each

planet is to be considered to have, other things equal, a vortical

resistance bearing the same proportion inversely to that of every

other planet which its distance from the centre of the solar vor-

tex bears to the distance of every other from the same ; so that,

if it be removed inward or outward from its position, it will

increase or diminish that resistance accordingly, by adding to

or. subtracting from its speed of rotation.

"Then, Mercury, at the distance of Yenus, would rotate in

an.qrbit only |-| as broad as the one in which he does rotate
;

so. his. centrifugal force, in that position, would be only || as

great as it is in his own position ; so his culpability, while there,

of resisting iho forward 2^ressure of the Sun's vortex, which

prevents him from passing his full {circle) distance behind his

centre of' rotation and thus adds to his velocity in his annual

orJeX would be but fl what it is in his own place. But that

forward pressure is only |4^^ great at the distance of Yenus as

it is at that of Mercury. Then Mercury, with his own rotary

speed in the annual orbit of Yenus, would move in this orbit

but |-|^ as fast as Yenus moves in it; while Yenus, with her

rotary speed in Mercury's annual orbit, would move|-f^ as fast

as she moves in her own—that is, |-| of ff- as fast as Mercury

would move in the same (annual orbit of Yenus) ; it follows

that the square root of |-| is the measure of the velocity of

Mercury in liis own annual orbit with his own rotary speed,

compared- with that of Yenus in her annual orbit with her own
rotary speed-*—in accordance with fact.

"Sucl\ is my. explanation of Kepler's first and third laws,

which laws cannot \yo explained on the principle of Xewton's

theory.
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"Two planets gathered from portions of the Sun's vapor into

one orbit would rotate through the same ellipse with velocities

proportional to their densities—that is, the denser planet would

rotate the more swiftly ; since, in condensing, it would have

descended further toward the Sun. For example, suppose the

Earth and Jupiter to be the two planets in one orbit. The
diameter of the former is (in round numbers) 8,000 miles;

period of rotation, 24 hours. The diameter of the latter, 88,000

miles; period, 94- hours. The ring of vapor out of which the

Earth was formed was of a certain ([Dcrpendicular) width ; that

out of which Jupiter was formed was of a certain greater

width. In condensing, the springs of ether lying among the

particles (these sjmngs having been latent before the condensa-

tion began) were let out, the number of them along any given

radial line being the number of spaces among all the couples of

the particles constituting the line. If the two condensations

had gone on in simple diametric proportions, Jupiter would

liave put forth only 11 times as many springs as the Earth

did, and his velocity would have been but 11 times her velocity.

But the fact that the falling downward of her particles was

completed when they had got so far that 24 hours wei-e re-

quired for her equator to make its rotary circuit, Avhile that of

his particles continued till but about -| of her period was occu-

pied by his equator in effecting its revolution, shows that his

springs were increased above hers in still another ratio of

2i, making, in the case, his velocity and his vortical force

(2^x11=) 27 times her velocity and force.

" Then the planets' densities are inversely as their rotary

periods, and their rotary velocities and degrees of centrifugal

force are, other things being equal, directly as their densities.

"Two planets, revolving in one orbit, in rotating Avould ap-

proach the Sun, therefore enlarge their rotary ellipsis, therefore

accelerate their rotary velocities, therefore increase their powers

of withstanding the influence of the solar vortex, inversely ac-

cording to the products of their diameters into their densities—
that is, the smaller and less dense ])lanet, having to resist an

amount of influence equal to that resisted by the other, would

multiply the number of its resisting springs by the ratios of the

other's diameter and density to the diameter and density of itself.
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Thus tliG Earth, in Jupiter's orbit, would liave to rotate in an

ellipse 27 times as broad as herself, in order to make her power

correspond with his,

"Then, the breadths, in a perpendicular direction, of the rotary

ellipses of the planets in their several orbits are inversely as the

products obtained by multiplying together the l)odies' densities,

diametei-s, and distances from the centre of the solar vortex.

Thus, the product of Jupiter's density, diameter, and distance

being (2|- times 11 times 5|=) 140 times the product of theEarth's

densit}-, diameter, and distance, the breadth of the latter's ellipse

is about 1,120,000 miles; this, upon the foundation, of course,

that Jupiter's ellipse coincides precisely with his own equatorial

diameter. It will be observed that that process, in its last

analysis, presents the point that rotary speed (hence that vor-

tical force) is in exact inverse proportion to distance. Then,

since the movement in orbit is a part of the rotary movement

—

being the rate at which the centre of the rotary cllijyse is car-

ried aloni? the line marking the orbit—and since that centre and

the planet's centre are not identical, the former being the point

around which the latter revolves, causing, by the act, a relative

loss of time in the inverse ratio of the square root of distance

as I have shown, back ; the speed in orbit is inversely accord-

ing to the square root of distance. Demonstration—;The Earth's

orbital period contains 365^ of her rotary periods. During

these periods, her equator passes through a distance of (1,120,-

000x-^-^x365^=) about 1,2S6 million miles; and the centre of

her rotary ellipse, through a distance of (95,000,000x2x-^=)

about 597 million miles, Jupiter's orbital period has (3G5^x

24x12 ycars=) about 10,957 of his rotary periods, during

which his equator courses (6S8,000x-2,^xl0,957^) about 3,050

million miles; and the centre of liis rotary ellipse, about the

same number of miles (490,000,000x2x-2f).* Dividing this dis-

tance by 12 (3 0AO.0 njLQjLo) ^ives the length of Jupiter's douUe
journey during one of the Earth's orbital periods=254 million

miles." Eelativ^e velocities in ellipse (-Wt") ^ P^"^ ^^ 1> which

is inversely as the distances ; and relative velocities in orbit

(Mt) 2 plus to 1, inversely as the square roots of the distances.

"The Sun's period of rot^ation being 25 days, his density is

only -rji^- of that of a planet having a period of 24 hours—that
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of Mercury, for instance. Hence Mercury has, for the pur-

no=^c now hi view, virtuallv, n diameter equ:il to a little more

than Jj of that of the Sun (i8^^ii^=35,520 ;
^^SAjyi^n.si

;

".s.^LO^o^^—say, 75,000 miles.

''Here we have a conception of the planet in the mid-stagt\

so to speak, of its condensation—after the breaking up of

tlie vaporous ring which was to produce it, and just at the

taking on of the globular form. But before the arrival at

this stage, the figure was that of a truck tiie vertical diam-

eter of wliicli is" identifiable in the periphery of the globe

(75,000x-2f=) 230 thousand miles. Halfway down this diame-

ter the body settled into its (original) oibit—rather, would J»ave

settled, had it been the only one, besides its parent, in the Solar

System—an orbit distant from the Sun's equator ( -=^V^"=)

118,000 miles; and from the centre of the solar vortex

(118,000-r '^^y^° =) 562 thou5;md miles. To this are to be

added, successively, the lengths of the semidiaraeters of the

truck of Yeniis, of the Earth, and so on outward.

'•'Then, the planets' original distances—rather, speaking

strictly, the widths from the common centre to the outer

limits of their rings of vapor—are pointed at. From them,

as foundations, tiie present distances may be deduced. A
simple outline of the process to the deduction is this:

Xcptune took his orbit first ; then Uranus took his. Tlie

effect of the coming into closer conjunction of the two bodies

was such as would be produced by bringing each so much

iiearer the centre of the solar vortex. Each enlarged its rotary

ellipse and hicreased its rotary velocity in the ratio of the de-

crease of distance. A secondary result—the Jltial consequence

—of the enlargement and the increase was the propulsion of

each outward, the square root of the relative decrease being the

measure of the length through which each was sent. The

priynary result, of course, was tlie drawing of each inward ;
and

it is fairly presumable that there were oscillations inward and

t'Utward, outward and inward, during several successive periods

of roUition. It is probable—at any rate, not glaringly improl>-

:il»le—that, in the oscillations across the remnants of the rings

of vapor (s\ipposing that these were not com2:>l€tdy gathered

into the composition of the bodies), portions of the vapor were

whirled intosatellites, which followed in the last passage outward.
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"Saturn's ring (I have no allusion to the rings now existing),

as well as that of each of the other planets after him, while it

was gradually being cast off from tlie Sun's equator, was carried

along in tlie ti-ack of its next predecessor, the distance here

being the full quotient (not the square root of the quotient)

found in dividing by the breadth to its own periphery that to

^ the periphery of the other. Thus, reckoning for Uranus a

breadth of 17 jnillion, and for Saturn one of 1-1 million,

miles, the latter (still in his vaporous state) was conducted

outward (through a sort of capillary attraction) \^\ as far as the

former (after condensation) was driven by means of the vor-

tical influence of Xeptune. The new body and the two older

bodies interchanged forces^ and another advance outward (of

all three) was made. Combining all of the asteroids into one

of the Ifin.e Great Poicers, there Nvere eight stages of the gen-

eral movement away from the centre ; and, granting that we
have, exact, the diameters and the rotary periods (i. e., the

densities) of all the participants in the movement, the measure-

ment of each stage, by itself, and of all the stages together, can

be calculated exactly."

Having now given Poe's "Addenda" transcribed from the

letter referred to, we in turn Mill venture to do a little pi-oving

upon those assumptions-for-criticisms of Professor Stringham,

which we cite, substantially in full, as follows

:

"Poe's purely scientific speculations are mainlj- contained in

the unpublished ' Addenda ' to a report of a lectui-e on ' The
Universe,' sent to a correspondent. . . . They exhibit, once

more, Poe's tenacity of mind—the sleuthhound persli^tence of

intellectual pursuit ; but, like his metaphysics, they represent

a waste of power. They are, moreover, characterized by ex-

traordinary errors. Some of the data are quite imaginative, it

being impossible to determine Avhat are the facts. Some of

them are quite wrong. The density of Jupiter, for example,

in a long and important calculation, is constantly reckoned as

two and a half ; Avhereas it is only something more than one
fifth ; and the densities of the ])lanets are described as beins;

inversely as their rotary periods; whereas in any tal>1e of the

elements of the solar system some wide departures from this

rule arc observable.
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' Again, it is stated tliat Kepler's first and third laws ' can-

not bc^explained upon the principle of Newton's theory ;
'
but

ill fact they follow by niatliematical deduction from it. Poe's

own explanation of them is merely a play upon figures.

"A striking instance of fundamental ignorance of astro-

nomical science is his statement, at various places, that the

planets rotate (on their own axes) in elliptical orbits, and the

reference he frequently makes to the hreadth of their orbits

(the h'cadth of their paths through space), agreeably to this

supposition. Such a theory is incompatible with the Newto-

nian law of gravitation, according to which any revolution in an

elliptical orbit implies a source of attraction at the focus of the

ellipse. ... To make the proper rotations of the planets them-

selves take place about a focus, which would be merely a point

moving in an elliptical orbit about the sun, would be to give

them an arbitrary motion, with no force to produce it."

This complaint from Professor Stringham presents three dis-

tinct items, two of which can be met by plain, easy arithmeticiil

ciphering; while the other horn of the dilemma may be knocked

off through logical reasoning from presumably approved prem-

ises. Before commencing our surgery w^e will propound two

or three direct questions at the professor. Is not the "table,"

to which you call attention; tliat old one, measuring compact-

ness in precise accordance with Newton's rule for fixing gravi-

tating tendency—that is, by finding the ratios of distances from

the centers of gravity (the phrase being, here, convertible into

centers of density !)? Did not the table record Mercury as the

closest-grained; Yenus, next; Earth, third; so on, outward?

Have n"ot you (judges in the case) already taken wide " depar-

tures " with respect to the three planets named ? If you have

discarded one part of the regulation, what feasible ground have

you for holding to any other part?

The undisputed premises of which we spoke are, that the

planets were originally diffused particles, and that these began

to fall together—in other words, took a step toward a rotary

movement. Eveiy particle put forth a spring of velocity. The

bum of the springs indicates the number of the pieces deposited

within a given compass and the narrowing of the spaces among

them. Condensation and speed of descent go abreast. Swift

rotation necessarily means correspondingly near contact.
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As to the mathematical deduction of Kepler's two laws from

tlie x^ewtonian code, this code declares that gravity is multi-

plied in exact jiroportion to the square of decrease in distance

;

that the same drawing force is (was) the cause of the planetai-y

revolutions about the source of itself. Then by jnference which

cannot truthfully be gainsaid these revolutions must be hastened

in complete uuion with the application of the enlarged power

—

that is, orbital velocities are obliged to be accelerated hy

square' "whereas" Kepler demonsirates that the augmenta-

tion is gauged by the sqiiare root.

As to the breadtlis of elliptical rotary orbits, let the pro-

fessor start the earth upon her course about the sun. Her
center coincides witli a point of the approximately even

—

muvniched—curve of her average orbit. He insists that such

position is kept, always—that the height from that center to

the equatorial periphery of her tigure will be forever that from

the pivot to the circle of rotation. Well, she advances along

the orbit at the rate, say, of 67.000 miles per hour. Take notice

that this is the measure of the center's progress. Of course,

since the axial turning (also forward) continues, the circumfer-

ence has to go a little faster. Surely the critic will need no

farther guidance by us to enable him to deduce inaihematicaUy

(b}' a " play upon figures "
?) the inevitable fact that each rota-

tion will be performed in fewer than twenty-three minutes,

hence that there will be more than 23,000 " days " in a single

"year" (reckoning radius of orbit 93,000,000 miles).

By consulting some of the recent issues of tlie London peri-

odical entitled JVature Professor Stringham will discover that

the selfsame ill-begotten elliptical monster^ exorcised by him
from the " Addenda," has been offered in attempted elucidation

of the liftiiig of latitude, discussions of which he no doubt has

read. Our closing advice to him is that he construct a machine

consisting of an unbalanced wheel upon an axle ; that he ascend

with it in a balloon ; set it revolving, withdraw the axle, let-

ting it down whirling. "Will—can— it describe any other than

elliptical figures? Furthermore, is it possible for him to even

i77iagi?ie (intelligently) the formation of a perfect sphere, such,

a.5 his plan provides for, out of atoms hanging loose and Imd-

dhng indiscriminately in space ?
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^^j^T, II. _AN INSPIRING CHAPTER IN IVIETHODIST

HISTORY.

Since the Primitive Methodist Connection, after a very euc-

cossful existence of eighty-iive years, seems likely soon to end

its separate career the time is favorable to review its history.

Negotiations for a union between it and the Bible Christians

iiave so far progressed that tlie time cannot be distant when they

will fully come together under some such name as the " Presby-

terian Metbodist Church " or the ''' Methodist Union Church,^'

both of which have been proposed by the committee. Since

the Primitives have, according to the latest returns, 190,324

members (besides some 5,000 probationers), together with 462,-

850 pupils in Sunday schools, and the Bible Christians have

34,047 members, with 50,222 in the Sunday scliools, the com-

bination would give certainly a body with more than ToO.OOO

adherents, if not well toward a million. And this union will

be, we trust, but the prelude to that larger amalgamation which

shall blend the more than two millions of Wesleyan Methodists

and the half million of smaller Methodist bodies into one grand

consolidated Church, that will swing clear of all coquetry with

the semi-Pvomanized Anglican Establishment and take its right-

ful place, in self-respectful dignity and aggressive power, at the

head of the truly Protestant forces of the empire.

Exceptions liave often been taken by Wesleyan Methodists

to the name "Primitive Methodists," adopted by the new

organization in 1812, as though it contained an unfair reflection

on the older body. But we think history will justify the

appellation. John Wesley said at Chester, in April, 1*00,

after exhorting the preachers to go into the streets and lanes

of the city, as well as under the trees and hedges of the country,

that all might be brought in, "This is the way the primitive

Methodists did." And this was peculiarly and specilically the

way adopted by those who followed Messrs. Bourne and

Clowes in 1807 and after. Moreover, it was for doing this

these leaders were cast out of the Wesleyan Methodist Connec-

tion. The camp meeting held on Mow Hill in Cheshire, Sun-

day, May 31, 1807, was the beginning of the offense; and the

refusal of its promoters to cease these irregular operations, by
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which great numbers were converted, sealed their fate. They felt

that they must listen to what tliey regarded as the voice of God
rather than the voice of man ; and they deemed that they were

genuine followers of that great innovator and open-air preacher,

John ^Yesley, who was ready at any time to throw rontine and

regularity to the winds if he might only save more souls. So

they went steadily on, perfectly satisiied that the work was of

the Lord, and that good but mistaken men would not be per-

mitted to overthrow it. The issue fully justified their opinion.

Great as are the wonders connected with the rise and growth

of Wesloyan Methodism in the eighteenth century, they are

more than paralleled by the facts brought out in a study of the

beginnings of Primitive Methodism in the nineteenth century,

which was an equally marvelous revival of true religion. The

latter movement, while not headed by men of such ability and

distinction as led the former, had nevertheless leaders who •svere

in a very marked degree iricn of God, and it showed even a

more rapid progress. Tyerman * is authority for the statement

that at "Wesley's twenty-fourth Conference, in 1767, twenty-

eight years after Methodism was founded, there were 41 cir-

cuits, 10-1 itinerant preachers, and 25,911 members, being an

average gain of less than one thousand members a year.

Whereas at the fourth Primitive Methodist Conference, in

1S23, thirteen years after the formation of the first class, there

were 45 circuits, 202 itinerant preachers, and 29,472 members,

being an average annual gain of more than two thousand.

Taking a longer period of comparison the result is the same.

In 1781, which was forty-two ycai'S from 1739, the year in

which Mr. "Wesley's societies actually begun, the number of

members in the "Wesleyan Connection was 44,4G1, The num-

ber in the Primitive Methodist Connection after forty-two

years, that is, in 1852, the date of the founder's death, was

109,984. In 1799, sixty years after the beginning of "Wesleyan

Methodism, the number of members in the society was 107,752;

in 1807, sixty years from 1807, the earliest beginnings of

Primitive Metliodism, the numbers in society were 155,247.

Of course it may be urged that the population of the country

was not 60 numerous in "Wesley's day, that the principles of

religious liberty were not so welt understood, and that—what

• Life avd Times of John Widf-v, vol. li, p. 609.
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ucrhaps most of all kept down the numbers of liis societies

—

Mr. AVcslej was so strongly attached to the Church of England

as to very seriously oppose the rise of a new denomination.

But, on the other hand, it should also be said that the Primi-

tive Methodist preachers had nowhere such audiences as at-

tended the Wesleys and "Whitelield, nor the help whicli the

latter's learning, eloquence, and prestige afforded ; nor had

they b}'' any means such a free field on which to operate, since

they were obliged to follow another body of similar doctrines

and principles that liad already largely taken possession of the

cc»untry; yet their members were not drawn from this other

body, but from the wholly neglected, unevangelized masses.

So, on the whole, the comparison cannot be accounted an unfair

one. And it serves at least to awaken a desire to know by what

means, under what circumstances, through what instnimentali-

ties, these marvelous successes were achieved. The story is one

of stirring incident and thrilling interest.

ALessrs. Bourne and Clowes have been mentioned as founders

and leaders. They were, indeed, a remarkable couple, neither

of whom could well have been spared. It is not possible to

enter here into the details of their lives, but a sketch must be

given. Hugh Bourne, the chief impelling spirit of the move-

ment, came into the world April 3, 1772, and left it October

11, 1852. He was a poor man, a carpenter, with very few

natural advantages of any kind, and not converted till he was

twenty-seven. But the sequel showed that he had within him
a mind of no ordinary strength, as well as a heart that burned

with zeal for the Master. Being led of the Lord, as he firmly

believed, to inaugurate in England what had proved so useful

in America, open-air, all-day religious services, or camp meet-

ings, he was not one to draw back at opposition ; and, although

lliG establishment of anew denomination was at first the farthest

possible from his thoughts, as he took step after step under

providential guidance, he came at last to see that there was no

other way. He was compelled after a little to give up his

business, that he might devote his whole time to evangelistic

labors and the general superintendency of the rising cause.

^^^o toil was too heavy, no service too menial, no journey too

long, no expense too great for him, if only the Master's work
could be promoted. His journeys were almost alwaj's on foot
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It is probable that no man ever walked so manj- miles in the

prosecution of Christian enterprise. He kept this up to the

last of his long life, chiefly, it would seem, because he was un-

willing to spend money on his own comfort or convenience that

might be, as he thought, more advantageously expended on

other objects. It was owning mainly to his judicious counsels, his

2^iou8 example, and his tireless industry that matters moved for-

ward 60 well. He looked after everything. He was hard at it,

earl}'- and late, now rectifying abuses, now reclaiming back-

sliders, now organizing schools or building chapels, now visiting

families, now preaching with all his might. He struck out a

set of rules for the government of the societies, he established

a tract society-, he prepared a hymn book, he was connectional

editor up to the time of his superannuation, in lS-i2. His

was the master mind appealed to on almost all occasions, his

was the guiding hand that rarely failed to find the right channel

for the ecclesiastical ship. He had great legislative talents,

Without his sagacity, energy, and determination it is scarcely

possible that the connection could have conquered its early dif-

ticulties. He chiefly constructed its polity, shaped its laws,

and enforced the stringent measures that were necessary for the

general good. For strong faith and pra^'erfulness, self-denial

and generosity, energy and zeal, he has rarely been surpassed.

William Clowes was born March 12, ITSO, and died March

2, 1851, just sixt}' years after the de])arture of "Wesley. After

a wild and reckless youth he was powerfully converted in his

twenty-fifth year. He speedily became a tremendous exhorter,

heartil}' united with Bourne in holding camp meetings, and

soon developed into the chief preacher of the movement. His

exertions were enormous. He was emphatically a shouter, and

would labor till his strength failed night after night, after "work-

ing hard all day from six to six at his temporal calling, whicii

was pottery. When arrangements were made for him to give

his whole time to evangelistic effort, extensive revivals fol-

lowed his work and there were large ingatherings. At the first

Conference of the Primitive Methodists, in 1820, the member-
ship was 7,842; at the second it had become 10,394; in 1822

the number was 25.218; in 1823 the membership was 29,472,

and at the fifth Conference, in 1824, it was 33,507. This was

most amazing growth, a development from about 4,000 in 1819
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to over 33,000 in 1824:. It was too rapid to be healthy, and

tlie rate could not be continued. But it shows that there had

been sweeping revivals, and among those who promoted them

Mr. Clowes was foremost. His career as a preacher was brief

but brilliant. His labors were exhausting, his economy was

rigid, and the strains to which he constantly subjected liis phys-

ical energies, combined with the excesses of his youth, soon laid

him aside in premature decay. He had to bo located in 1827,

at Hull, where he spent the last twenty-four years of his life.

His preaching was original, his power in prayer extraordinary,

his heavenly-mindedness most marked. All recognized him

as a man of eminent holiness, who lived the Gospel as well as

preached it. Bourne was the Wesley, Clowes the "Whitefiold

of the new Methodism, or like Bunting and Kewton in later

Wcsleyan days. Both were great and good ; each supple-

mented the work of the other. One was the organizer, legis-

lator, administrator; the other was the pioneer missionary, the

breaker-np of fallow ground. One had the penetration, fore-

sight, tact, and grasp of the commander in chief; the other the

heroism, dash, and fire of the general of division or the cavalry

commander. Both were actuated by a pure and ardent desire

to extend the Redeemer's kingdom.

How were their labors, and those of their coadjutors, re-

ceived by the British public of that day ? In a way that would

hardly be credited did not authentic records bear unimpeach-

able testimony to the facts. They worked mainly among the

ignorant, vicious, degraded masses, whose savage brutality

found in their unresisting meekness plentiful opportunity to

disport itself. The clergymen and magistrates, being as a rule

ttmch more scandalized by irregular ways of doing good than

by any amount of wickedness, generally took the part of the

Tnobs against tlie preachers. Indeed, they often set the rabble

on, instead of restraining them, giving orders for the bells to

be rung, the drums to be beaten, and the fire engines to be

played, that the evangelists might be driven out of town and

the cause of the devil properly maintained. Dangerous bulls

were let loose to break up the congregations. Stones, clods,

^ilth, and rotten eggs were used with the utmost freedom, and

sometimes with fatal consequences. Poor men who opened

their cottajres for relifrious services often had their windows
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and doors torn out, and an appeal to the magistrates not only

brought them no redress, but subjected them to greater in-

juries from those who were encouraged by the attitude of the

officials. The preachers were very frequently knocked down,

kicked, beaten, and trampled under foot by ruffianly rioters,

escaping witli their lives as by a miracle. They endured pour-

ing rain and pelting hail, the extremities of winter's cold and

summer's heat, sleeping under the open sky M'hen people were

afraid to give them shelter, and going for days with scarcely

any food, because no one would sell to them. They saw the

inside of a great many prisons, but their enemies made nothing

by it ; for they took joyfully both the spoiling of their goods

and the casting out of their names as evil, knowing that they

had in heaven a more enduring substance ; and, like the apostles,

they were glad that they M'cre " counted worthy to suffer dis-

honor for the iN'ame." Jeremiah Gilbert wrote, "Within the

last fifteen months I have been taken before magistrates for

preaching the Gospel six or seven times ; but I have never lost

anything but pride, shame, unbelief, hardness of heart, the fear

of man, love of the M'orld, and prejudice of mind. I have

always come out of prison more pure than when I went in." Mr.

Bunn was committed to Bury jail for ten days on an unfounded

cliarge of obstructing the highway. Even tlie prisoners were

indignant at this shameful defiance of law and justice, one

of them remarking to Mr. Bunn, " Sir, they sent you here for

trying to do good, and me for doing harm." When George

Stansfield was sent to Dover jail for seven days for preaching

in the streets the prisoners thought, from his dignified ap-

pearance and gentlemanly bearing, that he was come to inspect

the prison, and were astonished beyond measure to learn that

he was to be confined as a criminal for praying and singing.

Another, Mr, S. AYaller, scitenced to imprisonment for three

months, was taken severely ill, and through the neglect of the

prison doctor liis life was seriously imperiled. But kind friends

bestirred themselves, and lie was l)rought back from death's door.

Mr, Isaac Hedges received twenty-one days' imprisonment with

hard labor, being charged with blocking up a public foot-path,

though he had simply preached to five ])ersons in front of a

wheelwright's shop, seventeen feet from^ the middle of the

road. Mr. Thomas liussell, in 1S30, for selling a few maga-
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zines and liyiim books ^vithout a liawker's license, was sen-

tenced to three months' hard labor in Abingdon House of

Correction. Arriving there, he was stripped before the doctor

Hke a vile criminal, dressed in prison clothes, and placed among

the felons. In a short time his health was so greatly impaired

that he could not relish the food provided, and his hands bled

from the cruel ii'ons. But the unfeeling medical attendant

only said, " Here he came to be punished, and liere he must be

punished." His case was brought before the Religious Pro-

tection Society of London, and in a month he was released.

When the agent of the society asked him what he wislied done

about it he replied, " All I v/ish is to go on preaching un-

molested by the magistrate," which was secured to him. Mr.

James Bonser was jailed a good many times. When liberty

was oifered him on condition that he would promise to preach

no more in the streets he replied that he would sooner die in

prison tlian make such a promise. Unable to sleep for the

cold, having only a few boards and a little straw to lie upon,

he walked about and sang the praises of God, like Paul and

Silas, declaring to those who tried to stop his noise that, though

his body was coniined, his tongue was at liberty. Summoned
before the bailiffs at the Town Hall, and severely threatened,

he defied them, maintaining that he had done no wrong ; and,

after much consultation together, having totally failed to in-

timidate him or extract any promises or fines from him, they

were obliged to set him at liberty, "finding notliing how they

might punish" him. Mr. Joseph Eeynolds, after being

trampled by a crowd, had his clothing torn and all his money
taken from him. In consequence of which he says

:

I have been obliged to suffer much hunger. One day I traveled near

tliirty miles, and had only a penny cake to eat. I preached at night to

near two thousand persons. But I was so v^e ?i when I had done that I

could scarcely stand. I then made a supper of cold cabbage, and slept

under a haystack in a field till about four o'clock in the morning. The
singing of the birds then awoke me, and I arose and went into the town,
and ])reachcd at five to many people. I afterward came to Cambridge,
wIkjpc I have been a fortnight, and preached to a great congregation, though
almost worn out with fatigue and hunger. To-day I was glad to eat the

pea husks as I walked on the road. But I bless God that much good has
hocn done. I believe hundreds will have to bless him in eternity for

l<-'ading me hither.
-—FIFTH .SEUIES, VOL. XII.
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These are Init a few specimens of hundreds that miglit be given.

Such was the heroic character of the earnest, unlettered men
wliose deeds fill the earlier annals of the Primitive Methodist

Connection, and such were the things they were called to en-

dure. They were plain, humble souls, with little education and

no polish, but all the better adapted on this account to reach

the classes that most needed them. These classes required the

truth of the Gospel to be delivered in strong, blunt language,

with homely illustrations, great earnestness of manner, and

much depth of feeling. Smooth sentences and fine diction

would have been throv/n away. Rugged bodies and great

powers of endurance, together with fervent souls, were more

needed than highly cultivated minds. They were well en-

dowed for the work they had to do. They did it well. In

some cases they were protected b}"" the officials ; in other cases

powerful nonofficial friends were raised up ; in all cases they

were entirely confident that the Almighty was with them.

The Acts of the Apostles find a wonderfully complete parallel

in these Methodist chronicles. The ignorant were enlightened,

the fallen were uplifted, the lost were saved.

The denomination v/as introduced into Scotland in 1826,

into Canada in 1829, into Ireland and the Channel Islands in

1832, and in various later yeai-s into Australia, K'ew Zealand,

and Africa, where it has had good success. In England, where

the early hardships were so severe, it has experienced lai-ge

prosperity. Great changes have taken place. Instead of

preaching chiefly in the open air or resorting to kitchens and

cottages, barns, and factory lofts, there are now nearly forty-

six hundi'cd connection chapels, besides twelve hundred and

eighty other chapels and rooms. Many of these chapels or

churches are spacious and elegant structures. The value of the

Church property is more than three and a half million pounds.

The congregations have correspondingly improved in intel-

ligence, wealth, and social influence. The salaries and allow-

ances of the preachers are more than double what they were,

and their education, if not their abilities, has greatly increased.

Elmfield College was established near the city of York in 1SG3,

and Bourne College, Birmingham, was opened in 1876. Both

together provide for 240 pupils. There is a ladies' college at

Chapham Common, London, and a theological institute at Man-
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Chester. The Book Estabh'sliment at London is flourishing, its

profits being nearly £.5,000 a year, mainly devoted to the

superannuated ministei-s' fund. There is a general chapel

fund, a chapel loan fund, and a chapel aid association, all of

which are doing good service in heljiing to erect new chapels

and pay old debts. A Connectional Fire Insurance Company
was formed in 1867, with a capital of £20,000. Tlie interest

on the investments is more than twice as much as the fire loss

in ordinary years, and large grants are made to needy chapels.

The Missionary Society celebrated its jubilee in 1893, and a
thanksgiving fund of between forty and fifty thousand pounds
was then raised, one fourtli of it going to tlie missions.

Tiie doctrines of the Primitive Metliodists are precisely the

same as those of the Wesleyan Churcli, and the polity is not
widely different. There are twelve legal members of the Con-
ference, instead of one hundred. The preachers are stationed

by the District Meetings instead of by the Annual Conference,
but thej-e is an appeal to the latter body, which makes any need-
ful alterations. Both tlie District Meetings and the Conferences
are made up in tlie proportion of two laymen to one traveling

])reacher. The system of government thus contains a very unu-
sually large admixture of the lay element, and is in most re-

spects substantially Presbyterian.

It has been said that the most striking peculiarities of the

connection are: (1) The vast amount of unpaid labor per-

formed by laymen
; (2) The influence of the laity in Church

government; (3) The devoted and zealous attention paid to

the lower classes. Another has mentioned lay agency, female
preaching, and open-air work as the three usages to which tlie

present strength and efficiency are due. Still another (Mr.
Petty, the chief historian of the Ch.urch) says: " Tlie main
secrets of the success of the denomination are, under God, its

extensive and persevering labors, and its spirit of earnest piety,

ardent zeal, and glowing charity." Labors there certainly v/ere
of an almost incredible amount. Says Mr. Petty :

Eacli traveling preacher is expected to pray witli thirty or forty families a
week at least, on an average, for the year round; and we have reason to be-
lieve, from an extensive examination of official documents for a number of
years, that tliough a few of tlie preachers have not equaled the amount a
greater number have considerably exceeded it, and the majority have not
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fallen short of it. Evangelical and pastoral labors so abundant, performed

•vs'ith energy and zeal, and accompanied by the blessing of God, will ac-

count in part for the multitude of souls which have been brought to the

Lord and united to the denomination.

Mr. AVilliam Garner, whose record tlie historian regards as a

fair example of the labors of his bretliren in general, iu the

space of twenty-one jears, from 1823 to lS:t4, traveled on foot,

with trifling exceptions, 44,936 miles, and preached 6,278 ser-

mons. These journeys did not include his daily perambula-

tions in the towns and villages where his lot was cast, nor did

the sermons include exhortations and addresses. "When it is

remembered that these jonrneys were made without refeience

to the weather, to meet fixed appointments, some under a

scorching sun, some through depths of winter snow, some in

drenching rains, the amount of toil and endurance indicated

will be the better realized. And many of the local preachers,

we arc assured, were scarcely inferior to the traveling ones in

their devotion to the work.

"We deem it a most inspiring history. The movement was

certainly from on high ; not a split or secession from any

other body begun iu ill-will or springing from disappointed

ambition, but an earnest, heaven-born desire to promote by un-

usual methods the salvation of those masses who were not being

reached by ordinary agencies. A similar movement in our own

day has taken the form of the Salvation Army, and its spread

has doubtless been one of the causes which have somewhat

checked, in recent years, the growth of the Primitive Meth-

odists. It may be that, as a separate denomination, they have

about run their course and done their work. That course has

been most honorable, that work has been most important.

"Whatever the future has in store for them, the record of their

past will long be studied, when men would be thrilled by noble

deeds and incited to the largest outlay of all their powers for God.

O^yT^-^^^
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f^^^ IIL_TI1E FORCES WHICH DETERMINE CHAR-
ACTER.

It is claimed by some so-called " liberal " advocates of Chris-

tianity that the time has come to reconstruct its creed on a

more rational basis. Thus the Rev. J. Llewellyn Davies says

:

I believe that it will be entirely to the advantage of Christianity that

we siiould dismiss the idea of the " miraculous " from our contentious and

our thoughts. The claim made in the name of miracles has had a pestilent

effect upon the Christian cause. TTe are all familiar with the logical argu-

ment: our Lord and his apostles wrought miracles; miracles could only

be wrought by supernatural power; it is at our peril if we refuse to ac-

cept the authority of those who had supernatural power at their back.

Such an argumcat obviously challenges the keenest criticism of the evi-

dence in favor of the alleged miracles—the kind of criticism with which

we sift reports of modern miracles, if indeed we think it worth while to

criticise them at all. It suggests to us to refuse belief to the Christian

creed until we are s^Uisfied that the evidence for the miracles is such as

could prove the most improbable things to the most scientifically skeptical

mind.

But why do Mr. Davies and others of his school desire the

abandonment of miracles as one of the evidences of the truth

of Christianity ? Tlie reason assigned is that " it is futile to

enter into controversy about the Trinity, or miracles, or the

efficacy of prayer, or the relation of science to religion, with

those to whom there is no Father in heaven, and to whom

Christ is a well-meaning enthusiast." Is it true, however, that

the dismissal of these purely theological questions from tlie

field of controversy would conciliate the opponents of the super-

natural? There remains the vital question as to the forces

which determine character. Professor Huxley, the champion

of scientific agnosticism, declares that, if the Church would

renounce miracles, he would estimate as highly as anyone " the

l>urely spiritual elements of the Christian faith." His admirers

refer to him as among " the thousands of men, not the inferiors

of Christians in character, capacity, or knowledge of the ques-

tions at issue, who will have nothing to do M-ith the Christian

Churches on the ground that the evidence in support of the

improbable things which the gospels relate appears to them

utterly inadequate."
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Yet, while the disciples of Professor Huxley profess to esti-

mate highly the " purely spiritual elements of the Christian

faith," they reject the claim of any supernatural agency in

developing these " elements." The agnostic school admits that

the dispositions whicli minister to the higher life of mankind
are peace, joy, patience, hope, love, and reverence—all of which

are Christian dispositions and embodied in tlie life and teach-

ings of Jesus. But how these elements are developed in the

Jmman heart and produce tlie highest type of moral character

is the question at issue, involving a controversy as bitter as any

waged about miracles. Indeed, the same difficulty concerning

eupernaturalism presents itself.

Cliristianity adopts as fundamental the words of Christ ad-

dressed to JS'icodemus, "Ye must be born again," and holds to

the theory of a spiritual birth, whicii is not in accordance with

natural law, but is supernatural, and therefore miraculous. As
the agnostic school rejects the reality of Christ's physical mir-

acles, it, of course, rejects his doctiine of the new birth, a

moral miracle and the greatest of all. Christianity teaches

that those virtues or dispositions which form the best type of

moral character are tlie fruit of a regenerated heart, while the

Hnxleyan philosophy asserts that they are the fruit of evolution,

or result from the operation of purely natural forces. The
fundamental proposition of evolution is that " the whole world,

living and not living, is the result of the mutual interaction,

according to detinite laws, of the forces possessed by the mole-

cules of which the primitive nebulosity of the universe is com-

posed." In other words, man is an automaton, and simply acts

out of the human natui-e v/hich comes to him by heredity.

What he feels and M'hat he does at any moment are the results

of his inherited nature and the external forces influencing him.

Everytliing is determined by that which precedes it, and hence

could not be otherwise than it is. Effects in the ethical as M-ell

as the material world are the inevitable outcome of their ante-

cedents. Morality is, therefore, the product of the interaction

of the primary forces. According to tliis theory all men, the

wisest and the most foolish alike, feel and judge and act as the

primary forces intended they should. But Christianity teaches

that man, instead of being a machine in God's universe, was

created in the divine image, and is, therefore, a free moral being
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(finable of clioicc, influenced by motives, and susceptible of

rei^eneration. Surely this exalted estimate of him, even though

Christianity deals v/itli him as fallen and in need of moral reno-

vation, is in striking contrast with the view of the fatalistic

pliilosophers who pretend to believe in the perfection of human

nature. IN'or will the Christian Church abandon the doctrine

of the supernatural work of the divine Spirit in human hearts

and thus deny the experience of the hundreds of millions of

its devotees from the time of Christ to the present. Herbert

Spencer asserts that the inherent natural forces will gradually

and necessarily improve mankind, and cannot fail to produce

a perfect society. He seems to regard the world as a garden

to be cultivated and filled witli fragrant flowers and luscious

fi-uits, forgetful that weeds will there spring up abundantly

and prevent tlie growth of flowers and fruits. But Cliristianity

goes to the foundation and pulls up the evil by the roots. Jt

j-ccognizes the fact, taught by Christ and conflrraed by human

experience, that sin has introduced into the soul degrading

forces which tend to individual and social ruin.

The Christian religion, considered only as a system of ethics

entirely divorced from the supernatural, is superior to the

agnostic philosophy because it enthrones conscience and makes

a distinction between right and wrong, Mr. "W. S. Tilly,,

while anxious to win to Christianity the so-called ''determin-

ists," does not indorse their ethical system. He says

:

The old couception of conscience as the formal principle of ethics, the

internal witness of the supreme Judge, "a prophet in its informations,

n monarch in its pcremptoriness, a priest in its blessings and anathemas,"

is put aside as outworn rhetoric. The moral sense, we are assured, is

not primitive, is not innate, but a mere empirical fact transformed and

established by heredity; a "phenomenon" (so they call it), variable and

varying with the exigencies of the race. General utility, the good of the

fipccies, is then the only scientific and experimental criterion of human
action, the sole rule of right and wrong; and morality consists in the

apprehension of that principle and in conformity with it. And so John
Morlcy, in his book on Compromise, dogmatically affirms that "moral

principles, when they are true, are only registered generalizations from

experience." Human society, in the view of this sage, is not an organism,

but a machine; just as the individual men of whom it is composed are

machines, a kind of company, as some one has happily expressed it,

^"hich insures against risks by applying the principles of solidarity

and reciprocity, the taxes being the premium. And, as right springs
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from the fact of living together, so duty springs from the necessity of

living together. This agrees with Beiitham's doctrine tbat what we call

crime is really a miscalculation, au error in arithmetic.

How can men become better in heart and life, thereby pro-

moting their own -svelfare and that of society, unless there

be a higher standard than mere ntilit}''? It is not true that

tlicy can be induced to forsake evil and practice virtue because

they believe that the latter course is the more profitable. A
genuine reform in character results from a sense of duty to

love and obey God as he is revealed in conscience and nature,

agnosticism not conceding that he speaks in any verbal or

written message. In proportion that man's responsibility

is recognized to conscience as the tribunal which decides the

quality of human conduct, in that proportion society will be

elevated. But the school of "determinism," which treats eth-

ics, as a branch of physics, entirely ignores duty and responsi-

bility as applicable to man. The only duty imposed on him
by society is to avoid that which is detrimental to the general

welfare. Beyond this he has no responsibility. Mr. Cotter

Morison, an advocate of this tlieory, while repudiating moral

responsibility as unscientific and absurd, virtually admits that

human nature is capable of being modified by training for

better or for worse. He says: "The sooner it is perceived

that bad men will be bad, do what we will, though of couise

they may be made less bad, the sooner shall we come to the

conclusion that the welfare of society demands the suppression

or elimination of bad men and the careful cultivation of the

good only." This concession that men "may be made less

bad " is a recognition of the Christian doctrine that they can

attain a higher type of character by the operation of spii-itual

forces. Of course, if bad men may be better, they must be

free to choose ; but how can they do so if, according to " de-

terminism," " positivism," or " naturalism," they are automatic

machines and products of a necessary evolution? Mr. Mori-

son's plan for the purification of society is unique, if not

liumane. He says: "Society has the right to suppress the

bad man in some effectual way, and, above all, prevent his

leaving a posterity as wicked as himself." And again, "' The
soldier who deserts in presence of the enemy is deservedly

shot. In civil life there are forms of criminality which are
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worse tlian desertions; tljey are open hostilities to the best in-

terests of humanity," Mr. Morison is not guilty of scientific

consistency in his proposed method of exterminating the crim-

inal classes, or even bad men not on the criminal list. If they are

machines, and morality is the product of molecular forces, bad
)ncn are not to blame for their inherited natures. Herbert

Spencer, however, does not favor the "suppression or elim-

ination of bad men," but prefers to deal otherwise with the

criminal classes and trust to penal reform as more in harmony
with an enlightened and humane age. He expects the world

to become better and happier by social evolution, tlie good
linally predominating, on the principle of "the survival of the

fittest."

How much more rational and humane is the Christian

method of removing the evils of individual and social life

!

Christ sympathizes with man and appeals to his better nature,

not regarding him as a machine, incapable of choosing between
right and wrong, but as a free moral agent, possessed of a con-

science and convinced of his responsibility. This estimate of

even "bad men " invests them with a dignity which the agnos-

tic philosophy does not recognize. Mr. Morison candidly admits
that modern society is threatened with ruin, but his remedies
are inadequate. Crime is rampant and defiant, corruption in

public ofiice abounds, and unrest in labor circles is unprece-

dented. "What is needed is that there be preached with greater

emphasis the teachings of Christ concerning love to one's

neighbor, which implies love to God. The practice of the

"golden rule" requires that best type of character which is the

product of the " purely spiritual elements of the Christian

faith," so highly praised by Professor Huxley.
The great defect in all existing systems of reform is tlie tend-

ency to overlook, or minify, the heinousness of sin and to

Bilcnce the voice of conscience. Even the pulpit is exalting
tlic religion of culture, and is ignoring the absolute necessity of
the "new birtli." In seeking to eliminate the miraculous ele-

ment from the Gospel some so-called reformers in the Chris-
tian Church are practically abandoning the doctrine of the
PiJpcrnatural work of the Spirit in human hearts. Mr. Davies
—who, in his able paper on "The Higher Life—How is It to
i>c Sustained ? " makes such an eloquent plea for Christianity
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and exposes tlie errors of agnosticism—shows commendable
zeal in his efforts to popularize the Christian faith, but tlius

far the conversion of agnostics and materialists to his recon-

structed system has not been encouraging. Evidently he is a

believer in the divine Christ, though he would not nrge men
to accept Jesus because of his mighty works as recorded in the

gospels. Yet, paradoxical as it may seem, in referring to this

Gospel, he says

:

By presenting the Sou of man as divine it makes every man sacred and
dear to his fellow-men. It gives an entirely satisfying law of life, a sure

basis of duty, a universal and progressive morality. It so far explains

the sufferings and trials of life^is to induce them to bear them with a

refining patience. It holds out a light from beyond the grave which
dispels the gloom of death. It opens a fount of joy too deep to be ex-

hausted.

Surely a Gospel which has offered such possibilities to men in

all lands and ages is a more exalted system than the mere
vaporings of shallow philosophers. It is a provision for world-

wide need ; it is of supernatural origin.
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Art. IV.-DOCTRINE OF THE DIVINE DDIANENCE.

TuE last word will never be spoken respecting the relation

of God to liis universe. TVhoever thinks and writes on this

crrcat theme mnst do so with the understanding that he will not

fathom tlie whole truth. It lias been the problem of thoughtful

minds in all ages, and many have derived from it a maximum

of mental training wlio have reached only a minimum of truth.

The problems involved cannot be settled by any preeminence

of intellectual ability, or by a consensus of philosophical opin-

ion., for the greatest minds of the race have neutralized their

influence by" discrediting each others' theories. It is not a

question that can be decided by expert testimony. We may

well distrust anyone who sets himself up as a final authority on

account of any jpreeminence of philosophical grasp. Yet, what-

ever the difficulties which beset this problem, thoughtful men

f^annot and ought not to ignore it. They must think and study,

and perchance God will give them a measure of truth.

In these times of uufottered speculation the ocean is traversed

by numberless cui-rents and cross-currents, while the air is

boisterous witli gales and cyclones. It may be well to see ':

whether the Christian doctrine of God's immanence in nature

maintains its anchorage or whether in this respect we are

drifting with wind and tide. A belief in this immanence as-

sumes that God created all things, and concerns itself with his

relation to the universe after creation. Was he so closely related

to his universe as to lose his identity in it ? Did he create a vast

machine which could rnn without his further care ? Or, did he

construct a universe distinct from its Creator and yet needing

liis constant guidance and control? Christian thinkers have

gencrallv given an affirmative answer to the last question.

We may look to John AVcsley for a brief statement of the

doctrine of God's immanence in nature

:

He 13 the true God, the only cause, the sole creator of all things. . . .

.\nd as the true God he is also the supporter of all the tilings that he

l.iith made. He bcareth, upholdeth, sustaineth all created things by the

word of his power; by the same powerful word which brought them out

of notliiug. As this was absolutely necessary for the beginning of their

'xi^lencc, it is equally so for the continuance of it; were his almighty

iiUlucnce withdrawn they could uot subsist a moment longer. Hold up a
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stone in the air; the moment you withdraw your hand it naturally falls

to the ground. In like manner, were he to withdraw his hand for a

moment, the creation would fall into nothing. As the true God he is

likewise the preserver of all things. He not only keeps them in being,

but preserves them in that degree of well-being which is suitable to their

several natures. He preserves them in their several relations, connections,

and dependencies, so as to compose one system of beings, to form one

entire universe, according to the counsel of his will. How strongly and

beautifully is this expressed: To. -JT-uvTa ev avrcp awiaTr/Kev, "By whom all

things consist," or, more literally, "By and in him are all things com-

pacted into one system." He is not only the support, but also the cement

of the whole universe. I would particularly remark (what perhaps has

not been sufficiently observed) that he is the true author of all the motion

that is in the universe. To spii'its, indeed, he has given a small degree

of self-moving power, but not to matter. All matter, of whatever kind

it be, is absolutely and totally inert.*

This statement covers the ground of God's relation to material

things. Mr. Wesley implies, but does not directly state, that

the same relation exists between the Creator and created spirits.

"He is also the supporter of all things that he hath made,''

whether in the realm of matter or spirit. He grants to created

spirits a certain measure of freedom, but not such as to make
them independent of the Creator. God is so necessary to the

existence of the universe that were he to withdraw himself for

an instant it would vanish into nothingness.

The doctrine of the divine immanence mediates between the

extreme, on the one side, of an absolute transcendence which

represents God as holding aloof from the universe, and the ex-

treme of pantheism, on the other side, which degrades God to a

level with the universe and loses him in it. "We must not pennit

the true doctrine to be cumbered with objectionable notions, but

must guard it from all misleading bypaths. In order to fortify

ourselves in this belief let us look at a few considerations :

1. First, this doctrine is not inconsistent with a true view of

transcendence. In fact, any correct view of transcendence must

find its proper modification and complement in immanence. It

goes without saying that God is above his creation. He does

not bring himself to the level of nature by creation and preser-

vation. A philosopher who has invented a rat-trap to protect

himself from vermin does not bring himself to the level of

this simple contrivance because he baits and sets the trap. A
• Sermon of *' Spiritual Worship."
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man is above any machine which he is capable of inventing,

building, and running.

But we cannot hold to any view of transcendence which

represents God as turning av^ay from his universe, and leaving it

to run itself. The mechanical theory of God's relation to nature

has value for neither philosophy nor religion. If we draw onr

illustration from the most perfect man-made machine, and press

the analogy, it will utterly fail us. A machine cannot run it-

self. It depends on both God and man for conservation and

preservation from destruction. It must be attached to some

force of nature in order to run at all, and in order that its

materials may hold together. And in attaching it to nature

we attach it to God, who is behind and above nature and

responsible for it. But in addition to this a man must stand

over it and keep it in order. If left to itself it will finish a

brief task and cease to run. An engineer starts a train and

jumps off ; it runs wild for a few hours, stopping at no stations,

and probably ends in a smash-up. At best the fires will soon

be out and everything come to a standstill. An immense

knitting mill, run by water power, is set in motion ; the doors

are locked and it is left to itself. It is safe to say that in a

few weeks, at most, the whole machinery will be a tangled

wreck which has come to silence and will never sing again the

song of useful industry unless the hand of man is invoked to put

it in order. Xo theory of transcendence is rational which rep-

resents God as creating the universe and then leaving it to

take care of itself while he looks on, or looks off, with indiffer-

ence. The mechanical theory of the deists is no solution of

the problem of God and the universe. The correct view

of transcendence is that which joins with immanence and pre-

sents us an infinite, personal God, omniscient, omnipotent,

epeaking into existence a varied universe and then with fatherly

care looking after its interests. The mere fact that we pro-

nounce him infinite and the creation finite declares his tran-

scendence. The Christian doctrine, which represents God as a

father stooping from infinitude to superintend the destiny of a

planet, a sparrow, a man, is the best exposition of the divine

immanence. The two doctrines present a rational and beautiful

conception of God, and we may humbly believe that the Creator

has taken j^ains to thus reveal himself to men.
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2. Oil the other hand, and from the opiDOsite pole of thought,

the doctrine of the divine immanence must not be confounded

with any form of pantheism. Some Christian thinkers lean

toward the absolute transcendence of the deists, for fear that

some elements of pantheism are wrapped up in the doctrine of

the divine immanence. Many persons see pantheism when it

does not exist. It is not necessary to accept the mechanical

theory in order to escape pantheism. AYe need not exclude

God from the universe in our endeavors to save his identity

from being swallowed up by it. God can keep his hand on

nature without losing himself in nature.

Pantheism is a diversified system of speculation, and it would

be well if earmarks were attached to its various phases, so that it

could be easily recognized. A satisfactory' definition of panthe-

ism it is difficult to find. Webster gives this: "The doctrine

that the universe, taken or conceived of as a whole, is God;

the doctrine that there is no God but the combined forces and

laws which are manifested in the existing universe." "While this

definition will not be accepted as adequate by many who incline

to pautlieistic views, it may serve as a starting point.

Dr. ]^[cCosh* gives some of the leading phases of panthe-

ism, although he does not claim to follow it into all its " shapes "

—"if shape it can be said to have whose very nature is to

be shapeless." His first division is "Material Pantheisn)."

Of this theory he says :
" According to this it is the mere matter

of the universe, with its forces, its life, its thought, as the result

of organism, which constitutes the One All, that may be called

God." This is simply materialism, which finds whatever God

there is in the material universe. There is no personality, of

course, in such a God. Dr. McCosh's next division is " Organic

or Yital Pantheism." God is the life of the universe. He is

the life of tlie animal, the plant, the man. There is no person-

ality here, but God is simply a life principle animating all

things. His next division is " One Substance Pantheism."

Tiiis is the system of Spinoza, the great apostle of modern

pantheism. According to his philosophy God is the only sub-

stance, and this substance has two attributes, thought and ex-

tension, which correspond to spirit and matter. The God of

Spinoza is not a personal being. ITc is simply the sum of all

* Intuitions of the Mind, p. 300.
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things under the pliases of thought and extension. It is a mis-

nomer to speak of such a conception as God. Dr. McCosh's

last chissification is " Ideal Pantheism." This is the opposite

pole from materialism, but eacli is alike frigid, for there is no

place in either for a personal God. Tlie material universe is

lost in God, and God himself is lost in a system of ideas.

TJnis do pantheistic theories sway from tlie extreme of

materialism to the opposite extreme of idealism. Materialistic

])antheism makes the " all " of the universe to consist of matter,

while idealistic pantheism approaches the problem from the

opposite side and construes everything as spirit. But both are

alike atheistic, for, in the end, after bewildering speculations,

the existence of a personal God is denied. Between these ex-

tremes there is room for many i)hase3 of pantheistic thought,

but in them all the idea of a personal God is bui-ied nnder the

mass of the universe; and an impersonal God is a figment

of the philosophical imagination. The God of pantheism, in

ever}'- phase, is but a myth of philosophical speculation.

Let us now try to state, in a few words, the difference between

the immanence of God in nature and pantheism. The doctrine

of the divine immanence recognizes a jpersonal infinite God.

He is distinct from all things ; is in no way tangled up with,

or lost in, his creation. He stands in his personality above cre-

ation, over against nature and separate from it, yet upholding

it and controlling it by his wisdom and power. But pantheism

recognizes an impersonal absolute God. He does not create

;

he simply exhibits himself in various modes and phases in the

universe. He is not distinct from the universe, but confused

and confounded with it. The difference is simply immense

between an unconscious absolute, evolving itself into the various

forms of nature, and a personal God creating the universe and

making it so dependent on himself that it must be constantly

njiheld by his power. It ought not to be difficult for Christian

thought to draw a boundary line between two systems so radi-

cally unlike. No man need hesitate—through fear that such

a doctrine has any fellowship with pantheism or is liable to

lead to it—cordially to embrace the belief that God, while

above nature, is in nature, upholding and keeping it in exist-

ence by his almighty power. "Wherever there is a clear recog-

nition of a personal God, of a creation entirely distinct from
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the Creator, and of an active superintendence of nature, there

is no pantheism.

3. We may comfort ourselves still further with the thought

that the doctrine of the divine immanence is the most reason-

able and sensible account that has been given of the relation of

God to the universe. AVliy may not the theories of philosophy

be subjected to the test of hard sense as well as other theories ?

Who will venture to say that a philoso|»her, bewildering himself

with speculation and reaching the conclusion that the whole

imiverse is a delusion, is any better guide than the plain man
with common sense who knows no better than to take things

as he finds them? Who shall say that the logical faculty, lo-

cating its premises in the dark, and relentlessly pursuing its

speculations to absurdity and chaos, affords a surer path to

truth than the good sense of the mass of mankind 1 Starting

from different premises, this method has led myriads of specu-

ktors to contradict each other, and has yielded a plentiful

harvest of philosophical confusion and bewilderment, while the

good sense of mankind has practically agreed that there is a

personal God, and a created universe distinct from God, yet

under his superintendence and care. Says Professor Bowne :

, Life abouucls in practical certainties for -wliicli no very cogent reasons

can be given, but which are nevertheless the foundation of daily life.

Our practical trust in the uniformity of nature, in one another, in the

affection of friends, in the senses, etc., are examples. Numberless logical

objections could be raised which reduce all of these to matters of proba-

bility ; but none of these things move us. The things which -we hold,

or rather which hold us, with deepest conviction are not the certainties

of logic, but of life.*

It may be profitable to place the doctrine of the divine

immanence by the side of other theories, which have been

claimed to solve the same great problem, and let the good sense

of mankind judge between them. Is the doctrine not more

rational than the mechanical theory, which represents God as

creating the universe with such powers that it can run itself

and then turning his back upon it? This theory is liable to the

suspicion of trying to eliminate God from the universe. If

there is such a personal God as we believe in, who is the Creator

of all things, the only rational thought for us is that he is still

• Philosoijiiy of Theism, p. 33.
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i.aerested in his creation ami i« looldng after its welfare

\Vhen we think of a machine in operation the master s hand

,nd eye are uhvays lapon it. Or is the doctrine of the divine

;,„nanence not more rational than the pantheism of Spmoza?

\ccordin- to this philosophy God is simply substance, and the

;.„lv snhstance-not a person. The material universe and mdt-

vkhial beings have no real existence. All that -exists is mti-

„irc substance, if anyone can conceive what is meant by such

., term Under this theory there is no relation of God to the

universe to be explained ; and, as we have no real existence, we

,.eed not, cannot trouble ourselves with either God or the um-

vcrse. Docs any Christian wish to exchange the doctnne of

the divine immanence for the specter of Spinozism ? Or shall

wo prefer the '^ emanation theory," which pervades all oriental

,,l,ilo^opl»y and represents creation as but an outburst of the

'ubstance of Deity, like a jet of gas from the sun, or a mass of

.natter thrown from a volcano, which after a little time drops

Lack attain to the original substance? Shall we conceive of

(iod as'projecting parts of himself in various directions, for his

own amusement, and then recovering himself at liis pleasure?

And shall we conceive of ourselves as jets of Deity, thrown

o,U for a little but doomed to be absorbed again in the original

intinite substance? Or shall we prefer the subjective idealism

..f Fichte, which makes the ego the only reality, and construes

all else as a product of tlie imagination ? Do we in fancy create

our own God and construct the universe to our own liking .

Do the trees bv the roadside grow in our imaginations and not

iti the solid ground? Are we the creator, rather than God?

Is there no God, no universe, whose relations need explaming

.

Such is one of the results of philosophical speculation. Are we

ro.idy to accept it and lay aside the rational doctrine of Christian

ihoi.'in ? Does anv form of materialism seem more reasonable

!h;ui the Christian'doctrinc of the divine immanence ? Are we

ivadv to believe that all the powers of the universe are wrapped

ui. in matter ? Or is the theory of blind force back of matter

:ind operating through matter more rational than that of a per-

-.nal God Pirperintcnding the universe which he has created^

Or will we believe that there is an " unconscious intelligence
'^

•ii work between God and tlie universe, as an explanation of

th.'ir relations ? A man has a right to accept such a theory if

.1—KIITH SKKIK«, V01-. XII.
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Jjc chooses, but the rest of the world lias also a right to ask

what possible conception is awakened in the human mind by the

term " unconscious intelligence." Are we ready to drop our

theism and accept the notion that the "all" of the universe,

by a process of evolution, readies consciousness only in man,

and that consequently the universe finds its acme in the human
race ? Or, with more daring fancy, will we place God at the

end rather than tlie beginning of the series, and consider him the

last and highest product of evolution? AVill we attribute to

the "universal substance "" intelligence and self-existence"

without personality? Will we base our philosophy and our

religion on a hobgoblin which is impersonal yet intelligent

and self-existent ? "Will it please us better to think that there

are no individuals in the universe, but rather an aggregate of

life which transiently manifests itself in separate forms ? Will

it clear our thought to any extent to be told that we are

"identical with the absolute," or that we are equal with God?

Shall we solve all the problems of the universe by elevating

man to God's place and worshiping ourselves or our fellow-

men ? Or will it dispel the fogs from philosophical speculation

to wipe out the universe with one courageous stroke and declare

that God, man, matter have no real existence ?

Is there anything, in any or all of these theories, to drag the

Christian thinker from his moorings ? He has a right to scoff

at such vapory speculations. In place of all this the common
sense of mankind has believed in a personal God, who created

the universe, and whose omnipotence keeps it in being. TJie

Christian ]->hilosopher may confidently claim that this is the

most rational account of God and the universe.

4. Such a discussion as this ought not to tei-minate without

the fact being emphasized that the doctrine of the immanence

of God in nature is in harmony with the teachings of God's

word. We do not regard Scripture as a handbook of philosophy,

but it will never bo safe to leave the teachings of the Bible out

of the account when making up our conclusions on any subject.

Such a course will only invite revision at a later date. Doubtless

every theory of science and philosophy will ultimately have to

make its peace with the word of God, and so the Bible must be

a factor in the discussion of all questions.

An exhaustive argument would make use of a large part of
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the Bible, for its pages are filled with this doctrine. Nothing

ill Scripture is more frequently or emphatically affirmed than

God's creative power and his perpetual superintendence in the

affairs of the universe. Material things are molded by his hand

as clay takes form under the skill of the potter. Animals are

fed and cared for by his bounty. Men cannot escape from

his presence. Heaven, earth, and hell afford no hiding place

from his all-seeing eye. A few passages will show the trend of

Scripture teaching. Look at this sublime utterance: "And,

Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foundation of tlie

earth ; and the heavens are the works of thine hands. They

shall perish, but thou remainest : and tliey all shall wax old as

doth a garment; and as a vesture shalt thou fold them up,

and they shall be changed : but thou art the same, and thy

years shall not fail " (Heb. i, 10-12). This cannot be construed

as merely the poetry of the Old Testament, though it be a

quotation from the Psalms, for it finds a place and an indorse-

ment in the New Testament, where its sentiments are repeatedly

found, as in Matt, xxiv, 35 ; 2 Peter iii, 7-10. Here we have

clearly taught the great principles of Christian theism—a per-

sonarOod, a creation, a clear distinction between Creator and

creation, and the added thought that the continuance of the one

is not dependent on the continuance of the other. There is no

pantheism here. A decaying world is not a decaying God. It

looks as though God might suffer the world to go to destruction

without any harm to himself.

One passage more. Paul was himself a philosopher, and

looked into many " things hard to be understood." He did not

Mink the "mysteries" of life in presenting the Gospel to men;

and from his peculiar relation to God, and his superior mental

equipment, we might look for a satisfactory solution of the

most profound problems. He at one time had a discussion with

certain Greek philosophers on Mars' Hill concerning the very

question before us, and announced his theory of God and the

universe in no dubious terms. Certain of the Epicureans and

Stoics took the apostle to the place where the gravest questions

were debated, and gave him an opportunity to explain some of

t!ie fundamental principles of the Gospel. The Epicureans

were materialists. Matter unfolded itself into its various forms

without any creating power. Human souls were only a refined
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form of matter. There were gods, to be sure, but they had a

good time in the interstellar spaces without any concern for the

affairs of the universe. The Stoics were pantheists. With
tlicm God and the universe were identical. The universe was
but ''a period in the development of God" himself. In the

face of their theories Paul thrust the wholesome doctrine of

Christian theism, declaring a Creator, a created universe, an

upholder of all things, a nourisher of nature, and a Father of

men : "Ye men of Athens, I perceive that in all things ye are

too superstitious. For as I passed by, and beheld your devo-

tions, I found an altar with this inscription, TO THE Ux\-

KKOWN GOD. ^Yhom therefore ye ignorantly worship, him
declare I unto you. God that made the world and all things

therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and earth, dwclleth

not in temples made with hands; neither is worshiped with

mpn's hands, as though he needed anything, seeing he givetli to

all life, and breath, and all things; and hath made of one blood

all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, and

hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of

their habitation ; that they should seek the Lord, if haply they

might feel after him, and find him, though he be not far from

every one of us: for in him we live, and move, and have our

being ; as certain also of your own poets have said. For we are

also his offspring " (Acts xvii, 22-28). Many truths are estab-

lished in these passages, and the3' are the very truths that he

in the safe middle ground between pantheism and an extreme

view of the divine transcendence. They touch the relations of

matter and spirit to the God m-Iio created and upholds both.

Such is the teaching of Scripture on this important question,

and the Christian may be thankful that the doctrine of the

immanence of God in nature, which lays the foundation for tlie

kindred doctrines of divine providence and the fatherhood of

God, is both rational and scriptural.
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/„.T v.—DOCTRINE OF THE FUTURE LIFE IN THE
BOOK OF JOB.

Belief in God and belief in a future life are the two liinl>s

iiu which tlie colossus of religion stands as it strides the mjs-

t(.>ry of life. These fundaraeiital beliefs seem eternally to join

hands, so that a great theologian has remarked, "Theism in all

lis forms can as little- dispense witli the immortality of man as

with the personality of God." As a deduction from this we

would suppose that the philosophy or religion which sees God

in clearest light would present the richest, deepest, most ade-

•jimtG doctrine of the future. And as a rule this is true. The

phiK>sophy of the eighteenth century, which was preeminently

theistic, made the doctrine of the immortality of man, as Erd-

niann expresses it, "the dogma j9(zr excellence^'' But Hegel,

I whose idea of God is far more misty, speaks rai-ely and

c.'uitiously on the subject ; and Comte, whose one absolute cer-

tainty is the nonexistence of the absolute, teaches everlasting

nnnihilation rather tlian everlasting life. In religion, also, we
see that the form under which God is conceived determines the

f^jK'cific form of the belief in immortality which is held. Brah-

Mianism, witli its pantheistic tendencies, naturally gives rise to a

theory of human transuiigration, while Zoroastrianism, because

it adheres to the idea of a supreme will, emphasizes the doc-

trine of personal continuance.

In harmony with the general principle just stated we would

expect to find in the Book of Job a very clear and adequate

revelation of man's immortality; for, if anything is characteris-

'io of this composition, which Carlyle called the "oldest choral

njelody as of the heart of mankind," it is the splendor of its

'.licisiu. The consciousness of a personal God is the fundamental

<h(l\rent[a oi Hebrew tliought, and nowhere is it displayed more
hrdliantly than in Job. Even in the most skeptical and despair-

i:<i; passages, where everything rocks and sways, the belief in a

l-ersonal God is as stable as the position of Gibraltar by the sea.

i^avb Z«)ck]er :
" Our best modern theology, in its most apjn-oved

•'ud ])hik)sophical symbols, may be challenged to produce any-
t^'^Mg surpassing the representations which this ancient writing
g'VCo us of God, as a spirit, eternal and unchangeable in his
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being, power, lioliness, justice, goodness, and truth." The book

is also given up to tlio discussion of a question whose enigmas

only a true doctrine of the future life can illumine. The writer

is a Hercules wrestling with that profound problem which has

been handed down the ages, and which has been the ever-recur-

ring specter at the banquet of human thought, ""Why do

afflictions befall the righteous ? " AYhat Job needs, to reconcile

him to liis fate and to snatch the veil of mystery from the face

of the Sphinx, is, above all else, an adequate doctrine of the

future ; and hence, if anywhere, we have a right to expect that in

this book the Hebrew belief will be set forth in a light both

full and clear.

AVhether this is the case or not is a question on which critical

students have widely differed. On the one hand, we have those

who, with Dewey, tell us that the writer of this book knew no

more of the doctrine of immortality than the Philistines knew

of the secret of Samson's strength. Says a somewhat recent

review writer :
" There is absolutely no knowledge of a future

life in the Book of Job." On the other hand, we have writers,

like Michaelis and Ewald, who claim that the aim of the book

is to teach the immortality of the soul, and by the hope of a fu-

ture state to reconcile man to the inequalities of the present.

' That the author of this " divine drama of the ancient He-

brews " was not as ignorant of the theory of a future life, as the

more negative writers affirm, we think can be easily shown from

various arguments. (1.) The philosophical presupposition is

against it. All peoples, as Cicero so long ago affirmed, seem to

have a belief in the continuance of man beyond the grave.

Indeed, this belief is not a dogma of religion, or a dogma of

philosophy, but is an impulse of man's nature to be reckoned

among the primary and necessary religious truths. Says Prin-

cipal Fairbairn :
" To the instinct of a living man, who has not

yet learned to reason cither from the facts of experience or the

data of consciousness, death cannot suggest annihilation, because

annihilation is a thought too abstract and repugnant to these

instincts to be either intelligible or credible. In such a man
faith is stronger than sight ; he can conceive and understand

life, but not its negation. If he thinks of the dead he thinks

of them as living ; the very attempt to represent them in

thought is an attempt to represent living, not dead, men."
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Now, Job, as a sincere religionist speaking out of his deepest

coTisciousness and strongest feelings, and his friends, who stand

like Hint for the traditional beliefs, could not have been devoid

of a belief in the soul's future existence, although they may

not have developed it to more than a shadowy copy of present

conditions. (2.) Again, notwithstanding all that has been said

to the contrary, Job's people certainly held to such a belief.

They had every opportunity to embrace the doctrine, for

Abraham came from Chaldea, where a very emphatic belief in

the future life existed, as the lamps and remains of food found

in their tombs testify. Doubtless the patriarch, before his call,

Iiad often united ^vith his ancestors in praying that they might

live forever " in the land of the silver sky," while in Egypt,

also, the Hebrews must have been impressed -with the great

truth of future existence ; for here the idea passed into the life

and ethics of the nation, and was living and palpable. In the

fact that the superstition of necromancy, notwithstanding a di-

vine command against it, prevailed for centuries among the

Hebrew people, \\q have a decisive evidence of their belief

in a future life. Specific passages also manifest that, even

in the oldest parts of the Old Testament, death is never thought

of as annihilation, as the completed end of existence. "When it

is said of Abraham that he is gathered to his fathers certainly

more is meant, dying as he did far from his ancestral home,

than the possession of a common tomb -with them. In David's

remark, " I shall go to him, but he shall not return to me," the

continued existence of his child is taken for granted. The
author of Job, being fully in possession of the ideas of his

people, could not have diverged from them so as to deny to

man a species of immortality. (3.) But that Job held the

belief in a future life is clear from a study of certain references

in the book itself. Before we treat the more positive passages,

liowever, it is necessary to say a word concerning those refer-

ences which have been brought forward as implying anniliila-

tii-in. Thus, in chapter vii, 8, Job says to God, " Thine eyes are

upon me, and I am not." And again, in chapter vii, 21 (K. Y.),

lie asks, " "Why dost thou not pardon my transgression, and
l:ikc aM'uy mine iniquity ? For now shall I lie down in the dust

;

a: id thou shalt seek me diligently, but I shall not be." In the
lujitof these passages Job simply means that death will soon hurry
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))iin aw;i3% and, unless God shows liini a renewal of favor soon,

lie will have no chance to do this and thus vindicate his ways

before men. In the former passage the thought is much tlie

same. Tliat the reference to being no more is not to be taken

absohitely he proves by the simile of a cloud, which illustrates

"the impossibility of a return from sheol, and not the souTs

utter destruction. Nor does xiv, 7-12, witli other similar

passages, give us doguiatic utterances, but popular representa-

tions of tlie grave, such as are still current in literature. In tlie

visible order of nature the dead do not return again, but are

consumed and vanish away like the flood. Says a commentatoi-,

"In enlarging on this aspect of death the writers of the Old

Testament are not stating the real condition of the soul after

death, but only its apparent one, as derived from the life we

are now enjoying," Otherwise these negative passages M'ould

be in contradiction to those which clearly imply continued

existence. Some of these passages are the references made to

the shades and conditions of life in the underworld, which will

be considered in a subsequent paragraph. In such references

as that in xiv, 22 (R. V.), which says of man in Sheol,

"But his flesh upon him hath ])aii!, and his soul within him

mourneth," we have a certain proof that Job thinks of the

shades as existing, since he clearly means to indicate their ex-

perience of pain and sorrow as inhabitants of the joyless and

gloomy underworld. One cannot read the famous seventeenth

verse of chapter three without seeing that with Job the dead

still in a sense conthiue their existence. Such a passage as

xiv, 13 (R. V,), "O that thou wouldest hide me in Sheol,

that thou wouldest keep me secret, until thy wrath be past,"

could only have been written by one who liad some conception

of a future life. The old proof text of immortality in xix,

26, 27, is held by many to refer to Job's vindication while

he is still on the earth; but, as will be seen when we later

examine it, the passage rather refers to a vindication which

Job shall behold v/hen he boconics an inhabitant of SheoL

Still, while it is clear that Job believed in a future life we

think those greatly err who place his development of the doc-

trine almost on a par with the Xew Testament revelation. It is

one thing to have an idea of future continuance, and another to

have an evangelical hope of everlasting life. That the latter
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was uot possessed by the writer of the Book of Job is seen in

the fact that the wliolc drift of its thought is against the sup-

position. Says one writer, and we think truly, "If a clear

knowledge of the future had been held there would have been

no problem, and the book could not have been written." Both

by Job and his friends tlie doctrine of immortality is continually

ii^nored, and that when it is the key to the mystery they are

endeavoring to fatliom. This doctrine would have wonderfully

helped them in reconciling the experiences of life with the

rif^hteousness of God. It would have sustained Job in the liery

furnace of his trial. But, instead of this, through the poem

runs the minor chord of the sufferer's despair. Job speaks out

of the depth of his sorrow, a time when a soul would lay hold

for comfort on all it knows; but he continually wraps himself

in the densest gloom and hangs about him drapery as dark as

a funeral pall, declaring that the thoughts of his heart bring

night ibto the day. He sadly calls corruption his father, and

the worm his mother and sister. The grave is his house, and

the grave is to him a place where his hopes perish—a thing

v.'hich he plainly dreads almost as much, as his sufferings. In-

deed, as we read Job's words we cannot but feel that the dark-

ness of the future which is drawing its curtain about him—for

he expects speedy death—is quite as much a cause of his an-

guish as are his misfortunes. With him, as with the Hebrews

generally, the future was utterly without hope, a dire calamity

desirable only to put an end to extreme misfortune.

The inquiry, therefore, becomes especially interesting as to

what Job did believe on the question of the future life. In

chapter xxx, 23, he says, " For I know that tliou wilt bring

nic to death, and to the house appointed for all living." This

house appointed for all the living is not simply the grave,

hut Sheol, "the great involuntary rendezvous of all M-ho live

in this world." The word " Sheol " is of disjputed derivation.

Winer, Ilengstenberg, and others think it comes from fsxi'*.

which is equivalent to 2:)oscere, " to ask," so that the kingdom
of the dead would mean that which is insatiable in its demands

(Prov. i, 12, Isa. v, ll ; Heb. ii, 5). The majority of modern

Hebrew scholars, however, find the root of the M'ord in yi",

wliieh slgnilies " ravine," or " abyss." Sheol is located by Job,

Hft by the ancients generally, below the earth, since in xi, 8,
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he speaks of its depths. It is a sad and gloomy region, where
the dead spread their couch in the darkness (xvii, 13). It is
also termed (x, 22, R. Y.) "a land of thick darkness, as dark-
ness itself; a land of the shadow of death, without any order,
and where the light is as darkness." Here we have as terribly
vivid a picture of the superlative gloom of the underworld as
when Milton, in his description of hell, writes of "darkness
visible." The Yulgate corresponds with Job's idea when it

speaks of Sheol as " a murky land covered with the thick dark-
ness of death

;
a land of wretchedness and obscurities where is

the shadow of death and no order, but sempiternal horror
dwells everywhere." It is entered through barred gates
(xvii, 16

;
xxxviii, 17), and in its dust its inhabitants lie down

(vii, 21 ;
xxi, 26). Although beneath the earth, its location is

not known (xxxviii, 19), nor has anyone seen even the shadow
of its gates (xxxviii, IT). Throughout its borders confusion
reigns (x, 22). There is no exit^from it. "He that goeth
down to Sheol shall come up no more. He shall return no
more to his house " (vii, 9, 10, E. V.). Tea, tlie heavens shall
pass away before he shall rise (xiv, 12). In sharp distinction
from the land of the living (xxviii, 13), Sheol is pictured as the
land of destruction (xxviii, 22). Over it King Silence sways
his scepter.

One cannot but notice the similarity of this description of
Sheol to that found in the Babylonian poem called "The
Descent of Istar." Here the underworld is spoken of as fol-

lows:
The land whence none return, the region of [diirkuess],

To the house of darkness, the scat of the god Irkalla,

To tlic house from wlioso entrance there is no exit,

To the road -n-hoso course never leads back,

To the house whose inmate is sliut off from light;

Where dust is their substance, clay their food,

The liglit tliey behold not, in darkness they dwell,

They are clad like a bird with a garment of feathers,

Over the door and bolt is scattered the dust.

Kor does tliis similarity seem strange when wc remember that
to a considerable extent the Hebrew religion, altliough favored
with a distinct revelation, grew up on the basis of Semitic
thought and worship.

The condition of those in Sheol is drawn by Job in colors
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equally dark with liis description of the underworld itself.

Tiie departed are termed "shades," whicli is derived from a

word meanin- "to be slax-.k, relaxed, exhausted, weak, power-

less" Zockler calls them "the raarrowless and bloodless

Blndes or forms of the underworld ; the wretched inhabitants

of the realm of the dead." AVhether the body and soul were

thought by Job to be together in Sheol is a question on which

commentators disagree; but it is certain that he did not look

at the soul as entirely without corporeity. Thus, in xiv, 22

(R V) he savs of the dead that "his flesh upon him hath

pain, and his soul within him mourneth." The idea of abstract

spirituality is not found in the views of any early people; it

comes only when the philosophic mind has been largely devel-

oped. Hence, notwithstanding the attempts of some to so ex-

plain this passage as to leave the soul and body separate in Job's

mind, it is clear that he regarded the former as retaining a cer-

tain residue of its earthly body in the underworld. While the

dead have a certain self-consciousness this seems only to extend

to a vague realization of their misery, so that Sheol may be

appropriately called "the land of forgetfulness." Especially

is there no perception of what occurs in the upper world.

" His sons come to honor, and he knoweth it not ;
and they are

brought low, but he perceiveth it not of them" (xiv, 21,

K. y!). J ob's idea seems much the same as that in Ecclesiastes

(ix, 5, C, 10), where the dead are spoken of as knowing nothing,

and as having no longer a reward, while their love, their hatred,

and their envy are perished. Indeed, existence in Sheol is a

condition more resembling death than life, and therefore it

is often spoken of as a kind of perpetual sleep (xiv, 12).

The power of God is sufficient to disturb it (xxvi, 6), and it is

a proof of his omnipotence that this is so. Because of this

deep lethargy, this semiconscious condition, in which the dead

lie, the wicked cease from troubling and the weary are at

rest (iii, 17). All classes and conditions of men are blended

together, the poor with kings and counselors of the earth who

Iniilt up waste places for themselves or filled their houses with

silver (iii, 14, 15). The differences so marked on the earth

disappear. The servant is free from his master, and prisoners

liear not the voice of their overseers. As Seneca says, " Death

reduces by li just law to a state of equality all who in their
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families and circumstances had unequal lots in life." The

thought is einiilar to that of the Greek poet

:

Where they an equal houor share

Wlio buried or uuburied are

;

"Where Agamemnon knows no more

Thau Irus he contemned before;

Where fair Achilles and Thersite lie

Equally naked, poor, and dry.

Our conclusion, then, is that Job looked at Sheol as a dread

and gloomy region, and the condition of those who had de-

parted as one without hope (xiv, 7 ; xvii, 15). "We do not wonder

that, with all his conscious integrity, he shrank back from ir

as a calamity. Only for one reason could man welcome it

—

as a relief from pains and sorrows more dreadful to bear thaii

the shadowy, vegetating existence of the underworld.

This view of the future world which Job gives us is mucli

the same as prevails in classical antiquity. It is uniformly

spoken of in such terms as " the dismal region," " the lonely

land," " the dark regions," " the black place of eternal night."

"the dolesome reahu of darkness," or "the dark domain." In

his visit to the realm of the dead Ulysses meets with Achilles.

whom he thus addresses:

But sure the eye of Time beliolds no name

So blessed as thine, in all the realms of fame:

Alive, we hailed thee with our guardian gods,

And dead, thou rul'st a king in these abodes.

To which Achilles replies in the following words

:

Talk not of ruling in this dolorous gloom,

Kor think vain words, he cried, can ease my doom.

Kathor I'd choose laboriously to bear

A weight of woes, and breathe the vital air

A slave to some poor hind that toils for bread,

Than reign the Bceptered monarch of the dead.

Another important inquiry lias reference to the doctrine of

rewards which the Book of Job presents. This is, indeed, the

central theme of the composition. The author is a highly

poetic and meditative soul, and is troubled over the prevailing

opinions of his day upoTi the question of retribution. A theory

of temporal rewards and punishments had long been taught in

Israel. The righteous are prospered and tlie wicked are

afflicted. Against this doctrine, advocated by his three friends.
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Job contends with all liis might, and, falling back on experi-

ence, sliows that often the wicked live and wax mighty in

power (xxi, 7), while the righteous are troubled all their days.

Where, then, is the solution? God is just and good; his

rii^hteonsncss is as the light. Plow can there be such a con-

flict between justice and moral worth? Or, how can tl'.e

apparent contradictions in the law of rewards be explained ?

Job's friends try to reconcile them by the principle of hope-

not the anticipation of future recompense, but the hope that,* if

a man continue in integrity, his momentary sufferings will give

place to happiness, while the prosperity of the wicked must

come at length to a terrible end. But this is not a solution
;

for no amount of subsequent prosperity, on the theory of

merely temporal rewards, can atone for a good man's nusfor-

tune and misery. And it is here that the weakness of the

epilogue of the drama comes to view. The giving of double

to Job for all he lost did not excuse the righteousness of God

in making him suffer—which is the point in dispute. Elihu

comes forward, however, with a different and better solution.

He points to the fact that the explanation is to be found in

the infinite wisdom of God, which it is folly for man to seek

to follow, and in the fact that sufferings may come to the

righteous as a purifying discipline. To this Job assents, and

confesses that the way of God is in the sea, and that man must

humbly submit to what the higher wisdom brings him. But

this submission is without hope. There is no indication that

the light will ever emerge from behind the cloud; and there

is no suggestion that any compensation will ever come to the

man who has perished in his misery. As Schultz says, "The

real difficulty is not touched." The one-sided idea that suffer-

ing is penal is not balanced by any doctrine of the future

adjustments, as must necessarily have been the case if Job

had known anything more than tlic doctrine of merely temporal

rewards and punishments. The thought of the whole poem

<<eems to be that this world is the only place for the action of

Cod's government, and that a failure in its justice here would

1)0 a breach in the entire system of moral order. Some have

professed to sec suggested in certain passages the i-ewards of

the righteous and the punishment of the wicked in the future

\vorld
; but there is not a verse in the book which, rightly
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interpreted, gives tliis tlionglit. The reason there is no doctrine

of future rewards in the poem—a doctrine which presents one

of the most powerful motives for human action—is plainly the

empty character of the future life as Job conceived it. And this

is true of the entire Old Testament. We find that neither the

law, the moralists, nor the prophets appeal to reward and pun-

ishment beyond the grave as a motive for right action—

a

fact that seems very strange when we remember how largely

the Hebrew religion is an ethical one. The reason for this is

that the doctrine of immortality is too vague and unsubstan-

tial to admit of it ; and another reason is that, nntil the time of

the exile, the idea of the individual is largely merged and lost in

the idea of the nation.

In this particular, also, we find a striking similarity between

the ideas of Job and the old Semites. The ancient Babylonians

taught the same doctrine of temporal rewards and punishments

in much the same way. Their gods dealt almost exclusively

with the living. As early as 4000 B. C. we find kings erecting

temples for the preservation and prolongation of their lives.

Tiglath-pileser says of his grandfather Asur-dan, "The work of

his hands and the offering of his sacrifice pleased the gods so

that he arrived at the highest age of all." The punishment

of evil-doers was likewise 'with earthly sickness, misfortune,

and death. In an incantation we read, " "Whoso fears not his

god, like a reed shall he be cut oS." However, for a few special

favorites of the gods there was a happier state, as they were

translated to an isle of blessedness and there continued, enjoy-

ing the same kind of existence they had in this world. Later,

as the doctrine of immortality was developed, there came to be

granted to men the same privileges that had at first been ex-

tended only to the heroes of epic song. This similarity of view

between the Hebrews and Babylonians is found in the common
derivation of both, for there is much truth in the remark of

Schultz :
" The view of Mosaism of the condition after death

is clearly, throughout, not an Old Testament religious doctrine.

It is a national or racial one in all its characteristics."

There yet remains one phase of the doctrine of the future

life in the Book of Job to be investigated. This relates to

the resurrection of the dead. Did Job have a belief that

at last men would rise from Sheol to a renewed life ? Many
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writers nre very confident of this. Pope, in his Theology,

says that no criticism can rob ns of Job's ancient testimony to

the resurrection of the body. Adam Clarke tells us that in

Job we have a revelation of the general resurrection. Dr.

Cooke, in his book on Doctrines of the Resurrection, devotes

twenty-five pages to an attempt to show that " in various places

throughout the Book of Job the doctrine of a resurrection is

distinctly taught or implied;" and, "if this be denied, many
passages will be wholly without satisfactory meaning, and the

interpretation of the book as a whole somewhat doubtful."

These writers but express the opinions of scores of others.

But, notwithstanding all that is said, we have here a case in

which the wish is father to the thought ; for there is no correct

exegesis which can show such a doctrine in the book. In the

first place, the thought of individual resurrection is the last of

the religious ideas developed in the Old Testament. It is

clearly taught only in one passage (Dan. xii, 2), and even here

a general resurrection is not spoken of. " Many," says Daniel,

not all, '• shall awake." As Reuss suggests, it is probable that to

the prophet the favor of a resurrection is reserved for the Jews
only. In Isa. xxvi, 19, we have a passage which, with the

indefiniteness of poetry, suggests that the idea of individual resur-

rection was increasing among the people. In some of the later

Psalms, as, for example, xlix, Ixxiii, cxxxix, we may have more
or less distinct foregleams of the thought, although some of the

ablest critics contend that their references are to protection

from the penal death of the wicked, and rest and blessedness

in the present life. Ezek. xxxvii has been much relied on by
tliose who see this doctrine in the Old Testament. On this

Sclmltz has well commented, as follows :

Undoul)tedly the real reference of this passage is to the people of Israel.

Some might, indeed, find in the very simile used by the prophet a proof
that the resurrection of the dead was a thought with which pious minds
were then familiar. But it seems to me to prove the very opposite. If
the belief in a resurrection of individuals had been known to the prophet,
then his reply to the question, " Can these bones live ? " must surely have
been, " Certainly, Lord." And, in that case, this whole vision would be
no longer a sign. The field full of dead men's bones would no longer be
an emblem of a hopelessness too great for human thought to overcome,
nor the raising of the bones a miracle of miracles. On the contrary, the
hoaes would of themselves be a sign of hope; and their being raised
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would be an event to be expected as a matter of course. InsteAd of a

miraculous pledge of something otherwise incredible wo should have a

rather weak parable, "As certainly as those corpses will rise again, so

certainly will dead Israel also be raised from the dead." Consequently

this passage was well suited to arouse in the reader a belief in the resur-

rection of individuals also. But a proof that such a belief already existed

it most assuredly is not.

These passages are the principal ones claimed for a belief in

a resurrection, except those in Job, whicli we shall soon ex-

amine, and all of them except the one in Daniel are deficient.

Hence we claim that the presutnption is against the doctrine of

the resurrection being taught in Job, since it was not a dogma
of Uebrew theology in his day, and did not develop till a much
later date, of which Renss writes as follows :

The feverish expectation of the end, a hatred of oppression that was

not satisfied by the prospect of a temporal and fleeting vengeance—above

all, the conviction that eternal righteousness could not allow the count-

less victims who died for their God and their faith to fall unrewarded

—

all these causes finally gave rise to a belief in the resurrection of the dead

and a judgment beyond the tomb.

If we turn to an examination of the passages in Job which

are claimed to teach tlie resurrection we shall have the pre-

sumption sustained. In xiii, 15, we find tluit famous verse

which is the basis of several celebrated hymns and poems:
" Though he slay mc, yet will I trust in him"—an utterance

which Cooke calls "an expression of the most triumphant hope

in the salvation of God." Unfortunately for him, however, the

proper translation of this passage is, " Lo, he may slay me, yei

will I wait for him." Delitzsch renders it, ''I wait for him
that lie may slay me." The thought seems to be that, through

liis disease, Job will soon be brought to his dissolution, and

seeing his condition is hopeless he waits for his end. Again,

chapter xiv, 7-1 -i, is often brought forward Avith great confi-

dence. Says Cooke, '• Every figure here- used indicates Job's

belief in a resurrection." "We must, however, differ with him.

In the earlier verses Job says that man's condition is more
liopeless than the palm tree, which if liewn down may sprout

again, or, though its root wax old and its stock die in the

ground, may bo revived when it feels the vivifying energy of

water. " But man dieth, and wasteth away : yea, man givcth

up the gliost, and where is he ? As the waters fail from the sea,
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and tlic river decajetli and drieth up ; so man lietli down and

risetli not : till the heavens be no more, they shall not awake,

nor be roused out of tlieir sleep" (li. Y.). Unlike tlie tree

whose death is only apparent, but like the dried flood which

perishes without hope, is man. Some say, however, that Job

licld that finally, at the destruction of nature, when the

heavens and earth pass away, men will awake and be restored.

Cooke tries to show that the destruction of the heavens was a

current belief among various ancient peoples
;
yet some at least

of those whom he quotes did not think of the destruction of

the universe, but only of the periodical renovation of the earth.

Our real inquiry, however, should be as to what the Hebrews

thought on this question. Dclitzsch has well pointed out that

they viewed the heavens as imperishable. He says

:

"What does not happen until the heavens are no more never happens;

l)cc:iuse God has called the heavens and the stars with their laws ioto

existence (Psalm cxlviii, G); they never cease (Jer. xxsi, 35); the days of

heaven are eternal (l^salm Ixxxix, 30 [~0]). This is not opposed to declara-

tions like Psalm cii, 27, for the world's history, according to the Scripture,

closes with a change in all these, but not their annihilation.

Says Zockler, " According to the popular conception of the

Hebrews, the heavens endured forever (Psalm kxxix, 30 [29] ;

Jer. xxxi, 35)." Says Professor Evans, "It is assuredly strain-

ing the language, and at variance with the connection and with

Job's present mood, to assume in the expression an implication

that when the phenomenal heavens should disappear man
would awake." Canon Cook, in the Bible Commentary, alludes

to the expression as "equivalent to a denial of the possibility of

restoration to life." In chapter xiv, 13, Job hopes that Sheol

may be a place of safety for liim till the wrath of God is turned

away, when he trusts he may be remembered again in mercy.

This is his wish ; but he recoils fi-om it as if without founda-

tion, asking, " If a man die, shall he live again ? " Yet he does

not suggest the possibility of an affirmative answer, but the

reverse. " All the days of my warfare would I wait till my
rc-lcaso should come " (R. Y.). Here he likens his life to the

service of the soldier who must endure the privation and
•^w tiering incident to his occupation, and says he will wait till

his change of condition comes.
The principal utterance of Job, however, which is relied
•1—FIFTH SKKIKS, VOL. XII.
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upon to teach tlie doctrine of tlie resurrection is in chapter xix,

25-27. It is not necessary to say that tliis is a very diffi-

cult passage. It is involved and obscure, and there is not a

little probability that the text has become corrupt. Many
writers may be quoted on both sides concerning its reference

to the resurrection, though nearly all the later critical scholars

agree that it docs not. The reasons for their opinion are that

this supposition is out of harmony with the design of the poem
and the course of the argument ; that, if it makes such refer-

ence, the idea must have been alluded to in order to solve the

problem discussed ; that the connection in which it stands and

the reply of Zophar are against the interpretation ; that neither

Job's friend, Elihu, nor the Almighty refers to it as a source

of consolation ; that it is inconsistent with Job's frequent long-

ings for death as the end of his miseries ; that the later Jews

who searched the Scriptures for proofs on this question never

bring it in evidence ; that the correct translation of the passage

does not support it, and that the subsequent passages show no

such changes of thought on the part of Job as they must if he

has suddenly awaked to new light. "What, then, is the proper

interpretation of the passage ? Job has been appealing to his

friends not to persecute him further. He wishes that his asser-

tions of innocence were recorded in a book, engraved with an

iron pen on a rock, and the engraved letters filled in with lead

to render them still more imperishable, that they might go

down to posterity as a witness to the integrity of his conscience.

Then his faith in the righteousness and justice of God asserts

itself—a faith rooted in the deepest consciousness of the true

Hebrew—and he cries out, " I know that my avenger liveth "

—

Elvah is here implied—"and that he will arise over the dust,"

that is, the dust in which he is soon to make his grave ;
" and after

ray skin and the flesh adhering to it shall have been torn to

pieces, or rotted away in the grave, yet, free from my flesh,"

or "out of it," for this is the better rendering of the original,

"I shall behold Eloah." This does not mean that Job con-

sidered he would have a purely incorporeal existence in Sheol,

for, as we have seen, such was not his belief. He thought

of the soul as having a substantial, though vague and shadowy,

corporeity in the underworld. Thus, the passage simply

teaches that the time will come when Job shall see from Sheol
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God vindicating his integrity against liis enemies. It is the

desperate affinnation of his tormented spirit at a time when he

expects soon to die, rising to grasp in a larger way liis belief in

God's righteousness and justice. If it is objected to this that

Job did not believe that those in Sheol could see what occurs

on the earth, we may reply that he teaches God's power to be

such that it can arouse the sleepers ; and lie probably feels that

the case is so important that he will be permitted to see his

vindication. Or, as is more probable, he may be speaking in

vision, merely meaning to affirm that such a vindication will

occur. This interpretation is more in harmony with the obvious

phraseology of the passage than the view that Job will live to

sec, before he dies, his vindication and restoration. Our con-

clusion, then, is that the passage teaches the existence of the

soul in Sheol, but that it in nowise teaches the doctrine of a

resurrection. On this subject Job was in iguoi-ance, as were

all the other Hebrew writers before the exile.

Such, then, is the doctrine of the futni-c life in the Book of

Job. While the thought of future continuance was in the

writer's mind the larger ho])e as revealed in the !N"ew Testament

was not known to him. It is Jesus Christ who has brought life

ajid immortality to light ; not that he introduced the concep-

tion, but that he filled up tlie vague and shadowy outline with

revelations of infinite meaning. He made the doctrine a living

force in the lives of men. He enriched and developed it so

that it has become one of the strongest motives in influencing

human action. All that is really helpful and inspiring in the

doctrine we owe to him.

q/o^cxa..^ l/Jc<^^
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Aet.VI.—THE MORAL INFLUENCE OF BALZAC.

French romance, until recently read by few Americans, is

now rapidly becoming a staple of our literature. Rabelais,

Alfred de Musset, Alexandre Dumas, Paul de Ivoek, Gauticr^
George Sand, Yictor lingo, Balzac are names as familiar as

those of our Englisli novelists. Our schools have opened the
lloodgates of a foreign tongue, and the waters are pouring forth
in babbling torrents. Curiosity had been whetted by warnings
and appetite intensified by our excited life; so that the Amer-
ican mind was prepared to receive these streams of brilliant

story. Translators -who timidly experimented with a few of
the most Englishlike of tlie French novels were astounded at

the avidity of their reception, and are now putting the most
Frcnchlike into our speech. Imitations are made ; witli what
success is seen in the unparalleled popnlarity of Du Maurier.

It is often asserted that the charm of the Frencli romance is

its immorality. If tliat were true it Avould soon lose its life.

The charm of vice is not its viciousness. When corruption is

stripped of its enticing garb it is revolting. Even those who
live in filth do not admire it. The charm of the French storv
is its vivacity, its transparent clearness, its sparkling gayety, it's

fragrance of philosophic mysticism emitted from the bloom of
a richly colored flower, its clieerfnl view of life, which contrasts

so happily with the sober and almost sermonisli air of manv an
English tale. These are the qualities \vhich give to French
romance its magnetism. If they shelter an irreverence toward
religion or a glorification of uncleaimess they are indeed peril-

ous. A harlot adorned as a goddess, though worshiped under
tlie vault of Notre Dame, is a harlot still ; and, if she can be
dethroned only by the destruction of her shrine, then it would
be well for every lover of the pure to join the ranks of the
iconoclasts and batter down the noble temple which houses
the abomination.

Can the charge of immorality which is so often made a^air.s:

French romance in general be sustained against the -work of
Balzac in particular? lie has his detractors. Rome and
Madrid at one time prohibited his works. Yenice throu^rh
an entire carnival reveled in a masquerade of his characters.
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Tlie question is a serious one ; for this colossal figure has come

into romance as Shakespeare came into drama. Less than fifty

yeurs have ]">assecl since Victor Hugo pronounced the funeral

cnlogitnn over the open grave of his friend in Pere la Chaise,

and already the ablest critics give him the foremost place in his

gplicrc, unapproached and unapproachable therein through all

time and all countries.

Kever in the literary world was genius more closely wed-

ded to erudition, industry, personal purity, artistic finish, pro-

ductiveness. His fecundity is astounding. His biographer, Sal-

tus, has with great accuracy prepared a Balzac bibliography
;

and the titles and dates of his books cover thirt3'-four 12mo
pages. He had planned to write for his Comedie Humahie one

hundred and forty-four stories ; eighty-eight were finished, to-

gether with mimerous other treatises, essays, articles, and plays,

when his prolific pen fell from his wearied fingers. iN'or do

any of these stories bear the marks of haste. His severest

critic was himself. His mode of handling his proofs was as

])athetic as it was laborious. He would erase, interline, cover

the margin with whole paragraphs, and sometimes leave hardly

a trace of the original. The second proof was handled as the

tirst ; and such was his desire for pei-fection that this ])roces3 lie

would often repeat ten times before he sent out his work to the

world. The I'csult was, every stone he laid in his edifice was a

iinished work of art and will bear the closest scrutiny.

JiUt each part is so closely related to the whole that to appre-

ciate what this architect has done we must view the building

in its entirety. Gautier likens the work of his friend to a

eailiedral of a town, hidden by the neighboring houses, but

\\'hich seen from the horizon is outlined immense above the

ftattened roofs. " The structure he builded towers upward as

^ve recede from it and awes us by its hugeness; and surprised

generations M-ill ask each other, ' What manner of man is this

giant who alone has heaved up these formidable blocks and
reared so high this Babel where are heard the murmurings of
•'^'1 t^ocial orders?'" Such a phenomenal product will be read and
f-tudied as the centuries move on. Lovers of litei-ature will

VK'ld to its fascination as they do to the bard of Avon, and
lovers of purity will anxiously inquire as to its moral influence.

A he character of the man prepares us to believe in the
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essential purity of his work. His was an exceptionally clmste

life. George Sand, wiio knew liis habits, says, "His private

life covers no black spots." Gautier describes the moral code

which his intimate personal friend laid down for himself as

one that rivals the severity of Trappist or Carthusian friai'S.

Against all examples to the contrary, he insisted that simple

habits and absolute chastity were essential to the development

of the highest literary faculty, and tliat all excess is the ruin of

talent. His ablest disciples say that Lauis Lamhert is largely

autobiogi-aphical. If so his was a great and aspiring soul strug-

gling in its chrysalis for that beautiful and lofty life for which
every human spirit is destined. That so-called novel is really

a profound psychological study, as pure and as delicate as a

Hebrew jjsalm. Albert Savarus is supposed by many to be a

picture of the author^s I'clation to women. Fiction gives no
more heroic and spotless love. jSTot even Ibsen, whose frosty

purity is unquestioned, and who has conceived a similar situa-

tion, can equal the high tone of Balzac's passion and the all but

divine mode of its use.

Balzac was more than moral. He was religious. "\Ye have

often been pained by the utter inability of most of the great

English novelists to conceive and correctly present true min-

isters of the cross. These are usually represented as weak,

hypocritical, or ridiculous. This Fi'cnchman, with his amazing
gift of insight into the springs of human character, is almost

the only great story-writer who fathoms the motive of the sacred

calling. His priests and nuns are the veritable creatures who
80 nobly combated the triumphing wickedness and distress of

the restoration. "While a sacred name did not deter hira from
exposing the vices of professionalism he everywhere exhibits

reverence for the genuinely good.

He was, however, too great a spirit to limit his faith to the

current doctrine of the Eoman Church, in^ which he was born,

^or was he oblivious of its grievous errors. He studied and
almost worehiped the Bible. His Jesus Christ in Flanders
is a most powerful phantasmagoria, in which the decrepitude of

the Church is pictured as an old hag, haij-less, toothless, withered
almost to a skeleton, with wrinkled skin over her livid face,

clad with dusty rags of holy office. He addresses her, "Miser-
able woman, why do you prostitute yourself to men ? You
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grew rich in tlie heyday of your passions, and you forgot your

pure and fragrant youth, your sublime devotions, your innocent

principles, your fruitful beliefs. You abdicated your primitive

power, your supremacy wholly spiritual, to gain the powers of

the flesh. Abandoning your linen vestments, your mossy couch,

your grottoes illumined with divine lights, you have sparkled

ill diamonds, in luxury, in Inst. Proud, insolent, desiring all

things, obtaining all things, overthrowing all things that were

in your way, like a prostitute in vogue who pursues her pleasure,

you have been sanguinary as a queen besotted by will." Thus
he presses liis scathing indictment of the mother Church in a

way that would have delighted the heart of Knox or the most

savage anti-Romanist. But he closes his story with, " To believe

is to live. I have lately seen the obsequies of a monarchy ; v^'e

must now defend the Church."

"Who but one who knew the life of God in the human soul

could have uttered such sentences as these :
" The final life,

tlie fruition of all other lives to which the powers of the soul

have tended, and whose nierits open the sacred portals to per-

fected man, is the life of prayer. "Who can make you compre-

liend the grandeur, the majesty, the might of prayer? Be now
here what you may be after cruel trial. There are privileged

beings, prophets, seers, messengers, and martyrs, all those who
suffer for the word and proclaim it : such souls spring at a

bound across the human sphere and rise at once to prayer. So,

too, with those souls who receive the lire of faith. . . . God
welcomes boldness. He loves to be taken by violence. . -. . A
single cry uttered under the pressure of faith suffices. God re-

veals himself unfalteringly to the solitary thoughtful seeker."

Like most men of deep intuitions, Balzac was strongly at-

tracted by the mystical schools of thought. He reveled in the
niisty philosophies of Swedenborg, the spiritual contempla-
tions of Madame Guyon, and the occult studies of the Orient,

Out of these came that unique piece of heavenly fiction. Sera.-

phita. She is the fiiuil efflorescence of the spiritual princi])le

after its complete triumph over the animalism in which the
divine is sown. A corrupt heart could not conceive, or, con-
ceiving, could never execute, so divine a figure.

But while we acknowledge the personal purity of the author
"i the Comedle Ilumalne the fact remains that in many of its
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stones low vice, passion, intrigue, deception, pass before us in

such a way as to disturb our Puritan sense of decency. Some
of them, such as La Fhysiologie clu Mariage and La Cousine

JBette, we would put out of the reach of young people. But to be

just we must say that these stories were made necessary by the

purpose of his work, which was to picture the entire life of the

first half of the nineteenth century in France. His work is

not in the ordinary sense a novel. It is a profound sociolog-

ical and ethical study. The story would not be complete

without the Marneffes, the Hulots, the Brideaus, whose vile

descendants pollute our half of the century as they did the

first. Balzac disowns that they are the creatures of his im-

agination. He merely described what he saw. jSTor are his

descriptions in any way debasing, excepting it be for those who
are already corrupt and who would suck impurity from things

most sacred. Tliey do not resemble the offensive brutality of

Tolstoi, nor the exaggerated coloring of Zola, nor the reckless

abandon of George Sand. The story is told with a clearness

that conceals nothing, yet is not shocking, Without any
moralizing the natural unfolding of events awakens a horror

of low vices which wreck foi'tunes, homes, and character.

Virtue glows with a beauty that kindles the admiration even

of those who will not follow her. He says: "My blushing

critics veil their faces before certain personages in the Comedie
Ilumaine, who are, unfortunately, as true as the others and set

in strong relief in my vast picture of the morals of the times.

But 1 defy them to cite a single passage in which religion or

the family is attacked." His jesentment is just. Xowhere
does he make vice respectable or virtue degraded in his readers'

eyes. Whichever triumphs, the meaning of the book is never

left doubtful. It is the scientific and moral purpose which ])cr-

vades these talcs that is their justification. His fiction is a

work of ethics which the people can read and understand.

Another thing should be considered. An absolute moral

standard has not yet been given. Moral principles, perhaps

we should say conventionalisms which are taken for principles,

vary with latitude and language. The unveiled faces of our
.women are, according to Moiiammedan thought, a gross in-

decency. But Christian thought takes the veil to be a badge
of a shameful heart, proclaiming, rather than concealing, the
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festering immorality. Suppose that veil to be woven of speech

jtifiier than fabric, does the difference affect the principle?

It is not fair to judge Balzac by his English dress. The
transference of a French form into our speech does not bear

with it the French view-point. That indescribable something

wo call the life of a tongue does not inhere in its articulation,

but in the soul that breathes its thought. Accurate transla-

tion will often turn an exquisite work of art into a shocking

reality. At once it is corrujjt and corrupting. For this rea-

son it were better that much of our great French philosopher

should never be rendered in English. As it is, he should never

be placed in the hands of children, if, indeed, children could

be induced to read a work so mature. E[e himself said, "I
write not for girls, but for men." But for those who can feel

the deep, sad life of this sinning and suffering race—ignorant

of its meaning, fainting in the pursuit of chimeras, perplexed

bv its supermundane mysteries, seduced by its vices, miserable

ill its pleasures, confused by its antagonizing religions, aspiring

for the heavens from out of the despair of a deadly animalism

—wc commend the Comedie Humaine.
Among the two or three thousand types that there pass

before us every reader will behold himself and his neiglibor.

]Ie will see the good and the bad mingling together in the

diverse complications of actual life. Actions will be traced

along the line of varied motive back to their original spiing in

the deeps of character. The innermost of the human soul with

its depravities and its sanctities will come forth from their con-

cealment and exhibit themselves in unrobed tnithfulness. The
history of passions will be followed on through their self-

deceptions and disguises to their natural destiny. It is a sad

JMcture. But sucli is this quivering social order in which we
h*vc, and which we call Christian civilization. Balzac saw it

all, and faithfully and accurately reported what he saw. But
amid that all but universal ruin this one fact stands forth as

"iiinistakable as truth—it is the good alone that remains erect,

itK'lf unharmed and constituting humanity's linal hope.

J^H. IuJxLl.
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Abt. vil—the return to faith.

For about a generation past the thought of the English-
speakhig world lias been marked by certain negative tendencies

best characterized by the term " agnostic," coined for tlieir de-

scription by tlie hite Professor Huxley. On the Continent a

similar period of negation began somewhat earlier, and tlie

process of disintegration has covered a wider field. In Brit-

ain the agnostic movement was for tbe most part a develop
ment of the empiricism traditional to English pliilosophy. in

alliance with natural science and invigorated with new life by
the doctrine of evolution. On the Continent it has been the
downfall of the a priori systems of speculation; the advance
of the scientific, not to say the materialistic, spirit ; the develop-

ment of the historical method in its application to the origin of
liuman institutions, especially to the origins of religion; the

criticism of the docnmentary records of Christianity; and the

growth of democracy, not only in its revolutionary but also in

its socialistic and anarchistic phases, that have made our time one
of uncertainty and travail.

^Yithin a twelvemonth, however, a striking series of deliver--

ances by various leaders of opinion has given rise to the belief

that this era of doubt is drawing toward its close. In France
M. Brnnetiere has used his visit to the Yaticau as a text from
which to preach the bankruptcy of science as a guide for life,

and to proclaim a return to the bosom of Mother Church as a

present duty, in preference even to the neo-Christianity of

M. Melchior de Yogue, and to the other neo-religions so

numerous in the Paris of recent years. In England ]\Ir. Hux-
ley's Romanes lecture of jMay, 1S93, on " Evolution and Ethics,"

which culminated in the thesis that '*' the cosmical process " and
" the ethical process " stand in direct antagonism, had not ceased

to be a center of debate, when three notable books appeared,
each of which in turn brought evidence of a new movement in

the direction of philosophical or religious faith. In his work
on Social Evolution Mr. Benjamin Jvidd brilliantly argues in

behalf of the position that the evolutionary process, in its social

manifestations, is itself dependent on religion as a motive and
a sanction. Mr. Balfour signalized his leisure from the cares of
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state bj giving to the world his Foundations of Beliefs in which,

with an echo alike of Iluuie's skepticism and of Bishop Butler's

analogical method, he maintains that the necessary implications

of natural science have their parallel in postulates that serve to

bulwark the fundamental truths of sesthetic, moral, and reli-

gious life. Finally, the posthumous Thoughts on Religion of

Professor Bomanes show that before his death he had returned

to the enjoyment of theistic and Christian belief; so that the

"^Physicus" who twenty years ago wroteA Candid Examination

of Theism^ with its agnostic conclusions, had matured a " candid

examination" of religion in a distinctly apologetic spirit.

Xot less remarkable than the appearance of these works has

been the reception which they have met. The eagerness of the

public to hail them as signs of a return to faith has proved how

deep the faith still strikes its roots in the heart of the western

world, and has revealed the tension under which many earnest

nuuds have suffered ; but it has also shown how greatly the age

has misconceived the nature of the forces at work in its midst.

For, like the man who counts his own burden heavier than that

of any other of his kind, we have been so blinded by our doubts

and difficulties that it has been easy to fear our age was to be

marked by the final dissolution of fixed beliefs. Friends and

foes of systematic thinking have combined, the ones to dread,

the others to hope, that the perplexities of thought which the

last half century has brought were so grave that no way of

escape could possibly be discovered. Thus we have overlooked

the fact that our troublous time is not unique in the history

of the world. Proud of our enlightenment, we have committed

the unenlightened blunder of taking our own experiences too

seriously, Tn forgetfulness of the truth that the world has seen

several sucli skeptical periods in the past—the age of the Soph-

ists in Greece, the transition from mediieval to modern times,

and the eighteenth century in Europe, to name no others
;
that

tliese various eras exhibit a family likeness; and that one char-

acteristic point of resemblance among them is the law of ac-

tion and reaction, under which the skeptical movement works

out its own dissolution until the period of doubt gives place at

length to one of more positive belief.* In consequence the

• «;^ .4 Transitional Eras in Thought," by the same \vrit<3r, ia The Xew World, September,
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struggle witli tlie problems of the time has beeu severer tljan

it might liave proved liad tlie men of the nineteenth century

been conscious the while that the conflict in which they are

engaged has had its parallels in the past, and that the expen-

ence of their fellows gives them the right to look forward with

liope to the future.

Moreover, the tokens of a change in the temper of the age

have not been confined to the year just ending, or to any one

country, or to any single department of thought. Philosophy

has revived as men have felt anew the perennial impnlse to

seek answers for the great questions of existence, so that, if the

time is still far from being an age of speculation, there is a

marked recovery from the decline of a generation ago. In

Germany the progress of science has itself occasioned the study

of those princii)les of method and of knowledge which lie at

the basis of scientific investigation. In England speculative

thinking has gone farther than the German philosophy of the

day, which for tlic most part remains sliy of tlie deepest meta-

physical problems, and in the revived idealism of tlieneo-Kant-

ian and neo-IIegelian type has advanced the most systematic

counter-theory to agnostic evolutionism that the age has known.
In the United States there has sprung up a marked interest in the

newer psychological researches, and, more notable still, as our

civilization progresses and education develops, a vigorous move-
ment toward the consideration of philosophical questions in

their most general and principiant aspects.* On the side of

practice, also, it is not hard to recognize a deeper note as the

age grows older and the principles of its life work out their re-

sults in conduct. To mention but one factor in the ethical

movement, the social perplexities of the time are forclnof

thought back to tlie discussion of ethical principles, for, while

naturalism begins to recoil from the practical developments

which in part, at least, must be counted its own product,

thinkers of various schools are perceiving liow large a measure

of truth is embodied in the doctrine expressed by the title of a

recent German treatise, "The Social Question an Ethical Ques-

tion." In the matter of religion it may be noted that, like phi-

losophy and morals, theology is not without its tendencies of

•Se« "PhllosopLy In tbc United Stales," by Uie saiuo writer, in the Bducaiiotml litvUic,
JuDe, 1835.
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reaction toward more couservative theories, as well as those

"• advanced " or " liberal " movements which have formed so

prominent a feature in recent theological ophiion. For, if ques-

tions of criticism now stand in the forefront of theological dis-

cussions, and if the Old Testament records seem in danger from

;\ disintegrating attack, which must radically alter the view

hitherto taken of them by the Cliristian world, it must be re-

membered that the Xew Testament writings, passing through

the same fire of criticism, have been found to stand the test much

more successfully than appeared possible in the early days of

tlic controversy, and that, in regard to the older book as well,

there are evident the beginnings of a movement to reconstruct,

on the basis of critical results, more positive theories of the

history and religion of Israel. Apart, too, from special questions

of theology, there is observable in many quarters a new dis-

position to estimate religion at some real value. It may be too

much to say, as it has recently been said, that there is to-day no

scientist wlio reckons religion a delusion ; but it is ])lain that

both science and philosophy have retreated to a not inconsider-

able degree from the negative, or even contemptuous, attitude

assumed by some of their adherents in times little removed

fro!n the present.

More broadly still than by these developments in philosoph-

i&il, ethical, and religious thought the altered spirit of the times

is indicated by a certain temper on the part of many thinkers

as they approach ultimate questions, of whatsoever sort these

may be. If the problems attacked are philosophical there is a

conviction abroad, though a number of schools conthnie exempt

from its influence, that philosophy itself must not be too nice

in endeavoring to proceed without assumptions, lest in the end
it should find its vaunted completeness a simple repose in "vacuo.

^^ ith the sense of the importance of ethical questions has come
the belief that, after all, abstract thought nmst find limitation in

t!ie postulates of practical life. In religion there is a movement
lavorcd by thinkers of widely divergent forms of belief, advo-

cated, in fact, by some who hold that religion must be reduced
to the narrowest limits as well as by the most flourishing school

of contemporary theologians in Germany—the reference is to

the followers of Kitsclil—which finds the ultimate basis of

J^eiigious conviction in faith. Now, this tendency is a phenome-
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non of great significance to the student of the history of opinion.

For it has been characteristic of many skeptical eras since the

records of human thought began, and has often marked the be-

ginning of the end, the point at whicli transition and change

have overtaken the transitional era itself. Keappearing, then,

at the present juncture, it suggests the query whether our own

time has not almost reached its term. May not, there is a

temptation to ask—may not the turn of the centuries coincide

once more with the turning point of Iniman progress? As, in

the long transition from fnediaevalism to modern times, the

German Reformation bnrst into a glow when the year 1500 was .

but scarcely past, may not the twentieth Christian century be
|

ushered in by a new birtli of positive thought? I

The historian of opinion, however, is of necessity a cautious I

prophet ; and when all the elements in the complex problem \

are taken into account lie nnist be confident indeed who would
\

predict an immediate solution. For tliere is one aspect of the |

case in which it may be said that we are contending with the
|

accumulated difficulties of the whole modern period. There
|

are fundamental questions, typical of the modern spirit, which, I

still awaiting their definitive answers, form not the least among 1

the critical issues that this particular age has to face. The l

questions of naturalism and materialism, for instance, are no
|

new outgrowth of the half century which has been marked by
|

the discovery of the law of the conservation and correlation of
|

energy and the promulgation of the principle of evolution in its '|

modern forms, however much they may have been emphasized J

by these epoch-making results; but ever since the replacement
|

of the scholastic metaphysics by the method of inductive inquiry, \

and since the early triumphs of modern science, the naturalistic \

view of the universe has been pressing hard upon the defenders |

of a spiritual philosophy and the Christian faith. I

Beyond our inherited difllcultics, moreover, there are others \

special to the age in which we live, or at least special in their \

present forms ; and these have not yet been felt in their full I

fo]-ce, or are not fully included in the reaction begun in other
|

departments of thought. One of these is to be found in the |

extension of the methods of natural science to the study of I

mental life, and the conclusions to which investigations of this |

character are leading, especially on the side of the relations of
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consciousness to the body and its pliysical environment. The

present writer, indeed, has no sympathy with the attitude of

those who would inconsistently brand such investigation and

results as materialistic. In fact, crass materialism is nowadays

jiot much in favor. Almost everyone who is entitled to speak

oi\ the subject rejects the identification of consciousness with

any physical function whatsoever ; and those who talk of the

brain as self-sufScient, if scientists at all, are generally scientists

of the popular sort. But there are two features of the situation

calculated to give rise to critical problems. The first is empirical,

the tendency to explain consciousness, though it be admittedly

distinct from brain activity, by the laws of the latter. Sense

perception, for example, may be analyzed as an integration of

nervous stimulations rather than as a synthesis in consciousness

;

memory is held by the great majority of psychologists to be

essentially conditioned by molecular inertia in the brain, while

the laws' of the association of ideas are interpreted as laws

of cerebral, rather than of mental, dynamics; habit is action be-

come organic in the nervous system
;
personality and character

exhibit grave alterations under the influence of disease-

in general, conscious ])henomena are always dependent on

cerebral phenomena, and the causal explanation which science

demands, it may be argued, should be sought in the physical

rather than in "the psychical series. The second factor in

the problem is that the newer researches suggest changes in our

view of the nature of mind itself, or even doubt of its existence,

as well as changes in our interpretation of the facts of mental

life. This is particularly marked because the "new psychol-

ogy " has been projected into, or rather has grown up in, an age

already full of philosophical unrest. Great scientific discoveries

our time has seen in numbers, and great systems of universal

Ecience. But these do not lighten the philosophical problem for

the present ; the rather do they add to its gravity, so that our

l>>ycliological results become part of a great body of new truth,

to be artfculated into our general view of the world and of life

at a time when the fundamental principles of such correlation

are in flux. It is evident, therefore, that in any consideration of

the intellectual forces now at work, and in any hopeful outlook

toward the dawn of a new period of faith, the situation in

psychology must be taken into account. Happily, so far the
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new science has been fairly free from dogmatic controversies

wliicli would have hindered its vigorous development ; but the

conclusions which it reaches have important bearings, philo-

sophical, ethical, and religious ; and these will have to be faced

before it will be possible to say that the work of the age is

finished.

This view of psychology will meet dissent from some who

foi-esee no such problems in the way. Few, however, will

dispute the fact, if it be said that the social and sociological

questions of the day constitute a second great issue which awaits

its settlement. This is so patent that the atmosphere of our

time is filled with the din of those who propound their remedies

for the ills of the social organism. Here, therefore, attention

need be called only to the truth that the prevailing discontent

among the lower orders of society is an effect whose causes com-

plexly intertwine with many of the other forces which have

made the age a period of confusion. Thus the social problem

becomes, as it were, a summary of the critical questions with

which thought finds itself constrained to grapple. It would be

unfair, for instance, to cliarge the scientific spirit, or any given

system of philosophy, with the burden of socialistic or anar-

chistic theories, jnore unfair than it would have been a hun-

dred years ago to make the philosophers responsible for the

discontent among the people of France. Yet socialism has its

philosophy, or at least its philosophical alliances, and these for

the most part are not of the constructive or spiritual sort. The

social unrest is notable, also, because it forms a link between

opinion and life. For, although we may not look for a revo-

lution like that which marked the end of the eighteenth century

as about to form the close of the present age, no one now is

ignorant that one of the sorest points in the body of our time

is just this where negation impinges on the questions of the

social order and the constitution of the State. And it will

scarcely be doubted that the demands of the proletariat, from

which these difficulties spring, are tliemselves a reflex of con-

ditions of life that the age has established or taken over from

the past.

The existence, then, of definite critical problems still un-

solved is a grave difficulty for those who hold that the present

skeptical age is approaching its close. A second objection, and
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(.lie which professed students of opinion must consider formi-

thible, is the absence of any pliilosophical system sliowing prom-

ise of general acceptance in the near future. I^aturalism, often

with an agnostic preamble, is held by its adherents to be the

legitimate, if not the satisfactory, outcome of the modern

njovement as a whole. But, to say no more, it is evident that

as the forces of recoil gather head at all they tend directly

toward the denial of the cogency and the sufficiency of natu-

ralism as a solution of the world problem. The revived ideal-

ism, neo-Kantian or neo-IIegelian, which in the last two decades

has gone forth from Oxford and Glasgow, and which now
spreads itself over the whole English-speaking world, stands at

tiic other extreme to naturalism, and like it claims to hold the

key for all the riddles of thought. Or, rather, the new ideal-

ism goes far beyond naturalism, for its first principle is to

oj)i)ose the Agnosticism of the former by a defense of the pos-

f-ibility, or even the actuality, of a completed theoiy of the

iiiiivcrse. But, without following Mr. Balfour in the scanty

justice he has shown to the idealistic movement, and acknowl-

edging the important service the school has done in withstand-

ing agnostic and naturalistic theories, one still must doubt

whether it is desthied to furnish such a princlpiant explana-

tion of the world as will bring our age to a conclusion. The
deeper metaphysical issues involved lie outside the scope of this

]>aper. But, apart from these, apart also from the weakness of

the movement outside Britain and America, idealism of the re-

vived type is open to the serious practical objection that it is

not made " to be understanded of the people ;

" whereas the

systems which it seeks most of all to combat have so entered

into the thought of the time that the people at least believe

that they quite comprehend them. Again, and less popularly,

it lias to face some of the same difficulties as those which con-

fronted its prototypes and sources. It offers a spiritual, nay,

"the spiritual," philosophy ; but the world cannot forget that

tile movement which began with Kant and culminated in Hegel
i^^Mic'd in the materialism of the left wing, as well as in the

fpecnlative theology of the conservative right. It offers a

rt»igion, "the absolute religion," but it may be said without
dogmatic bias, and from the strictly historical standpoint, that

tlie religion which it offers is at best a rationalized interpreta-
6—riFTII SKIUES, VOL. XII.
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tion of Christianity ; so that the common faith finds the new
hope of escape conditioned on the necessity of a new trans-

formation. Between these two extremes the desired system is

stiir further to seek. Tliere have been attempts, more than

one, to mediate between the results of modern thinking and

the demands of the etliical and the religious consciousness, that

have exhibited a nobility of spirit on the part of their pro-

jectors and distinguished ability in the execution of the work,

but there is no theory of this kind which promises a full or

permanent answer to the questionings of the time. Outlooks

of great value they have not failed to provide. A considerable

number of the principles which they have advanced have

proved of service in the present emergency, and some seem

fitted to take their places in some more adequate synthesis

than any yet announced. But it is impossible to believe that

any one of them will prove to be the completed system which

we need. And, among the pliilosophical theories which lie

outside this classification, there is even less prospect of a suc-

cessful issue to the search. Schopenhauer and Ilartmann, for

instance, have their numerous folloM^ers, especially in German
lands. Yet the pessimistic solution of the universe would, in

the opinion of most thinkers, be a remedy little less dolorous

than the disease itself ; even should it prove the ultimate out-

come of our deepest thinking it contains elements sure to pro-

voke many a crisis and many a reaction before the worn-out

age could settle to its fate.

Doubt and skepticism, however, do not always require a new
constructive system for their replacement. Often undogmatic

in themselves, and dependent on practical as well as upon ab-

stract conditions, they yield to forces which include no com-

pleted system of principiant thought. The mass, moreover, is

incapable of appreciating abstract theory when it is at hand.

Those higher in the scale, the so-called intelligent classes, for

the most part do not, and cannot, bring their opinions to tlie

test of metaphysical consistency. It is chiefly systematic

thinkers by ])rofession who look for systems of principles or

try their conclusions by such ; and many of these have learned

that a perfect solution of the universe is a millennial hope
rather than a present expectation. Hence it results that the

transition from an age of negation to an age of belief may be
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an organic, rather tlian a logical, change. It is found that tlie

facts or laws which for a while appeared destructive of all

earlier conclusions are susceptible of a different explanation.

Ilcvision of old doctrines, it begins to be said, may be neces-

eary, but the essence of the matter remains unaltered. Thus,

a few fundamental j)rinciples being discovered to continue true,

or being believed so to continue, the rest are left to work them-

selves out while the age goes on its way with diminisliing con-

cern about that whicli before had caused it crucial anxiety.

A capital example of this process is at hand in the varying at-

titude of opinion during the last thirty years with reference to

the principle of biological evolution. At first friend and foe

greeted it as destructive of religious belief. Theism, much
more Christianity, was believed to be destroyed, if species de-

veloped, especially if man was descended in any part of his

nature from some lower form of life. And there are still

those who, on the one side or the other, believe in the incom-

patibility of the new science and the old faith. On the whole,

liowcver, we are far enough removed from the first shock of

the controversy to perceive that, even for those who consider

that Darwinism has made good its claims, religion may still

endure. For before long discerning minds began to recognize

and point out the fact that the dilemma was less exhaustive

than had been supposed. These made attempts at reconcilia-

tion. They asserted and showed that the difficulties, to some
extent, concerned processes rather than principles ; that the

substance of theism, for instance, was not altered, but rather

the formulation of it, and of certain of the proofs therefor.

^Ve have even heard Christian voices proclaiming that the new
f^icntific theory yields additional support instead of a fresh

blow to theistic belief, and that the laws of development join

tlic precepts of Christianity in culminating in the " royal law
of love." Kow, it is true that the importance of the questions

,

at issue has sometimes in these later days been minimized or

Ignored
; and there are relations of evolution to ethical and

»x'ligiou8 doctrine which still perplex those who try to hold
«K»th and to complete their reconciliation and adjustment. But
»l nia}' safely be predicted that, in regard to this particular ques-
tion, the future will not see the doubt and the dismay which
60 much disturbed the past.
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One perplexing problem liaviiig thus lost its sting, remaining

diflScnlties are likelj to grow lighter in an analogons way. Men
are weary of negative thought. Moreover, some of the out-

standing questions of the time include factors which hint at

the possibility of their own answers. The troubles of the body

social are forcing men to renewed consideration of etliical prin-

ciples; but it is quite as evident that social questions have their

important religious bearings as that they involve moral issues.

Shall it be said, then, that the social problem is likely to gen-

erate a reaction toward faith? Probably anyone who should

to-day maintain the afllrmative of this question would encounter %

much ironical criticism
;
yet, if all the elements in the situation 3

be taken into account, the suggestion is far from being un-
\

founded. For, while religion in its general aspects is involved |

in the issue, Christianity stands in a special relation to it. The |

cures for social ills which have been so loudly heralded by cer-
\

tain parties in the Church may indeed be of doubtful efficacy

when tested by sober reason ; but there is a striking kinship \

between the Christianity, doctrinal and applied, which is

needed by the closing nineteenth century and that which

proved so potent a force when the Christian religion v.'as iirst

fighting its way to recognition. There are few evidences of

religion so convincing as religion in action, and so fast as Chris-

tianity proves itself able to grapple with the evils which beset

society its reiiewed acceptance will be a direct corollary from

the laws under which opinion normally develops.

The question whether this skeptical age is soon to end must

receive a hesitant answer. There are signs, both theoretical

and practical, that the self-contented negation of a decade or

two ago is fast yielding its supremacy. Man's inborn hunger

for positive truth is reasserting its power. But critical problems

remain with which the age has scarcely begun to grapple. The
absence of a dominant philosophical system forbids belief in an

isnmediate complete solution from principle. As M. Brune-

ti^re says, philosophy and religion have reconquered part of

their prestige ; to term their victory complete would be to over-

state facts and to offer doubtful aid for their further conflict.
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Aet. vm—the philosophy of prayer.

In the analysis of prayer the divine " how " is r.o: CiCarly

perceived bv the ordinary mind. Tlie Christian worM %v&s for

a moment prostrated by what tlie Church was pleased :o call

the audacity of Professor Tyndall in proposing }::s reniarkable

j.rayer test. But it is due to Lira to remember t-.ct Le c:J i.oi

misrepresent the creeds. His declaration was tiiai, if it be
true that '*' God preordained every fact and event of the uni-

verse, and these facts and events come to pass as thus arran^'cd

trithout possibility of change, answers to prayer are impossible,

in the nature of things." It is a psychological tmtii that faith

and prayer are alike impossible in a system of government
vhcre every event is the result of previous arrangement It

matters not whether this arrangement be of theistic or atheistic

origin
; there can be no place for the existence or exercise of

prayer where every event is predetermined.

Prayer is based on the fact that there are altematiTes with
God and with man, and that in the act of prayer there are alter-

natives presented to the petitioner. Prayer implies the existence
of an indefinite number of possibilities, any one of which may
become a fact. As faith and prayer are both voluntary, fatalism
and prayer are incompatible and cannot be harmonions part5 of
tlie same moral system. Prayer is an act that is only possible
between tv.o volitional beings. Therefore, if we assume that
GckI directs every event by a stern decree of law or caprice
tiiat has no alternative, we must admit that Christians and
materialists occupy tlie same platform ; and it becomes appar-
ent even to the thoughtless that in a system of government
^^hose central idea is nec-essity there is no legitimate sphere
f"." tlie exercise of prayer.

In the pliilosophical adjustment of this subject there are two
I'rinciples involved. The first relates to the immutability of
<»<:k1. Can there be alternatives with him? Is immntabiiitv
lossible where contingencies exist ! It appears to ns that divine
^^>vcreignty is j^rfcctly harmonious with moral agency. Citi-
^'•n>:iip and sovereignty are facts of relationship, rather tlian
^'f Mrength. God is tiie sovereign : man is tlie subject of law
•*hioh prescribes his relation to his sovereign and his fellow-
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citizen, and determines the fact of his amenability. Mr.
Watson says

:

The true immutability of God . . . consists, not in Lis adherence to
his purposes, but in liis never changing the principles of his administra-
tion ; and he may therefore, in perfect accordance with his preordination
of things and the immutability of his nature, purpose to do under certain
conditions dependent on the free agency of man what he will not do
under others; and for this reason, that an immutable adherence to the
principles of a wise, just, and gracious government requires it.*

By the law of his own essential being God must always do
right. He cannot by his acts violate the rules of his own king-
dom nor mar the purity of his own personality. Therefore,
when he proposes to execute any purpose on a nation or a man,
a change in tlie conduct of that nation or man necessitates a
corresponding change in tlie actions of God toward tlie party
or a diange in his principles and character ; and because of the
immutability of his character the cliange is made in his adminis-
tration. This principle of the divine immutability is illustrated
in the case of every penitent sinner who abandons his evil way
and receives the pardon of his sins at the hands of a just God.
The second principle involves the scientific fact, so well

established, that a natural law cannot be changed, reversed, or
suspended in its operation. The laws of God are all irreversible

;

they are not the product of his will, but are coeternal with him
and flow forth from him. We must therefore discover some
way in which God can perform a miracle or ansM'er prayer
without reversing, suspending, or in any manner interrupting
natural laws

;
or we must yield \\\q case and admit that prayer

cannot benefit humanity at all. Prayer and miracles involve
the same philosophical principles. So we perceive that if God
ever wrought a miracle he can on the same basis answer any
prayer that comes within the limit of the divine promise.
A miracle is not wrought by reversing 'or suspendzno- a law

of nature
;
it is dependent upon the presence of a personal God

possessing intelligence and i)owcr. The inipersonal foi-ces of
tlie universe could not create the universe, nor can they perform
miraculous feats. When God jierforms a miracle he does not
act on the law. He operates on the body that is the object
of the miraculous effort. He takes the object out of the control

• Instituic^, vol. ii, p. 492.
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of the law tliat governs it in its normal condition, and does

witli it what he will. When the young man of the Scripture

let his ax fall into the river and it was miraculously made to

Hwiin there was neither reversal nor suspension of law. The

water rolled on smoothly, the pebbles at the bottom of the

stream remained undisturbed. Everything obeyed the behest

of nature, but the invisible power of God brought the ax to

tlio surface as the visible hand of the owner would have done

if it had been witliin his power. Tiie suspension of the lav/

of gravitation, if it had been possible, would not liave brought

the ax to the surface. Law is helpless of itself. Inertia is a

property of matter, and the iron would obey that law. Tlie

impersonal forces of nature could not move the ax ; these

forces always act according to law, but never administer the law,

being subject to it. The suspension of a law, could this be

accomplished, would precipitate systems and constellations into

one general ruin and inaugurate a reign of terror in the physical

world. Such a disaster is avoided by the continuous presence

of the all-wise God, who is in no way trammeled or embarrassed

by tlie laws of his own kingdom.

The God of Christianity is not an impersonal force, is not the

f^um total of all forces, but is the Almighty. He possesses in-

telligence, will, affections, dominion, everything in an infinite

sense. When he created man he gave to him as the constituent

parts of his being every attribute, quality, and element of the

Godhead. Man possesses in a finite degree everything that the

Father possesses in an infinite degree. Man is God's child,

nii'.dein his own likeness and image. Prayer is God's method

of communion with his children, tlie channel of his fellowship

v/ith humanity. We are not to tliink of him simply as a force

"r influence. If we grant the fact of the divine intelligent

personality, and also concede that man is a being of God's own
creation, prayer is the easiest and most natural metliod of com-

inuiiication between tliis God and his dependent children. But
-:e varied forces of nature never become administrative agcn-

'ies. la answering prayer God, as the intelligent administrator,

i-ikcs Iiold of the object of prayer, whatever it may be, removes
it from the control of the forces tliat govern it in its existing

c*v'ndition, and subjects it to the environment of other laws and
Jhe influence of otlier forces and conditions. Answers to prayer
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therefore imply mucli more than tlie reflex action of the petition-

er's desires on his own life, much more than the filling up of a
Bpace in a program prepared from all eternity. They are the
compliance of the compassionate Father with the request of his

helpless children. This compHance on the part of the Father
may be in the realm of nature or of grace, but is ahvavs in

harmony with law. It is generally instantaneous, wronglit by
the going forth of his divine power, as in Christ's healing the

leper, giving sight to the blind, raising the widow's eon, or

giving health to the woman who touched the hem of his gar-

ment
; or as in the pardon of a penitent sinner, the sanctifiea-

tion of a devout believer, or the bestowment of consolation

on a stricken soul.

Because God's immutability and power must remain the same
in all ages, and because the answer to prayer involves the same
philosopliical principle ui)on which miracles are v.rought, it

must be apparent that prayer always has been, and must ever

remain, one of the most important factors in the government
of the world.
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Art. IX.—that PSEUDO-.TUDICIAL DECLARATION OF
1888—A FRIENDLY APPEAL TO CONSERVATIVE
EXPERTS.

In 1888, as is well known, the " Committee of Seventeen

"

recommended the General Conference to adopt the resolution

quoted below,* together with a resolution that a certain protest

w:i3 " sustained bj the Discipline." An increasing number of

persons in the Church—persons occupying very diverse party

Ptundpoints—firmly believe that while the adoption of these

resolutions, or of the entire original report of the committee,

by tlie General Conference would have been an unqualified and
perfectly legitimate and defensible judicial interpretation and
declaration of the then existing law touching the eligibility of

women, the adoption of the amended report, under all the

parliamentary circumstances, was not such. Their reasons for

this conscientious belief may be presented in barest outline as

follows:

1. In order to the giving of a perfectly legitimate and de-

fensible judicial interpretation of the law of a self-governing

body in any pai'ticular instance at least a majority of the com-
petent court must deliberately, and with definite intent, unite

in the interpreting judgment authoritatively rendered.

2. In order that an interpreting judgment thus rendered may
be made binding upon all the constituent members and subse-

quent lawmakers of such an organization it is necessary that
tiiey should be afforded the ordinary or else clear extraordinary
evidence that in the manner above described a clear majority of
tlic competent court did unite in the interpretation for which,

autliority is claimed.f

3. The total number of General Conference members who
Voted for or against the undivided amended report was four
•luiulred and tliirty-five. It was made up of two classes

:

^

A. Those who, considering the probable intentions of the
^•luirch in 1872, conscientiously held that without new legisla-

I'nrlftr tho constituUon and laws of the Churr.h as they now are women are not eUglblou Ut d ••iKates In the General Conference.'

^..^r"**"^''"""^^^'^*^^"*^*^"*" '^® ^^^^ °^ ^^® General Conference, acting in a Judicial

I- iT^'"^'
*^'^'"'*' '^^ course be sought in the official record of the body ; what would consti-

- - Clear extraordinary evidence " it is not easy to state in terms that would be ai)plicable
'-' n**"^ Ujan a single case.
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tion in the form of a constitutional amendment women could

not legally be chosen or admitted as lay delegates, and who by

their affirmative vote intended to declare this conscientious

judgment.

B. All others, whatever their views of the original report,

or of the amendment, which proposed to " consult the Church,"

or of the desirableness or undesirableness of combining the two.

Of both these classes some voted in the affirmative and some

in the negative, but how man}'- on the one side or on the other

no man knows or ever knew.

4. ISTow, if the vote had not been by orders, and if it were

known that every one of the one hundred and lifty-nine minis-

ters and every one of the seventy-eight laymen who voted for

the amended report belonged to Class A, it might be argued,

not with absolute but with considerable fairness, that, despite

the unfortunate obscuration of the purely judicial question by

the introduction of considerations for and against the proposed

appeal to the Church, tlie final action adopted by a total ma-

jority of thirty-nine was probably equivalent to a valid judicial

declaration.

5. On the other hand, if it were known that of those who
voted for the amended report forty per cent belonged to Class

A, while the other sixty per cent voted for it for one or the

other of these reasons, to wit : (a) because they felt uninformed

as to the intention of past legislation on the subject, and pre-

ferred to evade the responsibility of a personal vote by " con-

sulting the Church generally ;

" or (b) because, while fully

believing no new legislation necessary in order to the admission

of women, they yet deemed it more conducive to peace and

good will in the Church to accept the slower method of consti-

tutional amendment, no reasonable person would claim that the

adopted paper met the requirements above formulated as es-

sential to the delivery of a legitimate and defensible judicial

decision. Only forty per cent of such an affirmative vote would

have a genuinely judicial quality and intent, and could in fair-

ness count toward a binding judicial determination and declara-

tion of the meaning of the existing law. Even if ninety per

cent were from Class A they would manifestly fail to create

even a probability of a judicial result unless their numerical

aggregate exceeded the numerical aggregate of all the negative
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votes added to the number included in the remaining ten per

cent of the affirmative votes.

G Applying, now, this reasonable and only reasonable prm-

cinl'e of counting as judicial those votes only that had a judicial

nu-xlity or intent-that is, those that ly intention, of their givers

cxpreied a distinct and conscientious judgment touching the

scope and intended meaning of the emsting law-\i^^ manifest

tint if even two of those laymen who voted for the amended

report did not belong to Class A, but voted as they did for

reasons "a" or " b " above, or for any other similar reason, the

due subtraction of their two votes from the lay majority of two

in favor of the so-called judicial declaration leaves the declara-

tion itself without enough "judicial" votes for its adoption

The total paper is not defeated; the number voting for it and

the number voting against it remain unchanged; but for an

unqualified and perfectly legitimate and defensible ^ judxoial

dedaratimi of the existing law^' it has not vote senough that

liave the judicial quality.

7 Of the total number that actually voted for the amended

report a generous proportion no doubt belonged to Class A, and

their vofes had a proper judicial quality and intent. But that

seventv-seven out of the seventy-eight laymen that voted for

the paper belonged to Class A is to all persons acquainted with

the sentiments of the laity at the time extremely improbable

Even those who are foremost in claiming that a proper and

valid judicial decision was given do not claim that all the

affirmative votes, or tliat among the laity all but one, were

given by persons belonging to Class A, or, on the other hand,

that all the negative votes were given by members of Class i>.

One prominent defender of the action makes the majority to

have consisted of at least two classes of persons, the mmonty

of at least three, so making five classes in all, each class hav-

ing its own distinct views and motives in voting.^ How many

•Con^pa:. tbls statement from t.e On^^iiau Advocate
^'^^l^^^ll^^f^^U.

mine): - Most ot the believers in tbe eligibility of women ";'<i«J,^\»!«
f^ T^J^'^^^f'^^^^^^

[thai i., tne amended report] ;
some who did not believe

'""'XufotfAlf.^^^^^^^^^ vepon
C.e la-.v. and were wholly opposed to their ever becoming

fl'^'''''^^'';''^
after amendment, hccmt.sc of th. proposition t. sr.bnnt ^''^ TJo^^e ^bU S SeT/or
the Church ; and for the mme reason some who could not

^'^'f^^^''''^^'''':^^^^^^^^
the a..et.ded report." Asuneminont Judge h.s repeatedly f^^^^;*^ ™\;l\°f^^" ^'^'^^ ^^^^^^^^

of cban^inf, theVaw Is one thing, while a vote on the meaning of the la^^
^^ >

'^^^^ ^^^"^^^^

at^other. The result of the hybrid vote of ISSdwas neither defensible Interpretation nor

K-Kltlmate legislation.
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of the affirmative votes were expressive of strictly judicial

judgment and intent is not known, and can never be known,
and the same must be said of the negative votes. By tablincr

the fair-minded motion for a division of the amended report the

General Conference rendered it forever impossible to deter-

mine how a vote on the judicial question alone would have

fallen out. Under these circumstances, as the laity has neither

the ordinary nor any clear extraordinary' evidence that a major-

ity of the persons who voted for the amended report indispu-

tably belonged to Class A, and accordingly that they intended

to unite in a strictly judicial declaration as to the true force and

meaning of the existing law, it seems to many intelligent and

conscientious people, irrespective of party preferences, that no
one is legally or morally bound to defend the adopted paper

as a regularly obtained and legitimate and binding judicial dec-

laration. It also seems to them that any method of judicially

interpreting the existing law of the Church hy the aid of votes

given for other than jiidicial reasons is self-evidently wrong.
-"

Calling now the foregoing paragraphs a preamble, let us add

to it a form of declaration or subscription, as follows

:

Desjiite the foregoing considerations, and cdl similar ones,

we the undersigned herehyjndjlicly afirm that in our deliberate

jxidgment the jpecxdiar tnethod hy which the legislative and the

judicial jportions of the amended report of 1888 loere made to

stand or fall togeiJoer, accordvi^g to the issue of one and the

same vote, was O/ legitimate and jperfectly defen&ihle method

ofjudicial procedure—one safe, as a precedent, in any future
case ill which the true meaning of a constitutional provision

may he in question.

The above preamble and declaration were prepared many
months ago. In view of the now renewed discussions and
votings they are brought forth from the drawer for the purpose

of testing the real sentiment of the most conservative of the

recognized legal authorities in the Church touching a question

of fundamental and abiding importance. The writer questions

For a fuller consideration of the illogitimacy and of the perils of this method the reader
Is referred to an anicle in Zion''s ITeraJd of January 10, 1S9.3, entitled " I^t Us Turn the Ca-e
About—What Might Have Happened In 1880." The article also appeared at about the sarae
date In the U't^ifcfu ChrMiaa Advocate, and in the Northern. It showed how, by the
Ncely amendment process, in a perfectly possible case, a majority of one more than one
third of the General Conference w itii one more than one fourth of the Annual Conference
members might overthrow a fundamental eafcKuard of the Church's constitution.
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no brother's motives or judgment in any past action ; lie only

desires to know whetlier he himself nuderstands the unprece-

dented and double-headed action of 1888 aright, and wliether

others understand it aright. For the sake of ascertaining this

the writer, in the most brotherly spirit, here respectfully and

earnestly invites those who claim that in the action of 18SS a

legitimate and defensible "judicial declaration" was given to

find any three of our sixteen general superintendents, or any

seven delegates who have ever been selected to serve on the

Judiciary Committee of a General Conference—excepting

those selected in 1892 ^—who are willing to subscribe to the

above declaration without qualification, and to permit it, with

the preamble, to be printed with their signatures in any of the

ufticial periodicals of the Church. If within four weeks of the

time of the publication of tbis communication the called-for

subscribers shall be found, the present writer publicly promises

to withdraw liis teachings on this subject for careful reconsidera-

tion, and, if possible, for absolute retraction. If, on the other

hand, the subscribers cannot be found, he will feel entitled to

take the result as an abundant unpartisan vindication of the

view expressed in the first title of the present article.

POSTSCKIPT, THKEE ISIONTHS LATER.

From recent private correspondence with certain of my con-

pcrvative friends I am led to believe that some of them hold

that, while the parliamentary process by which the so-called

judicial declaration of 1888 was secured was not defensible or

i^afe, the result was a legally and morally binding interpretation

of the law. To test the opinion of conservative exports M-ith

respect to this position, I here add a second public declaration,

as follows

:

The undersigned herehj 2>uUtcly declare that in their de-

iiheniie judgmeiit the General Conference of IS^S rendered a
l^rjaUy and morally linding judicial decision touching the

'ligihility of women under the existing lavj^ lutly a }mrlia-

*Ttm reason for this exception Is found In tbe •well-known fact that in their tmsuccessful
Trf»)ri to the General Conference the members of the .Tudiciarj- Committee of ISjC precom-
»=!'-te<l themsotves on the side of the above declaration, recordins: apparently a vote of four-
•"•n to one nj^alnst my view. The extraordinary strength of this vote places in a most
willnjf lijrht the superabundant fairness of the above proposals and the great confidence of
«i>«lr author )a the soundness of bis position.
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mentary process indefensiUe in ^principle and unsafe as a
jrt'ecedent.

If any three of the bishops, or any seven of our Judiciary

Committeemen who served before 1892, can be found wlio will

sign and appropriately publish this latter declaration with the

foregoing preamble I will at once gracefully retire from the

arena of this debate and content myself as best I may with
praying for the peace of Jerusalem and for the enlightenment
of lier future rulers.
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Art. X.—the REAL JUDICIAL DECLARATION OF
188S.

It may seem to be presuinption in me to respond to Presi-

dent Warren's " friendly appeal to conservative experts." Mod-

erately conservative I may claim to be, but an expert, by no

means. Nevertheless, I may be able to answer the reasoning

of the preceding article. I wish to do it in the sweet and

Idndly spirit which characterizes that. In order to find tlie

right starting point it will be profitable to see, in brief, a little

more clearly just what was the action of the General Confer-

ence of 1888 pertinent to the subject in hand.

Five women appeared at the bar of the Conference, presenting

certificates of election as lay delegates, and claiming scats as

pncli. A protest against their being seated was also presented.

The question of their eligibility, with the protest, was referred

to a select committee of seventeen, made exceptionally strong by

\U composition. After due deliberation the committee reported

" that under the constitution and laws of the Church as they

now are women are not eligible as lay delegates in the General

Conference," and as a consequence that the protest "is sustained

hy the Discipline." During the discussions the report was

•imended by adding the following: "But since there is great

interest in this question, and since the Church generally should

he consulted in regard to such an important matter, there-

fore, Resohed, That we submit to the Annual Conferences the

proposition to amend the second restrictive rule by adding the

words, ' and said delegates may be men or women,' after the

words * two lay delegates for an Annual Conference ;
' so that

it will read, * nor of more than two lay delegates for an Annual

(Conference, and said delegates may be men or women.' "

^\ lien the report, as so amended, came up for action the de-

b:itc was closed on behalf of the committee by Warner Miller,

who was one of its members. Before the final vote a division

of the question was moved, but the motion was laid upon the

t^hlc. The report, as amended, was adopted by a majority of

thirty-seven on the ministenal vote and of two on the lay vote.

-^'ow, the substance of Dr. Warren's argument is that this

final action was not a "legitimate and defensible" decision of a
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question of law, for the reason that not all of the majority vote.had what he ca Is the judicial quality. He does not put thi^on the ground that two things were united in the detenninin.
vote, one the decision of a constitutional question (M-hich wa's

Annual Conferences of a proposed constitutional amendment
(which was not judicial); for he admits tlmt if it were known
that everyone who voted for the amended report belonged tohis Class A (those who conscientiously held that without con-
stitutional amendment women could not be lay delegates) it
miglit be argued Avith considerable fairness that "the final'ac-
tion adopted by a total majority of thirty-nine was probably
equivalent to a valid judicial declaration." Indeed, it* needs
110 admission from anyone to establish the fact that such would
be the result.

But Dr. Warren's contention is that some of those who voted
lor the amended report did not conscientiously believe that
MT>men were ineligible "under the constitution and laws of rhe
Church as they now are; " that is, they did not believe all that
they voted

;
therefore their action had not the judicial quality

and 3s not binding. His whole argument rests on this founda-
tion It IS only needful, therefore, to examine this assumption
ot tact. It IS not necessary to take down the superstructure
piece by piece if the corner stone gives way.

Dr. Warren divides the majority into two classes: «A"
those who hold that the first part of the final action (the onV-
inal report) was correct, and "B,» all others, whatever theh-
views This is certainly an original way of analyzing the action
of ei her a judicial or a legislative body. I will undertake to
say that no judicial decision of any court consisting of two ormore members, or any act of any legislative body,°could stand
the test under such a process if you once give the objector a
free hand and the use of an unrestrained imagination. All heneed say is that the majority is composed of those M'ho really
behoved M-hat they voted and "all others," and that "no man
Jcnows or ever knew " what was the number of the "

all others "
and you have the sovereign annihilator of all legislative and
judicial obstacles in the way of universal progress

.vo f'f?^ '^
J'"^'"' "^ difference that the measure passed

^^as twofold. That was only to the disadvantage of tlie com-
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binod proposition. It is altogether likely, as Dr. Warren says,

that some who believed in the law as declared disapproved of

{lie appeal to the Church, and so voted with the minority. The

Hinciided report as adopted thus had a double load to carry, as

it liiid to get votes in favor of both of two distinct propositions

instead of one. It is perfectly legitimate to suppose that some

voted with the minority on the ground above indicated, because

it is in accordance with probabilities and with reason and con-

Bciencc, and is consistent with their votes ; but it is not legit-

imate to attribute to anyone voting either way an opinion di-

rectly contrary to what he expressed by his vote.

Dr. AYarren gives us two canons of interpretation (his 1 and

2), apparently constructed for the occasion, but they seem to

Ihj fair, and at any rate will serve the present purpose. The

reader is referred to them without full repetition here.

We are not at liberty to presume that any of the voters united

in the interpreting judgment except deliberately and with def-

inite intent. The occasion was a serious one ; the discussion

was earnest and exhaustive ; every man was conscious that he

was charged with a grave responsibility, and that he was act-

iiij; under the eye of the whole Church. Kever were men put

more thoroughly upon the very mettle of their judgment and

c<Miscience. So much for the fii-st rule.

And then, is not the judgment which was rendered made
binding by the very kind of evidence provided by the second

rule as suflicient ? Is it not supported by " ordinary evidence,"

\vhich, we are told, should of course be sought in the record

('f the ofiicial body ? We have the record, and it shows that a

"clear majority" (any majority is o. clear majority) did unite

in the interpretation. What other evidence could there be in

I'jo record ?

And yet Di-. Warren, without a particle of proof, so far as

sj'jKiars, to support his speculation, proceeds to mystify him-
K-!f liy supposing, for fanciful reasons, that some unknown pro-

portion of the voters were actuated by motives and beliefs at

war with the declaration of their votes. lie seems to take the
c^a^c of the lay delegates as presenting the best vantage ground
»"r his argument, probably because there was only a majority of
'••''J in tlie lay vote in favor of the report as adopted. He says

:

^''it tluit seventy-seven out of the seventy-eight laymen that
t>—KUTH SEIMES, VOL. XII.
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voted for tlie paper belonged to Class A is to all persons ac-

quainted with the sentiments of the laitj at the time extremely
improbable." Is a formal and solemn declaration of the Gen-
eral Conference, then, to be impeached by what any number
of persons may think as to the sentiments of the laity? It

wonld be as easy to say, and probably nearer the truth, that a
vote of seventy-eight to seventy-six fell short of expressing
the preponderance of lay sentiment in favor of the decision.

But it is utterly immaterial what the prevalent sentiment of
the laity was

;
the only important thing in this discussion is,

IIow was the lay vote in the Conference cast ? Dr. AVarren
seems to suppose that there were probably at least two of the

seventy-eiglit laymen who either " felt uin"nformed as to the

intention of the past legislation on the subject, and preferred

to evade the responsibility of a personal vote," or believed that

"no new legislation was necessary in order to the admission of

women," and yet for the sake of peace thought best to go
through the slow method of constitutional amendment, and
so voted that new legislation icas necessary. Is it not apparent
how perfectly gratuitous such an assumption is, besides being
ever so uncliaritable ? Even if it were lawful to impeach the

members of the court in this way it would still not disturb the

force and verity of the judgment. The record speaks for it-

self; it is not ambiguous ; it cannot be frittered away by gossip

or surmise. But it ought to be said that, if any delegate con-

fesses that he voted for a report the main and decisive part of

which was against his belief, self-stultification would be the

mildest term to apply to such an offense.

Our friend complains bitterly that the question was not di-

vided. We have already seen how its not being divided would
be likely to operate against the affirmative ; but if those be-

lieving in the eligibility of women, as a bare proposition, or if

those who favored a constitutional amendment had been in a

majority either party could have ordered the division. All

parties seem to agree that there were some members of the

Conference (it is reasonably certain there was a considerable

number of them) who desired to see women admitted to the

General Conference but believed they Avere not eligible as the

law stood. These might well desire to see a proposition for a

constitutional amendment coupled with the decision, so that
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while in their votes they might be lojal to their intellect, they

ini'-'ht at the same time provide for the gratification of their

wishes. They would naturally oppose a division of tlie ques-

tion, and it would be " legitimate " for them to do so.

Other speculations might be indulged in which would be

quite as probable as those of Dr. "Warren, as, for instance, that

f-onic who desired the admission of women at that time, if they

could obtain it, but also wished to provide for a change of the

law, if necessary for that purpose, opposed the division of the

jiuestion so as to force all those who supported the original re-

port to also support the amendment. This may have been con-

sidered a fair parliamentary device. Whether it was so or not,

our better way is to attribute no motives except such as are

creditable. Let us believe that all the votes " by intention of

their givers expressed a distinct and conscientious judgment

touching the scope and intended meaning of the existing law."

In that case it is admitted they would have the "judicial

quality and intent." And we have no right to believe any-

thing else. Perhaps no question was ever decided in a deliber-

.itive assembly with less admixture of unworthy or even doubt-

ful motives. The members must have acted with a solemn

f-cnsc of their responsibihty to the great Head of the Church.

Wiiat right, then, have objectors to say that any minister,

or any layman, had not sufficient information or intelligence to

form a well-defined opinion as to the state of the law as it then

stood
; or that he voted one way, or the other, because he had

no such opinion ; or that, having an opinion one way, he voted

the other for the sake of peace? And yet it is substantially

alleged that there were some liable to one or another of these

charges. ""Who art thou that judgest another man's servant?

to his own master he standeth or falleth
;
yea, he shall be

liolden up: for God is able to make him stand."

And as an ansM'er to the whole scheme of this attack let it

l>o borne in mind that a decision is a decision, whether it be of

ill ecclesiastical or any other court ; and it is none the less so

h'.caubc some subsidiary matter may be coupled with it. How
"•vould a party fare in a court of law if he should attempt to

'•vude or overthrow a decision of the Supreme Court previously

'I'-ide, as not having the judicial quality, by showing that the

t*"urt in connection with it recommended the legislature to con-
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sider the expediency of repealing or amending the law under

wliich the judgment was pronounced ? Yet that is precisely

the drift of the article which I am essaying to answer.

As a sort of supplement to the discussion Dr. "Warren adver-

tises two very remarkable proposals. Seriously as he takes his

own arguments, it is hardly possible that he can be serious

about these. Ey the fii-st he declares in effect that unless,

within fonr weeks, eitlier three bishops or seven members

among all of the judiciary committees of the General Confer-

ences previous to that of 1892 shall sign a certificate that they

consider the manner in which the subject was disposed of by

the adoption of the amended report a legitimate and perfectly

defensible method of judicial procedure he will take such

failure as a \andication of his views. Of course he does not ex-

pect any such answer to his challenge, whatever may be the

views of any, or all, of the persons included in the designa-

tion ; but I think I can give him a fact which is equivalent to

the statement he calls for. It is necessarily implied by the

terms of the offer, that all the men who have been selected for

those several judiciary committees would naturally be, and

were, men of such weight and character that he will commit

his case to any seven of them, as being equal to three bishops.

Of course such men would not vote for any action which they

did not consider " legitimate and perfectly defensible." Kow,

I point out tlie fact, from the record, that not only seven but nine

of the thirteen members of the Judiciary Committee of ISSS

voted for the report in question as adopted on its final passage,

thus virtually vouching for its fairness.

The persistent efforts that have been made in various ways,

and with great vereatility of invention, to break the force of

the decision of 18S8, I must humbly submit, are all pernicious

in their tendency. It was attempted to have the Conference

of 1892 directly reverse that of 1888. Then we had the

now discredited Hamilton plan the most illegitimate and

indefensible of all contrivances ; we have now, from a high

•quarter, a forced and artificial classification of votes, upon as-

sumed and unwarrantable distinctions, for the purpose of im-

pugning the record, which the same authority tells us is the

•ordinary evidence of legislative or judicial transactions.

The bent of these and of all attacks having the same object
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in view is to break down the safeguards of constitutional law

atid of judicial authority, though by no means so intended by

the authors and promoters. It will be found easy to inflict

great if not irreparable injury upon the Church by seeking to

accomplish results in any but a direct and straightforward way
;

inncli easier to inflict than to repair. No enemy from without

could do us half the damage that we can do ourselves. A great

observer of human events, as well as of human nature, has said :

0, then beware 1

Those wounds heal ill that men do give themselves.

However our opinions may difier, we can eurely all unite

with Dr. "Warren in tlie prayer tliat the Church may be guided

to do those thiiicrs which are wisest and best.
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Art. XL—reason AISTD SENTIMENT AS FACTORS IN
SOCIAL PROGRESS.

It is generally held by philologists that the word which in

the Teutonic tongues designates the head of the animal king-

dom is closely allied to a verbal root whose signification is " to

think." Man is, therefore, the thinking being par excellence

in the realm of animated nature. Whether this derivation be

correct or not, and necessarily v/ithout reference to it, man is

wont to assert for himself the proud preeminence of occupying

the highest place among the creatures that inhabit the earth,

and to claim that tliis position lias been accorded to him, or that

he has won it for himself, because he alone is the possessor of

reason. It may be interesting, and it is certainly not without

profit, from the practical point of view, to examine to what ex-

tent the history of the race, so far as it is fairly well authenti-

cated, bears out the common belief that reason has been the

prime factor, the chief motive power, in human progress. Sucli

an examination M'ill prove almost beyond a doubt that ideas,

impulses generally irrational, tradition, interests real or imagi-

nary, and national traits have played a far larger part in

the records of the past, and are doing so still, than is generally

believed. A saying attributed to Franklin, that there would

be no advantage in being a reasonable creature if one could

not find a reason for doing what he wants to, pointedly ex-

presses the subordination of reason to other motives that impel

men to action.

When a man makes np his mind to do a thing he can gener-

ally prove by a mental process to his own satisfaction that he

ought to do it. Let ns take the burning social pi-oblem of the

day and see how far the influence of reason has been effective

in dealing with it. AVe mean the drink problem. The advo-

cates of tempei-ance have nearly all the reasons on their side

;

their opponents have everything else, including the appetites

of those who drink and the avarice of those who sell. The

iutolligent class among all European peoples are on the side of

temperance. Writers and speakers are warning their country-

men against the clangers of alcoholism. They are demonstrating

from day to day that more than one half the evils that affiict
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the body politic are due to drink. They point to the uncon-

tradicted testimony furnished by the records of poverty, crime,

and wretchedness' as evidence of the reasonableness of their

teacliing. Yet how little has been accomplished, how few

drunkards have been reclaimed, by argument ! Often the very

men who are firmly convinced of the danger of meddling with

strong drink—and who is not ?—are unable to resist an appe-

tite when once strengthened by indulgence. The inefiicacy of

reason to stand against the desire for drink has been so fully

demonstrated that it has largely changed the methods by which

the demon of alcoholism is to be combated. Instead of argu-

ments addressed to reason, training is applied for the formation

of right habits. Prophylactic agencies are brought to bear

upon the child while in the plastic state; and, though the

reasoning powers are yet weak, this has been found to be the

more effective, and indeed the only generally effective, pre-

ventive of drunkenness. "We have no desire here to enter into

H discussion of the temperance question, and have only touched

upon it because it illustrates in a striking way, and by examples

faniihar to all, the subordinate position of reason in directmg

human affairs.

Among the uncomplimentary remarks made by Schopen-

hauer ab^'out men there is more truth in the following than

most of us like to admit

:

Brainless pates are the rule, fairly furnished ones the exception, the

brilliantly endowed very rare, genius a poi-tcnUmi. How otherwise could

we account for the fact that out of upward of eight hundred millions of

existing human beings, and after the chronicled experience of six thousand

\cai-s, so much should still remain to discover, to think out, and to be

Jaidi By far the greater part of humanity are wholly inaccessible to

purelv intellectual enjovmcnts. They are quite incapable of the delight

that exists in ideas as such, everything standing in a certain relation to

ihc-ir own individual will, in other words, to themselves and their own

liilairs. In order to interest them it is necessary that their wills should

Vk: acted upon, no matter in how remote a degree.

The material of which reformers is made is furnished by

nature in such small quantities that none of it gets mto the

great mass of mankind. They are pretty well content with

the world as it is, and expend far more thought in making

tliemselves as comfortable in it as may be than in making it

better. "We must take the world as it is," or "Why should
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we concern ourselves witli tlie doings of our neighbors so long

as they do not directly interfere with our own?" has always

been the conscious or unconscious creed of a large majority of

the human race. The researches of anthropologists and his-

torians have thus far failed to discover any evidence of the

existence of human beings upon earth who were intellectually

inferior to those now living. In so far as there has been or is

any inferiority it is quantitative rather than qualitative. The
most abject races can be civihzcd in a generation or two when
placed under proper conditions. No new faculties need to be

created ; it is only necessary to develop those already existing.

Yet human progress is a comparatively recent thing. But
faint traces of it are discoverable until the advent of the

Greeks. Egypt and Babylon appear to us, at the other end of

the vista of historical persjtcctive, about as we find them two

or three thousand years later. This could hardly have been

possible if reason had been a force in ancient society. In so

far as it was, it can only have been the reason of the modern
Turk, who finds the idea of progress utterly repugnant to him
and who is content to be M'hat his father was before him. If

progress is founded upon reason, and not upon race character-

istics, it is impossible to explain the wide differences that exist

among the inhabitants of the globe.

There is no question affecting the relation of man to man
upon which the civilized world is at present more nearly agreed

than that slavery is wrong. So deep-seated has this feeling

become that the foremost nations of our time have not only

ceased to tolerate it among themselves, but have undertaken to

extirpate it from the face of the earth. Wliile we may question

to some extent the disinterestedness of the motives of some of

those who engage in its suppression, tliere is no doubt that they

have a strong public sentiment back of them. How glaring is

the contrast of public opinion to-day upon this question with

that of antiquity ! No intelligent man will assert that in the

power of thought, in the ability to reason, the world has ad-

vanced one iota in two thousand years. It is universally con-

ceded tJiat no greater men ever lived than Socrates, Plato, and

Aristotle. These men, to say nothing of many others, seemed
to have divined by a sort of superhuman prescience almost all

the lines of human progress for all time to come. Yet how
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little they have to say upon slavery, except to recognize it as

an existing institution ! Aristotle even enters into an elaborate

dii^cussion to show that servitude is the natural state of a part

of the human race. Might has always made slaves. Even

slaves fonnd nothing reprehensible in the practice and sub-

luittcd calmly to their condition, though they now and then

lebclled against oppression. Those who had themselves been

slaves never hesitated to enthrall others when by a turn of

fortune they found the power in their hands. Not many years

have passed since it was a common thing to defend slavery,

and even the pnlpit took a share in this defense. AVe were

frequently told that it M-as ordained by God himself
;
that its

abuse was no reason for its abolition ; tljat it would be just as

rc;isonable to turn all children over to the care of the state be-

cause some parents maltreated or neglected their offspring.

Dean Alford, writing in 1864, expressed his contempt for the

American people for several reasons, and among others for their

" reckless and fniitless maintenance of the most cruel and un-

]>rinciplcd war in the history of the world." This dignitary

uf the Church uttered not only his own sentiments, but that

of the entire aristocratic class in England, to which the Anglican

Cimrch professes to belong. How delusive the progress of the

liist score of years has proved the learned dean's reasoning to

liave been ! How few persons can be found to-day who defend

blavery ! England itself abolished slavery, not because it was

inoro nnreasonablc in the nineteenth century than in the

eighteenth, but because the growth of the altruistic sentiment

among the English people would no longer tolerate it.

It is doubtful whether in the last analysis war is ever a re-

f-OTiablc procedure. Under certain conditions a people may be

jahtificd in taking np arms. When a government becomes

*^o tyrannical that its subjects can endure its domination no

I'-'isger there is sonjetimes no recourse but rebellion. 3^»ut not

Juany of the wars that have drenched the earth with blood

li'ive been of this sort. Generally they are born of the lust of

conquest or of the desire to uphold that peculiar sentiment,

isational lionor. Many wars have been undertaken from a

rt-'ligions motive, and these have usually been the most relent-

U'>s
; yet the superiority of one religion over another is the

last question that can reasonably be settled with the sword.
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Hardly different is the case wlien national honor is involved.

Take, for instance, the Franco-Prussian war. The French

people held that their nation was insulted in the person of

their ambassador. .
All knew that this was a mere pretext for

engaging in a conflict that had already been determined upon.

Two individuals who happen to have a dispute can usually

settle their differences by referring them to a third party,

especially if force in the guise of law is behind the arbitrator.

It is generally found that one or the other party is in the

wrong, or it may be both. In tiie nature of the case a national

dispute might be decided in the same way. But it is rarely

done. It must be decided in a way that always proves costly

to both parties aud terribly costly to one of them. Reason and

experience have proclaimed their lessons, for the most part in

vain. In spite of our boasted progress there is a painful

amount of truth in the recent words of a congressman :
" Nine-

teen hundred years have passed since the advent of the Man
of Xazareth, and instead of growing nearer and more near to

the universal era of peace all the energies, all the inventive

talent, all the genius of the human mind are now devoted

to the manufacture and construction and suggestion of imple-

ments of war moi-e horrible, more fatal in the power of exe-

cution, than any which the world has heretofore seen." The

intellectual preeminence of the Athenian people is well known.

But how did they use their intelligence ? "Was it employed to

promote the welfare of one another ? It was rather used to de-

fend the institution to which they had fallen heir by no effort

of their own. Far more thought and labor were expended in

trying to injure one another than in the work of promoting

their own welfare or that of their neighbors.

There is probably no sentiment that dwells permanently in

the human breast, aud is hardly ever absent from any member
of the race, for which so little can be said on the ground of

reason as the love of early scenes. Tacitus failed to see' how
anyone could endure to live in such a countr}' as Germany,

unless it were his native laud. But afl'cction for home and

familiar surroundings is hardly ever eff'aced, no matter how
unpleasant they may have been, and how far subsequent pros-

perity has removed one from them. Early habits leave such

an abiding impress on us that we review the familiar scenes
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,vitli a certain degree of pleasure, even when tins is not untinged

Nvith 6-idness. Tlie Irisli peasant never forgets the land ot Ins

l>irth thou-li his recollections are wholly of abject poverty, ot

wu-dor ml half-satisfied hunger; and he is ready at all times

to take up arms against the government that he holds respon-

sible for his woesf The German seeks to transplant his native

customs to everv land that hospitably receives him, and to make

bis new home in many respects as much f « the^^^^ of his

birth as he can. The Scandinavian from the far North,_a land

almost unendurable to those accustomed to warmer regions is

never so happy as when he is permitted to return to his early

haunts and to live over again the familiar scenes of l^is JO^th.

There is no explanation of this curious psychological fact ex-

cept that we feel a certain pleasure in doing over agam that to

which we liave been accustomed, though at first it may have

been unpleasant and even painful. Men are prone to^ run m

Pi-ooves. It is hard to get those who have not been trained for

it to do some new thing, to entertain new thoughts, to strike

out new paths. ISIuch easier is it to accept a tradition than to

examine its tmstworthiness. There is no harder work than

thinking; and it is a kind of labor to which the connnon man

is much averse. No wonder that he finds pleasure m domg

and beheving what lias become familiar and easy No wonder

that early habits and beliefs have such a powerful hold on most

of mankind that they are ready to fight and even lay down

their lives to preserve them. And what shall we say of he

ir.auence of chivalry upon the history of the world using the

term in an etliical rather than an historical sense ? It is almost

the Bole secular motive that lights up the dark wilderness of

mediaival history. " Order, veracity, loyalty, self-sacrifice, and

miluness of manners, the protection of the weak and the inno-

cent, and the punishment of wrong " were the motives that

gave it birth and nourished it into full-grown maturity.

From the mythical age of H^mon and Antigone to the day

of the contemporary novelist and poet aft'ection between persons

of the opposite sex has been a powerful incentive to human

action. The fact that it plays so large a part m the litera-

ture of fiction is but the proof that the shadow furnishes of a

Kibstance not far away. ^Vliat deeds of prowess and danng

ha,s it not inspired and carried to successful issue! It is true
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that its reign has not been one of nnmixed good. From the
courts of emperors and kings to the home of tlie peasant it has
exerted its baleful or benevolent influence. We are not here
concerned with the purity of the motive, but with its stren^^th
No one who takes time to reflect can doubt that the devo?ioii
of the lover to his lady, or of the lady to her lord, has been one
of tlie most powerful factors in the development of the race
Whether it has been the ephemeral passion, whose fierce
flames burned out the fuel upon which it fed in the brief space
of a day, or the conjugal fidelity as abiding as life itself its
potency none will dispute. Often the source of its inspiration,
as m the case of Lady Macbeth, was demoniacal rather than
divine, let it was none the le.ss potent as the arbiter of the
destmies of individuals and of nations.

^

Perhaps no fact in what we may caU ethnological psycholo-v
IS more potent than the constitutional inability of any nation To
form a just estimate of itself. And this weakness increases, if
such an expression be admissible, with the rank and intelligence
of those who exhibit it. i^o reader, except a native, will rely
iipon the history of any country written by a native historian
In nine cases out of ten, wherever there is in the narrative an
opportunity for the display of national bia.s we are sure to find
It. ihat France marches at the head of civilization is an asser-
tion one would endeavor in vain to refute in debate with a
Frenchman. In their opinion they have never had occasion to
go abroad for anything that was desirable. Yet it is an ac-
cepted fact that the French people know less of other countries
than almost any people of Europe. Another typical case is
nfforded by recent histories of Germany. The success of the
Crermans in the Franco-Prussian war has turned the heads of
almost the entire people; and the German historians fre-
quently talk of their fellow-countrymen as if they belonged to
some higher order of beings and had always so belonged '^Thi.
too, in spite of the fact that German literature, from the close
of the Reformation almost to the time of the French Pevo-
Jution IS hardly more than a blank; while for a still loncrer
period the German people, oppressed at home and despised
aoroad, were of no political consequence whatever. Difficult is

^
to get material for self-glorification out of German historv.

i^ut national prejudice has abundantly demonstrated its power
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to accomplish this feat. As few persons have access to original

records, the great majority see facts only at long range and

through the distorted medium of national vanity or prejudice,

or both, with results that may be and often have been painful

cnouo^h. It is sad indeed that so few persons can be led to see

that truth alone makes free. Zeus is represented in a passage

of the " Odyssey " as saying :
" Lo, how men blame the gods

!

From ns, they say, spring troubles. Yet of their own perver-

eity, beyond what is their due, they meet with sorrow." It

is evident that Homers chief god was a careful observer. His

eagacious remarks were not only history, but prophecy also.

In one of his lectures Professor Giesebrecht used the follow-

ing^ language: "The sovereignty belongs to Germany because

the Gennans are an elite, nation, a noble race ;
and for the same

reason it ought to exercise an influence on its neighbors that it

is the right and duty of every man endowed with superior in-

telligenc'e and force to act npon those individuals less highly

endowed about him." How an honest man who knows the his-

tory of Germany can give utterance to such sentiments exceeds

belief. Sometimes poor mortals who have lost their reason im-

agine themselves to be God. Such persons are usually confined

in asylums, where they can harm neither themselves nor others.

But in Germany we find men in professors' chairs, and even

wearing titles of nobility, telling their countrymen that they

heloDg'to a race of demigods, the speakers included, and are

charged with the mission of enlightening their neighbors. This

would be amusing if it were not likely to lead to grave conse-

quences. Everyone who has associated with those Prussians

who give tone to public opinion knows that they are haughty

and overbearing, and are always ready to make their superior-

ity felt by the same methods that won for the lion the title of

king of beasts.

lu France the case is not greatly otherwise. Their pride

has been humiliated in the loss of two provinces to a nation

Ihcy have been taught to despise. Yet what can it matter

to the people of Alsace-Lorraine who governs them, provided

they arc well governed and permitted to possess their property

in peace ? Their attachment to France is all the more ridic-

ulous for the reason that they are radically German. Here,

again, we see the inability of reason to make progress against a
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mere sentiment. ATanj a brave Frenchman has laid down his

life for tlie delusive phantom la gloire, and to what purpose ?

Taiue, speaking only of the Napoleonic era, says :

According to him [Napoleon] man is held through his egoistic passions,

fear, cupidity, sensuality, self-esteem, and emulation ; these are the
mainsprings when he is not under excitement, T^'hen he reasons. More-
over, it is not difficult to turn the brain of man, for he is imaginative,
credulous, and subject to being carried away ; stimulate his pride cr
vanity, provide liim with an extreme and false opinion of himself and his
fellow-men, and you can start him off head downward whenever you
please.

The results of proceeding upon this policy are thus summed }

up by the learned writer

:

|
Between 180-i and 1815 he has had slaughtered more than 1,700,000 \men born within the ancient boundaries of France, to which must be 1

added probably 2, 000, 000 of men born out of these limits, and all for him,
j

under the title of allies, or elain on his account, under the title of ene-
\

mies. All that the poor, enthusiastic, and ciedulous Gauls have gained i

by confiding their public welfare to him is two invasions ; all that he be- I

queaths to them as a reward for their devotion, after this prodigious waste
of their blood and the blood of others, is a France shorn of fifteen depart-

|ments acquired by the republic, deprived of Savoy, the left bank of the \
Rhine, and of Belgium—losing 4,000,000 of new Frenchmen which it had
assimilated after many years of life in common, and, worse still, thrown
back within the frontiers of 1789, alone diminished in the midst of its

aggrandized neighbors, suspected by all Europe, and lastingly surrounded
by a threatening circle of distrust and rancor.

A few years before the French people, for an idea which they
expressed in the trinitarian fornmla, " Liberty, equality, frater-

nity," destroyed every man and every institution that seemed
to stand in the way of a practical realization of the creed it em-
bodied. Yet hardly a decade had passed before they were
ready to follow implicitly the most uncompromising tyrant that
ever deluded a people. The desire to be free from oppression
is eminently reasonable ; but what can we say of a people who
had just broken the yoke of bondage that had so long and
heavily lain upon their own necks and yet tried to fasten a
new one upon their neighbors as well as upon themselves ? No
wonder Napoleon had a poor opinion of men when he saw how
easily they could be led eji masse into crime and misery.

During the past few years we have heard much about the so-

called Monroe doctrine. In definition it apparently amounts to
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alK)ut this : when any government administered in Europe in-

terferes in tlie affairs of any countiy on the western hemisphere,

except in the case of its own possessions, the people of the United

fc>i:itesare to regard such interference as a direct menace against

tlicin. Yet the territory virtually owned by Great Britain on the

western continent, to say nothing of otlier European govern-

ments, is probably equal in extent to the Union, and England

limy therefore reasonably be supposed to have an equal interest

licro with ourselves. Kor is there any donbt that the Spanish

Anioricim States, if they were administered by an enlightened

]>coj>lo like the Englisli, in spite of their shortcomings, would

enjoy peace and prosperity such as they have never known. "We

have assumed that the attitude of a monarchy toward a repub-

lic is always that of an oppressor, and without always inquiring

into tlie facts in the case. Again, there is now a strong feeling

of sympathy for the Cubans in their struggle to free themselves

from the yoke of Spain. This feeling is evidently strongest in

those States that fifty years ago led the United States into a

most unjust war with Mexico and a few years later plunged the

country into civil war to keep the chains of slavery on four

jnillions of human beings—a far worse state than tliat of the

Cubans under the government of Spain.

Tlie fundamental activity of the soldier is expressed by the

poet in the lines,

Theirs not to reason whj,

Theirs but to do or die.

Tiic soldier is not to inquire for a reason ; he has but to do what
lio is ordered to do. He is usually a young man ; not so young
that his reasoning powers are undeveloped, but yet so young
tii;it liis energy is prone to find expression in action rather than
Ml deliberation. War needs not only men who are physically

••trong, but men who can be depended npon to subordinate their

fe:i.>oning powers to the word of command. "Whether the

connnand be a reasonable one does not enter into the problem.
i nc best soldier is not ho who looks at war in a large way, and
^vho is capable of understanding the cause for which he is to lay

down his life ; but it is he who is best able to use the means
^viihin his reach to accomplish the ends placed before him by
llioK': in authority over him. It is a question whether intelli-

Kencc is so important a factor as is generally believed. ]!To coun-
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try has been so uniformly successful in war as Russia, because

no armies fight more bravely than the Paissian. The Russian

peasant, crassly ignorant as he has always been and is, never

hesitates to lay down his life for his emperor, if i]\Q latter wills

it. Apparently he has never concerned himself about the reason

why. Yet what astonishing results have rewarded his prowess I

While he cannot frame into words the Horatian dictum,

" Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori," he does n:iore—he is

the living exponent of it. Public sentiment finds ten heroes

on the battlefield to one in civil life. Tliat foolhardy bravery

is often displayed and life lost in unwise and foolish conflict

makes little difference. The world is interested directly in the

act, and looks no farther. Physical courage is still rated far

higher than moral courage ; if it were not so the world would

to-day present a far different aspect from that which we see.

From the consideration of mere personal bravery the transi-

tion is easy to the contemplation of patriotism. Here is a sen-

timent that is as universal as man himself. Every man, no mat-

ter how low in the scale of civilization, feels a certain degree of

affection for the land of his birth ; it is an affection akin to that

which he feels for himself. But patriotism is an idea that, _^t/-

se, will not for a moment stand the test of reason. The patriot

is not necessarily better or worse than the man whose motto is,

" Ubi bene, ibi patria." The Fuegian loves his country just as

fervently as Gladstone or Bismarck. If the former were com-

pelled to change place with either of the latter both would be

equally unhappy. The one would protest as loudly against the

efforts to elevate him as the latter to degenerate him.

Patriotism is not necessarily unreasonable, but it is always

unreasoning. A man may be able to give a good account lor

the faith that is in him, and he may not. Lessing wrote, " Of

love of country I have no conception ; it appears to me but a

heroic weakness which I am right glad to be without." Goethe

was frequently blamed for his lack of patriotism. And, in truth,

there is little in his writings that exhibits a distinctive German

feeling, and there was equally little in his life. Plato, a cory-

pheus among philosophers, is singularly free from national bias.

AVhen the historian Polybius made a study of the history of

Rome he found that its steady growth was not an accident.

Though a foreigner he could see that its government was
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ctablc from the absence of the forces that made the govern-

ment of his own people unstable. The Romans had instinctively

put into effect those principles which the Greek philosophers

iiad for centuries preached in vain to their own countrymen.

Tlic liomans were no piiilosophers, and despised philosophy.

lint they had the instinct of t,^overnment, and rarely followed

this instinct to their own detriment. Practical wisdom does

not come through knowledge, often not even through experi-

ence. It may serve men who think, but this class is generally

too small to make its impress pei-manently felt in the growth

of States. Frederick the Great is reported to have said that, if

lio wanted to rnin one of his fairest provinces, he need only

place it under the government of the philosophers. Akin to

this is his remark that "one pinch of common sense is worth

a inu'vcrsity full of learning." Perhaps he had in mind the

scholastic pedantry of his day that had its seat in the German
imivorsitics, rather than the wholesome thinking that men may
<!<> if they have the proper incentives. It is trne Plato thought

t"i.it unless philosophers became kings, or kings philosopher,

tli<-re would be no cessation of calamities among men ; but he

probably found few persons to agree with him. Fortunately

"r unfortunately, there is hardly nnj' point upon which philoso-

J'l.oi-s, the professed lovei's of wisdom, are agreed among them-
K'iVes. This is specially true where national prejudices come
into play. Bat even among men of the same nationality there

.«re often the bitterest animosities. Truth is not an abstraction,

iliosc who are engaged in search for what they believe to be
llie truth arc men with passions like ordinary mortals, and as

likely to be blinded by them. Here, then, we find the same
•wl.orence as to what is reasonable, sentiment again overmaster-
1!-^' reason. Peason is artificial, deliberate, skeptical. Its func-

'•"U in human affairs is to regulate and control, not to supply
•^ Uiolive force. It decides how to do, rather than what to do.

* 'my in a restricted sense can it be said that intelligence rules
i;ic world. "We believe the author of Social Evolution has
^Uted a truth of far wider application than he makes of it

'•^hen ho says:

^

It )iiLs to l-,e confessed tliat in England during the nineteenth century
|-" oliiratcd classes, in almost all the great political changes that have
ixiti ifTicted, have taken the side of the party afterward admitted to have'— IJiTII SKUIKS, VOL. XII.
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been in the wrong—they have almost invariably opposed at tlie time the

measures they have subsequently come to defend and justify. This is

to be noticed alike of measures which have extended education, which

have emancipated trade, which have extended the franchise. The edu-

cated classes have even, it must be confessed, opposed measures which

have tended to secure religious freedom and to abolish slavery. The

motive force behind llic long list of progressive measures carried during

this period has in scarcely any appreciable measure come from the edu-

cated classes; it has come almost exclusively from the middle and lower

classes, who have in turn acted, not under the stimulus of intellectual

motives, but under the influence of their altruistic feelings.*

Progress needs a motive force, and tliis reason does not pro-

vide. The most powerful emotion that moves men partakes

more or less of a religious character. It is everjvrhere in the

foreground in the Babylonian and Assyrian wars. It played

an important part in the struggle of Greek with Greek, or of

Greek with barbarian. A Roman army was invincible only

when it was confident that it went into battle with the favor of

the gods. The religious idea carried the victorious armies of

the Saracens over a large portion of the knoMTi earth in an in-

credibly short time. It is not necessary to enumerate any

farther ; everyone can recall the course of events for himself.

Cliristianity itself does not appeal primarily to the reason. Its

Founder taught "as one having authority, and not as the

scribes." His precepts are not usually supported by what men
call reasons, nor are they arrived at by processes of ratiocina-

tion. Their truth is intended to be spiritually apprehended,

not to be worked out by the rules of logic. Herein lies their

strength and their universal applicability. They are intended

for those who can feel, as well as for those who can reason.

And how large the preponderance of the former over the

latter

!

If we have read the history of philosophy aright it takes

singularly little interest in the emotional nature of man. Tiio

ancients, indeed, make a great account of the passions, but

they generally regard them as a sort of disturbing element in

the economy of society. Modern philosophy, beginning with

Descartes and ending with Kant, seems to regard man's emo-

tional nature as a matter of little consequence ; as a sort of

penumbra of the reasoning powers. With the advent of Rous-

* Social Evolutoin, p. 253.
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RMUi a different state of affairs began to prevail. Ptousseau

Iiiijiself was not much of a philosopher, because lie lacked sys-

tem in everything he did. But he M'as full of fruitful ideas,

jiiul he came at a time when the world was ready to listen to

what he had to say. In his mental make-up the emotional ele-

ment largely predominated ; he was so much a creature of imi

pulse that there is notliing surprising in the extent to which

lie moved the world. The world had come to recognize that,

wliile reason ninst not be ignored in the instruction of

youth, it cannot be wholly depended on as a guide. Modem
j)edagogy lays large stress on training, on giving direction to

the young citizen or the young Christian before he is old

enough to reason nmch about it. It seeks to cultivate his sym-

patliics for the needs of society before the selfishness that h^

is destined to find all around him in later life gains the mastery

over him. lie is taught that the poor and degraded have a

cluiiu upon his charity, although this charity is to be kept

under the control of reason. He may not let the slave or

Ijcggar perish from neglect, even tliough both are largely

responsible for their condition. It is sympath}-', not reason,

that is the moving force in the philantliropic spirit that we
MC manifesting itself so powerfully wherever man has any

claim to be called civilized. Examples are numerous and ready

to liand everywhere. Surely nothing can be more reasonable

tiKin the doctrine that every man is inherently as good as

another
;
yet how slow the world has been in recognizing this

n.-lf-cvident truth, even in theory! Christianity first enunciated

it, but even Christianity was not able to boar up permanently

against the tide of sentiment and tradition that bore down
npon it. The early Christians themselves w^ere slow to accept

liiC doctrine, with all the consequences that seemed likely to

Ti'.w from it. Even to-day it is far more a matter of theory

t-i:in of actual practice, so slowly does the world outgrow its

|'ft:judices.

Tiic spiritual nature of man, that prescience of God's plan

»n tlic government of the world, that sublime faith in the

^I'.tiiuate triumph of right which we often see manifested in

"'.u'hly endowed natures, is in no wise amenable to the laws of

'<-';tson. We see this exliibited in the most marked degree in

"!e Hebrew prophets. Their lofty faith in the coming of a
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Messiah who slionld rule the world in righteousness was a trait

of a highly endowed spiritual nature. The intellect colored its

outward expression, and to some extent modified its form, but
was not its eource. Many of the world's greatest benefactors
—in truth, the large majority of them—have not been men of
preeminent intellectual endowment. They were men whose
emotional nature was stirred by the wickedness, the spiritual

darkness, around them, and whose will was aroused to activity

by a contemplation of the situation in which they found them-
selves. Kant said there is but one good thing in the
world, and that is a good will. But the emotional nature seems
to be more clearly related to the will than to the intellect, and
to be more readily influenced by it. The result is that progress,

in the best sense of the word, is not primarily intellectual. Its

various phases do not, in the main, originate with the intellectual

class, though men of large intellectual endowments often identify

themselves with it. It is a mistake, therefore, to suppose that by
stimulating and cultivating the intellect we can make the world
better. Knowledge is not even power, as we are so often told.

It is, indeed, an indispensable prerequisite to power; but power
is latent unless stimulated into activity by the will. They are

sadly mistaken who imagine that nothing is necessary to insure

the continuous amelioration of the condition of mankind but a

continuous increase of the world's stock of available kuowledcre.

qJU^cla, i^, buAji/t-,
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

In the "Arena" of this number Dr. James Mudge makes

friendly answer to the critics of his book, Groicth in Holiness

toxoard Perfection; ar. Progressive iSanctiJication^ and endeavors to

correct certain misapprehensions. He is allov/ed space equal to

tliat occupied in our last number by Dr. Lovrrey's criticism, to

which especially he replies. We earnestly invite contributions

to our " Arena," but no communication for it should exceed one

thousand words.

Without lowering the dignity which has belonged to the Pe-

view in its best estate, -without incurring any risk of having

it classified with light literature, without transforming it into a

mere family magazine, without neglecting in the least the bibli-

cal, theological, or philosopliical, Ave believe v/e may promote the

advantage and the pleasure of our readers by adding to tlie range

ar»d variety of its contents, in lines profitable to ministerial culture,

and especially by giving it in every number, if possible, some
distinct literary interest and value. For this course, if it were

criticised, a very strong defense might easily be made. Some such

policy of extension and enrichment must be pursued by the editor,

wlio recognizes his responsibility to continue that progressive de-

velopment which has marked the seventy-seven years of the Meth-
odist Peview.

AuouT twenty years ago a book written by Dr. J. T. Crane, of

the Newark Conference, was issued by our Book Concern, regard-

'"g which Dr. Whedon wrote in the Methodist Quarterly Pevie.to

a« follows :

n.id we been privileged to peruse Dr. Crane's Irodture, Hol'ness the BirUirigJit

''. nU Cod's Children, before its publication, wo should doubUesa have endeavored
*o convince him that there is no such dificrenco iu his views as to require him to

J'-ico Ihem in so frank an antagonism to Mr. Wesley's. . . . Mr. Wesley and Dr.

* rano agree that, at justificaliou, there is conferred a degree of "power" over sin

»i>ii Ofrainst temptation. Both would agree that according to the degree of that

power" i.s the degree of sanctification. Indeed, wo tliink one of tho best
*<iUuitiona of sanctlQcation is: The power, through divine grace^more or less com-
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plete, and more or less permanent, so to resist temptation and avoid sin as to live in

the fullness of divine favvr. Where the correlutioo between the inner slate of tlio

soul is such that there is no power to avoid sinning, "and that continually," the

depravity is entire. Where, secondly, tiiere is power through grace, by faith,

largely but partially and precariously to avoid sin, with usually but a dim sense

of divine approval, theu we should by parity iufer that the pr«vity was not entire

but partial. If it were tlio case of one who had been previously in the entirely

depraved slate, we Rhonld imagine that it was a trace of that previous entire

state. And viewing this to be about the condition of the ordiuary justified person,

wo look upon this deficit of his spiritual power as a remains of liis previous entire

inability. Where, thirdly, the power is such as to enable one, with the exertion

of unremittent care and energy, to maintain, with a clear and regular continuity,

the avoidance of such sin as dimiuishcs the ligiit of God's smite upon us, we might

with trembling trnst call that entire sanctiS cation. Where, fourthly, such is

the .correlation between the soul and temptation that the avoidance of sin is a

matter of perfect normal and natural ease, and may be rationally predicted as for-

ever and absolutely permanent (even though there is a free power for sin, and

though sin be most abnonnally tiie actual result), there is clearly no depravity.

And this is Adamic perfection. But it is quite irrelevant to quote Adam and Eve

before the fall to illustrate either of the previous cases. Finally, where the soul

18 entirely removed from the sphere of sin, perfectly filled with God, and framed

within a body incapable of sin, so that sin becomes impossible, the holiness is

finitely aljsolute. This last stage of complete indefeasible bliss will be at the

rpsurrection. It is that glorious day to which St. Paul, earncslly looking, beholds

the whole creation groaning for the manifestation of the sons of God. Regenera-

tion is, indeed, truly a specific term in theology, and yet it comes under the grand

genus of the final renovation. Then, for the first moment, the impairment we, one

and all, have derived from Adam and sin, shall be completely repaired. Hence,

our regeneration hero, us individuals, is but initial, as part of the entire regenera-

tion completed at the resurrection. Let us not be impatient because God is so slow

as to leave an imperfect "residue" within us. "God is patient, because God is

eternal." . . .

Sanctification is, perhaps, less the taking away anything from our inward

nature than the bcstowment of a repressive power over our inward sinward

tendencies. ...
Our definition of entire sanctification being questioned with a challenge to

compare it with tliat of Wesley, we will place them side by side. We are sure

the reader v.-ill -disceru their oneness of ultimate essence under a variety of

forms

:

Our Definition. Wesley's iJefinition.

Such a measure of Power over sin as Sanctification in the proper sense is

holds us with more or le,-<8 of continuity an instantaneous deliverance from all

in that same perfect fullness of divine sin, and includes an instantaneous

approbation as rested upon us when Power, then given, always to cleave

JMStificalion first pronounced us through to God.

Cliriat perfectly innocent of sin.

Both these definitions make the sanctified stale consist of two things: First,

"deliverance from sin" (by perfect justification at first) ; second, " power," namely,

to maintain that perfect " deliverance from sin." Both definitions make the saucti-
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tlc.ition proper consist in " Power." Wesley says, " power always to cleave to

Co'l ; " ours says, " power to avoid sin, so far as to retain the perfect divine appro-

haiion." Botli express the same "power; " ours completely and fully, Wesley's

biii-lly, and ralliur crudely for a definition. Even the merely regenerate man baa

" iviwer to cleave to God." Nay, an unregenerate Tiieist does, as against Atheism,

exert '• power to cleave to God." Wesley's words are, therefore, inexplicit and

inadequate, not completely expressing his own meaning. Taking, now, the previous

jKjint : Wesley says "deliverance from sin " (that is, the guile of sin, by justification)

;

ours, too, makes the justification from sin the starling and measuring poinu..

Uiiili are, in brief, justification for past sin and power over and against future sm.

Doth imply tliat the complete justification at first, maintained by the divinely

Rivcpted avoidance in the future, is holinc-'^s.

POE'S "EUREKA" AND ^U)DENDA.

FoK several years a revival of interest in tlie singular genius

of Edgar Allan Poe and its strange products has been noticeable

hotli in America and Europe, particularly in France. For tbe

purpose of obtaining money to start a raontbly magazine wliick

lie was ambitious to establisb, Poe, who by reason of bis irreg-

ularities and intemperance was chronically impecunious, delivered

at the Society Library in New York city on February 9, 1848, a

lecture on the cosmogony of the universe. One who heard it

Miys: "It was a stormy night, and there were not more than sixty

jtorsons present. . . . Ilis lecture was a rhapsody of the most

intense brilliancy. He appeared inspired, and his inspiration

alTi'cted the scant audience almost painfully. His eyes seemed

to glow like those of his own Kaven, and he kept us entranced

for two hours and a half." This lecture appears in his pub-

li^lu'd works under the title of " Eureka, a Prose Poem," filling

one hundred duodecimo pages. Its brief Preface is:

To the few who love me and whom I love—to those who feel rather than

to liiose who think—to the dreamers and those who put faith in dreams as in tlio

oiily realities—I ofier this Book of Truths, not in its character of Truth-Teller,

but for the Beauty that abounds in its Truth; constituting it true. To these I

JTrx^cnt the composition as an Art-Product alone:—let us say as a Romance; or,

•I" \ b^ not urging too lofty a claim, as a Poem. What I here propound is true:

—

I lorcfore it cannot die:—or if by any mcaus it be now trodden down so that it

'''-\ it will " rise again to the Life Everlasting.'' Xevertht-lcss it is as a Poem only
'•111 I v,-i.-<h this work to be judged after I am dead.

As to the motive of " Eureka," he says at the beginning of the

f'-'^ay
:

" I design to speak of the Physical, Metaphysical, and

-^lathcmatical—of the Material and Spiritual Universe:—of its

^--suncc, its Origin, its Creation, its Present Condition and its
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Destiny. I shall be so rash, moreover, as to challenge the con-

clusions, and thus, in effect, to question the sagacity, of many of

the greatest and most justly reverenced of men."

Remarking that "whatever the mathematicians may assert,

there is, in this world at least, no such thing as demonstration,"

he states his general p)-oposition thus : "In the Original Unity

J
of the First Tiling lies the Secondary Cause of All Things, wiih

the Germ of their Inevitable Annihilation." To illustrate and
illuminate tliis ]>roposition he takes a comprehensive survey

of the universe, meaning by "universe" "the utmost conceiv-

able expanse of space, with all things, spiritual and material, that

can be imagined to exist within the compass of that expanse."

And this makes up his " Eureka," of which Mr. R. "W. Griswold,

whom Poe appointed his literary executor, writes :

To the composiiiou cf tlic work ho brought his subtlest and highest capacities,

in tlioir most perfect development. Denying- that the arcana of the iiniveri^e c;iu

be explored by induction, but informing liis imagination with the various resulis

of science, lie entered with unhesitating boldness, though with no guide but the

divinest instinct—that sense of beauty in which our great Edwards recognizes

the flowering of all truth—into the sea of speculation, and there built up of accord-

ing laws and iheic phenomena, as under the influence of a scientific inspiration, his

theory of nature. 1 will not attempt the difficult task of condensing his proposi-

tions; to be apprehended tl ey must be studied in his own terse and simple

language; but in this we I'ave a .suii-mary of that which he regards as fundamental

:

"The law which we call Gravity," he says, " exists on account of matter haviug

been radiated, at its origin, atoraically, into a limiied sphere of space, from one

individual, unconditional, iirelative, and absolute Particle Proper, by the sole proc-

ess in which it was f)0ssible to satisfy at the same time the two conditions,

radiation and equable distribution throughout the sphere— that is to say, bj- a force

varying iu direct proportion with the squares of the distances between the radi-

ated atoms, respectively, and the particular center of radiation."

Poo was thoroughly persuaded that he had discovered the great secret; that

the propositions of ' Eureka" were true; and lie was wont to talk of the subject

with a sublime and electrical enthusiasm which they cannot have forgotten

who were familiar with Iiim at tlie period of its publication. He felt that an

author known solely by Jiis adventures in the lighter literature, throwing down
Ihe gauntlet to professors of science, could not expect absolute fairness, and he

had no hope but in discussions led by wisdom and candor. Meeting me, he said,

"Have you read 'Eureka?'" I answered, "Not yet;" I liave just glanced at'

the notice of it by Willis, who thinks it contains no more fact than fantas}', and

I ara sorry to sec—sorry if it be true—suggests that it corresponds iu tone with

that gathering of sham and obsolete hypotheses addressed to fanciful tyro.s, the

Vtatiges of Creation ; and our good and really wise friend Bush . . . thinks that,

while you may l;ave guessed vorv shrcwdiy, it would not be difficult to suggest

many difliculties in the way of your doctrine." " It is by nomcans in genuous," he

replied, " to hint that there are such difficulties, and yet to leave them unsuggestcd.

I challenge the investigation of every point in the book. I deny tliat there arc
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iny diiBculties which I have not met and overthrown. Injustice is done me by

liio upplicaiioa of the word ' guess.' I have assumed notJiing, and proved all."

Mr. Griswold's own opinion of "Eureka" is given by him as

follows :
" I could not help but think it irameasurably superior

as an illustration of genius to the Ycstiges of Creadon ; and as

I admired the poem (except the miserable attempt at humor in

what pui-ports to be a letter found in a bottle floating on the

Mare Tcnehrarunx) so I regretted its pantheism, which is not

necessary to its main design."

To some of the criticisms of objectors Poe made answer in the

following characteristic letter to the editor of the Literary IVorkl,

Mr. C. F. Hoffman

:

Dear Sir: In your piiper of July 29 I find some comments on 'Eureka,' a

bte book of my own. ... I feel that I might safely claim the right, which every

Ruihor lias, of replyiii;? to his critic tone /or tone—that is to say, of answering

VDur correspondent, tlippancy by flippancy and sneer by sneer—but, in the first

j.l.ico, I do not wish to disgrace tiic World; and in the second, I feel that I should

never be done sneering, in the present instance, were I once to begin. Lamartine

blames Voltaire for the use which he made of (rust) misrepresentation, in his

Jittiicks on the priesthood ; but our young students of Theology do not seem to bo

fcwaro that in defense, or in what they Auicy to be defense, of Christianity, there

i"? wnytiiing wrong in euch gentlemanly peccadilloes as the deliberate perversion

of an author's text— to say nothing of the minor indecora of reviewing a book

without reading it and without having the faintest suspicion of wliat it is about.

You will understand that it is merely the mls-r^presentaiions of the critique in

question to which I claim the privilege of reply. . . . The first misrepresentation

i* contained in this sentence: " This letter is a keen burlesque on the Aristotelian

or Baconian method of ascertaining truth, both of which the writer ridicules and

Jcspi.scs, aud pours forth his rhapsodical ecstasies in a glorification of the third

mods—the noble art of guessing." What I rea'Jy say is this: That there is no

«<>Aohite certainti/ either in the Aristotelian or Baconian process—that, for this

r---i.son, neither philosophy is so profound as it fancies itself—aud that neither has

a right to sneer at that seemingly imaginative process called intuition (by which
t'.c great Kepler attained his laws) ; siuce intuition, after all, is but the conviction

a-iiiiig from those t/iductions, or cfeduciions, of which the processes are so shadowy
t< to escape our consciousness, elude our reason, or defy our capacity of exprcs-

*•'>!!. The second misrepresentation runs thus: "The developments of electricity

*'-i the formation of stars and suns, luminous and nonluniinous, moons and

I'Uuois, with their rings, etc., are deduced, very much according to the nebular

I •-.(sory of Laplace, from the principle propounded above." Now the impression

iV-ndcd to bo made here upon the reader's mind, by the " Student of Theolog}',"

'•'' t'vidently that my theory may be all very well in its way, but that it is nothing

t*ul L-iplaco over again with .some modifications that he (the "Student of Theol-

'^'y ") cannot regard as at all iinporUint. I have only to say that no gentleman can

••"^Mi'^o me of the disiugenuousness here implied; inasmuch as, having proceeded

*'lh my theory up to that point at which Laplace's theory tneeis it, I then gioe

^jA'Mx's theory in full, with the expression of my firm conviction of its absolute
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truth at all points. The ground covered by the great Frcncli astronomer co-j;-

pares with tJiat covered by ray tlieory, as a bubble compares wich the ocean on

which it floats ; nor has lie the slightest allusiou to " the principle propoucdeu

above," the principle of Unity being the source of all tilings—ihe principle of

Gravity being merely the Kcaction of the Divine Act which irradiated all thin;;*

from Unity. In fiict, no point of my theory has been even so much as alluded to

by Laplace. . . . Tiie third misrepresentation lies in a footnote, where the critic

says: "Further than this, Mr. Toe's claim that ho can account for the existence

of all organized beings—man included—merely from those principles on which

the origin and present appearance of suns and worlds are explained, must be set

down as mere bold assertion, without a particlo of evidence. In ether words, we

should terra it arrant fudge.'''' Tiie perversion at this point is involved in a willfiil

misapplication of tlie word " principles." I say " willful,'' because, at page 63, 1 am
particularly careful to distinguish between the principles proper, Attraction and

Repulsion, and those merely resultant ^uJ-priaciples which control the universe

in detail. To these sub-principles, sw;iyed by the immediate spiritual influence

of Deity, I leave, without examination, all that wliich the " Student of Theologj-

"

so roundly asserts I account for on the principles -which account for the con-

stitution of sung, etc.

In the third column of his "review" the critic says: " lie asserts that each

soul is its own God—its own Creator." "^iVhat I do assert is that " each soul is, :i

part, its own God—its own Creator." Just below the critic says :
" After all these

contradictory propoundings concerning God we would remind him of what he lays

down on page 2S— ' of this Godhead in itself he nlone is not imbecile, he alone is no-

impious who propounds nothing '— : a man who thus conclusively convicts himse'.f

of imbecility and impiety needs no further refutation." Now tho sentence, as I wrote

it, and as Ifind it printed on that very page wliich the critic refers to and wliich mu^t

have been lying h^fore him while he quoted my Avords, runs thus :
" Of this Godhead,

tn itself, he alone is not imbecile, etc., who propounds nothing." By the italics, as

the critic well knew, I design to distinguish between t!ie two possibiUties

—

ihzi

of a knowledge of God througli his works and that of a knowledge of him in his

essential nature. The Godhead, in iUelf, is distinguished from the Godhead ob-

served i?i its effects. But our critic is zealous. Moreover, being a divine, he is

honest—ingenuous. It is his duty to pervert my meaning by omittit:g ray italics

—

just as, in the sentence prcA-iously quoted, it was his Christian duty to falsify my
argument by leaving out the two words, " in part," upon which turns the whole

force—indeed, tho whole intelligibility of my proposition.

Were these " misrepresentations " (is that the name for them ?) made for any less

serious a purpose tlian that of branding my book as " impious " and myself as a

" pantheist," a " polytheist," a Pagan, or a God knows what (and indeed I care very

little so it be not a " Student of Theology ") I would have pcrUiilted their dis-

honesty to pass unnoticed, through pure contempt for the boyisliness—for the

turn-down-shirt-collar-nes.t of their tone; but, as it is you, you will pardon me,

Mr. Editor, that I have been compelled to expose a " critic," who, courageously

preserving his own anonymosity, takes advantage of my absence from the city to

misrepresent and thus vilify me by name.
.

EtJGAP. A. Poe.

Fordham., September 20, 18-13.

We have printed thus much concerning Poc's " Eureka" in

order that our readers may better understand the first article in
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t'ais number of the Jievieic as "well as our reason for publishing it;

.ilihough, of course, no one can fully comprehend that article ex-

i-opt by reading it in connection with the " Eureka," of which it

is ni reality an extension and continuation. That no scientific or

|.r.ictifal worth was ever attached to Poe's "Eureka" by anybody
hut liimself hard)}' requires to be stated. Its only value is as the

j^ravcst undertaking of a strange and unnatural genius, the most
surprising freak of an acute and brilliant but unbalanced mind.

He rpent most of the year 1848 perfecting this "last and graud-

-r^ effort of his genius," expounding it to occasional visitors at

liis poverty-stricken liome in Fordbam with feverish intensity,

amazing s|>lendor of diction, and entire positiveness of belief.

'i'wL'nty days after Poe delivered "Eureka" as a lecture in Xew
York city he wrote the letter which is referred to in the first

article of our present number and Avhich contained Poe's Addenda
—"A Pkedictiox"—that constitutes the greater part of that

article. The latter portion of the article is made up of comments
by the person to whom Poe wi-ote the letter—comments on Pro-
ftssor Stringham's criticisms upon Poe's Addenda. In the Ad-
di'iida tliere is, of course, no value different from, or other than,

tliat which belongs to the "Eureka, " to which it is a supplement.

'I'he Jlevicic presents it as a literary curiosity, unpublished until

now, apropos of the Poe revival and made the more interesting

by the near approach of" the beginning of the next century," by
\\hich time Poe expected, as he wrote in his "Prediction," that
h'\i theory would be accepted by scientists and put into their

books.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTI\T:.

OtTEx in the current discussion of various questions we are
I'npressed that a crusade for more general education in American
in>tory is needed. The most contradictory statements of histor-

•*"al facts are confidently made, and nobody seems to feel bound
I" find out what tlie facts are except a few professors. Take, for
tx^nipk', the money question : Why should the text of the coinage
l:i\v of 1892 be evidently as little known to thousands who write and
t-dk on the subject as a chapter of the Koran or the Yedns ? We
ri-fer to these point-blank contradictions, indicating amazing and
^•Mitentcd ignorance on one or both sides, not with intention to
^^i-^fuss the merits of a question in Avhich we do not claim to be
fxpt-rt, but because it illustrates one great defect of American
'location. Tlie American people are too largely ignorant of
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their own past. In Britain public men and the intelligent portion
of the population are more thoroughly grounded in and familiar
with the history of their own nation. They seem to know their

thousand years better than we know our one fifth of a thousand.
All public questions are historical; they have roots in the past;

indeed, man himself is every way historical ; and all science is

mainly concerned to trace out the history of things. Any given
state of a public question is a result of a previous course of events
and opinions; and in our case all that history is close, clear, and
plain. If the text-books omit parts of it, accessible public records
contain the whole. One of our forty-page dailies could print the
full text of every coinage and currency act without displacing
any valuable matter; but because there is no demand for the
record it is not published. After long Avrangling and fighting in

the dark over the subject somebody bethinks him to i-efer to the
record, and it is then produced, with clarifying and quieting effect.

The propriety of beginning a controvers3^by taking a glance over
the history and getting the exact facts in hand at the start ought
to be obvious, but is often overlooked. Great questions are jumped
at on the moment, and treated as if they had no past. It is not
remembered that anything has ever been said or settled about
them, and men discuss them offhand, glibly and crudely, with-
out availing themselves of the Avisdom and light to be found in

previous great debates. The JMonroe doctrine, of which so much
is just now heard in connection with the Venezuelan trouble, is

purely a piece of history; but the most Avildly contradictory no-
tions are uttered about it, for want of taking time to refer to the
historic records which show the nature, scope, and bearing of that

doctrine. It is asserted that twenty-five years ago, when we had
fewer schools and poorer newspapers, the people knew their his-

tory better. Tlie spectacle recently seen of two statesmen first

betting about the provisions of an act of Congress and then re-

ferring to the record to settle their bet would have seemed absurd
then ; it is not so regarded now. We have retrograded in this

respect mainly through our unhistorical press—a journalism which
seldom expounds any subject in the light of what happened day
before yesterday. History in the form of incidents, reminiscences,

novels interweaving facts with fictions, isolated chapters, and
broken fragments we get in abundance; but history in any con-
nected view showing the evolution of dominant principles, the
trend and set of great currents, the ebb and flow of strong tides

of opinion, the landmarks and boundary stones fixed by past
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htru"-gles and judgments—this ia not found in the periodicals

from -which our people derive their daily instruction. We fail

to see questions whole and round in their historical setting, be-

cause we are in such a rush that we will not take time to look

back, and we pass hasty snap judgments on present events with-

out inquiring whether they have any roots, whether they are

plants or pebbles—though, in fact, even a pebble carries its his-

tory inside of it and cannot be understood without finding out

wliere it came from and how it migrated hither. AYe begin life

anew with a vengeance every morning, forgetting that we had any

vcsterdav; and as to the fund of wisdom we should have accu-

mulated and carried forward out of our experience, we go into

insolvency every night. This is not the whole truth, but there

is so much truth in it that we frequently see a great people blun-

dering along with one step forward and the next backward,

Rtumbling and staggering to and fro illogically and sometimes

disastrously, not remembering its painfully acquired lessons, not

knowing its own mind from one year to the next. Contrast the

flection of 1888 with that of 1892, and that again with those of

1891 and 1895, and you see the nation reeling back and forth on

ground so solidly historical, and so familiar if one looks into the

j).ast, that a people ought to know by this time which way it

wants to go ; instead of which it keeps wandering about, east,

\vcst, north, south, like a babe in the woods. Like a creature

b(.'reft of memory it recognizes nothing as familiar, and does not

seem to know it ever went this way before. No mere animal could

ilo such a thing; it would be sure to detect the scent of its own

tracks or recognize something ; brute stupidity in man sometimes

Rcenis the chief characteristic that distinguishes him from the

beast. Questions which previous generations, the makers and

jtreservers of this nation, regarded as defined and decided by

lilstory are puzzled over and fumbled with as if they were novel

Jirohlems which the country had never had any chance to con-

i-i'lcr
; or they are treated as footballs to be kicked about in

tlie air for political amusement rather than as established parts

^f a structure built upon foundations and braced together to

tii.lure as the home and fortress of a nation's life. Often a

l*<>litical party in want of a campaign issue and planks for its

platform picks up some question which the nation had for years

ri'garded as decided, and as to which a settled policy had been

I'lirsued, and tosses it into the field for a scrimmage; and then it

is lo the interest of at least one party to keep history out of sight
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and prevent the people from remembering that they or their
fathers passed upon that question and settled it a long time ago
for reasons eminently sane and satisfactory.

In the course of time the muddled and meandering nation usu-
ally gets back to the path. After guessing about the facts for a
while and going through a panic of disaster and alarm the groping
public mind, in the course of years, two or ten or twenty, get*
hold of the essential facts and acts in view of them; which f?°cts,

however, it is in danger of forgetting when the bet is settled or the
crisis is past. An agile and facile, if not flighty, people we surely
are, and no faculty is more conspicuous in us tlian our facility for
forgetting; nevertheless consistency of action, coherency of utter-
ance, stability of mind, and steadiness of progress are elements
which make for national strength and growth and dignity; and
these elements cannot be possessed and preserved except by know-
ing our history, keeping hold of its lessons, and instructing each
new generation therein. There is really no way of steadying a
nation in its course without keeping its history before its eves
and^ making the record dear to its heart by marking thereon in
distinct figures the tremendous cost-price paid for that history.
And no man is a statesman unless he habitually views every ques-'
tion in its wholeness from its beginning to the present hour, its
genesis, its gist, its recorded course, and its ascertainable bear-
ings.

Nine tenths of the news w^hich our present-tense press pours
forth does not concern us except as a momentary curiosity, vet
the very flood of it washes away the records we need to remember.
The average man has no interest in and little respect for the
study of history. The laudable eft'orts of some schools and lec-
ture courses to bring historical studies to the front are a dead
pull against the current taste of the time; which is why they
advance so slowly. And historical study by a fcM- college men,
useful as it must be, does not meet our 'need in its wide'^extent!
The importance of such study must somehow be impressed upoii
the people at large. The dwellers in a certain ancient city were
ever on the alert to hear some new thing. That was less* harm-
ful than our itching desire to do some new thing, but even this
might not endanger our welfare if we read history enough to know
why existing things exist, and how all our institutions have grown,
and that they are a harvest from the plantings and labors of lon--
gone years, and that all harvests have their growing time of
"four months " or four centuries or four millenniums.

*
It is not
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merely holding the facts of history as knowledge that is essential,

but rather the sense of history as a development. Every act of Con-

gress has some past and goes into some luture. The reasons for

its adoption and the probable consequences thereof can onlv be
visible by the light of yesterday, A people ought to know its

common past as each man knows his individual past, and to de-

termine its future, as he decides his, by an intelligence which
holds on to the acquirements of time. It is not respectable to

despise our predecessors in this great heritage of free institutions.

Worship of ancestors is the Chinese extreme ; contempt for an-
cestors is the American extreme. There is a safer middle way,
to study the deeds of the fathers and, Avithout being in bond-
age to any errors of theirs, consider and vote upon all questions
in conference with them, listening respectfully while they "tell

their experience."

It seems important to the stability of our institutions that his-

torical instruction be given to, and the historical feeling created
in, the mass of our people. For the schools to do this alone,
against the sweeping flood of perishable news, is impossible. A
daily paper making a specialty of the historical treatment of all

current discussion and presenting the data for a comprehensive
view of all questions might command a certain patronage Avhich
would grow as the interest in and taste for such scientific and
philosophic elucidation increased.and spread. In time the prac-
tice of:'<Teviewing the previous vicissitudes, the evolutionary
progress of whatever question assumes public importance, would
extend generally through journalism. The daily is the average
man's working library, affecting his ideas and sentiments more
tlian his occasionally read books. The consequence is that, as
tilings now are, he usually sees things out of their relations and
^itliout historical perspective, because that is the way the news-
p-ij>ers give them. Hence it comes that his voting is so often zig-
zag and self-contradictory, and the ship of state is knocked about,
>i')w this way and now that. That stately craft, the British
<'inpire, steers a steadier course, through all successive administra-
iiotis, because the statesmen who man her keep one eye on that
's'reat j.ast of which they are so proud, and feel bound to preserve
•••^•'ential consistency therewith. The safety of the French repub-
he—-which may God protect!—depends on not forgetting the
essons of the past. Only men with memories, men " of large
•liscourse looking before and after," are fit to be trusted with the
g^jidance of nations.
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THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF THE SAINTS.

Correct episteraology—the philosophy or theory of knowl-

edge—is necessarily conducive to sound reasoning and safe con-

clusion. The philosophy of religion is the theoretic justification

of theological belief. Especially is this true of saintly knowl-

edge—the highest and most precious of all knowledges—under-

standing and knowing the Lord ; the knowledge of which the

Great Teacher spoke in his high-priestly prayer, " And this
|

is life eternal, that they might know thee the only true God,

and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent ; " of which Peter wrote,

" According as his divine po%ver hath given unto us all tilings

that pertain unto life and godliness, through the knowledge of

him that hath called us to glory and virtue ;
" of which Paul tJie

aged, from the depth of his Mamertine prison, wrote to Timothy,
" I know whom I have believed [trusted], and am persr^ded that

he is able to keep that which I have committed unto him against

that day ;
" a knowledge that is the common endowment of God's

spiritual Israel, of whom he says, "All shall know me, from the

least to the greatest," and of which the Spirit of prophecy

affirms that "the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the

glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea."

This is a knowledge of God as nn infinite and eternal spirit,

present in all things and yet distinct from all things
;
perfectly

intelligent, wise, truthful, just, good, and beneficent; the causa-

tor of all phenomena and reality, the governor of all agents, the

source of all blessing, and the judge of all moral being. This

is a knowledge induced by the consciousness of interblending

fellowship of the unseen human with the unseen divine Spirit, of

communicated truth, of unerring guidance to best issues, of felic-

itating love, abiding comfort, increasing strength, and inspiring

hope; of an operative, persistent force that changes nature and

character into the likeness of God in "knowledge," "righteous-

ness, and true holiness ;" and that, concurrently with free will,

prepares the whole man for fuller revelations of the Father, and

for ientire bliss in his heavenly presence, where is *' fullness of joy,"

and where are "pleasures for evermore." This consciousness

voices itself in all its subjects in the grateful utterances of the

saints, as exemplified by those of the old and new dispensatio;is.

Each and all speak of personal knoM'lcdge and experience—

a

knowledge to M'hich they were once strangers, but which clarified

and waxed more influential with advancing years and closer

A
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communion. Their testimony is of the best class of credible

witnesses.

Associated with saintly knowledge of God is that of Jesus

Christ, whom he has sent into tlie world. Human nature longs

for the definite, the visible, the tangible, the focusing of divine

.It tributes and perfections in personality that shall convey knowl-
C'igc to the spirit through the five pinholes of the senses. This
inextinguishable longing is the explanation, in part, of the world's

i'lolatrics. It is gratified by the incarnation of the Logos, who
is God, "the brightness of" the Father's "glory, and the
t'xpress image of his person," "full of grace and truth." For
more than thirty years, and most impressively and unforgetably
in the three years of his public ministry, men "beheld his glory."

Tlicy spoke and wrote of what they saw, of the glory of di-

vine ideal manhood, true, tender, inflexibly just, yet supremely
niorciful, that "went about doing good, and healing all that were
oppressed of the devil; " that loved even the evil and unthankful,
and by his teaching, example, suffering witn and for them, strove
to elevate them to the light, love, and life of communion with the
Father. The evangelists tell us of those who knew him to be
not only the best and greatest man of all time, but also "the
Christ, the Son of the living God"—"God manifest in the
fl'""^!)." Since his ascension millions uncounted of men have
l^iiown him, not only as Americans historically and politically
know^ George Washington and Abraham Lincoln—patriots, lov-
crsAof the human race, sages, exemplars, but as spirit knows-
'|>irit and soul knows soul, drawing from him wisdom, grace,
Jin.l power of love that casteth out fear. The number of those
v*ho critically "know him and the power of his resurrection"
i-i vastly larger in this than in any previous era. This knowledge
1" deep, distinct, felicitous; is "eternal life"—the lower depth in
*-Arilily conditions of that well of water springing up into the-
rufulgent splendors of eternal bliss, the growing germ of the beau-
»»'>iis and fragrant flower that will expand into changeless perfec-
li"nm presence of the Christ's unveiled glory and majesty.

'\\ liat is the philosophy of this knowledge ? How is it obtained ?
'^ bogins in belief of what Ave are told is true. Here faith has its
•^''•riesis. "F.aith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of
•'"'l. ' Belief of religious truth lests primarily upon authority.
1' IS uncpiestioning when the believer knows the goodness of the
t-.i.;her's character. Questioning usually follows the rude shocks
rvoeived from h^vpocrisy. It inquires into the reason of beliefs

C'—KUTii SKRIES, VOL. XIl.
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and seeks for their proofs. When proof is adequate the formerly

unquestioned or questioned passes into the category of reasoned

belief. Trust, Avilh ex])ectaucy of desired benefit, follows. It

brings the whole being into touch with the divine. Mysterious

force enters the trustful, calming, gladdening, invigorating, ex-

panding, uplifting, so that the man is a *' new creature," c)-eation

renewed. This he knows, and in the knowing knows also the true

God, and Jesus Christ, whom he has sent.

It is with this latter knowledge, as possessed by the percipient

spirit, that we are more iminediately concerned. " What shall I

do to be saved ?"—from sin and ill—is the deepest and most ur-

gent inquiry of a soul awake to its spiritual relations. "Place

yourself, so far as you can, in concord with the Lord's will. Be-

lieve that Jesus Christ is the divinely appointed Saviour of men
—of yourself. Then shall 3'ou receive the Holy Spirit, the peace

of God which passeth understanding, an assurance of forgiveness,

of adoption, of renewal in righteousness," is, in substance, the

evangelical reply. These instructions assume belief in God,

Christ, the Holy Spirit—a belief that may fall far short of the

truth, and yet be instrunientally saving. Essentially this belief

is of the same nature as belief in material things with which the in-

dividual is in sensible proximity. Any one of these—a locomo-

tive, for example—produces certain sensations of the nervous sys-

tem, which sensations are perceived by the mind or spirit. Our

knowledge of the fabric is determined by the nature, number,

and order of these sense-perceptions. Definition is limited by

them. Of the inner nature of the materials composing the struc-

ture we know nothing. So true is this that philosophers like

Berkeley have )>lausibly argued, contrary to experience, that

matter is a creature of the imagination, and that the whole uni-

verse of sense consists in perception of an order of sensations.

Either Mill or Berkeley being judge, our consciousness or knowl-

edge of the objective not-self is the certainty corresponding with

the reality ; Avhich certainty is obtained immediately by spirit-

perception of what invisibly passes in the system of nature.

So also with the spirit, the ego^ the recipient and percipient of

sensations, thoughts, emotions, and A-^olitions. This feels and

thinks and wills. Of its inmost nature we are as much in the

dark as of the inmost nature of matter. Yet of it, as of matter,

we know that it is, and that it excites tlionghts and emotions as

body excites sensations. Our knowledge of mind, as of body, in

its last analysis is determined by self-perception of the inliuence
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or force it exerts upon us. So saintly knowledge of God is de-
lormined by the influence of his attributes and perfections upon
our material and moral being, plus the influence bearing upon us
through and by our Lord Jesus Christ, whom—like Paul—we
have trusted; and who, we are persuaded, is able to keep the pre-
cious soul treasure we have committed to him until that day.
Iviiowing God and Jesus Christ, knowing that we are passed
from death unto life, knowing that we have received of his Spirit,
lays the foundation, in the full assurance of faith, of that know-
ing tliat if the "earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved,
wf liave a building of God, a house not made with hands, eter-
nal in the heavens."

Saintly knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ is not, how-
ever, exclusively, and perhaps not chiefly, through reason. This is
not the sole course of legitimate beliefs. "Theology would be
unnecessary if all we are capable of learning about God could be
mferredfrom the study of nature." "From the world as pre-
sented to us by science we might conjecture a God of power and
a God of reason [the ordered system of phenomena compels us
to postulate a rational Author. * That he created it, that he sus-
t.ims it, we are driven to believe']; but we never could infer a
God who was wliolly loving and wholly just. So that what re-
ligion proclaims aloud to be his most essential attributes are pre-
cisely those respecting which the oracles of science arc doubtful
oi'^re dumb." Knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ is not only
through reason, but is also through intuition, or the power of
nmiiediate knowing, in which the^nind stands face to face with
reality, in the absence of distorting media. This power is not
coulined to axioms and pure intellections. Reason is powerless
when unserved by simple cognitions or intuitions. Bishop R. S.
^•ostcr truly remarks that "all knowledge is, in the last resort,
'"tjniion;" and that the mind intuits itself, the external world,
a»J ethical distinctions when rightly related to them. Intuition
a'M reason are complemental. Intuitive reason cognizes realities
|"'t given in sensation; also "universal, necessary, conditioning
jf"ii»s and laws "—the reality of force in the universe, the great

*^\*- of cause and effect, the existence of an agent competent to the
[•pa action of any effect or change, and the underived existence

'^^^

the Being anterior to all change. It cognizes supersensible

J'":;^
who conduct commerce of thought and love between them-

•^vos while eluding the powers of sense. Spencer admits that
^^•^''on cannot take even a first step toward discrediting the in-
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tuitions which yield the consciousness of external existence with-

out tacitly positing these intuitions as data, and connoting the

existence of subject and object by all the words it uses." Rea-

son is based on sense-perception, which in itself is si^iritual. But
sense-perception is not more clear, fundamental, and universal

than intuition, or pure, nonmediated, spiritual perception. The
latter testifies as positively and trustworthil}'- to the reality of

beauty in nature, art, music, and moral life as the former to ex-

ternal phenomena. The child sees something in the mother,

the friend something in the friend, that cannot be detected by

ocular vision. Moral qualities, transcending sense-perception,

are clearly distinguished by spiritual perception. The revelation

of God in nature, and in direct communication, has from the be-

ginning been, more or less, the heritage of our race. In the blend-

ing lights devout souls have always believed in him and sought

fellowship with him. They believe in his love, wisdom, and

beneficence. " TVc must believe that somewhere, and for some

being, there shines an unchanging splendor of beauty, of which

in nature and in '.rt we see, each of us from our own standpoint,

only passing gleams and stray reflections, whose different aspects

we cannot now coordinate, whose import we cannot fully compre-

hend, but which at least is something other than the chance play

of subjective sensibility or the far-off echo of ancestral lusts."

Men understand God and Jesus Christ infinitely better through

the inspired writings than through the testimony of nature.

These, addressed to the reason, are accepted on evidence as

divinely true on all questions of faith and morals. They bring

Jesus Christ v'ithin the field of spiritual perception. The soul,

yearning to be right and to do right, intuits or knows him, as

thus represented, to be of purity immaculate, knowledge exhaust-

ive, wisdom infallible, love transcendent, power onmipoteut
;

knows him as having resources infinite, which supply desire for

all good, while they develo]) capacity for its enjoyment, both in

this life and in the life which is to come. It perceives and knows

that " in him dwelleth all the fullness of the Godhead bodily."

Thus in intuition and in reason are the changeless grounds of

belief, and in triforined unity of the individual believer is tlie

consciousness, the reasoned knowledge, that corresponds with the

divine and Christly realities. All—sustained, empowered, and

illustrated by example and testimony—justify and explain tlie

ycviboKG) and yvu)aig of believers singly, and of the Church of God

as a whole. Such is the epistemology of the saints.
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THE ARENA,

A FRIEXDLY WORD WITH MY CRITICS.

Amid the general approval wliich Growth in Holhu&s has called forth from

ull parts of the country some discordant voices have been heard, which,

fousideriuo- its departure iu some respects from previous volumes on this

thcrac was to be expected. As some have misconceived the purpo&a of

the book and its principal positions, I write to correct these misconceptions.

With the main lines of Wesleyan theology on this subject I have no

quarrel whatsoever; I am entirely orthodox, so far as I know Avhat ortho-

doxy is. I firmly believe, as readers of the book can see, that all men are

born in an abnormal or depraved condition, which condition, at conversion,

is greatly altered but not entirely made right I also believe that all

these who are thus constituted by the new birth children of God, holy

kfccause he is holy, as they go forward in the discharge of Christian duty

receive greater illuminution as to their inward state, and by deeper con-

Kccratiou, with its accompaayiug faith, receive correspondingly increased

purification, which puritlcatiou may, and should, become so far complete

thiit they will lead a thoroughly loyal and every way consistent Christian

life, without conscious condemnation, not doing at any time W'hat they

know to be wrong, and yet perpetually pressing on toward that goal of

entire Christlikeness, that destruction of "the whole work of the devil

inVs^an," which John Wesley says (Sermon G7) the Son of God does not

I fleet so long as we remain in this life.

That this glorious doctrine of Methodism is substantially correct, and
tiifit its blessed experience should everywhere be promoted, I heartily be-

lieve. But the terms in which it has generally been described I have long

felt to be objectionable. Those who find the old-fashioned phrases satis-

factory and helpful I have no desire to disturb. By all means let them
cling to the ancient nomenclature, if it conveys to them scriptural truth

and feeds tlieir souls. But it had come to my knowledge tliat there was a

large class of people in the Church who were not satisfied with, nor helped

by, the established statements ; who found "Wc'sley's Plain Accoimt any-

thing but plain ; and who were greatly stumbled by what seemed to them

^^!pablc inconsistencies, clear contradictions, and unscriptural positions in

the current teaching. It was for them I wrote, deeming it a manifest

duly to k't shine for their benefit the light which God had given me, and
ia which I had long been walking with great freedom and much synritual

j".v. I have so far seen no reason to suppose that I mistook the divine

vvm'c-c. The large sale which the book has had, and the large pile of

••tt<;rs on my desk testifying to the good it has done, amply confirm my
impression that such a book might be helpful to some in the present

<:<>:''lition of the Church,
One of my critics has seen fit to say of the volume that "it is needless
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to many, hurtful to more, helpful to none." That it is needless to many
I have no hesitancy in admitting ; the same could be said of a large pro-

portion of the good books tliat are published and the good sermons that are

spoken. As to how many it may hurt I cannot say; nor do I hold my-
self responsible for such harm as may incidentally come to some, remem-
bering what the apostle Peter said concerning the epistles of his ''beloved

brother Paul," " wherciu are some things hard to be understood, which
the ignorant and uusteadfast wrest, as they do also in other scriptures, unto
their own destruction." But when this excellent brother goes so far as

to declare my effort " helpful to none," I submit that he goes further than

any facts in his possession can possibly warrant. His ignorance, however
extensive, concerning the good accomplished cannot nullify my knowledge,
however limited. I take the liberty to append a few quotations bearing

on this point culled from letters received by me, some of them from per-

sons in high position in the Church

:

" vrtizt a blesslnp your boot has been to uie I It has helped me very much; I know I shall

have a better Christian cxperieuce becau^^e of it in the years to come.'' " I have read it vrith

groat pleasure and proQt." " It has beea a grreat blessinfr io roe." " The best work on ihis

subject that I have ever read ; a boofc pn-atlv needed in the Methodist Church, and one t^.nt

will help thous;iuds of Christians." " It cannot be ansvei-ed, 1 think ; and wQl do a world

of good." **
I am under pivat obligation to you for your Grmcth in HoUnt^ ; it is an era in

Methodism. It is fmm the standpoint of the New Testament, and not Methodist tradition.

Thank God that you have such courage." "Your book is the best ever written upon (hat

subject." "It hss lieen beautifully done." "Your book mu5t do great good; it is to n.e

the best I have ever read, considered from the standpoint of psychology, exe^sis, and ex-

perience.'* " The Churi.:h has long needed just such a restatement of our attitude on sauetl-

flcation."

In the same line should be noted the following published declaration;,

mostly from editors of our Church periodicals:

" A most timely, useful, and inspiring hook ; it win speedily take rank as a standard ^ iLh

those who are most cai>able of infiueneine the mind of the Church." " It cannot fail to &:J

those interested fn the progress of the religi'His Me." " This well-reasoned book proves Dr.

Mudge to be a singularly sane and sympathetic advocate of the doctrine.of sanctiflcaiioo."

" A book worth rmdini,' from a man entitled to l.>e heard." " A valuable and scholarly boc'k

:

its spirit is above criticism. It will mark an era in the discnssiou of this subject ; it will do

good and only gwd." "The most remarkable book that has dropiied from our denomi-

national press in a generation." "-f regard its publication as an epwh in Methodism ; s

theory of holiness consistent with the latest developments of the science of the human soul."

" A much-needed and valuable discussion of the great theme. We venture the judgment
(hat there are but few positions taken in this twok which can be overthrown. The volume
will command attention by the keen, penetrating knowledge of the human heart which it re-

veals, by its psvchulogical analysis, by its manly search for the truth, and by its couneous
spirit." "Taken in all and all. Dr. Mudge ha.s %vTitten, we do not hesitate to say, the Ixst

book on sancttflcation that has yet appeared in any branch of the Methodist Church. The
distribution of ton thousand copies of it in every part of our Church would be an uctolJ

blessing."

That Grorcth in Holiness has been greatly helpful to very many mi:?t

be perfectly clear from the above quotations, which could be greatly

extended were space allowed me. "Why, then, should there have been

aroused in any quarter such violent animosity against it ? The head

and front of my offending seems to be that I have dared to become.

as Dr. Lowrey puts it, "a critic of Wesley." Again and again this
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unheard-of enormity is dilated oa by various persons, with uplifted

Unuds and bated breatli, as though it was scarcely to be believed that a

minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church could really have fallen so low.

Hut the fact is beyond question, and the culprit freely admits it. In sincere

regard for Wesley, as one of the noblest men this world has seen, I yield

X;^ uo one. But if it is required that he be set upon a pinnacle of infalli-

bility and worshiped I beg to be excused. He was unquestionably a very

great man, but that he was outside the pale of criticism in all the multi-

tudinous things he wrote is certainly a very large claim, and one which I,

at least, find it impossible to concede. My opponents, some of them,

strangely enough insist over and over that in differing with Wesley on some

points of nomenclature I set myself up to be a greater man than he, and

than all the Wcsleyan writers who, in unbroken succession, have scru-

pulously avoided any intimation that their chief might possibly have

blundered. Against this uncalled-for inference I must strenuously pro-

test. I hasten to declare—yet how can it be necessary ?—that I am far

inferior to Wesley in every particular save only in this, that God has placed

luy life luore than a century after his death. But this particular seems to

me a very momentous one. It implies an entirely different standpoint as to

m.-iny things. So great have been the changes in philosophic and theologic

thought in the century and a half since Wesley's statements were largely

formulated that it is simply inconceivable that any man of his caliber

would, if he were writing now, write just as he wrote then. Humboldt

was a VC17 great man, but the student of to-day who chooses to state

scientific truth in quite a different manner from his does not thereby as-

Buiue to be greater than Humboldt. Luther and Calvin and Augustine

were great men. Did Wesley in differing from them challenge a com-

jsr.rison between their intellectual stature and his own ? Such assump-

tions would make the progress of doctrine or of science very difficult in-

deed. The question at issue is not at all one of comparative bigness of

brains between Wesley and somebody else. Nor is reverence for the

"fathers of Methodism," for "ancestral ideas," for "standard authors,"

the thing most carefully to be considered. The question simply is, What

is true? They who can trace a process of argument, comparing Scripture

Milh Scripture and following the guidance of reason, are the ones to de-

cide. My appeal is to those Methodists who are sufficiently set free from

the terror of great names to use their own minds, and who are accustomed

by scholarly training to measure the force of words. I have entire con-

tdoncc as to what their verdict will be.

The next most serious charge against me is that I have made an effort

to "unsettle the faith of the Church in its long-cherished doctrine of

Christian pcrfecrion," and to "stay the growing tide of holiness; " that

1 "antagonize the Wcsleyan doctrine of entire sanctificaUon." This is

"it the utmost possible distance from the facts in the case. My effort has

U-ea to settle this doctrine, dearer to mo than life, on better foundations.

I have striven to make it much more effective by altering somewhat its

outward garb while in no way disturbing its inward essence. This point
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my critics seem to have great difficulty in comprehending. If the names
are in anyway varied, they take it that the fA /tz^'.? themselves are changed.

A little closer examination would show them that this is not so. For ex-

ample, I am accused of " repudiating the doctrine of original sin," which is

about the same as to say that I am a Pelagian or a Unitarian. There is no

foundation whatever fur this charge ; I have simply suggested that, as a

working term to express the state into which all the descendants of that

origiual sinner, Adam, are born, "depravity"—the commonly accepted

modern name—is very far better than "inbred.sin" because much less likely

to caiTy with it Calvinistic implications. Everything which a thorough-

going Arminian can consistently believe about our fallen condition I firmly

hold. It seems to me of the utmost importance that the ideas of demerit

and blameworthiness be not dissociated from sin. And since no Arminian

can admit that any blame attaches to us merely for what we inherit from

Adam or our other ancestors it is very awkward for him to call that in-

herited condition sin. I change the name for very good reasons, without

at all changing the thing.

It is the same with other matters. I am accused of Zinzendorfianism.

One writer quotesagainst mc a long array of deliverances from our bishops,

wherein they declare, in answer to a specilic question, that "regeneration

and entire sanctificatiou are separate and distinct." It is to me quite in-

conceivable that one who had read my book with any sort of attention

could suppose that I did not make regeneration and entire sanctificatioD.

properly explained, "separate and distinct." My contention is that the

sauctification Avhich every child of God at the new birth obtains is the only

sanctification necessary at that time to his seeing the Lord, and is eiiiire vp

to the light at that time vouchsafed to him. But that it is absolutely entire,

or entire in the sense in which it will come to bo in his subsequent pro-

gressive experience, I strenuously deny. lam in full accord with Wesley

and universal ^fcthodism at this point.

I am accused of writing a book to " dissipate the idea of the second

blessing," of being " thrown iutocon\Tilsions"by it as by a horrible "spec-

ter." This is so far from being the case that I took special pains to de-

fend the important truth there is in the term (pages 105-167) ; and in a

volume called Fartij Witnesses, published by our Book Concern a few-

years ago, it appeared that I was the only one of the forty who had ap-

provingly used that term in describing his own experience. I believed in

it then; I believe in it now. Only I insist that it shall be rationally and

scripturally explained, so that the important tilings which are undoubt-

edly comprised in it shall not be given improper aud misleading names.

Again, it is alleged that I have no business, in describing the operations

of grace, to use other figures of speech than those which are employed

in the Bible—to say, for instance, "empowered against all temptation,"'

rather than "cleansed from all sin." But, as I look at it, the Bible is

not a stereotyped theological text-book wherein we are to find written

down for all times and all lauds the only possible, or allowable, formulas of

doctrine. Such a theory would be a v.-orshiping of the letter that killeth
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rnthcr than of the spirit that givcth life. The men of each generation

fctul of each country desire to hear the good news in the particular tongue

i:i wliich they -were born; and they must, so far as possible, be gratified.

If we can give that news greater eilectiveness by translating it, not -n-ith.

liicial exactitude, but -vrith free adaptation to the habits of mind and

f.jims of speech of the people among whom we live, surely it is our duty

Hi. to do. It is for this purpose only, and to this extent ouh^, that I have

i,ahstituted some more modern -words for those which did such good serv-

1(0 in ancient Judea and Asia Minor and Greece.

Very gladly would I take up other allegations and accusations, were it

jiiupcr for me to use more of the valuable space of this Bevicw. But it is

jcurecly necessary. They deal with utterly unimportant matters. And
tiie answers to them are obvious to those who read the book with any fair

.Icirree.of intelligence. One thing stands out very distinctly, after all the

criticisms of my little volume. No important position taken in it has been

fvcu assailed, much less overthrowa. Xo serious attack has been made

M\ion its main argument. It has been called by one aged " lioliness

"

writer " damnable stuff;" but, surely, that proves nothing, except that the

^^Miliint lost his temper. I have been publicly invited to retire from the

M.lhodist Church as one no longer wanted, who has violated his ordina-

liou vows and is a proper subject of discipline. But until the New Eng-

Ifinu Conference, a humble member of which I have the honor still to be,

intimates that it feels disgraced by my continuance therein, I shall not

withdraw. When the overthrow of my arguments is attempted I shall

\«i quite ready to defend them. Meantime let it be noted that mere

u-^t-rtion that Wesley could not blunder or contradict himself, because

In- WHS such a very great man, are worth but little in face of the fact

that I liave proved he did. I will add just here, ^s'hat every one familiar

with his writings knows, that he was so great a man that again and
ft^ain he freely admits that he had blundered, corrects himself, and im-

proves upon his own statements. Let it also be noted that charges of

inconsistency cannot fairly be made out against me when my words are

tiken iu senses which throughout the book I expressly repudiate, and for

tlic correction of which very largely the volume is written. If my crit-

ics do not apprehend the distinctions I have made, see neither sense in

thorn nor call for them, no one can be less surprised at it than the author.

I txprcssly pointed out in the preliminary chapter for what class of peo-

I'U' the book was written. If some of those for whom it Avas not intended
'*ve chosen to read it and been stumbled by iter made angry with it, I

•bnldim all responsibility. They who are more anxious to have what will

^'-----m to them a well-reasoned, self-consistent, wholly scriptural theory
"f Christian perfection than they are to have one which in every smallest

i'ariicular accords with the phraseology of John Wesley; they whose
''•"ire is first, last, and all the time for the truth of ^^fethodism, will

*« Ironie this brief treatise. Let those who would really know what I
^avu taught read the book itself rather than garbled quotations from it.

rbc Xasbville ChriHlan Advocate says: " While it pays strict attention to
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the accurate and scientific use of words it is still in the best sense a popu-
lar work, and can easily be understood by any intelligent man." From
the intelligent men of Methodism I sliall suHer no injustice

" OP WHAT USE IS IT ?
"

A WTtiTER in the last issue of the Review asks this question about the
Song of Songs. But why does he limit his inquiry to that exquisite little
drama ? We would like to ask the same question about a very much
larger portion of the Bible. What is the Bible, anyhow ? "What it is
intended to be seems one of the things no oue can fiud out." One of the
best of our learned men tells us that the first chapter of Genesis is a poem-
another says that the first twelve chapters are not historical; another, that
they are all literal fact. And Avhat is the use of the dry tables of names
and numbers in the fifth, tenth, eleventh, and forty-sixth chapters of
Genesis, and in the first nine chapters of First Clu-onicles ? These and
other tedious lists occupy more space than the Canticles. How much
"supernatural revelatiou " or "divine inspiration" is there in any of
them ? Almost half the contents of the last four books of the Pentateuch
consists of minute details of Levitical rites and ceremonies, of no prac-
tical value for us. As a conundrum, not only the Song of Songs, but
Ecclesiastes, and Job, and Jonah, and the prophecies of Daniel the last
nine chapters of Ezekiel, half the Book of Zecliariah, and the entire
Apocalypse of John have been a great success; but as a supernatural and
infallible revelation they are all "a failure." T^^lerein are these Scrip-
tures more to be desired than Plato's Dialogues, or Milton's Paradise'
Lost, or Butler's Analogy ? If it is "nonsense" to include the Song of
Songs among the Scriptures, must we not multiply the same nonsense
twentyfold and apply the same reasoning to all these other parts of the
Bible which are equally open to question ?

Perhaps these questions ought not to pass without a few additional
sentences, by way of suggestion. An analysis of fundamental positions,
apparently taken for granted by the writer of the inquiry iu the last
ItevieiD, discloses the following assumptions:

1. Every book of the Bible must needs be a disclosure of saving truth.
2. Every book of the Bible must needs be a supernatural revelation.
3. A book that has for ages failed to secure uniformity of interpretation

cannot be an inspired Scripture.

4. When such men as Dr. Strong, Dr. Terry, and the Rev. W. W.
Martin disagree in an exposition they are all alike to be discarded.

Here are several far-reaching propositions, most of them of the nature
of a priori assilmptions. But on what authority are such assumptions
luade ? It may be that a large proportion of the difliculties some people
find in the Scriptures arises from unwarranted assumptions of what they
imagine the Bible ought to be. Would it not be wiser to ascertain firs't

what the Bible is, and afterward adopt a theory, both of revelation and
of inspiration, which is in harmony with the facts ? Ikquiker.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

HOW SHALL THE CHURCH UTILIZE THE REVISED VERSION?

Although tlie Revised Version of the English Bible has now beeu ia

ihc hftuds of the people for several years the question of its probable sub-

htitution for the King James Bible is still an open one. Little progress

ia this direction has been made, either in England or America. So far as

wu are aware, no considerable body of Christians has thus far adopted it

for formal use in the public congregation, nor does there seem to be any

tr-iidency to do this. It was to be expected that readers -would need a

long time to become so accustomed to its changes as to feel at home with

it in their public religious services, although they might find instruction

null edification from its use in their private studies and meditations.

This natural expectation has been realized, and the New Version has

been employed as a commentary on the former translation by multitudes

who would not be willing to have it read in the public worship of the

congregation. The very language of the King James Bible has inter-

penetrated our thinking ; it has become familiar to our ears ; it has so often

expressed our sense of need before the throne of God, and our hopes for

the life to come, that any deviation from its exact phraseology jars upon

our hearts as well as upon our ears.

Then, too, it is complained that the revisers, while critically accurate in

their renderings, have not availed themselves as fully as they should of the

R-ondcrful resources of the English tongue. "We propose no discussion,

however, of the work itself, which the Church has acknowledged to have

l>cea well done. The important question is. What shall we do witli the

Xcw Version ? How shall we utilize these last results of the best biblical

n-holarship of England and America? It is not necessary to assume that

llic Revised Version will never come into general use. "We are told that

the King James Bible, which we now hold so dear, was under suspicion

f'>r a long time, and was not introduced generally for half a century.

The Latin Vulgate of Jerome was a century in reaching general recogni-

'-ion. Until the time of its adoption shall come, however, something

"hould be done to utilize the more accurate renderings which are found in

<h'! Xew Version. The Rev. Dr. Huntington, of Xew York, in a recent

M:rmon on the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church for

l*y"j, gives the following statement of its work in this direction:

Of the thinps actually done by far the most important was the appointment of a com-
UiMwn oi competent scholars to consider which and bow many of the new readings, recom-
ai'i'iJ'-d lu what is known as the Revised Version of the Uoly Scriptures, it may be well lo in-

U-c-luco Into the margin of our standard Bible. It has now become tolerably evident that in
'>" Anjrliean portion of Christendom, at lerwt, there Is a rooted unwillingness, a strong: dis-

»"x":iuati..n. lo accept the Revised Verstonas a substitute for the lonp-establishod translation
tffiwn as Klnpr James's Rible. Time enouph would seem to have elapsed since the Xew Ver-
»i 'a made Its appearance to allow of our reaching definite conclusions upon this point, and
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the popular verdict Is (again I say, I am si>eaklng for the Anglican portion of Christendom)
that for the peneral purposes of ertiflcation the old is better. The revisers were, no doubt,
famous Grecians, but tliere seems to have been lacking among them that quick ear for
njelodious Euglish which was so evidently the endowment of those masters of our tongue
who, three hundred years ago, gave us the Bible as we have it. At the same time it is not
to be denied that among the many emendations put forth by the revisers there are not a few
that wonderfully elucidate the true meaning of the sacred text, which for purposes of public

i-eading would be an immense gain, liow to make these choice renderings available for us,

without disturbing the Integrity of the printed text o( the Bible as it lies upon the lecterns of

our churches, is the question. A happy solution of this difllculty offers itself in the shape of a

scheme of marginal or alternative readings. This is no nev,- device, as all students of the Bible

are aware. King James's Vei-siou, and the versions antecedent to it, have all had their mar-
ginal readings, and it has always been open to the minister in reading the daily lessons to

avail himself of these alternative phrases, where to do so would more clearly bring out the'

writer's purpose and Intent. 'VMiat is now proposed is simply to substitute for the marginal

readings new ones gathered from the Revised Version. It is a most creditable effort, for the

success of it would mean the clearing up of many obscurities which perplex those who listen

to Holy Scriptures, as they hear it re<id to them in public worship, and would go far toward

determining the final status of the Revised Version to be rather that of a commentary upon,

than thatof a substitute for, the English Bible of the last three centuries.

The preficlier distinctly states tliat lie is speaking only for " the An-

glican portion of Christendom." It is a subject, however, that should in-

terest all English-speaking Christendom. One of the dangers of our time

is the multii)lication of versions which are each known as the Bible, and

the consequent confusion in the minds of those wjio, from knowing little

of the intricacies of translation, cannot understand the necessity for so many
variants in the renderings of the word of God. The unconscious influ-

ence of environment and early training in molding even our conceptions

of the meaning of language is well known-, and hence it is necessary that

the work of revision should be done by scholars who come from varied

environments, who are accustomed to different methods of procedure, and

who stand for different schools of Christian thought. This is an element

of great value in the late revision. Christian scholars, representing many
sides of scholarship and various modes of thinking, joined in the work.

The late critical scholar, Professor Ezra Abbot, with the natural liberal-

istic tendeuclcs of the school of thought in which he had been reared,

was in close communion with such a champion of orthodoxy as Dr. Tim-

othy Dwight, and had ample time to compare notes with him on the punc-

tuation of ]?om. ix, 5, and other controverted passages of Scri])ture.

The suggestion we offer, in connection with this recent action of the

Protestant Episcopal Convention, is that the subject shall be taken up

afresh by tlic different Churches, and, if the various denominations regard

the action as desirable, that a commission of Christian scholars shall be

appointed to cooperate with those selected by the Protestant Episcopal

Church in deciding what marginal changes are necessary or desirable.

Time enough has elapsed since the publication of the recent revision to

scrutinize the passages on which criticisms have been made, and the united

action of snch a committee would be regarded by the English-.«;peaking

Church as final for many years to come. A Bible in any sense denomi-

national in its bearings would, in this age of harmonization, become an

injury rather than a blessing to the kingdom of God. On the other hand,
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.,ur Kin" James Bible, with marginal readings approved by the ^vhole

Church would receive general approval, and would prove of great value

i„ ihe edification of the body of Christ. If such a uuivei-sal consensus m
^ecurincr the desired result is not possible we would suggest as an alter-

nnlive t'liat a complete edition of the present Bible be prepared with mar-

L'inal notes containing such changes only as have been accepted by both

t»,.- English and American committees of the late revision. This would

iiicludc''cvery change on which absolute unanimity has been reached, and

would constitute a basis for universal acceptance. It would seem impos-

kiblo for any scholar, however eminent, to dispute with any hope of a

successful following the unanimous expression of so many representatives

of the choicest biblical scholarship both of England and America.

HOW TO VIX COXGREGATIONS.

{Continued)

In a preceding number of the Review we considered the wrong methods

of securing congregations. We now inquire, What are some of the ele-

ments of success in securing congregations to be employed by one who

I,roi)Oses to adhere closely to the C4ospel of our Lord Jesus Christ?

He may win them bv extraordinary preaching power. This, however,

is 30 rare an endowment that it is not to be taken into account as one of

the necessarv factors. A study of the history of the Church will show

that there h'ave been comparatively few great prexichers. It is sometimes

said bv people iu other professions, "Where are your great preachers?"

We niight ask, "Where are your great lawyers? Where are your great

physicians? Where are your great scholars? " Eminently successful men

in any* department of life are comparatively few; and in the great capitals

of the world, where the talents of the world arc supposed to be concen-

trated, thev m.ay be counted by tens, not by hundreds. As a matter of

f.ict, the great work of the world is done by ordinary men; but it does

not necessarily follow that it is ordinary work which they do. Great

p.-niu3 and great oratorical power are special gifts and belong to few.

When, however, there are men, such as are found here and there, who

possess this extraordinary power of proclaiming the Gospel, it cannot fail

to win gre.at congregations and, under the divine blessing, to lead them

to Christ.

Personal friendship with people is another element in winning congre-

gations to the house of God. This is especially the case in small commu-

ciiics—in villages and rural districts. In such places it is possible for

preachers to be acquainted, not only with their own people, but also

Willi those of other denominations and with those who attend no church

"« nil. Oratory and the services of the church do not seem to draw

them; but one whom they respect and one whom they have learned to

C5tccm as a personal friend may always win them to the house of God

vli..'n all other means have failed. There is special power in a man who

inspires such friendships. Iu large cities and great congregations this
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contact with people is, perhaps, impossible; but •whenever it is possible

it is a most eflective in?trument in spreading the Gospel.

Executive capacity in a minister is of great service in this regard. A
large church is like a great institution or a great railroad enterprise, with

manj' departments, many workers, and many leaders. It has its various

organizations, such as the Epworth League, the Sunday school, and the

multiplied agencies which have been brought into existence by the Chris-

tian Church. In the management of these executive capacity of a high

order is very important. One who can have his eye and hand upon every

movement of liis clinrch, who knows when to speak and when to be silent,

when to control and when to leave control to others, has a power for effi-

ciency such as cannot fail to make him eminently useful. A prominent

layman told the writer that he believed the lack of executive capacity

was a great deficiency in city pastors. He said that many could preach
\

eloquent and even powerful sermons, but had no capacity to direct the

various departments of the church; and so the practical administration

was feeble in the extreme. It is not uncommon to find a man who, with

moderate abilities as a preacher, is successful, through his administrative

ability and tact, in holding and influencing large congregations.

A minister may win congregations also by hard work in all departments

of church life. Personal effort, to which allusion has already been made,

is the greatest factor in securing success. The capacity for hard work is

itself a genius of a high order, and it may safely be said that one who has

this capacity rarely fails to accomplish great results. A few hours every i

day, after the studies of the day are over, given to personal effort in in-

viting people to the church of God will accomplish results such as can be

secured iu no otlier way. Blessed is the man who has this gift of hard

work, and blessed is the congregation who has a pastor thus endowed.

After all that has been said, there are always invisible influences that

secure large audiences of which no analysis can be made. There are

men who draw large congregations who are not great preachers, in the

strict sense of the word, nor great pastors ; but they have a unique per-

sonality which serves to attract people around them, who listen to their

words and who come again and again. There is a preacher now in the

mind of the writer who holds one of the largest congregations in a great

city, and hundreds of ministers have attempted to analyze the source of

his power. His sermons are simple, unaffected, plain. He is not a great

orator, and iu no sense a genius; and yet the people come Sunday after

Sunday, always feeling that in doing so they have been greatly blessed.

It is the power of a grand personality. It is the man back of the serv-

ices. It is the truth which fills his heart and dominates his life. It is

that invisible sometlung which cannot be measured, but which, after all,

constitutes an element of highest usefulness.

After all, the greatest power to win congregations, so far as the pei-son-

ality of the minister is concerned, is that which comes from close union

with Christ by faith; from the indwelling power of the Holy Spirit; and
from thorough consecration to God, through his Son, Jesus Christ.
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PROGRESS IN CONFERENCE COURSE OP STUDY DURING 1895.

The readers of the "Itinerants' Club " during the past year have noticed

ihc frequent mention made of the examinations in our Conference Course

of Study. We have invited correspondence on this subject, regarding it

ni a matter of great importance at the present time. The enlargement of

the course by the Board of Bishops, resulting in greater comprehensive-

ness and more difficulty in mastering the books selected without thorough

t preliminary training, has seemed to require special attention. The

examining committees of the Conferences have been considering these

matters, and some of them have reported the results of the work to this

d(.-partmcntof the Itenmo. The word that comes to us from every quarter

inflicates progress. The summer schools have been utilized for this pur-

])Ose. In one of these schools almost every member of the four classes of

fiiie of the Annual Conferences was present, with such members of their

roinmittecs as had been appointed to conduct the examination on the

l)Ooks which had been previously assigned. In these assemblies are se-

cured two advantages, the completion of a part of the Conference Course

ut an early period of the year, and also the holding of examinations in

connection with special opportunities for improvement in studies bearing

on ministerial work.

While the work of the committees is carried forward with much zeal

and wisdom, we might inquire whether anything can be done, by changes

in the order of study, to render their service more effective. The com-

])Icteuess of the Conference Course needs no eulogy. The books as-

si.<;iied to be studied during the four years are more than sufficient to

tux the brain and the opportunities of a young man who is charged with

tlic responsibilities of the Christian pastorate. The course should not be

lif^htened, but it is worthy of consideration whether a larger part of it

•'hould not be placed among the studies required for admission on

trial. If our bishops were to arrange it somewhat differently, transferring

tlie first year's course to the requirements for admission on probation and

then dividing the studies of the remaining three years into four parts,

they would secure a more thorough preparation by our young ministers,

nnd would also enable them to perform their preaching and pastoral laboi-s

v.ith more efficiency. An examination of the course as now constituted

^ill reveal the fact that a knowledge of the studies required to enter the

Conference on trial is scarcely a sufficient foundation for a full compre-

hension of some of the books required in the later period of the course.

It would also be helpful if the books should be arranged for study in the

"rilor of their difficulty, so as to make the eariier studies a preparation for

those requiring more knowledge and greater mental application, A read-

i'-istinent in the manner suggested would, we think, give added value to

'he excellent course which has been provided.

These and other means of promoting interest and accuracy in the Con-

ference studies are being developed, alike in the East and in the West,

»nd we congratulate our readers upon the progress in this direction.
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AROELflElOLOGY AND BIBLIOAL RESEARCH.

ARCHEOLOGY AND OLD TP]STAMENT CRITICISM.

Twenty-five years have produced a remarkable change in the attitude
and tactics of the destructive school of biblical critics. During the past
decade a complete revolution has taken jilace, and the old positions have

.
been altogether abandoned. Formerly great stress was placed upon the
linguistic argument, upon style, diction, and vocabulary. But "phrase-
ological statistics" no longer play an important role in determining the
age of a book. The development theory has almost displaced the literary
or linguistic, and consequently the critics put less stress upon the T\-oru"s

used than upon tlie subject-matter. The books of the Bible, as we have
them, it is said, are not from the pens of Moses, David, Isaiah, or other
authors whose names they chance to bear, but are rather compilations,
masses of ill-arranged data, often put together by an unskilled editor
centuries after the events recorded took place. Our critics rewrite, or
rather rearrange, these ancient writings and reproduce them in their orig-
inal form. To do this in a scientific manner they have to picture the
real state of civilization among the Hebrews in all the centuries down to

our era. The critic throws the history of the chosen people upon a huj^e
canvas; and, in panoramic style, the varied scenes from Moses to the
close of the canon are made to pass before our eyes, and thus we obtain a

clear view of the development of ideas and the progress of thought from
age to age, as well as of the ruling ideas in any period. It goes^witbout
saying that some old-fashioned jieoplc cannot help believing that these fine

pictures are mere reflections, based upon tlieories evolved from the brdns
of those hostile to evangelical truth and of unbelievers in supernatural
revelation. This is not strange, since their conclusions are for the most
part purely subjective, and not based upon historical data, sound reason-
ing, or even probabilities.

The method of this school is nowhere better illustrated than in the
writings of Canon Cheyne. His recent article in the Contem-porary Be-
view, entitled "The Archfeological Stage of Old Testament Criticism,"
is therefore interesting. This learned Oxford professor, the higli priest

of higher criticism in Great Britain, is a man who has thrown away all

ecclesiastical fetters, and who prides himself on a profound knowledge of

the science of biblical criticism from the standpoint of those not in bondage
to the traditions of orthodoxy. This article, like almost everything from
this author's pen, is profusely apologetic. He protests against being re-

garded as one who has changed his views on the subject of Assyriology;
indeed, he assures us that he "has been preserved from that generally ex-

aggerated distrust into which, quite excusably, men like Wellhausen and
Robertson Smith fell." It is refreshing to see with what tenacity he tri.-s

to cling to his utterances of former days, while at the same time he is
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jjmccfully getting ready to abandon theories already exploded and all at

oncf to become the champion of "criticism and exegesis in an archiEO-

loL'ical direction." His language is very temperate, almost pathetic, but

i«tronizii)g withal; it is that of a tender-hearted father to a wayward

child. Both parties are cautioned against too hasty conclusions, and the

li.tstilc scliools are exhorted to take their stand upon a common platform.

Tiiouijh Assyriology and archaeology have made egregious blunders in the

luvit, and thereby have rightly aroused our suspicious, we must not tura

i!;.' cold shoulder upon these two inexperienced sisters—errors are ex-

jKH-ted of the young—but we must rather attempt to use them for the

fi:rtlieraucc of bil>lical criticism. "We, however, want not only a more

orrha-ological criticism, but also a more critical archi"Eology.

The learned canon defines his position by a reference to the opening

rhfiptcrs of the Book of Genesis, where v/e may compare " the mythic and

K-mimythic narratives of the Israelites and the Babylonians." Dillmann,

whom Professor Cheyne very justly calls the most learned of modern crit-

ics as is well known, wisely maintained that the story of creation, the

<Uhige, and some others recorded in Genesis had their origin in an old

iiadition common to the Semitic peoples. Such a view, however, accord-

inj^ to our learned reviewer, cannot hold its ground even provisionally.

It is purprising with what facility Canon Cheyne, by a single stroke of

hi* pen, can sweep away the objections of all those who happen to differ

with him. Thus, v,-hen Riehm, Kittel, Sayce, Dillmann, McCurdy, or

Gunkel does not agree with him he concludes that they are in the wrong.

Hut, to return to the origin of these myths. We are assured that "the
•^•iiiritigiioss of those mythic features in their original form has no doubt
iM'<'n toned down iu Gen. i, and they have been harmonized fairly well with

tholiigherlsraelitish religion; but they are still, for all that, Babylonian,

and not Israelitish." The object of this remark is clear. It is a deter-

mination to depress the date of Genesis, to bring it down to post-Mosaic

times, 80 as to preclude the possibility of Mosaic authorship. Though
the professor is willing to concede that myths concerning the creation of

''w world had made their way from Babylonia to Canaan previous to the

Tift'enth century before Christ, or as early as the time of the Tel-el-

Arr.ariKi tablets, and that the Israelites on their first settlement in Pales-

• ific might have received some of these legendary accounts from the

Canruinites, yet he insists that the story as told in the first chapter of

<'cai-sis bears unmi-^takable evidence of Babylonian origin. This is

t-ic more evident, we are informed, since the Babylonian myths show
k'rcnler originality. Though the story of creation might have been
»iaowu to :Moses, Ave must, after all, not lose sight of the fact that there

*«"pre •' three other periods when cither an introduction of new or a rc-

^ival of old myths is historically conceivable." It will be difficult for
•^f^t readers to S(.e why three periods are named any more than ten; for,

*Prn there not constant communications all through the ages, and not

*'"M''y «t intervals of several hundred years, between Babylonia, Ca-
£^»an, southern Arabia, and Ecrypt? Babylonian myths would be more

i'—Kin-II SKIUES, VOL. XH.
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likely to influence Ilcbrew literature centuries before than during, much
less than after, the captivity. Professor Guiikel, the latest writer on this

subject, says in Schopfung und Chaos (p. 144, /.) that the dates usually

given to these myths are mere " compromises and must be abandoned,

since ' most of the legends are very old.' "

The principal vahie of Canon Cheyne's article is the fact that it has

called fortli a rejoinder from Professor Sayce, whom the canon had

charged with desertion from tlie ranks of the critics. The i)rofessor dis-

claims any change in his article toward real criticism, but admits that

he no longer sympathizes with self-styled critics whose criticism starts

with preconceived ideas and groundless assumptions, who treat imperfect

evidence as if perfect, or who base opinion upon unproved theories; or, in

other words, Professor Sayce, having been led to the edge of a danger-

ous precipice, and having realized the tendencies and results of the ;

criticism advocated by his Oxford colleague and his friends, deemed it

wise and necessary to change front.

The following are in brief some of the reasons which influenced

Professor Sayce in rejecting the teacliings of the more advanced higher

critics:

1. He can no longer regard tlie Pentateuch as a kind of a literary

hodgepodge, mostly compiled during the monarchy, though much of it is

postexilic. He cannot believe that the story of Israel in the wilderness is

legendary or mythical and that Israel had no history previous to the

exodus. He has no sympathy with the analysis of tlie nineteenth cen-

tury which slices up the Pentateuch into minute fragments and tickets

them v.-ith a kind of algebraic symbols, finding no less than three or four

distinct writers in even one short verse. He challenges the critics to ana-

lyze modern stories known to have a dual authorship, that are written

in good English in our own times, as one of the novels of Bcsant and

Rice. He justly characterizes such guesswork—done by students now

living, at so distant a date and possessing comparatively little Hebrew

literature, and "compiled from the imperfect literature of an imperfectly

known language"—as a rope of sand ingeniously woven. Any method

condemned by common sense must be^nnsound and unsafe.

2. Archaeology has clearly demonstrated that Moses could have written

the books bearing his name. The art of writing was practiced exten-

sively in Eixypt, Babylonia, and other countries centuries before the

birth of Moses. The universality of writing in the fifteenth century

B. C. is established beyond controversy by the Tel-el-Amarna tablets.

The center of the literary activity, as revealed on these tablets, was Ca-

naan. No wonder, therefore, that Professor Sayce asserts that " Canaan in

the Mosaic age, like the countries which surrounded it, was fully as lit-

erary as was Europe in the time of the Renaissance.'''' This being true,

it requires less faith to believe in the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch

than to believe, as some critics did a few years ago, tliat the art of writing

was unknown to the great legislator, or that there was no writing or Is-

raclitish history previous to the age of Samuel.
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8. The Semitic literature found in Babylon and Assyria is not a patch-

work of compilations such as Cheyne would have us believe tlie Penta-

ti'iirh to be. The slicing and patching process is practically unknown in

the works discovered in the buried clay libraries of Babylonia and As-

*)x\:\. No wonder, therefore, that so distinguished an authority as Pro-

fessor Ilommel, though admitting the possibility of older documents in

t!n» composition of Genesis, says that " it passes the wit of man to sepa-

rate and distinguish them."

A. Many of the narratives, once characterized by the higher critics as

••uiihistorical figments of popular tradition," are now by the help of

arclutology proved to be genuine history. We need , ho longer relegate

Mdchizedek, Chedorlaomer, and Tidal to the realm of myth.

lyCt us ask, in conclusion, would it not be well for some American critics

to follow the example of Professor Sayce and, in the words of Dr. Green.

"revise their own ill-judged alliance with the enemies of evangelical

truth, and inquire whether Christ's view of the Old Testament may not,

after all, be the true view ?"

WRITIXG m HOMER.

TiiK question of writing in the Homeric times has once more been re-

0)>cncd. This time, by a mere accident, Professor William Ridgeway, of

Cambridge, England, in u most interesting article in the Academy, en-

titled "What People Produced the Works called Myceua?an ?" inciden-

tHJly referred to tvro words in that, well-known passage in the Iliad—ihe
Mily one, we believe, in the entire work where there is reference to writing
of u!iy kind—which relates the story of Bellerophon, the Joseph of the
Iliad, who, being falsely accused by Anteia, the wife of Prcetus, was
i^c-nt by the monarch to the court of his fathcr-in-lavi^, lobates. King of
Lycia, with a sealed message containing a request to have Bellerophon put
to death. The passage in question has been variously translated, and all

translators are agreed that it contains a reference to a document of some
^!nd. The two words arc cyijara 7.ir/pa (book vi. Hue 1G8), which Pro-
f'-'-sor Kidgcway renders "baleful pictographs." The learned professor
p-'^-'tmies that this message, written in Argos, but sent to distant Lycia,
Wis pictographic rather than alphabetic.

Mr. Samuel Butler calls the Cambridge professor to account, and de-
J^nnds some further proof in confirmation of his .rendering. Professor
Itidficway has a difficult task before him, and prob;\bly he will never be
^''l'-- to satisfy iutelligeut readers that his assumption is well founded.
''•'5 rendering of the two words was suggested by that of Mr. A. J. Evans,

'^, by the way, has made valuable discoveries within a year or two,
'"l^cially in Crete, and who has written a very learned paper, called
"Primitive Pictographs." Mr. Butler maintains that aijfjara, though plu-

J"-»

11) form, simply means a document, just as the word "letters "is used
''• ftlpliabetic symbols, or a document; and, while he is not able to
I'rescnt conclusive evidence that the double, or folditig, tablet sent by
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Pra?tus to his wife's father was written in alphabetic symbols, he has tlie

argument ou his side. His translation of the passage, though not quite

litei-al, may convey the correct idea. It is thus: " He gave him treacher-

ous Utters of J7itreduction, to which end he wrote much damaging matter

upon a folding tablet."

Professor Monro, of Oriel College, Oxford, in his article ou Homer, in

the E/ici/clapc?dli Brltannica, translated the same passage: " Proetus . . .

gave him ' baueful tokens, scratching on a folded tablet many spirit-

destroying things.' " And he adds: "There is no difliculty, therefore, in

understaudiugtho message of Prostus without alphabetical writing. But,

on the other hand, there is no reason for so understanding it."

Professor llidgeway argues tJiat ci'i^a^ the singular of cr,u.ara, always

means a mark or a picture, and that ypanfia would have been used were

the writing in alphabetic characters. This is di-proved by Mr. Butler,

who cites several passages in which djua has not this meaning. It makes

but little diflcrencc whether Mr. Butler or Professor Ridgoway is correct.

The great fact is the same, namely, that communication by letter or tab-

lets, in legible characters of some form, was known in Iliadic times, and i

that one king thus corresponded with another. An art thus mentioned by |

the poet might have been practiced by himself or by some one for hira. |

"Whether the writing was pictographic, hieroglyphic, or alphabetic is of |

no importance ouy more than whether Chinese books are written in script %

peculiar to tliese people or in that commonly known as Roman. |

But we should not neglect to mention that the most interesting part of
|

Professor Ridgcway's article is that in which he refers to the ancient Pe-
|

lasgiaus, who at one time occupied large portions of Greece, the surround- I

ittg islands, and much of Asia [Minor. He thinks that the works com-
j

monly known as "Mycenaean, including gems, ornaments, sliields, diiler- |

ent kinds of implements, and pottery, were produced by the Peksgians.
|

Tliese objects have been discovered in widely separated places, not only in
|

Greece, but in TIiC3:^aly, Crete, many localities in Asia 3Iinor, and even in I

Italy and Egyi)t; this, if not a proof of the vastness of the Pelasgian cm-
|

pife, is certainly evidence of the extensiveness of their commerce. Ever |
since Dr. Schliemann made such wonderful discoveries in Myceuoe the I

efforts of the excavator have been rewarded by Mycenican articles almost
|

every year, at great distances from that ancient Pelasgian stronghold.
|

Some of the most important finds of ]Mr. Evans in Crete were of this same
|

class. Ou engraved gems and other objects are "what appear to be a
\

series of pictographic symbols not allied to Egyptian hieroglyphs, but
|

showing many points of resemblance to the symbols found on seals and \

other objects commonly known as Hittite." Is it possible that those

people, so i)0werful in pre-IIollenic times, called by Homer and otl.er

classic writers Ptlasgians, but of which so little is positively known, were

the same as the Ilittites of Egyptian, Assyrian, and biblical records I

Strange indeed thvat Greek history knows nothing of the powerful Hit-

tites, at least under that name. It would be wonderful if the archcpologi>'

should prove that the Pelasgians and the Ilittites were one people.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

METHODIST POLITY IN FOREIGN FIELDa

The missionary extension of the period has put to a test the economy

of the eeveral Churches. A close study of their adaptations to the needs

of the work discloses many points of interest and profit. The Methodist

Kpiscoi)al economy has required considerable moditlcation in the initial

«tagc of some of its foreign fields.

\. A si)ccial modification of the itinerancy has often been found neces-

K-arv. In Liberia, the feeble churches being unable to support their pastors

txtrpt in part, the preachers have been obliged to enter into secular en-

pi{:cnients as farmers, merchants, or civil officers, thus precluding their

tmnsfer from point to point on the recurrence of the Annual Conference

»ossious. Hence practically the pastors of the Liberia Conference were

local preachers holding Annual Conference relationship. In other coun-

trii-s other causes have interfered >Yith the operation of the itinerant plan.

Local dialects were to be acquired, as in China, where one meets a new

form of speech with every hundred miles, and it requires much time to

lK-<;oinc acquainted with foreign communities, win confidence, and cstab-

ii-^h cducatioral and other interests. Hence there has been, as a i-ule,

little application of the itinerant principle on foreign missions by reason

of the time limit. »

2. In India another modification or expansion of the usual economy ap-

p<^»r3 in the uses made of the District Conference. This antedated the

provision of the General Conference recognizing the District Conference

»H u part of the Church's economy. It was in practical operation in India

Itfore it was formulated at all in America. This District Conference takes

the forms of procedure of an Annual Conference. From a thousand to fifteen

Ituiulred workers in North India Conference alone are "appointed" annu-

ttUy at the last session of the District Conferences to their fields of labor.

Thvre are in India some twenty-five presiding ciders' districts, in which
•U the workers not connected with Annual Conferences hold membership
in the District Conference, graduating from a course of study extending
over eight years, and being elected by the District Conference. It is

Tfiriually the Annual Conference of all the workers not appointed by the
I'i^hop Sit the regular Annual Conference.

3. Another modification is the erection of an incipient General Cohfer-
'^f^^o, fully operative in India, and sou2:ht to be brought into existence in

^•"rnpe and China. The General Conference ultimately sanctioned—what
•*'l already come into existence—a Central Conference in India, to preside
''^'' r the publishing, educational, and other connectional interests of the

* hurch at large throughout the country. This gives a quasi-autonomy,
»Jbjcet to a few "restrictive rules," to the work; and a similar plan

"^b'^t prove of advantage in other foreign fields.
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4. There has been a modification, also, of the exercise of episcopal

functions. The " missionary rule " provided for the ordination of men
to both deacons' and elders' orders when going beyond tlie easy reach

of episcopal offices. This has become less necessary than formerly be-

cause of the frequent personal presence of the bishops on the foreign

mission fields, and is perhaps applied in more cases than actually demand
it. But there are still fields where it is needful. A missionary to West
China goes to a field which has never been visited by a bishop. It would
require as much time to reach Chungking from Shanghai as to reach

Shanghai from New York. Some bishops have doubted whether any
mission ought to be established where distance precluded pei-sonal epis-

copal supervision.- The Liberia Conference was for many years unable to

graduate its younger ministers to full exercise of their ministerial func-

tions, owing to the prolonged absence of the bishops from the field. The
Church suffered by contrast with other Churches which more readily gave

full powers to the accredited applicant for orders. For many years there

were not ordained men enough to meet the demands of the Churches in

Liberia. The same must become true of any field beyond the reach of

the episcopacy. The West China JMission has not a solitary ordained

native minister, nor can there be a fully developed native Church in West
China under present usage. When by riot or sickness the foreign mission-

aries are driven from the field there is not a Methodi.'-^t preacher in West

Cftiua Mission to administer any ordinance of the Church. Foreign mis-

sionaries maybe fully empowered by ordination under the "missionary

rule," but the native preacher cannot be brought to the bishop any more

than the bishop can be carried to him.

In order to obviate the dangers of the climate, which made ejuscopal

visits to Liberia more or less perilous to health, the General Conference

ordained that there should be a bishop for Africa, with local jurisdiction.

To secure this constitutionally the requisite favorable vote of the General

and the Annual Conferences was obtained. Later it was assumed that

this vote justified the application of the ])rinciple to other fields, and a

bishop was chosen for India and Malaysia, with local jurisdiction.

There were a few persons vrho held that this last election should also

have had the indorsement of a vote necessary to set aside the restrictive

rgle, but this formality was not observed.

That the election of a missionary bishop for Jndia might not meet all

the exigencies of the case was anticipated at the lime. The India Con-

ferences had asked for a general superintendent to reside in India, and

only accepted a missionar^^ bishop as the best possible compromise. It

was felt by them to be desirable that the local bishop should visit America

at intervals to secure men adapted to the field, to represent the work be-

fore the churches, and to consult with the other bishops on questions of

law and general administiation. It was necessary that the incumbent

should be familiar with the field, the people and their customs, and with

at least one of the vcrniicular languages of the land. Failing to secure

a general superintendent to reside in India, the next best that could be
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done WHS to let the India bishop returu to America at intervals for the

purposes just named. But the rapid growth of the work developed the

necessity for the constant presence of the bishop on the field. The three

Annual Conferences have expanded into five, besides the Malaysia Mis-

fcion- the communicants have increased from seven thousand to over

llftv-four thousand, and the two hundred native preachers have multiplied

almost fourfold. New problems hourly present themselves, and the con-

Ktftnt authoritative leadership of the bishop is required in the direction of

n great Church scattered over a continent. It would seem, in the nature

(if the case, that his absence in America for the objects for which it is

hold to be desirable he shall visit it must seriously handicap tlie work.

Il is not easy to combine the advantages of the necessary local supervision

with those of the general sujierintendency, nor is it easy to say how the

nfissionary bishop shall be spared from a field like India for repealed and

prolouged visits to America. Tliere are those who see partial relief in

the election of another missionary bishop for India, but even they feel

that they would still lack some advantages to be derived from the visits

of general superintendents not to be had by an increase in the number

of missionary bishops. The probabilities are that the fuller evolution of

this problem must come gradually and after experiment, but it is so im-

minent as to demand the most earnest and instant consideration of those

best qualified to determine what is the wisest course to be pursued.

THE SITUATION IX MADAGASCAR.

TuE story of the relations subsisting between France and Madagascar

is a very old one, dating back to the seventeenth century. In 18G8 a

treaty of friendship, recognizing on the part of the French the sovereignty

of the Queen of Madagascar, seemed to end French ambition there. la

1883 the French made new demands resulting in a war. In 18SG a treaty

of peace was signed placing tlie French in a privileged position as re-

garded the foreign affairs of Madagascar. The treaty contained am-

biguous phrases, and the Ilova government never agreed to the French

ititcrpretation. An annex, or explanatory document, was signed by the

French plenipotentiaries, which was suppressed when the treaty was prc-

•''•nted to the French chambers. The French have enforced their own
interpretation and advanced their claims to a '* protectorate," and have se-

cured their end. Thus France takes Madagascar into her "sphere of influ-

'•nce " in Africa. She did not colonize that island; .=ihe did not carry civili-

sation to it; she has not developed great trade relations there which have

'"•come strained; she has not so much as a French jiopulation on the

!->l.uid in conllict with the native social order. She wishes to control the

political balance of power; and so she assumes to dominate, not a heathen

euuntry, where the basest passions run riot, whose suppression would
^lldrd some excuse for the proceeding, but the Christian queen of a Chris-

tian government. Politically speaking, we have slight interest in the

<-veut. Religiously speaking, we have the profoundest concern for the
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native Church of the Malagasy, the martyr Church of an island which,

laid on our coast, would reach in length from Maine to South Carolina.

The Loudon Missionary Society has expended some thirty millious of

dollars, of which two millious have been spent on JIadagascar in the last

third of a century, while the native churches have contributed half a mil-

lion dollars more. The London Society at this moment sustains thirty-

nine missionaries in Madagascar. All this has been -m-ought out by
• British Christians, not by the French. Two thiugs console the friends

of Protestant missions at this juncture : first, the London Missionary

Society is protected in its operations in Madagascar by a treaty with

Madagascar and a convention with France; secondly, the Christian Church
in Madagascar is built on an open Bible, and the civilization is of a strong

Protestant type. These people know tlie foundations on which they

have builded, and have a history behind them which will inspire them to

heroic defense of their principles.

The whole island of jMadagascar is, however, not Christianized or even

nearly evangelized. The population may be placed at four millions, of

whom four hundred thousand only, or one tenth, are Christians. The
London Missionary Society had there, in 1894, 1,328 congregations and

280,000 adherents, of whom 63,000 were church members, and 1,061 native

pastors and 5,879 preachers, the churches contributing $35,000 per annum.

Besides this there are the missions of the Church of England Missionary

Society, the Society for Propagation of the Gospel, the Norwegian Jlis-

sionary Society, and the Society of Friends. Altogether they sustain 107

foreign Protestant missionaries in the island. The Roman Catholic and

Protestant adherents number each about the same. While the government
has exerted a strong influence for education it has not established schools,

the only ones opened being mission schools.

What will be the influence of the French protectorate on Protestant

missions ? In Tahiti and other South Sea islands French influence was

adverse to morality and to evangelical Christianity. French influence on

the west coast of Africa has been seriously obstructive of Protestant

missions in the Gaboon and in every other territory acquired from pre-

viousl}' Protestant occupancy.

AMERICAN MISSIONS IN TURKEY.

A BODY of the most cultivated, wise, and otherwise able Americans has

for years been engaged in Turkey as missionaries of the American Board.

It would be diflk'ult to name a corps of men at home or abroad of whom
America might more justly be proud. The luster of their scholarship

has been equaled by that of their statesmanship and by the rich fragrance

of their humble devotion to the greatly benevolent work of elevating

ancient Churches which had departed from the faith, had become simkeu
in idolatry and superstition, and were suffering oppression and cruelty at

the hands of Mohanunedans. The missions were accurately planned.

That to the Armenians was assipcned to Drs. Dwip^ht and Goodell, in June,
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1S3.J. The Armenians in Constantinople were estimated at a hundred

thousand. Other missions were established. These now number five, with

TKThiips fifty thousand adherents to the churches. Their influence has

ri-uclicd to the whole Armenian Ciiurch. When the hite Rev. George

Ktinp}), missionary at Biblis, died a few months since, three Ai-menian

priests asked to participate at his obsequies, and the Armenians closed

tlnir shops to do him honor. These Armenian missions have been emi-

nently successful. They have six colleges, forty seminaries, and in these

biiit tlicir common schools some twenty thousand scholars. For every

iiiUsioii school the people liave established a dozen others themselves, and

liavc become far more intelligent than the Turks. The sultan has become

Riiiriiicd at their progress and at the changed aspect of Turkey super-

induced by these missions. This, in brief, is the cause of the increased

p«prc?sion of literature, and of liberty in general, which the Turkish

|vivcrnmcnt brought to bear on Christians of the empire, and which has

culminated in the massacre of possibly ten thousand Armenians at the

lir.iuls of the Kurds and others, instigated by the central government at

Constantinople. This all found its check in massed European fleets in

llie Dardanelles, but with what result will scarcely be known for a long

tiiaotocome. Meanwhile all Americans must be interested that justice

l>o meted out for all damage that shall come to this most splendid corps

of A tnericaus, whose lives are consecrated to the succor and purification

of tlic ancient churches of Bible lands.

BoME people assume to criticise our missionaries in India for receiving

into the Church, by baptism, converted natives who cannot give an ac-

count of their theology. An instance is afforded just now, in a mission

of another Church in Bengal of a poor shy Bengalese who was very nerv-

<'*.is at the thought of being questioned by the missionary, and said,

"S.ihib, do not examine me; I cannot answer any questions." "What
fmist I do, then? "asked the missionary. "Let me pray, sahib," said

l!)o man; "I believe I can do that." All knelt, and he who was embar-

1 xssc(\ before man poured out his heart freely to God, in a way that con-

ti'.ifcd all that he knew God and his Christ, lie was so earnest and
pious that none could doubt where he ou^ht to be counted and recorded.

It is an interesting fact that far more applications have been received
f*''!a 1a Hung Chang for students for the Anglo-Chinese missionary col-

•'-''•s than can be possibly met. They are in demand for the telegraph
'v^tem, for tlie army and navy, and for General Li's medical school. His
»^'oiits had instructions to procure them from the missionary colleges,

"^canse of the value of the moral training received there. This fact ac-
'J'l.ri's additional significance from the constantly reiterated statements
'""1 all parts of China concerning the dishonest and peculating ofticials

<^' the government. Ironclads and revolving rifles cannot make an eni-
J'Te Rtronir.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Max Krenkel. He has recently attracted attention by tlie attempt to

show that Luke employed Josephus as an important source of information

for his writings. Among other arguments in support of this position he

mentions the similarity of the introductions to the works of the two

authors. That there is such a similarity no attentive reader will deny.

But instances might be named of even greater similarity between the

introduction of Luke and others, in which, liowever, the supposition of

literary dependence would be excluded. Krenkel thinks he sees in the

sameness of the topics treated by Luke and Josephus, and in the general

similarity of style, the indubitable proofs of Luke's dependence upon Jo-

sephus. As to the simihirity of stylo, it is sufficient to say that similar

subjects must be treated in a somewhat similar manner. Besides, both

lived in the same general period and were alike influenced by the style

of writing then prevalent. As to the topics treated, Luke's dependence
c^uld only be demonstrated if it were proved that he had no other source

of information than Josephus. Luke was an intelligent, not to say an

educated, man, who had good opportunities to know the facts, by hearsay

and observation, concerning which he wrote. Krenkel admits that

Luke employed a number of sources for certain parts of his writings.

If such be the case, how can there be any good proof that he v.as de-

pendent upon Josephus for any part of his work ? The attempt from this

standpoint to show the lateness, and thus the unt rustworthiness, of the

history contained in the Acts and gospel is, like all other attempts in the

same direction, a failure. Krenkel, however, undertakes to show that

Luke's vocabulary is so closely related to that of Josephus as to indicate

the dependence of the former upon the latter. It is not necessary to deny
that there is a similarity in the vocabulary of the two. It is most natural

that there should be. Botli wrote in Greek, and nearly at the same time,

on related subjects; but there is a much greater similarity between the

vocabulary of Luke and the Septuagint; so that from this argument also

no evidence of the lateness of the books attributed to Luke can be

drawn.

Theodore Elsenhans. In relation to the conscience, its nature and

origin, he has become an authority. He does not think that the con-

science is an independent faculty of the mind, coordinate with the

intellect, sensibility, and will, but that in all phenomena of the con-

science these three work together. Nevertheless, the fundamental

original element of the conscience is feeling—feeling aroused by the

perception of conduct in connection with motive. Thought and will

appropriate to themselves these feelings, so that a judgment is passed as
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t(> the commendability or condemnability of each act, and a purpose to

t^<.-,Ui or hinder, to participate iii or avoid, the act in tlie future. So far

x-j the purpose is concerued it is the result of the claim on the part of

ll;csu fceliug3 to unconditional obedience. Elsenhans thinks that the

cr-iiiiary theories of the conscience are insuflacient to explain its phe-

nomena, lie believes that it is necessary to assume the germ of conscience

ti> 1)0 a natural endowment. Otherwise, he cannot explain the peculiarity

("f the phenomena in individuals and the uniformity of these phenomena

in history. This natural endowment is like the instinct in animals in the

imiiHHliateuess with -which it makes itself felt as a motive in particular

i:i stances. But it is limited to such actions as have to do Avitli the weal

or woe of the individual or of society. He is of the opinion that this en-

dowment becomes more and more powerful and fine with each advance in

culture of one generation after another, and that it is transmitted, like

other endowments, from parent to child. It is questionable, however,

wliether there is anything more transmitted than an increased develop-

ment of ethical knowledge and judgment, and this cannot be trans-

niitled from parent to child, but only from one generation to another.

I^lsenhaiis thii'ks that without this transmitted, cultivated endowment
x\c could not explain liow the individual could rise in a few decades to

t!;o liighcst point of moral development. But this can be explained

bitter ou the supposition that each generation begins with a more correct

estimate of right and wrong than that which preceded it. Yet it must be
confessed that in many instances the usual laws of heredity seem to apply

to the conscience as to other traits.

Arnold E. Berger. The study of Luther and the German Reformation
\v\i occupied many miuds in recent years, especially Kostlin and Koldc.

Aiid now Berger has won a place alongside of these greatest names by
hii works on Luther. He boldly asserts that the biograjjhers of Luther
have failed hitherto to avoid the influence of the confessional standpoint
of the writer, aud to present the reformer in his relation to the culture of

the period. Berger regards Luther as a religious genius, aud at the same
liinc a special product of the culture of the Middle Ages, at the close of

wliich he appeared. These aspects of Luther's life are not new, but Berger
has given them a new emphasis. Perhaps he has not altogether succeeded
!•> giving a purely unbiased aud objective representation of Luther's life,

i-ven if he lias escaped the influence of religious prejudice he has certainly

'iot been free from the bias of his purpose to present Luther in relation to
the culture of the Middle Ages. For he has by this attempt given us a
t»:ie-sidcd view of the reformer and the Reformation. There are some
•iitn who cannot be fitted into their times, but who alter the times \n

^* liicli they live to conform to their personality. Luther was one of these
fi""!!. To deny this is to deny him the vocation of the reformer, and by
''iiplicntion, therefore, to deny altogether the existence of personal re-

I'^niiers, and to make all reforms the unavoidable result of general his-

*'-*rical movement. In the case of Luther, at least, it is not difficult to see
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how his personal endowment contradicted the conditions of the times

which existed previous to and contemporary with him. He was rather a

genius who produced than himself a product. There were thousands of

men who were the product of their age and the preceding ages. It was

Luther's distinctive recoil from tlie entire cultuic of the period which

adapted hiin to the work which he did. He was too original and iude-

pendent for a product. In these things he stood alone. He had mauy

followers and imitators, hut no peers. The elements of character which

he drew from the past and from his environments were those which he

had in common with his contemporaries. "We suspect that the explana-

tion which may be given of Luther's personality and work must be,

either that he was, as to his mentality, almost a freak of nature, or else

that he was the appointed and sent of God. "We choose the latter view.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

" La philosophie d' Ernest Renan." By Raoul Allier. (Paris, Germer

BdlliSre et Cie., 1895.) Altliough Pienan has been thought of only as an

historian and a critic, yet he is here considered as having held and taught

certain distinct philosojjhical opinions. A profound philosopher he cer-

tainly never was, as he was not a profound historian. Allier shows that

Kenan's philosophical opinions were controlled entirely by his views of

history. To him history was merely an endless change in the develop-

ment of mankind. As an liistorian he approached the works of the great

philosophers, but failed to consider their fundamental-critical and spec-

ulative views. He found nothing in their writings except what he had

already believed, namely, that there is nothing fixed or certain, and that

therefore everyone is at liberty to take whatever view of the world he

may please. Allier sets forth Rcnau's view as an evolutionary pantheism,

the materials for which he gathered from all sources, without any attempt

to test their worth. As to his ethical opinions, Allier says that they were

at first not without a certain elevation, but that he gradually fell into the

consequences of his own view, that the only thing permanent and uni-

versal is change, and hence everyone is free to find his highest good where

he can: in art, if he is capable of it; in drunkenness, if he can do nothing

else. Politically he held that the average man is not an end in himself,

because his personality is of too little account. . He is only a means to

another end, namely, the State. Hence his preference for the aristo-

cratic form of government. Religiously he never was able to see tlie

connection between religion and morals, and hence it was possible for

him to caricature the life of Jesus, and yet to bow in reverence before

him. To him reli<:;ion meant nothing else than a refined sort of mystical

revelry. When one considers that Rcnan was bronght up to reverence

authority as understood by the Roman Catholic Cliurch it is scarcely a

wonder that his opinions reacted to the other extreme when he broke

away from his original destination for the Church. Had the revolt from
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Iloiiian Catholic authority been prompted by his religious ueeds instead of

liy his taste for historical studies, however, he would not have adopted

»uch false and pessimistic views. With all his brilliancy of intellect one

cnu sciirccly refrain from the question whether there was not in him a

lingc of insanity.

" Das Verhaltnia der menschlichen V/illensfreiheit zur Gotteslehre bei

Martin Luther und Hiildreich Zwiugli " (The Relation of the Freedom of

the Human "Will to the Doctrine of God according to Martin Luther and

Ulric Zwingli). By Max Staub. (Zurich, Leemann, 1894.) Luther

ft:id Zwingli occupy the thought of the civilized world but little

l<.'.s.s to-day than they did in the sixteenth century. Gradually, how-

ever, Zwingli is rising in the estimation of the majority of theologians.

SUmb finds Luther's doctrine of the bondage of the will and predestina-

tion to be the result of his desire to maintain the absolute waut of merit

of all human activity, and partly of his uominalistic scholasticism, from

which he never became wholly free. Not only, according to Luther, was

lUiui not free, but God chose or predestinated some to salvation and left

others to perish. Luther did not hold that God chose men to pious lives and

&o to salv-t'on, or to impious lives and thus to damnation, but that in

his eternal councils God chose some to heavenly bliss and left others to

future misery. This, Staub thinks, is destructive of the foundations of

rvaugelical faith, and is not Christianity, but materialism, a severe judg-

tnotit, certainly, though perhaps justifiable. Zwingli sought to reconcile

two irreconcilable views of God—the antique-pantheistic and the bib-

lical-personal. This he reached by the illogical and unethical mixture

of the two gods by means of the doctrine of a particular providence,

which, however, in the case of Zwingli was not unethical, since it did not

niake salvation dependent upon the eternal council of God, but upon an

appropriate ethical condition of life, which was conditioned by predes-

tination. Staub regards this view as unscriptural, but because it is eth-

ically acceptable it saved Zwingli from falling into the materialism of

Lnther. Perhaps our author should have taken somewhat into account

thi- ftict that Zwingli approached the subject with a view to its systematic

triatnient, while Luther's purpose, especially as exhibited in his *'<?€

»rrfy crtif/'io," was to counteract the lax Roman doctrines as represented

hy Lrasmus's attack upon Luther. Zwiugli's views could hardly be ac-

c«;-pt(ul by any thoughtful philosopher or theologian of to-day, although

t.u'v are ai)parently much more mild than Luther's.

" La Vue future d'apres Saint Paul" (Eschatology of Saint Paul). By
C. Bniston. (Paris, Fischbacher, 1895.) As a study of the possil;le mod-
iskation of Saint Paul's eschatological views this little book is of high

miere-st. It was elicited by au article of Sabatier in the lierue Chretienne

a!;d its answer by Godot in the same magazine. Sabatier saw in 3 Cor.

^. 1-10, a change from the views of Saint Paul as expressed in First Co-
rinthians. In the first letter he connected the resurrection with the im-
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pending second advent of Christ, In the second letter he holds that the
believer enters immediately upon the pneumatic life at death. The
thought of the sleep of the soul had been held in check by the expecta-
tion of the a^xX^ faruiia. Now, v?hen Paul was looking death in the
face, that danger confronted him in all its terror. He could not believe

that his Lord would allow him to be more perfectly separated from lijm,

even for a brief space of time after death, than he had been in this life.'

Nor could Paul believe that the forces which were at work preparing the
believer for the heavenly body would cease after death, as they must,
on the supposition of the sleep of the soul. But this doctrine of the
immediate entrance of the believer upon his heavenly communion with
Christ destroyed the doctrine of a common judgment day and resur-

rection. In reply Godet asserts that there was no such change in the
belief of Paul, since in his later letters he was still expecting the coming
of the Lord. "\Mien Paul, in 2 Cor. v, 1, says, "We have a building
of God," he is thinking of something not realized, but to be realized.

Bruston holds that Paul did not change his views, although there were
certain variations of expression. But he sees in 2 Cor. v the doctrine that

the soul is clothed immediately after death with its spiritual body, and
reconciles the apparent divergence of Paul's expressions by the supposi-
tion that the resurrection of the dead which Paul taught in connection
with the parusiu was only the public revelation of the fact that the souls

of the believers had from the moment of death been clothed upon with
the house which is from heaven. To one who holds that Paul's eschat-

ological views were the product of his own reflection Sabaticr's idea
would not be offensive. Bruston's explanation is artificial; nevertheless

Godet's attempt at harmonization does not seem satisfactory.

RELIGIOUS AND KDUCATIONAL.

A New Method of Treating the Old and New Testament Writings.
It has long been felt that the ordinary method of treating biblical litera-

ture was unscientific and unsatisfactory. Each " introduction " has con-
tented itself with laying before its readers the books of the Bible one by
one and giving a history of their criticism, and each author has felt it

necessary to do a little criticising on his own account, in order to show
that he was an independent and original investigator. For the purpose of

exercising the student in criticism such a method is excellent in the class

room. It cultivates a critical and analytical habit of mind, without which
there can be no clear thinking on any subject. But when the work is

ended there is nothing to show for it except a mass of material which
lacks all the elements of history. It is the rough stone just from the quarry

;

it is not even dressed and fitted to be placed in the edifice to be erected.

lu fact, it is tin's erection of the edifice instead of the never-ending ac-

cumulation of material whicli constitutes the latest novelty in the treat-

ment of the books of the Bible. It is now proposed to write histories of
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l';i.iioal literature just as we have histories of any other literature. It is

hs til means the intention to do away with criticism, but it is the plan to

tuAke iriticism subsidiary to the writing of literary history. Perhaps the

n»nio which this new "discipline" will take maybe "Critical-Biblical

I.iu-rary Ili.'^tory." It certainly must prove a relief from the monotonous

thuil of the " introduction " as it falls from the press. Something is

f.'ainr.'d when the advance is made from analysis to construction. Greater

interest will be felt by the reader, and he will be able to gain a clearer

iijc.i of the sum total of critical results and to judge better of the effects

o( crilirism upon faith. It is natural that the history of the Old Testa-

ment literature should begin to be written in the light of the newer in-

vritif,'ation, for the same has been several times done for the secular and
rthical-rcligious history of the Jews. On the supposition, too, that many
will nccept the results of the higher criticism in their public teaching and

private thinking, tlie change from the appearance of criticism, which is

rUuvs more or less destructive and negative, to history, which is of

tiwcKsity constructive, aud at least in some degree positive, will be ben-

cficiiil. Instead of a constant controversy with past ideas there Avill be

t!io prcsentatir>n of the supposed truth as it is now discovered to be.

KJward Reuss, as early as 1881, undertook to write the Old Testament

lilcmry history in connection with Jewish political history; and from
l^Oi to 1804 repeated the attempt, together with a translation into Ger-

vvxw of the books of the Old Testament. It was done in elegant style,

hut it reflected rather Reuss's own impressions of the literature than the

f»<ts concerning the literature itself. In 1893 a Dutch theologian, Dr.

Ct. Wiklebaer, published a work entitled The BooTcs of the Old Testament

\-\ the Order of their Origin. The title promises nothing more than a list

of the Old Testament books in chronological order; but for tliis a book of

535 pages is not necessary, aud so we find much more than the title causes

n« to anticipate. He begins with the Old Testament fragments of the

''•ridcring and settlement in Canaan. Then follow the literary remains
^f Iho time of Judges, David and Solomon; the historical traditions, and
T'ldcst written notices of historical events and earliest books of tlie law.

rmm this he passes on to the supposed earliest of the biblical books,
t!*m(;ly, Amos and Ilosca. Then come Micah and Isaiah, Deuteronomy,
Zcpliruiiah, Nahum, Jeremiah, and Ilabakkuk; then Ezekiel, Deutero-
l«Asah, Ilaggai, and Zechariah i-viii, Lamentations and Obadiah, the
I'ricsts' Codex and the Ilexateuch, Malachi, Jonah, Ruth, Joel, Isaiah

mv-xxvii, Zechariah ix-xiv. Proverbs, Job, the Psalter, Chronicles, Sol-
'"••non's Song, Ecclesiastes, Daniel, aud Esther. Even so brief a mention
*•? the new order of the chronological arranwment of the books of the Old
Jfianitnt as that just given shows what an immense gain in cleamess
.•'llows from the employment of the historical as distinguished from the

<"tical-introduction method. That a history of the Old Testament liter-

t'urc can be written is also a clear evidence that criticism has reached
•irit It regards as practically final and generally (that is, among critics)

^'^ppted conclusions. We mav assure ourselves that for a time at least
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* advances " will not be fortlicoming. The method will have a restraining

effect upon critics of individual books, whose works must fit henceforth

into the scheme of history, and not stand alone, as heretofore.

The Newly Discovered Syriac Oodex and the Virgin Birth. Just

Avhat effect the famous discovery by a\Irs. Lewis and 3Irs. Gibson will

have on the reading of many New Testament passages cannot now be

known. At the present time an interesting, not to say important, discus-

sion is in progress which we shall give in brief. This Sinaitic Syriac

gives the three times fourteen generations of the first chapter of Matthew,

including the statement that "Jacob begat Joseph." In this the new

Syriac differs from the Diatessaron of Tatlan, who omits the register both

of Matthew and Luke, probably as unworthy of the divine origin of our

Lord. But instead of the words, " Joseph the husband of ]\Iary, of whom
was born Jesus, who is called Christ," in Matt, i, 16, the Syriac says,

"Joseph, to whom ]\Iary the virgin was betrothed, begat Jesus, wlio is

called Christ." This reading, which appears to exclude the virgin birth

of our Lord, corresponds to variations in chap, i, 21, where the reading

is, "She shall bear tlice a son," and in i, 25, where the words, "And
knew her not till," are entirely omitted, and instead we read, "And he

married Ids betrothed wife, and she bear him a son, and he called his

name Jesus." These modifications seem to be the offspring of an effort to

construct the history of Christ's birth according to Ebionitic anti-Catholic

notions, and to represent our Lord as the physical son of Joseph. The

negative critics hail these variations with delight, and would gladly re-

gard them as the original and only authentic text of that portion of Mat-

thew. Even Conybcare adopts this view, together with other English

and continental critics. It is a question v.'hich cannot be settled by nn

appeal to preferences or preconceptions. That the copies of the gospeh

were sometimes violently tampered with in those early days in the interest

of dogma no one acquainted with the facts will deny. The question, " In

the interest of what dogma was the alteration made?" must be settled

by purely objective critical means and methods. More study of the new

codex than the time since its discovery has admitted will be required

before any important changes in our faith can be safely based upon its

peculiar readings. For this reason, if for no other, it would be extremely

unwise to depend too much upon its utterances concerning the origin of

Jesus. It would need to be proved a very early and most trustworthy

codex to overturn in this particular, or in any other, the harnionious

testimony of other codices. But in the codex itself, when examined a little

more closely, are evidences that the version in question purposely varied

from the original from which it was translated or copied. In Lukeiii, ~3,

the new codex coincides essentially with our text, reading, "But Jesus,

being about thirty years old, called, as he was, a son of Joseph," showing

that the original copy held Jesus to be not the real but the reputed son

of Joseph, contrary to its own language in Matt, i, 10. Again, in Matt.

i, 16-2."), there arc utterances which have been allowed to stand which
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appcnr as confirmatoiy of the canonical and contradictory of the Sjrriuc

text. For example, in verse 18 the reading is, "Tiie birth of Jesu3

t.K.k place as follows: As ]\Iary, his mother, to whom Joseph was be-

trothed, before he married her, discovered that she was with child of the

Holy Ghost." Even in verse 16, where these Ebionitic alterations begin,

M.iry is not called Joseph's wife, but the "virgin who was betrothed to

him." It is perfectly evident that the readings of this codex contradict

c.tic another in this matter. There is enough variation to show the tend.-,

ciicy of the copyist; but there is too little to obliterate the evidence that,

the' copyist did violence to the text before him. If one were to study

every expression concerning the birth of Jesus found in the new codex,

it wi.uld be difficult to tell whether it teaches the supernatural or the

ii.it urul conception. Very certain it is that, whatever anyone may dog-,

m-itically hold, the words "conceived by the Holy Ghost" cannot be.

r.jcctcd as primitively Christian and unapostolic on the ground of any-.

Ihitig in the Sinaitic Syriac. Furthermore, it is clear that so far as the

evidence from the manuscripts, versions, and fathers is concerned the.

|>rtpt)iiderance is in favor of the virgin birth of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The Latest Congress of Socialists. Breslau, Germany, was recently the

^coMC of one of the tamest socialistic congresses ever held in the Father-

Iiad. The leaders of tlie party of moderation were detained by sickness,

hut the radical leaders did not take advantage of their absence to carry

:?iroiigli their ideas. Perhaps it was on account of the fear that a division,

in the sociaUstic ranks would ensue. There was a good deal of extrav-

tt^-aiit talk, but the police authorities of the city took care that nothing

?.!iOidd occur of a treasonable character, and nothing which could unduly

<xcitc the populace. The meeting of the congress revealed the fact that

••he attempt to win the peasantry had proved a failure. Every peasant

Kho owns a little spot of land is thereby held at a distance from the.

KKialists, for if he is to be a pure social democrat he dare not own any,

rial estate whatever. Tiiis builds an inseparable barrier between the.

tx-asants and the socialists.

The Hospital in Jerusalem. For forty years the deaconesses of Kaiser-

^urth have been at work in the Holy City. In the orphanage about one,

hundred and twenty Arabian girls are daily instructed and educated, who

\-^u.T go out as housekeepers, teachers, deaconesses, or servants. The hos-

\'-\h\ is situated on 3Iount Zion, where, during the last ten years, 5,840

pnlicnts of all confessions of faith have been treated, wliilc treatment in

--•iJie form has been given to 77, 1G5 persons. The people are so poor

!ii'»t all this service has to be entirely free. The city is very unhealthy,,

tiul the hospital has for years proved too small. Hence it is proposed to

Ix.-xte the new hospital in a more healthy portion of the city, and to pro-

^i'le more commodious buildings. About $10,000 has been collected for

'^•'s purpose. The old hospital is estimated to be worth about $12,000,

'^l ^15,000 more will be needed to finish the work.
10

—
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BUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

The Editiburgh lieticw for October has as its table of conteuts: 1. "A
History of Spain," by Ulick Burke; 2. "The House of Annandale;" 3.

"Crimean Letters;" 4. " Shells and Molluscs; " 5. " iMcmoirs of Barras ;"

C. "Argon and Helium;" 7. "Life of Sir Fitzjanies Stephen;" 8.

" Mediseval Cyprus; " 9. " Recent Musical Criticism;" 10. "The French

in Madagascar;" 11. "Politics, Parties, and Imperial Defense." Of the

first book under uotice the reviewer says: "We have followed [Mr.

Burke's interesting volumes mainly as a guide to the political history of

the country, -vvith a view to trace the growth of Spain from very small

beginnings into a mighty kingdom. But Mr. Burke has set forth much

besides this. He has passed in review the history of Spanish literature,

music, art, architecture, and much more, which our space permits us only

tluis briefly to refer to. It is all most interesting; it is all admirably told."

In " Crimean Letters" the reader finds a grouping of the thrilling reminis-

cences of some of the participants in the great struggle before Sebastopol.

The criticism of the reviewer on the "Memoirs of Barras " is keen and

severe. With reasons for his judgment which there is not space to quote

in full, the writer says: "As in the case of Talleyrand's Mevioirs, the

true student of history, if we mistake not, will be much disappointed with

these volumes. ... As a narrative it is meager, shallow, and poor; it h
almost wholly devoid of description; it .swarms with misstatements and

downright falsehoods; it is a tissue of misrepresentation in at least a

dozen chapters." Two new gases of "exceptional properties" are intro-

duced to the reader in the sixth article. That the period of decadence

in an art "is always the period at which criticism and discui^sion as to its

conditions are most rife" is the claim made in " Recent Musical Criti-

cism." And "at this point we seem now to have arrived in the art of

music." Following this is a notice of recent musical discussions by C.

Hubert H. Parry, Richard Wallaschck, H. Ellis Wooldridge, W. H. Hadow,

J. A. Fuller Maitland, and Arthur Hcrvey ; also reminiscences of Wagner

by H, T. Finck, Ferdinand Praeger, and J. S. Shedlock.

Antoxe less deserving than the late Edward A. Freeman would stagger
j

under such a eulogy as that pronounced by the Yale licciew for November
|

in its article on "Freeman, the Scholar and Professor." The subject of
|

its memorial notice is ranked among the encyclopedic scholai-s of the
|

times, as follows: "He was an historical geographer, a humanist, a phi- I

lologist, an archfcologist, a specialist in architecture, an accomplished
j

journalist, a literary critic, an historian, and a politician in the best Greek
|

Bcnse." IT. B. Adams, of Johns Hopkins, is the author of the paper. The

Other articles are : "An Interoccanic Canal in the Light of Precedent,"
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l>j Theodore S. Wonlsey; "The Early Political Organization of Mexico,"

l.y Bonmrd Moses; "The Economic Reforms of the Late English Liberal

Aiimiuistration," by Edward Porritt; " The Referendum, and other Forms

cf Direct Democracy in Switzerland," by E. V. Raynolds; and "The
French Jlevolution—The Work of the Committees of Legislation auJ
Public Instruction in the Convention," by H. M. Stephens.

The table of contents in the December number of the T^cyrfh Ameiican

h most attractive. "The Work of the Next Congress " is discussed by

M. W. Ilazcltine, and Representatives Catchings, Southwick, and Bell.

Tlie Venezuela controversy and the monetary situation are suggested by

these experts in national affairs as some of the pressing questions for con-

dideralion. !Mrs. Lynn Linton follov.-s with a running comment on some

cf the present " Cranks and Crazes." In "The Last Gift of the Centuiy"

N. 6. Shaler would have Congress invite the first-class powers of the

world to send delegates to a conference at Washington, in January, 1897,

in the interest of international arbitration and the suppression of warfare.

"How London Deals with Beggars," by Lord Norton, shows a growth in

the wise administration of charity in that great metropolis which should

l>e an instructive lesson to every city perplexed with the problem of

p-iiiperism. The lion. J. W. Foster follows with "Results of the Behr-

iiif,' Sea Arbitration." At the recent Church Congress in Norwich, Eng-
Ijiiul, s.<iys Goldwin Smith, "a bold and lionorable attempt " was made
I'T Professor Bonney "to cast a millstone off the neck of Christianity by
fnmkly renouncing belief in the historical character of the earlier books

of the Bible." Entitling his article " Christianity's ?\Iillstone," Professor

Smith, from this initial utterance, proceeds to a notice of some of the

•lifKculties of Old Testament historical interpretation which is both able and
lil>oral. In settling the many theological questions which still wait deci-

•ion, "thought," he declares, " must be entirely free." A. S. White next

ihows " Our Benefits from the Nicaragua Canal; " A. D. Vandam writes
" Personal History of the Second Empire—XII. The End of the Empire ;

"

fciid Dr. Louis Robinson contributes his fourth paper on "Wild Traits in

Tume Animals." The concluding article, by Sir Reginald F. D. Pal-

jrravc, on " The House of Representatives and the House of Commons,"
<^ntinues the comparison between these bodies which has been begun by
Mr. Herbert and Mr. Taylor in previous numbers of the North Amer-
^n. Tictieio. Its writer is himself the present clerk of the House of

Commons.

Tun November (1S95) number of the ^fethodist Review (Nashville, Tcun.)
tnt nn excellent table of contents. Professor IVforgan Calloway, Jr., has n

''''<'riiiiinating article on "The Poetry of Sidney Lanier; " Professor John
^- l5a^«otta " Study of Frederick W. Robertson; " Chaplain W. H. Milburn
^'i interesting sketch and just tribute to the life and character of Bishop
'•a<>ch Mather Marvin; Dr. H. M. Du Bose a paper on "Authority iu Art
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and Religion;" Dr. J. E. Goclbcy a discussion of the question whether 1

fasting as a religious exercise is enjoined by the Bible. There is also an ,j

installment of the editor's historical studies in the making of Methodism. I

The ability and enterprise of Dr. Tigert's editorship are increasingly
|

manifest in each succeeding number. The editor comments at length
|

upon Bishop Thoburn's article on "Methodist Episcopacy in Trau- |

sition." Some of its criticisms, coming from an outside source, J
susgest the propriety of sober reflection inside. We quote: "Thedis-

|

regard of the constitution of the Church, so frequently and strikingly
|

characteristic of the attitude of the Methodist Episcopal Church in j

measures connected with the episcopacy is rather startlingly illustrated •%

by the bishop's proposal to change the 'plan of our itinerant general J

superintendency ' by General Conference action alone. Should the Gen- \

•eral Conference see fit to act on his advice it would but aiTord an illus- 1

tration of the power of that body to ride roughshod over the Annual Con- |

ferences and the bishops, the constitution, and the Church. It is not
|

strange that some in tlie Methodist Episcopal Church, 'who stand high
|

enough to give their words a wide range of influence,' have said that ' the l

General Conference will become more and more an unsettling and disturb-
|

iug element in the Church.' Many thoughtful men in our sister Church
|

breathe easier when the quadrennial sessions are over. . . . The good mis-
|

sionary bishop concludes that the General Conference of 1896 ought to
|

relieve the bishops of the task of making out their annual plan and to
|

make out a quadrennial one for them—that is, to ' district ' the general
J

superintendents quadrennially by a majority vote of the General Confer- J
euce! Shades of Asbury and SIcKendree! Has it come to this? We say

not a word now as to the wisdom of the scheme. But here is no sugges-

tion of referring the proposed modification of the ' plan ' to the Annual

Conference. The General Conference, in case the question of its power

in the premises is raised, has only by a majority vote to decide that the

new plan does not infringe the third restrictive rule, and presto!

change! In a moment Joshua Soule's 'itinerant general sui^erintendency

'

i.s transformed into a 'quadrennial diocesan episcopacy,' and the omnipotent

General Conference moves on with no further attention to the matter.

Seriously, with all our love and admiration for our brethren of the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, it is the sang-froid with whicli just such proposals

for revolutionary changes emanate from the most respectable sources that

makes us draw back from any suggestion of organic union. As matters

now stand, such union is simply inipossil.ile". . . . We might differ

materially with Bishop Thoburn as to the best method of putting up nil

the working macliinery of ^^lethodism, including the episcopacy, on our

foreign missionary fields. Evidently this ' missionary bisliop ' is not wholly

satisfied with the plan adopted in his and Bishop Taylor's case. The

missionary episcopate is too ' diocesan ;
' the itinerant general superintend-

ency is not enough 'diocesan;' and so each must be moved toward tlie

other until they meet in a quadrennial diocesan episcopacy, thus leaving

(and here seems to be the milk in Bishop Thoburn's cocoanut) the mis-
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ioniiry bishops and the general superintendents on exactly the same level.""

This is how the matter looks to a disinterested outsider.

TiiK KewWorld for December contains the following table of contents :

"Tendencies of Thought in Slodern Judaism," by David Philipson; "The

Min»ch'8 of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels," by Albert Reville; "The
Anabaptists," by W. E. Griffis; "The Pseudo-Athanasian Augustinian-

l»m," by Levi L. Paine; "Tito Meleina," by Julia H. Gulliver; " Popular

Pn)testant Controversy," by C. C. Starbuck; "Local Cults in Homer,"

l)y Arthur Fairbanks; "TheNooiadic Ideal in the Old Testament," by

Kiirl IJudde; and the usual list of book reviews.

TiTK changed form of Christian Literature is in the line of improvement.

The December number of the publication has among other quoted

tirliclcs: "Bishop Butler and his Censors. I," by W. E. Gladstone;

"Why Be Religious?" by Marcus Dods; "The Pulpit and Social Re-

form," by Washington Gladden; "Theology in the University and in

the Seminary," by A. M. Fairbairn; and "The Rigidity of Rome," by

Wilfrid Ward. The October number of the Ama-ican Catholic Quar-

terhj opens with "The Evolution of Evolution," by St. George ^fivart,

F.U.S. "The School Question in Manitoba " is written by J. S. Ewart;

nnd"The Outlook for Ireland," by B. J. Clinche. The Methodist

Mii'jazine for December has, among an attractive list of articles, " Petra,

the Rock City of Edom," compiled by Dr. Withrow; " Britain's Keys of

Kmpire—Gibraltar;" and "Footprints of Luther," by John Stoughton,

I>.n. All are illustrated. There are also short papers included by Bishop

Foster on "Rum's Arraignment," and on "Time," by Bishop AVarreu.

Tlie Treasury for December has as its leading sermon a discourse by

J. T. Wightman, D.D., of the Methodist Episcopal Church. South, and

I'fistor in Baltimore, IMd. In the Preachers' Magazine for December are

»4-Traons by Dr. C. A. A. Berry and Mark Guy Pearse, The various

ih»partraents of the issue are well sustained. Dr. W. E. Ketcham is the

ttlitor. The Catholic World for December has "Armenia, Past and

rrcBont," by Henry Hyvernat, D.D, The Chautauqitan for December
opens with an attractive illustrated article by Ruth Shaffner on "Iceland

M^il its People." Another illustrated article of unusual interest is by Fred

<^>rundy on " Student Life at Oxford, England." In short, the magazine
i-i crowded with good things. Our Day has among its papers a char-

wtcr sketch of Dr. Albert Shaw, showing how a man of force has early

f'lnie to leadership. The Jlomiletic Review for December includes among
i'S "Representative Sermons " a discourse by Dean Farrar on "An Ideal

Kulc of Life ; " one by Dr. James Stalker on "The State of the Unsaved ;

"'

*!»! one by Andrew Murray, of South Africa, on " Christ and Abundance
<f Life." The American Kitchen Magazine is a superior publication of

»'•* class. Housewives will find much of importance in its attractive pages
for l^ccember.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

lidigious D<yubt. Its Nature, Treatment, Causes, Diffleulties, Consequences, and Dissolu-

tion. By Rev. John W. Digglk, M.A., Vicar of Mossley Hill, etc. 12mo, pp. STL Nov,-

York : Longmans, Green & Co. Price, cloth, $2.
|

In liis preface the author, who reasons largely from his own experience
|

of religious doubt, states his purpose thus: "On the one hand I have i

sought to persuade believers to treat religious doubt \vith large-minded- }

.BCS3 and in a Christian temper; and on the other, to persuade doubters \

not to be content with doubting, but to examine vigorously into the i

causes of their doubts, to confront steadily the great difficulties besetting
|

doubt—difficulties often greater than those of belief—and to consider
^

fairly the methods ^suggested for dissolving their doubts, and for attain-
|

jug that degree of spiritual health and strength which is essential to clear i

and constant faith." Tliis purpose he closely pursues and ably fulfills.
|

Jle begins by appealing for charity toward honest doubt, much of it being
|

involuntary and distressing; and supports this appeal by the exarnple set ^

Jby Christ. He points out that the differences among Christians, even on 3

yery important matters, are often greater than those between believers I

and many doubters. The timid and fretful intolerance of some Chris-
|

tians toward doubt is attributed in part to three causes : the fact that
^

these Ciiristians are not sure of their ground, do not really know whom i

they have believed, and are not able to give reasons for the hope that is 1

in them; the failure to distinguish what is essential to Cijristiauity from |

Tvhat is nonessential, the greater part of doubt being directed, not against
|

the essential teachings of Christ but against the traditions and opinions of |

men, the theories and interpretations which dogmatists, with more bravery
|

than truth, declare to be essential; and, thirdly, the bitter, contemptuous, I

flippant, or belligerent temper of some classes of skeptics. As to the gen- i

eral causes of modern doubt the author names, first, the great growth of 4

full assurance in matters not distinctively religious, the application of scien- |

tific methods in various departments having extended the range of positive
|

knowledge and multiplied the certainties possessed by the mind, this •!

progress creating a desire and a demand for proof experimental and posi- I

tive in all things, including religion. lie names, second, the failure of
|

many persons to remember to what extent practical human life in all its

ramifications proceeds on faith, is an unending series of actions on trust,

and the consequent failure to see that it is quite unreasonable to refuse

to proceed in part on trust in matters of religion. lie names, third, an

apparent personal incapacity to believe. There are doubters by disposition,

not toward religion alone, but of tilings in general—Thomases who will ,

not believe unless they £ec and handle; distrust is instinctive with them;
j

they see difficulties, ivrc fertile in objections, want cveiything explained, i
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proved, reasoned out. ITe names, fourth, the natural indifference felt by
many persons toward religion. He names, fifth, indulgence in sin as

King uncoufessed at the root of a considerable part of religious doubt and
rnil or pretended disbelief; and this may be even wlieu the individual is

not definitely conscious that his unbelief is the consequence of his sins.

Jlc names, sixth, the bitter perplexity into "which many are thrown by
tito ordinary course of events, and the bewildering problems of human
life; by the seeming cruelties of nature, the inequalities of fortune, the
calamities of life, the burdens of the heavy-laden, and the tears of the
bi-ukcn-hearted. He names, seventh, the undiscriminatiug sternness and
5cvirity of over-dogmalic and intolerant Christians toward all doubt and
doubters ; honest questionings are treated as tantamount to sin. This harsh-

ness of spirit is illustrated in the minatory sentences of the Athanasiau
Creed, which denounce all who do not accept certain highly metaphysical
propositions coucerning the unsearchable nature of the mystery of tlie

Trinity. This same spirit breathes in the decrees of the Council of Trent,

the Confession of Faith of the Kirk of Scotland, and the tone and temper
of .some modern pulpits. He names, eighth, the common confusing ef

the very essence of Christianity with its mere traditions and accidents, of
the kernel with the husk, of Christ's simple Gospel with scholastic accre-

tions, of the revelation of God with the traditions of men ; in consequence
of which in time of assault many imagine that the citadel of the faith has
In-en destroyed by the enemy when only some humanly constructed out-
irork has been carried. Vrhen the geocentric theory of the solar system
was overthroAvn the planets were not proved imreal nor the science of
Ji5trouomy invalidated. There is urgent need of a broad and clear demar-
catiun between essentials and nonessentials. This will diminish the num-
Ikt of sects and speed the unification of Christendom. Theones of in-

^piratioa should not be put on a level with the substance of the inspired
U-acIiings, nor the form of a sacrament with the meaning and effect

lliereof, nor metaphysical subtleties with the clear, j^ractical teachings of
otir Saviour's lips or the plain facts of his life, nor the logic of theologians
^>ith the direct and unmistakable commands of God, nor the dogmas of
the schools with the fundamental and undeniable doctrines of the Scrip-
tun-s. Nobody has ever made much headway in doubting, or secured
many listeners in denying, the Ten Commandments, the Sermon on the
Mount, or the Lord's Prayer, nor other things of similar self-evidencing
character in wliich Christianity is rich and strong. He names, ninth, as

» producing cause of doubt, the unworthy lives of many professing
t-hristians; the lack of pure and elevated character; meanness, avaricious-
"n^S frivolousncss, uncharitableness, enviousness, grossness, untrust-
^orthiness, selfishness, inveracity. These things are stumbling-blocks to
niauy notwithstanding it is clearly unjust as well as stupid to judge
»-liristianity by these exceedingly unchri.'^tian professors. He names,
'•'ith, the neglect of doubters to make any effort to prune their doubts or
I'u.tivutc their faith, or to put themselves in an atmosphere favorable to

''^••f. They read the wrong books and magazines; they hear attacks upoa
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'tiie Bible but do not study it; they do not frequent the places, nor seek

the associations, in which doubt might be dispelled aud failh fostered;

they patronize schools, seminaries, and universities exclusively secular,

where no religious influence is in the atmosphere and attention is never

directed to the realities known to faith, the result being a godless educa-

tion and the spread of apathy and disbelief. Among subsidiary causes

of doubt he mentions the growth of the critical spirit which chills fervor,

checks emotion, aud paralyzes the sentiments of reverence aud worship;

shallow and bumptious self-conceit and silly ambition to appear smart

and independent; the false notion that we can or ought to understand

everything; the supposition that, if the doctrioes of Christianity are f

essential to salvation, they onght to be of sucb a nature that we could
|

not resist or doubt them : worldliness, luxury, and self-indulgence. But
|

the greatest cause of doubt, or lack of belief, according to this author, is ^

what he calls the Law of the Limitation of Force, by which he means
\

that there is in every ra;m a certain fixed amount of force, a limited \

Capacity of absorption ; a limited power of taking interest in things. If ^

a man's whole force is spent upon things outside religion, even though 1

many of those things may be innocent or important in themselves, there -5

is no force left to be bestowed on spiritual things, and the result is either
|

"total irreligiou or a very feeble hold on religious things and a lack of
|

convictions or definite beliefs. The lack of religious interest in individuals
|

and communities is often explicable by the absorption in other affairs which
|

consume the whole time, attention, and force; and this condition of things <

breeds ignorance, indifference, and unbelief toward spiritual realities.
\

After a chapter on the difficulties attending religious doubt, and another
|

on the consequences of if, the author proceeds to his most congenial task
|

and his most successful effort in the long and useful chapter on "The Vic- i

tory over Doubt." For conquering doubt the first thing he emphasizes is ]

the importance of not growing morbid over doubts. These cond is the
|

realization that our doubts are neither new nor original. The third is an I

enlightened perception of the inconceivable vastness of created things. |

The fourth is the cultivation of simple conceptions of religion. The fifth

is the pursuit of goodness. 3Irs. Stowe said, " The best Avay to get rid

of doubts in religion is to go and practice what we don't doubt." Alex-

ander Dumas said, "Genius cannot explain God, but goodness proves

him." Reverent obedience to conscience is a most effectual means for |

promoting and strengthening faith. The determination to do right i

prayerfully will lead to the peace of God and the light of clear convictions.
j

The best way of understanding religion is to practice it. It cannot be

wholly proved by argument; the way to grasp its reality is to take it into

our hearts and test it and prove it by living it. The author's sixth pre-

scription for removing doubt is the confession by intelligent Christians of

the many difficulties left unsolved even by fiiith. Christianity docs not

pretend to solve all the riddles of the human mind and heart. Christ left

lAany questions unilluminated and unnoticed. Darkness and mystery are

about our lot and path, and to a large degree God hides himself. Attempts
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to demonstrate the indemonstrable, or explain the inexplicable, fail and

c.nly intensify the doubts of the thoughtful. It is better frankly to con-

fiM our ignorance of many things than to pretend to a knowledge we have

not. The seventh aid for overcoming doubt in the world is the manifes-

tuiion of spirituality, zeal, power, and all evidences of strong conviction

ou the part of the Christian Church. [If the Church is too much identi-

fiinl with, and controlled by, the State it is likely to be secularized and

unspiritualized. If religion appears as nothing more than a selfish desire

for personal salvation, a prudential insurance against hell, it will not

roinmand respect.] The eighth method by which the Church may
djjninish doubt is by that liberality of spirit and largeness of heart which

naturally goes with true spirituality. Kinth, the learning of the truth

in religion, as in everything else, requires effort ou the part of the learner.

Tenth, the exercise of the will is necessary to put ourselves among the

Avociatious and under the influences and in reach of the teachings best

.'i(l!i])tcd to develop and encourage faith. Eleventh, the refusal to be so

completely absorbed and consumed by other things as to have no time or

attention to give to the affairs of the soul. Twelfth, the most important

of all requisites for winning the victory over doubt is tlie assiduous culti-

\-ntion of the spiritual faculties. For this cultivation three things are

primarily necessary: first, the distinct acknowledgment of God as the

primal source of man's spiritual nature; second, remembrance of the

fact that spiritual air, spiritual nourishment, and spiritual exercise are

iucc!?sary for the life and growth of the spiritual nature of man; and,

third, patient and painstaking attention to spiritual truths and facts.

*' Hardly any faculty is more important," said Bishop Butler, "for the

intellectual progress of man, than attention." It is equally necessary for

spiritual progress and a clear knowledge of the truth as it is in Christ.

A good index finishes the book, which will be seen, from our meager

analysis of parts of it, to be an intelligent and effective treatment of its

kuliject.

L(f<T<i(i(rc o/ Tlieology. A ClassIQed Bibliography of TLeolofrical and General Religious

Mttnituro. By John Fletcher HrRST. 8vo. pp. 757. New York : Hunt 4 Eaton. Cln-

cIunHtl : Cranston & Curts. Price, cloth, $4.

It is only the broadest and most experienced scholarship that can sur-

*<'y the whole field of existing literature in any department of knowledge,

{K'rct'ive the one thing which is lacking to complete that literature, or to

"inkc the huge mass thereof quickly accessible and available, and confer

^ iif:w and original benefit upon mankind by supplying the thing which
I'-^s lK!en lacking. This is what Bishop Htirst has done in the volume be-

^-Te us. It is a classified and exhaustive list of the best and most desirable

*»ooks in theology and general religious literature, published up to date in

'Ire.it Britain, the United States, and the Dominion of Canada, giving

«1h' size of each book, when, where, and by whom published, and the
price. Bishop Hurst's B'Miotheca. Theologicn, issued in 1882, is out of

print. The present work, similar in character, is altogether superior in

'^'ope and magnitude, in accuracy, fullness, and practical convenience.
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Some of the considerations which have impelled the author to undertakehe great labor involved in the preparation of this book are indicatedby b.m m he Preface: ''That the average librar, of the Christian lavman and of the minister of the Gospel is poor beyond words is a lament-
able fact. Many of the books are of such inferior authorship as to unfitthem for even storage in any home of people either intelligent or hopin..
to be mtelbgent. Such books have drifted in because they are mdT.^twith glarmg and realistic pictures, or are bound in captivating sheep^o
c. If, or are presented by well-meaning friends, or have been^bought inlots at auction under the hallucination of cheapness, or because of^omeo her apology for the existence of the trash. If two thirds of the shelvesof the typical domestic library were emptied of their burden, and choicebooks pu in their stead, there would be a reformation in intelligence andthought throughout the civilized world. A poor book is dear, and agood one cheap, at any cost. One's best book is that which trelts bestthe subject on which one most needs light, and which one can get onlyby planning by seeking, and often by sacrificing. One such book isworth more than all the diamonds of Golcondaor the pearls of Tuticorinand sweeter than all the perfumes of Araby the Blest. It is a friend for
al seasons, and remains true to the eighties and beyond, if they come.
Better one shelf of such treasures than a shipload of literary Jriftin^sfrom the dead pyramids of publishers wlio sell slowly and of autho'Iswho fail quickly. Tlie autlior of the LiUrature of Theology dares not
flatter himself that he can persuade many possessors of poor collections
of books to reform them; but if he can lead some of those who are form-ing their hbraries. who are looking into the future for the^'^ossession of
treasures in books, to select well, to buy only the best, and to make a
wise search for special information in general libraries, the disappoint-
ments and agonies of at least one friend of books, and friend of all who
find friends in books, will not have been in vain." Bishop Hurst hns
rendered not now by any means for the first time, a great service to the
cause of learning and to all students of theological or religious literature.
If his book shall be properly brought to the attention of the lar.^e and
ever-multiplying class who need and would eagerly welcome it, it will be
assured a long, large, and general sale, north and south, east and west
in this and in other countries, and among Christians of all denominations'
±.specially, no young minister of any Churcli can afiord to set out upon
the work of gatliering a library without the wise guidance of this practi-
cal cyclopedia of religious literature. If he goes on without it he will
almost certainly waste, in a very short time, double, treble, quadruple
the cost of this book. A word to the wise is sufficient, and we make no
special charge for it. i

PP.xll.3,^S. Boston: The Christian Witness Co. Price, cloth, $1.
> ^- ^ ^

|Dr. Daniel Steele, who has been called our American Pletcher, is one of |the most widely known and higlily valued writers of modern times on the
'

fHeme of scriptural holiness, which forms the topic of the present volume. J
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•x of several others from his pen. So it scarcely needs to be said that

this book is thoroughly orthodox, highly spiritual, and written out of

iiiuc-h fullness of knowledge both of the Bil>le and of Christian experience.

It contains many pages from which it would be pleasant and profitable

to quote at length. AVe must content ourselves with a few sentences:

"There are two ways of professing holiness—the wise and the proper

way, and the ostentatious and distasteful way. Christ did not say in a

hold and offensive style, ' I am perfectly holy.' He might with truth

have used these words, but he would have been needlessly beclouding his

own humility and laying stumbling-blocks in the way of his hearers. At

this point some modern advocates of Christian perfection arc at fault.

In set phrase they profess more holiness in half an hour than Jesus Christ

did in all his life." "Professors of heart purity, especially those who

jwssociate themselves together almost exclusively, are in danger of taking

on some of these unamiable qualities [tartness, sourness, envy, censorious-

Dc-ss, self-conceit, headstrongness], and of cherishing uncharhable feelings

toward those Christians whose weaker wings of faith have not borne them

up to the Pisgah tops of grace. As a safeguard against this peril we

recommend a frequent and searching self-examination, with this chapter

[1 Cor. xiii] as a touchstone." " Tliis sorting of Christians into two kinds,

the sclf-crucificd and those in whom self lives, the wholly and the partially

sanctified, is a delicate business, for which only an inspired apostle is com-

jx'tent." "Ever-increasing love is ever-increasing spiritual discernment

of the true nature, good or bad, of each circumstance, case, or object which

experience may present. A sensitively correct moral perception cannot be

loo highly prized. It is the gift of the Holy Spirit improved and inten-

si.'icd by use. ... If there is a moral clement at tl:^bottom of all these

apparently trivial choices it is evident that it is the design of God that

wc should acquire a spiritual perspicuity sharp enough to discern it."

"It is perilous to read more into the divine promises than the spirit of

inspiration intended." These cautions are good and greatly needed.

This book is by no means one for the unthinking, who wish only warm

exhortation. It is in many respects a very learned volume; Greek words,

ami quotations from Greek grammars, al)Ound, and a great deal is made

of Greek tenses and compounds, of aorists and perfects and prepositions.

Dr. Steele's scholarship flourishes luxuriantly in the paths of Greek. As
to v.-h;it that perfection is which can be realized in this life, he says :

" I do

>i'H think it is an ideal perfection." He calls it "perfect love," and de-

fines tliat phrase by saying it is to love God with all the heart, mind, and

strength. He tells us that love "may be perfect in kind, that is, free

^rom all impurities, but.it can never be perfect in degree." " By perfect

I'jvc we mean pure love. It is perfect in kind, but is capable of infinite

increase." The diHercncc in the love, or faith, or holiness of the babe in

Hirist and the njatnre Christian is in quantity, not in quality—in degree,

»i"t in kind. Wesley states this matter very clearly in liis sermon ou

" Patience," which, being published in 17S1, near the close of his life, may
1 e taken to represent his ripest views. He says :

" JIany persons . . . have
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hot spoken warily upon tliis head, not according to the oracles of God.

They have spoken of the work of sanctification, taking the word in its full

sense, as if it were quite of another kind—as if it differed entirely from that

which is wrought in justification. But this is a great and dangerous mis-
|

take, and has a natural ttudeucy to make us undervalue that glorious work I

of God which was wrought in us when we were justified. . . , There is, in
]

that hour, a general chauge from inward sinfulness to inward holiness. |

The love of the creature is changed to the love of the Creator ; the love of \

the world into the love of God. Earthly desires . . . are in that instant \

changed, by the mighty power of God, into heavenly desires, ... It [entire i

sanctification] does not imply any new hiyid of holiness—let no man im-
|

agine this. Love is the sum of Christian sanctification ; it is the one lind
|

of holiness which is found, only in various degrees^ in the believers '|

who are distinguished by St. John into ' little children, young men, and a

fathers.' ... In the same proportion as he [the babe in Christ] grows in |

faith, he grows in holiness; he increases in love, loveliness, meekness, in I

every part of the image of God." This statement, we think, must com- I

mend itself to the sober common sense of most. Divine love is always
|

perfect in kind. The degrees of holiness possessed by a believer, de- I

pending on a number of conditions, will vary greatly according to the 'j

stage of his progress. But the capacity, as Dr. Steele clearly intimates,
|

is to go on increasing forever. The reputation of the author as a writer
|

upon such topics has secured for this book already a large sale. The i

fifth thousand in now out.
|

Why I am Not an Agnostic. By E. D, Smith, Ph.D. 12mo, pp. 55. Philadelphia: Lu- i

themn Publication Society. Price, paper, 20 cents.
|

Dr. Smith is a member of the North Ohio Conference, having come to
|

us from the ministry of the Lutheran Church, in which he was known as
|

a man of mind and scholarship. His little book is a trenchant and forci- 5

ble reply to a certain peripatetic platform blasphemer's lecture on ""SVhy f

I am an Agnostic." These five chapters prove the author to be thor

oughly familiar w^th the ground he traverses. His five reasons for not ?

being an agnostic are: First, because the agnostic theorj' of the origin of |

life is, according to his experimental method, utterly without any ob- \

served facts or experimental results to warrant it; second, because the |

agnostic's theory of the origin of man is as baseless as his theory of the |

origin of life; third, because the agnostic will not admit all the conclu- i

sions to which he is led on the supposition that his hypothesis is demon- \

strated or demonstrable; fourth, because the history of the world for
|

sixty centuries has been unfolding under the controlling influence of |

three great Christian ideas—Freedom, Immortality, and God; fifth, be

cause the orthodox creed is the aggregate of the great truths of the Scrip- 5

tures, and because the Scriptures themselves set forth their truth on

scientific principles. In the five chapters these rea-sons are amplified and
their propositions solidly substantiated with vigor and skill. A more in- \

cisivc and cogent argument against agnosticism we do not remember to

have seen in so small a compass. We heartily commend it.
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PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

VnQwxr^A Gate^, and Other Poems. By Thomas Bailey Aldrich. 12mo, pp. 121.

Ikston aud New York : Houghton, Mifflia i Co. Price, clolh, $lJJo.

W. D. Howells, iu Harper^ Monthly last Xovember, wrote of "Literary

lV>ston Thirty Years Ago." Aldrich was there theu, with a ripe literary

Tfputatioa iu prose and verse, as editor of Every Saturday. How far it is

Iruk to "Baby Bell" and " Marjorie Daw" we do not know; but the

years are so many that in the prelude to this latest bundle of verse the

ji.M.-t writes as if he were in sight of the time when the voices, visions,

jiM'-i dreams which came to him iu youth and middle life from the sea and
tlio woods, the flowers and the winds, and amid the city's din, may fly

ntul die iu the dull aud heavy days of age, empty of such music and light

n!!(l gladness. The little volume before us gives lovely proof that " the

j!ii,'lit of the Muse" is yet some way off in the future. Aldricli is a

d.-^intj aud exquisite artist; not one of those who paint with a broom and

lliink success measured by the amount of acreage one can besmear with

violent aud vociferous colors, but an artist so deft and delicate that

le could "paint, fold for fold, on the limbs of Titania, the woven air of

I'asimiere." "Unguarded Gates" is a warning against the dangers aris-

ing from unrestricted immigration

:

Liberty, white Goddess ! is it well

To leave the gates unguarded? On thy breast

Fold Sorrow's cliildren, soothe the hurts of fate,

Lift the downtrodden, but with hand of steel

Slay those who to thy sacred portals come

To waste the gifts of freedom. Have a care

Lest from thy brow the clustered stars be torn

And trampled in the dust. For so of old

The thronging Goth and Yandal trampled Rome,

And where the temples of tlie Ctesars stood

The lean wolf unmolested made her lair.

Hero and there in this volume arc signs that our poet has not forgotten

the Orient, that region of dreams where all things are possible, natural,

"fid permissible, whose charms, mostly imaginary, have fascinated the

\>'xU from time immemorial. Aldrich has painted many a rich aud dainty

J'icture of the East, among which one always comes back to us when we
thi:ik of Aldrich or the Orient—that "Prelude" in which he told liow

H.issaii Ben Abdul sat aud discoursed at the Ivory Gate of Bagdad, wliilc

J^ii nianner of j)crsons stopped and drew near to listen—four Arab boys, a

*f!»ter-seller, a jet-black eunuch, a merchandising Jew, a glittering jeweler,

*ad two blind mendicants

:

And if the Khaleef had been riding near.

Re would liave stopped to listen like the rest,

For Hassan's fame was ripe in all the East.

From white-walled Cairo to far Ispahnii,

From Mecca to Damascus he was known,
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Hassan, the Arab with tlie singing heart.

His songs were simg by boatmen on the Nile,

By Bcddowec mnidens and in Tartar camps.

While all men loved liim as they loved their eyes;

And when lie spake, the wisest, next to him,

"Was he who listened.

It were easy to show by a hundred quotations from this latest volume of

his verse that Aldrich is still Aldrich. Take this about the fire on the

hearth

:

Along the still damp apple wood

A little flame ran that chirped like a bird

—

Some wren's ghost haunting the familiar bough.

Take this picture

:

The bleak New England road
;
the level boughs

Like bars of iron across the setting sun;

The gray, ribbed clouds piled up against the west;

The windows splashed with frost ; the firelit room.

And in the antique chair that slight girl-shape,

The auburn braid about the saintly brows

Making a nimbus, and she white as snow.

Take from " "White Edith " this about the fate of a young queen who long

ago, "in the savage childhood of this world," reigned but for one single

day, and then

Ere yet the dawn its gleaming edge lay bare

Like to the burnished ax's subtle edge.

She, from her sleep's caresses roughly torn.

The meek eyes blinking in the torches' glare,

"Upon a scaffold for lier glory paid

Her cheeks' two roses. For it so befell

That from the Northland tliere was come a prince,

"W^ith a great clat^h of shields and trailing spears

Through the black portals of the breathless night,

To claim the scepter. He no less would take

Than those same roses for his usury.

What less, in faith ! The throne was rightly his

Of that Eca-girdied isle; so to the block

Needs go the ringlets and the white swan throat.

A touch of steel, a sudden darkness, then

Blue heaven and all the hymning angel choir.

Saying that Grecian myths and other classic fictions do not beguile him
as they did in youth, he writes:

Andromeda, in fetters by the sea,

Star-palo with anguish till young Perseus came,

Less moves me with her suffering than she,

The slina girl figure fettered to dark shame,

That nightly haunts the park, there, like a shade,
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Trailing her wretchedness from street to street

See where she passes—neither wife nor maid.

How all more liction crumbles at her feet!

Here is woe's self, and not the mask of woe.

Having been born by the sea in the qiuiint old town of Portsnaoutb,

N. H., where the scene of his "Story of a Bad Boy" is laid, Aldrich

lajs:
The first world, sound that fell upon my ear

Was that of the great winds along the coast

Crushing the deep-sea beryl on the rocks

—

The distant breakers' sullen cannonade.

.\nfl he thinks it would be fit if the last earthly sound to reach his ears

jliould be "some message blown over the dim salt lands that fringe the

ron-st," just when "the dawn, illumining the purple waves, turns the gray

pools and willow stems to gold." What the sea always does to a man
whose boyhood was familiar with it is manifest in the sonnet, " Outward

Bound:"
I leave behind me the elm-shadowed square

And carven portals of the silent street,

And wander on with listless, vagrant feet

Through seaward-leading alleys, till the air

Smells of the sea, and straightway then the care

Slips from my heart, and life is once more sweet.

At the lane's ending lie the v.-hite-wiiiged fleet.

restless Fancy, whither woiildst thou fare ?

Here are brave pinions that shall take thee far

—

Gaunt hulks of Norway; ships of red Ceylon;

Slim-masted lovers of the blue Azores!

'Tis but an instant hence to Zanzibar,

Or to the regions of tlie midnight sun :

Ionian isles are thine, and all the fairy shores.

Ahlrich has the purely artistic temperament; he is a poet and no preacher.

Triith requires us to say that in his always delectable verse we have the
frr-c play of au exquisitely cultivated a?sthetic sense, trained to facile and
doj^ant expression, but unpledged to moral industries. He has given
nnich pure and refined pleasure to his fellow-men, and in his poetry there

»» nothing harmful or depressing. lie has no liking for those pessimistic

po<-ts who have

Trained their Pegasus to draw a hearse

Through endless avenues of drooping verse.

'*^r Iruhtslrlal Utopia, and its Unhappy Citizens:. By David Hilton Wheeler. 12mo,
tP- S41. Chicago : A. C. McCu'ro & Co. Price, cloth, $1.25.

This book will sen'e several good purposes; it will operate as a cor-

'Ttivc of many erroneous notions widely prevalent; it will help to
restore a healthy tone to a depressed and demoralized public feeling

^''f^pecting the social situation; and it will put its readers in possession
^f mucli really valuable information. Yet it will fail to do all the good
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it ought to do. The class to whom it wouhl be the most beneficial will not

largely read it, as they are apt to scrupulously avoid the light on certain

subjects. Some of this class who do read it will use portions of it, we
fear, to "point a moral," if not to "adorn a tale," by quoting its "atro-

cious sentiments " to disapproving audiences. Some of our pessimistic

teachers would have us believe tliat present social conditions are as bad

as they can be and are daily growing worse! Dr. Wheeler does not goto

the other extreme of showing that all things are perfect and steadily

getting better, but he does give us good reason for believing that there

is a general upward tendency with still ample opportunity for both

further advance and accelerated rate of progress. The author is hardly

as clear as he might be as to the precise limits and character of "Our
Utopia," but if we rightly apprehend him it is the stage of civilization

wc have now reached and which is characterized by an abundance of 1

superfluities for all classes of society. If not the exact realization of 3

Sir Thomas Flore's ideal it is such an approach toward it as to suggest 1

its possibility, if not its practicability—in neither of which did More 5

himself have any positive faith, as his term Utopia, meaning noirherc, i

indicates. In successive chapters the author discourses with great eflec- {

tiveness on such subjects as supci-fluity and unhappiness in Utopia,
|

competition, capital, labor, and wages, government, ethics of Indus- '|

try, etc. His position is decidedly conservative, yet he is frankly open
\

to fresh lines of thought developed in recent discussions, and his views
J

are so forcibly set fortli as to challenge consideration. The term"su-
|

perfliiitics " appears with a meaning somewhat out of range of its ordi- 3

nary acceptation. "With him it is whatever pertains to the common
welfare and yet is above the actual necessities of life. Most people re-

gard it as covering those things not only that we could do without, but

that we could s])are about as well as not. We have, however, no one

word to substitute as standing for such utilities as lie between neces-

saries and luxuries. " Comforts " and " conveniences " are frequently used

to fill their space ; but there is a vagueness about them which makes them

unsatisfactory. Necessity is itself a rather clastic term, and there are

very few people who realize how little is absolutely essential to the keej)-

ing of life and health in good condition. Tlie author holds that it is not

so much the necessaries of life for which the great majority of men are

struggling, but the superfluities, and that, too, properly enough. Never-

theless, many readers will feel that he has fixed too low the line Avhere

necessaries end and superfluities begin. The strictures on the clamor

against competition arc very strong and not altogether untimely. There is

no doubt about the waste and harshness and the frequent cruelty attendant

upon rivalry in business. There is scarcely any field in which human
selfishness has so large room and such gi'cat inducements for its operation

as here. So obvious is this that even among men of only moderately ad-

vanced views it has seemed that it must wholly cease to be an operative

principle in any wholesome industrial system. Yet so deeply is it im-

planted in the whole nature of things that reason seems to demand its
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rclcation in some form. Nor in all the assaults made upon it has there

vet apiK'iired any efficient substitute for it. It is not inconceivable that

ij niiiy be retained and yet so modified in its operation as to be freed

from all its vicious eilects. Still, we suspect that our author may have

failed to recognize all the evils that belong to competition as it now
prvseiits itself in the industrial world. There is, liowever, food for

t!i.)Uglit in the suggestion of the moral superiority of the communities

in which competition largely prevails over those in which it is feeble.

There is very much valuable truth in what is said concerning the re-

i.Alion of the government to industrial affairs. Paternalism symbolizes

not a very reasonable principle in the state of any people. This is

nimctiuics carried or sought to be carried to a preposterous extent,

lliit legislative interference may be legitimate and yet stop far sliort of

thnt. It may and unquestionably often does restrict and suppress certain

rrying evils in the relations of employers and workmen. The long series

«>f factory acts in Great Britain and similar action by our own State

li'ijislators testify to this end, though there is yet much to be desired in

sliis line. "\Ve do not understand Dr. Wheeler to deny this, and yet it is

jiKsiblc that here, as in the question of competition, !ic is incliued to leave

ir-j nuich to the operation of natural law. A considerable class of readers

will dissent from Sume of the author's views on the subject of trusts.

lie describes with clearness and force the great gain to the community
liiat is possible to flow from the formation of these large combinations.

These cannot be gainsaid, though they are very liable to be overlooked

by superficial thinkers. So, too, he speaks wisely on the natural barriers

ttgriiiist many of the evil liabilities involved. Yet the peril to society of

putting such vast power in the hands of irresponsible men is not so fully

itulicated as seems desirable. The opportunity for oppressing the weak
and working the ruin of honorable competitors, and that, too, otherwise

t!mn within legitimate economic limits, is exceedingly great, and it is not

•onccivable that some will not take tliis sinister advantage. It is, more-
"VI.T, evident, after discounting to a reasonable extent such testimony as

J^.ay be inspired by partisan and prejudiced motives, that there have been
loinc appalling rascalities perpetrated in the operation of the great trusts.

The author deals trenchantly with the false social and economic views
»'-> widely prevalent, and deftly jmnctures many a bubble j^opularly pre-

*nn!ed to contain solid instead of gaseous matter. The functions of

c:il>ital are ably set forth. "We are made to see that it is not, as it is

'•»blfd to be, the employer of labor, and therefore the cause of all the
•*o{-3 experienced by the latter, but rather that both it and labor are em-
ployed by the manager or erdrepreneur. Notable, too, is his approval
*>' the tlieory concerning land that it has no value except what has been
pUi, into it by labor, which of itself is a refutation of Henry George's
•loctrine of government ownership and the single tax. The great ad-
v-tatages to industrial society of accumulated wealth by individuals, so

•^'horrent in the socialistic mind, are made very obvious. The distinction
ttUvcen moral and economic disorders, a source of per2>etual confusion to
H—FIFTH SEKIES, VOL. XII.
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many minds, is well drawn. Another subject about which mucli obfusca-

tion exists, and tliat, too, in minds otherwise well informed, is that of self-

interest and selfishness. It does not follow, as Dr. Wheeler aptly remind.^

us, that because self-interest is one of the chief springs of action in in-

dustrial enterprise, therefore this is the same as selfishness, or that any

form of pure selfishness is to be aj)proved. The book as a whole is sug-

gestive and stimulating. Dr. "Wheeler's style is not only clear, it is al'jo

attractive. There is pleasure as well as profit in reading him. He lias

poise and range, and the faculty of looking at his subject from many sides.

He is no mere pedant or book-student, but also sufficiently a man of af-

fairs to perceive the practical bearing of theories and things.

The Principles of Rhctnric. By Adams Sherman Hill, Boylston Professor of Rhetoric

and Oratory lu Harvard College. New edition, revised and eularf^ed. 12rao, pp. I"!.

New York : Harijer & Brothers. Price, cloth, S1.20.

This work, intended for " advanced students of English composition,

"

may well be brought to the attention of the clerical readere of our Jit-

tieic. First published in 187S, it was even then accepted as a compacted,

comprehensive, and wholly modern statement of the princi])lcs under-

lying the proper use of our English tongue. In this new edition it lias

probably no superior as a convenient and practical manual for rhetor-

ical study. Some elementary matter has been omitted ; one or two new

chapters have been added ; the book has been in part rewritten and rear-

ranged; the illustrative quotations have been made more numerous; and

altogether there are one hundred and twenty-eight more pages in tliis

edition than in that of 1S78; while the index at the end is a model of

completeness, filling thirty-one pages. But the distinctive feature of the

work, and that which renders it more interesting and readable, as v/cU a^

more instructive, than any treatise of the kind which we remember t"

have read, is the free and skillful use of practical illustrations. Mo?r of

them are taken from the writings of acknowledged masters of English:

and a footnote gives the name of the particular work from which each

quotation is drawn. These illustrations occupy at least one half of tlie

book and emphasize the various principles which the author advances.

Several of them fill more than a page of small type; most of them are of

interest in themselves, independent of their utility as examples of c(ir-

rcct or careless writing; and many will revive pleasant memories ami

rekindle old literary friendships. That the book has been revised up tu

date is attested by the fact that it contains no loss than six such quota-

tions from ]\Irs. Ward's Marcella. We have called the attention of our

clerical readers to this work with a purpose. The author deSn'.-

rhetoric as "the art of efBcient communication by language," and add-.

"It is not one of several arts out of which a choice may be made; it i'=

the art to the principles of which, consciously or unconsciously, a go'i

writer or speaker must conform." Now here lies the point. The truth i^

that few writers or speakers do " unconsciously " make the most of thoir

opportunities; and preachers are no exception to this statement. L;i:i-

guagc is their one means of communication with their congregations, their
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one vcliicle for the expression of tlie truth committed to them, their one

:!i'tnian.'nt for the persuasion of men und the uplifting of humanity; and

i: is ihcir solemn duty to use it with all the force and effectiveness Avhich

ib'-v tun bring to bear. One may be a successful merchant, a skillful sur-

fjcoii, uu eminent artist, a famous general, or even a great statesman,

*;ih<>ut a facile and forceful use of his mother tongue; but it becomes

Jic minister of Jesus Christ to deliver his message in simple, direct, vig-

t->u3 language, and with all the convincing power of orderly arrangement

St. 1 of proper emphasis upon vital points. We especially recommend the

rh:>pters in this book on " Exposition " and " Argument." Incidentally,

v\\ without any intention of revealing editorial secrets, we suggest that

ihe study of this or some similar work might often add considerably to

the interest and value of the contributed portion of the lieview.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

I".',c Hu'juenots and the licvocation of the Edict of Nantes. By Hexrt M. Baird, Pro
f.-ik)r 1u the University of tbe City of New York; Autlior of Tlie Historij of the Fdsc of

tlu- lliigucnots of France, ami of Tlic ITwjuenots and Ilenrji of Navarre. With Maps.

Two Volumes. 8vo, pp. xxviii, 506, xix, 60i. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. Price,

rloth, S7.r,0.

These volumes, as is shown by the above transcription from the title-

yv^c, form a sequel to two previous works by the same author, the one

jitiMislied in 1879, the other in 188G. Together, they constitute a con-

uictod history of the Protestants of France " down to the full recognition

<'f Protestantism by Napoleon Bonaparte, as First Consul, in the second

y-'ir of the nineteenth century," and represent "the conclusion of his-

torical studies that weie begun more than thirty years ago." Many of

'ur readers will recognize Dr. Baird at once as an old-time friend.

Thougli a Presbyterian, he has frequently contributed to the Review, in-

"liioed, initially, thereto by the close friendship existing between liim and

Dr. Whedon. In the number for October, 1857, soon after Dr. Whedon's
rt'-ce<siuu to the editorship, we find his first article; in that for Septem-

'"•r. 1S94, we find his last; and, in all, nineteen articles from his pen have

'i'i"-;'red in its pages. About half of these are on classical themes, upon
•T!iich the author, a veteran Greek professor, is easily at home. But just

t::irty years ago, in the lieview for January, 186G, almost at the beginning

"f the researches which have culminated in his historical trilogy, ap-

j-:,ired an article on " Bossuet as a Persecutor; " and, at intervals since,

•Jc has contributed other articles suggested by materials that had accum-

"••ited in his study of ancient documents and records bearing upon
the lluguc'iiots. Xor did he hit upon the subject for his great work by

^''f^idcnt. His calling and election to it, indeed, seem clearly an instance

''f predestination, reinforced by all the laws of heredity and early associa-

tion; for Dr. Baird, as is indicated by his name, is of Huguenot ancestry

J«;inself. and his father, the PiCV. Robert Baird, D.D., was the autlior,

"taong other works, of a History of the Waldeiises, Albi<jei\ses, and Vau-
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doU, while his brother, the late Rev. Dr. Charles Washington Baird, pub-

lished in 1885 a valuable Uktory of the Uuguenot Emigration to America.

The present volumes, while essentially a continuation of the author's 1

> preceding works, may still be read as au independent history. They 1

begin with the accession of the boy Louis XIU in IGIO, twelve years after i

the signing of the Edict of Nantes by Henry IV. "When that edict hud I

been obtained the Huguenots, says Dr. Baird, "fe^ themselves warranted
|

in looking for^s^ard with some degree of confidence to a long period of |

quiet and prosperity, under the protection of a law expressly declared
j

to be perpetual and irrevocable. . . . The edict was not, however, a proc- I

lamation of equal rights to the professors of all Christian creeds: this k

was its weak point. The Reformed religion was not recognized as en-
|

titled to the same consideration as the Roman Catholic. The latter was -1

tacitly accepted as the religion of the State as a whole, the traditional and
|

better religion, into conformity with which it was desired and it was I

hoped that all tlie king's subjects would ultimately be brought. By the

side of this State religion and in its shadow the Protestant religion might

stand, and for its security many equitable provisions were enacted. Yet

it stood an inferior and with infeiior rights. . . . But the exercises of the

Protestant worship were ' lawful ' within certain limits, and for the peace-

ful 7iiaintenance of these exercises all tlie authority of the crown was

solemnly pledged." This assumed superiority of the Catholic faith and

the tacit understanding of the Catholic leaders that Protestantism was to

be " tolerated" only until its adherents could be brought, by fair means

or foul, within the fokl of the Church constitute the keynote of the reli-

gious history of France during the succeeding two centuries. So long as

Henry of Navarre still lived little, indeed, could be accomplished. Bat

with the accession of Louis XHI began a period of ever-increasing in-

trigue, treachery, cruelty, and persecution, culminating in the revocation

of the edict by Louis XIY in 1685. That this consummation was so long

delayed is due largelj' to the fact that the Huguenots, while constituting

"but a small minority of the entire population of France," were ''so

massed in certain parts of the country as to exert an influence which could

not be overlooked or misunderstood." Under Louis XHI occurred the

suppression of the Protestants of the province of Beam and the three

Huguenot wars ending with the fall of La Rochclle, the Huguenot strong-

hold. The two great aims of Richelieu's policy were the extinction of

the Protestants in France and the overthrow of the power of Austria.

Of the two, however, the latter was far the stronger and more impera-

tive, and necessitated at times the subordination and postponement of the

other, as well as half-hearted alliances with Gustavus Adolphus and the

Protestants of Germany, so that, under his rule, as well as under that of

Louis XIV and Cardinal INIazarin, the Huguenots enjoyed, on the whole,

in spite of much persecution and oppression, a comparative repose anil

prosperity. But with the death of JLazarin in IGGl commences a period

of accelerated misfortune and disaster. Little by little the privileges of

the Huguenots are invaded, their riijhts disre^Tcarded, and their liberties
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it'fiiiigcd. Protestant communities are robbed of their civic prerogatives,

I'ri.tfstiiut churches are closed and destroyed, Protestant pastors mal-

tt.-.ited and murdered. Isaac Homel, an " old man of seventy-two years,

i-f which lie had spent forty-two in the exemplary discharge of his duties

&, a minister of the Gospel," was sentenced to be broken on the wheel.

I,<'t the reader who docs not know exactly what that means consult any

;.>r"o dictionary. " The agony produced by the most excriiciating of all

modes of execution known to a bloodthirsty legislation was enhanced by

\\\i\ malice which purposely delayedjjthe last and most merciful blow that

^!lould end his misery." Forced " conversions " are made at the point of

ihc fiword. "Harassed by importunity, wearied in body and mind, vexed

by the loss of property ruthlessly destroyed before their very eyes, dis-

Irr.ctcd by the outrages done to themselves, still more by the dastardly

rutragc-s done to their wives and children whom they were power-

less to defend save by the utterance of the fatal words of submis-

sion, and seeing all these things done in the name of the king, in obedi-

i-nrc, as it would seem, to his commands," Protestants pretended to

ii!>jiirc their religion. " That their submission was involuntary and in-

liiiccrc they did not conceal, and could not have concealed had they

ilc-sircd to do so." And all this before the formal revocation of the edict,

v.hilc the Protestant worship was still nominally under the protection of

tiif^ crown! "Want of space prevents us dwelling, even briefly, upon the

riTull of the edict by Louis XIV; the cruelties and heartbreaks and

wrcteliedness of the period of the exile; the desperate struggle of the

<":»rni.sards of the Cevonnes; the churclies of the "Desert"—conventicles

'tp'tly held in secluded places in forest and mountain and valley, the

l-irtial relief aHordcd by the edict of Louis X^T; and the full restora-

tion of civil and religious liberty granted by the first Xapoleon. " Ex-

'-.'ting an influence out of all proportion to their numbers," says Professor

i!:iird, "the descendants of the Huguenots shape, to no inconsiderable

cxt( nt, the policy of a nation that scarcely appreciates as
.
yet the service

wliith those men of firm and loyal principle rendered to France in the

pisl or the service which their successors are capable of rendering to

I'nuice in the future. . . . After the fall of President MacMahon, in

5^^i>, a majority of the ministers—five out of ten—were Protestants, and
fr-in that time to this the Protestant representation in the chief councils

<'f tlie nation has never been small. It has, indeed, been urged as a

rn./vauce that in those branches of the administration that specially call

' 'r high intellectual culture Protestants have appropriated a share to

•"hi.-h they are not entitled—that a Protestant is the director of the

J-'-raial school, that Protestants are at the head of primary and secondary
" "'.niction, that a Protestant woman presides over the school of Sfevres,

't Protestant generals direct the polytechnic school and the school of

. ' • r^iilles, and that there are a host of Protestants in the courts of law, as

; .(i;^(.s, counselors, and ofiicers." These volumes adequately relate the

''ry of a great national tragedy—a tragedy second to none in modern
•.iJ:n-.s, unless it be to that now being enacted in Armenia. Professor
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Baird has rather undertold the story than overstated it. There is a
.
sobriety m his judgments, a moderation in l.is style, a reserve aud repres-
sion in the whole narrative that reveal a dispassionate seekinr. for the
truth and a couscieutious endeavor not to overcolor the picture If re
hgious motives are occasionally emphasized at some expense to uuderlv
lug political motive, it is due largely to the nature and limitations of the
subject. We advise our friends to read the work,

Vavcn of the. American Socict,, of Church Histoni. Vol. VII. Edited by R«v ^orrrr

This paper-covered volume contains the secretary's report of the seventh
annual meeting of the society, held in Washington, D. C, December 27and 2S, 1894; a bibliography of works interesting to students of Cliurch
history published in 1893 and 1894 ; a paper by Professor Georc-e P Fisl.er
of 1 ale University, on "Dr. SchafI as a Historian;" another bv Rev.'
CIiarlc^_ JI. Small, of Hudson, O., on "Some Elements in the Makin- of
the L nited States

;
" and a third by Professor John Lewis E well, of Howard

University, on -Judge Samuel Se^^aU (1653-1730), a Tvpical 3Ias<=a-
chusetts Piiritan." A list of members of the society and of deceas;d
niem]>ers follows.

_

The list of works bearing in some degree on Church
history, issued within two years, fills 225 pages. The officers of the
society are: President, Bishop J. F. Hui-st; vice presidents. Professors
H. ^^I- Baird. G. P. Fisher, H. E. Jacobs, and Dr. C. C. Tiffany; secre-

r^'^^.' n\ ,

J"^^^^'"^; treasurer, Mr. Barr Ferree; councillors, Drs.T^V. Chalmers, J. M. Buckley, H. C. Tedder, and H. M. McCracken.
Ihe third paper gives interesting glimpses of New England two
hundred years ago. -The august position of the minister in the
Puritan settlement may be illustrated by a sentence from Ezekiel
Rogers, the first pastor of the ueighborincr town of Rowley. .When a stranger ventured to inquire of him, 'Are vou. sir, the pers-.nwho serves here ?

'
he replied, ' I am, sir, the person who rules here ; ' but

that early Puritan ministry of Xew England deserved the profound and
aftectronate respect of their own and of all sul^sequent generations."
louching the witchcraft mania is the following: "Witchcraft was for
centunes the nightmare of Christendom. The nineteen persons executed
u Salem in 1692 seem hardly worthy of mention when we think of the
tens of thousands put to death on the same charge in Europe." Jud^e
bewail recognized negroes and Indians as his own brothers When his
grandson and the daughter of a negro wood-chopper were baptized
together m church he wrote in his diary, - So all are one in Christ "

I:i
1/00 he published a public protest against slaverv in Massachusetts the
closing sentence of which was: « These Ethiojnans, as black as thev are.
seeing they are the Sons and Dau^rhters of the First Adam, the BrJthron
and Sisters of the last Adam, and the Offspring of God; they oui^dit to be
treated with a Respect agreeable." That was in the days when Massa-
chusetts was exporting fish to the West Indies to exchange for molasses,
distilling the molasses into rum, aud sending the rum to Africa to bur
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r=o£:rocs. Negroes arc no longer bought and sold by Americans, but
M:.^-^achusctts is still sending rum to Africa in enormous quantities. This
tjj.ical Puritan was more hospitable to ne%v thouglit two centuries ago
tiiMii some men are now. After expostulating Avith some over what he
r.LMrded as errors Judge Sewall said: "If God should please by them to
ii-.kl forth any light that had not been seen or entertained before, I
.:;.•. -J Id be so far from envying it that I should rejoice in it." On Tues-
.i.iy, February 10, 1708, this Puritan chief justice, then fiftv-six years old,
.|H nt the day in fasting and private prayer, in the upper c-hamber at the
!i.;rt]ieast end of his liouse, closing the shutters next the street, and the
i.iirden of his^-^raying was in part as follows: "Perfect what is lacking
ir, my faith and the faith of my dear yokefellow. Convert my children!
t-|K'cially Samuel and Hannah. Provide rest and settlement for Hannah.
K"cover Mary, save Judith, Elizabeth, and Joseph. Requite the labor of
love of my kinswoman Jane Tappia; give her health, find out rest for
her. Make David a man after thine own heart. Let Susan live and be
b.-\[>ti7.ed with the Holy Ghost and with fire. Steer the government in
this diilicult time, when the governor and many others are so much at
variance. Direct, incline, overrule on the council day, February 12th,
as to the special work of filling the Superior Court with justices,'or any
other things of like nature. Bless the company for the propagation of
'.lie Gospel. Revive the business of religion at Natick, and accept and
i'!<->s John Xeesnumin, who went thither last week for that end. Bless
•-lie South Church. Save the town, college, province. Defend the purity
•f worship. Save this Xew TTorld, that Christ, who is stronger, would bind
':o strong man and spoil his house; and order the word to be given that

l5.i!);.lon is fallen." This godly judge, a high model for the judges of
J^^-day, died comforting himself with the words, "If any man sin we
have an Advocate with the Father, even Jesus Christ the righteous." His
>''Hly for one hundred and sixty years has lain under the trees in the
»lmdow of Park Street Church, in Boston. Of his portrait Whittier wrote:

Tlie face that a cLild would climb to kiss.

True and tender, and brave and just,

Tbat roan raight honor and woman trust.

MISCELLANEOUS.

'^•''<c?7<f«on J?c?ir7ion. By the late Glorge Johx Romanes, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. Second
»;.tion. 12mo, pp. 195. Chicago: The Open Court PuWishing Company. Price, cloth,

^

' -ic first edition of this book was exhausted almost immediately. The
•.;ity of the author, the peculiarities of his religious history, the oscilla-

-'tis of liis niind upon fundamental problems of thought, his undoubted
iKfrity and frankness, gave the public an interest in knowing what

''iirht be the character of his final utterances on the great matters treated
'^ ;his posthumous volume. Most of the papers contained therein were
** bitten during the last winter of his life, and when he died, in the early
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summer of 1894, -were put, by his desire, into the hands of Dr. Charles

Gore, Canon of "Westminster, to be used as he might see fit. Canon Gore,

believing that their publication v.-ould serve the cause of truth, arranged

them as they now appear, accompanied with thirty jiages of introductory

explanation and comment in the "Editor's Preface." These essays and

notes, as the editor says, represent the tendency of a mind from a position

of unbelief in the Christian revelation toward one of belief in it ; a tend-

ency of seeking after God if haply he might feel after him and find hiui.

and not a position of settled orthodoxy. Galileo in the old cathedral at

Pisa watched with absorbed interest the swinging of the lamp amid the

incen^and before the altar of worship; in this book we watch the swing-

ing to and fro of an intellectual pendulum across the greatest subjects of

human thought, sometimes before the altar and sometimes away into

regions where arc no altars and no worship.

IWxvKiroliVf. Xr>t-:.% 1893. A Guide to the Study of tlie Sunday School Lessons, with Oriftlntil

andSelecled Comments, Methods of Teaching, IllustiTttive Stories, Practical Applications,

Notes on Eastern Life, Library Keferences, Maps. Tables, Pictures, and Diagrams. By

Jesse Lyman HirRLBur and Koukrt Rkmmixgtox Doherty. 8vo, pp. 3Si. New York:

Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati : Cranston & Curts. Price, cloth, S1.25.

The first half of the coming year the Sunday school lessons are in the

gospel according to Luke, and the second half in Old Testament history.

It is a joy to read this book, proving, as it does, that in no department of

study and iustructiou, not even in scientific laboratories, or in surgeries,

or in machineries, are facilities, implements, and methods more advanced,

improved, and complete than in the study of Holy Scripture by the aids

furnished in this volume of lUustmtive Notes. It is an orderly storehouse-

of richest materials gathered from the fields of exegesis, history, topog-

raphy, choice literature, and actual life. It makes the Bible luminni;s

and its study fascinating. The book is fnll of pictures, \s\ach. mnke

places and customs, and costumes and dwellings, and tombs and temples,

as vivid and familiar to the reader as if he traveled the sacred lands

and saw those tilings with his own eyes. Tlie maps are clear, accurate,

and ample. And, especially, nothing could be finer than the nearly

three hundred literary illustrations, gathered from choicest sources, in a

wide and varied range of literature. We do not remember ever to have

seen a better voluiue of Sunday School Lesson Helps. Every teacher in

Methodism should have it, and the older scholars as well. And for

Bible study in the home, without reference to the Sunday school, noth-

ing could be better.

Under the Old Elim. By Mary B. Claflin, Author of " Brampton Sketches," "Personal

Recollections of John O. Whittier," " Real IlappeninRS." 16mo, pp. 15(). New York an.

I

Bostou : Thomas Y. Crowell i Co. Price, cloth, flit top, $1.

Mrs, Claflin, the wife of Hon. William Claflin, ex-Governor of Massa-

chusetts, is well known by her earnest and active interest in the promo-

tion of education, literature, and religion. Her books are like the hos))i-

talitics of her home, gracious, graceful, sweet, and engaging, full of mem-

ories and echoes of many distinguished and delightful guests.
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Art. I.—benjamin FRANKLIN CRARY, D.D.

One of the stalwart men who liave done much to shape the

pohcy of western Mctliodisni is misshig from liis place. His

r.MCcstors came from Vermont to Cincinnati about the year

ISOO, that city being then a village of less than a thousand

ill habitants. On his lather's side he was of Scotch-Irish

descent; on his mother's he was Iluguenot and English,

Protestant and Metliodist. His grandfather, John Crary, was

n soldier in tlie Revolution, His grandmother on his father's

Hide was Phoobe Gary, an aunt of the celebrated " Gary sisters."

.Vbout the time Indiana was received into the Union his father,

wliose name was also John, moved to Jennings Gounty, in that

State, where Benjamin was born December 12, 1821. After

remaining there less than a dozen years, amid great hardships,

t'.ic family returned to Gincinnati. The father was a man of

^tcrling integrity, sound judgment, and fervent piety; unfor-

tanatcly he was quite deaf. The mother was also a center of

^'In-istian power. It was the pressure of her guiding hand,

'iio force of her love and genius, that did so much to inspiie

'He noble ambition of her son. The Bible, family altar, and

^K-thodist hymn book were the foundation of that home.

Tiie early education of the boy was received in the public

t<:!iools of Gincinnati. Ilis uncle, Freeman Grant Gary, the

proprietor of the Pleasant Hill Academy, recognized the native

^>ility of the lad and encouraged him to become a pupil in the

''Hlitution. From this school he graduated in 1842. It was
^'on one of tlie best institutions in the "West. Organized in

^2 FIFTH SEUIKS, VOU XII.
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1833, and ^vell equipped witli teachers, it enjoyed uninterrnpted

Buccess until the war cutoff its patronage, many of its students

being from tlie South. In 1846 it was changed into the

" Farmers' College," Freeman Grant Gary becoming its first

president. It is now Belmont College. The academic educa-

tion of the boy, while not broad, was thorough. The very

limitations of liis course of study contributed to accuracy and
|

mastery of detail ; and these characteristics continued with him I

and served him well through all the years of his life. His fine
|

literary taste—to anticipate his future—was traceable to his
|

training in the academy. While not deficient in mathematical
|

power, he took most naturally to the languages, and so thoroughly
^

grounded himself in the Latin, Greek, German, and French
\

that he could read them fluently to the day of his death. Yer-
|

gil and Horace were his favorites. He particularly loved the i

smooth-flowing sentences of the former, and during his last
|

illness would frequently quote from the "JEneid." In his

|

longer editorials and in conversation there was a mildness,
|

grace, and elevation of sentiment readily traced to his love
|

for Yergil. He was also a great reader. Only a few months
|

before his final illness he finished an exhaustive history I

of the Netherlands. The essays of Lamb and ilacaulay and
|

Boswell's Life of Samuel Johnson liad also much to do in
|

forming his 'literary style. He was especially fond of good
j

]>oetry. Burns, Holmes, and Lowell were favorites, but his

|

master spirit was Shakespeare. His mind was exceedingly
|

active. He dug down to the foundation of all the great mod-
^

ern theories of speculation ; and in philosophy, as well as poetry
|

and history, his scholarship Nvas thorough. |

During^his academic course, in 1839, he was soundly con-
|

verted. " I do not remember the time," said he, " when I did
|

not pray daily. I never doubted the Bible nor the divinity of i

Jesus Christ." Yet his conversion vitalized and stimulated
j

those implanted conceptions of religion and gave him new
^?

ideals. The academy was under the auspices of the Presby-
|

'

terian Church, and for a short time he was connected with that 1

Church. Samuel Fenton Gary, a brother of the president c.
j

the academv, and in 187G a candidate for Yicc President on
j

the ticket with Peter Cooper, was at that time a brilliant young

lawyer in Cincinnati and an intimate friend and relative of
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young Crary. Through the influence of this associate he de-

ci^ied to study law, and ehaped his course accordingly; bnt,

goon after graduation, his means being limited, he determined

to teach a term in the public schools. For this purpose he

cAtne to Dupont, Ind., where he was installed principal of the

vilhu'c ecliool. He thus became an actual " Hoosier gchool-

juastcr," not fifty miles from the ground where Eggleston in

after years located liis popular story. TJie journey from Cin-

cinnati to the southeastern part of Indiana M^as often made in

Uicsc early days on horseback. It was on one of these trips to

visit his home that he chanced to meet the Rev. T. A. Good-

win, who describes the event as follows

;

One sultry day in tlie summer of 1842, as I was jiassing on horscback

through the town of Harrison, O., I was joined by a well-dressed young

man, some two or three years my junior, also on horseback. We had

•carccly traveled a mile before he knew that I was the junior Jlethodiet

preacher on the Manchester Circuit ; and I knew that his name was B. F.

Cmry, that he was a Presbyterian, a graduate from the Pleasant Hill

.\cademy, and that he had chosen the law as his lifework. I soon dis-

covered that he was a consecrated young man ; that he had mapped out

for himself a wide field of usefulness as a Christian lawyer. While I

proceeded to tell why there was a wider field of usefulness in the pastorate

than in the law I discovered that I had a receptive hearer, inclined to

give all I said the most candid consideration.

Mr. Goodwin was himself a graduate of the Indiana Asbury

University, then under the presidency of Matthew Simpson,

nnd frankly told his traveling companion that he thought it the

duty of young men of college training to enter the ministry and

raise the f^tandard of culture in the Church. Some years

afterward Dr. Crary told Dr. Goodwin that his words on that

tliort ride changed the plans of his life. Although he continued

to read and practice law until 184:5, yet in less than six months

he Ijad license to exhort, and in less than a year was a local

preaclier in the Methodist Episcopal Church. About this time

lie met William II. English, the most popular young lawyer

in Indiana, whose after career was illustrious. Admitted to

I^raclice in the United .States Supreme Court at the age of

twenty-three, he became a leader in the State Constitutional

Convention of 1850, was the first Speaker of the State legis.

l^ture under the new constitution in 1851, was elected to

Congress in 1852, was the author of the English Compromise
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bill, and ran for Vice President on the ticket with General
Hancock in ISSO. It was with him that B. F. Crarj formed a

partnership and opened a law office in Lexington, Ind. His
distinguished associate remembei*8 Jiim as "a man of strong

prejudices and decided ability." This statement is easily ex-

plained. Mr. English was an energetic proslavery Democrat,

having set his face and organized his great abilities in tiiat

direction. It is not strange that this brilliant young lawyer, I

with boundless ambition, his feet already on the steps to leader- J

ship and fame, should fail to comprehend the motives of his
|

local preacher partner. Mr. Crarj^ was by nature and educa- a

tion opposed to slavery. Intellectually he was as strong as his 'i

distinguished associate, and fully as well trained ; but all his
|

sympathies, ambitions, and convictions were entirely opposite,
^

and probably seemed to Mr. English '-'strong prejudices." To
.^

his fi-iends it doubtless appeared like folly to leave the bar for i

the pulpit. A lawyer was then the popular idol, the dazzling I

center of the social circle ; a Methodist preacher was little
|

more than a homeless wanderer, laboring witljout compensation,
^

derided by men who emphasized their contempt by hurling at
|

him epithets and worse, while they fawned in adulation at the I

feet of the lawyer. Yet Mr. Crary renounced all the honors of l

a lawyer and became a despised Methodist preacher on one of
|

the lowliest circuits in the itinerancy.
|

In 1S44 the Rev. xVugustus Eddy, father of the illustrions
J

Dr. T. M. Eddy, was Presiding Elder of the Madison District, \

and the friend and adviser of the young lawyer struggling
j

against his convictions. It was he who carried up to the Con-
j

ference the recommendations of Mr. Crary for admission ; but 1

for some reason there was no room for him. In the early fall
|

of "1845 he prcaclied a powerful sermon at the Rice camp j

ground, near Lexington, from the text, " Keep thy heart witli
|

all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life." '\Yhile
|

preaching that sermon his iinal decision was made to give up
|

the law and enter the n)inistry. It was one of those memora-
|

blc occasions when the Holy Ghost came upon the speaker
|

with mighty power, until scores cried out in repentance, and
|

the whole camp ground shook with the divine presence. In a few
|

weeks the Indiana Conference met in Madison. Mr. Eddy
\

once more presented the young lawyer's recommendations, a:iu
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he was admitted on trial. His charges in the Indiana Confer-

ence were : Moorfield Circuit, Vienna Mission, Bedford, Eush-

ville, Indianapolis, Kew Albany, and Blooiiiington. From the

litter place, at the age of thirty-one, he was appointed pre-

^i.iiI)<>• elder to succeed the most popular pulpit orator aside

from Bishop Simpson tliat Indiana Methodism ever had—Dr.

William M. Daily—who was transferred to the Jeffersonville

District to succeed Edward R. Ames, then just elected to the

cjiiscopacy.

During all these years of pastoral labor his journals arc filled

with most devout and continuous prayers. In 1849, while sta-

tioned at Bedford, he wrote the following set of rules regard-

ing the more systematic use of his time

:

I. Sunday I will rigidly devote to sacred duties. I svill spend my
who!e time in pniyiug, preaching, teacliing, and reading the Bible or

itrictly devotional books.

II. Monday and Tuesday I will read history, general and ecclesiastical,

iiul nothing else except the Bible,

in. Wednesday I will devote to the writing of sermons, essays, and

other compositions.

IV. Thursday I will study Latin, Greek, German, and French, and

nothing else except the Bible. I declare my strong determination to spend

one seventh of my time iu the acquisition of the above languages.

V. Friday and Saturday I will devote exclusively to the study of

theology and the preparation of my sermons.

VI. It is understood that none of the above rules conflict with my pas-

toral calling and the devoting of necessary time to the well-being of my
flock.

The following cry of distress from his jounial will be appre-

ciated by many pastors who have been afflicted with the same

plague. On May 7, 1S52, he writes: "I was much pained at

liic very inconsistent and wicked conduct of some of my mem-
bers. What a curse is a circus! Lord, blow on them."

He was at this time alive to all the questions of the day.

Tlie agitation of 1850 over the Omnibus Bill, by which Henry
Clay purchased the admission of California as a free State at

l!»o cost of more rigorous laws for the recovery of fugitive

«javes, aroused the people in Indiana, and, in fact, all the bor-

*^'-'i* States. In this agitation he became known as a Whig in

r^^'litics, an abolitionist at heart, and an uncompromising enemy
<^f the fugitive slave laws. lie was afterward one of the first
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supporters of the Eepublican Party, and was favorably known
among the leading Union men of the State.

As a preacher he was absolutely sincere. He knew how to

attack sin in its strongholds. Frequently a whole town would
be stii-red by his sermons and temperance addresses. Yet,
while wicked men were often made to wince under his well-

directed blows, his heart was always tender and aglow with
sympatliy. His pathos was of the magnetic sort which electri-

fied, rather than melted, those who heard him. "Wijen his

proposition was established he spent no time in decorating it

with rlietorical figures ; he had no use for the magic of mere
words. His sermons were eminently scriptural. He especially

admired the Epistle to the Romans, and was wont to say tliat

the highest point reached in inspired tliought was Horn, xi, 33,

In 1857 he was elected President of Hamline University,

Minnesota. This was a year before that State was admitted to

the Union, and the entire territory had less than one hundred
and fifty thousand inhabitants. The financial reverses of that

year mark the lowest point of economic depression ever reached

in the history of the nation. The infamous Dred Scott deci-

sion, from which the dominant party had expected much, only

plunged the country hito an agitation that shook the four

corners of tlie Union. There was no defined public sentiment

upon which one could rely. The very measures intended to

allay political excitement were like the wind driving the rapidly

spreading flames of a forest fire. To undertake to " create " a

university under such conditions required courage. Up to the

election of President Crary only the preparatory department

of the university had been in operation. On taking an inven-
|

tory of the situation he found that by some stnmge accident

a note for $13,000, given by Bisliop Hamline, had been hope-

lessly lost. The bishop at that time was living in Mount

Pleasant, la., in feeble health. President Crary instantly made

up his mind what to do, and taking the first boat down the

Mississippi hastened to apprise the bishop of the situation. He
spent several days with him in order to get the case fully before

him, wlien the good bishop made out a perpetual lease to the \

valuable university property in Chicago. The document is a
|

model of its kind, and was drawn by the bishop himself, who 3

liad practiced law before entering the ministry. This paper
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Pi-esideut Crary carried home with him, to tlie surprise and de-

li.rlit of the friends of the university.

In November, 1858, he writes as follows to his mother:

3Iy opportunities are very fine, and I am trying to improve my time. I

»io not know how soon I may be called to the pastorate again, and I am

«nxiou8 to be thoroughly prepared. It is difficult for me to reconcile

myself to teaching, but I am satisfied that I am doing the will of God.

Wc have an interesting school, said to be the best in the Northwest. It

\s doing well as to students, but it fails to pay us. As times grow better

>vc hope to succeed better. Next term we will have a much larger

irhool. Money is so scarce that the richest cau scarcely educate their

children. It is a great pleasure for me to say that God has given me
namcrous evidences of his loving-kindness.

One who was on the faculty with him says they were so poorly

paid that they were obliged to depend on the voluntary contri-

butions of produce brought in by the farmers, and that the

faculty on one occasion had to divide a single sack of flour

among them, carrying the shares home after dark in order to

hide their poverty from the students. It is doubtful whether

Dr. Crary was satisfied with the detailed work of the class room.

lie was a man of affairs, capable of leadership ; but the ten

thousand petty things that burden a college president made
him long for the freer air of the pastorate. In 1861 many of

liis students enlisted, and his classes were badly dismembered.

The same year Governor Eamsey appointed him State super-

intendent of public instruction ; but he soon ascertained that

ti»e position was not in line with his convictions of duty, lie

therefore returned to the pastorate, being stationed at Jackson

Street, St. Paul, where during the winter of 1862 he had a

i;reat revival, which is spoken of to this day.

In the early spring of that year, a vacancy occurring in the

<haplaincy of the Third Minnesota Yolunteers, he was elected

to the place, and in three days was off to the front. In mature

manhood he had a fine military bearing. He was a superb

iiorseman. A little above the medium height, strongly built,

L^raccful in carriage, mildly but firmly dignified, habitually self-

'omposed, and resolute of heart, he became at once a favorite in

his regiment. At the battle of Murfreesboro he was stunned by
the bursting of a shelL His youngest brother, having moved
South as early as 1845, was in the same battle on the Confederate
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8}Je, but iieitlicr was aware of the other's presence until the close

of the war. lie was also in the thickest of the tight at Corinth,

giving liis attention to the wounded and dying soldiers on tlio

battlefield. In July, 18G2, his regiment was captured by Gen-

eral Forest, The order was given to send the officers to Libby

prison. Dr. Crai-y had on a surgeon's scarf, and w^as assistinir

in tidying care of the wounded on both sides. The 6Ul•gcon^

were left undisturbed, and he thus escaped that death pen. \\\

the fall of 1802 he took part in the campaign against the Sioux-

Indians, and in 1S63 General Asboth detailed him to go up tho

Tennessee Eiver and take charge of the contrabands. By order

of General Grant he oj'ganized the able-bodied men into the

First Tennessee Heavy Artillery, and assigned them to duty in

the river forts. While drilling these troops the concussion of

lieavy cannon at close range brought on his deafness with great

suddenness—an infirmity which in his case can be traced back

to his great-grandfather, Dr. Samuel Gary, who graduated

from Yale University in 1755. On account of this infirmity

he was obliged to resign his commission. Shortly after Gover-

nor Ramsey a})pointed him to visit the hospitals from Keokuk,

la., to Memphis, Tenn., in order to inquire into the condition

of Minnesota's soldiers. This he did with great tlioroughness,

reporting many abuses to the medical director. He was well

suited for this work. A disabled soldier himself, he passed

through the wards witli a smile that exorcised pain, and witli

a sunny kindness that made the pale faces of the sufferers light

up with new hope. He continued an ardent friend of the

soldier till his death. He was a member of the Geoi'ge II.

Thomas Post, G. A. R., and now lies buried in their plot near

the soldiers' monument at San Francisco.

In lSG-1 lie succeeded the venerable Dr. Charles Elliot as

editor of the Central Christian Advocate. Dr. Elliot had set,

the pace in a vigorous and successful struggle for the preserva-

tion of the Union. Dr. Crary was familiar with all phases

of the slavery question, and was known for his good judgment

and unflinching loyalty ; so that it was natural for the General

Conference to turn to him as the successor of the gifted

Elliot. In the General Conference of 18G4: he served as chair-

man of the Committee on Slavery, and in 186G was one of

the leading spiiits in the organization of the Freed men's Aid
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Society. From 1864 to 1872 he was at the height of liis power.

His editorials are masterpieces of strong Saxon. His defense

of the Union, in tlie reconstruction period, showed him to be a

tower of strength. His paragra])bs on the pope and tlie Koman
hierarcliy, about tlie time tiie Ecumenical Council was declaring

in favor of " infallibility," rival the finest wit, the keenest ]ju-

inor, the most penetrating satire in the Enghsh language.

He came to Colorado in 1872 and reentered the pastoral work
.IS a presiding elder. He was a stranger, but he wallced right

into the esteem and affections of liis brethren. During t!ie

eight years of his service no more heroic pioneer work has been
done in the history of the Church. He would drive forty or
fifty miles to be at the reception of his preachers in hard and
discouraging fields of labor. There seemed to be no limit to

Ids endurance. Through storms and over swollen streams lie

went ; across the sandy desert under a broiling sun he journeyed,
facing withering winds hot as if from the mouth of a furnace

;

over parched and rainless plateaus he rode toAvard the distant

mountains, up whose serpentine grades he toiled into the clouds.

Dusty, hungry, and thirsty, he often found himself with his

Bupper to prepare, his team to care for, and his bed to make
alone under the stars; and thus he went month after month
and year after year, with rapturous joy that he was counted
worthy of a place in the Master's vineyard.

At the General Conference of 1880, held in Cincinnati,

Colonel John W. Eay, his old-time friend, placed him in

nomination for the c'ditoi-ship of the California Christian
Advocate. All the Hoosier delegations seconded the nomina-
tion, and he was elected by an overwhelming majority. Indi-
ana never did a better thing for California Methodism than
when it nominated Dr. Crary for the position which he filled for
nearly fifteen years. California fell in love with him at sight.
In addition to his editorial work he began to preach every Sun-
day in neglected portions of the city, and established an appoint-
ment which is now the flourishing Simpson Memorial Church.
»vith Dr. Otis Gibson he organized the San Francisco City
^Hsslonary and Church Extension Society. He traveled the
^liole length of the coast to attend the Conferences and Mis-
sions, and in every way without ostentation freely identified
liiniself with the field. One of the delightful features of those
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Conference sessions was Ids addresses. His good nature, fund

of anecdote, and sincerity of purpose insured liira a royal wel-

come at those annual gatherings.

Anyone acquainted witli the development of a new country

has observed that public sentiment is subject to sudden and

violent changes. The masses, impatient for the millennium,

blame everything that stands in their way, and are too ready to

follow inferior, reckless, and irresponsible leaders. California,

with its fertile soil, its large population, and its immense wealth,

had become disorganized by wild speculation, and was a veri-

table paradise for agitators and fanatics. The wliole State had

been in the rigors of an intense agitation, which in 1879 cul-

minated in the adoption of the new constitution—an astounding

piece of legislation that intimidated capital, excited the State

with needless litigations, and crippled the industries of the

commonwealth without relieving those in whose interests it

was alleged to have been framed. The M'ave that with such

ease and swiftness carried Kearney and his demagogy into

power liad subsided through the ignorance and incompetence

of the leaders. Society was sullen, and factions were snarling

at each other. The State had been thoroughly torn to pieces,

but no leader of sufficient tenacity of fiber or constructive

power had arisen to organize the better element. Such was

the condition there when Dr. Crary undertook to build up the

California Christian Advocate. The old editorial fires were

kindled anew, and the paper became a mighty factor in redeem-

ing the State from tlie dominancy of hoodlums and Kearney-

ites. A sort of kuklux committee of the "baser sort" was

organized, and sent out notes of warning to ministers and

respectable citizens, signed " One of the Committee." A letter

of this sort reached Dr. Crary ; it thoroughly aroused him.

" TVe know ' One of tlie committee,' " he wrote ;
" he has been

to see us. . . . He is a scoundrel from the top of his head to tiie

soles of liis feet. lie is not an American ; his speech betrayetli

liim. "We despise him, and do not propose to obey his majesty

nor the reeking saloon whence he comes." During the decline

of Kearneyism in San Francisco some of the most unscrupu-

lous wretches floated to the top and managed to get into tlie

le-gislature. They gratified their barbarous instincts by attend-

ing dog fights and other kindred entertainments. Dr. Crary
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hit them a Btinging rap in the following sentence : "An hon-

orable (?) member of the legislature, and other dogs, attended

:i doo" light one night not long since."

Fron° time to time the California Medical Society had

trouble in suppressing spurious diplomas. Once the whole

fraternity was set to laughing by the following piece of Dr.

Orary's well-directed satire: "One of the bogus doctoi-s of the

infamous 'diploma factory' of Philadelphia has drowned him-

self. Kow, if the holders of these bought diplomas will only

have sense and honor enough to drown themselves, we shall

think better of the crowd." He also set himself with all his

strength against the fiood of cheap and worthless songs that

deluged the Sunday schools. Of these he wrote :

We have a brand-new song book, and are sorry to say timt it is mostly

original. That, we presume, is its chief merit and attraction. These

soifys are unutterable twaddle in limping rhymes, with endless plagiar-

isms, vaiu repetitions, parodies, and hymns falsely so called; not one of

them with the slightest approach to poetry, not one of them has a robust

thought decently expressed When singing these ridiculous, iU-jointed,

disjointed rhyming atrocities, the boys and girls get into a sort of hurrah,

and yell and scream and wink at each other, and go it, ending with " We're

bound for a glorious land."

Some dozen years ago a distinguished professor was elected to

the head of the philosophical department of the University.

In liis first public address he took occasion to announce hin]-

Kclf a rank Hegelian. Dr. Crary in the following thoroughly

characteristic way proceeded to criticise his extravagant views

:

Professor avows his acceptance in the main of the ^Hegelian

philosophy, the fundamental axiom of which is «'Scyn=0 ;
" that is,

Ik-ing equals nothing. Our readers may not know what that blind state-

ment means. No mortal ever did. We confess to the most profound

ignorance of the hidden depths of " Seyn=0." . . . The professor did say

the State was a supreme personality, but now he says the State is literally

God. . . . Being equals zero; zero equals somewhat, externalizing itself,

turning itself inside out; and then this amazing zero becomes a personal

God, then it makes a State, and hence the State is literally God. If you

can understand that, so much the worse for your understanding. If Pro-

fessor understands Hegeliauism he is, no doubt, the only extant

human being who does.

Tims he runs along for two columns, ridiculing " Das Seyu=0."

The Hegelian clubs put on their wisest-looking spectacles; sat
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together until inidnight pondering over "Das Seyn=0;"
talked in a half-dazed manner of the " dialectic inomentUTu "

and the "speculative momentum;" and tlien went pensively

liome by moonlight, married, and found out that Hegel and

his distinguiv^hed followers were all wrong. This piece of con-

summate satire was read and enjoyed throughout the whole

State, and nowhere better tlum in the University, where

"Das Seyn=0" hides its head to this day.

From these illustrations of his fearless utterance it will be

seen that Dr. Crary was a man of outspoken convictions, and

that having taken a position he stubbornly maintained it. He
never wrote or spoke in the nicely balanced manner of one

who tries to walk a tight rope. He was always positive and

aggressive. It is admitted he could not surrender. Many of

his best friends thought his strictures sometimes too rasping,

and no doubt some people did not fully understand him on

this very account. They could hardly think that a soul as

gentle as that of John Fletchei', and imbued with the rapturous

joy of Charles Wesley, could write such merciless indictments.

Yet it must be remembered that his combative powers were

unusually strong. He literally abhorred sin and shams.

It was his deliberate choice to ignore both tiie premises arid

the proof of an adversar}', and at once to attack absurd con-

clusions. He reasoned that, however deftly constructed and

polished the arguments of an opponent, if the conclusion was

absurd there must be a fatal defect in the reasoning. He kept

himself well informed on all the philosophical theories of the

da}', but pi-eferred to explode an absurd conclusion with a

spark of ridicule rather than to disentangle the threads of a

long and complex process of argument. In 1S51 the celebrated

phrenologist, 0. S. Fowler, made a delineation of his character,

and among inany other true things said: "Your great point is

argument, and specially by ridicule. You can use up an op-

ponent in a little more genteel style than any other man ; and

yet you ridicule his doctrine and not himself, and always to

establish truth, not merely to conquer." Few men could lam-

poon chicanery and vice with such crushing effect as he. By a

flash of satire he would in a twinkling bailie and confound an

antagonist. The advocates of slavery and intemperance often

received vigorous shocks from his well-charged battery.
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JBiit, though he was exceedingly fond of ridicule and satire,

Hud possessed a vocabulary of the stamp of Carlyle's, yet his

conscientiousness prevented him from degenerating at any time

into indiscriminate lampooning, lie conld resist an attack with

great vigor, but revenge was no part of his constitution. Every
faculty of his being was consonant with the strictest justice.

He was charitable, and never acted toward men Avhom he could

not trust on the plane of their quibbles and eccentricities.

The very soul of lionor and inward integrity himself, he was
generous in his opinion of the moral principles of others.

There was something about his character which took hold
upon and thrilled one. He wore no mask; his soul was in his

f;ice. The delicate tracery of pure thoughts, the sensitive

lines of habitual devotion, and, in fact, the whole story of liis

intellectual and spiritual life were stamped upon his features.

The light on his face was not of that cold, dry sort which
glints over crystals of snow without melting them, but was a

warm, sympathetic sunshine, dissolving the sorrows and stimu-

lating the hopes of others. Dr. Abel Stevens has expressed

what thousands on earth and in heaven can say of him :

He -was a good soldier of the Lord Jesus, and, after many battles, has
retired from the field to his fiual rest, with the benedictious of all who
kuew him. Apart from his talents and long services, he was dear to me
for his admirable personality. I not only esteemed him, I loved him.
He always seemed to me a singularly lovable character. There was
something specially endearing about him. It is a benediction on our
lives to have known one such man.

IIq had well-established and profound theological opinions.
Full of Wesleyan doctrine to his finger tips, yet he was alive
to every important idea that showed itself above the ordinary
level. He had no sympathy with necessarian views in philos-

ophy or religion. Man's freedom was to him the only basis of
human responsibility. His entire nature was devout. He felt

uo abnormal sense of mystery, and cherished no hallucinations
»8 to the unseen

;
yet there was always upon his soul the strong

pressure of the presence and power of God. lie loved nature

;

't was to him the vestibule of heaven. Praying was the most
real act of his life. Whether studying a flower, enraptured
)vith a landscape, thrilled with the glow of a sunset, or engaged
»i» devotion, he was always in communion with his God. His
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was not a gloomy theology ; but a snnny joy briglitened all lilg

religious lil'e.

His whole life was one of unremitting toil. Seven times lie

represented liis bretliren in the highest council of the Church.

For forty-seven years he toiled on without a vacation, when a

stroke of paralysis came like a thunderbolt from the clear sky,

and for three years he sat in his chair, looking out upon the

liills of eternity with the refrain upon his lips, " God is good.

O, the goodness of God !

" Speaking of his first attack,

when his life was despaired of for many weeks and he was

wholly unconscious of the world, he says: "I had not in all niy

sickness a solitar}' unpleasant thought, but was shut in Nvith

God. I cannot remember of uttering a single munnur or

even wishing for anything different; but habitually thouglir

and said, * Thy will be done.' I will not forget the precious

experience I have enjoyed in the very holy of holies." A few

days before his death he smilingly awoke and said to his wife

:

"I have had a dream. I was in a broa<3 plain, and I seemed to

see a great army drawn up in companies and battalions. Im-

mediately they broke ranks and I was in the midst of them,

siiaking Jiands with hundreds who crowded around me."

A soldier in the rebellion, as well as a leader in the higher

conflicts of the cross, it was fitting that lie should be buried

among the warriors he had loved. The Presidio at San Fran-

cisco is situated on a beautiful slope leading down to the bhic

waters of the San Francisco Bay, and is one of the most charm-

ing spots in the world. Not far away arc the forts that guard

the nation's western portal against foreign foes and welcome

the sails of peaceful commerce from all parts of the eartl).

Just above, on the semicircular brow of the hill, runs the

parapet with its cannon whose thunder shut out from Dr.

Orary's soul the din of a noisy world, and shut him in with

God, so many years ago. Here, where the sentinel paces io

and fro in vigilance, and the flag floats triumpliantly on tl)e

breeze, under a wealth of perpetually blooming flowers the

mortal frame of Dr. Crary rests in hope.

fS 4.
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Art. II.—conditions OF AUTHORITATIVE BIBLI-
CAL CRITICISM.

The last decade has been one of intense intellectual activity

ill the department of biblical criticism, especially in relation to

tlic Old Testament Scriptures. The wealth of learning and crit-

ical skill employed in the discussion has been wonderful. Now
tliat the smoke of the conflict has somewhat cleared away the

results begin to appear, and whether any readjustments may be

necessary, growing out of these discoveries, is now becoming

apparent. It is fitting, therefore, that at this time we should

ask ourselves what advances have been made, and what results

have been achieved, by these protracted and at times almost

bitter discussions. That some advances have been made in our

knowledge of the Bible ; that lexicographical, archajological,

and literary investigations have removed obscurities and given

a fresh impulse to those who seek to understand the "sacred

deposit" God has committed to the care of his Church, will be

readily admitted by those who have kept themselves abreast

of the critical investigations of our times. The value of these

discussions, however, has been impaired by the apparent at-

tempt on the part of some to make their investigations partisan

in their character, and to secure adherents for their respective

sides, each side being more anxious to establish a theory than

to ascertain tlie truth. Epithets have been applied by one to

the other which have tended to prejudice the case, and which

liave been more ejffective in the popular mind than any number
of arguments. Those who have maintained the conclusions

reached by the earlier scholars have been called " Tradition-

alists," and those wlio have advocated new views have been

designated as " Rationalists ; " and each term, in the view of

the opposite party, has been regarded as one of reproach. The
story of the bronze and silver shield is ever repeating itself;

yet both sides may have a measure of truth, if we can only

secure the proper point of view.

It is the purpose of this paper to inquire into the conditions

of autlioritative biblical criticism, and to ask what the Church
Khali demand of biblical critics before she consents to set aside

her accepted opinions and adopt new theories. It will be
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readily a-rced that tlie statement of any man, liowever learned
would not justify the abandonment of any established truth-
nor, indeed, Avould the declarations of any number of scholars
lead us to do so, unless supported by facts and arguments justi-
fying the setting aside of that which the generations preceding
have acknowledged to be true. The Church must not suit
render her teachings without clear proof that they have been
displaced by that wliich is better. Individuals may accept con-
clusions in their individual capacity whicli an organized body
Ciiimot. The one speaks and acts for himself oidy ; the other
speaks for the great mass, many of whom have neither the
training nor the opportunity for independent investigations.
The individual may assume the personal risk of his own studies;
the CImrch must proceed with care, and make changes only
after mature considei-ation and with a full sense of responsi-
bility. Tiie Presbyterian Cliurch distinguishes between her
ministers and her laymen in the pledges required to her doctrinal
standards. Tlic layman who is received into the member-
ship of that Cliurch is not obliged to subscribe to the "Confes-
sion of Faith

;
" but this requirement is enforced upon those who

cuter her ministry and who give instruction in her theoloc^ical
seminaries.

^

It will be borne in mind that we do not propose any special
consideration of the methods or tlie matters of fact involved
in the discussion. We are simply concerned with the effects
which the present stage of the controversy should have on the
Church in its organized capacity. How far sliould we modify
our standards of belief on these great problems of criticism be-
cause of the results of these long years of controversy ? The
conditions of which we are speaking do not apply to biblical
criticism as such. There can be no conditions to the reverent
study and investigation of the word of God. The Bible is

the book for all men
; its study should be as free and as broad

as the air we breathe. Everybody ought to desire to study it

and to investigate it for himself. The privilege of so doing is

the birthright of the Christian, secured by Christ himself. His
command was, and is, " Search the Scriptures.'' The modcstv,
charity, and unselfish spirit introduced by Christianity were
the beginning of the great progress whicli lias been made in
scientific and biblical research. This privilege, long trodden
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viiidcr foot, was restored by Luther witli the Protestant Ref-

ormation, and is ours in all its fullness to-daj. Every person,

under tiie guidance of the divine Spirit and the word of God,

must decide for himself what he will believe.

There are some problems, however, that must be investigated

by the few, because they alone have tlie appliances and the

training for their complete mastery. By the laws of the divi-

sion of labor eacli scholar has a special sphere for which he is

best fitted, and concerning whicii he may speak with authority.

A preacher destitute of scientific training would not set his

opinions on science against those of a Ilerschel or a Proctor,

;i Darwin or an Agassiz ; nor on a question of law against a

Chief Justice Marshall or a Chancellor Kent ; but on a subject

of which he is a master, while they are not, he may speak with

more authority than they. The condition that confronts the

(!Mmrch to-day is based on the assumption that specialists are the

authority to whicli she must refer for the decision of the im-

})ortant questions that affect the very charter of her existence.

It is at this point that we take issue. It is an intuition of our

nature to seek authority outside and above ourselves. With
all our apparent confidence in ourselves we nevertheless in

critical cases distrust our own capacities and seek some author-

ity on which to rely. It is common, in some of the most diffi-

cult public problems, to cite past decisions as if in some way
those who lived before us were wiser than ourselves. At least

the consciousness that others have thought as we think has a

irieat influence in determining our conclusions. The Romanist
liiids his authority in an infallible Church, whicli settles ex

''nfhedra the doctrines to be accepted whenever heretical opin-

"•ns arise. But where shall the Protestant go for authority ?

His Church does not claim special inspiration or infallibilit}'-,

••either in lier leaders or in the decisions of her councils. Our
iiKpiiry, then, is this: At what point in the discussions of schol-

•'n*^ concerning the Bible shall the Church accept the decisions

^''hieh the critics have affirmed to be true?

Ilicrc are some recognized princij)lcs on which there is a

general consensus of opinion. First, historical truth must main-
^-''Ui its position until it is overthrown for reasons satisfactory
I'J those interested in it. The abandonment of the results of
^'10 Ktndies of earlier scholars should not take place wntil new

13—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XII.
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liglit lias been tlirown upon tlie snbject and new reasons ad-

vanced M'hicli were not within the reach of former investi-

gators. Something certainly is due to the traditions of the

Chnrch which have been based upon the investigations of

earlier Christian scholars. Second, in the maintenance of her

previously accepted views the Chnrch is only required to show
" probability," not certaint}-. In order to the overthrow of tlie

existing conditions the evidence must be overpowering, while a

probability in favor of that which exists should prevent its

abandonment. This is particularly the case ^vith criticism of

similar events differently presented by different authors. It is

a canon to be observed in the discussion of apparent contradic-

tions. Alford employs this canon in the discussion of the

seeming contradictions which are found in the four gospels.

Third, the Church cannot sot aside her acknowledged position

on fundamental questions on the mere dicta oi individuals.

One person may be Aviser than all the rest. He may be greater

in scholarship, in reasoning powers, and in judgment than all

his contemporaries ; but the Church has no right to assume that

this is the case. But we n.iay notice some general considera-

tions bearing on this question.

1. Ijiblical criticism, to be authoritative, must be conducted by

those who have learning and intellectual power adequate to the

task. It will not be questioned that this subject has attracted

the attention of the advanced scholars of the age. Even scien-

tific men have turjied aside from their i)urely scientific pur-

suits to discuss biblical topics, and in certain instances have

become more eminent for their discussions of these subjects

than of their ordinary topics of investigation. Some of the

qualifications of the biblical critic who would be adequate to tlii>

work ma}' be noted. He nnist, for instance, have a profound

acquaintance Avith the biblical languages. This involves a

knowledge of the Hebrew, and of the Greek of theXew Testa-

ment. The Hebrew, in its lexicography and its syntax, is re-

flected in the New Testament, and the knowledge of the one

for critical purposes cannot be complete without the knowledge

of the other. The late Professor Hatch has shown the value

of the Septuagii^.t, as well as of the whole field of Hellenistic

Greek, for the illustration of the meaning of Old and I^ew

Testament words. The late Professor Robertson Smith made
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large use of the SepUiagint in his critical studies, a version

which has been made the instrument both of attack and

defense. The knowledge of Hebrew will also be greatly

JK'lpcd by a profound acquaintance with other Semitic lan-

guages, and the knowledge of JSTew Testament Greek and of

its relations to criticism will also be facilitated by an acquaint-

ance with modern Greek. The linguistic element was long

recognized as a potent factor in biblical criticism, and one on

which higher criticism mainly relied for its support. It con-

stitutes the basis of the " literary " criticism of tiie Holy Scrip-

tures. The authoritative biblical critic must also supplement his

lini:;uistic attainments with a profonnd acquaintance with biblical

archaeology, and with archaeological studies in general. This is

eo patent a condition of real criticism that it is unquestioned.

The recent discoveries in Assyriology and the resultant open-

ing up of tlie languages and writings of the earl}^ ages consti-

tute an essential element in modern criticism, and cannot be

ignored. Of course an acquaintance with history and philoso-

j)hy, and whatever pertains to them, must also be qualiiications

existing in a profound biblical critic.

This view of the breadth of knowledge required in an authori-

tative critic leads us to conclude that no one specialist is com-

petent to pronounce on the whole question. He can only speak

of things within the sphere of his own investigations. A multi-

tude of woi'kers must enter into the problenj, and the final out-

conie must be the product of the contributions of scholars in

various departments. There are those, however, who are not

scholars, in the sense in whicli that Tvord is generally employed,

who may speak with autliority. They aie persons of sound

judgment and of keen faculties of discrimination, who can

review and fornndate the facts furnished them by the original

investigators. Their opinion is often of more value than that

of the pure scholar, l)ecause their minds are not hampered by
the limitations of a special department. They cannot discover

the gold—that is the work of the few—but when found they

p<m test its fineness and appreciate its uses.

H, The Christian Church must also firmly maintain the super-

natural. It exists because it believes in a revelation from God
;

and it cannot ".cccpt as authoritative any criticism which denies

his existence or his power and willingness to make known his
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will to his human children. On this belief it has been built

up ; without this it might exist as a club, but cannot be a

Church as recognized in Christendom. An infidel or an atheist

cannot be a critic acceptable to the Church, nor can one who
denies the supernatural. We do not mean that those whose

i

prejudices are adverse to the existence of the divine revelation i

may not honestly inquire into the veracity of the records ; but

we hold that their preconceptions prevent their giving due

weight to supernatural facts. One who assumes that no amount

of evidence can prove a miracle is not qualified to speak with

authority for tlie Christian Church, which holds miracles to be

the credentials of her being.

Absolute impartiality is a practical im possibility', and we
doubt if it can be shown that anyone in the discussion of a

critical subject has ever been entirely free from the influence

of preconceived ideas. The assumption of much of our modern

criticism i? that no one can be a competent biblical critic wlio is

not entirely divested of prejudice. Certainly, if anyone could

absolutely free himself from his environments it would be the

man who is engaged in philosophical or scientific pursuits. In

these departments the faith of each individual has had much to.

do with molding his speculations. The late President Porter,

of Tale, makes the following observations, which illustrate the

point now under consideration :

But what each individual soul shall be is determined, very largely, by

his religious creed and aspirations. The speculative thinking of modern

times is represented by such names as Descartes, Spinoza, Locke, Leibnitz,

Hume, Rousseau, Reid, Adam Smith, Kant, SchcUing, Hamilton, Hegel,

Comte, Mill, and Spencer. Jlodern physics is represented by Newton,

Brewster, Young, Davy, Faraday, Tyndall, Hehnholtz, Herschcl, Kirch-

hoff, and a multitude more; modern culture by a still greater host, such

as Cowper, BjTon, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Goethe, Schiller, Tennyson,

Macaulay, Cavlyle, Emerson, and ]Matthew Arnold. In speculative

philosophy—which would seem to be most withdrawn from personal

influences—nothing is more obvious than that the personal faith of each

leader of thought lias been a i)oteut factor in determining the range of the

philosophical relations which he recognized, and the relative ])lace which

he assigned them in his system. The mystical skepticism of Kant, the

semi-Christian pantheism of Schleiermacher, the decorous conformity of

Locke, the keen pyrrhonism of Hume, and the confident and imposing

agnosticism of Spencer, reveal quite as much of the individual ])ersonaUty

of each of these men as of any plastic energy iu their environment.
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Facts are facts, no matter by whomsoever they are found, but

tlic bearings wliich they have on the progress of argument will

he determined largely by the mental or moral attitude of the per-

son who employs tliem. It must be admitted that if complete

freedom from bias conkl be secured there would be a basis for a

correct judgment. Assuming the statement of President Porter

to be correct as to philosophy, we may well conclude that the

enme rule holds true in the realm of biblical investigation, and

that such criticism as leaves out of the account one's predispo-

eitions and environments is not possible.

III. This leads us to the further consideration that authori-

tative biblical criticism nmst be the work of men of profound

piety and deep insight into spiritual truths. An abiding love

of the truth is fundamental to true criticism. Truth has been

defined to be " conformity to fact or reality." The seeker for

truth must seek it with clear and open vision. He must desire

it so mucli that he will neglect no means of finding it. He
will search for it in every direction ; no place will be too remote

for him to inquire for it. He will examine all the books which

men have written ; he will study the mustiest manuscripts in

the neglected libraries of the East ; he will delve among the

foundations of ruined cities, in tropic heat and winter cold.

He will love truth more than home or friends or reputation,

and when he has found it he will be more joyful in its posses-

sion than if he had found many rubies. He must not only love

it supremely and search for it diligently, but when he has it

he must communicate it honestly. He must put it forth just

as it is. It must not be marred, either in its search or iu its

promulgation, by his own prejudices or by the prejudices of

others. He must not be a timeserver, but a bold, manly man,
who would not misrepresent that which he has won at so great

a cost for the applause of the world. There are conditions,

however, in attaining the truth, which must be carefully

guarded, if one would find it revealed in the Scriptures. The
t'ritic should have that spiritual insight which comes from
reverence and from deep piet}'. Spiritual things are "spirilu-

ftHy discerned." There is an unfolding of the truth to the

spiritual mind which others cannot comprehend. It is said

that when Mr. Pitt was prime minister of England he accom-
panied a friend to hear Mr. Cecil preach. Mr. Cecil was a man
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of deep spirituality, and proclaimed to his audience the wonder-

ful things of God. When the sermon was concluded his friend

atekcd the prime minister how he liked the discourse. Mr,

Pitt answered that he did not understand it. A distinguished

literary critic was asked to write an introduction to a volume of

religious poems. He hesitated to do so, giving as a reason that

he did not understand them. Those who have been trained in

Gospel truth, and have felt its power in the heart, are not aware

how little its great thoughts are understood by tliose who have

had no such privileges. It is granted that this piety in the

case of the critic is a prejudgment in favor of the Bible, which

has been his teacher. But we insist upon it that this condition

of mind and heart is essential to a just estimate and an accurate

discrimination as to the interests involved. Rev. E. E. ISTourse,

in a recent magazine article,* makes the following statement

concerning the attitude of some German theological scholars

toward piety which would be scarcely credited were it not

vouched for by one who speaks from personal knowledge :

Oue of tlie surprises wliicli the average American student of theology

meets with (in Germany) is the very common separation of the religious

and intellectual, or scientific, element? as qualificatioiis of a religious

teacher. In America we generally consider these as somewhat equal in

importance. At least, the theologian whose religious life is known to be

rather weak, or of a somewhat negative character, is not looked up to witli

the same respect, nor are his writings so influential, as is the case with the

one who is known to unite with intellectual power or scientitic attainment

a warm religious life. But in Germany the separation between these two

elements is complete. We have heard it distinctly stated in a public lecture

by one of Germany's best and most noted theologians that the element of

piety . . . has no necessary place in the make-up of a great theologian.

The intellectual element is given the first, and generally the only, place.

Piety is therefore a condition of theological investigation which

the Church cannot ignore.

IV. Again, authoritative criticism involves a general agree-

ment on the part of the critics concei'ning the changes which it

demands, and the grounds on which they rest. The Churcli

ca'nnot accept in a matter of such grave import the results of

divided counsels. If a number of men deny the ]\[o3aic author-

ship of the Pentateuch, and each for a different reason, suc!i

denial seems to involve a hostile purpose. At any rate, exten-

» llartfurd Seminary Record, December, 1805, p. 77.
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sive divisions in the ranks of hostile criticism as to what it

claims to liave proved afford sufficient grounds for hesitancy

hffure abandoning our accepted beliefs. This principle is rec-

oi^nized by Professor Sanday, of Oxford University. When
(Speaking of the gains of the new criticism {T/ie Oracles of God,

j). 79) he says

:

Tlie first gain is truth. I do not wish to assume the ultimate estabh'sh-

ment of any particular set of propositions. All that I mean is that those

which are ultimately established—those which obtain a large amount of

•rcneral acceptance—will do so because they are true. There is great force

in the old adage, Securus judicat orbis terrarum, *• The whole world can-

not go wrong."

It is clear that the recent utterances of scholarship in our own

country do not show such unanimity in favor of the view Pro-

fessor Sanday advocates. In a note referring to the foremost

American scholars at the time when he wrote (1891), he men-

tions the following who are still living, namely, Thayer, Dwight,

Fisher, Briggs, Isaac Hall, Green, and Warfield. A glance at

this list will show such wide divergences of opinion as to justify

the unwillingness of the Church to abandon her present posi-

tion. A reference to other distinguished scholars would show

tlie same result. Professor A. A. Bevan. in the Contemporary

Review for December, 1S95, in reply to Professor Sayce, makes

acknowledgments which deserve consideration in this connec-

tion. Speaking from the standpoint of modern criticism, the

professor states :

That eminent archaeologists should sometimes differ widely from one

another will not appear surprising when we consider the nature of .-irchae-

ology. There cannot be a greater mistake than to suppose that an archa3-

ologist is a kind of dcus ex macldna^ who can step in to decide all manner

of questions with infallible authority. Archaeology, like all other depart-

ments of research, has its limitations and uncertainties, and any archae-

ologist who ignores this truth will inevitably commit serious blunders.

Archfeulogical evidence is, from its very nature, fragmentary. The miss-

ing links have to be supplied by conjecture. This is especially the case

when we arc dealing with literary questions. . . . When we i)ass from the

literature of Greece to that of the ancient East Ave find that the uncer-

tainty of archajological evidence is vastly augmented. This is due to

various causes. In the first place, as everyone knows, the languages and

systems of writing in use among the ancient Egyptians, Babylonians, and

A.ssyrians fell into oblivion nearly two thousand years ago, and it is only

ill the present century that the meaning of the inscriptions has been to

some extent unraveled. The student of Hebrew, Greek, and Sanskrit
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has the assistance of a linguistic traditiou handed down through an un-

broken series of learned men from the time when tliese languages -were

actually spoken; tlie decipherer of the Egyptian and Assyrio-Babylonian

inscriptions has no such aid; it is by conjecture, and conjcctm-e alone,

that the use of the characters, the meaning of the words, can be ascer-

tained. That many of these conjectures are practically certain no one will

now attempt to deny, but a large margin of doubt still remains. The

total absence of a linguistic tradition constitutes a difficulty which all the

ingenuity of decipherers can never completely overcome. Another cause

of uncertainty is tlie very ambiguous nature "f writing. The Assyrio-

Babylonian character, in particular, might seem to have been expressly

designed for the purpose of confusing the reader.

Justice to Professor Bevan requires tlie statement tliat lii<

paper is intended to prove that, notwithstanding the facts to

which he alhidcs, the results of arcliceological study have been 1

to justify the chiims of modern criticism. The conclusions of tlic ^

radical biblical critics of Germany liave been received in a modi-
|

ficd form by thoseof similar intellectual tendency in England and |

America, and by others of equal scholarship have been rejected. I

Bishop Ellicott has set forth the general vaiiations in the views
|

held by biblical students.* On one side be places "the tra-
|

ditional view" and "the rectified traditional view," and on

the other side " the analytical theorj- " as presented by tlie

most acute foreign critics, and the same general theory as

modified and promulgated by some of the eminent university

professo)-s in England. Bishop Ellicott supports " the rectified

traditional view," while Professor Green, of Princeton, in his

latest work, The Unity of the Booh of Genesis (Preface, page

ix), maintains "the traditional view." The late Dr. James

Strong, of Drew Theological Seminary, also held "the tradi-

tional view" in its full extent.

Y. Ko results of biblical criticism can be accepted by the

Church as anthoritative which denies directly, or by clear
•'

implication, the authority of Jesus Christ when he affirms
|

the truthfulness of the Old Testament records. The argu-
|

raent from results is one which a true criticism cannor %

overlook. Professor Sayce closes his ai'ticle in the Co7itemj:'0-
|

rary Jicviexo by saying, " 'We have a body of doctiine which lias

been the support in life and the refuge in death of ^millions of

men of all nationalities and grades of mind, which has been

*C/*rwhu<i Ca^np^o^JOh(^, pp. 3;>-<50.
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witnessed to bj the saints and martyrs, wliich lias conquered

(irst the Koinan empire and then the barbarian who destroyed

it, and which has brought a message of peace and good will to

giiircrino- humanity." He thus affirms the results of the word

of God on the liearts of men as an argument for the authority

of the documents which compose it. On the other hand,

Kucnen argues against the liistory of Abraham and the pa-

triarchs '' on account of the pure and elevated views that are

found in it." * Surely, if there is a pkce for this kind of argu-

ment it is when any hypothesis invalidates the character of

Jesus Christ as a perfect teacher. The divinity of our Saviour

and his absolute knowledge of all questions of fact is an axiom

as fundamental to Christian truth as the axioms of mathematics

are to mathematical science. There is no point on which nega-

tive criticism, in the view of Christians, has found more em-

barrassment than in its effect on our faith in the infallibility of

.lesus Christ as a teacher. Thus far no satisfactory harmony

has been established between the results of radical advanced

criticism and Christ's indorsement of the Mosaic authorship of

the Pentateuch. This argument is supported as valid both by

Bishop Ellicott and the late Canon Liddon. A single passage

from Bishop Elh'cott will illustrate the point

:

Arguments from consequences, as Dr. Liddon has impressively pointed

out, cannot be set aside with impunity. If it be obvious that certain

theories about the Old Testament must ultimately conflict with our

Lord's unerring authority, a Christian will pause before he commits

himself to those theories. The ap])eal to Christ may be fruitless to those

^vllo have deliberately crossed the Rubicon; but in the case of the great

iJiajority the appeal, if wisely and perseveringly made, will rarely fail to

»i)gi:est some hesitation, some reconsideration of theories which are trav-

crsed by the teaching of Christ or by the inferences which immediately

flow from it. t

VI. Authoritative criticism requires time to consider objec-

tions that ma}' be raised to its conclusions. The present state

('« opinion in the Church on the question of the authorship

;nid the canonicity of the books of the Bible has stood the test

*-'f time. Objections have been raised at different periods, but

chiefly since the time of Astruc. This is particularly appli-

cable to the.!N"ew Testament. The late Professor Alexandci*,

in his J^ew Tcstument Literature, affirms that the book now
• Chri»tus Comprobatur, p. 79. t Ibid., p. 205.
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called tlic New Testament is " the same in every laii^uaj^e

throughout the world." And he further says that " this iden-

tity or uniformity has constantly existed for more than fourteen

hundred years
; befoi-e as well as since the Keformation, throui;h

the Middle Ages, back to the close of the fourth century." This

afiirmation, he declares, is sustained by Ttufinus, Augustine
and Jerome, and also by the Council of Hippo, A. I). 303,

Carthage, 397, and Rome, 494. It was further attested by

Athanasius, Ephraem Syrus, and other authorities. The
doubts which arose in legard to authorship and canonicity

Professor Alexander explains by special considerations con-

cerning the individual books, which were local rather than

critical. It is this test of time upon whicli the Church must

insist before she accepts conclusions so directly subversive of

her present position in regard to the Bible. The experience

of the past clearly shows the M-isdom of tliis requirement.

The Tubingen school has dominated desti'uctive critical thought

for many years. For more than a quarter of a century' the

j-eputation of a scholar was hazarded if he ventured to question

its authority. Many surrendered their gospels, and with it their

faith. At length, however, the Eastern monasteries yielded up

their treasures to the critical inquirer. The gospel of John has

been established as the genuine production of the one to whom
it has been assigned by the Church, and that school has pi'acti-

cally disappeared except for the scholarship it has evoked from

the field of critical discussion.

The convictions of the young scholar must often give way to

the conclusions of later years. Young men have done noble

work in promoting critical study. Youth is fresh and active,

ready to discard the past, and eager for new discoveries. This

is proper, and is a hopeful sign. It should, however, be iriodi-

iied by the reseajches and judgments whicli are the product

of time and of opportunity for further testing. An interest-

ing illustration of the changes of opinion caused by time is

found in the recent utterances of Professor Suyce, in the Con-

(einjmrary Itevicwioi' November, to which allusion has ali'cady

been made. Professor Sayce writes in reply to a paper V'V

Canon Cheyne, in a previous number of the same lievku:, r.n

" The Archa^oloirical Stajre of Old Testament Criticism." lu

this paper the canon had coujtlcd the name of Sayce with that
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of Kucnen, as " one of those to %rlioin be owes a stimulus in that

line of research with which his name is so intimately con-

iiected." He charged, however, Professor Sayce with having

cliunsjed his attitude toward '"' criticism," Professor Sa^'ce de-

nies tliat he has changed his attitude toward criticism when

criticism means " a sober and reverent examination of ancient

documents and ancient history, based upon recognized scientific

principles, with a due regard to what is ordinarily termed

common sense." The professor adds

:

The more important a belief is, the more imperatively does it invite

criticism—not criticism that sets out with preconceived ideas and as-

sumptions, which treats imperfect evidence as if it were perfect, or which

builds conclusions upon theories which have yet to be proved. If tliis is

what is meant by criticism I must at once plend that I have no sympathy

with it, and I think I may honestly say that I have never had any. But I

Hiispcct that a good deal of the criticism to which Canon Cheyne is alluding

is what seems to me to be of that intemperate and illegitimate sort that I

Lave just been describing; and Canon Cheyne is doubtless right in saying

that I have of late years changed my attitude in regard to it. But that

is because it js only of late years that I have begun to realize its true

character, its tendencies, and its results. We have all committed follies

in youth, and oue of the few compensations which old age is supposed to

bring us is that of growing out of them. Let it not be forgotten, how-

ever, tliat fifteen years ago there was something to bo said on behalf of

the "new teaching" which cannot be said for it any longer. . . . Let me

briefly review some of the reasons wliich preclude me from offering any

longer the same welcome to the method and conclusion of the "higher

criticism " that I was prepared to accord to them fifteen years ago. The

pivot upon which the whole question turns is the Pentateuch, or the

Hexateuch, as our critical friends would make it. If the Pentateuch is

really a hodge-podge of ill-digested morsels, none of Mhich is older than

the age of the Jewish monarchy, while a considerable part of them is

post-exilic, we may at once give up tlie contest and follow our critical

friends whithersoever they lead us. The Christian Church will have erred

grievously, like the Jewish Church before it; and the law which our Lord

cinic to fulfill, instead of being the rock upon which the faith of Israel

w.is founded, will have been the product of religious degeneracy and

Jccay.

The late Professor Delitzsch, on the other hand, modified bis

views in the direction of the liiglier criticism. Tlie point we
arc considering is whether biblical criticism has reached a posi-

tion wliere the Church can accept its conclusions when they

are liostile to her accepted traditions.

Iq the present state of the discussion it is fair to the most
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advanced biblical criticism to saj that it has not reached a state

in which tlie Church can wisely or safely, in her organized

capacity, consider its conclusions with a view to modify her

traditional beliefs. It is conceded tliat these investigations

have thrown fresh h'ght on tlie study of the Scriptures, and

have given new inspii-ation to tlie study of the languages of the

Bible and to arch geological research ; but their generaliza-

tions have not yet commanded such confidence as should pre-

cede tlicir acceptance by those who have not personally had

opportunity to make investigations.

The present writer has attem])ted to set forth tlie conditions

that should precede action on the part of the Church, with a

view to adopt the conclusions which have been set forth h\ the

advocates of what is termed advanced scholai'ship. In tliis rapid

presentation of a great subject the discussion can hardly be satis-

factory, and certainly cannot be complete. It lias been the aim

of this paper to present the case dispassionately, not attempting,

liowevcr, to conceal our own belief that the traditional, or wliat

he prefers to call the historical, view still maintains its ground,

and, so far as he can now see, will continue to do so.

Professor Caspar Eene Gregory, of the University of

Leipzig, Germany, in his lectures at Drew Theological Semi-

nary not long since, said that we will accept whatever is absolutely

proved on these questions. This must be the attitude of the

Church. Truth is iinal. When criticism shall have reached a

position which commands the assent of the best scholarship

within and without the Church her highest council may take

up the question and in the exercise of its godly judgment make

such modifications of her statements as truth requires, ever

bearing in mind that there have been wise and scholarly inves-

tigators of these problems in the past as well as in the present,

and that the conclusions of the critics of to-morrow may set

aside the verdict of to-day. " jSTevertheless the foundation of

God standeth sure," and '' all Scripture is given by inspiration

of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correc-

tion, for instruction in righteousness : that the man of God
may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works."

^y/<^£t^
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Akt. III.—our benevolences.

IlAisixG the benevolent collections has come to be a large

]);irt of the work of our itinerant preachers. In the earlier days

of our ecclesiastical life it was not so. Then our pastors were

practically all evangelists, and a Methodist preacher who could

nut direct a camp meeting, or a revival, or an altar service was

not much in demand. But now to one not acquainted with our

methods of work an Annual Conference, in some respects,

seems more like a great collection agency than an organized

body of ministers whose supreme object is to save the lost.

Often two thirds of the members of a Conference are not heard

on the floor, except when reporting their missionary or other

moneys. Some ministers spend ten, twenty, thirty, or even

more years in effective service without uttering a word at the

animal sessions, except when making these reports.

In our statistical tables we use eleven columns of figures for

ministerial support, seven columns for church property and cur-

rent expenses, sixteen columns for our benevolences and author-

ized collections, and four columns for church membership. But

as one of these four is the number of deaths, and another the

number of local preachers, we really have only two left for

membership. Tliere are no columns to show what became of

the probationers of the preceding year, to register the annual

increase or decrease in membership, or to give the number of

conversions during the year. Measured by our form of statis-

tics, a large part of the pastor's work is in the interest of our

benevolent enterprises.

Those familiar with the cares and anxieties of our pastors fur-

ther know that many of them—such as are usually counted suc-

cessful—begin early in the Conference year, and spend a great

deal of time in planning for and raising the benevolences.

Xearly all district meetings discuss different phases of this

subject, especially the one held in the early part of tlie Con-

ference year. If the time spent one way or another by each

pastor in the interest of the benevolences could be reckoned

lip it would be found to constitute no small part of the Con-

ference year.

What has been said is not to intimate that the Methodist
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Episcopal Church in the last quarter or half a century has lost

sight of her real mission—the salvation of the people—but

to prepare the M'ay for the statement that her methods of

work have during these years been much changed. The time

spent in raising money for Missions, Churcli ExteMsion, Chris-

tian Education, Sunday Schools, and the Tract cause is as legiti-

mately employed as if spent in preaching the Gospel or visit-

ing.from house to house. Nor can we say which of these causes,

in proportion to the money invested, is most efficient in saving

souls. They are all worth}-^ the faithful and persistent effort of

every pastor in the Church.

Objections are sometimes made to the number of our benev-

olent collections, and usually, as the General Conference ap-

proaches, more or less is said about consolidating those of kin-

dred purpose. To do this in a perfectly satisfactory manner is

no small problem, and is one not undertaken in this discussion.

A readjustment of our benevolences is, however, suggested,

which will be apj)licable whether the causes be many or few,

and which the writer believes gives promise of larger returns

than the method now used. Let the Discipline declare that

"the whole amount raised on each charge for benevolences be

distributed to the different causes on the basis of their respec-

tive claims." This change is advocated for the following rea-

sons :

First, Because the original apportionments to the Confer-

ence practically proceed from the same authority, and rest with

equal obligation upon all our pastors and churches. The gen-

eral committees of the Missionary, Church Extension, Fi-ecd-

mcn's Aid and Southern Education Societies consist of the

board. of bishops—sixteen in number—the fourteen represent-

atives of the General Conference districts, fourteen represent-

atives from each board of managers for their respective corn-

mittees, and the secretaries and treasurers of each board. The

bishops and representatives of the General Conference districts

are members of the three connnittecs, wliile the representative?

of the boards of managers, with their respective secretaries and

treasurers, are different for each committee. Thus two fac-

tors out of three in each of these committees are constant,

while only one is variable. The apportiomnents made to th.e

Annual Conferences arc therefore largely by the same author-
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itv. Otlicr apportionments to tlie Conferences are also made by

llle recognized representatives of our authorized benevolences,

and are accepted \vithont question. These amounts are usually

reapportioned to the districts, and by them to tlie pastoral

charges; so tliat every piistor and chai'ge in the Church is sup-

posed to receive near the beginning bf the Conference year an

aj)[)ortioninent for each benevolent enterprise, %vith no greater

obligations to one than to another.

Secondly, Because such a disciplinary provision would secure

more concentration of effort by all recognized representatives

of these important interests than we now have. These repre-

sentatives are the pastors, the presiding elders, and the officials

of the different benevolent boards. Under the present arrange-

ment it is almost impossible to secure for a charge, or for a

tour through a district, the services of any of our corrcspond-

iiig secretaries or official representatives, imless there is a

definite understanding that all the money raised goes to the

particular board that official represents ; and neither he nor

the board he represents feels he has done his cause any good

unless lie carries the collection considerably beyond the amount

regularly and authoritatively apportioned the charge. If the

ajjportionments jnade by tlie general committees to the Confer-

ences, then by the Conferences to the districts, and fmaily by

tlie districts to the pastoral charges, have been fairly equitable,

the success of this official help is measured largely by the

violation of the law of equity that is supposed to prevail in the

ftl>portioninents. The greater the violation the greater the

pnccess.

A just administrator, in settling an estate, will have all legiti-

mate claims against it paid in full if possible; but if this can-

not be done he will see that payments are made in the ratio of

these claims, for obligation to ])ay is not affected by the size of

the claim. This law is more or less recognized in meeting our

benevolences. Pastors and presiding elders are in some respects

administrators of this department of our Church finances. Their

goal usually is '"all benevolent apportionments in full." TVhen
this is not done many of tliem are anxious that each cause

fi-'ceive its duo proportion of the amount collected, though they

«-»ften fail. Hence some pastDrs and presiding elders hesitate

"1 sccunufi' the services of a corresponding secretarv or an
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official representative of one of our benevolent boards, know-
ing that in proportion to tlieir success the law of obligation is

violated
;

for, as a rule, what is one cause's gain is another's

loss. This hesitancy may not apply to the representatives of

the Missionary Society so much as to others, because the ap-

portionment for missions usually exceeds the total for all others.

Many pastors think that if they get this collection out of the

way the work is more than half done ; that they can surely

secure something for the other causes so there will be no blanks

in their reports, and that, on the whole, the resnlt will be fairly

commendable, as only the missionary collection is reported in

open Conference.

It is quite probable that even under the present ari-angement

all our secretaries have more calls for service than they are

able to answer ; but, if their work among the churches were

more in the interest of tlie benevolences as a whole, whnt

would be to the interest of one cause would be to the interest

of another, and there certainly Avould be more unanimity and

concentration of effort by pastors, presiding elders, and these

official representatives.

Thirdly, Because such a distribution of the receipts for

benevolences would pronn'se greater returns than the method

now used. This is perhaps the most important consideration

of all, and the best that can be done is to estimate the proba-

bilities. "When our members come into full fellowship they

solemnly covenant to contribute of their earthly substance, ac-

cording to their ability, for " the support of the Gospel and

the various benevolent enterprises of the Church." Here arc

two channels for contributions, ministerial support and Church

benevolences. In ^ 280 of the Discipline may be found tlio

following provision adopted by the General Conference of

ISSO : "The amount apportioned to each pastoi'al charge for

the support of tlie bishops shall be ii pro rata claim witli that

of the pastors and presiding elders ; and no pastor or presiding

elder shall be entitled to his allowance except to the extent to

which the claims of the bishops are also met by the charge or

district with which such pastor and elder are connected." And
in \ 282 the following occurs, which was adopted in ISGO :

" In all cases the presiding elder shall share Nvith the pastors in

his district in proportion to what they have respectively re-
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c-oived." Ill these provisions v:q have the identical huv "-overn-

iiig tlie contributions of the Church for ministerial support tliat

w'C arc advocating for the benevolences. This law may not be
followed in every presiding elder's district and pastoral charge
i;i the connection, but none are found to advocate its repeal,

o.;pccially among the bishops and presiding elders. Wherever
obeyed it has proved eminently satisfactory to ministers and lav-

tiicn, and because of the satisfaction given there is no question but
tliat the receipts for ministerial support are considerably larger
than they would be under the plan that now prevails for die
bctievolences.

As a rule most people prefer that kindred claims be aggre-
pted, and generally they will pay more to cancel all tliese'ob-

ligations at once than to take them one at a time. Yery few
porsons who pay taxes want to pay for the different 'funds
^oj>arately. When a church is to be dedicated all the expenses
nre aggregated and presented to the people as a whole. Xo
one would expect to succeed if separate subscriptions -were
(Solicited for the different itemc. Many of our largest and
most prosperous churches aggregate their expenses for the yeai-,

i^iicli as for pastor, presiding elder, bishops, sexton, organist,
choir, etc. Their contributions are for all these objects taken
together; and it would be difficult to prevail upon them to
adopt the plan of making separate contributions for eacli cause,
J'jr they know how unsatisfactory, if not disastrous, the result
^^ouldbe. A very large part of our membership really prefer
to make their regular contributions to the benevolences as they
'-0 for the support of the local church, with the understand-
1!'^^ that the distribution be made to the different causes in the
fatio of these claims upon the charge. In this way, if their
t^yntributions are according to ability, they strictly and con-
^i^^tcntly comply with their full membership covenant to con-
•nbute of their earthly substance to the various benevolent
^'"terprises of the Church.
There may be serious objections to this plan for raising the

^>'^ncvolences, because it contemplates, or docs not discourage,
'«Jiiunbus collections;" and, as some see it, nothing is so dls-
«-^troiiR as the omnibus plan. But what vehicle can c<arry

""^J-c
j)assengcrs than an omnibus ? A good-sized one is worth

* dozen phaetons. It does not make so much display, but it
l-»—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XTI.
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hcos room for the people. Usually the great difficnlty M-itJi

this collection is that the amount raised is applied to but one or
two causes, in order to make these contributions commendable,
while other causes ai-o put off with merely nominal amounts, if

any at all, to avoid blanks in the reports. Had there been a
law making it necessary to distribute the amount collected to
the different causes on the basis of their respective claims, what
a difference there would have been in the result ! Ko greater
boon can come to some of our benevolences than a well-regu-
lated omnibus plan.

It will probably be helpful in judging the effect of such a
plan, if it be applied to the contributions of the Cliurch for p

single year, and the result observed. The statistics for ••'.,.5

are not yet accessible ; we therefore take those for " .di as
given in the General Minutes. In the followini^ cable tlie

column of apportionments is graded by the million and a half for
Missions

;
the amount for Church Extension being one fifth ; for

Freedmen's Aid and Southern Education, one sixth ; for other
educational objects, one fifteenth

; for Children's Day Fund, one
twentieth; and for Sunday School Union, Tract, and Bible
Societies, one thirtieth each.

BEfEVOLENT
CAUSES.
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^[issionai7 Society curtailed
; nor does any one familiar with the

Cliristlikc work of the societies wliich are the gainers bysncha
distribution want to see them have less than their^ro ratu share
of the benevolent offerings of the Churcli. ]3ut, laying aside our
special preferences, and looking at the subject from the stand-
point of a disciple interested in the salvation of the world, would
not the distribution of our benevolences on the ]jro rata plaii

irive promise of greater results, even to the Missionary Society,
llian the method now used ? If Emerson's statement is true'
that America is but another name for opportunity, then verv
much, if not everything, depends upon making the cause of
Christ dominant here at home. If Christianity fails in Amer-
ica, with all its advantages from location and noni- .erference
by political powers, then it will fail everywhere .se, unless its

devotees are blessed Avith more wisdom an'' divine guidance
than falls to the lot of American Ch^' .lans. The task of
saving the United States is not yet an accomplished fact.
Foreigners are here by the hundred thousand and the inillion,
and the worst of it is they have, with few exceptions, brought
their anarchism and socialism and heiithenism with them.
These, with our own native unchristian population, must be
more generally brought under the sway of the Gospel if we
are to maintain our standing as a Christian nation. To fail
here is to fail everywhere else. But, considered from the
etindpoint of missions alone, are not the additional amounts
these liome societies would receive by the pro rata plan a
profitable investment? Most of our Sunday schools begin
makmg contributions to missions nearly as soon as organized.
Tlie distribution of religious tracts is missionary work, pure and
simple. The Freedmen's Aid and Southern Education Society
c^irries the blessings of Cliristian education, permeated by the
spirit and enforced by the example of the missionary of the
"OSS, to nearly half a million of our own Church members, and
the returns to the missionary treasury, though meager at first,
^vill be largely augmented as the years go by. Many there are
^j-ho believe that the shortest and surest way to do our part in
Ijic evangelization of Africa is through the agency of this
' ociety. The Church Extension Board is so much of a mis-
sionary organization that the Missionary Society could almost
«"ord to operate the entire plant for the returns that would
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thus be brought into its own treasury. Thousands of prosperous

churches to-day owe their very existence to the help afforded by
Church Extension, and their missionary contributions form no
insignificant part of the Missionary Society's receipts. Tlie

Board of Church Extension has, in round numbers, aided ten

thousand cliurches ; and an average annual missionary contri-

bution of only twenty-five dollars each would bring into tlic

treasury of the Missionary Society the neat sum of two hundred

and fifty thousand dollars. Taken altogether, it is fairly prob-

able that the Missionary Society would really gain, rather than

lose, by a distribution of the benevolent contributions of the

Church on the basis of apportionments.

The last column in the preceding table gives the line that

would have been reached by our different benevolent enter-

prises in 1894 liad they come as near reaching their full

apportionment as the Missionary Society did in reaching the

million and a Ijalf line. It is, of course, impossible to prove

that this would have been done, even under the j9/'6) rata plan

for distribution ; but when we consider how successful such a

plan has proven to be, wherever faithfully tried, and that it

would have taken less than one hundred and fifty thousand

dollars to have reached that line for all causes, tliere is noth-

ing extravagant in the belief that, with the expenditure of no

greater amount of energy than was used, such results would

liave been attained.

/tp. o^. XDJL^i^<sJt
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AuT. IV.—THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

What's in a name? that which we call a rose,

By any other name would smell as sweet.

So said Juliet, and yet there is very mucli in a name. The

smell of the rose might be the same, but the identification of

tlic flower would to some extent depend upon the name. How-
ever it may be with flowers, a name is very important to men
find to human institutions. The name borne by an individual

luay have value not only for social but also for legal reasons.

The same thing is true as to a religious denomination, for a

Ci)urch is an individual among Churches, and as a body corpo-

rate its name has importance not only as expressive of distinc-

tion, but also as indicative of its object and its sphere. It has

also a legal value which may determine its right to exist in

certain places and nnder some circumstances, while its claim

upon funds and real estate may depend upon the appellation

by which it is legally known. A study of the title of our own
Church is, therefore, of more than passing interest.

In 1770 the Methodist work in this country was classified in

tiie English Minntes under the name " America." This was
its first designation. In 1784, when Mr. "Wesley was making

.-irnmgements for the reorganization of American Methodism,

he prepared a service book which he entitled " The Sunday

^^t'rvice of the Methodists in North America." By this he

meant, as he remarks in his circular letter, the "provinces of

North Aincrica" which had been "totally disjoined from the

luothcr country and erected into independent States," meaning,
ill other words, the United States of America. This is clearly

tliown by the fact that in the second edition of the Sunday
Service, printed in 17SG, he struck out " North America" and

i''!,-erted " the United States of America." Prom this and
from other evidences it is plain that Wesley intended the rc-

^-'-'li^anization simply for the United States of America.

The important question is, What title did the American
Methodists themselves take, and what did they understand
'h*'ir Church to be. The Minutes of the organizing Conference
^f 1784 are not extant, at least as far as is now known, and there-
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fore we are compelled to depend upon other sources of infor-

mation. Asbury in his " Journal " of that date merely say.-^,

" It was agreed to form ourselves into an Episcopal Church."

Bishop "Whatcoat at a later date said, " We agreed to form a

Methodist Episcopal Church." Thomas Ware relates that he

thinks John Dickins suggested the title, and also says that Dr.

Coke was in flivor of taking that name. In the certificate

which Bishop Coke gave Bishop Asbury he calls the denomi-

nation "The Methodist Episcopal Church in America;" but

it is evident that America meant the United States of America.

The same title appears in the first Discipline published after

the organization of the new denomination, and so the same

name appears in many of the Annual Minutes. From 180-i tlic

title-page of the Discipline contains simply, " The Methodist

Episcopal Church;" but this was merely an abbreviation, was

the work of the editor, and therefore did not have the legal

value which would attach to an act of a legislative or judicial

bod}' passing specifically upon the exact wording of the title.

As early as lYSO, when an address was presented to the first

President, George Washington, the paper was signed by

Bishops Coke aud Asbury " in behalf of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church in the United States of America." This was an

occasion when legal accuracy was important, and consequently

the full title was given. Washington's -written reply, which he

read, was addressed "to the Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal

Church of the United States of America," showing an effort

on his part also to give the correct name of the denomination.

The "Journal" of the first delegated General Conference,

which met in 1812, opens with the words, " The delegated

General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church in tiio

United States of America." The same full title appears in

other General Conference Journals. In the four General

Conferences of which the late Bishop Harris was secretary he

always opened his Conference Journal with the same titlo,

"The Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States of

America." Some later secretaries have not deemed it neces-

sary to write the full title, and probably the change has not

been noticed. Secretaries, editors, or colloquialisms do nut

determine legal titles, and abbreviations do not change the real

appellations. We say " The United States," though the real
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title of tlie nation is " The United States of America." So,

"Tiic Motliodist Episcopal Church "is merely the colkxiuial

i>r abbreviated form for " The Methodist Episcopal Clinrch in

the [Jnitcd States of America." But popular expressions, or
editors and secretaries, do not finally determine the matter, as

«!oe3 a deliberate legislative enactment or a carefully drawn
\kvj:.\\ instrument, when the exact title is a matter of sn-

pixMiie moment. In 1790 it became important for the denomi-
ii;ition to have imifoi-m deeds, in order to secure property to

tltc Church. This made it necessary to state the title of the
Iwdy with great exactness, and so, in the " Form of a Deed of
Settlement," which the General Conference drew np at that
tiir.e, appears the full title, as, for example, in these words :

**For the use of the members of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in the United States of America," and "their General
Cunferences in the United States of America." When the
" Deed of Settlement " was changed in 1864 to a '•'Form for
Conveyance of Church Property" the General Conference
struck out the lengthy indenture, but retained the same legal
title, " Tiie Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States
of America ;

" and thus it stands at the present time, and mil-
lions of dollars' worth of property are deeded to the " Metho-
dist Episcopal Church in the United Stares of America."
Again, the General Conference of 1796 decided to create a
fund " for the distressed traveling preachers, for the families
"f traveling preachers, and for superannuated and worn-out
I'reachers, and the widows and orphans of preachers." This
organization was incorporated by the legislature of Pennsyl-
vania, and because it received a charter it was known "^as
'' Tiie Chai-ter Fund," or " Chartered Fund." The charter
recites that the fund is for persons in " The Methodist Episco-
r-il Church in tlie United States of America," and the same
Ule occurs a number of times in the body of the instrument.
^'» 1832 the General Conference authorized the trustees to
'*PpJy to the legislature of Pennsylvania for a chani^e of the
"anie to " The Chartered Fund of the Methodist Episcopal
'^'•'nrch in the United States of America," and the change was
'it'ly made. So, the legal title, by the act of the General Con-
lercnco and the act of incorporation, is "The Methodist Epis-
<^^pal Church in the United States of America." The plain
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intention was that the Church was to be in the United States

and was to be for the people within tlie bounds of the United

Btates.

But it may be said that, while such was the title and inten-

tion in the early days, the case is diiierent now, since the

Church has work outside the United States. Eut having

preaching places or missions outside the United States docs

not change the title or make the denomination anything else

than " The Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States

of America." The fact is that, at the very time this title was

settled, the work did sometimes extend beyond the bounds of

the United States, though in America. Indeed, there M-as at

the beginning a peculiar connection between the Methodists in

the United States and those in the remaining British colonies

in America. Thus there was an overflow, so to speak, into

Canada, and some of the Hecks and Emburys who had helped

to form the first Methodist Society in New York formed the

first Methodist Society in Canada, in 1778. Then George Neal,

a local preacher from Pennsylvania, taught school in Canada

and formed another society in 1790. About the same time

William Losee, an itinerant preacher from the United States.

visited some friends in Upper Canada and made such an

impression by his preaching that the people petitioned the

Kew York Conference, requesting that Mr. Losee be sent to

preach among them. The request was granted, and thus tlic

Methodist Episcopal Church began missionarj' work in Canada.

This work across the border was at first connected with the

Nev/ York Conference, and subsequently with the Genesee, but

in 1821: it was made an Annual Conference. This, however,

did not work well on foreign soil, for at the very next General

Conference a petition was presented from the Canada Confer-

ence "praying that they may be separated from the jurisdic-

tion of the General Conference of tiie Methodist Episcopal

Church in the United States." Prior to that the mission work in

Nova Scotia and Lower Canada had been turned over to the

English Wesleyans.

It was now found that it was difficult to administer in Upper

Canada. The Methodist Episcopal Church had not ventured

into that section until urgently invited on the ground of neces-

sity. But now the Church found it was not an easy or safe
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tiling to extend ecclesiastical authority bejond tlie nation in
wl.icli an ccclcsiasticisni is located and to which it belongs-
and the people in Canada learned that it was not a comfortable
thing to hold ecclesiastical relations with, and to bo under the
control of, a Church located in a foreign country. Tlie General
(.."onforencc of 1828 considered the petition and adopted the
following :

mercm, The Canada Annual Conference, situated in the province of
UpiKT Canada, under a foreign government, have, in their memorial pre-
sented to this Conference the difficulties under which they labor in consc
qucnce of tlieir union with a foreign ecclesiastical government, and
setting forth their desire to be set of! as a separate Church establishment-
and, '

Wherea.^, This General Conference disclaims all right to exercise
rcclesiastical jurisdiction under such circumstances except by mutual
Rgrcemeut; therefore,

n<:whcJ, by the delegates of the Annual Conferences in General Con-
ference assembled: 1. That the compact existing between the Canada
Annual Conference and the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United
States be, and hereby is, dissolved by mutual consent, and that tliey are
at liberty to form themselves into a separate Church establishment, etc.

It will be noticed that the General Conference recognizes the
fact that the Church was not the Methodist Episcopal Churchm Canada, but in the United States, and that in the Canadian
estimate it was "a foreign ecclesiastical government." In
other words, it was the Church in the United States with
|nissionary or temporary work outside its naturallv lec-itiinate
jurisdiction. It will al.o be observed that the GencrafConfer-
ci.ce disclaimed "all right to exercise ecclesiastical jurisdiction
Ji'ider such circumstances except by mutual agreement ; " that
'•^ to say, to exercise jurisdiction over work "under a foreicrn
government." This was an acknowledgment of the differen'ce
^I the status of work in a foreign country, or under a forcicrn
l^ovcrnmont. In such a case it existed only bT tolerance, or
••-> use the language of the resolution, '• by mutiial agreement."H would bo very different with a Conference in the United
' ^•'tes. riere the Church could enforce its authority. In an-
J'tlicr resolution the same General Conference used the fol-
lowing language

:

\:J!^T'
'^^'^ jurisdiction of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the

and ^ i"'^''"

""^ America has heretofore been extended over the ministers
members in connection with the said Church in the province of Ui)per
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Canada, by mutual agrcemeut, aud by the consent and desire of our breth-

ren in that province, etc.

Tbis again was a declaration that jurisdiction in a foreign coun-

try ^vas on a dilTerent basis from that in the United States,

and that the Church itself was for the United States of America.

Witli the independence of the Canadian Conference the denom-

ination was literally, as well as legally, " The Methodist Epis-

copal Church in the United States of America." It was in the

United States, and nowhere else, even in missionary jurisdic-

tion. It went into Canada, not because it claimed any legal

right, but because of apparent necessity, and it withdrew its

control because it had no right to insist upon remaining when

it was not wanted.

In 1833 the Methodist Episcopal Church began a mission in

Liberia. This, however, was not, strictly speaking, a foreign

country under a foreign national govermnent. It was rather

a colony from the United States founded in 1822, and remained

imder the tutelage of the mother country for twenty-five

years. It declared its independence in 1847, but this was

fourteen years after the mission had been planted in this off-

shoot of the United States. The next year Great Britain

recognized Liberia as a sovereign State, but it was not until

1801 that it was so recognized by the United States. It will

thus be seen that when the Church extended its missionary

operations into Liberia it was not like going into tlie bounds of

a foreign nationality. It went among people of the United

States, and so found itself with a mission there after the colony

became independent. "With the independence of the country,

though it was not yet recognized by the United States, there

came a desire for greater ecclesiastical power, and the Liberia

Conference asked the General Conference of 18-18 to grant it

representation in the General Conference. This the General

Conference refused, thus showing that it was not supposed

that a Conference in a foreign huid had any inherent right to

representation in the General Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Churcli in the United States of America. Tiie next

General Conference received another petition from the Liberia

Conference asking " tlie appointment of a bishop for that field

of labor," or that the Liberia Conference become independent.

As with the work in Canada, so even in Africa, location in
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aiiotlier countrj under auotber national government naturally

led to a desire to be free from the control of a Church which

was identified \vith a foreign government, and the report of

the committee to which the matter was referred recognized the

righteousness and propriety of such a claim. The report of the

Committee on Missions, signed by Dr. John P. Durbin, who
at that time was the Secretary of the Missionary Society,

favored independence for the following reasons

:

1. The Liberia Confercuce is withiu the limits of a foreign govcrument,

and composed of a people of a race \vliolly different from ourselves,

Tliose circumstances render tlie application of our episcopal administra-

tion scarcely practicable.

2. The petitioners themselves, in the conclusion of their petition, sug-

gest this mode of meeting their case if a missionary bishop ctinnot be

provided for them.

8. The prosperity of the republic of Liberia, compared with its pvos-

l)crity as a colony under the administration of the American Colonization

Society, aflords, by analogy, a good ground to conclude that the independ-

ence, or at least the independent action and administration, of the Church
in Liberia would be greatly conducive to its prosperity and permanency.

This committee, therefore, held that the general superintend-

ency was not intended for, or adapted to, work in foreign

lands, but was designed for work within the United States.

The action which was taken by the General Conference was
a recommendation to the bishops " that they make such

arrangements as that one of their number shall visit Liberia

once or oftener during the ensuing four years as they shall

judge necessary." This was simply a visit, not a residence,

that was proposed. It was not understood or believed that a

general superintendent could reside outside tlie United States

a!id continue to have episcopal functions within the United
States. That had been settled away back in 17S7, when there

were placed in the Minutes the following question and answer

:

"Who are the superintendents of our Church for the United
States?" "Thomas Coke (when present in the States) and
Francis Asbury."

In 1S56 Liberia made further demands, and the General
Conference of that year again gave attention to this missionary
held. One suggestion was that the Liberia Conference be
organized as "The Methodist Episcopal Church of Africa," as

is mentioned in the address of the bishops. The Conference,
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liowever, decided upon a missionary bisliop who should " reside

in Liberia, on the western coast of Africa, or in its vicinitj,

and have episcopal jurisdiction in Africa only."

This action sliows a recognition of the fact that under the

fundamental law of the Church no general superintendent could

liave an episcopal residence outside the United States, and there-

fore that it was necessary to create a missionary bishop who
could reside in a foreign land. TJie resolution of the General

Conference further stated that "the said bishop and chu relies

in Africa shall still be under the supervision of tlie Methodist

Episcopal Churcli in the United States." This indicates that

the foreign mission was not an integral and necessary part of

the Church in the United States, hut under its supervision ; as

though tliis supervisory care might not always be needed, but

that the time would come when the mission would or miglit

become an independent Church. Having decided upon the

missionary bishopric for work in foreign lands, it was then pro-

posed to make it a part of the constitution of the Clmrch, and

the following resolution was adopted

:

That we recommend to the several Annual Conferences to alter the

Discipline, •[ 3, § 2, part 1, by adding the words, after the word "super-

intendency," in the fourth line, "but may appoint a missionary bishop

or superintendent for any of our foreign missions, limiting his episcopal

jurisdiction to the same respectively."

This amendment was afterward adopted by the ministry in

the Annual Conferences, and became part of the constitution

of the Church ; and this action sliows that the general superiu-

tendency was not adapted to, or intended for, work in foreign

fields, but that it was intended for the work in the United

States of America. Xo general superintendent since the time

of Bishop Coke had attempted to reside outside the United

Stiites. In his case the American Clmrcli promptly denied

liis right to reside abroad and at the same time exercise the

functions of a bishop in the Methodist Episcopal Churcli in the

United States, and with this decision Bishop Coke acquiesced.

The new amendment made the principle clearer, and fixed it

in the M'ording of the constitution, so that it is plain that the

only bishops v.-ho can be resident in foreign lands in charge of

foreign work are missionary bishops.

The dignity of the missionai-y bishopric was upheld by tlic
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General Conference of 1SS8, when it adopted the report upon
the question of tlie missionary bishopric, which report we liad
the lionor of writing. This act defines the status of tlie office
so as to make it one of tlie most honorable in tlie gift of the
Church, and thi, missionary bishop in his own jurisdiction an
uHicer of great power. In the case of those now holdino- the
position their field is an empire. All tlie foregoing facts'show
th:it the Church has always understood that the forei-n work
!iad a different status from that in the United States.

°

This was also made prominent for a long time by the fact
that the foreign work had no representation in the General
Conference. Kone of our foreign missions jiad any dele^rates
n; the General Conference until 1SG8. At this Conference^pro-
visional delegates, sent by the Conferences which had been
formed in the Southern States since the civil war, were admitted
to seats 111 the General Conference. Having admitted delco-ates
from what had been practically missions in the United St^'ates
the Conference went farther, and declared the Conferences in
foreign lands relieved of all former restrictions and to be "en-
dowed ^Wth all the rights, privileges, and immunities usual to
Annual Conferences of the :Methodist Episcopal Church in the
tinted States of America." This having been done, the Eev.
•John T. Gracey, who was present from the India Conference,
was admitted as a delegate ; so that he has the lionor of liavinc

"

I'cen the first representative from a foreign Conference outsid?
America to sit as a delegate in a General Conference. At the
next General Conference, in 1872, one minister appeared from
India, one from Germany and Switzerland, and a minister and
« layman from Liberia.

Xotwithstanding the resolution of the General Conference
''ns giving the foreign Conferences the privilege of sending
delegates to the General Conference, the denomination stifl
reniamed "The Metliodist Episcopal Churcli in the United
•
tutes of America." Though this act was a great concession,
'^^ertheless a distinction continued, and still continues, to be
J-^-cogmzed between the status of the foreign and the status of
^10 Lome work. Thus, General Conferences are Iield and can
J'niy be held in the United States of America. In 1796 the
'c-ncral Conference sent a communication to the British Con-
^'rencc from " the American General Conference," and the
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same General Conference put into the "Deed of Settlement"
|

for the conveyance of property, not only that the property Avas !

to be for tlic use of the denomination, but also that tlie n&e ^vas j

to be "according to the rules and discipline M-hich from time
|

to time may be agreed npon and adopted by the ministers and
\

preachers of the said CImrch at their General Conferences in
j

tlie United States of America." This shows very clearly that \

it was understood there was only one country where tlie Gen-
j

eral Conference could be held, and that was " tlie United States
]

of America." Valuable properties are lield under this deed, 1

and they are subject to laws made by General Conferences Iield ]
in the United States of America. To hold the General Con- 1

ference anywhere else would be as absurd as for a nation to I

transfer its capital to a distant colony or to a foreign land.
jA distinction is seen also in the natui-e of the permanent
j

superintendency for the foreign field. The constitution de-
|

cides that the resident bishop in the foreign field shall be a •

missionary bishop, while the general superintendency was in- \

tended for the United States and not for foreign countries.

Hence, when a general superintendent goes into a foreign land \

on episcopal duty it is in the nature of a woi'k of necessity
|

caused by an emergency for which no provision has been niade. 1

The foreign work of the bishops is beyond the normal inten- I

tion of their ofiice, and, being outside their normal functions,
j

at the beginning it seemed to require a special act of the Gen- I

era! Conference to direct or permit them to exercise their j

episcopal functions outside the United States. Thus, in the
\

case of Liberia the General Conference passed a resolution J

"that the General Conference recommend to the bishops that |

they make such arrangements as that one of their number shall I

visit Liberia once or oftener during the ensuing four years, as
\

they shall judge necessary." It will be, noticed that even this
|

was only a recommendation. ' If it had been a constitutional
|

requirement no such action would have been needed, for then
j

the general superintendents would have gone abroad and acted
|

just as they did in the United States. 1

A further distinction is indicated by the fact that when the |

general superintendents go to visit the work in a foreign coun- 1

try their expenses are not paid out of the episcopal fund, but \

out of the missionary fund. This carries with it the implica-
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tion that wlieii thus engaged ontside the United States thej are

not doing work that belonged necessarily and constitutionally

to their office as general superintendents, but that they are

doing work beyond the normal requirements of their office, and
work that is of a foreign missionary character ; and, therefore,

the expenses are chargeable to the missionary account, while on
the other hand their expenses in the United States are charge-
able to the episcopal fund because their functions normally and
constitutionally belong to the United States. In other words,
their work in a foreign field is of the nature of emergency ac-

tion, or a work of necessity, and beyond the real intention of
tlieir office. The episcopal fund is for the support of the gen-
eral superintendents or bishops for the United States, whose
work belongs regularly to the United States. Hence, any-
tliiiig done by them outside this country, being of an emer-
gency or missionary character, is properly paid from the fund
intended for foreign service.

The distinction between the home and the foreign field is

likewise seen in the fact that the salary and expenses of the
missionary bishops are not drawn from the episcopal fund, be-
CKiuse that fund was not created for foreign service, but are
I'aid out of tlie missionary fund, wliich is raised for the foreign
licld. As the missionary bishops are only for the foreign work,
and only exercise their episcopal functions in foreign fields,

their support comes legitimately from the latter fund.'

The distinction between the home and the foreign work is

pcen not only in the different functions of the episcopacy
acting at home and abroad, and in the source of their support,
hut also in the restrictions placed upon certain funds of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States of America.
Thus the Chartered Fund cannot be given to the Conferences
outside the United States. So, the Church extension fund is

hunted to this country. Indeed, a careful inquiry will show
that a number of funds are only for the United States of
America. On the other hand, the great missionary fund ma}' be
.^ivcn to the Conferences outside the United States for almost
any purpose. It is the fund that supports the missionaries and
I'reachers in the foreign Conferences. It builds churches and
schools and maintains publishing houses and other enterprises.
All these things may be done out of this one fund when used
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abroad, wliile other funds cannot be used outside the United
States. These limitations indicate the fact that the denomina-
tion is the Methodist Episcopal Clmrch in the United Stiites

with missionary operations in foreign lands, and that there is a

distinction between the two fields, though the foreign field is

carefully cultivated by the Church, which has lavished upon it

large sums of money, mnch love, and many precious lives.

It must appear, then, that the Methodist Episcopal Church
was not originally intended to be an ecumenical Church, and

that, according to the facts which have been cited, it is not nu

ecumenical Church, notwithstanding its missionary operations

in foreign countries. This is seen by its full legal title, " The
Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States of America,"

which it has placed in a number of legal documents, in its

treatment of the work in other lands, and in the present

marked distinction between the home and foreign field. Its

work abroad is missionary, for the purpose of planting Chris-

tianity according to the teachings of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. Hence, its control is only of a temjjorary character.

Its object is not to spread a great ecclesiasticisni until it. shall

be in all lands, and then permanently i-emain in all lands and

under all national governments, but to spread the truth of

Christ as taught by Metliodism. A governmental grasp that

will have a firm grip everywhere is not the true intention,

though governmental control will be necessary until self-gov-

ernment is possible. Any other purpose is a mistake, and is

doomed to failure. The late Bishop E. O. Haven understood

the situation when in 1878 he said :
" The Methodist Episcopal

Church in the United States of America cannot well cover

and manage the interests of all who ought to be Methodists in

the world. ... A desire to have one gigantic Church, rather

than a fraternity of Churches, is Hildebrandic rather than

Christian."

There are many reasons why there should not be an attempt

to liave a world-wide ecclesiastical government. One reason is

the fact that it would be practically impossible to make such a

government truly representative and democratic. At the pres-

ent time the one Church which pretends to be ecumenical is

the Eonian Catholic, and it does not allow popular repi-esenta-

tion, but is a despotism with power centered in one man who
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dwells on the Tiber. No matter what might be tlie desire, it

would be practically impossible to have a truly representative

troverninent in a world-wide Church, for it would be impossi-

ble to secure a room large enough to hold an}'' fair representa-

tion ; and tlien, to meet this diflicnlt}-, it would be necessary- to

cut down the representation until it would cease to be truly

ronresentative and would become a sort of concentrated aristoc-

racv. So, we say, the only effective ecumenical ecclesiastical

i^overnmeiit must be a despotism.

There is another reason that M-ould affect the work both at

home and abroad, namely, possible political complications

which might arise M'here a Church extended its rule among

foreign nations. If difficulties sliould spring up between the

United States and some other nation M'here was a portion of

liic Church in the United States of America, suspicion of dis-

loyalty might be cast on the adherents of the to them foreign

Church, This, indeed, was an actual difSculty in the case of

Canada, where prejudice existed against the ministers who
were connected with the Methodist Episcopal Church in the

United States.

There are some reasons why the Methodist Episcopal Church

iliould not be an ecumenical Church which particularly aft'cct

the Church at home. One is tl:e expense of representation

from the foreign field. In the last General Conference there

were live hundred and four delegates, and the traveling cx--

l)euses of all amounted to $32,040.30. In that General Con--

ference were twenty-five delegates from the foreign fields, and

the traveling expenses of these representatives amounted to

^^0,4:17.87, or a little less than one third the total expense of

the entire membership of the Conference, while the foreign

Conferences contributed only 8^04.30 to defray these expenses.

I*robably they did all they could ; but that is immaterial to the

argunient. The home Church has to bear the burden now, and
it may well ask what it will amount to in a few years.

Then, another condition which must be considered is the

liict that the number of delegates from abroad will steadily in-

crease, so that in a short time they M-ill be a more potent

I'lctor in the General Conference. As long as the delegates

•»ro missionaries sent out by the home Church the situation

^\ill not be so serious ; but what will it be when the delegates
15 pipTii SKRIES, VOL, XII.
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shall be mainly or entirely natives of distant lands, speakinp;

different tongues, trained nndcr different systems, and owini^ 1

allegiance to different political governments? In course of \

time the actual majority miglit come from abroad, but even I

a rainority holding the balance of power is equivalent to a \

majority. I

. There are also reasons against an ecumenical ecclesiastic;il I

government that affect the welfare of the foreign Confei-encci;;. |

Tije best interests of the foreign missions ]-equire that tliev ^

should have home rule within the boundaries of their several

nationalities. By being independent Churches they would

avoid the distrust of foreign interference. Self-governmeiit

strengthens self-respect, and this tends to give greater virility

to. the local Church. The bearing of responsibility develops

the Church as well as the individual. This was illustrated in

the case of the French Wesleyans. As long as they were

under the direct control of the British Conference they hiid

little prosperity, but, as soon as they were granted home rule,

and could speak of themselves as a Church in and of France,

they began to prosper. It is an interesting fact that the

Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States broke

away from the control of Mr. Wesley. In 1T84 it agreed to

obey !Mr. Wesley in " matters belonging to Church govern-

ment," but in 1787 the Conference annulled the agreement,

and Asbury said he " did not think it practical expediency to

obey Mr. Wesley at three thousand miles' distance." If that be

a sound principle other Methodist Episcopal Conferences

thousands of miles away may some day deem it wise to adopt

the same principle. Lower Canada was given up in the carlv

days, and Upper Canada later asked and obtained its independ-

ence. Liberia, prior to the General Conference of 1880, took

6t«ps toward a severance of its relation with the Methodist

Episcopal Church in the United States, aiid in 1883 the Libcri.i

Conference, at a semicentennial celebration, declared that " the

necessity of an independent organization of Methodism" -'•

Liberia was " essentially necessary to vigorous life and local

activity."

In 1880 efforts were made to have certain jiortions of the

foreign work organized into indepondent Cliurches. The re-

port on these requests was as follows :
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Tbc Committee on Missions, to whom were referred certain resolutions

in favor of the organization of independent Methodist Episcopal Churches

in Europe and Asia, respectfully report the following resolution :

Jlesolved, That it is premature to consider at this time the question of

establishing independent Methodist Episcopal Churches in Europe and

Asia.

Tliis is an admission of the legality and possible propriety of

the iudcpendence, though at that time it was deemed prema-

ture.

Later, Japan appealed to the General Conference of 1888

for autonomy, and the General Conference said:

Tliis General Conference will not interpose any objections to the

Japanese Methodists declaring themselves independent of the i\[ethodist

Episcopal Church, nor will they object to their uniting themselves with

any or all other forms of 3Iethodism that now exist or may exist in Japan,

the same to be done according to the general basis of union proposed.

One of the delegates from China said if it had been known

tliat this could have been done his Conference also would have

asked for the same permission. Otliers probably will make

einiiliar requests before many years, and it is not difficult to see

that, whether India is thinking in that direction or not, the

fonudations are being laid for a great Methodism in that vast

empire, and that this Methodism will govern itself.

Even now the Discipline provides for the organization of a

"Central Conference" in our "foreign mission fields" which

shall " be composed either of all the members of those Annual

Conferences or missions [in said fields], or of representatives

from the same, elected according to such ratio as maybe agreed

upon between the constituent parties," and to this " Central

Conference" extensive powers are given. This is a great

stride toward autonomy, and a reading of the chapter on

"Central Mission Conferences" (Discipline, ^86) will show

tliat it requires very little further legislation to transform the

Central Conference into a General Conference for the particu-

lar country in M-hich such Conference may be located, so that

when the day for independence comes the foreign fields will

l"»ossess Conference machinery similar to that of the mother

CI lurch.

To bring about the independence of our missions in other

lands will of course require judicious action, if it is to be
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done safely. Some degree of home rule should be given tliem
as soon as they are able to care for themselves even to a limited
extent, and this should be developed into affiliation or complete
independence. AVith missionary bishops they will have a du-
plicate of the American organization, and when they become
self-governing the missionary bishops can remain with them.
Whatever may be the adjnstracnt, it must be provided that
the American missionaries shall always have the way open for
their return to the work in the United States. Then provision
should be n^ade to continue grants of missionary money accord-
ing to the needs of the new organizations and under condi-
tions of an equitable character, as, for example, that the same
doctrines shall be taught as are held by the mother Church.
There does not seem to be any legal difficulty in the way of
such gifts. When the Canada Conference became independ-
ent the General Conference decided in favor of granting
missionary money for missionary work under the direction oi
the Canada Methodist Episcopal Church. The Methodist
Episcopal Church in the United States also aided the French
Methodist Church in France, which never had any connection
with the Church in this country. Even as late*^as 1884 the
General Conference advised the General Missionary Commit-
tee to make an annual grant of money to the Evangelical
Methodist Church of France and Switzerland.

Space does not permit a full presentation of this important
subject. What has been given is simply suggestive. In con-
clusion, we must content ourselves by saying that the foreign
missions should be cared for by the home Church with the

greatest affection while they remain under the direct control

of our Church, but when the time comes that they are capable
of self-government the right should be cheerfully conceded,
and further aid should be granted according to the need of the

new Church.

Tm^
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Akt. v.—the wisdom of the EGYPTIANS.

A GREAT official, born in the time of Shepseskaf, near the

close of the fourth djnast}-, is described on his torab as the

•'Scribe of the House of Books." This designation, which

occurs quite incidentally, indicates the nnexpected develop-

ment of Egyptian civilization at this remote period. The
recovered literature from tlie monuments of the Old and Mid-

dle Empires enables us to make an imperfect catalogue of

the works which were doubtless deposited in such a library,

Oflicial documents would occupy the first place—registers of

taxes and surveys of lands, deeds of gifts to temples, corrc-

s])ondence witli feudal lords and governors of provinces, and

all similar papers which would call for official action or recog-

nition in the civil or military administration of the State.

Then would follow religious work—prayers and devout poetry

drawn from the literary treasures of the earlier dynasties,

and even from sources which preceded the reign of Men a,

liymns to the gods, the early chapters of the Booh of the Dead,
and other similar works, obscure and mystical, and collections

of moral precepts. After tliese would be placed scientific

treatises on medicine, mathematics, and astronomy ; and,

finallyj those romances which precede all the luxuriant and

marvelous stories of later oriental peoples. In the midst of

much which is verbose and obscure there are many passages of

pronounced beauty and wisdom.
In the Bej-lin Papyrus an Egyptian comforts himself as he

contemplates death by conversing with his own soul ; and the

latter remarks—if we follow the paraphrase of M. Maspero— " I

Pay to myself every day: 'As is the convalescence of a sick

l)erson who goes to the court after his affliction ; as is the in-

haling of the scent of a perfume ; as a seat under the protec-

tion of an outstretched curtain ; as the inhaling of the odor of

a garden of flowers ; as a seat upon the mountain of the

(^unti-y of Intoxication ; as a road which passes over the flood

<^'i inundation
; as a man who goes as a soldier whom nothing

I'osists; as the clearing again of the sky; as a man who goes
out to catch birds wath a net and suddenly finds himself in

Jill unknown district—such is death.'"
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The wise sayings of Ana are justly celebrated. They are

preserved in the Papyrus de Boulaque, which belongs probably

to the Middle Empire. Some of the precepts are worthy of

modern authorship. Compare the following warning against

strange women with the words of the author of Proverbs :

'• Beware of a woman from strange parts, whose city is not

known. When she comes, do not look at her nor know her.

She is the eddy in deej) water, the depth of which is unknown.

The woman whose husband is far off writes to thee every day.

If no witness is near lier she stands up and spreads out her

net. O, fearful crime to listen to her !
" But the old Egyp-

tians had the deepest reverence for womanhood, and especially

for motherhood. Ana exhorts his son, saying :
'' Thou shalt

never forget what thy mother has done for thee. If thou for-

getest her, she might blame thee ; she might ' lift up her arms

to God, and he would hear her complaint.' " The father was

seldom represented in the tomb of the deceased, but the mother

was usually so represented. In later times the usual custom

was to trace the descent on the mothei-'s side, and not on that

of the father. The grandfather on the mother's side was the

most deeply interested in his grandson. " When lie is placed

at the head of the court of justice, then the father of his mother

thanks God." A young officer under the ISTew Empire was

received into the royal stables " for the sake of the father of his

mother ; " and when he went out to war he " gave his prop-

erty into the charge of the father of his mother."

The instructions of Ana are in favor of industry, and the

wise man declares that the idle shall not come to honor. Man
should recognize the sanctity of his neighbor's house, and

should enter only when invited ; and then he should not let

the eye of curiosity seek to know all that was in the house, and

should be discreetly silent as- to anything he might chance to

observe. " Speak not too much, for men are deaf to the man

of many words ; be silent, rather ; then shalt thou please.

Before all things guard thy speech, for a man's ruin lies in his

tongue." One is also warned against gluttony, and is taught

charity and respect, especially for the aged.

The wise man also warns against drunkenness, and shows its

evil effects. A tcachei-, heanng that his pupil had taken to

strong drink, wrote sorrowfully

:
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I am told thou dost forsake books,

Thou dost abandon thyself to pleasure,

Thou dost wauder from street to street

;

Every evening the smell of beer,

The smell of beer scares away men, . , .

It destroys thy soul.

Then after referring to the dangers to which the drunken

voutli is exposed, and the crime to wliicli he is being led, the

anxious teacher and friend cries

:

O, that thou didst understand that wino is an abomination,

And that thou wouldest abjure the sliedth drink;

That thou didst not set thy heart on cool drinks,

And that thou wouMest forget the T'enreku.

Rut warnings and entreaties were as vain in old Egypt as in

modern America, and many are the scenes of drunkenness

painted on the monuments.

Prayer, according to Ana, was no mockery. " The sanctuary

of the god—clamor is an abomination to him. Pray for thyself

with loving heart, in which the words remain hidden ;
that he

may supply thy need, hear thy words, and accept thy offering."

Death also comes to the young, as well as to the old. Speak-

ing to his son. Ana says :
" The messenger comes to thee, even

as to the old. Say not to him, 'I am young.' Death comes

and takes as first offering the child from the mother's breast,

as well as the man who has grown old."

More important still are the precepts of Ptahhotep, a monarch

or prefect of King Assa, of the fifth dynasty, as found in the

Papyrus Prisse, of the Bibliotheque Rationale of Paris, which

h;i8 been called "the oldest book in the world." The work

was written—we might almost say published—when its author

was one hundred and ten years of age. "We may place the

date at about B. C. 3S00. Ptahhotep, " the favorite of Assa,"

calls himself " the royal son, firstborn, legitimate." Yet this

may not after all prove his royal descent, but may rather indi-

cate his high rank at court in questions of official etiquette.

This is the opinion of il. Philippe Virey, who has given us the

host translation and study of his work. The nature of his

ofiicc may be better understood if we refer to what is known
concerning Rekhmara, of the eighteenth dynasty, who may be

considered his successor, though separated from liim by many
«»i,'e8. Rekhmara calls himself '' the favorite of the good god,"
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or Thotmes III, and is even called " the double of the Pharaoh." 1

The tomb of Rekliinara has furnished u series of valuable in- \

scriptions which have been published by the nietnbers of the
\

" Mission archeologique franjaise an Caire." He sits on liis
|

divan, listens patiently to petitions, and dispenses justice with- \

out partiality. He repels neither small nor great, treats uith \

especial tenderness the poor, the aged, and the afflicted, and
\

may be always relied upon as a peacemaker. Rekhmara -was %

perhaps raised to higher honors than Ftahhotep. He stood
|

next the king in rank ; and, in the absence of the latter, took ]

])is place, governing all Egypt, and being saluted in the same |

manner by the courtiei's and addressed by the same titles. I

It will be profitable to pass in review the precepts of Ptah- J

hotep, following the translation of M. Philippe Yirey. TVc \

cannot expect to meet with teachings which, in their beanty and |

ethical character, rival the proverbs of Solomon and his literary
^

school, or express the high standard of morals now jjrevailing.
j

"We recognize more gladly, therefore, the gems of primeval ages \

these old records have preserved for our day and generation. |

They give us a high appreciation of ancient peoples and vrhat |

they have done for the human race. The most remote point |

in Egyptian history reveals man in the full possession of a
|

language, with a vocabulary and grammatical apparatus requir-
j

ing more than a hundred generations for its development. 1

There are already works on morals and religion ; there are i

pi-iests and sacrifices, altars and temples. There stand the \

pyramids—the earliest of them—structures built of stones so
|

vast that they wonld test the mechanical skill of the most enii-
|

licnt engineers of the present day, even when aided by all
|

modern appliances. Colors are compounded whose freshness \

and brilliancy have not yet died away ; and household utensils
j

and implements of industiy are skillfnlly manufactured. In-
\

deed, there are already all the appliances of a highly oi-ganizcd

civilized life. These pure moral maxims of our old sage, if.

the midst of such surroundings, liave an appropriate setting.

The moi*al precepts of this prefect of Assa were not writ-

ten for the common i)Cople, but rather for the learned class.

Like the Chinese sage, Confucius, the authoi' we now study

gathered up the wisdom of the past, and Mas no creator or

announcer of new doctrines, lie exhorts, " Let none make
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innovations in the precepts of his father ; let the same precepts

form instructions to his children."* The struggle between
tlie conservative and radical was already in progress ; it is the

Btriiggle of to-day, and it is the struggle of all ages. It was ex-

pected that these precepts would be taught in the schools

and discussed by the learned. They were put into poetic form
that the student might the more easily commit them to memory,
and tliat they thus "be carried without alteration over the earth

eternally." There is some indication that students were subjected

to a competitive examination as a prerequisite to their apj)oint-

inent to any post of honor and responsibility. " Let him win
pnccess by placing himself in the first rank." f Knowledge is

especially praised, and earnestly commended to the young.
' The gates of knowledge are not closed " are the encouraging
words of Ptahhotep, and Ana exhorts, "Love letters as thy
mother." But learning cannot be obtained without paying the
price of pains and labor. " Good words are more difficult to
find than the emerald, for it is by slaves that that is discovered
among the rocks of pegmatite." One possessed of learning
commands the respect of his fellows. Words should indeed
be few, but thoughts abundant. To instruct the young is a
command of the god ; and wise is he who gives attention to

instruction.
:{:

The fact that these precepts were addressed only to the
learned will in some measure explain the limited range of sub-
jects. They are such ])rccepts as would help tlie officer em-
}>loyed in affairs of government, tlie fatlier of a family, and the
Well-to-do citizen generally, to till his'place with honor; while
they would cncounigc the dependent and subordinate to remain
contented and happy in their place and lot, and not give way
to unreasonable and sinful restivencss under that providence
which has ordained these ranks in society.

There is not always full consistency in the precepts of this
old writer. We note, in this respect, that honest labor is com-
juonded

; while, on the other hand, it is elsewhere declared that
niactivity is especially honorable. Many precepts are, however,
consistent. The extortioner is condemned in strong words

;

and the thief brings scorn, malediction, and hatred upon his
own children, gi-ievous distress upon his father, and sorrow upon

•Cbap. xlll. +Chap. xxxvlli. i Chaps. 1, U, xixlx.
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his mother.* Faithfulness on the part of those wlio are in a

low estate is earnestly enjoined
; and to superiors proper respect

should be studiously paid. A man who has attained a hio-h

position in social and governmental circles should guard himself

against flattery
; it will harm but not help. When an opinion

is asked in the presence of a lord it should be given frankly

and without reticence. A man should deport himself with

especial circumspection in the presence of women.f Love
should be inspired, but not fear. Says Ptahhotep, "Inspire

not man with fear—God will fight against thee in the same

manner ;
" ajid again, " Let no one inspire men with fear ; this

is the will of God." Everything, indeed, should be done with

reference to God. It is he who gives the increase to the flocks

and fields. The agriculturist gathers of his bounty, and the

r'ch man is but his "steward."
:{: A man should learn to speak

only that which is good. There are four arguments which may
be used for the enforcement of good conduct: it pleases God,

it secures a profitable position for the docile and laborious

student, it attracts good domestics to the family, and it tends

to long life.

We can better estimate the value of these precepts if we study

the exact words of the author. § It will be recalled that he

published his work when far advanced in years. Immediately

following his preface he presents this picture of old age :

The progress of age changes into senility. Decay falls upon man
and decline takes the place of youth. A vexation weighs upon him every

day, sight fails, the ear becomes deaf; his strength dissolves •without

ceasing. The mouth is silent, speech fails hiio ; the mind decays, remem-

bering not the day before. The -whole body suffers. That which is gocKi

becomes evil ; taste completely disappears. Old age makes a man altogether

miserable; the nose is stopi)ed up, breathing no more from exhaustion.

j

* Chaps, ix, xxxvl ; corap. Prov. xvli, 25.

+ Chaps. XXXV, xxxl, xiv, xv, xviil ; corap. Ecclus. ix, 9; Prov. vl, 29. Corap. also with tbe

palimpsest papyrus lu the Museo du Louvro, x, 9, No. 21U, eigliteeath precept.

t Chaps, vl, ix, x. vll, xil, xxvl, xxx, xxxix, xllv.

I Several translations have been made by dilTerent hands. Perhaps we may be JustiGei la

the assuioption that the most recent comes nearest to the thought of the author, since the

translator bus the advantage In possessing the results of iill his pre<lecessors in the sania

field. M. Philippe Vircy. whom we have already mentioned, and to whose Introduction we

are under obligations, has .'Studied the Papyrus Prisse, which contains the manual of tbu

maxims of Ptahhotep, most persevcringly, ns he himself informs us, since 18S1 ; and ht»

translation, with Introduction and notes. Is published in the third volume of the new seri-i's

of Rrcordx of the Past. We shall not go far astray If we follow this authority,

I Chap. 1. Although this chapter sufTers In comparison with the beautiful poetic picture

of Kccles. xll, we must not on that account deny Its realism and accuracy.
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Great importance is very properly attached to tbe education

of children. Tlie mind of a son should be well stored with

'* the sayings of former days." To this end paternal authority

should be maintained, since the old Egyptians recognized the

fiunily as the foundation of society. The author says

:

If thou art a wise man, bring up a sou who shall be pleasing to God.

If he conforms his conduct to thy way and occupies himself with thy

ttffaiis as is right, do to him all the good thou canst; lie is thy son, a

jR^rson attached to thee, whom thine own self liath begotten. Separate

not thy heart from him. ... If he conducts himself ill and transgresses

thy wish, if he rejects all counsel, if his mouth goes according to the evil

word, strike him on the mouth in return. Give orders without hesitation

to those who do wrong, to him whose temper is turbulent; and he will

not deviate from the straight path, and there will be no obstacle to inter-

rupt the way.

Concerning the direction, "Strike him on the month in

return," M. Yirey eays, " It is probable that there is here a

sort of play tipon the words," and suggests that the meaning is,

'' Strike directly against a bad direction." The Egyptians were

especially fond of such play upon words—leading sometimes

to strange etymological conceits and passages whose obscurity

cannot be penetrated, but also giving rise to some poetical ex-

pressions of merit and beauty—yet we now recall nothing in

the customs of the Egyptians which would forbid a literal inter-

pretation of the words.

Other sentiments on the advantages of obedience in children

are as follows

:

Twice good is the precept of our father, from whom we have issued,

from his flesh. What he tells us, let it be fixed in our heart; to satisfy

him greatly, let us do for him more than he has prescribed. Verily a

Rood son is one of the gifts of God, a son who does better than he has

been told. For his master lie does what is satisfactory, putting himself

with all his heart on the part of right.

A son who attends is like a follower of Ilorus; he is happy after having

attended. He becomes great, he arrives at dignity, he gives the same

Ic-sson to his children.*

Ptahhotep exhorts man, if he would be Avise, to labor indus-

triously, that his household may be prosperous and happy. The

influence of the wife and mother must liave been most helpful,

tljough the husband was her lord and master ; she was to be

* Chaps, xlil, xxxlx.
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provided for with a liberal hand, and treated with love and

tenderness, Tlie motive urged for this considerate and hind

treatment was not the highest, if we take the words literally,

but was tliat lier "chain" might be "pleasant." We prefer,

liowever, to assign to the word " chain " another meaning, and

one in harmony with the sweet bondage of love.

Says the prefect-sage upon these obligations

:

Be active during the time of tliy existence, doing more than is com-

manded. Do not spoil the time of thy activity; he is a blameworthy

pei-son -who makes a bad use of liis moments. Do not use the daily

opportunity of increasing that which thy house possesses. Activity pro-

duces riches, and riches do not endure when it slackens.*

If thou art wise, look after thy house; love thy wife without fllloy.

Fill her stomach, clothe her back, these are the cares on her person ; . . . ii

is a kindness which does honor to its possessor. Let her be more contenttQ

than any of her fellow-citizens. She will be attached to thee doubly, if

her chain is pleasant. Do not repel her; grant that which pleases her;

it is to her contentment that she appreciates thy direction.

There is a better way than violence by which to maintain an

influence over a wife. The husband should study to know " to

what she aspires, at what she aims, what she regards." Among
the wise admonitions of the palinipsest papyrus of the Musec

dn Louvre, x, 9, No. 2114, is found the following :
" May^ it not

happen to you to maltreat your wife, whose strength is less

than thine, but may she find in you a protector." Deveria,

whose translation we follow, quotes the old Sanskrit proverb,

" Sti-ike not a wife even with a feather." f

The great man should study to maintain moderation and

calmness. His comm aids should not be so announced as to

suggest the tyrant. He should avoid, on the one hand, pride

and haughtiness, and, on the other hand, meanness of sjMrit.

He should show a ready kindness to his poor neighbors. An
infeiior should avoid offensive words in the presence of a su-

perior ; and yet he should speak the exact truth, when called

upon to speak at all, and that without fear or favor. Koiic

should venture to interrupt the great man when engaged in

business. Words should always be carefully guarded and

chosen thoughtfully and with wisdom, more especially so when

sitting in the council of the great. Man should not aUvays

•Chap, xl ; coinp. Prov. x, 4 ; xlii, 4. t Chaps, xxi, xxxvll.
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f iKjak : there is even a time to be silent. But we will again

ikcrmit Ptililiotep liimself to announce his own precepts

:

If thou art powerful, respect knowledge aiid calmness of language.

Coiumiind only to direct; to be absolute is to run into evil. Let not thy

heart be haughty, neither let it be mean. Do not let thy orders remain

uusuid, and cause thy answers to penetrate; but speak without heat,

.<<uinc a serious countenance. As for the vivacity of an ardent heart,

ii-inncr it; the gentle man penetrates ol^stacles.

If th<Mi hast become great after having been little, if thou hast become

ricli after having been poor, when thou art at the head of the city know how

not to take advantage of the fact that thou hast reached, the first rank. ...

Tliou art become only the steward of the good things of God. Put not

hohiud thee the neighbor who is like unto thee; but be unto him as a

companion.

Surel}' sentiments so noble are worth}' of being preserved in

t!ie exact words of the sage who gave them utterance. Egypt

li:is something yet to say to these modern times. We do well

to listen to these venerable voices.

The art of listening is as important as that of speaking. A
truly wise inan is a good listener. The duty of listening

attentively, retaining in the memory accurately, and transmit-

ting to others fully, clearly, and exactly, is insisted upon by

tlic sage of Egypt witli especial emphasis. Nothing is to be

added to the message and nothing subtracted from it ; nor yet

are the M'ords of the message to be changed. Exact truthful-

ness is required. The wise man will learn much from the

conversation of others and profit from their experience
;
and

thus he will be able to make constant additions to his practical

knowledge. On this point Ptahhotep says :

As for the man without experience, who listens not, he effects nothing

whatsoever. He sees knowledge in ignorance, profit in loss; he com-

miu all kinds of error, always accordingly choosing the contrary of what

is praiseworthy. He lives on that which is mortal, in this fashion. His

food is evil words, whereat he is filled with astonishment.*

If thou art a son of the guardians deputed to watch over the public

tnuKiuillity, execute without knowing, and speak with firmness. Substi-

tute not, for that which the instructor has said, his intention; the great

«<t words as it suits. Thy part is to transmit rather than to comment

»I>on.t

Some of the rules of social etiquette remind us. of those of

Confucius. A man should exercise especial thouglitfulness

Cbap. 111. + Cbap. xi^tll.
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when lie sits with company in tlie liouse of a person more
noble than himself. He cannot but i-egard what is just before

liis eyes, but he must not point at it or look at it too curiously.

" lie is a blameworthy person who dej)arts from this rule."

He should not be forward to speak to the great man ; but he

should not hesitate when invited to speak. His words will

then be acceptable and pleasing. The gi'eat man, if he has

abundant financial resources, feels himself independent, and

docs and says what he pleas(>s. He works or rests according

to his own will, and not the will of another. He can do with

appropriateness that which would be considered offensive in

others. " As the means of existence are under the will of

God, one cannot rebel against it." The law of fitness is appli-

cable to all people and all stations in social, business, and

political life,"

Homase is due to the ffreat man, and \xc should render unto

everyone his due. If the laborer labor for another and gather

for him his crop, he should give a full return to the owner to

whom he owes his subsistence. Gifts of affection are more

valuable than the garments wherewith the body is covered.

The great man may extend his charities from a motive which

is not free from selfishness. Ptahhotep says:

For that wLich the great mau receives from thee will enable thy house-

to live, Avithout speaking of the maintenance thou enjoyest, which thou

desirest to preserve; it is thereby that he extends a beneficent hand, and

that in thy home good things are added to good things. Let thy love

pass into the heart of those who love thee; cause those about thee to be

loving and obedient.

t

If thou abascst thyself in obeying a superior, thy conduct is entirely

good before God. Knowing who ought to obey and who ought to com-

mand, do not lift up thy heart against him. As thou knowest that in

him is authority, be respectful toward him as belonging to him. Fortimo

comes only at her own good will, and her caprice only is her law.|

If thou hast, as leader, to decide on the conduct of a great number of

men, seek the most perfect manner, that thy conduct may be withou;

reproach. Justice is great, invariable, and assured; it has not been di:^-

turbed since tlic age of Osiris. To throw obstacles in the way of <li<'

laws is to open the waj' before violence.

If thou art a leader, setting forward thy plans according to that which

thou decidest, perform perfect actions which posterity may remember,

• Cbap. vll ; oomp. Prov. xxlll, 1. + Cbap. xxtII. t Chap. x.
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without letting the words prevail wliich multiply flattery, excite pride,

and produce vanity. *

The gentleman will regard the opinions of others. He will

not display his own wisdom if another thereby may be led to

feel too sensitively his own deficiency. Every opinion, how-

ever poor the fonndation upon which it rests, should be treated

with consideration, and every disputant with courtesy. The
i':;iiorant should not be humiliated, but rather encouraged to

subject the question under discussion to more thorough investi-

r;;ation. But we will permit the sage to speak again :

If tbou aimest at polislied manners, call not him whom thou accostest.

Converse with him especially in such a way .ts not to annoy him. Enter

on a discussion with him only after having left him time to saturate his

mind with the subject of the conversation. If he lets his ignorance dis-

I)lay itself, and if he gives thee an opportunity to disgrace him, treat him
witlj courtesy, rather proceed not to drive him into a corner. . . . An-
swer not in a crushing manner; crush him not; worry him not.f

Very particular directions arc given urging to the display of

eahnness and evenness of temper. Bad humor is " a fatal

malady," and contains " all kinds of wrong." Tlie middle

path is the one for man to tread, if he would be wise. The
self-contained man has the advantage over him who gives way
to excitement and anger. lie can plead his own cause better

;

and he also gains more readily the sympathy of those who
liear. Anger is a species of intoxication. It rouses to a great

display of power for tlic moment, though this power is likely

to be misdirected, but a weakness follows which tends toward

l)ornianency. By all means, then, anger should be avoided.

If the tormentor determines to drive him to anger, the wise

man will remain silent or quietly leave his ]->resencc. "We can-

not improve npon the following words of Ptahholep :

If thou fuldest a disputant while he is hot, and if he is superior to thee
>i» ability, lower the hands, bend the back, do not get into a passion with
nini. As he will not let thee destroy his words, it is utterly wrong to

interrupt him; that proclaims that thou art incapable of keeping thyself

whu when thou art contriidicted. If thou then hast to do with a dis-

puUint while he is hot, imitate one who does not stir. Thou hast the
"uvantagc over him if thou keepest silence when he is uttering evil

*ords. "The better is he who is impassive," say the bystanders, and thou
*rt right in the opinion of the great.

|

* Chaps. V. xvl. + Cliap. xxxlll. % Chap, lit ; comp. Prov. xv, 1.
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If thou dcsircst that thy conduct should be good and preserved from

all evil, keep thyself from every attack of bad humor. It is a fatal

malady which leads to discord, and there is no longer any existence for

him \\\\o gives way to it. . . . It contains all kinds of wickedness, it

embodies all kinds of wrong. When a man has established his just

t-quilibrium and walks in this path, there where ho makes his dwelling,

there is no room for bad humor.*

Be not of an irritable temper in regard to thy neighbors; better is a

compliment to that which displeases than rudeness. It is wrong to get

into a passion with one's neighbors, to be no longer master of one's words.

If thou art annoyed at a thing, if thou art tormented by some one who

is acting without his right, get out of his sight, aud remember him no

more when he has ceased to address thee.t

In the study of tliis collection of ancient precepts, perhaps

the oldest in the world, written niore than five thousand years

at'O, wc wight have multiplied references to the Book of

Proverbs ; but enough have been made to show several inter-

esting points of contact. '\Ve must not look upon this collec-

tion of Ptahhotep as intended to constitute a complete code

of morals. It is rather a book of wise sayings, current in the

time of the author, enlarged by contributions drawn from his

own observations and experience, and refen-ing to business

ethics, court and social etiquette, domestic duties, and practical

wisdom. The great body of these precepts cluster around the

relations of superior and inferior, instructor and pupil, husband

and wife, father and son, and friend and friend. "SVhile duties are

enforced by reference to the relations sustained to God and the

desire to please him, there is little special teaching on this line.

Eeligious precei)ts, as distinguished from moral and practical,

do not seem to liave come within the range of the author's

plan. We would better appreciate the value of these moral

maxims if wc were to compare them with those of the world's

\visest sages. Such a comparison will convince us that—

especially if wo consider the remote period in antiquity to

which he belonged—Ptahhote]) will not suffer if we place him

.«-ide by side with Epictetus, Antoninus, and other great moral-

ists whose works occupy an honorable place in the libraries of

to-day.

Several interesting questions present themselves—as tho

Cbap. xlx ; comp. Prov. xlv, 29 ; xv. IS.

+ Chaps. XX, xxlx ; comp. Prov. ivi, 8rJ ; xlx, 11.
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ruiirin of proverbs, whetlier poetry may not be the natural lan-

<Mi.i"-o of primitive peoples, why the purest writings stand so

iioai* the beginnings of ancient literature—but tlieir answers

must be deferred. We will mention, however, a single point.

Ill this work of the old prefect we learn sometJiing of the

.jnnMid of our reasonable belief in the integrity of the writ-

ings bequeathed to us from the ancients. The art of writing

was thought to have been the invention of a god who taught

hii own people the valuable secret. The letters themselves

were held in reverence, and, at least among some nations,

speech was deified. The wise sayings of the fathers, which

were perhaps tliought to have conic down from the golden age,

and, hence, with probability from the gods, were especially

n;vorcnced. The greatest care would be taken to write them

awurately and to i-emember them tenaciously. Ptahhotep ex-

horts, "Take not away one word, aTid add not one
;
put not one

thing in place of another."* Children were diligently taught

the exact words of the precepts of the ancients. Tlie feudal

prince whose works we are studying gave his precepts the poetic

form in order to preserve them the more surely from possible

change. Egyptian poetry, in the sublimity of its language, its

jvu-allclisins and antitheses, its cadences, and the ornament of a

liilrdcn, resembles the poetry of the ancient Hebrews. Written

with the poetic rhythm, the contents of tl)e production would be

iiiore easily connnittcd to memory and more readily recalled
;

and besides all this, if a mistake should be made, it would be

speedily detected and the original form discovered. The text

Would be powerfully guarded against corniption. The corru|>

lion of the text -svould still be possible, and might indeed fre-

•jnently occur, but the probabilities of corruption in any given

cii-e would be reduced to the lowest terms. The archaic poems
MJattcrcd through the early books of the Old Testament are

'lonbtless genuine specimens of the earliest Hebrew compo-
'^ition preserved in their substantial integrity.

Chap. xlll.

-FIFTH SEHIES, VOL. XIL
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Art. VI.—the '^DIVIXE COMEDY."

An enterprising publisher once asked Yictor Hugo to pre-

pare for liini a selection from his works to be issued in one

volntne. The great French writer replied with characteristii-

indignation, " Would you ask a tourist to bring you from Ciic-

mouni a pebble as a sample of Mont Blanc?" With such a

feeling one will greet any attempt to give an idea of DanteV

"Divine Comedy" within the narrow limits of a magaziiu>

article. The poem is so vast that at first approach we arc

overpowered. Only after long and earnest study can we realize

its greatness and seize the multitudinous details comprised

in its mighty structure. And yet, as Dean Church say?,

"those who know the Dlvina Commcdia best will best knorr

how hard it is to be interpreter of such a mind ; but they will

sympathize with the wish to call attention to it. They knov;.

and would wish others to know also, not by hearsay, but by ex-

perience, the power of that wonderful poem." A book part>

of which Ruskin has declai-ed to be little short of tlie mirac-

ulous, a book containing passages that Walter Savage Lander

and Goethe have placed far above all other poetry, a book tliar

has won the lifelong devotion of such scholars as Hegel and

Schopenhauer, Tholuck and Schelling, Longfellow and Lowell

—such a book must surely be worthy of study.

Tlie outer form wdiich Dante gave to his poem was nothini:

new or oricrinal. A^isioiis of lournevs into the other world were

common durin": the Middle Ages. The limits between the

unseen life and ours were not so definite then as now, and the

undiscovered country seemed very real. The mysteries, ana

the miracle plays with their three stages representing earth.

heaven, and hell, which were often produced in the pub;!r

squares of Italian cities, were undoubtedly as familiar to Dante

as the puppet shows of the Faust legend long after were t--

the boy Goethe, to whom they gave the first suggestion e*

that drama which was to sum up all the development of )':-

mind and soul. As the year 1000 drew near the wlu'K'

Christian world was expectant of the millennium foretold 1^

St. John, when Satan, after being bound a thousand yi':ir>^.

should be loosed, and death and hell should deliver up tli'^'
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dead. The terror wliicli then smote men's souls can still be

seen in the literature and customs of the times. Human imagi-

nation, stirred by the vision of the seer of Patmos, penetrated

into the mysteries of the life to come, and out of the details

Kiven by St. John—the bottomless pit, the lake of brin:istone

and fire, the diagons and serpents, the angels and the great

white throne—men wrought a whole system of supernatu]-al

worlds. These fancies and speculations were written and read

and told, and ])assed into the very life of mediaeval society.

It is useless to seek for any one vision which may have served

Dante as a model ; there were a number of them, and he sim-

ply followed the beliefs of his time in giving to his poem the

form of a journey through hell, purgatory, and paradise.

What differentiated him, however, from his predecessors is

that he made his vision a carefully wn-ought out allegory Mhich,

besides containing wonderfiil poetry, is also an epitome of

the poet's own life and of the whole mediaeval world. That

the allegory exists there can be no doubt ; Dante himself dis-

tinctly tells us so, if the letter to Can Grande della Seala be

genuine. "What the real meaning is has been the subject of

more or less discussion. The older commentators, such as

Boccaccio and Pietro Alighieri, make the allegory a religious

one—" to free men from their sins, to direct them toward the

purgation of their souls, and to strengthen them in holiness and

virtue," says the latter. Later coijimentators, on the other

hand, have been more inclined to give a politico-historical

meaning to the allegory. Both are probably right. But there

is a personal allegory in the poem as well. Dante himself is

the chief actor. He it is who is lost in the world of sin, who is

repulsed from the mount of peace and consolation by the wolf,

the panther, and the lion. Yergil, representing earthly wisdom,

or reason, and Beatrice, representing divine wisdom, or illumi-

nating grace, lead him through the dai'ksome ways of hell and

up over the craggy heights of purgatory to the paradise of God.

"We are told that it is necessary for him to make this journey in

order to gain full experience of God's purpose and to reach

that liberty which is more precious than life itself. But when

he has reached the heaven of the fixed stars, where he sees the

glory of Christ surrounded by the apostles, St. Peter, with

holy indignation at the corruption of the Church, tells him to
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relate his vision to the world lying in sin and suffering : "And
thou, my eon, M'hen thou shalt return below, open thou thy

mouth and hide not what I hide not from thee." Not only is

the world lying in spiritual wretchedness, but owing to the un-

holy desire for temporal power on the part of God's vicar

all Italy is full of war, murder, and rapine ; city is arrayed

ai^ainst city, family' against family ; and pity, patriotism, and

religion seem lost forever in the endless civil strife. To change

this state of things Dante wrote his poem. Ugo Foscolo says

that the poet undoubtedly believed his mission to be apostolic and'

consecrated. His was not to reform the Church alone, as Luther

did, but the world, society, man. Yergil, as reason, was to show

men the folly of the political suicides of the day ; Beatrice, as

faith, was to lift their eyes to those hills whence comcth all help.

But, after all, the allegory is not a very important part of the

"Divine Comedy." The poem compels our undying adn)ira-

tlon because it is a drama in which we see move across the

stage the mighty forms of all lands and ages. Greece and

Home are there ; and Dante, boldest among poets, gives us a

living, breathing picture of his own times and country. Among
these spirits who have left such deep footprints in the sands

of time we see the grim figure of the poet himself—tlie exile

and partisan, full of hate and indignation, yet inspired by the

noblest ideals for Church and State, and touched by the tender-

est sympathy for all that is sweet and good. It is this intensely

personal stamp that makes the " Divine Comedy" so real; the

throbbings of tlie poet's heart, the longings of his soul, liis

words of fierce denunciation, with the sublime poetry in which

they are embalmed, make the book unique among the world's

volumes.

In order to a clear conception of Dante's journey through

the three supernatural kingdoms we must have some intel-

ligent idea of his universe. His system of astronomy was that

of Ptolemy, From any spherical substance that represents the

earth—for Dante knew that the earth is round—cut out a sec-

tion in the shape of an inverted cone, the apex being at the

center ; remove this carefull}' aiid place its base on the surface

of the sphere exactly opposite the place whence it was taken.

The cavity thus made will represent hell, and the cone purga-

tory. Paradise comprises the lieavens of the planets and fixed
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stars, and the crystalline heaven, all of which revolve about

the earth ;
and beyond stretches out to intinity the empyrean,

motionless in itself but the source of all motion, where abides

the ineffable splendor of God, surrounded by hierarchies of

cherubim and seraphim, angels and archangels, principalities and

j)0\vers. Hell is divided into nine circles, sloping down toward a

yawning abyss in the center, the depth of which is measured by

iialf the diameter of the earth. It is impossible to give an idea of

the variety of these circles, each one bearing its individual stamp

and presenting all the diversities of natural scenery that Dante

had seen in the world above—woods and rivers, i)lains and

valleys—but all shrouded in an atmosphere of darkness and

terror. The Mount of Purgatory is situated on an island in

the Southern Sea, and rises sheer up tlirongh the atmosphei-e

which surrounds its lower portion, while at its top the earthly

paradise basics eternally in the light of the sun, untouched by

the atmospheric changes that affect its base. Purgatory is di-

vided into seven terraces, which, with antei^urgatory and the

earthly paradise, form nine divisions and thus correspond to

the nine circles of hell and the nine heavens. Dante's theory

as to tho origin of hell and purgatory is very naive in its

seriousness. When Lucifer was flung out of heaven he fell head-

long to the earth and penetrated to its center. The southern hem-

isphere shrank in terror before his face and covered itself with

the waters of the great deep, while out of the interior a great

mass was thrown up and formed the mountain of purgatory.

Scattered over the infernal circles and the purgatorial terraces

is tlic inlinite multitude of souls who sinned on the earth, and

who are now punished with all the rctincments of horror which

the mind of the poet can invent. In hell the punishment is

eternal ; in purgatory it is expiatory and temporary ; in both

it is physical and moral. The damned arc not only tormented

with fire and sword, with fever and thirst, but are filled with

liate toward God and each other; they blaspheme the Creator

and curse their parents and their birth. The physical punish-

ment of the "Divine Comedy" is founded on the Old Testa-

ment principle of " an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth."

Dante has often been accused of excessive cruelty in liis con-

ception of punishment; but he wrote according to the religious

ideas of his times. In loading hypocrites with heavy cloaks of
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gilded lead he undoubtedly took the idea froin Frederick II,

who was wont to clothe traitors in a similar manner and then

burn thein alive. The terrible story of Piero Dolcino's public

torture in the streets of Xovara shows to what reiinements of

cruelty Dante's contemporaries could stoop. The poet gives a

correspondence, literal or figurative, between a sin aud its

punishment. Thns, the licentious are forever blown about by

a fierce wind, because on earth they had been the sport of the

whirlwind of passion ; the gluttonous lie in filth like swine

;

schismatics are cloven asunder ; murderers and tyrants arc

plunged into rivers of boiling blood ; in purgatory the proud

are crushed beneath heavy burdens, and the envious have their

eyelids sewn together. One sti-iking difference between the

punishments of purgatory and hell is that in the former place

the soul desires its own torment, which renders it capable of

coming at least to peace and joy in the Lord. As hate is the

prevailing note in hell, in purgatory love softens suffering and

soothes pain. Kot with blasphemies do souls there receive the

recompense of their sins, but with sweet old Latin hymns of praise

aud hope. "Salve Eegina," "Te Lucis Ante," "Beati Pauperes

Spiritu"—these arc the sounds which greet the wanderers as

they mount from terrace to terrace toward the summit whoso

ascent becomes more easy as they rise.

Dante's doctrine of the forms of the souls that inhabit these

kingdoms coincides with that of the Church fathei-s. They arc

living, breathing shadows, made of some spiritual substance;

for their mortal bodies still lie in the grave, and only after the

last judgment shall body and spirit be reunited. But the^;e

shadows have flesh and blood, and are capable of intensest

physical suffering. It is often hard to see any essential differ-

ence between them and the human body. In paradise the

blessed have practically no body ; they are light and stars and

splendors which flash and corruscato in dazzling brilliancy.

There are two kinds of devils in hell—the guardian and the

ministering—the latter plying their functions with fiendish joy

and diabolical faithfulness. There is here a curious mingling

of Christianity and classic mythology. We find among those

devils !Minos, Pluto, Cerberus, and the Harpies. Some explain

this by saying that Dante was deeply saturated with classic an-

tiquity and could not free himself from its influence. Others,
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iicrhaps more correctly, point out tluit the early Cliristiftii

Ciiurch metamorphosed the gods of Greece and Koine into

demons. This we find in Augustine and Origen ;
St. Paul, it

will be renienibcred, says, "The things M'hich the Gentiles sac-

ritlce, they sacritice to devils, and not to God ;" and even to

later times the Ycnusberg in the Thuringian Forest, which

plays so great a part in Wagner's opera of Tannhiiuser, beai-s

witness to the tenacity with which old Grecian divinities

dung to mediceval legends. The guardians of purgatory and

paradise are beautiful angels, with white, or green, or golden

wings, and faces as of flame. In purgatory their chief functions

are to guard tljc entrances to the different terraces, while in

heaven all that the poet says of them can be summed up in

the words "light," "flight," and "song."

Indeed, the higher we ascend the less realistic does the

" Divine Comedy" become. Instead of the pictures whicli, in

the "Inferno," stand out with such startling vividness we have

in "Purgatory" beautiful descriptions, whose impressiveness

lies rather in the purely musical and spiritual elements of poetry.

In "Paradise" light and music are almost the only materials

lised by Dante.
'
This is one reason why more people read

•' Inferno " than " Purgatory" or " Paradise ;
"although " Purga-

tory" is far more attractive in the pure loveliness of its poetry.

In "Paradise" there are so many philosophical and theological

discussions, and such a golden haziness in descriptions almost

entirely composed of the dift'erent effects of light, that it is not

so interesting to the " dullard mind " in its ordinary moods.

And yet, for the marvelous way in which these light effects are

handled, and for the consummate art with which these arid

discussions are wrought into sublimest poetry, "Paradise" is

undoubtedly the greatest of all Dante's works.

The action of the "Divine Comedy" begins at Eiister in the

year 1300—" Xel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita," says Dante

in the first line—that is, in the midst of the journey of his life,

when he was thirty-flve years old. He has lost his way in a dark

wood, and as he tries to gain a distant mountain top he is filled

with dismay at the sight of three fierce beasts who block his way.

As he retreats a spirit coming toward him makes itself known

as the poet Yergil, whose "iEneid" has been Dante's lifelong

•study. Yergil has been sent to his relief by Peatrice, Lucia,
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and the blessed Virgin ; and tells him that, to escape from the

wood of error and sin, he must pass through the bitterness of

.hell and so up to the alto lume, the light of God on higlj.

With renewed courage the poet signifies his willingness to un-

dertake the loftj task, and tlie two wanderers make their wav

toward the portals of hell, which they reach as day begins to

decline. It is during the first hours of twilight, as the world

lies down to tranquil sleep, that Dante begins his weird journey

•into the undiscovered counti-y filled with unutterable darkness

and hori'or.

Over the gate in dark letters are wiitten these tremendous

words

:

Through mo yo go to the city of grief;

Through me yc go to everlasting woe;

Through me ye go to the souls that are damned.

Justice moved my lofty Maker; Divine Power made me.

Supreme Wisdom and Primal Love.

Before was cauglit created, only
^ Things eternal; and I eternal shall endure.

Leave all hope behind, ye who enter here.

Passing through the gate beneath this dread inscription, and

making their way across the vestibule of hell, inhabited by

the ignoble souls of those who were neither God's enemies

nor his friends, they reach the river Acheron, over which the

poet is carried iri a swoon.

Hell proper begins with the second circle, and here dwell in a

stately castle the souls of the virtuous men of ancient days, Avhose

only punishment for an unbelief in Christ for which they are not

responsible is to live always in desii-e without hope. Yergil

and Dante pass through the midst of these venerable spirits.

who speak rarely and with soft voices, and soon issue out upon

the full fury of the infernal world. As they stand in the third

circle and gaze upon the innumerable company of the licentious,

blown hither and thither by a -svind which roars like the sea in

a storm, Dante's attention is attracted to two souls who still

cling together, although tossed about like chaff before the

breeze. He calls to them and invites them to approach.

Leaving the hand where Dido is, they fly toward the wanderei"-,

and while a brief hush stills the air Francesca da Rimini telU

her sad story of love and crime, in words full of deathle.-^.^

beauty and pathos. As Dante listened, so strongly did pity
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fscize upon liis heart tliat lie fainted and fell as one that is dead.

Midnight found the two poets standinp^ at the foot of a tower

ou the shore of the Stjijjian marsh, whose sullen waters plaslied

in the inky darkness. Hours had passed since Dante fell into

the swoon. On awakening he found himself moving forward

and downward in the third circle ; and saw the gluttonous beaten

down upon by the heavily falling, rotting rain, and the misers and
gj)ondthrifts rolling heavy rocks against each other and cursing

each other's sins. And now as the travelers peer through the

murky air, looking for some way of crossing the putrid waters

of the marsh, suddenly two lights flash from the top of the

tower beside them ; and soon a swift bark approaches the

shore, and, entering in, the wanderers are rowed across by the

fierce- mouthed boatman Plilegyas.

Nearing the other shore, they sec looming up vaguely the walls

of the infernal city of Dis, in shape like a mediaeval fortress,

8iiri-oi\nded by deep ditches, and witli towers which gleam blood-

red. Thousands of demons swarm on the walls and defend the

entrance
; high up on the summit of the towers stand the three

furies stained with blood and girdled and crowned with wiith-

ing serpents. " Let Medusa come," they crj^, " and turn him
into stone." And now doubt assails the heart of Vergil, and
Dante's courage failing, he would fain turn back ; when lo,

with earthquake and thunder roll, appears a celestial messenger,

before whom the devils fly in terror and the gates of the city

open. As they enter, there stretches out, as far as eye can
reach, an immense graveyard, a sort of subterranean Pcre la

Chaise, crowded thick with tombs whose sides are red-hot and
from whose half-open covers issue flames. In them those who
denied the immortality of the soul nmst dwell through all

eternity. Here occurs that memorable colloquy between Dante
and the fierce old Ghibelline chief, Farinata degli Uberti, who
alone after the battle of ^lontcaperti saved Florence from being
razed to the ground. Here too occurs the touching scene when
Cavalcante del Cavalcanti, the father of Dante's intimate friend

Guido, falls back into his tomb in despair, after hearing, as lie

thinks, the confirmation of his son's death.

In the beginning of the eighteenth canto of the " Inferno " we
find the words, "There is a place in hell called ilalebolge." To
<hi3 place, these evil pits of hell, the poets next come after
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many varied expencnces. On leaving the city of Dis they liad

clambered down a rocky precipice over whicii the Phlegethon
thundered in a mighty waterfall, forming at the bottom a river

of boiling blood where tyrants and murderers Avere plunged.
Crossing this river on the back of a centaur, they had entered a
grewsome wood, whose gnarled trees extended to a vast sandy
plain where flakes of flame fell as snow falls in the still air of
Alpine mountains. As they issued from the wood of the sui-

cides and walked along the stony margin of a stream Dante saw
and greeted with loving words "the dear, paternal image" of

Brunctto Latini, who in youth had taught him how men may
make themselves eternal. Then, having descended a tremen-

]

dons abyss on the back of the monster Gerione, they reached \

the ten concentric ditches, the Malebolgc, where ten different \

kinds of frand are vunished. In these evil pits is more horror,
j

filth, grotesqueness, and cruelty than in all the rest of the 1

."Inferno." Passing over rocky bridges, sometimes, chased
]

by uncouth devils, the wanderei-s look down upon the wretched
\

souls below—hypocrites and barterers, panderers and flatterers
|

—bitten by serpents, plunged in lakes of boiling pitch, immersed \

in filth, or hewn asunder by the sword. Hour after hour they
]

pass on through these scones, stopping from time to time to
|

talk with the wretclies below, until finally they reach the well |
of the giants and are set down by Antaius at the lowest point 3

in hell, which is, at the same time, the center of the universe. 1

In the fourteenth canto there is a passage full of mysterious 1

grandeur, in which the poet allegorically describes the vicis-

situdes of time, or, as some think, of the different forms of

government. On Mount Ida, in the island of Crete, there stands

the figure of an old man with liis back turned toward Daniietta

and his face toward Ttome. Like the figure seen by Xebuchail-
nezzar, its head is formed of pure gold, its arms and breast arc

of silver, and the rest is of brass and iron, except the right foot,

which is of clay. All parts but the gold are rent, and from tlic

fissures tears drop down into the abyss and form the rivers

Styx, Acheron, and Phlegethon ; and, finally settling at the

bottom, they are frozen by the intense cold generated by the six

wings of Lucifer and form the icy lake of Cocytus. The poets

have here reached the last stage of their journey through hell.

As they walk over the glassy surface of the frozen lake they see
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l»cncath tlieir feet, like straws in ice or insects in amber, the

miserable souls of traitors against relatives, friends, country,

-md benefactors. Dante's glance here falls upon two spirits

buried to the neck in the ice, one of whom is gnawing with

tieiidish rage the other's head. In answer to his question he

learns that°his is Ugolino della Gherardcsca, who, liaving been

Lctrayed by Bishop Iluggieri degli Ubaldini, was shut up in the

tower of hunger at Pisa, and there with his sons and grandsons

^tarved to death. Goethe has said that the lines containing the

s;id narrative of Ugolino belong to the highest older of com-

position ever produced by poetic art.

A little window in the tower, wluch is now named after me, the tower

of hun.rer had shown me already many moons when I fell into the evil

sleep which tore asunder the veil of my future. . . . ^Then I woke ni the

early hours of morning I heard my little children weeping in their sleep

Hiul asking for bread. Verily art thou cruel if thou grievcst not, thinking

^s\v^t then my heart forbode me, and if thou wecpest not now, at what

then wilt thou ever weep ? Quickly they were awake, and the hour ap-

proached when food had been wont to be brought to us, and each one

was sore afraid on account of his dream. I heard the door of the tornble

tower locked below us; wherefore I looked my children ,n the face but

.aid not a word. I did not wec-p; my heart was stone within me But

,l>cy wept and my little Ansclm said, "Father, what ails thee? thou

lookest so strange ! " And yet I wept not, nor did I answer that whole day

Ion- and the night that followed, until the next sun rose tipon the world.

When a little light had entered our dolorous prison, and I saw my own

features reflected in my children's faces, I bit my hands for gnef. And

thcv, thinking T did this from desire of eating, suddenly rose and said,

•'Father, it will be far less painful for us if thou wilt eat us; thou hast

clothed us with this flesh, do thou despoil us of it." I calmed myself

then, in order not to make them still more sad. That day and the next

^.c remained mute. Alas, hard earth ! why didst thou not then open be-

ncath me ? .,,.,/ ^

When we had come to the fourth day my Gaddo laid himse f at my

foct and cried, " O, my father, why dost thou not help me ?
And

there he died ; and just as you see me now I saw the three fall, one by

on... between the fifth day and the sixth. And then, having become

l>lind, I groped upon the face of each. Three days I called upon them

after they were dead; and then starvation was stronger than my gnef.

First descending, and then climbing along the hairy sides of the

prodigious body of Lucifer, the poets next leave hell and, by a

rockv, almost perpendicular path, clamber painfully upward

utitii they finally issue out into the light of heaven and see
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once more the stars. No woi-ds but those of the poet liim.vclf

can describe the scene as, smoke-begrinied and clicked with tlie

fnnies of hell, tJiey gaze npon the skj of sweet oriental sapphire
and drink in the air that blows fresh and sweet from the south-
ern sea sparkling beneath the first rays of the morning sun. 2s or
can we linger over that other scene, when the newly arrived
spirits descend from the angel's boat with the songs of the re-
deemed on their lips; when Dante meets his old friend the
musician Casella

; and when the company listens, as the latter
sings one of Dante's eongs, until Cato drives them with rebukes
toward the mount they must ascend. The poets from the foot
of the mountain clamber on hands and knees toward the
entrance gate, which lies high above them. On the way they
pass many souls who have put off salvation nntil too late or have
died in contumacy with Holy Church and here nmst linger for
a certain time before they enter on the work of purging awav
their sins. About thi-ee in the afternoon they meet the trouba-
dour Sordello, from Mantua, who, after exchanging greetings
with his countryman Vergil, tells them no ascent can be made
during the night, and offers to lead them to a ))lace of safetv. In
a grassy valley covered with flowers of every hue, and redoliMJi
with a thousand odors, they see the spirits of many famou-s
princes, kings, and emperors, gathered from all parts of the
world

;
the Emperor Eudolph of Austria is there, Philip of

France and Peter of Aragon, and, sitting alone, the " king of
simple life," Henry III of England. The scene which folfows
—the melancholy of the twilight hour, and the downward rush
of the angels who come to guard the valley against the snares
of the serpent—is one of exquisite softness and beauty.

It was now the hour when the sailor's heart turns longingly homeward
and grows soft within liim, on the day when he has said Farewell to his
sweet friends, and when the new pilgrim is pierced with love if he
hears in the distance a bell which seems to mourn for tlie dying day,
when I began to cease from listening and to look at one of the spirits wl'm
bad risen and wlio was asking for silence with his hand. He joined au'l

raised both bis palms and fixed his eyes toward the east, as if he wen-
saying to God, "For naught else do I care." " Te Lucis Ante " came so

devoutly from his lips that I was rapt in ecstasy. And then all tlie othf r

spirits reverently followed him through the entire hymn, having th^-ir

eyes turned to the celestial spheres. I saw that gentle band silently gaz-
ing on high as if in expectation, pallid and humble. And then I saw come
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out of the heavens two angels who flew toward us with flaming swords.

Their garments were grcca, with the tender green of little leaves but

lately born, and their pinions trailed behind. " Both come from the lap

of iMaiia," said Sordello, "to guard this valley from the serj)eut who will

not delay to come." At which I, who knew not by what path, turned

nronnd and clung close to my master's faithful side. And then Sordello

suiid, "Let us now go down into the valley among these mighty spirits

and speak with them; grateful will it be to them to see you."

That niglit Dante dreamed that, like Ganymede in the

Grecian fable, he was cangLt up to tlie liighest lieavens, and on

.-vwakcuing found that the sun was two liours high and that he

was before the gate of purgatory. Tlie angel who guards the

entrance drew seven times with his sword the letter "P" on

the forehead of Dante, representing the seven capital sins, and

tlicse letters are one by one effaced as he ascends the mountain.

In the '•' Purgatory " there are not so many dramatic events

or picturesque details to chronicle as in the " Inferno." From

terrace to terrace the poets mount,- passing the souls of the

proud crushed beneath fearful weights ; of the misers bound

hands and feet, and singing " My soul lieth in the dust ;

" of the

angry, the gluttonous, the slothful, and the licentious—all hor-

ribly tormented, yet bearing their sufferings with patience, and

looking forward to the day of their redemption, when the

mountain shall tremble with joy and, amid shouts of '' Gloria in

excelsis Deo," they shall rise to the presence of God. Three

days and nights are passed in this upward journey, and on the

morning of the fourth day the poets reach the earthly paradise.

The last six cantos of " Purgatory " are a succession of beau-

tiful, mystic, and sublime scenes. The poet's imagination, with

an unfaltering upward flight, rises from height to height of

l>oetic grandeur. No words can describe that forest thick with

trees, tlie murmur of whose leaves reminds the poet of the great

pine forest near Pavenna; or that gentle lady who went sing-

ing along the side of a crystal stream, gathering the purple and

golden flowers with which her path was covered ; or, still less,

that august procession in which the Church of Christ is figured.

Hut here sorrow is mingled with joy in Dante's heart. Vergil,

his faithful friend and guide, having mitered and crowned him
Jord of himself, leaves him ; and Beatrice, amid songs of "Bene-

dictuscpii venis" and " Manibus o date lilia plenis," descending

from heaven in a cloud of flowers strewn by angelic hands, adds
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tears of remorse to his tears of sorrow as she rebukes him for his

past waywardness. And then, while " the ice about liis heart is

melted as the snow on monntain heights," and he makes con-

fession of his sins, lie is plunged in the streams of Letlie and

Ennoe, and made " pure and disposed to ascend to tlie st;irs."

The ascent of paradise is a flight rather than a journey. The
rapidity increases, and tlie poet is only aware of the papsai:c

from the moon to Mercury, from Yenus to the sun, from

Jupiter to Saturn, by the increased brilliancy shining in the

face of Beatrice, who is now his guide. In the different heavens

lie sees the spirits of great warriors, philosophers, and theolo-

gians, and, conversing wicli tliem, clears his mind of many
doubts over which he had long brooded. The poet's imagina-

tion rises to superhuman heights in his grand vision of the

empyrean. He sees a vast river of light whose shores arc

clothed with flowers of unutterable beauty. From the river.

in form of living sparks, issue the angels of God, who alight on

the flowers of the shore and then returning sink in the liquid

light. As Dante gazes the flowers take tlie form of a celestial

rose, on whose petals are seated. the spirits of the blessed of a!!

ages and nations. Highest of all sits the blessed Yirgiii, to

whom Dante, through Saint Bernard, addresses that prayer

which has been called the sweetest, loftiest, and most inspircil

religious lyric ever uttered by the lips of man. In answer to

this prayer the poet is granted a vision of the glory of God

:

and, dazzled by the splendor of this sight, his lofty imaginatiuii

staggers, sinks, and falls, and the poem comes to an end.

As we have already seen, history plays a very important part

in the " Divine Comedy." It is the warp on which are woven

the threads that form the fabric of the poem. What a pageant

is that which unrolls itself in these pages ! Jostling strangely

together we see men of all ages and races ; the gods and demi-

gods of ancient mythology ; heroes of Troy and Thebes and

Rome ; kings and princes of modern Europe, popes and

cardinals, lords and ladies; men illustrious and men obscu:v

— all mentioned with words of praise or blame, and cac.'i

assigned his place in hell, or purgatory, or paradise.

Dante is an unbending theorist, and judges all history in the

light of the twofold rule of the pope in the government of tiie

world. His theory of the indei)endencc of the temporal an*.
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fniiituiil power of Home, which lie elaborates at length in the

" De ]Uonarcliia," is here logically adhered to. God from the

beginning has ordained Home to be the scat of a donble

power. Here dwells the enjpcror of the world, who ehall

govern the nations in temporal matters and lead them to earthly

liappincss, and the pope, who shall be their spiritual ruler and

lead them to the liappiness of the world to come. Owing,

however, to the union of the sword and the pastoral stall in

the hands of the pope, God's plans for the liappiness of the

race have been thwarted. Xanght is left of the old glory of

the empire ; the innocence and faith of ancient days have be-

come as a dream that is ended. The garden of Italy is a

wilderness; Rome sits alone as a widow among the nations.

Pride, envy, and avarice are the sparks that set all hearts on

lire. Dante's lieart swells with scorn as he sees these things.

All the bitterness of his disillusionment and exile is found in

the terrible denunciations with which the "Divine Comedy"'

is filled. Italy is a terra prava ; her cities aic full of tyrants.

Scarcely one escapes the lash of his verse ; Padua is full of

usurers ; Pisa is the vituperation of the nations ;
Lologna is the

home of ruffians and misers. But, above all, Dante pours out

the vials of his wrath upon Florence, "la bellissima figlia di

Roma," the city dear to his heart, which has exiled him and

denied him as her eon. She was founded by demons ; she is

full of envy, and is the nest of malice. Out of seventy-nine

contemporaries whom he places in hell forty-three are Tuscans

and thirty-two arc Florentines.

AVhere history and theory harmonize Dante's assignment of

rewards and punishments is just ; but his knowledge of history

is often inaccurate. We cannot object to his placing Cleopatia

and Semiramis in the circle of the licentious, or Copeneus

among those who curse God, or Caiaphas and Annas among the

liypocrites ; and we must share Dante's views upon the right

of the Roman power to approve the assignment of Cassius and

Brutus to the same punishment as Judas. When we come to

contemporaries, however, things are differeut. The poor hermit

whoM'as drao-ired nnwillinecly from his humble cell and became

l^opc CclestinoY, and M-ho afterward made the "great refusal,"

is treated with the most withering contempt ; and for no other

reason, apparently, than that his abdication of the papal throne
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made way for Boniface VIII, who was Dante's bitterest enemy

and accomplished his exile froin Florence. So, too, his savage

hate burst forth against Filippo Argenti in the Stygian marsh,

and caused that dastardly deed against Frate Alberigo, in

Cocytus, which forms such a blot on his memory. But who

can blame Dante? What life was ever so full of injustice as

his? What exile more terrible? Is it any wonder that he

judges his contemporaries through the prejudices of his own

lieart ; that sometimes tears of rage and sorrow distort his views

of life; that everywhere he sees corruption sitting in high

places ; that to him patriotism is dead and piety but a name?

One thing must strike us in Dante's treatment of history,

and that is his impartiality. Polities' and party save no man
;

with him there is neither white nor black, Guelph nor Ghibel-

line. In hell we see side by side men of all parties—Farinata

and Ezzelino, Ficr delle Vigne and Malatesta, Ugolino and

Ruggieri. Dante's hand is lifted against all who sin against

tli^ peace of the fatherland. He himself after his exile had left

his evil companions and formed a " party by himself." A
Guelph by tradition and family ties, a Ghibelline by force of

circumstances, he clings to neither party, but devotes himself

witli passionate energy to the ideal of a united Italy.

History and religion are also inseparably joined in the " Di-

vine Comedy." We cannot discuss the one without the other.

There is no reason to doubt Dante's sincere and profound faith.

He is no heretic, but is a Catholic to the core. He accepts the

deepest mysteries of the Church without question ; his defini-

tions of faith to St. Peter, of hope to St. James, and of love to

St. John are thoroughly orthodox. Yet even Martin Luther

himself is not more fierce against the corruption of the papal court

than he. Though he believes the papacy was ordained by God,

still the actual occupants of the pope's chair are the objects of

his fiercest denunciations. He lashes and scourges their simony,

their avarice, and their nameless vices; they are rapacious

wolves whose sole desire is for this world's goods. "How
nmch treasure did Christ demand of Peter when he placed the

keys in his possession ? Surely he asked for naught but ' Come
after me.' " " 'Twas you, O bishops of Rome, that the evan-

gelist had in mind when she wlio sits upon the waters was sect)

in dalliance with kings." The clergy no longer study the
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•locretals; the Gospel is no longer preaclicd ; tlie footsteps of St.

Ki-flncis are not followed ; and the flock of St. Dominic have

iKH-'Oine gluttons. This bitter feeling of Dante agaiiii^t tiie

Cimrch results from the same cause as his enmity to the politics

of tlic times. Throughout the whole poem it is the exile that

we see. Dante himself, as lie goes through hell and purgatory,

:ind on to paradise, does not become more gentle. The theolo-

gian and penitent is always held in the background by the exile

:Hid patriot, ever aspiring to a political and religious ideal.-

Though Dante believes in the dogmas of the Church, he goes far

beyond his fellow-men in his desii'e for the reform of the world,

which must be based on the reform of the Church. This latter

must be founded on a return to the principles of the gospels, the

abandonment of earthly ambitions, and the purification of the

clergy. Dante in the "Divine Comedy" calls upon God to

avenge the corruption of the Church on its degenerate pastors

;

and in this way he fulfills \\\q mission given him from on high

to fight against the prince of darkness, to lead the Chnrcii to

the garden of Christ, to separate the sword of Ca3sar from the

p:istoral staff of St. Peter, and to hasten the tiiumphant reign

f»f peace on earth and good Mill to men.

Dante's treatment of nature is worthy of our attention. Of
course the modern conception of nature was not his ; the times

were too hard and stern for that. But who can doubt that,

during those long years of exile when he traversed Italy from

<^':ie end to the other, he studied minutely all the phases of

nature? And may he not have found comfort in the rcstful-

noss of the great pine forest of Chiasso or the peaceful vulley

"T the Casentino? No country in the world could have shown
hiiu lovelier landscapes; and none but a lover of nature could

have seen Italy as he saw it, and as he makes us see it—the

•"'^ar of the cataract of Montone, the tranquil beauty of the Lago
di Garda fed by a thousand fountains, or the little streams that

descend from the green hills of the Casentino to the Arno.

^Vliat astonishes us is the minuteness of his observations and
'lis power of reproducing natural phenomena in the simplest

"^^d yet most effective way. The homeliness of his figures

drawn from animal life—the timid lambs as they leave the fold,

tiio frogs half submerged in the pools of water—does not ob-

'^tire their extreme beauty. To see and express this beauty of
17—PIFTU SERIES, VOL. XII.
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10Nature in her humblest details is the highest triumph of tl

poet's art. The variety of light effects in tlie "Divine CoDiedy"

Ib also very striking. Dante has caught the rosy flush of morn,

the sunshine falling through a cloud upon a bank of flower?,

the halo that ^vreathcs the pallid moon, and the pellucid trem-

bliug of the morning star. It is certain that before Dante u-.

poet had ever shown such minute observation of nature. The
smallest details do not escape him. As we read his poem there

rises before lis the storm with its thunder and lightning and

downpouring rain ; winter with its snow, and spring vrith its

flowers ; sunrise and sunset ; the cool morning and the melan-

choly hour of twilight, when the heart is filled with longings

at the sound of the vesper bells.

It is in his art, more than in anything else, that Dante is

great. The three requisites of the supreme poet—creative

imagination, vigorous intellect, and sound moral purpose—lie

possesses in the highest degree. It is dangerous, we know, \o

use snperlati'ves ; but it is not too much to say that no poet ever

lived who has produced such wondci-ful pictures as are burnt

in on the rnemory of the man who reads the " Divine Comedy "

with "the spirit" and with "the understanding also." Take

the picture of that land of terror and gloom, with its hail

and snow and roaring winds, with its grim and savage land-

scapes, its forests of gnarled trees, its burning plains and

valleys of desolation, the whole overhung with clouds of inky

blackness, rent and made lurid by jets of red light, as hy

flickering tongues of flame ; or that other picture, as beautiful

ae this is terrible, with its soft landscapes lying in peaceful

loveliness beneath tender skies, with its verdurous valleys aixl

delightful groves, musical with the sweet singing of birds ; or

still again that third vision, so dazzling that it hardly leaves a

picture in the memory, but the effect of which is like that of

heavenly melody or the impression that comes upon a man

standing at midnight on the snowy summit of some alpin<'

mountain, with face upturned to the eternal stars sliining above

him like lights of the New Jerusalem. In these pictures, ai^

in the countless details which go to make them up, can be seen

the power of Dante's imagination. We cannot linger exccp'

to cast a fleeting glance at the old tailor threading his need.'',

or at lazy Belacqua embracing his knees and wearily restin,::
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jiis head upon them ; and to mention tliose apt metaphors taken

fjuui burning paper, or from light entering water, or to note

llic comparison of the vague appearance of the spirits in the

inooii to a pearl shining on a white forehead. Dante's vigorous

intellect also manifests itself in the symmetry of the poem, in

the way he lias made it an epitome of the science, history,

philosophy, and theology of his times. Its moi'al tone is, be-

eides, of the highest. His ideals are noble and pure, nothing

less than the reform of the world, No other book leaves the

reader so impressed with the reality of the spiritual realm, or

PC strong to fight against the false and mean in life.

Indeed, Mhat merit of the poet does Dante not possess? As
llnskin uses Turner to exemplify the best qualities of painting,

FO one could write a long disquisition on poetry with the

"Divine Comedy" as a book of illustrations. Dante's pre-

eminence as one of the three greatest of the world's poets is now
assured. And we may find in him peace and consolation in

hours of sorrow. Longfellow, in a series of sonnets that are

among his best, has compared the "Divine Comedy" to a vast

cathedral, with dim aisles and perfumed air, whose unseen

choirs

Siog the old Latin liymns of peace and love

And benedictions of the Holy Ghost.
,

Into this great cathedral the laborer, "pausing in the dust and

heat," comes to kneel and repeat his paternosters ;

So, as I enter here from day to day,

And leave my burden at this minster gate,

Kneeling in prayer, and not ashamed to pray,

The tumult of the time disconsolate

To inarticulate murmurs dies away,

"WJiile the eternal ages watch and wait.

if Cl^/i^ TLt^y^y^^^
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Akt. VII.—the constitution of the METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

No matter now engaging the attention of tlie Methodist

Episcopal Church nearly equals in importance the question of

her constitution. There are at present more adults in her

membership than there wore in all the colonies when the inde-

'pendencc of the United States was acknowledged. The inter-

ests of the Church arc varied ; its properties are vast ; territo-

rially it girdles the globe, and the attrition of its ideas is

frequent and sometimes sharp. That the condition of the bodv

should be such as to warrant the language of the bishops with

reference to the framework of its government in their address

to the General Conference of 1888 is scarcely less than startling.

They said :
" Anotiier question has arisen which is of para-

mount importance. It has reference to what constitutes the

organic law of the General Conference. Have we any such

thing as a constitution ? If so, what paragraphs of the Disci-

pline are included in it?" Well might they add, "It is

scarcely possible to think of this as an open question ;

" but

they asserted, " Yet it does exist."

The subject being thus forcibly brought to the attention of

the General Conference, there resulted the appointment of a

constitutional commission, consisting of three bishoj)S, seven

ministers, and seven laymen. The instructions given them

were to prepare paragraphs to take the place of ®t^ 63, 64, in

the chapter on the General Conference ; and, seeing the organic

law of the Church, and especially the constitution of the Gen-

eral Conference, needed to be accurately defined and determined.

they were to carefully consider and report thereon ; also, the

method to be pursued in the organization of the General Con-

ference should be precisely and explicitly stated. Tiiey were

instructed to state of whom the General Conference shall he

composed, "to declare what shall be the powers thereof and in

what manner they shall be exercised, and to provide the process

by which the constitution or any part thereof shall be amended,

and report to the General Conference of 1892."

Unfortunately, under the last clause of these instructions the

commission considered itself precluded from allowing the
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Cluirch to have access to their report until it M^as iirst laid be-

fore the General Conference. To study a subject so intricate

and injportant iis this there is needed time, and care, and quiet

rcsearcli, where choice libraries are accessible. To attempt such

a thing amid the rush of General Conference business is sheer

folly ; hence it was wise indeed in the Conference of 1892 to

decline, under the circumstances, to determine tlie momentous
questions involved.

The report of the commission to the General Conference of

1892, after what may be styled its preamble, was in four parts.

The first was "As to the definition of ' The Constitution of the

General Conference,' " meaning thereby what is now in the

Discipline and should be regarded :is the constitution of the

General Conference. The second part designated the things

now in the Discipline which they wished to have determined

to be " The Organic Law of the Methodist Episcopal Church."

The third part of their report suggested an orderly collation

and rearrangement of the matter now in the Discipline and

which they had designated as included in Parts I and II.

The fourth part proj)Osed new paragraphs for the Discipline,

entitled, " Constitution and Powers of the General Conference,"

and recommended that its adoption be submitted to the restrict-

ive rule process.

The Conference oi'dered that the repoi't should be considered

part by paii, and taking up the iirst 23art spent three days in its

discussion. At the end of that time the Conference had
adopted a substitute for the entire part under consideration, and
as they were planning for a time when the report should be

further discussed, suddenly a motion was sprung to indefinitely

postpone the whole matter, print it in the Church papers, and
refer it to the next General Conference. This motion was
adopted, and the General Conference had relieved itself of an

incubus. The substitute by Dj-. Goucher, which had been ac-

cepted and adopted instead of the Iirst part as presented by the

committee, of course went over with the remainder of the re-

port under the indefinite postponement of the whole Tnatter.

" ith all respect for the honored author of the substitute, it is

Jiow seen clearly that it is well that it was not finally adopted,

ibis summary disposition of so great a report was scarcely

enort of njiasco ; nevertheless, the action had the great advan-
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tage of saving the Church from precipitate action ou funda-

mental matters and gave her a quadrenniuni for the discussion

of the subject and for the maturing of a better result tlian wad

then possible.

This famous report had many excellences that undoubtedly

will.be of great service in the formulating of the document

which will linally, and we hope soon, be adopted. So great is

our resp>ect for the distinguished men of that commission that

it is .with utmost hesitation we criticise adversely their report.

But we are compelled to submit that every one of the four

parts is, in our opinion, seriously at fault, either by embracing

too much or too little.

The first part had unsupported historical statements, an

ambiguous definition of a constitution, and, above all, a con-

tradictory statement of what is now the constitution of the

General Conference.

The second part, "As to the Organic Law of the ilcthodist

Episcopal Cliurcli," is so brief that it can be given in full. It

i-cads, "The organic law of the Methodist Episcopal Church in-

cludes and is limited to the Articles of Kcligion, the General

Rules of the United Societies, and that which we have already

defined as the constitution of the General Conference." Is

not this seriously defective in that it does not define the funda-

mental framework of the polity of the Church, nor mention the

name of the organization, its terms of membership, or its off-

eel's \ Neither is the doctrinal basis there given true to Meth-

odist history, relating to " our present existing and established

standards of doctrine."

The proposed new constitution of the General Conference,

notwithstanding some new provisions of great value, altoj:ethcr

fails to provide the necessary readjustment of our confessedly

defective plan for lay delegation. The Quarterly Conference,

instead of the entire adult membership, would continue to elect

the members of the Lay Electoral Conference ; the Lay Con-

ference would still be compelled to meet at the scat of the Min-

isterial Conference, and at the same time ; the inequality, i:i

number of representatives, between ministers and laymen would

continue; division into two houses, even though it should Iv

obviously desirable, would be impossible ; and the inherent right-

of the respective orders would continue in a promiscuous jumblo.
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Its provision that no chan<;e shall be made in the Discipline

without the concurrent vote of the ministers and laymen is

good ; but its provision for a separate vote '' on any other ques-

tion
"'

should add that to adopt a measure on a sepamte vote

there should be the same proportionate vote in each order as

would have been necessary to its adoption in the undivided

liouse. Humiliating experience has shown the Church the im-

perative need of efficient safeguards against hasty legislation.

That this single provision in that direction will be adequate to

meet the demands of the case is more than doubted. Further-

more, this proposed constitution of the General Conference

does not, in the light of current discussions, sufficiently define

the qualifications of its members. But, in addition to its de-

fects, it proposes to add some dangerous provisions. It says:

"The General Conference shall possess supreme legislative,

executive, and judicial powers for the government of the

Church, subject to the provisions of this constitution and under

the following limitations and restrictions." Then follow the

restrictive rules. But, under this provision, what body shall

judicially interpret "the provisions of this constitution," or

whether a proposed measure is in violation of the restrictive

rules? The General Conference only. This would practi-

cally prevent the possibility of stability in any part of the con-

stitution, seeing the General Conference could by a simple

majority vote make perforce constitutional the most unconsti-

tutional decisions, seeing its last judicial decision would of

necessity be the law of the Church. " The king can do no

wrong." It can never be other than dang-erous to allow any

body of men to pass judicially on their own legislative acts.

Where the legislature is a delegated body, acting under the

provisions of a"written constitution, beyond doubt the judicial

function should not be placed in its hands. The disciplinary

language granting to the General Conference " full power to

tuakc rules and regulations for our Church" has, especially

since 1844:, been construed to mean practical ecclesiastical om-

nipotence; and we have seen, in not a few instances, its deplor-

able results. As a matter of fact, there has not been from the

beginning anything in the Discipline to prevent the organiza-

tion of a court with jurisdiction over the acts of the General

Conference. But the proposed constitution would explicitly
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write into our fundaiuental law an e-\i)ress proliibition of aiiv
eucli court, and perj)etuate a dangerous concentration of author.
ity. Rather, when we get a definite constitution, let it so ex-
pand onr judicial system as to i)rovidc a court competent to
protect the Church from the dangers threatened by cvc]o!i(->
certain in a large legislative bodv. For these and other reason^
notwithstanding the valuable traits ah-eady admitted, it is n^t
necessary to be altogether disconsolate over the practical denii.r
of the commissioirs report.

This review of recent history emphasizes the questions raided
in the episcopal address of 1SS8; and, because they liave not
been widely studied among us, there is a lamentable lack of in-

telligence concerning them. It is confusing to confound tiiC

constitution of the Methodist Episcopal Church with the con-
Btitution of the General Conference of that Church. Tije two
can never, by clear thinking, be considered as identical. In-
deed, there should never be a separate constitution of the Gen-
eral Conference any more than there is a separate constitution
of (he United States Congress. The organic law of the Chure-li
eliould provide for the General Conference and specify its or-

ganization and powers, even as it would provide for annual,
judicial, and other Conferences and Church organizations.

I3ut what of the constitution of the Methodist Episcopal
Church? Did we ever have one? Some say our fathers were
fio absorbed in soul-winning that they never gave thought tu

Buch things as constitutions. They err who so affirm.
°
It is

well known that when, at the close of our Kevolutionary ^ar,
,Mr. Wesley \vas preparing the habiliments for "the few shoe})
in the wilderness," over whom he had exercised the oftice of
shepherd, but whom he now desired sliould be constituted :m
independent Church, he took the Liturgy of the Church of Eng-
land and revised it, calling that revision The Smiday Scrcki\
He also took the Thirty-nine Articles of that Church and, by
free excisions, carefully eliminated obnoxious or questionablr
doctrines, reducing their matter fully two thirds and their nnni-
ber to twenty-four. This Sunday Service, the Articles of I'."-

ligion, and the Psalms and Hymns for the new Church weie
printed in London in 1784, and were bi-ought over in sheets by
Dr. Coke, when lie catne with letters of authority to ori^anizc
the new Methodism in the new nation west of the Atlantic.
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The preachers were culled to-retlicr in convention at Baltimore.
Sixty-one, out of the total of eighty-three, attended. As Isii.

Wesley's representative Dr. Coke took the chair, and read the
torse and comprehensive letter of Wesley, in which he stated

the grounds of his action and of his advice to tlie American
j)reache]-s. Sherman, in his History of the Discljyline^ well
«iys of this gathering :

*

It was a convention assembled for the purpose of orgauiziug the Church
and establishing a constitution for tijy government of the body, -without
any expectation of its recurrence. Tlie Discipline provided in 17S4 w^s
designed to serve as a constitution, to be supplemented by such statutory
provisions from time to time as the Conferences migbt find necessary.

This body of preachers accepted Mr.Wesley's Sunday Se}-vice,

the Articles of Ileligion, and the Psalms and Jlyrans. They
also accepted his advice as to organizing an Episcopal Church.
But, although Coke and Asbury had both been appointed su-

perintendents by him, the fledgling Church led by Asbnry
Avould not accept them as such until elected to the office bv
their own convention. They then took the Large Minutes—
t!ic Discipline of the English Methodists—and, omitting or
adding at will, made such changes as would in their opinion
adapt them to the work in this country. The resnlts of this

careful labor were at once published and bound up with the
filieets already mentioned as having been printed in London and
brought over by Mr. Coke.f

In this book, the first edition of the Discipline, we find on
page 3 the following questions and answers

:

Q. 3.—As the ecclesiastical as well as civil affairs of these United States
liave passed through a very considerable change by the Revolution, what
plan of Church government shall we hereafter pursue ?

^

A.—We will form ourselves into an Ej)iscopal Church under the direc-
tion of superintendents, ciders, deacons, and helpers, according to the
forms of ordination annexed to our liturgy, and the form of discipline set
forth in these Minutes.

^ThlrUedition, p. 27.

As we prepare this fapor we hare before us a copy of this foundation publication of our
t'hurcb. I' ha.s a separate title-page for eacli division. The one for this part of Ibe volumewas follows: JlfuinfMo/ Several Qonxermiiom hdueenthe Rev. llmmas Coke, LL.D.,
^'^J^^t:^-- t'rancU Ai^buru, and Others, at a Omfcrcncc hemm in lialtiinore, in the State

Z f'"['^'^'^'^^
o" -Va/u/ai/, the 27th of December, in the j/ear 1784. Compofing a Form

. OL^cipline far the Miiivtcrs, Preachers, and other Members of the Mcthndi< Eynsco-
If Church in America. Philadelphia: I'rintcd hy Charlen CUt in Arch Street, tht.
'^rntr of Fourth Street. M,DCC,LXXXV.
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The second edition of the Discipline was printed in London

ill 1786, in coiniection with The Sunday Service of tfie Metho-

dists in North America. Tlie separate heading of the Disci-

pline occupies but a small space at the head of tlie page on

which the "Minutes" begin. It is of considerable significance

in this discussion, seeing it runs as follows :
" The General

Minutes of the Conferences of tlie Methodist Episcopal Church

in America, forming the Constitution of the said Church."

Question 3 and answer, as they appeared in the first edition,

remain unchanged.

The third edition, that for 1787,* was printed by "W. Eoss,

in Broad Street, New York, and is greatly changed. The title-

page assures ns that the "Form of Discipline" has been "ar-

ranged under proper lieads, and methodized in a more accept-

able and easy manner." It is in thirty-one sections, and in the

sections retains the question-and-answcr form, the questions of

each section being numbered separately. As to this "method-

izing," by reference to Asbury's Journal (Xovember, 1785) it

appears that Asbury, and probably John Dickins, arranged

"the subject matter thereof nnder theirproper heads, division?,

and sections." In order to confer with Coke, and more espe-

cially to get the consent of the District Conferences, seeing

there were many and important changes, this new arrangement

did not ajipear till 1787. As bearing on the present matter,

Section III, "On the Nature and Constitution of our Church,"

is the most important. In the editions of 1787, 1788, 17S9,

1700, and 1791 this section remained unchanged, and was as

follows

:

We are thoroughly convinced that the Church of England, to which we

have been united, is deficient in several of the most important parts of

Christian discipline ; and that (a few ministers and members excepted) it

has lost the life and power of religion. AYe are not ignorant of the spirit
,j

and designs it has ever discovered in Europe, of rising to preeminenci;
|

and worldly dignities by virtue of a national establishment, and by the
j

most servile devotion to the will of temporal governors; and we fear tbr \

same spirit will lead the same Church in these United States (though
|

altered in its name) to similar designs and attempts, if the number ar.ii

|

strength of its members will ever afford a probability of success; nml,
|

particularly, to obtain a national establishment, Avhich we cordially abh'T

as the great bane of truth and holiness, and a great impediment to iht;

progress of vital Christianity.

•An orlt'lu'il copy of which Is before us as we write.
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For these reasons we have thought it our duty to form ourselves into an

indepeudent Church. Aud as the most excelleut mode of Church govern-

incut, according to our maturest judgment, is that of a vioderate Episco-

fxuy; and as -we are persuaded that the uninterrupted succession of Bishops

from, the Apostles can be proven neither from Scripture nor antiquity; we
therefore have constituted ourselves into an Episcopal Church, under the

direction of Bishops, Elders, Beacons, and Preacheis, according to the

forms of ordination annexed to our prayer book, and the regulations laid

down in this form of discipline.

Evidently tlie men who organized the Church did tliink of

guch a thinsj as a constitution. The title to the second edition

of the Discipline, and the celebrated third section in the next

live editions, show that they did. "Whatever M-e may think of

the completeness or deficiency of their organizing work

—

whether it was wise or unwise for them to include the entire

Discipline in the constitution, and not to have named therein

the doctrinal basis of the denomination, or even the spiritual

and practical basis as found in the General Rules—still, on a

few points they M'ere unmistakably clear. First, the organiza-

tion was to be an independent Church ; secondly, that Clnirch

was to be episcopal in government, and under the direction of

the ministrj^; thirdly, the e])iscopacy of that Church was to be

"a jnoderate episcopacy," "elective," and ^'amenable to the

body of the ministry and preachers;" and, fourth, the plan of

the episcopacy of that Cliurch was to be connectional as against

the diocesan, which they so well knew in England and in Rome.
In their own language, the incumbents of the episcopal office

were to be bishops of "the Methodist Connection in America."

It is significant that tlieso very items were a quarter of a cen-

tury later embedded in the third restrictive rule. Beyond
the foregoing the practical work of the Church in spreading

scriptural holiness occupied nearly all the tliought of that or-

ganizing Conference. But as they were to meet yearly, tliey

no doubt intended to remedy any defects that became apparent

;

and to a considerable extent they did.

Singularly enough, Section III, " On the jS"ature and Con-

stitution of our Church," retained its place in the Discipline

only until the meeting of the first General Conference, in 1792.

Speaking of this Conference, Sherman says, " The sections on
the Constitution and on the Origin of the Episcopacy \vere

condensed into that on the Origin of the Methodist Episcopal
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Church." * The new statement fell very far below the strength

and explicitness of the sections which it supphmted ; indeed, ii

was exceeding tame and a sorry apology for independent exist-

ence. But, lame as it was, this '' condensation " remained un-

changed for an even century. In 1S92, the General Conference

being dissatisfied with the century-old statement, and not think-

ing it necessary to even inspect the form of words that should

take its place, instructed its committee on the revision of di^;-

cipline to rewrite and improve this chaptei- of origins. It was

ably and even beautifully done—but shades of the lYS-i fathers!

What liberties to take with their Declaration of Independence

and the king-bolt of their '' constitution !

"

This was not the only section that, being of constitutional

force and effect, was diluted, diffused, and practically destroyed.

The General Conferences of 179G, 1800, and 18oi left us no

reminder that they took any thought of constitutional matters.

Whatever we may think of the wisdom of some of the changes

made in those days, they were all legal. The itinerant minister

had practically created the Church. They had not waited to

be called, but they " went every whei-e ])reaching the word,"

and the Lord daily added " those that were being saved."

Consequently, this ministry organized or constituted the

Church and her institutions, made and unmade doctrine,

terms of membership, and what not. Later, this same body of

men developed her Book Concern, her colleges and schools,

and led the growing Church to the great place which she held

and still holds among the communions of Christendom. The

courage, aggressiveness, and spiritual force of this body oi

ministers has never been surpassed since the apostolic da vs.

llence, as the Church was episcopal, with a big "E" in italics,

it was directed, with a big " D," by the preachers. Until ISOO

every traveling preacher, whether ordained or not, had a scut

in that body which made and unmade constitutions at will.

In 1800 the order was taken that thereafter only those who

liad traveled four years should be eligible to seats in the

Conference, and in 1804 it was again changed so as to limit

membership to those who were in full membership and had

traveled four years after being admitted to the Annual Con-

ference. In 1808 the last of these mass-meeting Geneial

Hfcforj/ of the Disctplinc^ p. 30.
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Conferences Avas held. Again the larger body consented to be

reduced, and said that thereafter the General Conference

^.hould be a delegated body, consisting of one in five of the

mcuibers of the Ammal Conference. However, before letting

20 of any of their authority they chose to iix " perpetually "

The time of meeting (and the same word was probably intended

to qualify all the other provisions), the membership, the

quorum, and the presidency of the General Conference, and

also to restrain the future Conferences in six particulars.

Outside of these provisions and restrictions they clothed this

new goveraing body with unlimited authority " to make rules

and regulations for our Church." Cliange in the reserve items

could only be Jnado by the Aimual Conferences. Over them

they retained absolute authority, seeing only they could initiate

action to change ; and even then it should be favored by all, or it

could not pass"! In 1832 the Amiual Conferences released their

£;rip, and the General Conference was permitted to share the

rii^ht to initiate changes ;and, instead of all the Annual Confer-

ciKcs, ou'i'v three fourths of the aggregate membership present

and voting were necessary to initiate or complete the suspension

or chanr^e^'of a restrictive rule. This important change made the

individual member of the Conference the voting unit, not the

Conference, as it had been up to that time. That made the

Annual Conference sessions, so far as constitutional questions

are concerned, mere polling places, witli no power to deprive

any member of the Confei-encc of the right to record his vote

on any proposed change of a restrictive rule that may have

been recommended by a two-thirds vote of the General Con-

ference. In 1872 the most remarkable surrender of power was

made by the Annual Conferences, when lay delegates were in-

troduced into the General Conference; and by the separate

vote arranirement they were given practically equal power with

that of the^ ministry. 'Moreover, this was done indiscriminately,

tluit is, in reference to all matters doctrinal and spiritual, to

ministerial character, and everything that might come before

the General Conference. Thus, little by little, for a hundred

years the accent tliat at first was so strong on the " episcopal
"

in our name has been toned down, till it would seem as if long

before another century it might be necessary to change our

name to the "Methodist Congregational Church," though there,
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alas! "the nobles," witli no touch of the heartaches and sacri-

iiccs of a Methodist preacher, might exercise a tyranny such

as could hardly be possible even at the hands of a "King

George" style of bishop or presiding elder. The trend of the

century has been toward denuding the Annual Conferences of

their power, and toward centralizing everything in ihe General

Conference.

The new constitution ought to change both aspects of the

case. First, it should greatly increase the responsibilities of the

Annual Conferences ; and, secondly, it should relieve the

General Conference of those things which experience has

shown to disturb its legislative poise. There is no more

strilcing illustration, of the tendency to General Conference

centralization than is seen in the contention that the General

Conference can change at its pleasui-e its own constitution. It

is against reason, that a delegated body should have such power

over the constituting provisions that have been given it by

its maker. This is still more true when the maker provides

that those provisions shall operate " perpetually." It is evi-

dent that no grant of authority "to make rules and regulations

for our Church "
, can authoi-ize a General Conference to

change the law of its own existence, or even to vote at all on

such a charge unless specific authority to do so has been given.

Seeing there is no specified method for changing the para-

graphs constituting the General Conference, save only that

part embraced in the resti-ictive rules, and seeing that it is of

the luiture of revolution for the General Conference to assume

power over these vital provisions, how then qaw they be

changed ? Some say by the restrictive rule process. "W^hilc

this is a safe conservatism there is absolutely no authority for

the action. The neat way by which the Annual Conferences

have been led to set a precedent along this line, by the cur-

rent vote on the. change of the day of General Conference

meeting, should mislead nobody, and it is hoped it may never

be repeated. How then can these pai-agraphs bo changed f

The right to change them inheres in the sovereign body of

ministers who first gave them, and by the same vote that

adopted them in , 1S08, namely, a majority vote. In the

absence of any specific mode of amending, and until a way i^

prescribed, we submit this is the safe way. While the General
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Coi)ferencc may call attention to what it considers desirable

clianges, no vote of that body should be effective in making the

change. Is it not of the highest importance that such vital

matters be authoritatively settled by the adoption of a new

constitution ?

For the peace and safety of the whole Church the new con-

Btitution should recognize, restore, and protect the New Testa-

ment responsibilities of the eldership in the government of the

Church. Correspondingly, those of tlie laity should be recog-

nized and protected. In order to do this it should secure to

the laity veritable lay representation in the General Conference,

and that either in equal numbers with the ministry or in a

separate house. This would, no doubt, involve a direct vote of

the laity in the election of the members of the Lay Electoral

Conference, and tlie right in the General Conference to initiate

all legislation relating to the purely business and financial affairs

of the Church ; while to the eldership—the pastorate—would

be reserved the initiative on all matters relating to doctrines,

discipline, and the spiritual life.

Closely related to this is another problem. The new con-

stitution should ]n-ovide a way to keep the General Conference

numerically within the true limits of a legislative body, probably

not to exceed three hundred and fifty. If the rate of increase

that has prevailed for the last fifty years, or even the last

twenty, should continue for fifty more, we would have over

tlirec hundred Conferences, with a membership of over fifty

thousand. Give the foreign Conferences national autonomy,

and, on the ratio of increase that has prevailed at home, there

would still bo over two hundred and fifty Conferences and

forty thousand preachers. This is a conservative estimate.

Radical changes as to representation must presentl}'^ be faced.

"Will the solution be found in making the number of members,

niiuistcrial and lay respectively, the basis of representation,

instead of the present regard for Annual Conference bounds?

Surely it is time we had a well-dcfiiicd constitution of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, with clearly expressed provisions

as to the powers and limitations of the General, Annual, and

other Conferences and organizations of the Church, and espe-

cially a judiciary system reaching to a court that will he com-

petent to pass judicially on the cliallenged acts of the General
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Conference itself. Should not that instrnn.ent contain a frame-
work somewhat like the following?

I. The original declaration of purpose that the form of government of

CImrch"'
^^^"" ^« ^P'^^«P='^ ^°d>-t« °^»>e "The Methodist Episcopal

II. Doctrinal Basis : The Bible as the word of God, interpreted in sub-
stance by the doctrinal statements of Wesley's Notes on the New TesUment and the historical four volumes of Wesley's Sermons (bein-. the
hr.t 53 of Vol. I, Book Concern edition), together with the twent^-fiv
Articles of Religion and the catechisms of the Church

in. Spiritual and Practical Basis: The General Padis of the Church.
I\. The Ecclesiastical Framework: 1, Ritual; 2, Membership- 3 Offi-cers; 4 Judiciary; 5, The Conferences; G, Other Organizations '

^. Amendments, stating explicitly how each part may be le^-allvchanged in a manner both .safe and conveni
" •ent.

As It IS out of the question that a. General Conference shoul.l
prepare such an instrument, or even maturely consider it after
It IS prepared, would it not be the part of wisdom for the next
(xeneral Conference to arrange for the election of delc-atc^ to
a constitutional convention which shall meet as soon as prac-
ticable and prepare the much-needed document? And is not
this all that any General Conference shouhl attempt to do in
t ns matter ? There never was a day in our Church when
Clearer thniking and freer speaking were needed than to-dav,
or when a broader statesmanship M-as demanded. May Go'd
Inmself guide in the settlement of these important alfairs '

U$c'c3c(yL4,-&-^^^
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Art. VIII.—misrepresentations OF MISSIONS ANT)
MISSIONARIES.

Missions and missionaries suffer nioi'c at the hands of nnfeel-

iiii^:, prejudiced, and often ignorant critics than the Churches

and the ministry at home. TJic open assaihmts of- the latter

arc neitlier very numerous nor very influential, and their mis-

representations cannot travel very far nor last veiy long;

for the evidence of their falsity is accessible to everybodj'.

Every commimity has its churches, and these churches are

placed, not on obscure streets, but on the leading thoroughfares,

eo that they may be most convenient to the largest immber

and attract the most attention. They are not like private

clubs or secret lodges; but all their acts. of worship, all their

])ractices, all that they believe and teach, all their thoughts and

])ai-poses, are for everybody to see and know. . He who wishes

to investigate them can do so as freely and fully as his ])urpose

requires, and nobody can avoid knowing a great deal about

tlicm. It is not possible, therefore, to poison the public mind

against them. Their true character is sure to prevail against

any misrepresentation, however great the cunning which de-

vises it or the persistency which publishes it.

But the work of the Church in foreign lands is not thus

protected. "Those who assail it and assert its failure address

tlicinselves to men and women who have no opportunity to

give it a personal inspection, who only know what they have

heard about it, and do not always know how to meet direct

i^tiitements put forth as the result of personal visitation and

investigation. If men M'ho have lived in India, or China, or

lapan, or Africa for months declare deliberately that the

leports of the missionaries need to be sifted ;
that there are no

leal converts; that those who are reported as native Christians

f''ign Christianity because the missionaries give them employ-

»"ent; that though Christian in name they are still heathen at

lieart, it is inevitable that snspicions should be aroused and

doubts suggested as to the success of foreign missions. These

^u.spicions may be latent at least for a long time ;
the doubts

iJiay never be uttered, and yet they must have some effect in

w.ttling the attitude of individuals toward the great cause.

18—FIFTH SKIUKS, vol.. XII.
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Suspicion develops into prejudice, wliicli is difficult to deal

with, and doubt is apt to lead to liostility. This makes the-

wider dissemination of missionary information of great impor-

tance.

The attacks upon missions and missionaries (and under this

head we do not include friendly criticisms) assume vai-ioiis

forms. Those which are most direct and explicit are not the

most dangerous. It is those which are cautious in statement

and sun-o^est damaging conclusions—insidious attacks—whicli

do the most mischief. The more sweeping and virulent the

charges the less likely they are to convince or deceive. Their

character is stampedupon their face. As an example of the

more mischievous method, a daily newspaper of the highest

reputation, referring to the massacre of Armenians in Turkey

intimated that while missionary work is a good thing in general

it had only served in tlie Ottoman empire to deepen the dis-

like of the Turk for the Armenians, who were Christians before

the missionaries arrived among them, and to accelerate their mar-

tyrdom. The inference meant to be drawn was: Tliese people

are already Christians, not of the highest type, perhaps, Imr

Christians, nevertheless. They had learned how to live peace-

ably with their Moslem neighbors. Why send missionaries t'>

accentuate the differences between Christ and Moliannned, aii'l

thus instigate bloodshed?

To charge that the missionaries are really at the bottom ef

the massacres is to go a step further, and this has been done bv

Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith, who in a Boston newspaper lauds tlx-

Turk and belittles the missionary, and insists that the " root of

the trouble is in the missionaries sent out from America an'l

England. Instead of trying to help the people," continues th'-

author-artist, " they teach them that they are ill-treated, and sow

the seeds of discontent and rebellion. They have started :;
•

the difficulty, and when the blame is properly placed it vi'-

rest on their heads." By making the "Unspeakable Turk

seem a far better kind of man than he is, and putting the

missionary in the worst light, Mr. Smith manages to creat-'

an iinpression as nearly opposite the truth as possible. ^1
"

method is fairly shown by the sentence in which he pictun--

thc Turks as "superb specimens of physique," looking ^vlI''

"infinite contempt" upon " tliesc little wizened, dricd-nj'.
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spectacled women," as lie designates the missionaries. Igno-

rant as his article proves him to be of the missionaries and their

actual work, it is not pure ignorance which inspires his attack,

but ignorance mixed with malice. Christian missionaries are

not contemptible people. Those who so describe them either

do not know them or deliberately malign tliem. The mission-

aries in Turkey are noble men, quite the equal of their brethren

of the Congregational ministry in the United States. Presi-

dent Washburn, of Kobert College, Henry O. Dwight, Farns-

worth and Gates, and Dr. Barton, now one of the secretaries

of the American Board, are men of the highest character and

of conspicuous abihty. Xo man, Turk or Christian, can look

down upon them. They are God's noblemen, and such are the

brave spirits who are standing at their posts, facing all danger,

while the savage, sensual Turk is putting defenseless Chris-

tians to the sword, applying the torch to Christian homes,

plundering Christian property, and consigning Christian M'omen

to a fate worse than the swoi-d or the stake. Mr. Smith first

spoke of them as Methodist missionaries ; when told that there

were no Methodist missionaries in Turkey lie is said to have

corrected himself and declared that he meant to speak of them
as Baptist missionaries ! If lie keeps on guessing he may get

it riglit by and by. If Mr. Smith should display such igno-

rance in discussing art or literature, or any other subject, he

would be thoroughly discredited.

Many will remember how contemptuously certain influential

daily newspapers and some persons of prominence spoke of the

results of missionary work in the Hawaiian Islands when the

revolution occurred which overthrew Queen Liliuokalani and

the question of annexation to the United States was under dis-

cussion. The missionaries and their sons were most severely

arraigned. They were accused of magnifying the immoralities

of the natives, which had become more open and shocking

under the reign of kings and queens of evil practices, of being

avaricious, and of caring less for the welfare of the natives than

for their own success in amassing wealth, and of depriving the

poor Ilawailans of the right to rule their own land. If this

w-as a fair example of the results of foreign missions, the less

of them the better ; if such was the character of missionaries,

those who supported them ought to have their eyes opened.
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In these attacks no one was more reckless in statement and
violent in denunciation than a member of the denomination to
which the lienor of Christianizing the Sandwicli Islands be-
longs. Of course, the truth was on the side of tlie missions
and the missionaries

; but it could not be fully established at
once. The charges must be sent to Honolulu ; and it was a
matter of time to gather up the facts, prepare an answer, and
get it published in the United States. When the refutation
came the Hawaiian question had ceased to interest the gonei-al
public, and many who saw the charges and believed' them
never saw the articles which proved their falsity. They prob-
ably have a poorer opinion than they used to have of missionarv
work, and particularly of the men who conduct it; they will I
discount missionary reports in the future, and think of mission- |
aries as the salaried representatives of rich societies, earning 1
a good living in an easy way, sending home rose-colored ac"- |
counts of their work, and using the poor heathen for their \

' own selfish purposes. I

What is the truth about the Hawaiians ? Let one of tlie |
nnich-maligned " sons " of the early missionaries speak, himself \

an honored missionary—a man of high character and sound I

judgment, knowing thoroughly all the facts and careful to J

•state them accurately—the Rev. Sei-eno E. Bishop, lie says:
\

Our fathers made this land what it has come to be. With Clirist's help
jthey lifted it out of sorcery and demon worship into Gospel hVht- out of I

•skvery into political- and social liberty; out of naked savagery into \decency and civilization; out of scabby, squalid povcrtr into lu^vuir and
|beauty, until it has earned the name of the "Paradise of the Pacinc." We
|older sons and daughters have xs-atched this progress since our infant |

years, when this lovely city of sweet lawns and palm avenues and ro.fi \gardens, of palatial homes and churches, was a dustv, arid stretch of 1
• dirty laues and grass huts, filled with naked, lolling, brutish native^ none

|of whom could call aught his own against the cupidity of a chief Wo ^

remember well how our fathers, and some of us after them, held v^
\

.Christ and taught the ignorant, and healed the sick, and battled against 4
drunkenness and lechery «nd chiefish oppression, and filled the land with J
churches and scJioolliouscs.

^

All this was not accomplished without opposition. «'A con-
tinual wave of calumny beat against our fathers, but never over-
came them." These attacks came chiefly from " foreigners of
loose morals." The civilization brought by the missionliry w^vs
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never hurtful to them. " Before Christianity reached tlieni

the inflaming of their vices and tlie poisoning by foul disease

attendant on foreign intercourse had reduced their numbers

from 300,000 to 150,000. During the twenty years preced-

ing their complete evangelization tliey dwindled to 100,000.

Id lifty years more they have become less than 40,000." In

the last quarter of a century the efforts of the missionaries to

extend the reform of morals have been neutralized to a large

degree by the revival of idolatry and sorcery under the lead of

King Kamehameha Y, and of degrading heathen practices.

Kalakaua M'as still worse, and the last queen followed in their

footsteps. It was the newer generation which fell into the old

hoatheu vices ; not the generation which the early missionaries

Christianized.

As to the "sons" of missionaries, Mr. Bishop was at the

jiains to obtain a complete record of them, and, needless to say,

it is a good one. Of the fifty-four sons of missionary fathers

resident in the islands not one " has ever been arrested for

crime or fallen a slave to any form of vice." They are all en-

gaged in honorable occupations, six of them being missionaries

or ministers. Two are millionaires, another nearly so, and

three others have a competency. All of these are most

gencrons in their benevolent contributions. Mr. Bishop con-

cludes: "I suppose that an equally excellent class of men could

not be found on the globe, descended from any particular body

of parents, unless they were the sons of missionaries in some
other mission fields."

It is in attacks upon missionaries as a class that most injustice

h dune. Of course there are individual missionaries, here and

there one, not many in proportion to the number in the field,

^wlio ]>rove to be unfit and incompetent. The methods of

uilccting men and women for this high calling are not, in some
iiistauces, wise. Certain organizations, not under denomina-

tional control, appoint many on short notice, and it is not

>^f range that some whose ignorance, lack of adaptation, and un-

fortunate personal peculiarities make them unfit to serve in the

mission field should receive commissions. Strength of charactei*,

largGuatural ability, and a thorough training are quite as impor-

tant as a sound creed and an ajiproved religious experience;

^nd all the older and best mannr-ed societies and boards are
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careful to select only the best. It is manifestly unfair to judge

the wliole body of missionaries by one or two of the few who

are below the proper grade. But such sweeping judgments

liavc been made and will probably be made again. Some of

the heathen visitors to the Parliament of Religions from India

and China so presented their faiths as to convey the impression

that the representatives of the Christian Church in those coun-

tries have not dealt honestly with them in their repoi-ts, and tluit

these faiths are by no means so repugnant to the Western

mind as our missionaries would liave us believe. From such

insufficient and unsafe premises there were not a few who drew

the conclusion that our missionaries are a narrow-minded, big-

oted, and ignorant class of men, who are wasting their time

and tiic money of the societies in useless attempts to convert

people who already have a religion suited to their nature and

needs. It is a little difficult to esthnatc the effect which the

Parliament of Religions had in depreciating the work and

ability of missionaries before the uninformed and unreflecting

public. The heathen religions were represented with great

shrewdness and given a far more favorable character than they

possess in the fields where the missionaries see them as they

are, and the respectful attention commanded by their advocates

was all they could have desired. The Buddhist delegates from

Japan gave a glowing account, on their return, of their recep-

tion in the United States. They confessed that they went

reluctantly, fearing that it w^as a shrewd attempt to entrap and

convert them, but they soon found they were mistaken. The

Parliament was called, they discovered, because the " Western

nations have come to realize the folly of Christianity," and

wished to learn what is the best religion. Buddhism demon-

strated, they said, its superiority to Christianity, and there w;i5

no better place than the United States in which to propagate

the religion of Buddha. They had made one convert in Xcw

York, a wealthy man, and as " liis conversion may be said to

mean more than the conversion of ten thousand ordinary men.

so we may say truthfully that we made ten thousand convert:"

at that meeting." If our missionaries were to count their con-

verts by this kind of arithmetic our lists in foreign fields wouM

be immensely enlarged, while the propagation of Buddhism ir.

tliis country would undoubtedly prove as splendid a failure ::-^
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Nfoliammed Eussell Webb's absurd mission for Islam. Tlie

n.'i)resentations made for the Eastern religions at the Chicago

Parliament have probably convinced those most willing to be

convinced of the futilit}^ of Christian missions and the narrow-

ness and incompetency of Christian missionaries. These, of

course, belong chiefly to the class who are outside of the Church,

and have never studied the subject. There are such men in. our

navy, and among the bitterest attacks on missions and mission-

aries are some which naval officers have covertly made. A few

months ago an officer of one of our cruisers charged the man-

ager of a Christian hospital in China with inhumanity and

sellishness, and spoke of the " canting, whining hypocrites en-

gaged in so-called missionary work among the Chinese," de-

claring that some one ought to " tell the whole truth about the

fraud" and "storm the beggars out." Plere was a wholesale

statement based apparently upon a single incident. Of course

the charges were not true, and the explanation indicated that

rank prejudice and some discomfort caused by duty in port in

liot weather were at the bottom of the misrepresentation. The

enemies of our missions and missionaries—among whom, it is

simple truth to say, several Roman Catholic newspapers must

1)0 numbered—are quick to catch up and circulate such slanders

and draw the most sweeping conclusions therefrom.

It is not the truth which we have to fear, but lying state-

ments and unjustifiable judgments. The more the facts are

known the more the great cause is strengthened. "We do not

want to conceal anything; we want everything to be as public

as ])ossible. It is not the rule of the societies to defend the

missionary who abuses his trust or to make failures appear as

successes. They mean to be absolutely honest. All their ac-

counts are open to inspection, and the results of the work in

every field they are more than willing to have tested. If there

are missionaries who are hypocrites nobody is more concerned

to know it than those who employ them ; if the converts of any

mission are converts only in name and not in fact, caring only

for the " loaves and fishes," the societies are most anxious

to have the fraud laid bare. They court the fullest and most

f^earching investigation, and arc ready to meet any charges

which are made sufficiently definite to admit of reply. When
:i naval officer says a whole body of missionaries are " canting,
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whining liypocntcs," when anotlicr, higlier in rank, says tlio

missionaries in Turkey ai-e at the bottom of the massacres there,
they make statements ^rliicli arc palpably false and M-liicli per-
sons of equal reputation and much larger information, not
connected with missions, prove to bo so. If anyone expresses
the opinion that missionaries as a class are second or third rate
men, who have done little except draw their salaiy, we point
to Livingstone, Moffat, and Stewart, of Africa; Morrison.
Williams, and Leggo, of China; Henry Martvn, Reginald
Heber, and Alexander Duff, of India, and to scores of names
in missionary annals made illustrious not only by successful
labors for the propagation of the Gospel, but by large and im-
portant conti-ibutions to the sum of human knowledge. They
have made translations of the Bible or portions of^the Bible
into two hundred and sixty-nine languages and dialects; tiiey
liave compiled grammars and dictionaries for scores of strar^ge
tongues

;
they have created al])habct.s for peoples who had no

written language; tiiey have written histories of many coun-
tries and brought ancient and unknown literatures to the light.

Their contributions to pliilology have alone been of great tmd
enduring value. A7ho can say that there liave not been
enn'nent scholars among them ? The preface to Smithsoyiian
Contributions to Knowledge, vol. xvii, says: ">so class of men
liave earned a higlier reputation as scholars or philanthropists
than our missionaries. Their contributions to history, etlmol-
ogy, philology, geography, and religious literature form tlieir

enduring monument."
The exploration of the southern luilf of Africa is largely

due to missionaries. Krapf and Eebman, English missionaries,

discovered Mount Kilinumjaro, and heard of an inland sea be-

yond. This led Spoke and Grant to discover the Victoria
Nyanza and Lake Tanganyika. Theinmiortal Livingstone openeil
the way for Henry M. Stanley and inspired him'to undertake
his wonderful journeys. Stanley niapped out the course of the
Congo, but' missionaries have explored many of its long con-
fluents. On the West Coast they have traced the ]S'iger, the
Ogoye, and other streams, penetrated to the very heart of the
continent, and described its physical features and its peoples.
In East Africa they have traversed the entire region lyini: be-

tween the coast and the great lakes, and missionary*^ reports
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give the best accounts of the countrj, its peoples, and its pro-

ductions. AVliat is true of Africa is true of the islands of the

Soutli Seas, of Xew Guinea, Kew Britain, and of various coun-

tries of Asia and America, and it is liardly too much to say

that "missionaries have rendered more real service to geogra-

phy than all the geographical societies in the world." *

If missionaries were " frauds " and " hypocrites " we should

not expect them to remain at their posts when their lives are

threatened. We should expect those in Cliina to rush to a

])]ace of safety when war begins and the government of the

empire is somewhat relaxed, so that it cannot insure protection

against mobs and lawless bands of plunderers. Did the mission-

aries in China and Korea ask to be recalled ? Did they flee as

hirelings, or did they stay wherever their services were needed,

wherever they could carry on their work ? Missions have re-

peatedly been broken up in certain provinces in China, mission

property destroyed, native Christians slain, and in some in-

Etances the missionaries beaten and even killed. It is not a year

since the dreadful massacre in West Cliina of English mission-

aries. Our own West China mission has been broken up twice

by violence. But in all cases the work is renewed. The old

missionaries return or others are sent in their places. In

Turkey, where Moslem hatred of Christians has burned

lierccly and thousands npon thousands of Armenians have

been put to death for no other crime than professing Christ,

where churches have been turned into mosques or burned to

the ground and entire villages blotted out, where native pastors

have been ruthlessly butchered and women subjected to infa-

mous treatment—in Turkey, where fiends incarnate have enacted

tlic most horrible scenes in mission centers, our American mis-

sionaries have faced every danger without flinching. Brave

hearts and true, not one has returned in fear. Is this the spirit

which "frauds" and "hypocrites" and " mercenaries " could

be reasonably expected to manifest ? Braver, nobler, truer men
never faced death under Alexander, or Napoleon, or Welling-

ton, or Grant than those who have canned the Gospel into every

land beneath the sun. The hireling " fleeth because he is a

hireling, and careth not for the sheep ;
" but the true shepherd

*' layetii down his life for the sheep." IIow can one prove the

* Princeton Review.'
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sincerity of liis faith more conclusively than by his willingness

to give his life for it ?

The genuineness of converts may be established by evidence

as conclusive as that which refutes the cruel cliarges against

the missionaries. Those natives who are Christians only for

the temporal advantage they hope to gain by connection with

the missionaries cannot be expected to endure severe perse-

cution or make deliberate sacrifice of property or worldly

position. Tiie history of missions is the history of martyr-

dom almost everywhere. The blood of the martyrs is the seed

of the Churcli. This has been true in Africa, in China, in In-

dia, in Turkey, in the islands of the sea—among all heathen and

non-Christian peoples. Those first black Christians of Mada-

gascar suffered torture and death as firmly under the reign of

the bloody Qneen Eanavalona as the early saints did under

cruel Xero. For a period of twenty-five years, the mission-

aries having been driven out of the country, they endured the

severest persecution, refusing to surrender their Bibles, per-

sisting in holding meetings, and avowing their faith openly

and without hesitation. Women who gave their houses to

churchless members for Christian worship were speared while

they knelt in prayer, some were beheaded, hundreds were sold

into slavery, many were fugitives, but the great body of them

were true to the religion of Jesus Christ. Similar scenes were

frequently enacted in the islands of the South Seas, where the

persecuting savages of to-day became the suffering Christians

of to-morrow, counting not their lives dear unto them if only

they might testify unto the truth. Even fierce cannibals,

made gentle by the religion of Jesus, became successful mis-

sionaries to their degraded brethren. If it be said that these

are ancient stories, we answer that there are modern instances.

We point to the Armenian fathers, husbands, and sons win.

were offered the choice of Islam or death. That many of theui

accepted death the long roll of martyrs abundantly proves.

How was it in Xorth China during the late war \ The hatred

against the Christians in the neighborhood of Houkden becaHU\

says the Rev. John Ross, very fierce. Chapels were destroyed

and one missionary, Mr. Wiley, was killed. In many places^

the native Christians were without the presence of a missionary.

Soon as the w^ar ended evangelists, sent on a tour of invcsti-
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..ition, reported that tliey" found th.e Christians in great fear

rvervNvliere because of the wild and incessant threats directed

...rftiui^t them. They seemed face to face with death. Many

of them, with tears running down their cheeks and with quiver-

in<r voices, declared that they could not at any cost give up

(I'i'ristianity.
' Better to die with Christ than to live without

l,i„,;" was the language these messengers constantly heard.

(July three men, recent converts, had gone back to the

heathcM faith. ...
Such are some of the results of the labors of missionaries.

(;ood fruit cannot be produced by a bad tree. Like missionary,

like converts. If the missionaries were " frauds " and " hypo-

crites" their converts would be of like character. There are,

fortunately, honest-minded, intelligent, and imprejudiced vis-

itors to mission fields, as well as the other kind, and they gladly

acknowledge the good which missions are doing. Eminent

.talesmen, educators, merchants, and physicians are among

them, whose hearty, enthusiastic words might bo quoted at

length if space did not fail. A distinguished German, Dr.

Wa'^-burg, made a trip to Formosa in the interests of science a

few years ago, and he said in Hamburg on his return :

I liave seen sixteen chapels and people in tliem worshiping God. I

have also seen native preachers standing on platforms preaching the

truths of Christianity. J never saw anytldng Ulce it before. If people in

ilambnrgsawwhatlhave seen they ^vould contribute for foreign mis-

sions. If scientific skeptics had traveled ^vith a missionary «« I

^^J^'
und witnessed what I have on this plain, they would assume a different

nttltude toward the heralds of the cross.

Last year the Hon. John W. Foster, ex-Secretary of State of

the United States, gave an account of what he saw m mission

lands, particularly in India, China, and Japan, on his recent

tour abroad, and he declares that the results of missionary

work are wonderful. It is, he says, " the greatest movement

tor the integrity and well-being of the human race that has

ever been known."
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^"'"'cmT^CU ^f^n^""
'"'^ ^^lETIIODIST EPISCOPAL

riEST I'APEK. . .

Regardless of differences as to what is included in theorgamc aw of the Methodist Episcopal Church, all agree tl^he Articles of Religion and the General Bul^ are\ part
These the General Conference is powerless to "revoke"

or change. The former give ns our legal creed
; the latterhe general law of Christian practice. Curiously; unless thintense y practical character of AVesley's n.ind be taken ir,t,account while the declaration of faith is at in^portant poir.smco-pete the rules relating to conduct are distinguish d b^CO, prehensn-e fullness. As Bishops Cohe and A^burv saijm theirnotes upon the Discipline, this "section forms i^rhaponeof the completest systems of Christian ethics or moral.

tor its size, ever published by an uninspired writer." The entire

instance, the ground is so covered that nothing can be added.Lfpon Its inspection one will be struck, also, by the deep per-ception of the demands of Bible truth and'knowledge f'thehunian heart, whicli this code exhibits. While certah. thin-^'
are m terms cut off others are left to the Christian conscience
and judgment. By way of illustration, and as showing Wes-
ley s masterly power of condensed statement, take liislaw re-
garding the recreations M'hich " a company of men having tlicform and seeking the power of godliness" may not indulge
in. W ith terse force they are forbidden - mch diversions a^
caimot be used %n the name of the Lord Jesus.''
Ko attempt is made to enumerate inhibited pleasures We-

iey was not more apostolic than statesmanlike. In the spirit
and after the metliod of the Master, he covere<l this field .vith
absolute completeness, for our times as well as his own • aixl
}-et so left tlie matter to the individual conscience and freedom
as to la^. upon both an exercise in the choice of amusements
winch marks and develops Christian character or shows its
absence. Under this law denial to one's self of doubtful
pleasures, when tempted thereto, must give moral stren^>th, and
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so be a true spiritual cultui-e. ^^o clause in this remarkable
buJj of rules more strikingly dcnionstrates the consunmiate
s;igacity and wisdom of our great founder. More is the pity

that we should not have been satisiied to leave this subject
where he left it, seeking only a proper enforcement of his rule

by judicious administration. Emphatically is this the case in

view of the circumstance that, in vain effort to improve upon
Wesley, we have a supposed law, bad in form, and really void
because it is an attempt to modify a constitutional provision.

I. The new rule specifies as forbidden "dancing, plaving at

gan:esof chance, attending theaters, horse races, circuses, danc-

ing parties, or patronizing dancing schools." This is a singular

Hst. So far as the enumeration goes, while our people are

denied attendance upon theaters or dancing parties they may
witness the great gambling games of baseball and indulge in

minstrel shows ; and though not allowed to sec horse races or
circuses they can turn out to boat races and look on while the

brutalities of football are perpetrated. The boy's purely
" chance " game of " odd or even " is prohibited, while it is

doubtful whether whist, which is largely a game of skill, may
not under the rule be indulged in. True, this enumeration is

followed by a general clause against "taking such other amuse-
njcnts as are obviously of misleading or Cjuestionable moral
tendency." But, in view of the general rule in question, one
may say of it all, Cui hanof What good is there in it beyond
AVeslcy's legislation ? Apparently intending to enlai-ge that, its

influence has probably been weakened by fixing the mind on
an arbitrary specification, Mdiereas he centers it upon the tend-
ency of any diversion,' with reference to spiritual results.

II. A further objection to this action arises from the fact
that it is void of all effect, as a mere repetition of the general
Tulc regarding anmsemcnts, or is an unauthorized attempt to
revoke or change that i-ule. The rule includes all that can
relate to this question. Ko one lawfully may join in any
tliversiou which cannot be " nsed in the name of the Lord
•Jesus." Hence, if the new act goes no farther it is legally

^superfluous—adds nothing, and consequently is a nullity.

I-*)' the clearest implication the rule allows to our people all

it'iiusements which can be "used in the name of the Lord
Jetus." This evidently covei-s all that arc not j)cr se sinful, and
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which do not involve bad associations. Here is the area of

Christian liberty which Wesley and our general rule leave i..

personal discretion. At tliis point the only questions whicli

legally can be made respect excessive indulgence, or otlicr

special circumstances of evil tendency. As a consequence, if

the new act at any point circumscribes this operation or effect

of the genei-al rule it is void, as in so far attempting to "jv-

voke " it, while if it authorizes wliat the rule did not allow it

also is for so much void, as attempting to " change " it.

The argument is this: The general rule is a part of tlio

constitution. It covers the M'hole question of amusements. Jf

the new act merely repeats it, in whole or part, the new act

must be inoperative, because adding nothing whatever to exist-

ing law. On the other hand, if it is to be construed as narrow-

ing or enlarging the operation or effect of the general rule, it

is an attempt so far to "revoke" or "change" it, contrary t«i

the fundamental law, which of course renders it void. Should

it be regarded as having all tliree of the effects suggested, tiie

result obviously is the same.

III. If it be said that the new action is authorized by tiic

power given to make rules and regulations for the Church, tho

answer is obvious. That relates to matters respecting which

the constitution is silent ; when it makes a rule upon a subjcci,

that becomes exclusive, because supreme. Nor does i\\Q ne_L'^-

tivc form of the provision affect this conclusion. Its evident

purpose is to lay down the law of amusements. It had been

the sole rule of the united societies and of the Church, unt.I

the constitution was enacted. That it was made a patt of thi.-

instrument evinces an intention to maintain it as the only k:\r

upon the subject. Manifestly, the rule no more can be changed

by adding to than by taking from it. The General Confcrcnw

• has as much authority to make a new article of religion as *

new general rule. It alone cannot enlarge the organic law.

Possibly it may be claimed that what has been done is legiti-

mate as delining or specifying certain tilings covered p-H'

denied to our people by the effect of this gcileral rule. T'--

the proposition is untenable. Such a question can arise and u-

determined only through the judicial power, in applying ti^^'

law to cases. While as an exercise of legislative authority t-;'-"

Conference may declare the meaning of its own acts, \vi:-'
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respect to their future operation, it cannot so decide an inter-

pretation of the constitution. That action belongs alone to its

judicial functions, and, as in oiir book on our organic law is

fully shown, can be taken only where a case comes before the

body for decision. To illustrate, and show a correct view of

the law at this point, suppose a young woman to be arraigned

for violating the general rule in question. The indictment

might be in this form :

CHARGE.

The taking of such diversions :\s cannot be used in the name of the

lyord Jesus.

SPECIFICATIONS.

1. That on May 4, 1895, the said Amelia B., then being at the home
of Lucy D., a member of another Church, and a girl about the age of

fluid A. B., to wit, sixteen years; and the mother of the said L. D. tlien

playing a jnece of music known as a waltz, upon her piano, the said A. B.

and L. D., in the presence of the household, did dance to the same, for

the time of ten minutes,

2. That on July 4, 1895, at the town of M., the said A. B. did attend

a gathering of people brought together for Avhat is known as a " platform

dance," to which bad characters resorted, and where beer was sold and

drank, whereby many there became intoxicated; that, as one of said

gathering, and in the presence of various disreputable persons, with one

George H., an irreligious man, the said A.B. did dance to the music of a

waltz, for the lime of ten minutes.

Xow, let it be assumed that the first specification was clearly

proved, but that the second was not ; that as to the second the

case was one of " mistaken identity." A question of law

would then arise as to whether the first specification sustained

the charge. This could be determined only by an interpreta-

tion of the general rule, and so the committee or court trying the

case would be compelled to decide whether or not it forbade

the " dance " of the two girls as a " diversion," which, under

the circumstances supposed, could not be taken in the name of

Christ. For in one view the charge would be proved, and the

party found guilty, while in the other it would fail, and she of

course be acquitted. That the latter lesult must follow on the

facts su Imposed seems beyond question. No one, surely, could

say that the conduct set out in the first specification violated

this general rule. Yet it would be forbidden by the unauthor-

ized act of 1S72—a circumstance which serves to show that

the letter was designed to " change " the rule, and as a conse-
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<|uence its unconstitutionality. So, also, liad the second speci-

fication been proved, and the first failed, the same question of

law would have arisen, though the decision manifestlj inu.st

have been that it did support the charge, and required a find-

ing of guilt. But the special point is that a decision upon the

sufficiency of cither specification is necessarily and purely a

judicial act. Hence the General Conference has no power t«.>

legislate what it should be, in that or any other case. A fatal

objection to the action in 1872 is that it attempts exactly such

an inversion and perversion of powers.

Take another case. The rules forbid the putting on of

"costly apparel." \\i\\ anyone claim that the General Con-

ference can deternjine by legislation what apparel is or is not

"costly," within the purview of this provision? That obvi-

ously falls v;ithin its judicial powers alone, and hence the

clause can be construed only when a case arises for decision.

The rule covei-s the whole ground, the General Conference is

]K>wcrless to revoke or change it, and so is invested with

authority simjdy to interpret and apply it in the decision of

cases. The same is true of the clause Avhich debars our people

from " reading those books which do not tend to the knowl-

edge or love of God." Whether, for example, Trilly falls

into the forbidden list is a question solely of judicial inter-

pretation. Ilonce it cannot be passed upon until some one is

put upon trial for a violation of the rule in reading it. Tlio

General Conference, by virtue of its legislative power, is not

authorized to make an index €xj)urgatoriiis, and thus say that

this or any other book is in the excluded category. Fortunately,

the body never has attempted the folly of such action. "Why

it should have been done with respect to the cognate question

of amusements is one of the things which passeth understanding.

That it was a great mistake seems too evident for debate, in

view of the policy and principles of the general rule. "^Vc

entertain no doubt of its having driven thousands of excellent

young people into other Churches, whose rulers were sufficiently

discerning to see that it is not necessary to strain at a gnat

in order to avoid swallowing a canieh

The truth is, as M-e ap[)rehcnd, that the law of our Church

as to amusements is purely Wcslcyan and organic, and, as

the constitution now stands, l)eyond the power of the General
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Conference. Its action on tlie subject, as embodied in •[ 240

uf tlie Discipline, must be regarded, therefore, not as law, but

as tlic advice or opinion of those who voted for it. "Wliile in

(hat view entitled perhaps to consideration, we confess to a

strong pi-eference for the deeper wisdom of "Wesley and our
general rule on this subject. The discretion it allows is within

tlie limits of morality. But this leaves a field of Christian

liberty, imdcr a law which is ever an appeal to conscience and

a help to the formation of moral character. Excessive indul-

;;ence in an allowable amusement, like gluttony, may become an

imprudence, scandalise the Church, and so subject one to dis-

cipline ; as also might be the case were one to take legitimate

diversions in improper places. For instance, a Christian could

Imvdly justify habitual resort to saloons for drinking water or

the stopping in gambling dens to wait for trains.

We ti-ust that sufficient reasons have been given for letting

tlic anomalous action of 18Y2 pass into "innocuous desuetude,"

and the great original law of Wesley come once more into

conimanding position and influence. In that event the Church
will be saved at once from the humiliation of a supposed law,

had in form and defective in substance, and from the losses it

causes her by driving young people of character and culture

into other communions.

''^^^i-^^'^-^ ^ <^£^4-/<^r

SKCOXD rAP?:R,

The object of this article is to present in briefest form some
reilections concerning the amusement regulations enacted by
t!ie General Conference of 1872, iu their relation to the funda-

'•'•ental law of our Church. "VVe make no attempt to discuss

t'le character of the amusements particularly prohibited. It is

proper, however, that we should guard against a false inference.

->o one can justly conclude from anything heie Mritten, or left

'HI written, that wo regard the end sought by the regulations in

Ciuostion otherwise than most important. The Church cer-

Jaiuly has sufficient cause for seeking to guard against the
19—FIFTH SICSIKS, VOL. XII.
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inroads of frivolity and worldliness. But liow best to correct

existing evils, or most cffectnall}' to prevent tliem, is a momen-
tous question, to answer which would require extended and

discriminating discussion. Upon this we do not now enter.

Onr present question is purely legal. Are the special regu-

lations touching amusements, in •[ 240 of our Discij^line, con-

stitutional ? Did tlie General Conference of 1S72, in making

these regulations, act within the limits of its constituted author-

ity ? As to this, it deserves to be noted

:

1. The General Rules define the condition of membershij)

in our Church, so far as moral and religious requirements arc

concerned. They are the statement of these conditions. Evi-

dence of this appears at the beginning of every paragraph

:

"Tliere is only one condition previously required," etc.; ''It

is expected of all who continue in these societies," etc. The

beginning of the last paragraph is of marked significance:

" These are the General Rules of our societies ; all which wc

arc taught of God to observe, even in his written word, wliich

is the only I'ule, and the sufficient rule, both of our faith and

practice." This is intended, doubtless, to attach to these i-ulcs

the M^eight of Scripture authority. It is also calculated and in-

tended to prevent any narrowing or broadening of these rnle^

by interpretation so as not to leave them, in conformity with

Scripture teaching. The General Rules thus profess to require

no more and no less than God requires "in his written word."

The ethical conditions of membership in our Church, as stateil

in these rules, recognize the same necessity for the exercise of

Christian liberty, of good judgment, and of developed and re-

fined conscientiousness that is recognized by the Scripture?.

While the General Rules particularize at many points, and s])e-

cifically prohibit things absolutely and universally wrong, with

regard to things the moral quality of which is variable, accord-

ing to circumstances or methods, they do not particulari/.e, h"^

include all such things under the guidance of a general pnr,-

ciple. For example, profanity, drunkenness, and quite a num-

ber of other things are particularly forbidden. But the one

general rule with regard to annisements is that which forhi'^-^

"the taking such diversions as cannot be used in the name of

the Lord Jesus." Other examples might be given, but the

above is sufficient and the one most pertinent to our purposf-
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It was of tliis section of our Discipline that Coke and Asbnry

Slid, "The present section forms pcrliaps one of the curapletest

i?y6teins of Christian ethics or murals, for its size, which ever

was published by an uninspired writer."-

2. The fourtli restrictive rule declares that "the General

Cotiference shall not revoke nor change the General Rules of

the United Societies." It is said, in ^ 67, that '' tlie General

Conference shall have full power to make rules and regulations

for our Clmrch under the following limitations and restric-

tions." And one of the limitations is that just cited. This ap-

pears quite like a denial of any right to the General Confer-

ence to change the conditions of membership in our Church.

If it is not tliat, what is it?

Of the restrictive rules in general it may be said that they are

designed to protect rights and prerogatives in various direc-

tions. Thus, to avoid too much detail, beginning with the tliird

restrictive rule, m'C find there a safeguard thrown around our

episcopal form of government and "the plan of our itinerant

general superintendency." The General Conference is not

permitted to encroach in the slightest degree in this direction.

The restrictive rule has always been construed rigidly, but not

too rigidly. The only way in which any change can be brought

al)out in our long-standing method of episcopal government is

that prescribed for changing the constitution of the Church.

"Wliat part the General Conference may have in this every

reader is aware. The fifth restrictive rule protects both min-

isters and lay members in tlieir riglit to duly ap])ointed trial

and appeal. The application and enforcement of the law of

our Cliurch is here properly guarded. The foui'th restrictive

rule, immediately preceding and thus emphasizing its signifi-

cance, calls attention to, and guards, the law under which mem-

l)crs must be tried. It is designed to protect the members of

our Church against any change by tlie General Conference

affecting the conditions of their church membership. These

conditions may be lawfully changed, but not by the General

Conference alone—not even by the vote of two thirds of the

General Conference standing alone. Is anyone prepared to

^\v that such a safeguard tlirown around membersiiip in the

Methodist Episcopal Church is anything less than wise and

Sherman's History of the Discipline, p. 113.
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just ? Shall it be held lawful for the General Conference, if it

thinks best, to change the conditions of church niembershij)

every four years?

3. The General Conference of 1872, by enacting the amuse-

ment clause in \ 240, did change tlie conditions of church

luembersbip, and thus did what was equivalent to changing tlic

General Rules. It may be said that these regulations were

made in accordance with the spirit of the General Rnlcs, and

that there is no change that is essential. But this is not tliu

case, for the regulations particularize at a point where the Gen-

eral Kules refrain from particularizing. They pronounce

against certain forms of amusement a sweeping and nndiscrini-

iuating judgment that is not in harmony, but rather in con-

trast, with botli the spirit and niethod of the General Rules.

They practically' demand an ignoring, or slurring oyer, of gen-

uine jnoral distinctions—a thing never wise or safe. They

stand, therefore, in contrast with the General Rules in respect

to the proper education of conscience. Tliey leave no room for

the administrators of Discipline to exercise discrimination with

regard to matters which, whatever else mny be said about

them, cannot be wisely handled wnthout discrimination. In

short, both ministers and lay members find themselves con-

fronting a new order, a changed condition of cluirch member-

ship, since the establishment of these regnlations.

It will doubtless be held by some that the General Confer-

ence at the point in question acted not as a legislative, but as a

judicial, body, and that these regulations must stand as a ju-

dicial interpretation of the fundamental law. Yet, it is snfii-

cient to remark, in reply, that judicial bodies never interpret

laws abstractly, but always with reference to a particular case.

And the interpretation, while it may cairy great weight in con-

struing the law in similar particular cases, never attains to the

authority of law itself. The General Conference did not, aJi»l

could not, act in its judicial capacity, for the reason just sug-

gested. Acting as it did, as a legislative body, it overlooked

at this point the significance of the fourth restrictive rule.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

IIicGEL felt that religion was thought ; Schleierraacher thought

religion was feeling ; but religion has both thought and feeling,

llie feeling being the proper and natural product of the thought

under tlie illumination and quickening of the Holy Spirit.

Precipitate action, a disregard of fundamental law by uncon-

stitutional methods of procedure, and the election of any but

llic best and most suitable men to high office—these are the

gravest perils besetting the approaching General Conference.

A LON'G-sTANDixG rulc iu the office of this Ilevieio is that no

paper which is a review of a book can be published among the

contributed articles. A rule agreed upon in all publishing offices

is that no manuscript intended for publication should ever be

rolled, but should be folded flat.

In the death of Bishop Atticus G. Ilaygood, of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, bereavement is not limited to the com-

munion in which he was so eminent and powerful. It is hardly too

much to say that all mankind have lost a wise and useful friend,

for he loved and labored for man as man. His helpful sympathies

knew no boundaries less than the whole human race. Especially

liie Cliristian peojile of the United States, from liatteras to the

Golden Gate, from the Thousand Islands to Florida Keys, may
well mourn under a sense of loss.

CiiuiST is the interpreter of God ; the New Testament inter-

prets ('lirist; the initial and immediate, and also the consummate,

t:isk of theology is to interpret the Xew Testament. All churches

and creed-liolders perceive that theology is to be more and more

biblical. Exegesis is both tlie primary and the jwstgraduate

teacher of theology. Exegetical theology parentally precedes

•systematic theology. The transfers of Professor Warfield, for-

merly of Allegheny, now of Princeton, and of Professor Stevens,
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of Yale, from a cbair of Xew Testaiuent exegesis to one of s\>-

teniatic theology were logical and philosophical. The man who
knows the foundations passes on naturally to the superstructure

built tliereon. The hope of theology rests upon a rational, pro-

gressive, and consistent exegesis ; an exegesis centering in Christ

and moving outward from hira ; starting with the consciousnt'ss

of Jesus as to the being, nature, purpose, and fatherhood of God
and as to his own Sonsliip, this consciousness l)eing corroborated

by his miracles, his teachings, the fulfillment of his words, his life,

death, resurrection, ascension, the reality of liis kingdom progress-

ing in the world, and the Christian consciousness. Few things

have rendered greater service to Christian theology than the

Tubingen attack of fifty years ago on the Xew Testament, inas-

much as it drove the scholars of the Church to more searching

Xew Testament study. This really brought in a new day for

theology, which has come to rest its reasonings more directly on

a critical exegesis of the Xew Testament (and of the Old Testa-

ment as well, as preparatory for, and bearing on, the Xew); an

exegesis analytic and synthetic, spiritual, broadly constructive,

and thoroughly coherent, interpreting each passage i)i conformity

with its context, and every part in the light of the whole ; discard-

ing utterly the inane, Avooden, mechanical, disconnected proof-text

methods once in vogue, by which the most abominable absurd-

ities could be supported as easily as the most reasonable conclusion>.

THE POWER OF APP0IXT:MENT.

By the will of tlie Methodist Episcopal Church the power of

appointment has always been lodged in the episcopacy. Exam-

ination of our denominational beginnings ascertains that Mf.

Wesley's assistants, afterward general superintendents or bish-

ops, came into the new Church upon its organization with tlio

appointing power received from Wesley in their hands. By An-

bury's sagacious and timely request that power was at once sub-

mitted to vote of the new organization, and by that vote it wn^

confirmed and settled beyond dispute as the decree of the denom-

ination. This was prudent because political conditions made it

possible that ^Yesley's authority, if left unsupported, might pre-

ently be called in question, inasmuch as his well-known t'^>ry

views, though not so ral>id as those of his brother Charles, tended

to alienate American Methodists, who, with their compatriot",

were in no mood to accejit dictation in Church or State from Eng-

lish authority. The organizing Conference confirming this poMvr
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ordained a corner stone around and upon which the foundations

and sui)crstructure of episcopal ZNIethodism were then constructed.

John Wesley first, and the General Ccnference afterward, lo-

catcd the power of appointment in the general supcrintendency.

There it still remains, the Ciiurch having steadily refused to dis-

turb the historic foundations or to impair the integrity of the*

slructure reared by coordinating parts and methods with the

initial corner-stone decision. Propositions to disturb and dis-

tribute the power of appointment have always been rejected by

the deliberative wisdom of the Church.

Be it noted that this appointing power rules over bishops, pre-

siding elders, and pastors alike. All are subject to it. To this

powc'i- in the episcopacy each bishop as an individual laborer is

required to he as obedient as the humblest pastor in the Church.

The authority resident in the Episcopal Board as a unit, del-

egated to an impartial committee selected for the purpose, assigns

each bishop his particular work twice a year, and he goes to his

appointment by order of an authority he cannot control, the same

as any other Methodist itiner;mt, submitting to that necessary

authority sometimes with a degree of inconvenience and discom-

fort to himself and to his family not exceeded by what is endured

by the average pastor. So long as the present plan of superin-

tendency continues the circuit system is preserved among us, tiie

bishops being the great circuit riders of our itinerancy. They,

preeminently, are our traveling preachers, who receive their ap-

pointments, pick up their saddlebags, and start around on then-

big circuits, to be sepnratcd long and far from home and family.

Two principal modifications suggested for this historic method

and order call, the one for an elective presiding eldership and

the other for a districted episcopacy. By the first the power and

responsibility of selecting presiding elders would be taken from

the bishops and put upon the pastors. Once a General Confer-

ence voted to authorize the election of presiding elders by the

Annual Conference, but Joshua Soule raised a question as to the

constitutionality of such procedure, and the next General Con-

ference suspended the action of its predecessor, while a later one

canceled it altogether. An indication of the careful purpose of

the Church to keep the power of appointment where the founders

put it is seen in the fact that the form of appointment of

even all General Conference officers by the bishops is still ex-

tant, as if elections by the General Conference were to be, in form,

at least, a request to the bishops to appoint certain men to special
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positions other than pastoral. The election of presiding cldors
by Annual Confciences (whetlier composed, as now, solel/of Tuin-
istcrs, or of preachers and laymen, as some advocate) would be
the exercise hy those bodies of the power to ajipoint to pastoral
work (the eldership being essentially pastoral); a power which the
•General Conference itself has studiously refrained from appro-
priating. The General Conference elects men to the episcopal
office for the oversight of the Avork, but all its action has implied
that the power of appointment to pastoral Avork is understood
and ordained to rest in the office of superintendent or bishop.
The other modification suggested is the replacing of our itin-

erant general supcrintendency by a districted episcopacy, confin-
ing each bishop to a specified territory (for four years or more),
and not allowing him to travel through the connection. This is

not only a destruction of our present plan and an introduction of

a very different one, the expediency of which is more than doidjt-

ful, but also a disturbing and dividing of the power of appoint-
ment to ])astoral work, for the bishops are chief pastors. By the

method proposed the General Conference would exercise the

power of appointment over each bishop and assign him to a lim-

ited field for the ensuing quadrennium. This takes away from
the episcopacy the power of dividing up its work among the

members of the Episcopal Board. It is clear that an itinerant

general supcrintendency is what the Church has deliberately pre-

ferred from the beginning. Around it the first General Confer-

ence organized the Church, enforcing upoji the bishops the duly
of traveling through the connection and supervising all the work,
but leaving it with them to decide their movements and to divide

their Avork by their own all-surveying judgment of the needs of

the Church. And to this day the General Conference has not

given directions to the bishops as to their mutual relations or

their episcopal visitations. The motion made and passed some
years ago concerning the assignment of bishops to Conferences

adjacent to their residences, Avhich met so peculiar a fate, was a

request. The whole history of the Church, from a point antedat-

ing the organization of the General Conference until now, shows
this power of episcopal distribution to be, in the judgment and

by decree of the Church, resident in the episcopacy as a body.
If all but one of the bishops wcie to die tlie whole ])ower and

responsibility of the episcopacy of tlio ]\[ethodist Episcopal

Church would rest in that one bishop; he Avould be under all the

obligations of the office, and for the Avhole Church, includincr mis-
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hion fields. And manifestly lie Avould have to choose which of

inanv pressing things he ^voald do and to Avhich of manj' iinpor-

t:iiit calls to labor he would respond. The same principle now

ai)plies to the sixteen holding authority and carrying responsibil-

ity in the unity of the episcopal office. They, as a body, mu><t

judge what work is most urgent and how it shall be divided

among themselves. Coordinate with the missionary bishops in

the mission fields, they have the right, and may have the duty,

to visit those fields also.

In the fact that the General Conference which first elected a

missionary bishop did not do so until the permission of the Church

liad been secured in the constitutional way for a change of the

restrictive rule, is proof that it has always been understood that

the General Conference has not in itself the power either to limit

the jurisdiction of a general superintendent or to create a bishop

with only local authority. It should be clear to every mind that

the districting of a general superintendent to any particular

group of Conferences, as is by some proposed, is a proposition

not to be enacted by vote of the General Conference, and one,

moreover, out of harmony with the intention of the fathers and

with the historic foundations of our system as the fathers laid

them. Nothing is clearer than that the founders distinctly meant

Kunething very different from a diocesan episcopacy, an office

Avhich should not have the least appearance of being diocesan or

local, unless it be clearer that the Church ever since has con-

fcistently and firmly maintained that original decision. It has

recently been pointed out, publicly and pertinently, in an able

article that if the General Conference has the right to district a

bishop for four years it may do it for eight or twelve years or

for the bishop's lifetime ; and this would mean that the General

Conference has power to alter our itinerant general superintend-

ciicy into a diocesan episcopacy and remodel the Methodist Epis-

copal Church as constituted by the fathers into another Protestant

Episcopal Church, without any respect to our restrictive rule re-

quiring the formal and registered consent of the Church at large

for a change so radical and so fundamentally at variance with the

organic structure.

Xext to the question of the eonstitutionality of the proposi-

tion to district the bishops by vote of the General Conference

comes the question whether such a change of i)lan and policy is

'leeessary, supposing it to be attempted in the constitutional way.

Is not the work of superintendency divided among the bishojis,
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now and by the historic method, with pure and sole regard for

the best interests of the Church ? Is the body of men known as

the General Conference, lew members of which travel widely or

know the state of the Church broadly, in a position to understand

the needs of our enormous denomination in its entirety and of its

different localities com])aratively, better than the body of men
known as the Episcopal Board, every member of which travels \

widely through the connection and acquires a scrutinizing ac- I

quaintance with the work and the workers ? Is it at all likely -

that the General Conference could distribute the bishops more
\

wisely than the Episcopal Board can assign its members? The
|

General Conference, and the Committee on Episcopacy as well, is \

so large a body that information possessed by indi\'idual members *

one by one as to the special needs of particular localities can
J

hardl}'- be communicated to the Avhole, and the sessions are so
|

crowded with business that, were such irapartation of intelligence I

possible, there is not time. The Episcopal Board, on the con- i

trary, is so small a body that information held by one bishop can \

be made the possession of all, and for this there is time, inasmuch
|

as it is their chief business. J

Under our system as we now have it there is the possibility

of having the continued presidency of one and the same bishop

for consecutive 3'ears in any Conference where exceptional condi-

tions seem to call for it. It is in the power of the Episcopal

Board itself, on its own motion or promj)ted by recommendation

of ihe General Conference, or request of an Annual Conference,

to prolong the jurisdiction of one bishop over the same terri-

tory, if and Avhenever the needs of the work or other considera-

tions make it desirable. The records of not a few Annual

Conferences show that at various periods each of those Confer-

ences has been in the hands of one and the same bishop for a suc-

cession of years. For definite instances, this Avas the case with a

number of the Xcw England Conferences ; and the Missouri Con-

ference had that experience again and again, being several tinic:^

in charge of the same bishop for two and three successive years.

For a recent instance. Bishop Vincent has had the Oklahoma

Conference for the past three years. In numerous cases, by n':\-

son of death or illness changing plans, a Conference has had the

))enefit, if such it be, of the same presidency in successive session-^.

The continued ])residency of one bishop in a Conference or groiin

of Conferences is therefore not in violation of our jiresent ord'-r;

but the poM'cr to determine lies with the Episcopal Board. Even
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if the bishops were districted, the right and duty of the other

bishops to step in and do the work in case of death or disability

of the local bishop would have to be recognized and prescribed.

Tliere is no room to doubt that under our present method the

Episcopal Board distributes its members with utmost possible

reference to the needs of Conierences and the fitness of men for

cxistinf exigencies, as well as to considerations of economy as

uflecled by proximity and chronological order in each bishop's

block of Conferences.

INADVISABILITY OF DISTRICTING BISHOPS.

0>'CE in four years the Church is turned into a debating so-

ciety. The approach of General Conference brings agitation.

Every man that bath a dream of how things might be bettered

tells his dream. The amount of mental energy, acuteness, and

inventiveness displayed in these eager discussions allays all fear

of stagnation or apathy ; and Methodism manifests its capacity

for self-criticism and reconstructive enterprise, entertaining evi-

dently the purpose of improvement whenever changes become

clearly necessary to the maintenance or normal increase of ef-

ficienc3%

Everywhere and always advocates of radical reform are apt to

be, by temperament and by the exigencies of their situation, ag-

gressive, zealous, and clamorous. In debates they are loudest,

longest, and most frequent. In the absence of any correspond-

ingly adequate statement in apology for things as they are, an

uninstructed stranger hearing these debates might conclude that

the system under discussion must be a rickety and ridiculous pile

of blunders and anachronisms which should be demolished at once

for the comfort and safety of those residing under it.

Lest it be made to appear that we are denominational descend-

ants of men who had so little wisdom that they have loaded upon

their successors a system made up principally of mistakes, it may

bo well occasionally for somebody to inquire gently whether es-

tablished usages and polity have any excuse for coming into be-

ing or any justification for continuing to exist.

In these quadrennial discussions the episcopacy, as to plan and

personnel, is not overlooked, but receives a measure of attention

fully proportioned to the dignity and importance of the office.

And among the changes suggested as improvements is one

which would attempt to secure some of the advantages of a dio-
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cesan episcopacy. Now, it is well to remember that it is not pos-

sible to have all the benefits of all systems under aiiy one system.

The desire to secure such monopoly of benelits is natural, but

futile. Diocesan bishops may be able to do some things whicli

itinerant general su})crintcndents cannot ; but judicious selec-

tion of method is made by a compaiison of advantages. As be-

tween two possible plans of administrative and executive super-

intendency we decide by considering which is best suited to the

character of our work, most in harmony with the spirit of our

communion, with an amazingly successful history, and even with

the intention of the fathers, and which adjusts best with the

rest of our peculiar machinery, and most fully meets the needs

arising out of all these features and facts.

Supjtosing it to be proposed to obtain for the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, by proper constitutional process, a districted epis-

copacy, it is well to raise the question whether there are any

points in which that plan would be obviously inferior for our uses

to our iinbrokenly historic method.

I, In the Anniail Conferences would there be any lo^s by the dis-

tricthiff of bishops y

The present plan is evidently calculated to secure for the vari-

ous types and classes of ministers their due appreciation in their

turn. It is certain that contrasting types of ministerial charac-

ter and work will commind themselves differently to different

bishops. If a bishop be himself a man of rough vigor he will be

apt to favor men of his own type. The driving, pushing, aggres-

sive, ambitious, obtrusively energetic sort will seem to him the

ideal men for bringing things to pass. He Mill not naturally

ask concerning the depth and permanence of showy and measur-

able results, accomplished perhaps by undue admixture of

carnal elements, so long as the definite and conspicuous rcsults

are achieved. Such a bishop is not likely to appreciate at itn

proper value the quiet strength of more refined and less demon-

strative natures, the genuine and abiding worth of modest men,

the ri!sult of whose labor rises without sound of ax, or hammer,

or clatter of any tools, or shout of the Avorkman ;
strong, synunut-

rical, and stable as a temple ; an unselfish, unsensational, discreet,

and edifying ministry. In making appointments he may nat-

urally ju-efer the rougher, brawnier, more rugged men. ]jy sim-

ilar working of personal preference a bishop of opposite ty|'e»

of finer fiber, higher intellectual culture, more refined spirituality,

and less in sympathy with carnal methods, will inevitably in hi«
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Imii understand, believe in, and, so far as is in liis power, pro-

mote men of like character with hirasclf and his ideals. This he

will conceive to be his duty to the Church, as did his predecessor

in tlic opposite direction. Human nature, in bishops, as in otlier

men, being built that way, it is certain that constant change of

presidents in an Annual Conference operates to guarantee justice

in the long run to all types of ministerial ability and tempera-

ment. District the bishops, and within the bounds of many a

Conference the demand from one class or another of the ministry

lor a new and different bishop would be loud before a single

•jMadrcnnium of continued presidency had passed.

Again, as to apprehending a situation and forming correct

jiulgraent of the AS'ork, no bishop can be infallible. Though he

oome to a Conference Avith a pure, consecrated, and prayei-ful

purpose to be just and wise, yet because he is a man he is liable

to err in judgment. Instances are reported where an Annual

Conference has ielt with considerable unanimity somev.'hat forc-

ibly expressed that the departing president had left behind liira,

as unpleasant reminders of his visit, some serious blunders to

embarrass the work and woi'iy the workers. Now, for such a

Conference, as avcU as for individual churches and ministers who

feel aggrieved, there is advantage and hope in having the scheme

of appointments reconsidered and reconstructed twelve months

later by another mind. The thoughtful know how hard it is for

one to perceive his omu mistakes, or, seeing them, to acknowledge

and correct them. Can it be doubted that the peace and tran-

quillity of Zion are promoted by the fact that preachers and peo- •

pie suffering from unsuitable api)ointments are pacified and made

patient by the certainty that another bishop will preside next

year, and so these mistakes are not so likely to be perpetuated

as under the continual presidency of any one man ?

IT. In the Episcopal Board would any disadvantage develop

from districtin
f/

the bishops P

Under our present plan the several bishops are not made to be

rivals, except in a noble emulation to render the utmost possible

^e^vice for the good of the whole work. The inspiration given a

bishop is general, not local, large, and not small. No one is so

placed that he can aggrandize his own vicinage at the expense of his

'leighbor. Not the exclusive interests of one locality, but the

i,n-eatest good of the greatest number throughout the entire

<-'luirch is what each bishop is compelled to desire and seek. A
localized jurisdiction instantly changes the relations of the bishops
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among themselves. He who is responsible for a particular terri-

tory for a lengtli of time must systematically seek to seize for it

the best and strongest possible ; not having the same interest in

the needs of other territory, but contending for his own dis-

trict against the claims of others. The several bishops are thus

made rivals.

Again, for other reasons the internal relations of the Episcopal

Board are not likely to be made more amicable by the process or

ihe results of districting its members. Suppose our territory to

be divided into districts and the General Conference to be about

to distribute the bishops among the districts. Inevitably the

personal friends of each bishop will muster in force and beset the

Committee on Episcopacy, pressing the claims of their favorite

for one of the most desirable districts, and using c.U means to in-

fluence the General Conference in his favor. Just as inevitably,

also, each district will make plain its preference for one bishop

over the others, and appear by representatives on the scene to

push its demands. Under this method odious comparisons and

painful distinctions between the different bishops would be made

by argument and vote, and the equality in dignity and in standing

before the Church now existing among our chief pastors would

be destroyed. Such contending would be promotive of turbulence

and antagonisms, and injustice might easily result, A bishop on the

frontier must contemplate the possibility of being kept there all his

life, separated from advantages belonging to the centers, simply be-

cause his personal allies may be less numerous, less pushing and

•hustling, more scrupulous, and less expert iu lobbying, bargaining,

and political manipulation. He will feel the sharp ijijustice of

being kept from his fair chance, perliaps by methods whicli his

ideals of Christian manliness would not permit him to use in the

affaii-s of the kingdom of God. The present placing of the bish-

ops by seniority has evils, but nothing approaching those whicli

would attend the plan of districting as by some proposed. Tlif

advantage of the present i)]an is that it settles by a fixed rule,

without strife or debate, where each bishop shall reside and put

forth his local labors, the bishops themselves choosing in the

order of seniority in office. Also, within the limits of that rule

and order, the plan allows each bishop (except the last) some ex-

ercise of choice among the residences untaken when his turn

comes to choose. It also assures even " the babe of the episco-

pacy," as Bishop Ames once phrased it, that if his life is spared

beyond that of older men his providential chance for the more dc-

1
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fiirable locations will come. Furtliermoi-e, as things now are each

bishop, the youngest in office as well as the oldest, takes his turn

in visitation of the more cultivated and eligible sections, in the

presidenc}' of the larger and stronger Conferences, and in being

on the committee in the Episcopal Board to assign to each of its

members his next list of Conferences. If any bishop be now held

to be greater or more influential than another it must be by what

he is, and not by residing in a particular place or holding a cer-

tain jurisdiction. A pilan of assignment more equitable, steady,

and likely to promote contentment in those affected by it would

be hard to imagine. It leaves the smallest possible room for

jealousies inside the episcopacy ; it is promotive of intestinal

peace, and ought to make the inner atmosphere of the board

genial, sweet, and balmy. Nothing can be less edifying to a

denomination than dissonance, antagonism, and strife among its

bishops.

IIT. In the work at large and in denominational life and in-

terests xcould there he any lossfrom districting the bishops .^

The argument for confining a bishop in a particular district,

on the score of adaptation, is an equal argument for keeping him

there indefinitely so long as the fitness continues, and if he re-

mains there he more and more assimilates the region to himself,

tints his district with his personality, and permeates it with his

views and sentiments in proportion to the force of his individual-

ity. This force is likely to be strong, because the Church is not

apt to elect feeble, negative, and colorless men to the bishopric,

and, being exerted from the seat of authority, it has a chance to

be powerfully influential. The denominational uniformity and

consistency would thus be broken up into diflering sections, each

colored and modeled after the type of its bishop. Unity of doc-

trine, worship, and custom would be greatly diminished as time

went on; extreme variations would be introduced, and sympa-

thetic affinity between the sections impaired. This is the spectacle

in the Protestant Ei)iscopal Church—small agreement of <:loctrine

or utterance among its bishop<; no regularity throughout the

Church; on the basis of the prayer book, all kinds of worship and

ceremonial, from evangelical Protestant simplicity, to complications

of ritual and ornamentation of altar and priest not to be dis-

tinguished from Roman Catholic forms and practices. An effort

at comprehensiveness, with the settling of the bishops in dioceses,

results in most contrailictory teachings and ceremonies. Be-

tween the most evangelical Low Churchman, now sadly in the
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minority, and the farthest Ronieward of the Anglo-Catliolics,

now so dominant and crescent, how vast is the contrast ! Each
bisliop colors his diocese. And tlic tendency of any diocesan or

districted episcopacy is to make the territorial map of the do-

norainatiou a crazy-quilt of patches more remarkable for contrasts

than for resemblances. Under our itinerant general superintend-

ency no bishop is long enough in power in any one section to

implicate his environment in his personality.

Again, tlie effect of a districted episcopacy would be to weaken
our connectional solidarity and momentum, so imposing to many
beholders and so powerful in unanimous action. A few inside

undervalue this integral connectional solidity, but discerning

minds outside of Methodism are impressed to the point of volun-

tary testimony as to its weight and force, A Congregational

theological professor, unsurpassed in eminence, information, and

sound judgment, says that this cohesive unity, which is both

organic and vital, together with our great numbers, makes Metho-

dism the most formidable competitor of Romanism. These are

liis words : "I think the Catholics respect and fear you Metlio-

dists more than they do all the rest of us together. You are or-

ganized into a solid unity, as they are. Your columns are ma-

neuvered together as a whole in unanimity of coordinated action.

In you they encounter an army ; they look on us as guerrillas."

Another non-Methodist student of denominational peculiarities

says that no other communion equals ours in the facilities it has,

by reason of structural, conscious, and sympathetic unity, for

communicating intelligence, impulse, enthusiasm, jjurpose, and

plans of campaign from the centers of deliberation, authority,

energy, and influence out through the whole body even to the

remotest members. But this denominational solidity is due to

nothing so much as to our itinerant general suporintendency,

which is the only agency circulating through the whole Church,

the bishops being the only otlicials who travel through the entire

connection, while secretaries, agents, and editors travel less

widely. In this itinerant general suporintendency the fullest

intelligence, the highest authority, the strongest ability, and

selected representatives of the noblest manhood of the Church

visit ever)' part, giving to the remotest and obscurest the benefit

of the denomination's best. This impartial, democratic, universal

circulation through the entire frame of a huge denomination

makes it indeed a communion, building all parts together in

bonds of intelligent and unhesitating loyalty, and in such one-
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ness as, for example, makes the lieart of New York Methodism

boat in practical and helpful sympathy with Denver, To destroy

the itinerant general supcrintendency is to stop this circulation

and impair this living and sympathetic unity.

Again, a districted episcopacy would work injury to the newer,

less prominent, and needier sections. The bishops of greatest

experience, wisdom, and power would not only be located in the

older centers, but confined thereto. It is hardly likely that jun-

iors would be stationed in the centers and seniors on the frontiers,

liemote and struggling pans of the work would not share in the

inspiration and other benefits of the presence, long-gathering

pr;-estif^e, and counsel of the most sagacious tr.ained masters of
'o^>

episcopal administration. Suppose Janes and Simpson and

Ames had been shut up by assignment each to his own limited

district. How incalculable the loss to the Church at large !

Matthew Simpson could never have become a national possession,

a national power, and an object of national pride—the most illus-

trious and universally influential bishop in all the wide interests

of religion and of the State that this land has ever seen. His mag-

nificent powers would have been confined, and many parts of

our country and our Church would have been deprived of them.

Two more reasons against a change of plan may be briefly

stated. One of the reasons given against our present plan is the

expense entailed upon the Church by the wide traveling of the

bishops ; and it is said that the laymen especially will insist on

applying business principles to the economical management of de-

nominational machinery, and will stop this waste by locating the

bishops so tliat each one will visit only the territory adjacent to

liis olhcial residence. But be it observed that the whole logical

force and natural drift of the argument for districting the bish-

ops is for a diocesan episcopacy, and that means not less expense

to the Church but more, because it means a very large inciease

in the number of bishops, after the plan of the Protestant Epis-

copal body ; so that instead of being a movement toward economy

it is really toward a far more expensive system of operation.

More episcopal attention for local interests and for the various

^C'ctions of our territory can be obtained only by a multiplication

of bishops.

Lastly, three qnadrenniums of a districted episcopacy would

deprive the councils of tlie Church of tliat com})ared, corrected,

and re-enforced knowledge and balanced judgment of the Avhole

Work which are now available in the Board of Bishops.

20 FUTH 6KRIES, VOL. XII.
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THE ARENA,

FIRST FRIENDLY RESPONSE TO MY FRIENDLY AFPEAL.

In the January number of the liericw my friend, Judge Reynolds, ap-

pended to a little article of mine a well-meant criticism. By an oversight mv
critic at the top of page 98 has erroneously ascribed to me a statement

which, so far as I know, was first made in an editorial in The Christian

Advocate of Xew York. The statement in question is that, of the mem-
bers of the General Conference of 1888, "some who believed in the law

as declared disapproved of the appeal to the Church, and so voted witli

the minority." Tlic judge indorses this assertion so far as to say that

it is "altogether likely." Xow, what is this but saying that it is alto-

gether likely that this class of voters, "having an opinion one way, voted

the other?" An assertion which my good critic in the next sentence but

one declares illegitimate and uncharitable. I cannot understand how l,c

failed to see the fatal effect of his own language. In consequence of it,

and of the prior mistake, all the presumption and uncharitablenc«s

charged upon me for "classifying " voters, and for implying a doubt

whether every vote was determined by the voter's positive belief touch-

ing the judicial part of the semijudicial and semilegislative report, falls

back upon the autiior of the editorial statement and upon the brother

who indorses it as " altogether likely."

In the same sentence of the editorial from which my critic takes the

statement he erroneously ascribes to rae there is another assertion which

deserves attention. It reads as follows: "]Most of the believers in the

eligibility of women under the law voted against it," that is, against the

semijudicial, semilegislative, amended report. "Most" of them. This

implies that in the judgment of the editorial writer not all, but only the

greater part of those who believed women eligible under the cxiiting law,

voted against the proposed interpretation. Suppose now that the rest cf

those believers in eligibility under the law as it stood had voted as did 1

"most," Avho can say that the scale so evenly balanced would not have |

been turned and an opposite judicial result attained ? "VMiethcr it would
.|

have been so or not does not here concern me in the least; what docs ir.- J

tcrest me is the fact that here, in an authority which Judge licynoUls
|

highly respects, we have a bold though indirect assertion that, on t!,o i

side of those who believed women eligible under the law, as well as ini
J

the side of those who disbelieved, an unknown number of the voters voted.
j

not according to their understanding of the true meaning of the law, but j

according to their attitude toward the proposal to consult the Church. ^

The full original statement of the editorial was as follows (italics mine): J

^'Most of the believers in the eligibility of women under the law voted
^

against it (that is, the amended report); some who did not believe in tlie

eligibility of women under the law, and were wholly opposed to their
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ever becoming eligible, voted against the report after amendment lecame

of the proposition to mhnit tlic change of the constitution to the Church; and

for the same reason some -who could not decide for eligibility votedfor the

amended report."*

The present issue, then, reduces itself to this: Is any method of judicial

procedure in a supreme ecclesiastical court legitimate, defensible, and as

a precedent safe, under which it is "altogether likely," or under which,

as asserted by The Christian Advocate, it is a simple fact that an unknown

number of the judges on both sides of the judicial question gave their

votes, not according to their real rieio of the interpretation pfvoposed, hut ac-

cording to their aj^proval or disapproval of a legislative rider attached thereto ?

If my esteemed friend is prepared to answer this question in the affirma-

tive I am prepared to accept the verdict of the Church and of intelligent

men anywhere as to the whole issue between us. If he cannot answer it in

the affirmative he stands precisely where I stand, and, by every obliga-

tion of fidelity to sound methods in our supreme judicial decisions, is

bound to unite with me in condemning, not the men, but the procedure

of 18S8.

On page 88 of the ciitiquc my readers are told what is my precise con-

tention; the statement given I cannot accept. Let me rather speak for

myself. My claim is threefold. First, that in May, 1888, the question

ofthe admissibility of women to the General Conference under the exist-

ing law was solely a judicial question. Second, that on the question

pmely and solely the General Conference has never yet given a decision.

Third, that according to the statements of the editorial above quoted—

and they come from the honored chairman of the Judiciary Committee of

1890—the record of the vote on the scmijudicial, semilegislativc amended

report affords no decisive evidence whatever that a majority of the voters

held, or did not hold, that women were properly eligible under the ex-

isting law. The process, not the intent of the men, was at fault. It left

the judicial question wholly undecided. The procedure and its results were

illegitimate, indefensible, and as a precedent unsafe. If my critic doubts

it I am ready to unite with him in an appeal of the question to the

supreme court of our Church at its approaching session. Not that I am

eager to hasten or to facilitate the admission of women, for I am not. I

fear they are coming in quite too soon to meet the demands of the prin-

ciples I taught four years ago, and often since, touching the dual human

unit. I suggest the appeal simply for the reason that, if the Church

cannot agree touching a point of this sort, the General Conference is

the only tribunal provided by which the question can legitimately be

settled.

One final word. In case new criticisms are attached to the foregoing

paragraphs and pnnted in the next issue of the lievicw, I shall not com-

l^lain, provided only it is understood that, if I desire, I shall have my

parliamentary right to close the debate in the same number, or in the

next following. Meantime, as for years past, I shall devoutly and con-

Christian Advocate, September 13, ISW.
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tinually pray that if I am in any error on this question the truth may ap-

pear and may speedily triumph. W. F. Warrek.
Boston, January 18, 1896.

A REPLY TO DR. VARREIf.

The first patlagraph of the foregoiiig is all that I see any occasion to

reply to. It seems to me that Dr. Warren has therein fallen into a strange

misapprehension. To say that some who believed in the law as declared

(in the original report) disapproved of the appeal to the Church, and so

voted with the minority (against the amended report), is by no means to

accuse them of having an opinion one way and voting another.

The report, as presented for final action, was twofold. It declared the

law as it was, and proposed a vote on the question of changing it. Auv-
one who believed the law was rightly declared, but was opposed to stir*

ring up the Church by submitting a proposition for a constitutiona]

change, might with perfect consistency vote against the amended report,

being compelled to vote on it, as a whole, because a vote in its favor

would commit him to two things, one of which he did not approve. As
I said, it is quite likely that some were placed in that predicament, and
felt constrained to vote in the negative.

On the other hand. Dr. TVarren alleged that some who voted for the

report, did not believe in that part of it which was declarative of the law,

Rnd therefore did not mean all that they said. Cannot Dr. Warren see

the distinction between an affirmative and a negative position under such

circumstances ? A man may consistently refuse to vote that both of two
things are right as long as he believes in only one of tiicm; but he c-\v.-

not consistently vote for both together when he only believes in one, be-

cause he would thus affirm what he did not believe. We are therefore

bound to suppose that those who voted for the report (as amended) meant
to approve both of its declaration and its proposal, for by so voting thcv

logically said so.

The proposal to submit was a matter of expediency, into which varioui

considerations might enter; the decision of law was a matter of principle

on which no man had a right to pronounce judgment contrary to his

opinion. To my thinking this is a very plain matter.

The remainder of Dr. Warren's comments seem to be merely traveling

again over the same ground with his original article, and therefore need

not be noticed here. G. G. Rey>-olds.

FOREKNOWLEDGE AND COXTIXGEXCY.
A wiiiTEK in this department says : "If God foreknows an event he

must foreknow it as coming to pass. Otherwise he would foreknow an

event which might not come to pass, which is an absurdity. If the cle-

ment of contingency entered into the question, to him it would i)revent

foreknowledge. What is contingent to the human mind is not necessarily

contingent to the divine mind. Contingency is not au attribute of the

future events, but of our finite qualities."
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There is the slip in such logic. God cannot foreknow an event, as such,

which has not come to pass and which is, tlierefore, not an event. If it

has not come to pass it is only a possibility, and only as such can God
foreknow it. In every condition there may be numberless possibilities;

.nnd God knows them as such. To say that he knows a possibility as an
actuality is utter absurdity. He cannot foreknow contingencies as iixed

facts' If so, who fixed them ? Evidently, not the unborn agent. Infinite

foreknowledge must be eternal. If they are fixed from eternity God must
have done the fixing himself. But if they are fixed facts they cannot be
known as contingencies. If he foreknows all contingencies as fixed, then they

are fixed, else his own knowledge is deceptive and false. But if they are

fixed, they are not contingent. The statement that " what is contingent

in the human mind is not necessarily contingent to the divine mind " has

a sound of reason, but the reality is lacking. If it is " contingent to the

human mind" and God has correct knowledge of it he must know the

plain fact as such, namely, that it is a human contingency. Then he
cannot know it as a fact, either human or divine. A human contingency

cannot be a divine fact. This logical stumble is not a divine absurdity,

but a psychological puzzle. Why the human mind will keep on making
euch mist-akes is as incomprehensible as foreknowledge.

The nonexistence of a fact will always prevent the divine mind from

knowing it as a fact. To afiirm the "absolute foreknowledge" of all

things, as things, which are not things, as a basis of biblical inspiration

is an inexplicable freak of human nonrcason. When a man of boundless

wealth determines to construct a railroad in a farming section he can

work his way through human motives and contingencies to success. Yet

he may not have foreknowledge of a single stroke of ax or pick or of

how many ounces there will be in any shovelful of earth. Much more, when
God has determined to accomplish great things in the race he has done it,

but not by foreknowledge. His declaration beforehand that he would so

work was prophecy, and the fulfillment came through his infinitely produc-

tive will and the limitless resources of his character and the universe.

Wiikesbarrc, Pa. J. Wallace Webb.

MATTER—ORGANIC AND INORGANIC.

The "Arena" of the September-October number, 1894, of the JRevieto

Contains an important paper on the relation of chemistry to the theory—the

basic element of evolution—that life originates in matter. The writer,

William Heap Butler, justly charges that biologists, in attempting to settle

the question of the origin of life, have left their own proper field of inquiry

and invaded the province of chemistry. He makes his charge good, and

no more need be said on that topic. But in his cnticisms of Wcismann

we arc not 8>n-e that we perceive correctly the grouud Mr. Butler himself

occupies in regard to the distinction between organic and inorganic mat-

ter. We will not attempt to characterize opinions we are not sure that

we undei-sfand, but submit a few thoughts of our own on the same topic.

In sj)eaking ur writing as scientists it is highly improper ever to use
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the expressions "dead," "live," or "living" matter. There is no such

matter. As vitalists—believers that in the beginning God gave existence to

a vital, as well as to a material, world—we liold that matter is substance,

and that life also is substance, but of a wholly diilerent kind and order.

Some kinds of matter and myriad kinds or forms of life are so related to

each other that tbe organic world, human, animal, and vegetable, is the

result. Each kind of matter—each entity—is matter, simple and pure.

Life is as foreign from the essence or nature of matter as any one thing

can be from another. Hence it is improper to speak of anything as "dead ''

unless it was once alive and has died or been killed. We never refer to ideas

as red, white, or blue, for they do not belong to the realm of color; and
as matter forms no part of the vital world it should never be referred to

as eitlier dead or alive. In man and in all bodies which any form or kind

of life has built—an oak, an eagle, a lion—tl»e matter of these structures,

carbon, oxygen, calcium, etc., is associated with life as material used iu

the organism; and death is but the separation of this matter from its lii"c,

the organizing agent. The tangible substance of the body is matter end

nothing else ; the initiating, working agent which built it into an orgaui-^iu

forms a part of a vital world. "We surrender ourselves to materialism

whenever we admit tbe existence of any kind or form of " live" matter.

As it is universally conceded by scientists that matter is unchangeable

it follows that the matter of the human body and of all other organic

structures is, per se, now exactly Avhat it has ever been. Iron taken from

blood of which it forms a part does not diHer from iron taken from a

mine or from an aerolite. The carbon of the brain is no better nor wor.se

than the carbon of ciiarcoal. The matter of a nerve is exactly wliut it

was before it was appropriated and wrought into a nerve by some kind of

life, and it is, per se, as incapable of sensation as a stone. All sensatitms

are vital phenomena. Tbe matter of a human body, even after the dust

lias returned to dust, is as fully alive as ever it was. The matter of .in

organism is simply the matter of chemistry. Its properties and forces are

all material ; and we have no reason to believe that it contains any forces

which either the chemist or nature's laboratory is unable to develop.

There is, then, per sc, no difference between organic and inorganic

matter. Mark the difference between the newborn babe Aveighing nine

pounds and a lump of dirt weighing nine pounds. Why the difference?

We answer : a human kind of life has wrought the matter of the one

mass into a human body and animates it; the other mass life has not thus

appropriated. The one mass has been elevated to associations with tbe

vital world; the other has not. The one mass is matter organized by a
]

vital agent; the other is the same sort of matter subject only to the action i

of its own forces. We are tenacious of these views, not only because we f.

think they must be true, but because they compel materialists and evcilu- f
tionists incessantly to realize that their pliilosophy has nothing to deal I

with in accounting for the existence of man as a living, thinking being,
|

but the mechanism of atoms, molecules, and lumps. |

ChaiUauqua, N. Y. H. H. MooiiK. J
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THE ITINERANTS' OLUB.

EXEGETICAL—ROM. IX, 3.

•'For I could wish that I myself were anathema from Christ for my
brethren's sake." The environments of words are as important to

their interpretation as are those of a person to the comprehension of his

character. This passage is to be understood best by understanding its

setting and then by studying its language. The argument of the previous

part of this epistle was calculated to awaken the hostility of the Jews,

because it appeared to assail their theocratic position. as the "chosen

people" and to subvert the traditions which they held sacred. Paul, in

this N-iew, was an apostate, and not entitled to any favor at their hands.

In this chapter he proposes to discuss more particularly God's relation to

this "royal nation," and begins by declaring his loyalty to his race.

The almost passionate fervor of his expressions shows how deeply he was

stirred by their false accusations. He states his love for them both

affirmatively and negatively, and in a burst of intense zeal exclaims,

"I could wish that I myself were anathema from Christ."

"We will notice the latter clause of this sentence first. There are two

Greek words almost identical in form, avdOrj/ua and ai'dde/^a. Originally

they were mere dialectic variations, but in time the former was employed

for an offering "consecrated to God," and the latter for something " de-

voted to destruction." In this sense it is said of Jericho (Josh, vi, 17),

"And the city sliall be accursed, even it, and all that arc therein, to the

Lord." In Lev. xxvii, 28, 29, it is said: "Every devoted thing is most

holy unto the Lord. None devoted, which shall be devoted of men, shall

be ransomed," the word "devoted" being the rendering of the Hebrew
word. According to Meyer the word means a votive offering, "some-

thing devoted to God without redemption." There is no necessary ele-

ment of eternal perdition in Rom. ix, 3, but rather that Paul himself

would be the sacrifice if thereby Israel might be saved. Nor does it in-

clude his desire to go back to his old state of guilt and separation from

God, but that he would accept the punishment in their stead. He would

imitate his Master, who gave himself, the "just for the unjust." As the

word avade/ua is not explained we must be careful in giving too concrete a

meaning. One thing is clear, the apostle was ready to make the gTcatest

possible sacrifice for the nation which he loved, but which had cast him

off. Sheddsays: "When, therefore, St. Paul 'could wish' that he was

'accursed from Christ,' he does not moan that he would be willing, if

thereby ho could save others from sin and hell, to live himself forever in

sin and hell, in rel)ellion against God. Ilis willingness is like that of his

Redeemer—a willingness to endure suffering, but not to commit sin or to

l»e personally sinful."

We now inquire, Was tliis an actual wish—"I did wish," or, "I could
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wish if it were possible "—or \Ya9 it a wish that merely arose in the

jipostle's miad buL did not assume actual form ? Wiuer's Grammar

illustrates fjvxou/fv by tfiuv/M/iijv ju Acts xxv, 22. lu reply to Festus, whu

had reported Paul's case to Agrippa, the hitter said, "1 also could wish

to hear the man myself" (Revised Version), "Wiuer remarks, "Here the

speaker does uot refer to a wish that Avas previously excited at the same

litue with some other action, but to a wish now felt ; the wish, however,

is not expressed directly, voh, or by the far weaker, i3ov?.6fi7;v av, velim, '
I

might wish,' but definitely, 'I wished, that is, if the thing were possible, if

you would permit it. and therefore I do wish it on this suppositiou.'

"

Meyer renders this passage, "I would wish it if the purport of the wish

could be realized to the advantage of the Israelites." Ilofman render^

it, "The wish had entered his mind though but 7?(/>w!<;«^rri7?/." Another

rendering, in harmony Avith a recognized usage of the Greek imperfect, is.

" I was on the pt)int of wishing, the wish arose in my heart that I would

submit to be a curse from Christ." A similar use of the imperfect is found

in Luke i, 59, "And they called liim Zacharias, after the name of his father"

(King James's Version). The Lite revision translates it, "And they would

have called him Zacharias after the name of his father," The meaning

evidently is that the friends proposed to call him Zacharias, but the angel

of the Lord had declared that lie should be called John. Again, when

Jesus came to John to be baptized it is said, "John forbade him," that is. in

Greek, "John attempted to hinder him." A similar use of the imperfect

is found ill Mark xv, 23, "And they gave him to drink wine mingled with

myrrh," which the late revision translates, "And xheyofercd him wine

mingled with myrrh." They attempted to give it to our Saviour, but ho

refused it. These arc all imperfect tenses, used of incipient or attempted

action, which was not consummated. They furnish the principle which

will cxplaiu the text.

In the deep anguish of his soul the wish arose in Paul's mind, a wi>h

of astonishing grandeur, that he would himself ransom his people, but it

never reached the full expression of that wish. His soul, all on fire for

Israel, was stirred to the most extreme sacrifice, which, however, was soon

set aside by his own devotion to them in his life.

It is the language of strong emotion, which cannot be adequately ex-

pressed in the ordinary forms of expression. Old Beugel, on this passage.

))rofoundly remarks, " Human words cannot express fully the emotions of.

holj' souls, nor arc these emotions always the same, nor can those souls

always draw from themselves such a prayer as this. A soul not far ad-

vanced cannot comprehend this. It is not easy to estimate the measure of

love in a Moses or a Paul, for our limited reason does uot grasp it, as the

child cannot comprehend the courage of warriors."

MINISTERIAL llESTS.

The Chuich of England has i)laees which are called retreats, where the

clergy at certain periods go in order to separate themselves from the world
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and to commune with God. They are conducted by some clergyman of

hcholurship and ability as well as piety, and such exercises are engaged

ill as may be most helpful to their spiritual lite and to their active min-

istry. Tliey have also been adopted by the Episcopal Church in the United

Stiites, and those who partinipale in them regard them as very useful.

There are dangers undoubtedly growing out of gatherings of this kind,

but these are more than balanced by the advantages which accrue. Neither

asceticism nor raonasticism constitutes a present danger of the Church or

(sf the ministry. On the other hand, there is great need of solitary com-

muning with God and of the help which comes from a period of separa-

tion from the cares and the allurements of the world. "Come out from

among them, and be ye separate; " and again, the words of Christ, "Come
ye yourselves apart into a desert place, and rest a wliile " may not be obeyed

by such separation in the exact sense set forth by the sacred writer, but it

is in harmony with the spirit and the teachings of the Xew Testament.

It is worthy of careful consideration, whether the gathering together

of ministers and people in crowds and amid many excitements during the

summer months is helpful to the spiritual life. The Itinerants' Club has

at different times set forth the value of these summer gatherings as in-

clusive of rest by change of work and also a high degree of intellectual,

and at times of spiritual, stimulus. The tendency to social dissipation,

however, needs guarding. In one sense there is a time for everything, at

least there is a time for everything that is riglit and proper to be done,

and this is one of the things that is eminently proper. On the other hand,

we cannot fail to note the nervous pressure under which ministers are

constantly laboring and from which tiiey sometimes need relief.

The ])lan indicated by the caption of this article, of "rests," into

which ministers may go for a season to pray and to contemplate

sacred things is worthy of consideration. These retreats should not

be places of absolute rest iu the sense of abstaining from all intellectual

activity, but iu which, without special effort, advances may be made in

the spiritual life, especially in the quiet study of the Avord of God. The
reading of the Greek Testament, for example, in the way of simple yet

scholarly exposition with a view to the promotion of the spiritual life, and

amid t!ie environments of prayer and praise, cannot but be lielpful to many
persons. Dr. Vaughau,of England, was accustomed from time to time to

meet a number of the younger clergy in such a gathering and expound

for them some portion of the word of God. A commentary by Rev. W.
Kay, D.D., on the Corinthia)is, had its origin in this way, the preface

declaring: " In July, 1879, a number of clergy living in the neighborhood

of Chelseford agreed to study the New Testament together under the

l)residcncy of Dr. Kay. For this office his eminent scholarship, together

>vith his long habit of lecturing, peculiarly fitted liim." This was not

exactly such a retreat as is implied iu the caption of this paper; but re-

treats of this kind, where in the quietness of si)iritual communion, apart

from the world, God's servants may grow in grace through the study of

his word, may be promotive of much spiritual and intellectual protit.
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AROHJ9E30LOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

WOMAN IN ANTIQUITY.

That the "new woman" is the product of modern civili/ation be-

comes clear by a comparative study of ancient liistory with that of our

times. The pages of antiquity on the whole show clearly that woman was

almost universally regarded as an inferior being, holding a much lower

rank than her lord and master, and having little or no voice in public

affairs or political life. Kay, more, her position in the home, where no

one of our readers, it is hoped, will deny her the right to rule as a queen,

was in most cases but little better than that of a slave, condemned not only

to incessant toil and drudgery, but also subjected to the caprices -and

whims of her husbaud.

The regard in which she was formerly held by non-Christian nations

may be fairly illustrated by a quotation from Luther, who says: "Among

the heathen there was a sayihg, ' Triu mala, mala pessima, igms, aqua,

femina '—that is, there can be nothing worse than what these three can

do, to wit, fire, water, and woman." The Greeks, with all their culture

and their devotion to philosophy and art, were noted for the contempt in

which thev held the housewife, and many are tlie despicable flings at

woman which are found in their writings. How heartless appear the

words of ITippouax, " A woman gives two days' happiness to man in her

bridal and in her burial." Or this corresponding sentiment from one of

their poets, " Where women are, all evils there are found." Or the fol-

lowing extract from Euripides:

But folly does not flnd its home with men,

But roots iQ women's hearts.

The above, it is true, may not fairly represent the universal thought of

Grecians; nevertheless, it shows the prevalence of such a sentiment, thongh

we find it in tlie satires of comic poets. But what are we to say of the

views held by Socrates, " the divinest of the Greeks," who is often held

up as a model of wisdom and piety for all times? His views, according

to Professor Gildersleeve, a most competent authority, are substantially

contained in the following words: " ^Ychavc . . . wives for the sake of

legitimate children, and of having faithful guardians of our households.

The last part of thi-s sentence explains the apparent better lot of woman in

Sparta, where she eujoved greater liberties than her Athenian sister, sun-

ply that her offspring might be more vigorous and thus more cflieient m

time of war. Wonwn in Greece was denied intellectual association with

the other sex, even with her husband. For in Athens, as in some Chris-

tian lands in our dav, to borrow a phrase from George Sand, the lonl o

creation " came home to cat and to snore." The Greeks took it for gvantta

that woman was naturally inferior—indeed, that she was " a minor with
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regard to civic rights." Her duties and achievements, says an eminent
autliority, Avere hardly considered in a much higher light than those of
Q faithful slave.

If we look from Greece to ancient Chaldea and Babylonia, the status of
Avomaa, as we see from many a clay tablet, was anything but enviable •

and yet her condition must have been far more tolerable tlian that of her
sister in cultured Athens centuries later. Indeed, there can be no doubt
that woman's lot deteriorated, as time rolled on, not only in Greece, but
also in countries farther east. Guhl and Koner, speaking of woman's so-

cial position in Greece, say, " In prehistoric times the position of woman
Bcems to have been upon the whole a more dignified one." Both Hommel
and Pinches, eminent Assyriologists, say that the same is true of Chaldea;
for, according to them, the wife in the very early periods of Chaldean his-

tory not only occupied an equal place with her husband, but was even his

superior in power, ilaspero also favors this view, and attributes the change
to the advance of Semitic ideas. Thus, later in the history of Babylonia,
the husband became the head of the family, exercising absolute rule, not
only over his wife, but over his children, both male and female. Even
the sou could not marry without the consent of the father. Indeed, no
marriage was regarded as valid until the father had " affixed his seal or
made his nail-mark on tlie contract tablet." If such power was then ex-

erted over a son, how much more over a daughter

!

The marriage contracts of Babylonia, of which great numbers hove been
found, are very interesting, sincctliey show that a woman, notwithstanding
licr inferiority, still had many rights. On the consummation of a mar-
riage a dower contract was drawn up, and three coj)ies of the same were
made, one being given to the bridegroom, another to the bride, while a
third was deposited with the local authorities. Specimens of such con-
tracts in three copies have been placed in the British Museum and the
Louvre. The items of dowry whicli are mentioned consisted of real es-

tate, such as houses, fields, and orchards, as well as of silver, gold, and
slaves. The wife was allowed to retain full control of whatever prop-
erty she brought with her as dowry. She might dispose of it while
living, and she might bequeath it by will at her death. Peiser cites cases
where wives sued for the restoration of propeity which had been given
ftway by their husbands without their consent, and proved that v.omen
Were empowered to deal with their own property in every respect like an
ordinary male proprietor.

Divorce in Babylon, as among the Jews, was granted to the husband on
the most trifling pretense. Sterility was always a sufficient reason ; for,

according to popular belief, a woman incapable of maternity was regarded
as under the immediate curse of the gods, possessed of a devil, and a
source of great danger in any family. Even miscarriage was " thought to
be occasioned by evil spirits." In cases of divorce, however, when the wife
^^'as not put to death, her original dowry was restored to her, and, besides,
the husband was sometimes compelled to pay damages for the insult ollcred
uis wife. Indeed, some of the tablets which have been discovered are
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legal documents wherein the second husband of a divorced wife sues tlic

first husband for such damages. There is no doubt, therefore, that the

ancient Babylonian woman enjoyed more privileges than do the Moliani-

medan women occupying the same territory in modern times. Her con-

dition was perhaps not much inferior to that of the Hebrew woman under
the Mosaic dispensation.

The Hebrew women, as we learn from the Old Testament, seem to

have mingled freely, if not with strangers yet with acquaintances and
with all the members of their family. Woman at creation was made thr

equal of man, for that is the meaning of the phrase, " a helpmeet for

him," or, more literally, "help answering to him." How significant tlic

words, " Therefore sliall a man leave his father andliis mother, and shall

cleave unto his wife." As Dr. Landsberg has observed, " The text dots

not say woman, the physically weaker one, shall cling to her husband

;

but man, the physically stronger one, shall cling to his wife, who in a

high condition of humanity is morally and ethically his superior." ;N'o

one can read the Old Testament without being impressed with the eqiiid

rights enjoyed by Sarah, Rcbekah, Hannah, the woman of Shunera, and

others. These were not mere slaves to their husljands. But it might be

objected, with some truth, that these were the exceptions, and not fair

representatives of the average Hebrew woman. Be that as it may, it still

remains true that the Hebrew wife enjoyed great liberties, bordering in

some regards even upon lier position in modern times. For in this, as in

other things, to use the v/ords of Heine, " Judea has ever appeared to nic

like a piece of Occident lost in the midst of the Orient." Yet the eman-

cipation of women is nowhere more clearly taught than in the words of

the apostle Paul, " There is neither male nor female, for ye are all one in

Christ Jesus."

But to return to antiquity, it is evident that, of all ancient countries.

no ])lace respected woman more highly than Egypt. This becomes

clear not merely from the study of the monuments, but of Greek authors

as well. When Herodotus made a tour of many countries he was amazed,

if not disgusted, at the way the Egyptians treated their women. He

writes, doubtless, in a half liumorous waj', the following: "The Egyp-

tians have adopted customs and usages in almost every respect different

from the rest of mankind." Then, after enumerating many distinctive fen-

tures, he concludes as follows: "Among the Egyptians the women attend

markets and do the trading, while the men stay at home and weave or

spin." Granting that this is humor, t nd an exaggerated account, it is stiil

very valuable as showing the impression ])roduced upon the mind of the

Greek historian. The condition of the Egyptian wife was so uniq\io, coni-

])ared with that of women in the rest of the world, as to fairly shock th''

father of history. Had we nothing but these words of Herodotus on whicii

to depend wo might be inclined to be skeptical. We have, however, thr

more sure testimony of the monuments, which furnish incontrovertible pro<'f

of the esteem in which the women of Egypt were held, the power and influ-

ence which they wielded, and the many privileges and rights enjoyed by
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tlicm. The mural decorations, the hieroglyphs ou tombs and coffins, the
many papyri discovered, show conclusively that woman, if not altogether
the equal of the man, occupied a very high position. It seems that the
Egyptian woman of ancient times, contrasted with her sister in other
lands, was what the woman of the English-speaking world in our day is to
tlierest of mankind. According to the monuments fa)uily life in ancient
Egypt was almost ideal; it was of great simplicity and affection. We are,

tlierefore, uot surprised to find that marriage is praised and gloritied.

"Wise is he," says Ptahhotcp, "who founds a home for himself and
loves a wife." And again, ''If thou takest a wife, let her be more con-
tented than any of her fellow-beings. " The Egyptians, in common with all

the other oriental nations, regarded children as the choicest gift of Heaven,
rilial devotion, and especially affection for the mother, was a virtue that

they especially emphasized. Tlie following sentiment from the great phi-

losopher 'Eney, which is quoted by Erman, confirms this point: "Thou
slialt never forget what thy mother has done for thee; she bare thee and
nourished thee in all manner of ways. If thou forgettest her, she might
I)lame thee, she miglit lift up her arms to God, and he would hear her
complaint." The affection existing between husband and wife, parent
and child, being such, and the intimate social and intellectual association

l)etwccn the several members of the family being so tender, the difference

bctvN-een the Egyptian and Grecian woman will be easily understood by
the reader.

In Egypt, as in Babylonia, only to a much wider extent, the law allowed
woman to transact all manner of business in her own name. She had
the disposition of her own property, and could make contracts without
tiie consent of her husband. Property passed very often, for some rea-

son, through the name of the female, rather than that of the male heir.

In deeds and contracts the fatlier of the mother, rather than the paternal
grandfather, is generally mentioned. So also we read of an officer wlio
was promoted " for the sake of the father of his motlier," and who, when
lie was starting out to war, left his property in charge of tiie "father of
his mother."

The exalted position of woman is further shown l.)y the fact that women
'it different periods in Egyptian history occupied the throne of the Pha-
raohs. The most distinguished of tliese queens or rulers was the cele-

brated Ilatsheph-su, or llatshepu, the sister and wife of Thotmes II, fa-

inons not only as a ruler but as the builder of the temple pf Der el-Bahari,

1 his great woman reigned alone for sixteen years, and then, conjointly
With her brother Thotmes III, for several years more. She not oidy as-

sumed the title of king, but clothed herself in male attire and led her ar-

'uies to victory and glory.

So svipreme, says Professor Mahaffy, in his Greek. Life and Thought, was
'uo position of woman in Egypt that we have instances of "a man set.

''!"g all his property, present and prospective, on his wife, witli this only
condition on licr jtart, that she will support him while he lives and give
'dm a decent funeral and sepulture when he dies."
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

STUDY OF MISSIONS IX THEOLOGICAL SEMIXARIES.

Some time since attentiou was called in this department to the subject

of missionary instruction in theological seminaries, or rather to the lack

of it in most of these institutions. It is a subject which, we arc pleased

to believe, is not to pass without fuller discussion. The secretaries and
other officers of the several foreign missionary societies of the United

States and the Dominion of Canada have organized an annual meeting for

the discussion of problems which especially concern them as administra-

tors of great missionary interests. In January last they held their fourth

annual conference in Xew York city. There Avere present ofScials of the

Protestant Episcopal and Congregational Churches, the Methodist Epis-

copal Churches, North and South, the Baptists, Xorth and South, five

branches of the Presbyterians, two or more Peformcd Churches, and sev-

eral Canadian boards, representing altogether some twenty-three soci-

eties. They considered such important propositions as the "Discrim-
inating Use of Funds in Maintaining a C4rowing "Work," the "Increase

of Efficiency of ]\[is3ionary Officers at Home," and the "Relation of

Boards, Missionaries, and Converts to Governments." It was a dignified

and learned body of men, met to consider some of the most vital and
pressing questions which confront the Christian Church. "What they

might say as a body could not fail to command attention, and it is not

easy to select from among the important themes they discussed any which

might be esteemed preeminent.

One, however, which lay outside the range of their official obligation

was that 'of missionary instruction in theological seminaries. Rev, Dr.

Mabie, Home Secretary of the American Baptist Missionary Union, as chair-

man of the committee to whom this subject was referred, presented a

paper which formulated the judgment of those discreet men. Xo one can

think of them as speaking perfunctorily because of their official position

on a topic lying within the range of that other bodv of wise men who
formulate the course of study for the theological institutions of the coun-

try. They did not speak in any dictatorial way, but as fellow-servants

with these others of the Lord Jesus Christ. They set forth that, even

under existing conditions, the very least which can be demanded is that

every professor in these institutions sliall be iml)ued with the spirit of

missions. But this is not enough. No seminary of this class should !><'

content without securing at least occasional lectures from returned mis-

sionaries, secretaries, or others vitally moved and intelligently informed

on the gi-eat theme of missions. As an advance on this, or coordiiiiitc

with it, they suggest that several institutions might combine in the sup-

port of one regular professor, or lecturer, who should be sustained bj

a joint endowment fund, and should at least give some systematic'
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presentation of missionary themes to the outgoing class. A still broader

su"-"C3tiou is that of a special graduate or undergraduate course, not

provided for in the ordinary curriculum, -vvith special reference to non-

Christian religions and the philosophies underlying them, the methods

of dealing with them, and the languages and literatures in which they

cxj)ress tlicmselves.

AH these, however, are expedients where the men and the money cannot

be commanded for a full missionary professorship. The function of such

ft professor, they suggest, might be to present the Christian religion as

essentially a world religion, the propagation of which is not an incident,

but tlie most fundamental and vital obligation imposed by the very con-

stitution of the Church, and hence impossible of being relegated to a

class either in the ministry or laity, but inhering in the vital piety of every

individual in the kingdom of God. This choir should also exhibit the mis-

sionary movements of the past, making a close analysis of the success and

failure of methods, of climatic conditions, and of political, social, and other

features, and pointing out the jniths of approach to new work, and care-

fully presenting the economics in the development of a self-respecting,

self-sustaining, self-governing, self-propagating Christian Church and

industrial community.

The Conference suggests that where such a separate chair is impossible

of realization the work should be assigned to some other professor; a

suggestion which is open to several objections. Very few professors feel

that they have either time or strength to master the details involved m
such instruction; besides, those matters that are subordinate to their spe-

cialty are likely to suffer. But, whatever plan or plans may be adopted,

the conviction of these reverend and wise brethren is deepening in the

minds of the Church at large that in some way the ministry of the future

must be far more instructed on the subject of missions and the problems

alliod therewith than is possible under existing conditions in many theo-

logical seminaries.

MISSIONARY PU0BLP:MS IN JAPAN.

There are sundry fnndamcntal difficulties inherent in the local environ-

ment of the missionary force in the several non-Christian lands which

affect all missions alike, though with varying force. No one of the great

mission fields perhaps, presents more peculiarities than Japan. There

**'

are ol.structions to the progress of mission work in Bulgaria growing out

^,
of the spirit of nationalism or patriotism. The Bulgarian political move-

ment for national independence carries with it the idea of a national

Church, and hence provokes antagonism to any foreign mission move-

ment as disintegrating. Even in China there are indications of the de-

velopment of a Tike spirit of opposition to the introduction and advance

of mission;irv enterprises. Since the late China-Japan war, the cry is

rai<:cd. "China for China!" In Liberia progress is hindered by the

K- constitntional provision that none but black men shall own land in the
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rcpul)lic. This restriction is based on the fear that foreign ownership

would lead to foreign disputes, and thcj' know the)- are not able to de-

fend themselves against the claims of any of tlie larger nations.

Japan has also ])recluded foreign ownership of real estate outsiile the

treaty ports, even mission property being held in tlie name of some

Japanese, to whose honor be it said, they have generally dealt justly

withtlieir trust. But since 1890 all such substitutional holders of land

have been persecuted as unpatriotic, and the parties have been placed

under ban as disloyal. To obviate this, cases have been adjusted by

erecting a board of trustees to hold such property. But extremists have

pressed even these to the jioint of refusal to accept any restriction from

the foreign missionary society contributing money for the erection of

buildings and sustaining the institutions. In the case of the celebrated

Doshisha College the board of trustees have even declined to give as-

surance that it shall be conducted in the interests of Christianity under

so broad a definition as, belief in God, the divinity of Jesns Christ,

and the future life. The trustees of the institution at Kumamoto have

publicly announced that the school was no longer " Christian " in any

sense. In both these cases the missionaiy society which had built up the

school and erected missionary residences is absolutely without redress in

the courts.

It is anticipated that this condition of affairs is to be changed materi-

ally under the new treaty, Avhich is to take effect in the year 1900 ; but

meanwhile titles to real estate seem to be in a very precarious state.

Whether the fanatical and extreme view of what is necessary to patriot-

ism will be modified under calmer judgment, now that the war, with its

exciting challenge to the Christian Japanese, is ended, it is too early to

know. But it is certainly assuring to have so careful a deputation as that

of the AmericaTi Board intimate that the nation has been disarmed of its

suspicions against Christianity, while non-Christian leaders recognize the

worth and power of the Christian character and honor true Christian liv-

ing. If there has been loss of control of some property this deputation

asks that it be borne in mind that; Christian teachers have appointment

in many government schools, with full liberty to teach Christianity out

of school hours; that the missionary is free to go everywhere for evangel-

istic work, and that no censorship of the press prohibits the freest circu-

lation of the Bible and religious literature all over the empire. Besides,

they emphasize the fact that the process of the assimilation of Christian-

ity by the Japanese must not be expected to take place Avithout the de-

velopment of some excrescences. " There is not a Japanese in the empire

twenty-five years of age whose early years were under the influence of

Christian thought and training." It is not so much a wonder that Japan

lias not yet formulated what it fancies it will be pleased to accept of

Christianity as it is a satisfaction that, whether Japan realizes it or not,

"Christianity has already put its stamp upon the laws of society, of tlie

army, and of the State, and is making itself felt in its literature and forms

of Ihouirht."
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Wilhelm Kahl. The fair-mindeduess of the Germans in reference to

tlicir theological opinions and tlaeir freedom from prejudice amount al-

most to laxity. The one who has no opinions or convictions can be very

charitable toward the opinions or couvictions of others. But Kahl has

proved himself both fair and unjust at the same time. In an address de-

livered at tiie University of Bonn, Germany, January 27, 1895, he took

up the question as to the origin and consequences of religious equality.

It is really an historical address, and the substance of it may astonish some

readers. He states that after a short period of equality between Christian-

ity and heathenism came that of the sole supremacy of the former, lasting

throughout the ]\Iiddle Ages. Daring this period there was no thought

that there could possibly be any tolerance of a false religion alongside of

the true in the Christian world. So far well. But now he tells us that

even in the time of tiie Reformation the traditional conception of the duty

of the authorities with reference to the Church remained unchanged, and

this he explains by two suggestion-;, the first of which, namely, that the

Reformation entered into a world whose religious idea was that of an

individual Christian society, we must nfnrm, hut the second of which,

namely, that religious equality and the Reformation have no inner connec-

tion, and that such parity was not a natural consequence of the Reforma-

tion, we must emphatically deny. Rightly does he say, indeed, that the

religious peace of looo and the peace of Westpiialia in IGtS only granted

what could not be refused in this respect. But when he make? the mixed

religious condition of the teiTitorial states and the thought of natuml

right as taught in humanism the causes of the subsequent parity he fails

of justice to Reformation. lie asserts that the Reformation placed the

frce<1om of the conscience at the front, and yet that it achieved noth-

ing in the way of securing equality for nil confessions. But as a matter

of fact the apparent failure of the Reformntion to secure and to grant

e<|uality was the result of causes whicli lay wholly beyond the control of

the reformers. In a life and death struggle there is but little opportunity

for tolerance of the enemy, and when freedom is suddenly attained it is

almost always abused. If the Reformation was not to be wrecked by the

very freedom it proclaimed it must set some bounds until those who had

been set free could become accustomed to Ihe new atmosphere. In some

cases it was not alone- for the purpose of saving men from complete

religious apostasy that restrictions had to be placed, but also the Protes-

tant secular authorities were obliged to interfere with the theologians and

for themselves tietermine what the form of faith should be in order to

jTcserve even the social well-being of the State. k\\ these things pre-

vented the true principles which dwelt in the Reformation from develop-

21 FIFTH SKRIF.S, VOL, XII.
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iiig rapidly. A »ew priuciple may be properly defined and firmly bckl
and yet meet ^vith practical obstacles because of tiie unfitness of the
people for its application. Sucli was the case with the principle of the
freedom of conscience in the Reformation.

Emil Zweynert. Though not a university professor, Zweynert has done
a work which will give him rank among the leaders for some time to

come. The question of the relation of the Lutiieran Reformation to the

progress of culture has been hotly debated in recent times. Janssen, in

his Ilbitory of the German People Suhequent to the Clone of the Middk
Ag&s, claimed for Romanism the credit of the Ilenamance and tben

affirmed that the "so-called" Reformation destroyed this flourishing

intellectual life. Professor Paulsen, of Berlin, a Protestant, in his Ilatory

of Scholarly Instruction in German Schools and Univer,^iii^s from tin

Close of the Middle Ages to the Present Time, published in 1S85, agreed

with this view. Zweynert has been incited by this to take up the ques-

tion as to whether the decline of culture in the first half of the sixteenth

century was causally connected with Luther's Reformation. The very

form of the question admits the fact of such a decline while leaving unde-

cided the nature of the cause. This, Zweynert affirms, could be answered

in tlie affirmative only in case Luther had taken a position with regard to

humanism which was positively unfriendly. He does not think that

Luther was a product of humanism, altliough as a child of his age lie was

influenced by it. On the other hand, Luther diverged fiom humanism

in that he looked at the sciences rather from the standpoint of their value

for real life, and especially for the religious life, than from that of mere

culture as an end in itself. Luther, he thinks, was convinced of the liirrh

value of education, and was not personally responsible for the evident de-

cline in scholarly study in the sixteenth century. Xor was his Reforma-

tion responsible. Perhaps in this Zweynert has gone too far. For thougli

there was nothing in the Reformation which of necessity would lead to

such a decline, yet the fact that the decline and the progress of the

Reformation were contemporaneous must be explained. It is not likely

that it was accidental. No great movement, such as the Reformation,

which mightily seizes upon the afilections and arouses the sympathies of

the people can fail to withdraw attention from other interests. Heated

political campaigns deprive multitudes of the power to think of anything

else important. A great revival robs men temporarily of their profound

interest in business. It is impossible that the minds of men should have

been so excited on the great religious questions whicli weie being dis-

cussed and at the same time absorbed in the desire for education. Be-

sides, there wei-e prejudices against the science of the age because there

was prejudice against the Church v.'hich had produced it. The new

Church must learn to distinguish between the religion of the Middle Ages

and the science of the [Middle Ages. When the principles of the Refor-

mation had had time to do their work they produced a much higher form

of culture than ever was known to Roman Catholicism and with which
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that belated organism lias uever been able to keep abreast. Xo one can

regret that the Reformation aided in the decline of humanism, since it

made way for a culture so much more rich, varied, and useful.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

La notion biblique du miracle (The Biblical Idea of Miracles). Paris,

Fischbacher, 1894. By Professor Eugene Menegoz. French Protestantism

has been much excited recently by the question of miracles. The author

undertakes to show from a considerable number of instances in the Old
and Xew Testaments that all the biblical writers consider the miracle as

a strictly supernatural event in contradiction to the ordinary course of

events, and as a phenomenon which is in every case to be referred to God
as its cause. The question which he then presents to himself is the one

which confronts the Christian and unbelieving mind, namely, What are

we to think, in view of the researches of science, of the credibility of

miracles? After some effort is spent in wrenching the idea of the miraculous

and in weakening and destroying its religious significance, he reaches the

conclusion that no Protestant theologian can ever again accej)t the biblical

rairaclesin their full compass and with all their consequences, Kevertheless,

he thinks the miracle stories liave a permanent value for us, though the

relation of the stories was made possible ])y the historical conditions in

which their relators lived. In order to this he undertakes a distinction

between the knowledge gained by the methods known to natural science

and that view of the world which comes into existence as the result of a

divinely imparted assurance of an eternal loving purpose. In other words,

the religious impression, amounting to a certainty, is not based upon the

»;ame laws which govern our knowledge in the natural world. lie then

proposes to show the relation which exists between the belief in miracles

and the belief in divine providence. The miracle is thus supposed to have
a certainty for the religious consciousness, but not for the scientific. To
the author it is certain that God hears prayer, and this is in his judgment
miraculous, although not a violation of natural laws. But this docs seem
to be a contradiction, unless by prayers he means only those requests which
are in perfect accord with the laws of nature, and which they would inevi-

tably work out even were there no prayer offered by men. Yet tliis is

hardly prayer at all. But this is what he practically says when he de-

Clares that the Christian only asks in prayer what he knows to be in

conformity to natural law. To say nothing of the fact that this is to

oblitersite the distinction between the two means of knowledge which he
has established, in order to make room for faith in the miracles, it is a

subterfuge to cover up the double sense in which he uses the word. The
answering of prayer is miraculous. Miracle is contrary to nature. But
the prayers which Christians offer and which God answers arc all in con-
formity to natural law. These three conclusions of the author utterly

contradict each other.
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RELIGIOUS AXD EDUCATIOXAL.

Recent Discussions of the Doctrine of Assurance. The very fact that
the old conception of tlie Bible has been swept away from so many minds
has brought the doctrine of assurance again to the front. Thousands
who were not aware of it had rested their hope of salvation in some way
upon the word of God, and tlie only knowledge of divine tilings which
other millions possessed was that which they gleaned from the word of

God. To vast numbers, perhaps imdcfinedly, yet really, the correspondence
of tlie utterances of the Bible concerning providence and the way of sal-

vation with their own experience furnished about the only Christian

evidences they liad. As the divine authority of the Bible is now ques-

tioned by so many, at least in ceitaiu of its parts, men are beginning- to

ask themselves what part the Bible has had or ought to have in their re-

ligious life. The Bible reveals the possibility of salvation; but are we
to believe in this possibility because the Bible teaches it, or because ue
have experienced it, or both ? It has been but a few years since Dr.

Julius Kostliu, the great biographer of Luther, wrote a work entitled Bie

Begrandung unsercr sitllich-rellgidsen Uherzeugung (The Foundation of our

Ethical Religious Convictions). More recently Dr. Hermann Schultz has

tal;eu up the same questions under the title of ChristUche A})ologttih

(Christian Apologetics). In ISO.'i Professor K. Ilackenschmidt publislied

a little book in answer to the question Wie werden wir tmscrs Glaulem

gcwiss undjlvh 1 (How May We Attain to the Certainty and Joy of Faith ?}

In other forms these problems arc being discussed as almost never be-

fore outside of Methodism. The dread that with the old faith in the

Bible might go the assurance of the truths of the great facts of our re-

ligion is not the t)nly impelling motive for such works. They are in-

cited by the desire to show the fearful that even without the doctrine of

inspiration the facts which we all prize so highly are well supported. In

all these books, then, there is the claim that the true evidence of Christian-

ity is not subject to the assaults of criticism. For example, Schultz

(pp. 108, 109) says: " A new principle of life becomes operative (the Holy

Spirit), in which every member of the Church may personally participate.

Thus the genuine Christian experiences the revelation personally, and be

detects in the sncred literature the same Spirit which he himself experi-

ences as a revealed divine life. Hence historic dou!)ts may attack the

external history of Jesus, but not the revelation of God iu him; and they

may assault theexternal form of the sacred Scriptures, but not their religious-

ethical truth." Kustlin (p. 118) says: " Accordinuly our faith in Chri-t

is not founded ou the faith in the hi[!;lier character of the Scripture, but

rather our faith in the Scripture is founded on our faith in Christ. The

witness concerning Clirist which we get from the Scripture increases in

strength for us thereby, and we follow tlie more joyfully and trustfully

tiic entire formulation of truth which we receive at the hands of the

apQstles." In like manner Ilackenschmidt claims that the method by

which we come to a knowledge of the truth of Christianity is not subject
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to the flood of theological criticism. It is delightful to feel that the critics

arc fiudiiig a way by which to prove the verities iu which we have so long

believed. If we may not base our faith upon them simply because they are in

the Biljlc we ought to be glad that there is another way by which we may
attain as great certainty. But what is that way ? To read of them one

would almost imagine liimself iu a Methodist class meeting. Schultz says

we experience the revelation. "We know for ourselves. We cannot question

(he truth of the Bible, because we have tested its precepts and its prom-
ises and found them true. So Kiistlin puts the whole burden upon our

religious experience. Ilackeuschmidt declares that when under the influence

of the Holy Ghost and through the impression Jesus makes upon us we
attain to the conviction that Jesus is really what he claims to be, the Son
of God, the Saviour, the Xing of the kingdom of heaven, then we become
assured as to our Christian faith. Furthermore this experience is one to

wliicli any person may attain without regard to education or race, for all

it requires is a disposition which is not beyond the possibility of a little

child. And through this he thinks that the Bible becomes assuredly the

document of our sonship. It is doubtless not expedient that as Metho-

dists we should boast. But we cannot but indulge the reflection that if

the theologians who have so despised Me-thodist theology had listened to

tlic voice of the great theologian, John "Wesley, a hundred and fifty years

ago, the world might have been spared much of the strife which it has

witnessed on these very points. For, as anyone may know who will take

the pains to look it up, the essence of Avhat these modern scliolars are

saying is the essence also of what John "Wesley taught concerning Scripture

evidence. But because he stated it in a couple of pages instead of ex-

panding it into a great book, as the modern scholar docs, and because he

made it a practical afllair instead of a matter of theory, the world looked

on and cried " fanaticism." In one form or another almost all the greatest

theologians of the world teacli JMethodist doctrine on this subject. That
they are obliged to find some other sui)port for the faith the Bible con-

tains, on account of their rejection of the traditional view of its inspira-

tion, does not invalidate their teachings. Jlay the time soon come when
in view of the mighty truths so well attested the zea! of the theologian

iu diffusing these blessings of experience shall rise to fever heat!

Seventh General Couferenoe of the German Society for the Advance-
ment of Morality. The meeting was lield in September, in Essen. The
income of the society was 28,810 marks. New branches had been organ-

ized in Erfurt and Strasburg. A strong resolution Avas adopted against any
and every proposition looking toward the legalization or police protection

of iu)i)urity. The society recognizes the danger to good morals arising

from the improper crov.-ding of dwelling houses, and is taking measures
to afford relief. Greater efforts are also to be made in the direction of

more general use of tracts among the youth of both sexes, and among
l)arcnts, and it was also determined to push more energetically the mid-
night mission work, or what is kuonn iu America as rescue work.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

The Venezuela boundary question is at the front. Conspicuous ainoiif;

recent articles on the subject is " The Issue Between Great Britain ami

America," by Henry M. Stanley, in the Klneteenth Century for January.

The paper incidentally shows how un-Americanized this sometime pf)[)ii-

lar American correspondent has become. Speaking from the standpoint,

of an intense Englishman, he declares that on a recent tour througli

America he found the people of the United States " working themselves

into an extremely angry temper" over the boundary question. In other

gracious phrases he writes of the " frequent ebullitions of the Americua

temper;" of the "stupendous arrogance" and " audacious wickedness "

of resisting the pretensions of Great Britain in Venezuela; and of the

''crime of crimes " which the United States will commit in the "firing of

a single shot." The possession by England of the disputed territory for

fifty-five years is reason Avhy, in ]Mr. Stanley's judgment, she should not

be molested. In the interests of peace, however, he suggests a European

commission to examine into the claims of England and report to her

foreign office. "If our government," says he, "requested Russia, Ger-

many, France, Italy, Switzerland, and Belgium to appoint tlieir respect-

ive commissioners for the purpose just specified, I feel sure that the en-

tire British race, from these islands to the antipodes, would be unanimous

for the defense of British dignity, lionor, and rights, if we were discovcreil

not to be willful aggressors on the territory of our neighbor. If, on the

other hand, we have unknowingly overstepped our just frontier, it will bo

found that we are willing and ready to do that wliich is right." In spirit

this proposition is the most equitable in Mr. Stanley's serious arraign-

ment of his former countrymen.

The Edinburgh Recmo for January has : 1. " The Reign of the Queen
;

"

2. "Italian Influence on English Poetry;" 3. " Marshal Canrobcrt ;

"

4. "Finland;" 5. "The Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge;*' C

"War Correspondents;" 7. "Painters and Critics—French and Eng-

lish;" 8. "Army Organization;" 9. "The Princes of the House of

Cond6; " 10. " Political and Commercial Affairs in Asia; " 11. " Henry

Reeve." The first paper is an attractive review of the unparalleled " moral

and material progress " which has taken place during the reign of ^ ic-

toria, who next autumn "will have reigned for a longer period than any

monarch who has ever occupied " the English throne. The fifth i>aj>or

reviews the compilation of Coleridge's letters, extending from 1785, when

he was " a schoolboy at Christ's Hospital, thirteen years of age, to July,

1834, when he was a confirmed invalid, and, indeed, was within a few days

of his death." Coleridge, "more tlian most men, poured out oftentinus

his whole heart in a letter; " and that heart the reviewer now discovers.
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The sixth article notices the war memories of William Howard Russell,

LL.D., and Archibald Forbes. The tenth paper concludes with the judo--

mcnt that there is every reason "why Great Britaiu and Russia should

endeavor to act in accord in solving the problems of the further East."

The opening article in the BiUiotluca Sacra for January, by the Rev,

W. L. Ferguson, of India, considers " The Fourth Gospel after a Century

iif Criticism.'' His paper is a scholarly and vigorous testimony to the

Johauninc authorship of the book in question. Other articles are " Wil-

liam Wordsworth," by T. W. Hunt, Ph.D.; "The Hebrew Cosmogony,",

by C. B. Warring, Ph.D.; "Christianity and the Evolution of Rational

Life," by J. T. Gulick, Ph.D.; "Abraham at Bonn," by O. H. Gates,

Ph.D.; "The Gospel of Paul," by F. H. Foster, D.D. ; and "An Appeal

from a Verdict of History," by W. E. Barton, D.D., which aims to show
that the penitent thief on the cross was not a "vicious criminal," but a

more or less ".^^rthy man " condemned by an unjust tribunal. Follow-

ing this there are: " Greek Elements in ^Modern Religious Thought," by

E. S. Carr; "Classification of Social Phenomena," by Arthur Fairbanks,

Ph.D.; " A Point of View," by E. W. Bemis, Ph.D.; and " Monopoly by

Patents," by Z. S. Holbrook.

The Lutheran Quarterly for January contains: 1. "The Christian

Pulpit," by W. M. Baum, D.D. ; 2. "Millennialism," by Rev. J. F.

Pollock; 3. " Apperceptive Christianity," by Professor M. H. Richards,

D.D.; 4. '-The Washing of Regeneration," by G. U. Wenuer, D.D.

;

o. "God Immanent, and the Incarnate Word," by Professor W. H.

Wynn, D.D.; 6. "Washington—Christianity the Molding Power of his

Character," by F. W, Conrad, D.D., LL.D.; 7. " Harnack on the Apos-

tles' Creed," by Rev. G. W. Fritsch; 8. "Sabbath Day or Sunday,

Which? " by M.G. Boyer, D.D.

The successive articles in the London Quarterly for January are as fol-

lows: 1. " Europe in Africa; " 2. " The Gurneysof Earlham; " 3. "The
New Rationalism;" 4. "A New Commentary on the 'Romans;'"

5. " The State Papers Relating to the Armada;" 6. "The Command
of the Sea; " 7. " The Alps from End to End." The first paper holds that

the partition of Africa—whose map only fifty years ago was left by the

cartographers "a comparative blank "—is now " practically an accom-,

plished fact." Its aim is to take a survey of the possessions secured by

eacli power. The third article reviews Dr. R. F. Horton's eigliteen ser-

mons, wherein he in turn reviews AVcndt and Beyschlag, and points out

the merits and defects of his work. The sixth article notices some recent

books on the sea by Captain A. T. ^lah.an, Spenser Wilkinson, and Admiral

P. II. Colomb. The last article of the Quarterly is fascinating for those

^vho are not made dizzy by mountain climbing.
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The Quarterlt/ -Jieckw of tlie United Brethren for January lias: 1. " p, ..

soual Liberty from SpiriLiial and Spirituous Standjjoiuts," by Kev. ^V. 1\

Crafts. Ph.D.; 2. "The Throe H's iu Education," by President W. M.

Bcardshear, LL.D.; 3. "The Scientific Study of Children," by Prof is-

sor H. U. Roop, Ph.D.; 4. " Why I am a United Brethren [aic] in Chri.-i.
'

by G. M. :Matthe\vs, D.D.; 5. " The ISIessage and j^Iission of JuduibUi,"

by Rabbi 3Iax ^Yertheimer, Ph.D.; 6. "Outlines of a Study of Sue!

ology," by Bishop J. S. Mills, D.D.; 7. "The Position of Kant in xh>-

History of Philosophy," by Rev. G. K. Irie, Ph.D.

The opening paper iu Christmn Literature for January, by Hon. Boyd

"Winchester, LL.D., discusses "Greek and German Philosophy," and cun-

eludes with the statement tliat, "to a plain, sober-minded people lik<-

ourselves, much of the German philosophy appears as blas2)hemous as i:

is the fantastic creation of the brain." This is followed by: "Bishop

Butler and his Censors. II," by ^Y. E. Gladstone; " Rigidity of Rome. II,"

by TTilfrid Ward; "Professor Snyce and the Critics," by S, R. Driver;

"The Meaning of Christ's Prayer in Gethsemane," by Thomas West, and

by other important papers.

The Preshylericui and lleformeJ. Reiieic iov January has: "The Begin-

ning and Growth of the Canon of the New Testament," by Dunlop Moore.

D.D. ; " Some l^cccnt Phases of Christian Apologetics," by Professor A.

n. Huizinga; "Naturalism," by Pre.-iideut D. W. Fisher, LL.D.; "The

Beginning of the American Presbyterian Church," by Rev. J. A. Davis;

"The Place of Reason iu Thcologj'," by Professor H. C. Minton, D.D.

;

and " The Holiness Code and Ezekiel," by Professor L. B. Paton, Ph.D.

—The ilisiioiiary Jicview for February gives prominence to the inte:-

e.sts of China.- The January Ncic England Historical and Gcncahgiad

liegistcr gives a picture of William Stoughton, Lieutenant Governor of

Massachusetts 1G92-1701, and asketch of his life. On June 3, 1692, he wn^

appointed " Chief Justice of a special tribunal to try the witchcraft cases."

Judge Emory Washburn charges that he " sacrificed all the better feel-

ings of his nature and prostituted the forms of justice to consummate a

series of judicial murders that have no parallel in our history." Yet lie

still retained his ])0]>ularity, won general approval as acting cliief executive

of the colony, and " died highly Iiouored and respected." Besides otlur

articles of great variety the North American for January and February Iki-

two articles of a series by IMr. Gladstone on "The Future Life and tin

Condition of ]VIan Therein." In the Xew Clnirch licciiio for Januaix

arc, among other articles, "The Christian Ideal in T'outh," by Ji'h"

Worcester; "Christian Science," by A. F. Frost; and a generally com-

mendatory notice of Dr. G. A. Gordon's The Christ of To-day, by J. I^-

Smyth. llie Chantauqnnn for February, besides all other attractic;!-.

has illustrated articles on " Fo<)ti)rints of Wiishington," by H. II. Rug^^"-

and " How Will the Czar Wear his Crown? " by T. B. Preston.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Crcali'm: God in Time and Space. By RAXDOLrii S. Foster, D.D., LL.D. A Bishop of

the Methodist Episcopal Churcli. 8vo, pp. 3C5. New York; Hunt & Eaton. Cincitiuati:

Cranston & Curts. Price, cloth, $3.

Without exaggeration a sublime book, a trcmeudous book ! Great

thoughts by a great thinker on greatest themes; a triune greatness which

rarely lifts its solid grandeur in the field of literature, or like a three-faced

prism explicates the white snulight of truth into its elements and spreads

them out in ordered, broad, and many colored splendor. From the long-

ago publication of Bishop Foster's book on Christian Purity, until no-.v,

no volume so wonderful has come from his pen. This from the Preface

we adopt as our own : "We solicit ministers especially to the reading of

these pages. The benefits to be derived are various. It will take them

out of their accustomed luts into new departments of knowledge and

thought. It will supply them with the richest illustrations of the great

themes which tliey are to elucidate and unfold. It will impart zest ai;d

variety to their Tuinistrations. It will broaden their view of the divine

method and operations. It will put them in possession of the highest

proofs of the infinite greatness of the Almighty Being whose servants

tliey are. It will enable them to meet the demands of the hungry and

often distracted people to whom they preach, and will save them from

the crudities into which all must fall who are uninformed on points which

more and more engage educated thought. The knowledge of the great

facts of being which scientific research is developing is indispeusal.ile to

one who would hold the attention of the age and command its respect."

The preacher must show himself acquainted witli tlie facts of the uni-

verse, and not teach doctrines which collide with facts. He must be able

to satisfy himself and his people tliat although some long-regnant ideas

niay have to be abandoned, the citadel of theological belief remains in-

tact. "The strength of any system is the truth it holds; its weakness

is the errors which infest it. . . . If it has some errors of incidents and

minor points they may be relinquished without harm, and its iwwer

thereby be increased. If its errors are shown to be not inherent, but the

accidents of misinterpretation merely, it is made stronger by the exposure

if its expounders and defenders. show themselves pleased with the dis-

covery and glad to amend the mistake, j^otliing can save a system which

shrinks from investigation, or attempts to build itself on ignorance, or

tlie impudent denial of facts, or refusal to knov,- them, or inability to show

that it docs not contradict them. In the interest of theology we plead

for the freest and largest liberty. We hail every new discovery. Every

"c\v truth, no diilercnce what old error or system of error it may shake

down and utterly destroy, is a harbinger of the millennium." As to the
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cosmos being a creation by ti personal cause, Bishop Foster says that now
" there is no resjiectable thinker who any more doubts the presence and
operation of personal agency in tlic universe." One of his introductory

paragraphs says: " Tlie present discussion is partly scientific, partly

philosophico-theological. It undertakes to present, from known scientific a

data and principles of philosophy, a view of the world-plan, or methods il

and purposes of the infinite in creation, deduced from grounds largely

outside of revelation. Tlie object is ... to present a rational view of

the divine movement from the inception to the outcome of liis work by n

study of the works tliemsclvcs. Occasional biblical facts will emerge,

and it is believed the result of the inquiry will show that a rational theory

will be in substantial accord with the word God has given, properly inter-

preted." The amount of cerebral phosphorus consumed in making this

blazing book would almost turn a midnight ocean into a sea of fire.

The nebula in Orion is not more dense with crowded light-centers than

is this radiant volume with its aggregation of shining facts, making to

the mind an immeasurable but ordered splendor. In its chapters one

sees the stupendous magnitude of the universe ; sees also that the human
intellect is a giant able to pick up worlds as playthings and spin them on

its linger tip, or bowl them as arguments along the course of its reasoning;

one hears them roll and rimible from Preface to conclusion of this large,

long book. Every manly man detests reading after a timid, careless,

trembling, or fumbling mind, and likes a fearless, frank, lucid, and thor-

ough-going thinker. Reading the book before us one wonders if there is

anywhere a mind more maturely broad-visioned or more youthfully bril-

liant, intre))id, and enterprising; if anywhere among scholars there is

greater avidity in pursuit of knowledge, or enthusiasm in its acquisition,

or more patient plodding after exhaustive information, or more careful,

sober reasoning on facts, or mind more expert in constructive and sys-

tematizing thinking; if any explorer of high plateaus or hardy climber

of defiant peaks with steadier head or surer foot, than one sees at work

in these pages. Let any who are afraid of science and dread or decry

philosophy read Bishop Foster and recover from phobias, panics, and

'antipathies. Through regions scientific and philosophic his argument

treads its ascending course, grand and stately, robed with infinite dig-

nities, crowned with eternal glories. Deep and high go his thoughts, to

the bottom and to the top of their vast subject, wide-ranging to the far-

thest frontiers of ascertainable fact, whence are seen auioral flashings of

truth to faith from beyond the horizon of demonstrated knowledge. Such

a book powerfully expands, strengthens, and establishes the mind.

Always the large view tranquilizes, pacifies, and steadies. It is the n;ir-

row view that is unsteady, tip])y, and in danger of upsetting; that m;ik( <

for nervousness, impatience, bigotry, . irritability, suspicion, and a i>ro-

carious faith afraid for its life. Faith, snagged on details, is floated fne

by generals and universals inflowing like ocean tides. Xothiug is ^-o

mighty to save as an elemental lift; as when the measureless east wind

blowing under the whole heaven rolls the sea shoreward in heaps, and with
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gcutle omnipotence buoys the stranded St. Paul off the Long Branch

sands. The reader reaching tlie end of this book has been carried so far,

as in a sky-mounting chariot, that he wonders he ever lived to get back.

He sympatliizes with the feeling Amanda Smith, the colored evangelist,

expressed after hearing Bishojj Foster preach: " It makes me dizzy, but

I'm glad I've got such a mighty Father." The height of the author's

great argument is calculated to fill one with adoring wonder and solemn

ecstasy; its intellectual climaxes and final spiritual culmination may easily

e.Kcitc a rapture fit to die in, and mount a disembodied spirit to " the

])alace of angels and God." Down from such heights a man might come

witli some such look upon his face as Moses wore after his interview with

Sinai's God; and it would scarce be strange if he should act and seem

like Lazarus, recalled from the spirit world, as Tarshish, the Arab phy-

sician, saw and described him in Bethany. Lazarus behaved like one who
has tasted blisses which make earth-joys cheap, whose soul, though in

tiie flesh, seemed to live in view of heavens unseen by others; no longer

measured or valued things by earthly standards, despised greatnesses and

saw in trifling facts prodigious import; lived bordering realms of glory

Which, conscious of, he must not enter yet—
The spiritual life around the earthly life;

The luw of that is known to him as this ;

His heart and brain move there. Lis feet stay here.

He has been face to face with realities so much greater than the passing

fortunes of this life's little sphere that nothing here has power to agitate

or disturb him. Prodigious armaments assembling to besiege his city

move him no more than the passing of a mule with gourds; and when
told that Rome is on her march to stamp out like a little spark his town,

his tribe, his crazy tale, and him, he merely looks with his large, stead}',

peaceful eyes on who would frigliten him. Man gets his bracing by

vision of the unseen universe of v.hich the visible cosmos is but a product

and phenomenon. And a bracing book, indeed, is this which our bishop

has given us. Not to read and study it should be counted a misdemeanor

in any minister able to buy or beg or borrow it.

A Crccdlcss Gospel and tJie Gottpd Creed. By Hentiy Y. Satterlkk, D.D. Rector of Cal-

vary Episcopal Church, New York city. 8vo, pp. 533. New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons. Price, cloth, $2.

In this book a prophet lifts up his voice in the name of the Lord, pro-

testing to his generation that the popular Christianity of to-day is not

in accord with New Testament Christianity, and sounding a strongly rea-

soned recall. It begins with an implied disapproval of the World's Par-

liament of Ileligions at Cliicago, and sympathizes with the Archbishop of

Canterbury's refusal to participate therein. It is divided into three parts

:

" A Creedless Gospel; " "The Gospel Creed;" "Witnesses for Christ."

It is broadly intelligent, frank, firm, and fearless. Advocating the for-

mation of bands among communicants in parishes, the author says: "In
this way our modern believers would find the kind of help the early

Christians had when they met together in caves and catacomijs as a little
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band misunderstood by and separate from the outer world. Like tlioso wit-

nesses of the prhnitive Church, they would gain the ins[)iration and stim-

ulus which conies from association and concentrated effort in followiii-' a

high religious aim; tliey would be brought face to face, tlirougli the in-

terchange of Christian sympathies, witli the realities of Christian diseij^lc.

ship, and not feel that a spiritual atmosphere is so unreal as it seems to

the outer world." And in a footnote he adds: "In modern Christian

life the Methodist system of 'classes' and 'class leaders' . . . gives iis a

glimpse of the kind of spiritual influences that accompany such associated

Christian efforts in the cause of Christ." Since this book appeared ils

author has been chosen bishop of the new diocese of Washington, D. C.

Having declined similar honors in Ohio and in Michigan he now acccjits

and will enter publicly on the labors of his bishopric on Palm Sunday at

the national capital. He has said: "I seriously ol>ject to being labeled

as belonging to any one school of tliought in the Church. I prefer to he

free and untrammeled. In some things I suppose I am a High Chureli-

man, in others Low, and in others Broad. I claim tlie right to live uji to

the comprehensiveness allowed in the Church, and to liold the truth as I

sec it, no matter by what name it may be called." Dr. Satterlee is a

manly, earnest, courageous, evangelical minister, with a passion for active

evangelization and a warm practical sym])athy for the poor and neglected.

He ha.s done great work for the disadvantaged and unbefriended, utiliz-

ing for that purpose the resources of his large and wealthy church.

Highways and hedges know his shepherding presence and voice. On

summer evenings during the twenty minutes preceding service-time he

would stand, dressed in his cossack and with bared head, at the outer

threshold of the vestibule of his church, greeting everyone who ap-

proached the entrance, friends and strangers alike, with a hearty " Goo<l

evening, I am glad to see you. AValkin!" extending both hand? ia

welcome. When the time for service arnved he would pass quickly back

into the vestry room, put on his preaching robe, and appear in the chancel

to conduct service and preach. Before dismissing the congregation

an invitation would be given for any wlio wished to remain for a biicf

religious conference. Then, when the bustle of the departing majority

was over, he would stand on the floor at the head of the middle aisle and talk

familiarly to those who had remained in the most direct, simple, arid

helpful way, driving straight at their spiritual needs and duties. I"

Chri.st Church, Brooklyn, Dr. Satterlee, preaching before the bishop and

clergy of the diocese of Long Island, urging that the Church should cher-

ish a broader, more brotherly and catholic spirit, learning wisdom fruiu

its own past mistakes, pointed his suggestion with this historic refcrcuec:

" If we had treated the :N[ethodists properly they would never have goi:e

out from us." Delivering the annual sermon to the graduating class of

Berkeley Divinity School at ]\Iiddletown, Conn., he charged the young

theologues not to imagine theirs to be the only ministry, but to look

abroad and rejoice in the great work which God is doing through h'^

servants of other communions, and to cultivate sympathy with all v.<io
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are sincerely laboring in the name of our common Lord and Master. "We

know of no man in the Protestant Episcopal body more worthy to be a

bishop than Dr. Satterlee.

T/ie inhicw of Denial. By Xw\ D. Sccdder, A.M. 12ino, pp. 153. New York : E. P.

Dutton & Co. Price, cloth, $1-

An abridgment of lectures given at Wellesley College. Six chapters

make up this little book on " The Movement of Doubt; " "The Renas-

cence of Faith;" "The Religion of Mystery;" " The Religion of Human-

ity;"
" The Religion of Morality;" "The Religion of Christ." Miss

Scudder in her Preface says: "The tone of the book throughout will be

found candidly Christian. . . . These pages will hardly appeal to the

thorouMiafjnostic; they speak, too often, a language strange to him, which

he will reject as fantastic and unreal. The book is meant for those who

seek, not for those who are at rest; perhaps, indeed, it could reach no

one who is not already earnestly wishing to accept Christianity. Even

90, the number of those to whom it is directed is very great." Here

arc some of the closing words of the book: "From Christianity all

inndern faith, however unconsciously, springs; to ChristiaTiity it must

return. The sense of finite ignorance, the passionate love for men, the

recognition of force making for righteousness—all these, with their colored

and partial glory, unite in the white and simple light of the Christian

faith. And hi the ideal Church of Christ arc found waiting the means

by which these great truths may be made part of the daily life of men.

Through her the glory of the Infinite is revealed to that humanity which,

standing at the height of natural evolution, serves as a meeting place be-

tween the material and the divine. In her as the family of brethren, nay,

the very body of Christ, is fully realized the collective conception of the

race as an organic whole. Her great sacraments present not only types of

spiritual truths, but channels through which the influx of the spirit^ of

ri'gliteousuess may purify and feed the human soul." Miss Scudder is a

gifted and highly cuUivated voman.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITER.VTURE.

LcUeiy: of Matthew Arjiold. Collccterl and arranged by Gkorge W. E. Russell. 2 vols.,

1-^mo, pp. 909. New York : Macmillan & Co. Price, cloth, S-3.

In these letters there is little additional to his published writings on

the themes mostly treated therein. We do not find in the privacy of per-

sonal correspondence any fuller or freer utterance of the views with which

lie most attracted public attention when alive. To his previous intel-

lectual contribution these volumes add little, nor is there in theni any

•^ppcial play of mental brilliancy. Their interest and value chiefly lie in his

o;)ininns on various people and things and in showing us the man as he

moved in life's ordinary aitairs and in domestic and friendly relations.

It is remarked that tl-eyexhibit his faculty for keen enjoyment, his manly

endurance of adverse fate, buoyancy in breasting diihculties, unremitting
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solicitude for those nearest bis heart, love of chihlren, childlike pUa^ur.in his own performance., laboriousness in a life of unrenLanerativc drudg-ery a nature essentially religious, and a constant remembrance of his o^ldoctnne that conduct is three fourths of life. He Mas a sort of moderMarcus Aurehus. The letters begin witb 1848, and the first ones Hvglimpses of the commotions agitating Europe in that troublous year .vhich
set so many hearts and institutions a-tremble. Matthew Arnold mii,<dcdm the great mob Avhich rioted in Trafalgar Square in March of that T^arnoted the dm and whirl and brutality which envelop a movement of thimasses, and anticipated "a ^vave of more than American vulgaritv, mora!
antcllectual, and social, preparing to break over" England. He .av.'

It is the intelligence of the idea-moved masses of France which makesthem politically as far superior to the insensible masses of EnHand as to
the Ivussian serfs."' He meets Emerson in London and is told bv him
that Carlylc is much agitated by the course of things, had knJwn aEuropean revolution to be inevitable, but had expected the old state of
h.ngs to ast out his time; now Carlyle was giving "our British institu-
tions, as they are called, aristocracy, Church, etc., five vears to live"

_

Ihe ridiculous terror of people liore is beyond belief. Tell Miss Mar-
tineau It is said here that Monckton Milnes (afterward Lord Houghton)
refused to be sworn in as a special cmstable that he mi-ht be free to as'-sume the post of President of the Republic at a moment's notice "

(In
1«48 Great Britain was expected by many to become a republic.) Matthew
Arnold writes his eldest sister, "I am not sure but I agree in Lamartine's
prophecy tliat one hundred years hence the Continent will be a -ront
united federal republic, and England, all her colonies gone in a dull
steady decay." [The one hundred years are already about half o-one bv

]Arnold at the age of twenty-nine writes thus bluntly to his siJter 3h.W. E. Forster: " I am by nature so very dificrent from you, the worldly
element enters so much more largely into my composition that as I be-
come formed there seems to grow a gulf between us, which tends to
widen till we can hardly hold any intercourse across it." He reads Bacon
Pindar, Sophocles, Milton, Thomas A Kempis, and Ecclesiasticus, and is
sickened of modern literature, whicli ho finds " not bracinir or edifying in
the least." Li ISoS it was the opinion of Lord John Russell that Matthew
Arnold was the one rising young poet of that day. Spending a Sunday i.>

Oxford, in ISot, Arnold is struck with the apathy and poorness of the peo-
ple there, and with the ])etty pottering habits of the students as compared
with those of Paris, Germany, or even London. Animation and jiower of
work are wanting. Xewman's religious movement, which kept the plac<"
from stagnating, lias gone, and nothing better has come to take its place
However, Arnold hopes that "the infusion of Dissenters' sous of that
muscular, hard-working, t/;;Wase middle class-for this it is in spite of iis

abominable disagrceableness—may brace the flaccid sinews of Oxford a
little." He says that what made his father, Arnold of Rugby, great w:is
''that he was not only a good man, saving his own soul bv righteousness
but that he carried so many others with him in his hand,and°savcd thein,
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if they would let him, along with himself." Ou the publication of a new
volume of "Modern Painters,'' this is his criticism on Ruskin, "the man
mid his character too febrile, irritable, and weak to allow him to possess the

ordo concatenatioque teriy As he grows older he learns " to make habitual

war on depression and low spirits," which are " noxious alike to body
and mind and partake of the nature of death." One May day the man of

thirty-five writes, "I have a positive thirst to see the Alps again, and
two or three things I have in hand which I cannot finish till I have again

l)reathcdand smeltSwissair." lie thinks his tragedy, "Merope," has "what
Buddha called 'the character of fixity, that true sign of the law,' " and
writes a friend in Italy, " 3Iake Browning read it if he is in Florence. As
to his wife, I regard her as hopelessly confirmed in her aberration from
lic'ilth, nature, beauty, and truth." He says that to unite perfection of

thought and feeling with that of form is difiicult unless one can devote

one's whole life to poetry, as "Wordsworth and Byron and Shelley could,

niid also "Tennyson, a far inferior natural power to either of the three."

Of ft public dinner at Birmingham he writes: " I heard John Bright to

perfection. The company was dismally obscure, the dinner abominably
bad, the speaking, all but his, unutterably wearisome; but his speech
made amends. He is an orator of almost the highest rank—voice and
manner excellent; perhaps not quite flow enough—not that he halts or

stammers, but I like sometimes to have more of a rush than he ever gives

you. He is a far better speaker than Gladstone." Of John Stuart Blackie

Arnold writes: "He is an animated, pleasant man, with a liking for all

sorts of things tliat are excellent. For the rest, an e^j>rit as confused and
hoity-toity as possible, and as capable of translating Homer as of making
tlie Apollo Beh-idere." This is a travel note: "What wounds one's feel-

ings in Holland is the perpetual consciousness that the country has no busi-

ness there at all. You see it all below the level of the water, soppy, hideous,

and artificial; and because it exists against nature nobody can exist

there except at a frightful expense, which is very well for the natives,

^vho may bo thankful to live on any terms, but disagreeable for foreigners

who do not like to pay twice as much as elsewhere for being half as com-
f'Ttable. "What is most disagreeable is the climate; you live in a con-

stant smell of ooze, at least in summer; hot ooze when in the sun, cold
oo/e when you go under the trees." From Strasburg, in 1859, he
l^rophesies that in case of war between the two nations bordering the Rhine
"the French will beat the Prussians all to pieces, without doubt."
-Mill's book on Liberty is "one of the few books that inculcate tolerance

"1 an unalarming and inolTensive way." Upon Carlyle's death he writes:

"I never much liked Carlyle, He seemed to me to be ' carrying coals to

•Newcastle;
' preaching earnestness to a nation which had plenty of it by

"ature, but was less abundantly supplied with several other useful things."
'le finds Emerson of far more use than Carlyle. Robert Burns "is a beast,

^Mth splendid gleams, and the medium in which he lived, Scotch peas-
ii'it^, Scotch Prcsbyterianism, and Scotch drink, is repulsive." Arnold
speaks of " tlie intellectual vulgarity" of the London Times. "I do not
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think Tennyson a grand et puissant esprit ; and therefore I do not rcallv

set much store by hiin, in spite of his popuhirity." "The real truth i*-;

that Tennyson, with all his temperament and artistic skill, is delicieut in

intellectual power; and no modern poet c:in make very much of ids busi-

ness unless he is preeminently strong in this. Goetlie owes his grandeur

to his strength in this, althougli it even hurt his poetical operations bv its

immense predominance.'' Arnold says, "Homer leaves Shakespeare

witli all his uuequaled gifts—and certainly there never was any such nat-

urally gifted poet—as far behind as perfection leaves imperfection." He
speaks of reading the '

' Odyssey " to keep himself from putrefaction. From
these two volumes of Arnold's letters Americans can get a pretty com-
plete idea of Ids opinion of them and their country. In our war time,

1862, lie thinks it has become "indispensable to give the Americans a

moral lesson," and fervently hopes it will be given. He thinks the feel-

ing of kinship between the two countries does not count for much; " after

immediate blood relationship the relationship of the soul is the only im-

portant thing, and this one has far more with the Freucli, Italians, ur

Germans than with the Americans." In ISSiJ, "I do not think the bulk

of the American nation r.t present gives one the impression of being mt.dc

of fine enough clay to serve the highest purposes of civilization." In this

country he Avrites: "This morning I have been to hear ^"ard Beechcr.

His management of his voice and hold on his vast audience struck me
wonderfully, but the sermon was poor. They said he knew I was coming

and was on his good behavior, and therefore constrained. At the end of

the service lie came down into the area to see me, gave me the notes of

his sermon, said I had taught him much, that he had read my rebukes of

him too, and that they were just and had done him good." The American

press is "an awful symptom;" the "best paper is the Ei-cning Post, writ-

ten by Godkin, an expatriated Anglo-Irishman." The Boston Herald is

"a coarse paper, but perliaps the strongest in America." "A Detroit

newspaper compared me, as I stooped nov,- aiid then to lock at my man-

uscript on a music stand, to 'an elderly hird peeking at grapes on a

trellis.' " " An American told the Bishop of RocIk ster that 'Denver Avas

not ripe for :\[r. Arnold.'" His daughter "is in bliss at Xew York, b;-,t

slieis a goose to prefer it to Canada." "The hills of the Ohio Valley at

Cincinnati are really picturesque, and the views from the park-like heigiits

around were very fine. The river, with its wooded hills, had a curve which

bore a startling resemblance to Yr^indermere, with its curve at the island,

only the Ohio was much broader." "Quebec is the most interesting

thing I have seen on this continent, and I th.ink I would sooner be a p-oor

priest in Quebec than a rich hog merchant in Chicago." " The political

.'^ense of the people " of America seems to be "sounder than with us, anu

is the soundest thing they have." The New Yv'orld buys his books, li'"

says, because they arc "novel and strange; " " the New AVorld is getting

very large and strong; "
ii is books have "done nuich good in America.

Of Drummond's Natural Jmw in iuc SpiHtuul ^'.'orulhQ writes: "All the

religious world, and even the more serious portion of the aristoeratical
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world, liavc accepted the book as a godsend, and are saying to themselves

I hut here at last is safety and scientific shelter for the orthodox supcrnat-

unilisms ^YlIich seemed menaced with total defeat." What Arnold sees

ill America is "the civilization of the Australian colonies and not of

Kurope—distinctly inferior to that of Europe.'' The " capital defect of

life" in America is that "compared with life in England, it is so nnin-

tcrestinf', so without savor and -without depth." Of General Grant's

Mfinoirn he says: " Grant is shown by this book to be one of the most

.solid men they have had. I prefer him to Lincoln. E.xcept Franklin I

know hardly any one so !>cV)St-standig, so broad and strong-sighted, as

well as firm charactered, that they have had."

Anima Poctae. From the uupuWished noteboots of Samuki. Taylor COLEr.inGE. Edited

liy Ep.N-f:sT Hartley Colkiiidgk. 8vo, pp. 271. Boston and New Yort: Houghton

Mifflin &. Co. Price, cloth, S2.50.

Coleridge looked for a time when he might have opportunity and energy

to reduce to order the contents of his almost numberless notebooks, full of

rt'inarkable miscellaneous literary materials. The Preface of the book

l>efore us says: "The aim of the present work has been to present a col-

lection of unpublished aphorisms and sentences, and at the same time

to enable the reader to form some estimate of those strange self-commun-

ings to which Coleridge devoted so much of his intellectual energy, and

by means of which he hoped to pass through the mists and shadov.-s of

wofds and tlioughts to a steadier contemplation, to the apprehension, if

not the comprehension, of the mysteries of Truth and Being." The selec-

tions are arranged, as far as possible, in chronological order. The best

w;\y of making our readers acquainted with the book is by letting it speak

for itself through quotations. One curious item is that Coleridge Avas in

lifelong error about his birthday. He said it was October 20; his editor

^:iys it was October 31. Ucre are sample sayings: " Socinianism, moon-

liu'ht; Methodism, a stove. O for some sun to unite heat and light!"

"A most unpleasant dispute with Wordsworth and Ilazlitt. I spoke, I

fear, too contemptuously; but they spoke so irreverently, so malignantly

• f the Divine Wisdom that it overset me." Reading Barrow's treatise

"On the Pope's Supremacj-," Coleridge made a note on "the VEstrar.ge-

im of his style whenever his thoughts rendered it possible for the words

<> be pert, frisky, and vulgar." Speaking of "the inward light " he says,

'•InPlotinus the system of the Quakers is most beautifully expressed:

' It is not lawful to inquire from whence it originated,, for it neither ap-

proached hither, nor again departs from hence to some other place, but it

'ither appears to us or does not appear. So that we ought not to pursue

it as if with a view of discerning its latent original, but to abide in

•{'•'iet till it suddenly shines upon ns, preparing ourselves for the blessed

'«I>ectacle, like the eye waiting for the rising sun.'" "Religious

'!aug operates better on women than on men." George Dyer said to

Itickman, " Your aunt, sir, is a very sensible woman. Wliy, I read, sir,

"ly ' Ode ' to her, and she said it was a very pretty thing. There are very

f"W women, sir, that possess that fine discriminution, sir." Coleridge

22—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XH.
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writes: "Dear Sir Walter Scott and myself were exact but harmoniuiis
oppositcs iu this—that every old ruin, hill, or tree called up in his miiul a

host of historical or biographical associations; whereas I believe I f.houM
walk over the plain of Marathon without taking more interest in it than
in any other plain of similar features." "The gracious promises and
sweetnesses and aids of religion are as alarming and distressful to a triflin^f,

light, fluttering, gay child of fashion and vanity as its threats and re-

proaches and Avarnings." "St. Paul has well observed, 'By worldly
wisdom no man ever arrived at God,' but having seen him by the moral
sense, then we understand the outward world." " In the Preface of my
metaphysical works I should say, 'Once for all, read Kant, Fichte, etc.,

and then you v. ill trace, or, if you are on the hunt, track me.'" "With
friends and beloved ones follow the heart. Better be deceived twcDty
times tlian su-:pect one twentieth of once." Dr. Alexander Geddes, tho

author of a revised translation of the Scriptures, is described as "tlml
bubbling ice spring of cold-hearted, mad-headed fanaticism." "I seem
to feel that if France had been for ages a Protestant nation, and a Jlilton

had been born iu it, the French language would not have precluded tin-

production of a 'Paradise Lost,' though it might, perhaps, that of u

Ilanilet or a Lear." Every literary worker will understand Coleridge's

reluctance to destroy or throw away jiapers or magazines :
" I am ashamc'ii

to confess what pulling back of the lieart I feel whenever I wish to kiudU'

a tire with a hospital or harbor report, and what a cumulus lies on my
table. I am not able to conjecture of what use they can ever be, and ytt

trembling lest what I then destroyed might be of some use in the way of

knowledge." "Consider the incalculable advantage of chiefly dwelling

on the virtues of the heart, of habits of feeling and harmonious action,

'Cna. music of the adjusted string at the impulse of the breeze, and, on thf

other hand, the evils of books concerning particular actions, minute casta

of conscience, hair-splitting directions and decisions, O how illustratt<l

by the detestable character of most of Roman Catholic casuists !
" " S])cc-

ulative men are wont to be condemned. Who more speculative than Sir

Walter Paleigh ? Yet he, even he, brought iu the potato to Europe."

"Always bear iu mind that profound sentence of Leibnitz that men's in-

tellectual errors consist chiefly in denying. What they aftirm with feeling

is, for the most i)art, right." "Let England be Sir Philip Sidney, Shako-

speare, Milton, Bacon, Harrington, Swift, Wordsworth." "Leibnit?..

Lessing, Voss, Kant shall be Germany to me, let whatever coxcombs ris<-

up, and shrill it away in the grasshopper vale of reviews. And so sh;''!

Dante, Ariosto, Giordano Bruno be my Italy, Cervantes my Spain; aiM

O! that I could find a France for my love. But spite of Pascal, Madam''

Quyon, and Molicre, France is my Babylon, the mother of Avhorcdonis

in morality, philosophy, and taste." "The vile, cowardly, selfish, c-i\-

culating ethics of Paley, Priestly, Locke, and other Erastians do woe

fully influence us." "The progress of human intellect from earth !"

heaven is not a Jacob's ladder, but a geometrical staircase with five (•'

more lauding places." "I love beings sujierior to myself better than my
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(•(luiils. But the notion of inferiority is so painful to me that I never, in

common life, feel a man my inferior except by after reflection.''' " So re-

fcive, so believe divine ideas that ye may cam the right to understand

them. For faith should go before understanding, in order that under-

standing may be the reward of faith." " Aristotle admits that demon-

Htruted truths are inferior in kind of certainty to tlie indemonstrable

out of which the former are deduced." "The first man of science was he

wlio looked into a thing, not to learn whether it could furnislj him with

food, or shelter, or weapons, or tools, or ornaments, but who sought to

know it for tlie gratification of knowing; while he that first sought to

hioio in order to lo was the first philosopher." "There is no superstition

but what has religion as its base, and religion is only reason seen perspec-

tively by a finite intelligence." Coleridge was of opinion that Protestants

should require of a converted Romish priest no other recantation than

"a declaration that he admitted no outward authority superior to, or co-

ordinate with, the canonical Scriptures, and no interpreter that super-

seded or stood in the place of the Holy Spirit, enlightening tlie mind
of each true believer, according to his individual needs." He might be a

jjood Protestant by renouncing only this.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOrOGRAPHY.

Memories and Studies of War and Peace. By Archibald Forbes, with Portrait of the

Author. 8vo, pp. 3GS. Kew York : Charlea Scribner's Sous. Price, cloth, $3.50.

Forbes writes that the most brilliant of all the men who ever gained

reputation as war correspondents was that brave young Ohioan, J. A.

MacGahan, who, if he were alive, might possibly in the magnanimity of

his soul put the laurel upon Archibald Forbes's own war-worn Aveather-

l)caten brow. Couccrning MacGahan, Forbes writes :
" He was the hero

of that wouderful lonely ride through the Great Desert of Central Asia

to overtake Kauffmaim's Russian army on its march to Khiva. He
it was who stirred Europe to its inmost heart by the terrible and truthful

pictures of what have passed into history as the 'Bulgarian atrocities.'

It is, indeed, no exaggeration to aver that, for better or worse, Mac-
( Julian was the virtual author of the Russo-Turkish Avar. His pen-

jiictures of the atrocities so excited the fury of the Slav population

of Russia, that their passionate demand for retribution on the 'unspeaka-

ble Turk ' virtually compelled the emperor, Alexander H, to undertake

tlic war." The Armenian atrocities of to-day ought to precipitate the

nrmips of Europe upon the accursed Turk. Is there no MacGahan to stir

tlie righteous wrath of Christendom? Forbes and MacGahan were com-

• ados in many perils awd rivals in many a daring enterprise. Certain it

ii that these two have done more than any other modern men to make us

eyewitnesses of some of the most remarkable militray campaigns and
eonflicts of our century. Everybody wlio has a library ought to have in

it at least one such book as this, and of its kind we know of none surpass-
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ing it. Its style suits magnificently witli its tremendous subject. It •:<

as grimly splendid ;is an army marching on the enemy, as dashing and
fiery as a cavalry charge. Here arc some of the titles of these tcrritic car-

toons, piiintcd by the hand of a master: "Moltke Before Metz," "
Tlj.-

Dark Days of Sedan," "Ambush Against Ambush," 'Taris in Pros-

tration," "The Crushing of the Commune," "Tlie Death of the Prince
Imperial" (of France). Other chapters are entitled, "Ten Years of War
Correspondence," "The Future of the Wounded in War," "Distin-

guished Conduct ill the Field," "On the Old Warpath," "Soldiers I

nave Known." This concerning MacGahan in the Turko-Russian War

:

" His work throughout the long campaign was singularly effective, an-i

liis physical exertions extraordinary, yet he was suffering all throui;ii

with a lameness that would have disabled eleven out of twelve men. lie

had broken a bone in his ankle just before the declaration of war, and

when I first met him the joint was encased in plaster of Paris. He in-

sisted on accompanying Gourko's raid across the Balkans; and in tlie

Hankioj Pass his horse slid over a precipice and fell on its rider so that

his half-set bone was broken again. But the indomitable MacGahan
refused to be invalided by this mishap. He quietly had himself hoisted

on a tumbril, and so went through the whole adventurous expedition,

being involved thus helpless in several actions, and once all but falling into

the hands of the Turks. He kept the front throughout, long after I hud

gone home disabled by fever; he brilliantly chronicled the fall of Pleona

and the surrender of Osman Pasha; he crossed the Balkans with Skobu-

leff in the dead of that terrible winter; and finally, at the premature

age of thirty-two, he died, characteristically, a martyr to duty and to

friendship. When the Russian armies lay around Constantinople waiting

for the settlement of the Treaty of Berlin, typhoid fever and camp pesti-

lences were slaying their tens of thousands. Lieutenant Greene, an

American oflicer attached ofricially to the Russian army, fell sick, and

MacGahan devoted himself to the task of nursing his fellow-countryman.

His devotion cost him his life. As Greene was recovering ^ilacGabun

sickened of malignant typhus; and a few days later they laid him in hi-'

far-off foreign grave, around which stood weeping mourners of a dozen

nationalities." To Archibald Forbes's thinking no spectacle he ever saw

vied in human interest with that ])resent.ed by the simple cordiality and

tenderness of the arrival of the old Kaiser Wilhelm I at his Potsdam

home immediately after the ending of the Franco-German war. "Lon^

before the time named for the arrival of the royal train the jilatform of

the Potsdamer railway station was thronged with notabilities. There weie

Bismarck in his white cuirassier uniform, and Moltke, and Roon, and

other princi])al personages of the great headquarters staff. There was

the venerable Marshal Wrangel, a still older soldier than his sovereign.

There, too, were Vogcl vou Falkenstein, grim and gray, and old

Steinmetz, come from his distant Posen governorship. Of ladies and

children of the royal house the name was Legion. In a siding opposite

the platform, whether by accident or design, had been shunted a h'>'^-
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„ital train, from the windows of which palUJ faces looked out on the

l.rilliant scene. Upon the carriage roofs clustered convalescents; and u

litt!i;'s<niad of fellows maimed at Spichercn and Boniy gave Steiumetz u

.l,^.i.r-old 'Immcr Vorwiirts,' as they styled him; and so with gossip

,.h1 endless kindly greetings the moments of expectancy passed. At

snund of the distant whistle, out from the waiting room btalked Bis-

mirck Wran^^el doffed Ms plumed helmet; a stream of ladies and chil-

.In-n followed Bismarck's stalwart form. In two minutes more the train

,-„lled up to the platform. Then rose a mighty shout of cheering; and

,lH-re at the auria-e window stood the emperor looking out on his family

nnd servants. A moment later, and he was down the steps kissmg

ihe dowa-cr Queen Elizabeth. It seemed as if the women of his race

were mobbing him as they crowded round him for his kisses, while grand-

children hung about his knees. The old man was brushing his shaggy

cvelashes with the back of his baud as he struggled through the women

fLlk about him. In his path stood ' Papa ' Wrangel, a beam from the

settin- sun Gashing on his snow-white hair. The soldier patriarch raised

his ha°nd and tried to utter a welcome, but his voice failed him, and the

tears rolled down his face. His master, not less moved, kissed his aged

servant affectionately on both checks. The two old soldier comraacs

nnbraced and Steiumetz's wounded fellows on the carriage roofs cheered

the mutual greeting. Then the emperor grasped Bismarck by the hand

and kissed him too, and old Steiumetz as well, forgiven for his waste of

men on the slope over against Gravelottc ; he kissed his way right through,

o-it into the waiting room, hand in hand with the empress, who was shed-

ding quiet tears. The scene was like an April day, showers and sunshine

tear's and smiles; all state and ceremony were swept away in the gush of

homely affection. When his majesty had reached the palace the cheers

of his Berlluers kept him long lingering on its threshold ;
over and over

again he had to come out on the balcony with the empress; and his^final

appearance was at the accustomed corner window, at which he had shoA%n

liimself when the declaration of war was announced. That war was now

triumphantly finished, and the old Kaiser Wilhelm had come home from

his last campaign."

Thl, Goodly Frame, the Emth. By Farxcis Tiffany. Crown Svo pp. 304. Boston f.nd

New Yori : UouRhton, Mifflin & Co. Price, cloth, ornamenul, Sl.W-

This is a sprightly, sparkling, glowing, and buoyant book of travels

one of the most delightful of its kind, containing "strong impressions of

soones, incidents, and persons in a journey touching Japan, China, Egypt,

Palestine, and Greece "-in fact, a trip around the world. There is noth-

vvr humdrum, prosy, or hackneyed in it. Chapter eighth, on Japan,

be-ins thus: " Japan has just now reached her ebullient sophomore year

in the world-university curriculum. . . . At present the Japanese are top-

heavily overladen with conceit. Only think of it! How comparatively

few the years since the Imperial University of Tokio was founded under

the actual title,
' An Institution for E.xamining into the Writings of tiie
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Barbarians'—Newton, La Place, "Watt, Lyell, and Darwin, all summed
up under that engaging category! Yet, already, having squeezed what-

ever they knew out of German, French, English, American j)rofessor^,

have the Japanese quickly sent home the majority of them, and them-

selves taken their places; as equally they have done with European rail-

way contractors, civil engineers, shipbuilders, and locomotive builders,

and are beginning to do even with Teutonic brewers of lager beer. Did
the world ever see the like! Very natural the feeling that they have

sucked the whole contents of the occidental scientific orange and thrown

away the skin." Ilis impressions of the Chinese are like our own: "One
cannot but feel that there is latent in them the stuff of a giant future,

after once the mighty throes of revolution that are at hand shall have

steeped them in scalding tears and chilled them in icy waters and forged

them under the trip-liaramer blows of sure-coming destiny." Here is a

glimpse of another race: "The Egyptians have been called the mo.=.t

patient of the peoples of the world. This patience, does it root in their

impassive nervous fiber, or is it the result of self-control? Certain it i:)

that one sees no end of babies of six months, their faces thick with swarm-

ing flies, and each eye itself constantly run over by the legs of at least a

dozen, who never so much as "wink, much less lift a tiny hand to brush

the pests away. Many the minister at home, a man of ascetic moral train-

ing and high spirituality, v.ho is yet more carnally exercised, even in tie

full fervor of his discourse, by a single fly persistently dis{X)rting aronn'l

the sensilive flanges of his nostrils, than are these little innocents by

swarms of them. Under like aggravation an American l)aby would m;ikc-

the welkin ring. The historic question inevitably precipitated by such a

nervous phenomenon is whether American babies, already .*o high-struug

and rebellious at the age of six months, could ever develop into a race

capable of building the pyramids." We copy some of Mr. Tiflany's com-

ments on the criticisers of missionary work : "As a general rule it will

be found that the more dissolute and shameless the life an American.

Englishman, or German is leading in Japan (or elsewhere) the more con-

scientiously he is opposed to missions and the lower in the scale does he

rate the motives and character of missionaries. Really pathetic, for ex-

ample, is it to hear him enlarge on the cruelty of introducing the sta'-d-

ards of our severe and ascetic American sisters among these unconscious

children of nature, their eyes not yet open to the fatal knowledge of gooil

and evil. Along with these stanch cliampions of the primitive Eden l>e-

fore the fall into the lost innocency of moral distinctions, one encounters

another class equally severe on missionaries. It consists of hypersensuivc.

assthetic natures so ethereally organized as to live in perpetual danger

of 'dying of a rose in aromatic pain.' They tremble lest under the sirocio

breath of the missionary the aroma will be dispelled from the flower, the

dew exhaled from the jirass. As, after the most exhaustive investigation.

I could never discover that any representative of either of these clasje^

had ever l)ecn near a mission, I was forced to the conclusion that their

judgments were cither too dissolutely or too aesthetically a pri&ri to be
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entitled to great weight." "It is a bit exasperating to read mucli that

)i;i8 beeu written by Americans, who, perhaps, were scientifically keeo-

cycd, but with about the religious eudowmeut of monkeys, on the ab-

Kunlityand futility of every kind of mission." " Like every other nation,

Japan is indebted to missions for its highest religious and maleriiil de-

velopment." Of the contempt of the Chinese for foreigners and their

civili7-ation he says: "It is a contempt Atlas in height, continental in

Itrcadth, oceanic in depth—a contempt in scecula saculorum. One is

awed by it. One yearns for a massiveness of nature capable of so Mont

Blanc a solidity of contempt-sensation. I repeat it. Something sub-

lime is there in beholding for once the virtue of conservatism developed

\o Himalayan proportions. If Confucius really did this all of himself

then I rank him next to the law of gravitation." Speaking of the filth

and Hastiness of Chinese cities he writes: "The one predominant feeling

witli my friend and myself as we emerged from the gate of Shanghai was

a longing to bo hung out for a month on a clothesline in a gale of wind.

Carbolic acid and chloride of lime would have seemed perfumes of rarer

fragrance than heru)troi>e or tea roses."

FVom Far Formosa. The Island, Its People, and MIs.=Ions. By Gkorge Lesue Mackay,
D.D., twenty-three years a missionary In Formosa. Edited by the Itev. J, A. MacDoxau).
8vo, pp. 346. New York and Chicago: FlerainK H. Rcvell Company. Price, buckram

decorated, S'^.

The author is known as the missionary hero of the Canadian Presbyte-

rian Church. Having been educated at Toronto, Princeton, and Edin-

burg, he went to Formosa in 1873, when there was not one church,

cliapcl, or native Christian to be found in its cities, on its plains, or among

its mountains. Beginning as a lone stranger his mission now includes

sixty organized native churches, with a baptized membership of 2,719,

each church being in charge of a triiined native minister. There is a

training school for preachers, a school for the education of girls and the

instruction of Bible women, a hospital and dispensarj'. The book con-

tains, in addition to the story of apostolic missionary labors, chapters on

the geology and botany of Formosa and the ethnology of its inhabitants.

There is a glimpse of ]>erils fi-om mobs in the open streets, assassins in

dark places, savage tribes known as " Black Flags " in the mountains, and

their stealthy "head hunters" in the border lands. The maps and fre-

quent illustrations add to the interest and value of the book, which is a

distinct addition to missionary literature.

MISCELLANEOUS.

-*- Victorian Antholomi- Edited by Edmund Clarence Stedman. I..argG Svo, pp. 730.

.New York and Boston : Houghton, Miffllu & Co. Price, gilt top, cloth, $2.60.

The selections in this volume are limited to the poetic yield of the

British nation, including England's colonics during the reign of Victoria,

dating from 1837 to 1895. This book is based on and its selections are
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reVJew
illustrative of ^Ix. Stedinau'.s previous volnraej which was a critical
of Britisli poetry during the reigu of the present sovereign. As ^ooil a
picture of the queen as we have ever seeu prefaces the volurae° The
reigns of England's two great queens, Elizabctli and Victoria are marked
by unequulcd imaginative fertility. Choice and typical selections from
four hundred and forty-three poets of the latter rei-u are in tliis delirrbtful
and valuable book. The colonial minstrelsy of India, Australasia, and
the Dominion of Canada is here also, including Toru Dutt, Rudyard
Kipling, and Bliss Carman. Among our latest contemporaries in the^e
selections are Austin Dobson, .Andrew Lang, Edmund Gosse, Kobert Louis
Stevenson, W. J. Dawson, Eric Mackay. William Watson, Norman Gale
and Richard Le Gallienne. Alfred Austin, made Poet Laureate since
this book appeared, is classed with the "composite idvllic school," and
ouly four sliort selections are made from the voluminous cflusions of his
muse. Evidently Stedmaa did not rate him anywhere among England's
foremost living singers. Tt is hardly possible to sav too much for tlie f ne
taste and consummate good sense which have culled this unsurpassed col-
lection from the flowering fields of Queen Victoria's reign and realm.

B\€S^ Jie Dntdgeni. By Wii.LiAvr C. Gan-.vktt. 36mo, pp. 29. ChicaKo: Charles H.
Kerr A: Co. Price, paper, 10 cents.

Eighty-three thousand copies of this tract have been sold. The author
offers it as a discourse on a fresh beatitude. Michael Augelo is quoted:
" Nothing makes the soul so pure, so religious, as the endeavor to create
.something perfect

; for God is perfection, and whoever strives for it strives
for something that is Godlike." Two cobblers being asked how lontr it

takes to become a good shoemaker, one said, "Six years, and then you
must travel; " the other said, "All your life, sir " Maydole, the Central
New York liammer-maker, said to .James Parton, " I liave made hammers
here for twenty-eight years." " Well, then you ought to be able to make
a pretty good hammer by this time." "No sir. I jiever mnke a pretty
good linnimer. I make the best hammer in the United States." The
president of the Cambria railworks in Pittsburg, emijloying seven thou-
sand men, being asked the secret of such an enormous development of
business, answered: "We have no secret. We always try to beat our
last batch of rails. That's all the secret we have." Tracts like this

cheer the world's toilers and make drudgery seem divine. It might
profitably be read by eighty-three thousand more.

Tfte Spiritual Life: Bible Lectures. By Gkokgk C. Nekdiiam. 13mo. pp. eG2. rhiladc!-
pbia : American Baptist Publication Society. Prtce, cloth, $1.

Fourteen chapters on the Bible and how to study it, made by an evan-
gelist who uses the Scriptures for immediate practical effect upon the

minds and hearts and lives of men.
Home ^Takina. Ry u.v Maci-akkn'. ICtuo. rP- IS. Christ Ennurjh. By Ha.v.vaii W.

Smith. IGmo, pp. 14. Joy, Rrst, and Faith. By nKNur Uul-mmosd. ICmo, pp. iG.

New York
: "Wilbiir B. Ketchain. Price, paper, ornamental, each, 15 cts.

The quality of these booklets is defined by the well-known character of

their authors.
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Akt. I.—the new psychology.

AViTiiix tlie past seven years nearly thirty American nniver-

>;itie.-? have established, in connection with their departments of

jjliilosophy, laboratoiies equijiped for the new or experimental

))?ychology. This interesting movement is traceable to a pre-

vious but slower one in tlie universities of Germany, which is

strongly stimulating the philosophic thought of the world. The

jiopnlar interest in mental phenomena, shown by the preva-

lence of public hy]motic exhibitions, spiritualistic seances, faith

liealing, and similar perversions of true science, can now be

gratified in a way tliat is wholesome yet thoroughly scientific

and naturally attractive to the keen American mind. The re-

t'L-nt publication of Dr. Scripture's readable work* in this field,

and of its modest, clear, and skillfully planned predecessor,

written by Dr. Sanfordf—the first English book written in

this newest department of psychology—lias opened up a mine of

valuable mental possibilities for American students and teachers.

Experimental psychology occupies, in philosophy a place cor-

responding to that of Methodism in religion. As from the

cleansing truth that '' He that believeth on tlie Son of God
hath the witness in himself," and the other truth that "If thou

•>lialt confess with thy mouth Jesus as Lord, and shalt believe

iu thy heart that God raised him from the dead, thou shalt be

•saved: for witli the lieart man believeth unto righteousness

;

• Thinking, FecUng, and Doino: A Popular Psychologu, 1S0.">.

+ -I Course in Experimental Pauchology, 1S95. Th>,'re is also a small French work by
BlU'-t, Introduction a la Pi^ycholngi,- tlxprrimcntvlk, Paris, ISM.

23 FIFTH SEFvlKS, VOL. XII.
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and with the inontli confession is made unto salvation" (R. V.,
experimental i-eligion has produced the greatest spiritual reno-
vation in modern Church history, so there is now growing ur,

a novel and invaluable science of mind, rooted in the k-i^il

facts of repeated and accurate experiment upon every phase vi
mental life.

Like many other cliangcs in philosophic thought, experi-
mental psychology had its scientific origin in astronomy. In

1795 Maskelyne, the astronomer-royal in Greenwich Observa-
tory, while scrutinizing the transit records of his assistant, Kiu-
nebrook, found them constantly too slow by amounts varying
from .5 to .8 of a second—a very lai-ge error in such exact
work. He expostulated, but in vain. The errors continued.

Finally he discharged the assistant for ch.ronic inaccuracy. A
similar difficulty was detected later by Bcssel (17S4-1S46), the

eminent astronomer at Konigsberg, Prussia, who found his own
transit records one second in advance of those of his contem-
poraries, Argelander's being one and a quarter seconds slower

than his, Avhile those of Struve were quicker. He could n..t

understand why such errors, varying from .3 of a second to

one second, could be made by such expert observers ; and find-

ing that the variations were constant in each one's records, and

could not be due to the instruments or conditions of observa-

tion, v.-hich were the same for all, he correctly inferred that tlie

errors were mental, that the minds of the observers acted at

different sj^eeds by amounts which were appreciable and meas-

urable. This constant margin of error he called the "personal

equation." It is now always calculated carefully for each o\>-

server, and must always be considered, together with correc-

tions for atmospheric refraction and other hindrances, in order

to attain absolute accuracy.

The historical origin of experimental psychology is traceable

to the Kantian philosophy. The metaph.ysics of this nniqiii^'

thinker (lT2-i-lS04) terminated in a dualism of idealism and.

realism. The idealistic phase was expanded variously by Fiehtf.

the subjective idealist (1762 -ISU), and Schelling, the objeetivr

idealist (1775-1854), and culminated in the absolute idealism ">

Hegel (1770-1831), beyond M'hom idealistic metaphysics will

probably never go. The realistic phase was developed by

Herbart (1 776-1841), who thereby turned the thought of Gcr-
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many, uikI tlierefore of the world, into its present psychological

cliannels, and is to-day the ruling spirit of philosophical Europe.

Iliri ^i,n-eat work, Psijchologie ah Wissefischaft, ^\'a.s issued in 1S24.

TIjc interest in psychology which it aroused was enlarged by

Lotze (1817-81), whose Jledicitiische Psychologies published in

1S53, gives due prominence to the physiological acconipani-

inent of mental actions. Eight years later an epochal change

originated with the issue in 1860 of Feclmers (1801-87)

Psycho-Physik, in which the important discoveries of E. H.

Weber (1795-1878) concerning the connection between stimuli

and the resulting sensations, known as Weber's Law, were elab-

orated and reduced to exact formulation. Fechner emphasized

the relationship of the psychical and physical factors, as his

term ^^psycho-jjhysik^^ implies. The interest and controversies

aroused by his theories were still prevalent when Wundt (born

1832) published at Leipzig in 1874 his Grimdzuge derPhysiolog-

ischen Psychologies combining the somewhat diverse influences

of Lotze and Fechner, and showing the great value of the tlien

recently founded science of physiological psychology. T.his

originated in the discoveries of the physiologists Fritsch and

Ilitzig, who had been experimenting on the localization of

function in the brains of dogs, and had found that stimulation

of certain parts of the brain produced movements in corre-

sponding parts of the dogs' bodies. AVnndt accordingly saw

tlie possibility of applying the experimental method not merely

to the body but to the mind, especially the human mind. Ee-

membering the well-known ''personal equation" of the astron-

omers, he inferred that all mental action might periiaps be

cajiable of similar exact measurement. lie therefore started at

Leipzig, in 1878, the first laboratory in the world for the ex-

porimentc.l study of mental life.

Experimental psychology, which uses ajiparatus to study the

uiind, is thus the reverse of physics, which observes the action

•'f natiiral forces by means of apparatus. Tlie main pu.rpose of

this new science is tlie accurate measurement of mental acts.

How long does it take to remember, to discriminate betweeji

two colors? How delicate and reliable are our space percep-

tions? IIow much energy is expended in thinking? The new
p-yciiology vouches a trustworthy answer to thousands of such

j'iv.-tions. From a large fund of exact facts it endeavors to
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formulate reliable rules of mental life, and to generalize the.^o

into laws wliicli can stand in sturdy independence of metaphys-

ical vagaries with the unimpeachable declaration, " Thus saitli

consciousness in the name of careful, repeated, and verified ex-

periment."

The facts of experimental psychology arc best secured bv

the laboratory method. Each mind to be experimented on

must be suitably isolated from all disturbances, especially noises

and strong liglits. The mental laboratory should be a small

building in a secluded place, with many sound-proof rooms, ami

with neutral-tinted walls devoid of all adornment except, per-

haps, injunctions to "silence/' Obeying these, and passing

through the various rooms, one sees benches and tools for ro-

]>airing and constructing apparatus, tables convenient for invus-

tigations, and cabinets filled with various supplies ; large squiire.-

of white, black, and colored cardboards; colored papers, gummc'l

letters and figures, photographs and engravings, electric keys,

wires, batteries, and motors
;
glass and rubber tubing ; some

chemicals; stand rods and clamps. Here are also a series oi"

"nonsense syllables," such as ZAZ, BIF, WUL, SOS, and GUG.
These are mounted on small squares of white cardboard, and

being quite devoid of suggestions are invaluable in memory ex-

periments. For similar j^ni-poses are mounted some series of

grammatical forms, nouns, verbs, and conjunctions. Which can

we remember best, and why ? And what are the subtle pioc-

esses of speech ? Arranged in show cases are lai-ge cl;istir

models of the brain, illustrating the location of cerebi-al func-

tion, and models of the eye, ear, and other sense organs. Iler'j

is a group of instruments for testing the time tense—pendulum.-,

stop-watches, and the sensitive chronoscope whose dials indicate

the thousandth ])art of a second in reaction time. For arguing

the correctness of spatial judgments there are standard meter.-,

sliding tubes, and the indispensable kymograph—a revolvini--

drum with tracing paper for recording nn'nute intervals aivi

distances. The delicacy of the sense of touch and pressure i.-

examined by many simple but important devices—corks, }^in.~

mounted in various figures, hairs, and soft brushes, weights.

balances, dynamometers, and ivory-pointed compasses to h*^'

drawn slowly over the skin to test its sensitiveness in different

places. Here are thermometers, metal disks, beakers, and tf-t
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tubes for studying the temperature sense, and small pointed

bniss rods for detecting the peculiar hot spots and cold spots in

tlic skin, of which many interesting maps have been made. In

another sliow case are carefully prepared solutions of quinine,

suf-ar, salt, and other substances used in taste sensations ; and

even smell, proven to be by far the keenest of all the senses,

is experimentally measured by the " olfactometer," or odor

measurer— a graduated tubular instrument showing the relative

f-cnsitiveness of the tNvo nostrils to various odors.

Passing on, we notice delicate levers, arm-rests, pulleys, and

many devices for observing the sense of motion and of muscular

effort—a field that has yielded many precious data for the ex-

planation of space perception. In other rooms is the apparatus

for the more familiar realms of sight and hearing—prisms,

lenses, spectroscopes, binoculars, and revolving disks for analyz-

ing the phenomena of color-blindness, optical illusions, the

secrets of retinal action in vision, and the beauties of color-

mixing. Here are tuning forks, sonometers, resonators, and

telephones for measuring delicate discriminations in pitch, the

influence of auditory fatigue, the mental phenomena of har-

mony, and the ability to locate the origin of external sounds.

Finally, we come to a "dark room," for experiments in aesthet-

ics, seeking the standai'ds of art, not in the old way of attempt-

ing to understand a masterly picture or statue, but by the

simpler and better method of grouping the artistic elements

—

white lines, curves, and angles—in the most agreeable combina-

tions, proceeding thence to colored lines and then to more com-

plicated patterns, carefully testing and noting the artistic effect

of each arranjrement. Thus a true science of aesthetics is

being formed, of great service to the artistic and commercial

worlds.

These varieties of apparatus are used in two general kinds

of tests. In individual experiments each subject works sepa-

rately. In "ma-is" experiments a number of persons act in

concert. The former is much more exact, though laborious.

The mass method yields more data, but is less accurate. The
best subjects for the experiments are normal adult minds, such

as those of university students. But extremely important

researches are being made in other directions. The abnormal

or diseased minds of hospital and asylum patients furnish valu-
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able facts. Cliild psjcliolog-j—tlie study of the mental pecr.l-

iarities of children—is a phase of the new science which i.s

raj^idly coming into prominence, from its direct bearing upon
primary schools and kindergartens. Comparative psycholoirv

—the study of the psychic life of animals—has welcomed the

ex])erimental method, and rabbits, guineu-pigs, dogs, monkeys,

and even the microscopic Amoeba, have been used as laboratory

subjects. The facts tlius secured have been of real, thougli

collateral, service to human psychology.

Thus it is that every niche and crevice of the mental world

can be searched and compelled to yield its treasures. The
mental differences due to age, sex, occupation, education, en-

vironment, and heredity; the influence of fatigue, of narcotics

and stimulants ; the relation of mind and brain ; the relative

delicacy and rapidity of action of the various senses ; the num-

ber of objects simultaneously perceivable ; the laws of atten-

tion, imagination, memory, and association ; the subtle phe-

nomena of hypnotism ; the psychic effects of the weathei'

—

these and many hundreds of similai- problems arc being attaclced

with a scientific enthusiasm, armed with the finest instruments

which modern skill can devise. Xor is this all. Not appeased

with their brilliant success in these more prosaic realms, the

daring followers of Herbart, led by the veteran "Wundt, have

actually invaded the sheltered citadels of emotional life. By

simple devices fastened to the finger tips, wrists, neck, and

breast, and thence connected by rubber tubing and indexes to

tracing papei- on the revolving drum of the kymograph, these

cunning inquisitors have accui'ately recorded and tabulated the

heart throbs and sighs, the smiles and starts, of their laboratory

victim,' while in joy, grief, fear, or sm-prise—^emotions easily

produced under laboratory conditions. And still insatiate, nor

content with these achievements, the devotees of the new \t^)'-

cholo2;y are alreadv bowing- at the soul's inmost shrine— the

will—and its mysteries are not only being unveiled, but actually

scrutinized, nieasured, tested, and tabulated, to the wonder

of spectators and to the joy of this victorious but reverciit

science.

Yet it is little more than one and a half decades since Wundt

opened his laboratory in Leipzig. ^Meantime others haveappcarod

in many universities of the world. There are eight in Ger-
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„^,,ny__at Leipzig (Wundt), Berlin (Ebbinghaus, since gone

to Breslau), Gottingen (Miiller), Bonn (Martins), Prague

(I lering), Munich (Stumpf, now at Berlin), Heidelberg (Kriipe-

lin), ;ind Freiburg in Baden (Miinsterberg, now professor at

Harvard). In France there are two—at the College de France

^llibot, 18SG) and at the Sorbonne (Biuet and Beuuis, 1S91).

In Switzerland there is one, at Geneva (Flournoy). Italy has

t^vo—one each at Eome (Sergi) and at Florence (Mantegazza).

Tlicre is one in England, at Cambridge (1891), one in Canada,

at Toronto (Kirschniann), and one in Japan, at Tokio (Dr.

Mortora).

The American universities lead the world, having twentv-six

or more laboratories as compared with the sixteen in all other

coimtries. The first was opened at Johns Hopkins, in 1SS3, by

(i. Stanley Hall, a pupil of Wundt, but has remained closed

since his departure for the presidency of Clark Uuivei-sity.

Tiiere are now five laboratories in Massachusetts institutions.

Tiiat at Harvard is the best equipped in the country, and is

noted for fine graduate work. It was founded by the genial

James in 1891, and is directed by the brilliant young Miinster-

i)erg, a pupil and antagonist of Wnndt. Clark University

(President Hall and Dr. Sanford) is doing valuable research

work and publication. McLean Hospital, at "Waverly (Dr.

lloch), does laboratory work in psychiatry, or mental diseases.

Amherst (Professor Garman) offers undergraduate courses, and

Wellesley (Professor Mary Calkins) is the only woman's collegein

Americagivingcxperimental training. InConnecticut,! alel^Pru-

fessor Ladd and Dr. Scripture) has fifteen rooms for laboratory

work, and Wesleyan (Professor Armstrong) offers demonstration

courses. The laboratory of Brown University is directed by Dr.

D^'labarre, a pupil of Miinsterberg. Columbia (Dr. Catrellj

and Cornell (Dr. Titchener) have liandsomely equipped labo-

ratories, and courses are given in the L^niversity of the City of

Now York (P]ofcssor Bliss). Dr. J. ^L Baldwin, noted for liis

vahuible work in child psychology, superintends Princerou's lab-

oratory, and there is a small one in the Xew Jersey State Xornjal

School at Trenton (Professor Williams). The I^niversity of

Poimsylvania (Dr. Witmer) has a good outfit, and experimen-

ted work is being done at tlie Pennsylvania State College (Dr.

Punklc). In Qliio, Western Eeserve (Dr. Aikins) and Deni-
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son TTniversity (Professor Herrick) have equipments. Cliicai^o

University (Proft'ssor Stron<j; and J. Angell) lias a clioicc as.-^oit-

ment of apparatus, and Lelaud Stanford (Dr. P. Angellj }ias

done experimental work for some years. In the Western State

universities laboratories are found in Michigan(Proi'essorWanlv\

Indiana (Dr. Bryan), Illinois (Dr. Kronn, an energetic worker

in child study*), Iowa (Professor Patrick), Nebraska (Dr. "Wolfe),

and Wisconsin (Dr. Jastrow, who was director of the psycho-

logical exhibit at the World's Fair). A fact of peculiar sigm'ti-

cance, especially to the advocates of progressive experin:eiital

religion, is that in the lionian Catholic University of Washing-

ton city, under the skillful supervision of Professor Pace, there is

a well-ecj[uipped psychological laboratory, ]-epresenting the very

foremost advance in modern philosophic thought.

The investigations of these institutions are published on the

Continent in such periodicals as Wundt's 7 V//Zo5(>/;/i26c/!tAS'^'?^(:72'(:7<.

the Zeitschrift fur Psychologies Philosojyhische Monaishtfic,

Revtue Philoso2)hique^ and the recent Any^ee PsycJioIogiquc

(edited by Binet, Paris), in 2Rnd (London), and in our own

country in the American Journal of Psychology (Clark Uni-

versity), the Philosojyhical Review (Cornell), and the new

Psychological Review (edited by Drs. Baldwin and Cattell, with

many associates here and abroad). Many monographs are aUo

being privately jniblished. From all those sources comes the

material for our best text-books in psychology.

Thus is this nascent science vivifying the entire educational

world. It is constructing a durable psychology over the ruins

of the " mental philosophy " of a few decades ago, giving bet-

ter rules for the physician, teacher, and all who deal with the

mind and having an important influence upon ethics, meta-

physics., and sociology.

* See Transactions of the lUomig Society for Oiild Study.

IfmV Uj/^icOATi/,
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^^KT. IL—JOHN KEATS—HIS CHARACTER AND WORKS.

Xo otlier name, perliaps, in the entire range of English lit-

erature is so significant of precocious genius, vivid and beautiful

imagination, and unexampled word-painting. That a man

dying in the twenty-sixth year of his age, after a comparatively

brief season of literary activity, should leave behind him such

an artistic and satisfying body of verse, is sufficiently remarka-

ble ; but when the fact is also noted that this young writer was

the founder of a new school in the art of poetry—a school

which to-day is most popular and flourishing—-the circum-

stance becomes historical in its value. Despite his limited

career, so rapid was the maturity of his intellectual energies

tliat the works which John Keats has left to the world will

continue to be read, wherever the English language is spoken.

with renewed astonishment and delight.

To read the poems of Keats is not unlike indulging in a

draught of rare old vintage; he makes his reader drunk with

nmsic ; he fairly intoxicates with the richness of his song. It

is impossible steadfastly to peruse such poetry ; it cloys with

too much melody. His finest verses are exquisitely sweet and

tender, and possess a native birdlike quality that goes straight

to the heart. Keats lived in a world of the past. He moved

amid a troop of fantastic shadows half human, half divine^

god and goddess, faun and satyr, nymph and hamadryad,

until to him the unreal became the real, and " the thing that

was not as the thing that was."" He was bewildered in the

ma7.es of his own imaginings ; there he ranged like an uncurbed

Ptced; yet PDthing passed from under his hand that did not

bear the mugic impress which sealed it " a joy forever.'' It

was a favorite idea of Goethe that what once has gladdened us

Can never afterward be wholly lost out of our life; so the spirit

of beauty, unconsciously imbibed by Keats, grew with his

growth until it found expression in other beauty, and ''blos-

somed in delight."

His history is a melancholy one, and as a victim of literary

;'>sa8sination through political and personal malice it is small

Wonder that he was spoken of in his own day as " poor Keats."

f'.it the poet was unfavorably affected by the virulent at-
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tacks wliich were made upon his verse has been denied, as im-
peaching the robustness of his character. Yet it can scarce!

v

be doubted that such was tlie riiental and physical condition of
the poet that the germs of disease, ah-eady latent in his consti-

tution, were rapidly developed into activity by the snfferii;rr

and disappointment he must have experienced througli tljo

injustice done to his work, as well as through liis unhappy love.

Shelley believed that this was so, and he certainly could not

have been ignorant of the facts in the case. Taking place in

literature beside those earlier and incomparable masters of

song, Chaucer and Spenser, Keats in some respects seems a?

remote from the present time as they
;
yet it is little more thati

an old man's lifetime since an awkward, bashful youth, he
sought the entrance to Hazlitt's lecture room or made his

memorable journey to Scotland, Devonshire, and the Isle of

Wight.

Of humble parentage, John Keats first saw the light of the

natural day in London, October 29, or 31 (it is not determined

which), 1795, at the house of his grandfather, who kept a large

livery stable on the Pavement in Moorfields. The boy's health

was always fragile, for he had been a seven-months' child, and

his birth is said to have been prematurely hastened by his

mother's intense love of pleasure, though in his earlier years liis

constitution presented but little indication of the peculiar de-

bility attendant upon such cases. He was one of five children.

Edward dying in infancy, and during his boyhood, which was

spent at a good, second-class school, seems to have been notable

chiefly for his warm attachment to fistic encounters. He pos-

sessed, however, an extreme facility in getting through the

daily tasks of school, which seemed to make no great demand
upon his attention, yet in which he never lagged behind the

others. His easy skill in all manly exercises, and the complete

ingenuousness of his disposition, i-endered him very popular.

After remaining some time at school his intellectual ambi-

tion seemed suddenly to develop. He had been a leader in

athletic sports ; he now determined to capture the first prize in

literatui-e, and in this he was successful. The son of his tutor.

a Mr. Clarke, of Enfield, discovered and encouraged the poet-

ical faculty in the young poet, whom he introduced to Leigh

Hunt. Hunt was ever after the warm friend of Keats, whom
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the cider poet undoubtcJlr brought to tlic notice of tlie public.

li:dee<l, Hunt was to Keats what Schiller was to KOrner. Our

p.»ct left school *• with little Latin and less Greek." The twelve

IxKjks of the "JEneiJ ** probably constituted the limits of his

Latin excursions. His acquaintance with the Greek mythology,

which he afterward employed to such splendid purpose, was

derived mainly from Lempriere's Dictionary, a volume which

has not yet been superseded by some modem works of a more

pretentious kind. The parents of Keats both died while he

was young. His portion of tlie property left by them

artionnted to nearly two thousand pounds. It would seem tliat

this should have sufficed to preserve the poet from financial

difficulties for some time; yet we learn of his having been

obliired to secure pecuniary aid almost immediately after

attaining his majority. But it ought to be noted here that

Keats was of a generous nature, and his purse was ever open

to his friends, some of whom did not scruple to avail them-

selves of his free-handedness.

Just after leaving school, without his wishes having been

ci'iisalted in the matter, he was apprenticed by Ids guardian to

a surgeon at Edmonton, where Mr. Cowden Clark became his

neighbor and friend. Mr. Clark introduced him to the poet,

lion. "William Kobert S«>encer. whose writings at once exerted

a most powerful and lasting effect on the plastic mind of tl;e

younirer man. Chaucer was his next passion, and for a brief

peric»d he seems to have taken not a little pleasure in the

stormy and lurid lines of Lord Byrrjn. But Edmund Spenser

opened to Keats a new poetic wond. and he went racing

tliru;i<rh " The Faerie Queene " like a colt newly turned to

pasture. Indeed, an early—if not quite the earliest—attempt

*'f Keats a*^ verse-making was an imitation of Spenser in the

jvi-uliar stanzaic forin which was the invention of the latter

ivt.:, and to which his name has been given. In 1S17 Keats,

i.aviag just then come of age, published his first volume of

IK-enis, wl;ich exhibited unmistakable signs of promise and. to

tue liuprejudiced reader, some actual performance. His most

valuable acquisition in consequence of this venture was tlie

•v-qr.aintance and friendship of Shelley, Haydon, Godwin,
i'l^il Montagu, Hazliit, and a few others of literary reputa-

': -.1 ::nd eminence. His 2>oliticaI views were manly and inde-
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pendent, and Leigli Hunt was known to be his fi-icncl. Thoc^
were sins wliicli never could l)e foi-giveji by tlio QuarUrhj
Jieview. In that partisan publication literaiy judgment and
preferment were invariably meted out according t°o political
congeniality of sentiments. Its writers were both servile and
scurrilous, and with them a new author like Keats %vas but a
foil for their bigotry and literary charlatanism. He was com-
paratively friendless and unknown, and even had he appealed
to the public he could hardly have attracted notice, since he
was yet but an obscure maker of verses not at all in the prevail-
ing vogue. Hence, Gifford, the editor of the Quarterly,
vented his spleen upon his inoffensive victim, conscious of im-
munity amid it all, since the object of his attack could no more
than turn upon liim as the worm turns beneath the foot tliat

crushes it. A scion of the nobility, infected witli cacoethes
scrihendi, might have scribbled the veriest nonsense and been
certain of flattery and applause

; but a singular genius, bril-

liant as singular, springing uj) of its own vitality in an out-of-the-

way corner, was by all means to be extinguished. Gifford had
formerly been a cobbler, and the son of the livery stable keeper
was not worthy liis critical sufferance. Thus it is ever with
those narrow-minded persons who, by the power or caprice
of accident, rise from a vulgar obscurity into the public view

;

they never can tolerate a bi'other in good fortune, much less

superior force or talents in that brotlier.

On the publication of Keats's next vrnrk, "Endymion," Gifford

attacked it with all the bitterness of which his pen was capable,

and did not hesitate, before he saw the poem, to announce to

the publisher his fell intention. Keats had endeavored, as

much as was consistent witli lionesty and independence, to con-

ciliate the critics at largo, as may be observed in the brief

prefa -e to " Endymion." It seems almost incredible, at the pres-

ent stage of literary progress, that sucli a swash-buckling style

of criticism as that indulged in by BlaclzwoocTs and the Quar-
terly Ilcvieio should have passed current with any respectable

lx)rtion of an enlightened public; and to their credit be it said

that here and tiiere generous voices were raised, the kindly ut-

terances of which must have been as balm to the hurts of tlic

young poet's soul. ]Ie merited to be treated with lenity, nut

wounded with the envenomed shafts of political animosity f^r
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erroi's of literary taste which time was certain to correct. Of

intense sensitiveness, and liis frame already touched by a mor-

t:d distemper, he felt that his hopes were blighted and his at-

tempts to obtain honorable pnblic notice frustrated. Some years

ago an article appeared in the North British Review in which

the writer sought to prove that the critiques in the Quarterly

liad exerted no influence whatever in inducing the fatal disease

by which Keats's earthly career was so early terminated. In

more recent articles from various pens, celebrating the centen-

nial of the birth of Keats, the same views have been advanced.

But Chambers, alluding to the " Endymion," says

:

The poem was criticised iu a strain of contemptuous severity by the

Quarterly Review; and such was the sensitiveness of the young poet pant-

ing for distinction, and flattered by a few private friends, that the critique

embittered his existence and induced a fatal disease.

And this is the testiinony of Shelley in the days long before

the present log-rolling set of London would have rendered such

witness unnecessary, if not impossible :

The first effects are described to me to have resembled insanity, and it

was by assiduous watching that he was restrained from effecting purjioses

of suicide. Tlie agony of his sufferings at length produced the rupture of

a blood vessel in the lungs, and the usual process of consumption appears

to have begun.

Shelley's fearful arraignment of Gilford in the prefatory note

to "Adonais " lends additional emphasis to the foregoing words.

Lord Byron, alluding to Keats in the eleventh canto of '' Don
Juan," says

:

Poor fellow! liis was an untoward fate:

'Tis strange tlie mind, that very fiery particle,

Should let itself be snuff'd out by an article.

Keats's 1 ook abounded with passages of rarest beauty and

truest poetiy, and it is diilicult to decide whether the cowardice

or tlie cruelty of the attack most deserves execration. The fol-

lowing lines, taken from the poem almost at i-andom, represent

Kndymion as wandering in semi-madness through the under-

\vorld, and there coming unexpectedly upon the sleeping

Adonis:
After a thousand mazes overErone,

At last, with sudden step, he came upon

A chamber, myrtle-walled, embower'd high.

Full of licrlit, iiiL'euse, tender minstrelsy,
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And more of beauiifnl and strange beside:

For on a silken conch of rosy pride,

In midst of all, there lay a sleeping j-outh

Of fondest beauty; fonder, in fair sooth,

Than sighs could fathom, or contentment reach;

And coverlids gold-tinted like the peach.

Or ripe October's fiided marigolds,

Fell sleek about hiru in a thousand folds

—

Not hiding up an Apollonian curve

Of neck and shoulder, nor the tenting swerve

Of knee from knee, nor ankles pointing light;

But ratlier giving them to the fiU'd sight

Officiously. Sideway Ida face reposed

On one wliite arm, and tenderly unclosed,

By tenderest pressure, a faint domask mouth

To slumbering pout; just as the morning south

Disparts a dcw-lipp'd rose. . . . Hard by

Stood serene cupids watching silently.

One, kneeling to a lyre, touched the strings,

Muftling to death the pathos with In's wings,

And. ever and anon, uprose to look

At the youth's slumber; while another took

A willow bough, distilling odorous dew.

And shook it on his liair; another flew

In through the woven roof, and fluttering-wise

Rain'd violets upon his sleeping eyes.
,|

The following stanzas from " The Eve of St. Agnes " are dis-

tinctly in advance of the previous quotation, both in manner and

power of expression. Keats progressed in his art to the very

period of his " taking off."

Out went the taper as she hurried in

;

Its little smoke, in pallid moonshine, died:

She closed the door, she panted all akin

To spirits of the air, and visions wide

:

No uttered syllable, or, woe betide !

But to her heart, lier heart was voluble.

Paining with eloquence her balmy side;

As though a tongueless nightingale should swell

Her throat in vain, and die, heart stifled, in her dell.

A casement high and triple-arch'd there wa.s,

All garlanded with carven imageries

Of fruits, and flowers, and bunches of knot-grass.

And diamonded v/ith panes of quaint device,

Innumerable of stains and splendid dyes.

As are the tiger moth's deep-damask'd wings;

And in the midst 'mong thousand heraldries,

And twilight saints, and dim cmblaiconings,

A shielded scutcheon blush'd with blood of queens and kings.
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One of Keats's latest essays in poetry was the stately but in-

complete '' Hyperion." For powerful word-painting, gloomy
grandeur of conception, and the self-poised, almost weird, skill

with which the entire picture is produced stroke by stroke, it

would be difHcult to match the selection which follows

:

Deep in the shady sadness of a vale,

Far sunken from the healtliy breatli of morn,

Far from tlie fiery noon, and eve's one star.

Sat gray-liair'd Saturn, quiet as a stone,

Still as the silence round about his lair

;

Forest on forest hung about his head

Like cloud on cloud. Xo slir of air was there,

Not so much life as en a summer's day

Robs not one light seed from the feather'd grass,

But where the dead leaf fell, there did it rest.

A stream went voiceless by, still deadened more

By reason of his Ikllen divinity

Spreading a shade: tiie naiad, 'mid her reeds,

Press'd her cold finger closer to her lips.

Along the margin-sand large footmarks went.

No furtlier tlian to v.iiere his feet had stray'd,

And slept there since. Upon the sodden ground

His old right hand lay nerveless, listless, dead,

Unsccptered; and his realraless eyes were closed;

While his bow'd head seemed list'ning to the earth,

His ancient motlior, for some comfort yet.

Lord Byron, who jnstly regarded the death of Keats as a loss

to English literature, said of the poem from which the fore-

going lines are taken :
" His fragment of ' Hyperion ' seems

actually inspired by the Titans, and is as sublime as JSschylus."

Space will not permit the quotation of the subtly beautiful
** Ode to the Nightingale." The intense synipathy with the great

deep which seenjed to possess tlie young poot has probably been

experienced in equal degree b}' but one other " builder of lofty

rhyme"—namely, Swinburne. This sonnet stands in evidence
of the manner in whicli Keats could write of the sea:

It keeps eternal whisperings around

Desolate shores, and witii its mighty swell

Gluts twice ten tiiou?and caverns, till the spell

Of Hecate leaves tliem their old shadowy sound.

Often 'tis in such gentle temper found

That scarcely will the very smallest shell

Be moved for days from where it sometime fell

When lust the winds of heaven were unbound.
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O, ye who have your eyeballs vexed and tired,

Feast ihem upon the wideaess of the sea ;

0, ye whose ears are dimmed with uproar rude,

Or fed too much with cloying melody,

Sit ye near some old cavern's moutli and brood

Until ye start, as if the sea nymphs quired.

Perhaps no other poet, save Goethe, has ever obtained sucli

immediate entrance into the lovely and precious arcana ut'

nature. To the eye of Keats nature unveiled her most secret

charm. Let it not for a moment be believed that his extrao:--

dinary gift was but the result of an abnormal and n:orbid

habit of sensation. Genius, whatever the forms it may assunic.

not seldom reaches its rarest perfection where common life i?

most dreary and inane. Read the riddle, ye who can. It h:i.>

been said that Keats's friendships were always founded on a

slight and unsubstantial basis, that his own nature was so pro

eminently selfish and his every aspiration so self-involved, that

every friendshi]) was rendered precarious which he ever formed.

Schiller, in a letter to Korner, said, '* O how beautiful and di-

vine is the union of two souls which meet on their way to tlio

Godhead I
" Tiie whole story of Keats's life determines that he

felt no less the potency of a genuine friendship ;
otherwise it

were passing strange that he should have been able to knit to

liimself with bands sti-onger than steel such a man as Severn,

who, through all that prolonged ti-agedy of the poet's final siit-

ferings, proved the ultimate possibilities of human devotion.

In a letter to a friend Keats says

:

We cannot expect to give away many hours to pleasure; circumstanci-

are like cloud.?, continually gathering and bursting while we are laughini:.

The seed of trouble is put into the wide arable land of events; while 'A''

are laughing at sprouts it grows, and sudileidy bears a poisonous fruit.

•which we must pluck. Even so we have leisure to reason on tlie misioi'-

tunes o' our friends; our own touch us too nearly for words.

Ilere appear those rigid habits of introspection practiced 1>\

every great mind, bnt not that self-centering of the impulses

of love so destructive of every gracious emotion. The pe»ef

well knew the value of a human soul

:

Tiiat \\\\\\ is more than half of nature's treasure,

Of tliai fair beauty which no eye can sec,

Of that sweet music which no ear can measure.
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About two years befoi'e the deatli of Keats the one great
event of his life began—his love affair. A new phase is now
discovered in the character of the poet, flatly contradicting
tliose who have denied that he was capable of intense passion^

thereby depriving all future works he might have produced'
liad he lived, of the force and substance which the works he
has left us do not possess. In his letters, edited by Milnes, and
published many years ago, we obtain a few distinct and vivid
;;Hnipses of the object of his desires. He writes to his sister

:

She is not a Cleopatra, but at least a Charmian; slie has a rich Eastern
look, she has flue eyes and manners. When she comes into the room she
ruakcs the same impression as the beauty of a leopardess; she is too tine
Miul conscious of herself to repulse any man that may address her; from
li:»I)it she thinks that nothing particuJar : I always find myself more at
ease with such a woman.

She is a fine thing, speaking in a worldly way, for there are two dis-
ti:ict tempei-3 of mind in which we judge of things—the worldly, theat-
rical, pantomiraical, and the unearthly, spiritual," and ethereal. In the
former, Bonaparte, Lord Byron, and the Charmian hold the first place in
onr minds; in the latter, John Howard, Bishop Hooker, rocking his
cliild's cradle, and you, my dear sister, are the conquering feelings. As
a man of the world I love the rich talk of a Charmian ; as an eternal
iH'ing I love the thought of you, I should like her to ruin me, and I
should like you to save rae.

This concluding sentence, though sounding very much like
nonsense, is iievertheless not unimportant. It is obvious that
when Keats wrote it the first alternative would have seemed
preferable to the second. Indeed, his subsequent story shows
beyond question that the "worldly, theatrical, pantomimical"
decidedly outweighed, in the poet's practical estimation, the
"unearthly, spiritual, and ethereal." Tliis "Charmian," what-
ever the fair qualities of mind and heart of which she may
liave been possessed, soon brought into captivity the profound-
f'6t unpnlses cf her lover's nature, simply by the peculiar char-
•'cter of her personal attractions. Nor does it appear that Fanny
I>i-awne scorned the advances of the ardent poet, though she
H'onis to have been far from experiencing toward him an equal
f*-rvor of devotion. She was not inconsolable at his loss, and
''^ter his pitiful death duly settled down to the duties of a com-
""•nplace English housewife. It is almost a sarcasm of destiny
I'lat she has been preserved from oblivion alone by her associa-

•24 KlFlil SKRIES, VOL. XII.
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tioii with the hectic, passionate, and querulous young nun
wliose memory slie evidently held in slight regard.

It may not be uninteresting to liere set in juxtaposition mar-

riage views so entirely dissimihu' as those of SchiDer and Keat?.

In a letter to a friend Schiller said :

I must marry—that is settled. All my inducements to life and activif.

are worn out; this is the only one which I have not tried. I must have ;•.

being near me which belongs to me, Avhich I can and must make haj)jiv.

You know how desolate is my spirit, how melancholy my ideas. If I cu:;-

not weave hope into my existence—hope which has almost deserted me—
if I cannot wind up anew the run-down machinery of my thoughts ana

feelings, it will soon all be over with me.

Keats, whos esentiments at one time were the direct antitli-

eses of Schiller's, wrote to a newly married brother in Amerieu

:

Notwithstanding your happiness and your recommenJaiions, I hope I

shall never marry. Though the most beautiful creature were waiting fiT

me at the cud of a journey or walk, though the carpet were made of .-iik

and the curtainof the morning clouds, the chairs and sofas stuffed with cy^'^-

net's down, the food manna, the wine beyond claret, the window openli.g

on Windemere, I should not feel, or rather my happiness should not be- j-

fine ; and my solitude is sublime. Then, instead of what I liave describcti.

there is a sublimity to welcome me home; the roaring of the wind is my

wife, the stars through my window-panes are my children. The mighty

abstract idea of beauty in all things I have stifles the more divided an.i

minute domestic happiness. An amiable wife and sweet children I con-

template as parts of that beauty, but I must have a thousand of tlio^e

beautiful particles to fill up my heart. I feel more and more every day.

as my imagination strengthens, that I do not live in this world alone. l.>ut

in a thousand worlds. . . . Tho.se things, combined with the opinion !

have formed of the quality of women, who appear to me as children, i J

whom I would rather give a sugaiplum than my time, form a bair.Lr

against matrimony which I rejoice in.

That Keats completely revised his judgments in the particular.

of whjjh this letter treats, the quotations pi-eviously presenter!

abundantly prove. The following lines, addressed to 3Ir. -h

K. Eeynoids before the time the " Charmiaii " fever overtoil:

him, and when his health was already failing, also denote tha'

Keats's views of the subject had undergone a change

:

One of the fir.^t pleasures I look to is your happy marriage, the nion-

so since I have felt the pleasure of loving a sister-in-law. I did not tln-r.

it possible to become so much attachtd in so short a time; things V^^'
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tliese, and they are real, have made me resolve to have a care of my
h'.-alth.

Of tlie religious sentiments of the poet not much needs to be

written. In one of his letters he thus meditates:

Thougli a quarrel in the streets is a thing to be bated, the energies

ilisplaycd in it are fine; the commonest man shows a grace in his quarrel.

]5y a suj)erior being our reasonings may take the same tone; though

erroneous, they may be fine.
,

On one occasion he falls into the vulgar impiety of juxtapos-

ing our Saviour and Socrates. That the mind of Keats was in

a transitional state is evident. Through all his spiritual muta-

tions appear an earnestness of purpose and an unbaffled gro])ing

at'rcr a high and fleeting ideal, lovely glimpses of whicli have

been flashed upon his inner vision. In anotlier letter lie says:

I have, of late, been molting—not for fresh feathers and wings; they

fire gone, and in their stead I hope to have a pair of sublunary legs. I

liavc altered—not from a chrysalis into a butterfly, but the contrary. . . .

,\ year ago I could not understand in the slightest degree Raphaers car-

loons; now I begin to read them a little. . . . Some think I have lost

thiit poetic fire and ardor I once had; the fact is, I perhaps have, but in-

f 'end of that I hope I shall substitute a more thoughtful and quiet power.

Though the poetry of Keats is mainly objective in its charac-

ter, and as such exhibits the most miiuite and careful observa-

tion, he did not lack those prolonged and profound inward

pcarchings which prove to the serious and inquiring mind of

liow mucli greater interest is the esoteric than the exoteric

world. The sonnet here presented reveals the undaunted and

undefeated self-examinations of a courageous spirit

:

Why did I laugh to-night? no voice will tell,

No God, no demon of severe response

Deigns to reply from heaven or from hell

;

Then to my human heart I turn at once

—

Ti^art! tiiou and I are here, sad and alone; <

I sa}', wherefore did 1 laugh?— mortal pain!

0! darkness! darkness! ever must I moan

To question Jieaven and hell and heart in vain

—

Wliy did I laugh? I know this being's lease

My fancy to its utmost blisses spreads,

Yet could I on this very midnight ct^ase.

And the world's gaudy ensigns see in shreds

;

Terse, fame, and beauty are intense indeed,

But death intenser, death is life's high meed.
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The following extract from still another letter will illustrate-
the passionate, almost rapturous, pleasure he experienced in tlic
composition of his works. He says:

This morning poetry has conquered. I have relapsed into those ab-
stractions Avhich arc my only life. I feel escaped from a new and threat-
ening sorrow; and am thankful for it. There is an awful warmth about
my heart like a load of immortality.

Of tlie poetical character he observes

:

It has as much delight in conceiving an lago as an Imogcne. What
shocks the virtuous philosopber delights the chameleon poet. ... A
poet is the most uni)oetical of anything in existence, because he has no
identity

; he is continually in for and filling some other body. The sun.
the moon, the sea, and men and women, who are creatures of an impulse,
are poetical, and have about them an unchangeable attribute ; the poet hii>

none; no identity; lie is certainly the most unpoctical of all God's crea-
tures.

That Keats was not a finislied wi'iter must, perhaps, be con-

ceded
;
but that, hke Korner, the poet-hero of Germany, he

gave rich promise of a glorious fruitage will be granted. And
they must indeed be poor judges of literature who are not de-

lighted with what he has left.

A few words as to the temperament and personal appear-

ance of the poet. His temper, until just before his death, al-

ways was of the gentlest description. It has already been
remarked that he was a person of strong and irritable sensibili-

ties, and so extreme was his sensitiveness that he would betray

emotion even to tears on hearing of a noble action, or at the

expression of a glowing thought or one of pathetic tenderness

;

yet both liis moral and physical courage were above suspicion.

The jiliysiognomy of the poet was indicative of his character.

Sensibility was predominant, but there was no lack of power in

the somewhat pugnacious nose and mouth. His features were

clea -ly defined, and delicately susceptible of every impressioii.

His eyes were lai-ge and shadowy, his cheeks hollow and sunken.

and his face pallid in repose. His hair was brown in color, and

curled naturally. His head was small, and set upon broad,

high shoulders, his body was long and abnormally large in pro-

portion to his lower limbs, which, liowever, were not unshapely.

His stature was low ; and " his hands," says Leigh Hunt, " were

faded, having prominent veins, which he would look upon and
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prononiice to belong to one who had seen fifty years." "There

is death in tliat Imnd," said Coleridge, after having clasped the

liund of Keats.

For several years before his demise the poet had felt disease

creeping npon him, and knew that death was already busy in a

pystoin too imperfectly organized. He had imprudently neg-

lected his own health to attend a dying brother, when he should

have remembered it was also necessary to take care of himself,

lie was combating the keenness of his sorrow consequent upon

liis bereavement by the decease of his brother, when the Zoilus

vi the Quarterly attacked him, adding new pain to his already

overwrought spirit, so that he told a friend one day, with tears,

that " his heart was breaking." He was at length induced to

try the climate of Italy. Thither he went to die. He was ac-

companied in his weakness by Severn, his valuable and attached

friend and an artist of considerable talent. They first went to

Naples, thence journeying to Rome, where Keats closed his

eyes on this world February 2-1, 1S21, being a little more than

twenty-five years of age. He eagerly wished for death, and

shortly before he died he said he " felt the daisies growing over

him." "He suffered so much in his lingering," says Leigh

Hunt, "that he used to watch the countenance of his physician

for the favorable and fatal sentence, and express regret when he

found it delayed." His remains were deposited in the ceme-

tery of the Protestants at Rome, at the foot of .the pyramid of

Cains Cestius, near the Porta San Paolo. " It might make one

in love with death," wrote Shelley, " to think that one should

he buried in so sweet a place." A white marble tombstone,

hearing a lyre, in hasso relievo, and the following inscription

—

tlie closing words of which were his own—has been erected to

his memory

:

Tliis grave contains all that was mortal of a Young English Poet, vrho

oil his death Ded, in the bitterness of his heart at the malicious power

of his enemi.s, desired these words to be engraved on his tombstone:

"Here lies one Avhose name was Avrit in water." Feb. 24th, 1S21.

r^hyi^uv-^j^ /<r) . 7y iyvWj-^TK-^ ^
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Akt. III.—after capitalism, what?
That tlie Creator of iiiaii and of the world ever intended

such glaring inequalities of social condition as have become a

feature of our times is a proposition which healthy minds niav

well treat with scant courtesy. Yet, strange to say, while freelv

acknowledging ourselves to be " miserable cHenders,'' becaui..'

of our virtual consent to the present inequitable system of dis-

tributing the good things of this life, we go on and do ju.-t

about the same as before the confession was made. But the

fact is, in the case of most of us, that we cannot help ourselves.

^Ye cannot find an adequate remedy for the disease which is

preying upon society, and the w^ell-grounded fear is in our

hearts that we dare not intrust the cure to any of the would-be

reformers whose mutually destructive schemes have-«erved onlv

to accentuate the evil by fomenting the popular discontent to

dangerous extremes.

The present writer is neither the discoverer nor the vender

of any new specific for social maladies. That a solution of

present perplexing problems will be found is morally certahi.

That capital will be tamed and educated into a better service of

the common good, and that honest industry will not be denied

the privilege of earning a comfortable support, are desirable

fruits which will come to ripeness much earlier if the parties

immediately interested can be led out of the smoke and din of

present wasting confiicts to reason together and clearly distin-

guish friends from foes. Until the real solution of these grave

questions shall appear above the horizon, the most useful service

that most of us can render our generation may be to mitigate,

as far as possible, the hardships of present industrial and social

conditions—just as Christian commissions have labored first to

prevent needless wars and then .to stanch the flow of blood and

minister every possible comfort to the victims of ambition,

greed, and cruelty. It is in this spirit that the following oh-

servations are offered by one who has witnessed too many ot

the dire effects of selfish capitalism to become its apologi^^t.

while profoundly realizing the need of doing it justice for what-

ever of direct or incidental benefits it has conferred upon man-

kind.
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When gamblers sit down to play for the stakes piled up be-

tween them, it is evident that none of the party can gain

anything except at the expense of the others. The folly, not

to say the criminality, of the proceeding is that time and effort

are expended, not in the production of wealth, but in putting

to the liazard of play what each one already possesses, so that

l.v this unwarranted and inequitable method of distribntion

some one of them or more must be impoverished to confer

wealth upon others. The transaction differs from liighway

robi)cry chiefly in the fact that tlie parties have agreed to an

arrano-ement by which chance is to decide which shall be the

robber and which the victim. Such an award cannot in the

nature of things be satisfactory. An aptitude for acquiring

wealth in this way is not to be set down among either the

economic or the moral virtues. If, however, the same number

of men sliould form a partnership to found a new and needed

iiKhistry which should give employment to labor and add some-

thing to the world's wealth, who docs not see—in the abstract,

at leTist—that such men are to be classed among the benefac-

tors of the race? However defective the plan of distribution

may be in the latter case, it cannot approach the former in lack

of equity and economic quality. The parties are the creators

t.f the wealth' which they divide, and the usual plan of distribu-

tion is one which benefits all and impoverishes none. It is

matter of profound concern that our whole industrial scheme-

in the confusion of thought that has fallen upon the many-

seems scarcely to be distinguished from a gambling operation

in which one party must lose whatever the other party gains.

The originator of a great business, the " captain of industry," is

according to this view nothing more than a pirate or robber

baron, against whom it is the duty of all good citizens to unite.

The notion that the prosperous elements of society have ac-

quired th-^ir wealth by the spoliation of the needy, and that the

ricli man .s the natural enemy of the poor, has entered deep

into the convictions of very many, and until it is uprooted there

can be no industrial or social peace and no working together

for the common good.

It seems never to have dawned upon some minds that a

man may grow rich, not only without injustice, but to the posi-

tive and crreat advantage of liis fellow-beings ;
and that, by
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reason of exceptional endowments, lie may become a real creator

of wealth both for himself and others, and thus stand in the

game helpful relation to industry as do the writers of valuable

books to literature, or as the discoverers of ISTature's important

secrets do to science. Those who contend for a common level

of social condition as the ideal state have not yet been able to

explain why Nature has not followed the rule of absolute

equality in the bestowment of her other choice gifts. Slie

seems to be guilty of real preferences, and her method is not

satisfactory to a certain class of minds ; indeed, upon their hy-

pothesis it would seem to be both umiatural and unjust. It

appears to be Nature's way to kindle great lights in the souls of

the few for the illumination of the many. She has given tlie

world just one Homer and one Shakespeare in the course of

the ages. Tliese, and a few other sons of genius, may be said

to represent the "robber barons" of onr literature. They

tower above their fellows in honor and importance, and the

multiplying ages cannot wither their fame nor i-educe them to

the connnon level. Has Nature erred in the creation of a race

of intellectual princes? Or will it be contended that the world

would be better off without them ? Once let it be i^ranted that

Nature may bless the world by giving it a few great poets. ;i

few great oi-ators, a few great musicians, and it then seems not

unreasonable that she may also confer blessing by creating a

class of n)en whose special function it shall be to augment the

world's wealth by discovering its secret in the mines and in the

soil, and by the inception of vast manufacturing interests im-

possible to ordinary minds. A majority of the millionaires

among us began life in poverty, and it inay be safely asscrte-l

that none of them has raised himself to his present conspicuous

height without at the same time lifting anywhere from a score

to a thousand of his fellow-beings into better conditions than

they were in when their association with him began. Norliinj

is more common, however, than to hear employees who have

contributed only muscular effort to a great business speak '•;

themselves as the creators of wealth, which is evermore going

past them into the pockets of others who are not entitled to it.

No more pernicious fallacy was ever instilled into the hunian

mind than the dogma that the world's wealth is derived in all

essential features from physical effort. Yet this postulate is the
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foundation principle on wliich political parties have sought the
coJirrul botli of state and national governments. The same
d.K'trine taints not a little of the current literature of the day.
IMiturials, lectures, and formidable volumes not wantino- in
vi-ur of thought or power of statement are devoted to'^the
doctrine that wealth may acknowledge but one parent, and his
I...IMIC is Labor. This contention, carried to its logical conclu-
HuM, lieaps upon poverty, all unwittingly, a repi'oach which it

d.^-s not deserve, and which might Avell lead the poor to pray
Inr deliverance from such friends. It makes poverty a scandal
and a shame. For, if labor may accomplish single-handed all

fhat is claimed for it, no man can remain poor without personal
<iiscredit. If, however, there are other essential factoi-s in the
l>roduction of wealth—factors which must take the initiative,

lay the plans, carry the risks, bear the losses, and give direction
tu labor at every step—it is nothing short of misleading and
criminal folly to teach that the latter alone, or chiefly^ niay
righrfully claim the ownership of the woi-ld's wealth.

*' I shall be thankful henceforth, for the rest of my days, to
the man who gives me employment and pays me regular
wages," said a personal friend to the writer some time ago.
lIes})oke out of a disappointing and disillusionizhig experience
Ml business management. As boy and man he had grow^n up
^vith a manufacturing interest. As a wage-earner in that estab-
helunent he had saved money. lie determined to set up for him-
«}lf in the same line. " I have more capital than my employer
had when he began, and a better knowledge of the business,"
he remarked. All this promised well, but it did not guarantee
Micoess. He liad worked faithfully before, lie became a slave
tu business now

;
yet he achieved only failure. lie borrowed

nu.ney and began again, only to fail a second time. He then
rt-turned to the ranks of the wage-earners, not only thankful
for employuKint, but with a conviction, new to him, that a
''"..'•nt for mai aging is as much an essential of industrial enter-
l-HM- as fidelity in toil, and that without the one the other is

1"-Hctically helpless. The Avorld's debt is real, and far too much
unrecognized, to the creators of enterprises which give employ-
ni'-nt to great numbers of men—men who arc able to perform
t'trtani daily tasks, yet wholly incapable of initiative and original
••'•tion, whether for themselves or for others. We have in mind
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a sleepy little village whose inhabitants for many years had been
in a chronic condition of inactivity and poverty. A youth
born in tliat village and left an orphan, drifted into an enter-
prising comnumity many miles away in search of employment.
Ilei-e he became acquainted with coal and iron minino-. Ke-
tnrning after some years to visit his native place, he discovered
that the adjacent hills contained minerals of value, but found
it impossible in that community to enlist the capital for the
enterjirise he desired to set on foot. He went elsewhere for
assistance, and presently returned with partners M'ho author-
ized him to open up some mines and build a furnace. In a

couple of years the drowsy village was transformed into a

thriving, enterprising town, where hundreds of men found em-
ployment at good wages. :^Ien who formerly had been glad to

get a dollar a day for an occasional day's work now had con-
stant employment at twice or tlirice their former rates of pay,
and seemed to be reasonably sensible of their improved condi-
tion. Then came the agitator with the information that the

enterprising young oj)erator was a '• rol)ber baron." He was
"exploiting ' his fellow-townsmen and growing rich upon their

sweat and toil. The striking mania was communicated to the

woi-kmen like a contagion. They became utterly unreasonable.

All attempts at adjustment failed, and the works were at length

shut down. The company, not yet reimbursed for its large

outlay, was forced into bankruptcy. A blight fell on the

whole community and abides on it still. Again, Hargreaves,
the inventor of the spinning jenny, was counted a public enemy,
his house was broken into by a mob, and his machine was de-

stroyed. Xor could he get justice in the courts of that day.

History, however, delights to write his name high up in the

list of the world's real benefactors, notwithstanding the fact

that his own generation spurned his invention and allowed him
to die in poverty. His fellow-workmen were his worst ene-

mies. The head and front of his offending was that his inven-
tive genius enabled him to spin more yarn, and, tlierefore, to

earn more money, than his neighbors.

Is it any higher motive than this which leads so many mis-

guided people in our day to look with an evil eye on the enter-

prising creators of wealth, and to visit them as a class with

sweeping, indiscriminate condemnation ? Perhaps no industrial
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tiiicf of our times has been more bitterly denounced than George

M. rullman, tlie man who popularized, if he did not invent, the

•v;ii'|t!ii:; ear. Wliat invention has done more to rid railway

travel oi its discomfort and to make long journeys possible even

\.\ invalids? In addition to providing this real comfort for the

weary, Mr. Pullman's idea may be regarded as a just and hon-

orable device for distributing the wealth of the rich and well-

;tM.i(.) classes among the poor, since it is the former who chiefly

U-.0 tiiese cars, while the latter iind employment by the thousand

iti building and taking care of them on the road. .Gi'anted that

Mr. Pullman is not an ideal employer of labor, it may still be

well to hesitate to class him among the enemies of the poor, as

wo arc asked to do by men who themselves have done but little

tit provide employment for others. It would be interesting if

liic history of all the thousands who have been in the employ

i>f Mr. Pullman could be known, their manner of life and rate

of wages before their association with him began, and also to

wiuit extent the}' have bettered their condition since leaving his

.K'lvicc. So of all the other great creators of employment for

tile poor. It is only fair to take a passing glance at the class of

employers reprev«ented by the late George W. Childs—a mil-

li<>!:aire whose aim it was to illustrate the golden rule in all his

<lealings with his fellow-men, and to prove that this pruiciple

i^ not incompatible with business success. He took hold of a

tottering business and placed it on a stable foundation. He paid

tuurc than the market rate of wages, and refused to reduce wages

even when asked to do so by his own employees, who had be-

co!ne fearful that he was dividing ]>ronts with too generous a

hand. His care for the sick and aged and his great gifts to

public institutions are among the bright, redeeming facts in the

burliness history of our generation. But could Mr. Childs have

b:e>>ed his fellow-men in these various vrays if, with all his gen-

T'T.s impulses, he had lacked the faculty of acquisition or had

l"-tn denied the right of exercising it ? The true concern is not,

a> fome insist, whether one man is richer than another in this

country, but whether the dependent laborer incapable of self-

Jk'1]> is injured or benefited by the presence of the enterprising

capitalist in his community.
C)bservation teaches us that the most pitiful poverty is not

^^'licre labor finds regular employment, even at low wages, but
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ill tliose regions not yet invaded by tlie capitalist ; where no
intelligent effort has been put forth to cultivate the soil or to

develop its mineral wealth. Yet the condition of the most back-
ward and poverty-pinched communities of our own laud is

princely compared with that of the common people in the un-
enterprising countries of the Orient, where inventive genius is

wanting and no indnstrial captain arises to furnish the many
with employment. A fact which seems to have all the force

and majesty of a great natural law may be stated thus: ••Xo
millionaires, no prosperity for the common people." It is just

here that we touch the secret of the general failure of coopera-

tive industries. A few years ago cuo])eration was a word to con-

jure with. It promised to furnish a solvent for all the difficul-

ties that had formerly existed between employe)- and eniplovee.

But never were human liopes more grievously disa])]->ointe<J.

Ko industrial theory is more attractive to the uninitiated, and
nothing is easier to the romantic, undisciplined mind than to

construct a scheme—on paper—by which every working-man
shall become both capitalist and managei-, or shall have a voice

in the management of the business which yields him his daily

bread. Such schemes have, in general, not been able to pay even
common wages to labor, and their lease of life has been shurt.

The difHculty of cooperation is the difficulty of the M'hole in-

dustrial situation—the inevitable conflict between the capable,

managing mind and the low ideals of the average man, strong

only in his jealousy and self-will. In the conduct of a great

business, as in the fighting of a great battle, there are unfore-

seen emergencies which must be met and provided for in an

instant. There is no time for parley and debate in either case ;

and, even if there were, the fact remains that it was not the

wisdom of councils of war that made the names of Caesar, 2sa-

poleon, and Grant illustrious. K'or can any business be a suc-

cess whose every movement must be submitted to and commaii-l

the assent of Ihc" average man. The case is little bettei- whei'c

the management is committed for a given term to a single con-

trolling mind. The initial ditliculty is in securing the right

man. The costly and shameful misgovernment of American
cities is the monumental proof that a popular election docs wA
always put the right man in the right place. Tlie evidence is

painfully abundant that men scantily doM'ered with brains, au'i
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i;far to bankruptcy in character, can get the suffrages of their

}i'llo\v-men for business positions of vast responsibility. While

lunnan nature remains human nature it will probably be found

iiiil)0ssible to keep this kind of "politics" out of cooperative

enterprises.

'' Pi-olit-sharing " has made a better record, and gives more

promise for the future, than coopei-atiou. It is founded on the

true economic principle which lecognizes the essential partner-

f-iiip of all the men engaged in the prosecution of an industrial

enterprise. Its superiority over coo])eration lies in the fact that

it leaves the management of a business concern with its origi-

nator or owner, while it gives to the humblest laborer a share

—

over and above his stipulated wages— of whatever profits the

enterprise may earn. The attempts already made in the direc-

tion of profit-sharing have l)een, for the most ]\art, crude and

merely tentative, but are on the whole encouraging. They have

.'•erved to bring to light both the strength and the weakness of

the idea on which they are founded. They do not satisfy in-

r,ii)able or unreasonable men, and they emphasize the truism

that there is no substitute for character and intelligence. Sev-

eral difficult problems connected with profit-sharing remain yet

to be settled. Among these is the old question of the relative

value of mind and muscle, or in what proportion each shall

AvM'Q in the profits of a successful business. Another, and per-

haps still more obstinate, question is the relation of the wage-

earner to a losing business. It is a well-known fact that a large

l^roportion of business ventures earn no profits at all, some of

them involving their projectors in utter ruin. A partnership

which becomes actual only when there are profits to divide is as

unreal and unethical as it is uneconomic. To be worthy of the

'latiie a partnership must bo in some sense like a true marriage,

" for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer." Denounce as

•«ve may the view which regards labor as a mere commodity to

be bought and sold like any other, the fact remains tliat it can

never be anytlfing else tlian a commodity until it consents to a

partnership which is real in the sense of sliaring risks and losses,

:»!i well as honors and profits. This problem is not easy of solu-

tioji, owing to the general unwillingness, not to say the inability,

of labor to assume financial responsibility, or to forego any por-

tion of its accustomed earnings. Labor, too, can be a Shylock
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contending for its pound of flesh, wlien to take it is to take the

life of a struggling business in the crisis of its fate. If it be

contended that the wage-earner by reason of his poverty is com-

pelled to be thus exacting, let it be borne in mind that labor fre-

quently elects to forego its earnings for weeks and even months

at a time in its quarrels with capital. We have personally known
working-men, accustomed to good wages, while on a strike to sup-

port life for weeks together on corn meal and such berries as

grew wild in the woods.

Such instances are not exceptional, and perhaps their chief

redeeming feature is that they show how few and simple,

after all, are the real necessities of existence ; how senseless is

the talk of the many about " starving labor ;
" and how cheer-

fully men undergo privations to serve even a desperate and

doubtful cause to which they have devoted themselves. Prorit-

sharing is, perhaps, the best practicable solution now in sight

of the industrial question. It is worthy of a fair trial. Let

lawmaking bodies encourage or compel the recognition of this

principle in the charters granted to corporations; and, on rhe

other hand, let labor leaders educate their followers into a

willingness to make a temporary, partial sacrifice of wages,

upon occasion, to support a staggering business—just as they

now frequently make a voluntary total surrender of wages to

support a strike. In addition to this it is to be hoped that

directors and managei's M'ill come ere long to realize the in-

iquity, the blistering shame, of ordering a reduction of wages

in times of business depression while their own ample salaries

and regular dividends arc paid in full. Whenever a reduction

of wages becomes necessary let it begin at the top ; it will then

encounter less opposition at the bottom.

It will also contribute somewhat to industrial and general

peace if men can once be persuaded that absolute equality ot

income would do little to relieve the many who are the louc]e>r

complainers, if not the greatest sufferers, under tlie prc?c!:r

regime. Says Mrs. Humphrey AYard mMarcella: "ZS'o; as I

go about among these wage-earners the emphasis, do what I

will, comes to lie less and less on ])ossession, more and more on

character. I go to two tenements in the same building. Oik-

is hell, the other is heaven. Why ? Both belong to well-i)ai'i

artisans with equal opportunities. Both, as far as I can see.
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inif^'ht have a decent and pleasant life of it. But one is a man,

the other, with all his belongings, will soon be a vagabond."

Never were the changes more frequently rung than in tliese

closing years of the nineteenth century on the words of

JUirns,
Man's inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn.

The truth of this sentiment is not open to challenge. Yet one

i, inchned to ask, W]iat inhumanity practiced by man on his

lV!luw-inan is so dire in its blight, so cruel, so fatal, as the

hiiauieful execution which the gifted poet wrought on himself

l.y liis slavery to drink ? When Mr. Powderly, as the head of

llie Knights of Labor in the earlier and better days of that

organization, pointed out to its meaibers that their worst enemy

is not the capitalist but the saloonist, the poverty-pinched vic-

tims of the latter set np a howl of revolt from the labor leader.

His overthrow may be said to have been determined from the

time wlien lie published and reiterated from many a platform

hi.s demonstration that two tliii'ds of the liquor bill of the State

of Pennsylvania was paid by the wage-earning class. This

enormous sum rightly used, Mr. Powderly contended, would

lift the poorest elements above the necessity of selling their

labor in the cheapest market, and until this necessity was done

.'iway no strikes or other devices could keep up the rate of

wages. A wholesome doctrine this, albeit decidedly unpalata-

ble to many who needed it most.

To conclude. If we are alarmed at the rapid accumulation

and concentration of %vealth which distinguishes our times we
may find comfort in watching ihe constantly swelling refluent

i-treams by which this wealth is returning to the community at

l-'-fgc. This is accomplished, first, by the breaking up of most

of the great fortunes which men have for a time called their

<'\\'n. Chauncey M. DepeAv says :
" My experience as an at-

^-ruL'v and counsel for men of large wealth, with an unusual

fiientage of that sort, and of unusual number, for the past

twenty-five years, has been that eight tenths of them lose their

fortunes in their lifetime.*' Enormous sums also find their

'»vay back to the people and into the world's deepest need

through those chamiels of organized benevolence which distin-

K'lish our generation above all others. The era of the capitalist
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is also the era of the hospital, the asylum, the home for the
aged, and of the school and college, which for the first time in
the world's history have put a liberal education within ea^v
reach of poor and rich alike. Yet it is evident that the va^t
and abiding benefits which have been conferred on this crenera
tion by philanthropists of the type of Peter Cooper/'philin
Armour, George Peabody, and others would have been im-
possible if these men had lacked the power to create the wealth
which they gave away.

It is not the purpose of tliis article to excuse the faults of
men who have a genius for acquisition. They oftentimes seem
strangely blind both to duty and opportunity. They are
seldom either brotherly or benevolent. Many of tbem have a
queer system of arithmetic, by which much of their wealth
eludes the tax-collector. Their combinations to influence
markets, courts, and legislatures are certainly not calculate-! to
promote the general public welfare. But common observation
teaches us that, despite his regretable blemishes, the millionaire
employer of labor is everywhere in great demand. Communi-
ties bid against each other to secure him. His advent is hailed
with joy, his departure is sincerely mourned. If he confers no
benefits upon the general public and upon the wage-earning class
m particular, why these popular demonstrations attendant°upon
his coming and going ? Lot us be consistent. In so far as the
capitalist confers benefits, let those benefits be acknowledged.
In so far as he is a criminal, let him be dealt with as other
criminals.

It is devoutly to be hoped that the day is not- far in the dis-

tance when no true son of industry shalffind it either impossi-
ble or difficult to procure the employment necessary to earn liis

daily bread. Jn the meantime it may be the part of wisdom
to distinguish more carefully than heretofore between those
who help and those who hinder social progress; between
the men who create profitable employment for the dependent
poor and the men who in all their lives have given birth io

nothing but " great swelling words."

7dd^.9. ^BiMj^
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Akt. IV.—catholicity.

A CATHOLIC mind is a continual source of pleasure, a catholic

•iic continually enjoys it. Narrow-mindedness is a curse

V. iiercvcr it exists, whether in the religious, scientific, literary,

..r a-sthetic spliere, or in the world of social intercourse;

uiothcr it dwindles religion into a dogma, or science into a

[..niuila, or literature into a style, or art into a school, or moral-
;'_v into a maxim. The narrow mind is like a little pond, hold-

ing the image of the moon, that dreams the orb lies hidden in

its shallow water; but, as it expands, the mind grows like a far-

rraching sea, which knows, however great its bounds, that the
** queen of night" dwells in the heaven above, and only throws
upon its upturned face some passings of her splendor.

The catholic soul will endeavor to iind out the relative truth
of things and to measure the comparative worth of things, al-

ways believing for the best. It makes truth, and not error, the
"bjcct of its search. The man of catholic mind will not pass

unmeasured condemnation on a foreign faith before he has
i-ludied its history, or anathematize a scientific speculation before
it is really understood. He will not rest in doubt or vague hy-
pothesis; he will stoutly hold to the truth that he has found
mid live up to the highest that he knows. Bat he will dare to

r-AS with one who was a pioneer in the realm of philosophic
truti), "I look upon truth as a divine ventriloquist, and I care
iK't from what source the sounds are supposed to proceed if

only the utterance be intelligible and clear." He might say,
J'or instance, " I am a Protestant ; but, if a Komanist has some
t-Tain of truth to give me, I will gladly make it mine. I am a

•Methodist; but, if a Baptist will open to my eyes a vision of
'n.iral beauty, I will repay him with mj' praise. Of what sig-

"lii'-atice to me is it that others do not receive my truth ? Shall

^ Mot receive theirs ? Shall the ignobleness of another make
'i'-^ less noble, or his weakness make me less strong?"

I here are some things that we cannot afford to do—to act
^""iiily to a mean man, to be unjust to a cruel antagonist, or to
*' >iiicharitable to a single soul. "\7e must be large-hearted

"^^•<» to the narrow-minded. This is the struggle of the up-
'•|'"d life, to be just, magnaninious, honorable, and true. It-'—l-IKTn SERIES, VOL. XII.
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may be very inucli more convenient to be a sectary or a ])aiti-

san because it suits tlie natural indolence of the mind and the

selfishness of the natural disposition ; but, if we aspire to bo

worthy of the name of " Christian," we sliall not spare our-

selves the effort, tlie weariness, or the pain of thought, that we
may at last attain " the lofty table-lands " of light and love and

power whereof our " God himself is sun and moon."

But the questions come to us :
" Is this ideal entirely consist-

ent with the calling of a Metliodist preacher? Is not his out-

look upon the world of thought necessai-ily restricted by the

peculiar limitations of his profession, and is not his range of

vision yet more restricted by his denominational relations,^

Must lie not contract his sympathies, and narrow his human
interests and associations, and forswear catholicity, or be a fail-

ure in his distinctive mission ? " What is to be rightly said

in reply ? Tiiis, as it appears to us :

1. The Methodist preacher is, first of all and fundamentally,

a man—in body and brain a, man; he is related to all men, and

he wrongs hijiiself and others if he submits to mutilation of

body or mind.

2. By a spiritual regeneration he is a sanctified man, a Chris-

tian man, a follower of the supreme One who, contrasting the

breadth of his own humanity with the nan-ow incompleteness

of his great forerunner, declared that " true sanctity is not by

withdrawal or repression, bat by the glorification of the com-

mon lot and the infusion of a higher spirit and life."

3. He is a Christian minister. Not only is he an expounder of

doctrine and an administrator of affairs, but also a guide and a

leader of men, and an exponent of the soul life that other

men ought to live. In advance, maybe, of those he leads, he is

yet in touch with them. Not all things that are lawfnl for him

are expedient, as, for instance, certain legitimate lines of business

or study. " There was a time," we are told, " when in Gernumy

and Switzerland tlicre were more good bee keepers to be found

among the clergy than among the laity, and more capable flor-

ists and cattle raisers than capable trainers of human beings—

when the greater number were more skillful in the plant nur-

sery than in the village school, and moi'e at home in their cattle

stalls than in the sheepfold of Christ." In this instance the

clergy sought not " first things first," but first things last. The
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h it'll i'auliue doctrine of expediency must in such matters be

aj.j>lie(i. From whatever is a hindrance to the preacher's chief

•A>nk it is liis duty to abstain, but whatever may be of helpfnl-

ia>.H to liim in his work it is his privilege to enjoy. Expediency
.ifUTiiiines, yet for both minister and people one etliical stand-

Au\ AiO\\V\ prevail. If it be wrong for liim to attend the theater,

i' 18 wrong for them. If they may read a given book, he has

the moral right to read the same. Expedienc}' may determine
t.f.lit'rwise, and in particular cases the individual conscience

tiiay make distinctions, but it is safe to affirm that the minister

^h(>ul(l ask of the peop,le nothing he would be afraid or ashamed
I.I do liimself, and that the people should do nothing which
wonld shock the moral sense if they saw the like done by him.

•i. lie is a Methodist preacher, and is called to emphasize
o.-rrain doctrines and phases of the Christian faith, and to advo-

cate a particular conduct in life. He should be loyal to the

ordinances of his Church, as the governor of a province should
1-^ loyal to the government he serves; yet his loyalty should
Ik- in s})irit to the fulfilling of the letter, and not in the fulfill-

iiig of tlie letter to the violation of its spirit. There are two
ways of being loyal to the Church, as of being patriotic in the
corvicc of the State. The one is by Pharisaic self-assertion,

tiio other is by courteous and self-respecting confraternity.

The traditions of the Methodist Episcopal Church and the

memory of its illustrious human founder alike declare for

S'lcadth and toleration, for catholicity of life and thought, for
" tiio use of a creed as a cord that is noosed to save, and not to
•'<• drawn so tight as to strangle."

1 ho ^Methodist preacher who is no narrower than John
>> esley in his religious and theological thought will be exceed-,

:'!g i>road, and find himself among the most catholic-minded of
his time. Dean Stanley, it is said, always contended that the
'noderu broad Church, of which the dean was himself an illus-

if!ou.s representative, was founded by John AVesley, and the
Kut^igonism that Wesley excited among the other evangelical
'••adei-s of his time goes far to justify the contention. But how
•^"ne It that John Wesley was so much in advance of his

- Hthodist contemporaries, so much more catholic? We believe

'^ ^\-a.s first of all due to the fact that he so clearly apprehended
^''e genius of Christianity ; further, because he had intense
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natural syuipath)' with huDiaii nature; and, lastly, because he

was a man of broad culture and of wide reading.

Upon the foregoing conclusions, therefore, it is perfectly con-

Bistent to suggest to the Methodist preacher, as to any other

man, the cultivodion of a catholic taste in literature. It has

been fashionable for some time past to aii'ect a discipleship to

one or another great literary master ; and lience on both sides

of the Atlantic we hear of Ibsen societies and Browning

societies, as we before heard of Shelley and Shakespeare socie-

ties. These organizations are not without service to society in

general, but literary cliques have a tendency to develop liter-

ary cant, which is as bad as cant of any other kind. TTithout;

the slightest intended disrespect to acknowledged authorities, it

may truthfully be said that a sturdy independence is as healtli-

fnl ill our intellectual as in our moral life, for catholicity and

independence go hand in hand. Only let us take care that

Avith independence we have humility, since the independence

of ignorance is often the worst intolerance.

The cultivation of a catholic taste in literature necessarily

augments tlic pleasure of existence. AVe cannot read every-

thing that is produced, or even the best of everything that may

•be obtainable ; but we may culture ourselves to the reasonable

:appreeiation of the greatest possible variety both in the nature

-of literature and its style. Of course, a reader will have his

particular favorite among authors and books, as among com-

ptmion souls, but witli the distinct advantage that he may nml-

tiply his literary loves without fear of jealousies or self-accus-

ings. We may revel in the luxuriance of Tennyson, and yet

love the sweet simplicity of Longfellow ; we may be enamored

of the sensuous idealism of Shelley, and yet enjoy the healthy

naturalism of Scott; we may find high enjoyment in the mys-

teries of Browning, and yet listen with sympathetic interest to

the fancies of a " Iloosier poet ;

" we may regard with never-

ceasing wonder the universality of Shakespeare, and yet ad-

mire Milton's sublime genius. Throughout the illimitable uni-

verse of thought catholicity is the truest wisdom.

Upon the Methodist preacher may be still further urged the

reaso7iaM<:iuss of catholicity in relation to religion and theo-

logical thoyigU. Wesley, Watson, Raymond, Pope, and Miley

Jiave not exhausted the world of divinity. There are leaclicrs
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Ai.fi preachers of widely differing schools who present necessary

t.ows of truth M'hicli others have not adequately shown. It is

jioi only eloquence, but also high wisdom, that characterized the

t!'.!i'nince of a modern writer and preacher, who says:

1 hoar the voices and I hear sometliing of God iu all. I can sit in the
.ni.'tnil calm with Thomas ii Kempis; I can walk in the blackness of

.•..•.rkness with Jolin Bunyan; lean share the vast enthusiasms of John
W ...h-y. I can rejoice in the sym])athetic breadth of Charles Kingsley,

t!:.- masculine reason of :Maiirice, the tenderness of George Macdonald,
tilt insight and charm of Martiueau. I can worship with the Catholic or

tho Salvationist; I can hear the clear chime of truth sound through the
fcUarianism of Channing; and if sometimes the voice fades upon my ear

I ni.iy at least believe that it speaks to some one else, for "there are many
'

i..ic«\s, and none of them is without signification."*

Ami what of the relation of the Methodist 2yeacher to the

'ii-<at'u:o'dd of human life and conduct? In liis association

with human hearts and human purposes, with saints and sin-

ii«>r>5, with heretics, schismatics, and believers, shall he main-
tain liis catholicity of spirit ? Yes, for it is in these very rela-

li^ns that it is most needed.

The catholicity for which we plead is that which is natural
tn a magnanimous disposition, is consistent with keen critical

<':>crimination, is sometimes created by education, and is always
iTifected by the special grace of tlie Holy Spirit, It seeks to

I
v.-m !nen by consulting their idiosyncrasies; it believes "men
•'light be better if we better deemed of them;" "it thinketh no
••^il," yet defendeth no evil, and "while covering, rather than
•\positig, a multitude of sins, telleth no lies about them." It
i*' that which would encourage Christian cooperation in any
\vorthy work upon which men should unite, and which would
f-'^urteously accept the aid of even an infidel in a matter of
'•-yihhitive or civic reform. It is that which moved John
^^ f.-loy to assert— as Hugh Price Hughes tells us— that Mo-
'::inm)cdanism was a probable improvement upon oriental

^ l»n.stianity, and that he had no doubt Marcus Antoninus was
*'"e of the "many" who should "come from the east and
^^f-'^fand "sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob,"
^Inle the children of the kingdom—meaning nominal Chris-
l!iiiig-_are "cast out;" and that led him to quote with appro-

* T}i€ Church of Tn-marmic, by W. J. Dawson, p. 34.

r
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bation the words of aiiotlier, wlio saitl, "What the heathen call

reason ; Solomon, wisdom ; St. Paul, grace ; St. John, love

;

Luther, faith; and Fenclon, virtue, is all one and the same
thing—the light of Christ shining in different degrees un<ler

different dispensations." It is that which prompted Bishop

Brooks to support one of the Cowley fathei-s when nominated

to a bishopric, althougli the father Avas of a party by which his

own work and advancement had been bitterly antagonized. It

is that which enabled "the apostle Paul to understand tin-

apostle Peter when the apostle Peter could not understand the

apostle Paul,-' and to rejoice whenever Clnist was preached,

although a personal enemy might be preaching him ; tluit shoiu?

from the life of the Saviour, who, tliongh saying, " If thine eye

offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee : it is better for

thee to enter into life with one eye, rather than liaving two

eyes to be cast into hell fire," yet in all his ways sought to save

men with both their eyes and feet ; and that fell in words of

marvelous grace and mercy from his lips when he ci'ied,

" Father, forgive them ; for they know not what they do."

How can the catholic temper be developed? To some it is

a gift of nature, to some it is an acquirement of education, and

to some it is alone of grace. Ever}" man must fulfill himself

along the lines of "his own personality, yet no tone or temper

is altogether incapable of modification or change. To begot

and foster catholicit}' the following rules may be suggested

:

1. One nnist exercise the critical faculty in reading and in

the study of ethical problems and men. Discriminate ! Dis-

criminate ! ! Discriminate I !

!

2. He should remember the essential truth of the Paul-

ine declaration, "There are, it may be, so many kinds of

voices in the world, and none of them is without significa-

tion." The voice for one age may not be that for the next.

The code of ethics for ancient Israel is not exactly corre-

spondent to the code for the Christian Is^rael of to-day.

" There was a day when Diogenes was an oracle, and x\na-

creon a voice, and tlie Sibylline books were authoi-ity and

guide." But, as ]\Iaurice Thompson says, "The tub is no

longer habitable, and our wine gives headaches instead of

joy, and we should feel like benighted children if we shaj)eil

our destiny bv the directions of the Sibylline books." Kcw
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loiics, new voices, or old tones with new emphasis break from

time to time on the listening ear of the Christian Church. At

<.iie time the dominant note is justification by faith ; at another,

the sovereignty of God ; at another, the responsibility of man

;iiul the universality of salvation. Yesterday it was tlie father-

htK>d of God ; to-day it is the brotherhood of man; and to-mor-

i-owit may bo, with new force, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.

3. He should also remember the truism of mathematics—that

tlie whole is greater than any one of its parts, and thereby es-

cape the fallacy of the modern decadent school of realists ;
and

8liould remember the golden rule of moralit}', " Whatsoever ye

would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them,"

and thereby avoid the sin of many an erring, pietist.

4. Let him also recollect that the ground of all just judg-

ment must be upon motive and intent ; and that although, '•' in

tliis life, men may be judged by their works, when the coun-

fvls of the heart are examined works are to be judged by the

man himself."

5. Finally, he should look to the Holy Spirit for light, wisdom,

guidance, and discrimination, as well as for evangelistic ]iower.

But what, it may be asked, should be the attitude of catho-

licity toward unquestioned evil? Alas! that there should be

any need of answer. There are wrongs and wickedness, more

t!ian enough for all souls militant to combat—evils hoary with

antiquity, and a whole brood of newly begotten horrors. The

long-continued fight must go on, and the catholic spirit must

never weaken our hands for the war.

"We have not exalted a toleration that is pagan, but a catho-

licity that is Christian—a catholicity that finds its finest def-

inition in the words of Paul: "Whatsoever things are true,

wliatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, . . .

N\hatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue,

iind if there be any praise, think on these things."
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Art. v.—the METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN
THE SOUTH.

By the terms of the Plan of Separation adopted at the Gen-

eral Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1S44

it became the. right of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Soutli,

wlien formed—if it should be formed agreeably to the Plan

—

to secure to its felloe-ship as many of the members of the un-

divided Church in the South as it could induce to go with it,

from the Gulf to the line of division between slavery and free-

dom ; while it was the right of the Methodist Episcopal Church

to retain in its fellowship all whom it could induce to continue

therein, in unbroken connection, by pastoral charges, districts,

and Conferences, from the line of division between slavery and

freedom down to the Gulf.

The line of division between the two Churches might fall any-

where south of the line of division between slavery and free-

dom. Perceiving this, and seeing the importance to the new

organization of making the former line conform as nearly

as possible to the latter, the Convention of Southern dele-

gates, assembled in Louisville, Ky., in 18^5, by which the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, was formally organized,

adopted a resolution looking to the accomplishment of this ob-

ject ; and at once efforts began to be made toward organizing

Southern Methodist Episcopal churches within the bounds of

the Ohio Conference, in West Virginia. Two Sonthern

Methodist churches were also organized in Cincinnati. These

two churches did not have a long life, but the will and the

purpose of the Church South were clearly revealed in the

fact that they were established.

The Methodist Episcopal Church was able to retain in its

fellowship a considerable number of members south of the

line between slavery and freedom. There was a strip of slave

territory, in some places wider, in others narrower, extending

in almost unbroken connection from Delaware on the east to

Missouri on the west, in which the Methodist Episcopal Church

never ceased to have an existence. In 1SC4, when the War of

the Rebellion was drawing to a close, the Conferences wlu'ch

were located, wholly or partly, in what had been slave States
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«tro the Biiltiiiiore, the East Baltimore, the Central German,
:.'.c Delaware, the Kentucky, the ]V[issouri and Arkansas, the
N^iithwcstcrn German, the Washington, and the Western Yir-
-iiiia. Excluding from the calculation in which we are now
<:i-.iging such parts of any of these Conferences as were sit-

•nitcd noi-th of slave territory, we find that the strenrrth of the
M.'fliodist Episcopal Church in the South at that time was as
:\'!!nws

:
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prepared statistical tables from the Minutes of the Confen

These tables ao-o-reo'ated as follows for the year 1SS2 :X..^C^ L«l..V,0 «gi^lOi;clLW CV
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l!io most recent statistics, by Conferences, as they lie wliolly or

!..^r•Jy in the South, liave been prepared, as follows

:

WHITE -VVOEK.

CONFERENCES.

A'tfiMiua

»!i«i;-a:*

\:.^'M\

lui'iaiore

n >• ItWuc
1^4 tiennan
^a•,^t John's lliver..

I^Ulsl.lIlU

MA«.>!Hi

'^iut IxuU
r • '.•w.

w iliuiiiKion

Or.tr.i! (Jermac—
(.iiiial Tenuessee...
• .i-.rjfla

H..:.:..n

».-t,:ti.lw.v

.••jutii L-mis German.
> '.,:ii iit'iiiian

Kr«i (icniiau
v'--<t Vlr^riiila

I'itisburn

<. :i MissiDii

\V'<iTU Swedish...

T'Mnl.

Year. iMembers. Churches. Valuation. ^^^^^°"' Valuation,
ages.

1.S93

1S95
1S95
1895
1894

1S95
1895
1895
1S95
1895
1805
1895

1895
18S>5

1895
1895
1895
]^:95

1895
1895
1894
1>*95

1895

9.149
5,474
1,81^9

47..3-'0

7,9<1.3

308
l,r?<)

o- r?
29^901
9,402

41,422
1,.^2

6,900
3.148

24,-397

24.471
4,574

2.:?J8

1.68.5

4S,9tjO

513
058
107

$147.
i3o;ooo
If^lOo

3,:JS5.6l»;

88.840
07,100
131,450

52,800,

518,1()0|

l,f)09,;i8,

141,125
l,.561,863j

127,000'

91,410;

55,440
353,000:
497.4.-ii'l

212,150;

86,920|

72,100|

886,3<35

21.600'

8,300^

u.ooo;

3iJl.2-.i4 i 3.503 I $9.8:j0.193: 850

10
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These figures sliow that tlie Clmrch has about quadrupled its

inembershi]), witli a corresponding increase of Church prop-

erty, in tlie South since 1SC4. This is a much greater increase,,

relatively, than that of tlie entire Church.

OUR FKOGEESS AMONG TUE WHITES OF THE SOUTH.

For the reason that oiir work among the colored people in

the South has appealed more forcibly to the sympathies of the

North than has that among the white people of the South, and

has been more frequently and more earnestly emphasized be-

fore the pablic, tlie latter has been less thoughtfully considered

and less perfectly understood, whether as to its jiresent strength,

its prospects, or its future influence upon Southern sentiment.

]\[any of our friends in the Xorth, otherwise intelligent, have

seemed to be ignorant of the fact that we have any hold worthy

of consideratio)! upon the %vhite people of the South. Many of

them liave formed their views, in part, from what has not been

said by agents and others when speaking before the public

about the Church, its condition, and its wants in the South;

and, in part, from letters written by persons who have visited

the chief towns and cities in the Gulf States. The South is

large, and there arc many people in it who are not to be found

in the extreme southern centers of population ; and, besides,

there are as wide differences of view in the South on all im-

portant questions as there are in the Xorth.

In speaking of the hold which our Church has upon the white

people of the South we have no desire to depreciate what has

been done among the colored people, but would simply bring

into clearer view that department of enterprise of our Church

in the South which, we think, has not been sufficiently empha-

sized and understood. Our progress at lirst among the whites

was slower than among the colored people, for reasons which

are obvious. Tliere was in the way of the whites everything in

the nature of social influence to prevent them from coming;

notliing brought them but pi-eferencc of ideas. The colored

people, on the other hand, had everything to induce them to

come. In addition to the tractive power of ideas, whatever of

social life there was for them was altogether among themselves,

and they were all of one way of thinking ; so that, in coming,

they came under the impulse which moved the whole, and nut
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Airainst it. The i)rogress, therefore, wliicli was made in gather-

i'l*^ colored people into the Cliurch %vas easy and rapid. They
r.iiiie in masses.

From ISG-ito lSSl-82—a period of about seventeen years

tliC njcinbersliip among tlie colored people ran up from 29,G64
to 1S'.),570—an increase for the period of 159,906, and an in-

crease per year for the period of 9,406 ; while the membership
<.f the whites went from 74,474 to 208,122—an increase for the

p-.TJod of 133,648, less by 26,258 than that of the colored mem-
h-rship, and an increase per year for the period of 7,861, less

!.y l,n45 than that of the colored membership.
AVith the close of this period there began to be a change.

The statistics for 1885 show that the colored membersiiip ran
tip from 189,579 to 203,048, giving an increase for the period
of 13,468, and an average increase per year of 3,867; but the

white membership ran up from 208,122 to 222,070, giving an
increase for the period of 13,048, and an average increase per
year of 3,987, thus running a little ahead of the colored mem-
In-rshij) and, relatively with what had tahcn place during the
]Mocedlng seventeen years, very greatly ahead of it.

iJuring the period from 1885 to 1891 the colored member-
^!^il> went from 203,048 to 234,036, giving an increase for the
]>eriod of 30,988, and an average increase per year of 5,164

;

wiiile the white membersiiip went up from 222,070 to 269,372,
^'iving an increase for the period of 47,302, and an average in-

cn.'asc per year of 7,883.

I'rotn 1891 to the present time the colored membership has
f:<)nc from 234,036 to 252,676, giving an increase for the period
«'i 18,640, and an average increase per year of 4,660 ; while the
^vhito membership has gone up from 269,372 to 301,234, giving
••'M nicrease for the period of 31,862, and an average increase
i'-T year of 7,965. Speaking on this point, in a pamphlet which
t.Jo writer published four years ago, we said :

" It is reasonable
'•' f^npposc that this change of relative difference of increase in
5;«vor of the vrhites is fixed, and that, while the colored mem-
"-f^ in the South will go on increasing, the white members will

P> ori increasing yet more and more rapidly." The statistics
"T 1S95 show that, so far, this supposition has proved to be
correct.

-^5'^' idea has prevailed, and still prevails, to a certain extent
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iu tlie North that we liave fewer white members in the Sontli

than colored. Tliis has at no time been true; and from the

relative progress among white and colored it is reasonable to

suppose that it will be less and less true with each succeeding-

3'ear. The reasons for this do not depend upon the disposition

of the colored people toward our Cliurch, nor upon the dispo-

sition of the Church toward them. The whole number of wliirc

members of our Churcli in the South in 186-i exceeded that ui'

the colored members by 4-l:,S10. In 1S81-S2 tljis excess was

greatly reduced by reason of the more rapid afflux of colored

than of white members to us for the intervening period ; but

even at the end of this period, when the colored people had been

coming to us in masses, the excess of white over colored mem-
bers was 18,552. At the end of this period the change already

mentioned began to take place, and in 1885 tlie white member-
ship exceeded t])e colored by 10,022. In 1S91 tlie excess of

white over colored members was 35,336 ; and at the present

time the excess is 48,558, or more by 3,748 than it was in 1804.

So much in regard to the entii-e white membership in tlie

South. As was to be expected, much the greater ^art of this

number is found in the border States, precisely as much
the greater part of the colored members is found in the Gulf

States. But a very considerable part of our strength among the

whites is found in the States south of the border States. Ex-

cluding from the calculation the border Conferences, and em-

bracing only those in which, with the exception of Virginia and

Arkansas, the Church had no existence in 1804, we lind statis-

tics as follows in 1895 :

COXFERENCES.
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AS COMPAilED WITH THE CHURCH SOUTH.

To aid in arriving at a true estimate of tlie strength of the

Motliodist Episcopal Church in the Southern States, let us coni-

juro it with the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in the South.

We say " in the South " for the reason that that Church has a

miall number of members outside of the South. The whole

tiuaiber of members of the Church Soutii in the South in,

\^\^\—tlie most recent date for which we have been able to

}.r..curo statistics of that Church—was 1,358,859. The mem-
'.HM-ship of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the South at

til'! present time is, as has ijeen seen, 553,743, which makes our

hlivugth in the South about two lifths that of the Church
South.

In the border Conferences we have more members than the

(.'hiirch South, as is shown by the following figures

:

BOEDER CONFERENCES OF THE CHURCH SOUTH.

Conforences. Members. I Couferences. Members.
li illimore 45,213 Missouri 41,283
Kentucky 28,348 I Southwest Missouri 30,G13
'•'•li'^ville 44,008

I

Suint Louis 20,902
Mi-iuphis (in Kentucky) . . . 7,553 1 Westera Virginia 22, 195

Total 246,115

ll')i:t»ER CONFERENCES OF THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

.Conferences. Members.
'•''.liiiioie 47,320
Ki-l (Jcrmau 3G8
^Ii>--"Uri 27,571
•^tiiit Louis 29,901
^•iliniiifrtou 41.422
' • ntral German 1,542
^'"''ucky 24,471

Couferences.

Saiut Louis German.
Pittsburg
AYcst Virginia

Lexington
Central Missouri
Delaware
Wa.shiugton

Members.
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THE CHURCH SOUTH IN THE NORTH.

The relative strength of the two Churches in the South luiv-

ing been shown, it will be of advantage to know the strength

of the Church South in the Korth. The following figures

for 1894 give the most recent statistics we have been able to

obtain

:

Confereuces.

Columbia
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tuiid to the destnictioii of sectionalism, and to the promotion of

})eace and good will between the sections. It would give a more
loving and jojous spirit to the ministers and members of the

reunited Churches, and would clothe the hosts of Methodism
with ft new panoply of power and grace. But, if the ultimate

ihought be not reunion, then it is worth flie while of the Gen-

cnil Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church to ask what

I'lTect anything more than fi-aternity, which we now have, but

los than reunion might have upon that part of the Church
which lies in the Soutli, proximate to the Church South, and

es])ccially upon that part M'liich is composed of white members
in the South. Anything that would tend to cripple and weaken

this part of the Church would tend to cripple and weaken the

whole Church, and thus to set it back from its present limita-

tions, which are concurrent wdth the boundaries of the country,

and make it what it was during the days of slavery, a Church

of a part of the country only.

26—FIFTH SERIFS, VOL. XII.
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Art. VI.—the THEORETICAL AND THE PRACTICAL.

The exaltation of duty, in distinction from dogma, lias be-

come a characteristic mark of our time. But is it an utterance

from the depths of the Christian consciousness, or only obedi-

ence to a shallow fashion ? Sometimes, doubtless, it expresses

little but the personal equation of minds devoid of historical

and philosophical perspective ; sometimes it proceeds from in-

tellectual laziness ; sometimes it results from conservative dis-

inclination to reexamine traditional beliefs. Xevei-theless, this

way of thinking has taken so general and apparently so firm a

liold upon both the masses and their leaders, upon both the in-

tellects and the sympathies of men, as to preclude the suspicion

that it is a mere inadvertent neglect, an aberration, or a " fad."

It has assumed the proportions of a great, though subtle, re-

ligious movement. The very air throbs with its spirit as with

the impulse of a new reformation. TTe may well surmise that

some truth of deep import is thus finding expression ; that some

part of the divine plan is being accomphshed. "What this plan is

may not be known until the far futui-e historian has placed our

age in his just balances. But the truth that underlies this tend-

ency is, perhaps, already accessible. At least it invites inves-

tigation, both because its intrinsic interest is great and because

tlio maintenance of a Avise equilibrium requires, in times of

rapid transition, a doubly firm grasp of fundamental pnnciplos.

The great philosophical classic on the relation of theory to

life was not written until about a hundred years ago. Reason

and fiiith had indeed been a theme of discussion through all

the Christian centuries, but even Aquinas had not been able to

assign them their bounds. The attempt to be loyal to tM'o

authorities, or to reconcile intellectual liberty with ecclesias-

tical authority, had broken down of its own weight. Xo one

had either given philosophical justification for the content of

Christian faith or shown that faith could wallc without the

support of philosophy. Kant was the first to discover that the

reason this problem of the centuries had not been solved wa>

that the question itself had been improperly put. Faith li:;'!

been treated either as a special mode of cognition, that is, or-

viction, concerning truth, or as cognition of a special sort »•:
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..l.jfcts; wliile reason had claiiiied to be a superior mode of

kiiowiiig, and had assumed a right to the entire reahn of the

kiiowable. Tlie tendency of critical intellects, therefore, was

t.) reject what was not proved ; that of devout minds, to

tli'inonstrate all that they held dear. On all hands reason was
acknowledged to have a secure footing of its own. Faith was
iilways the one to have its basis, as well as content, called in

.jiifstion. But Kant saw clearly two things—the need of in-

(luiring whetlier reason really possessed the powers hitherto

attributed to it, and the fact that faith was not primarily a

jnatter of cognition or the acceptance of a revelation, but was
jnoral volition. iJiTot that intellect was to be excluded from all

t^liare in determining the content of faith; but this share rather

('•nsisted in drawing out the implications of an already exist-

ing moral life tlian in discovering a rational basis for the moral
life itself. According to Ivantwe do not accept moral obli-

^'ution because we believe in God, but we believe in God be-

f'ause we accept moral obligation. Tlie real problem, therefore,

w.is not to determine the relation between two bodies of truth

«tr two modes of reaching truth; but it was to determine tlie

relation between the functions of willing and knowing, or, in

Kantian phrase, between the practical and the tlieoretical.

AVe cannot better approach the answer to this question than

!y noting the general character and the limitation of Kant's

"wn solution. In his Preface to the second edition of the

^'ritique of Pure Reason he announces that he intends to

" remove knowledge in order to make room for faith." The
^'onlldence with which both tlieist and atheist have gone at the

'it-'cpest questionings of the human spirit he declares to be mis-

I'laced, for the reason that the human faculty is incompetent
i'> attain knowledge on such transcendent subjects. His own
'•"iiclusion, the grounds for which cannot here ,be even hinted'

»^ is that knowledge, strictly so called, is limited to objects of a

|»"S.siblc experience, that is, to the phenomenal order, observed
^'«' inferred. Realities, whether the M-orld, the soul, or God, ai-e

f'»nccivable but not knowablc. The result is that Kant admits
yic! existence of a theoretical reason, whose sphere, though
'"uited, is free from admixture of practical, that is, volitional,'

^'^•nicnts. In his complementary work, the Critique of Prac^
i*'\il Iitai!o?i, he next labors to prove that tlierc is also a
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practical reason, or cognitive process, mixed with, and indeeddepending npon, volition. Tins is the faith for ^vhich ]io proposed to make room. The logical structure of this CrHinuemay be summanzed as follows
: If moral obligation is rational,

then freedom, God, and innnortality are real (as is shown by aseries of prosy logisn.s). This is, of course, the beginnin/of
a merely hypothetical syllogism

;
yet, since all men admit ?hat

obligation IS rational, tlie conclusion sliould be aeknowledo-ed
.OS a conviction universally human, in short, as knowled^^e
Nevertheless, this is not theoretical knowledge, not knowled^^oo
in the stnct sense, since it rests upon a proposition merelv a%-^umed or postulated, namely, the rationality of oblio-ailon
Ihis can be neither proved nor disproved, but onlv voluntarilv
accepted or rejected.

By stopping at this point Kant left us with an unreconciled
dualism m knowledge, and with apparent internal disunion of
our faculties. The theoretical reason is credited with an un-
clouded title within its own field, but this iield holds only the
seeming, not the real

; while the practical reason, though it lays
hold of the real, does so by violence, not bv legal process. Once
or twice, indeed, Kant seems to have glimpses of a unity of the
two, and that not merely in the mediatorial work 'of the
Critique of Judgment; for even in the Critique of Practical
Bea,9on he remarks that Qyerj faculty of the mind has an in-
terest, and significantly says that the practical reason cannot be
subordinated to the speculative "because all interest is, in final
analysis, practical." Otherwise expressed, this is the truth,
brought clearly to light through the searching analysis of later
psychology, that cognition is throughout a function of will ns
well as of intellect

; or, better, that intellect itself is conative.
Pure intellect, unmixed with desire, impulse, volition, nowhere
exists

;
nay, an intellectual event, qua event, whether it be an

event of perception, judgment, or inference, is the utterance of
some sort of impulse. It is for this reason that we can con-
sistently speak of intellectual "tendencies," "preferences/'
''affinities," "impulses," "acts," and "achievements." Faust
was not illogical when he proposed to read in place of " In the
begmning ^^•m the Word" {Logos, rationality), "In the begiu-
mng was the Act," for rationality is activity, and therefore a
function of will.
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So jnucliof importance for the understanding of onr problem

li;mgs upon a clear grasp of the truth just mentioned that we
fiiall do well to dwell upon it for a moment. The way in which

ilic doctrine of the faculties of the mind has been handled has

coiK'caled as much truth as it has revealed. Even when the

intellect has not been said to do the knowing, the sensibility

tlic feeling, or the will the willing, an impression has been

allowed to exist that functions of each sort could be ])erformed

in the absence of all the others ; that, for instance, some states

were pure feeling, some pure volition, and others pure intel-

lection. A more careful analysis shows that these three func-

tions, though discrimiuable, are never separate. Every state

of consciousness has all three aspects. Each is intellectual,

for each is a state of awareness and discrimination more or

U'ss clear ; eacli is sensitive by virtue of its feeling-tone ; each

is conative, for attention in greater or less degree is always

present. The bearing of this upon the theory of knowledge

atid faitli will be perceived by asking for the ultimate grounds

uf any judgment. Undertake to prove anything completely, and

one will sooner or later discover that he knows something that

is not and cannot be proved. This unprovable knowledge will

be found to consist of universal judgments, such as the laws of

thought or the assertion that there is an external world, and

{•articular judgments of perception and introspection, such as

the assertion that one object is harder or softer than another.

Now, if we are asked how we know these ultimates of knowl-

*--<lge, we can only reply that there is no process, method, or

^Tuund of this knowledge ; we simply perform the act of as-

f<:Ttion, and this is the end of the matter. If the question

arises whether we may with the same seeming arbitrariness

a.=Fcrt anything whatever, we can only answer that it is not in

'ij< to do this ; that our nature goes out toward, and finds its

*"•">!) realization and satisfaction in, some assertions, but not

others. The ultimates of knowledge, then, are simply acts of

f'-lf-rcalization
; tliey are facts of sensibility and will as well as

<^'f intellect. Xow, our entire knowledge is built up of judg-

inents, each of which is, in its own way, an ultimate. Judg-
I'lftits of perception, judgments of memorj', and judgments of

Hifcrence express the tendency or impulse of the mind at the

"loiiient of their formation. All knowledge, therefore, is an
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exi^rcssion of interest more or less conscious and volitional, tuul

" all interest," as Kant says, " is in final analysis practical.''

There is, then, no purely theoretical knowledge, no ]mre in-

sight; but, at the foundatiou, knowledge is simply self-assertion.

This self-assertion may indeed be self-limiting, and so law-

abiding; it may set up standards, ideals, criteria for itself, but

this limit is only another self-assertion of the same mind. If.

therefore, faith means conviction that something unprovable i.s

nevertheless true, know-ledge itself reduces to faith.

Proofs, like this, of a '"'- credo id hitelligaiii''''^ have not mi

-

frequently given great comfort to defenders of the faith—tou

great comfort, indeed ; for, while the argument has been sup

posed to confirm the method of faith as against, or in contrast

to, that of knowledge, it in fact denies that there is any such

radical difference. We are as far as ever from justifying any

article of the content of faith. For the reduction of the ele-

ments of knowledge and^of faith to the same category' would

naturally imply that all the processes by v.'hich the mind puri-

fies and certifies its knowledge are applicable also to its faltli.

As soon as we remove the ])artition by means of which some

have tried to separate a faith compartment from the rest of the

mind faith forfeits all its supposed immunities ; henceforth

there is no refuge from the demand fur a rational justification

of our beliefs; we arc at liberty to hold as true only such

propositions as evidence renders at least probable.

The individual or the generation that accepts this conclusion

comes to a parting of the ways with respect to the religious

life. Henceforth common honesty forljids both lazy acquies-

cence in tradition and the calming of intellectual doubts by the

assumption that faith is a piivileged highway to certainty. Tu

be religious one must either become a theologian, a philosopher,

or whatever else that is necessary to have critical knowledge

of the things of the Spirit ; or else he must find a way to be

religious while being noncommittal concerning questions of

fact or truth which he has not yet rationally adjusted. The

Christian consciousness of to-da}^ seems positive that it has di.-?-

covered this latter way. For it is amazingly unconcerned

about the party names, definitions, and formulas which were

very near tlie center of interest even a generation ago. Two

facts may seem to contradict this statement, the dogmatic spirit
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»f the Iwoman Clmrcli, particularly as exliibited in tlic decree

uf infallibility passed in 1S70, and the recent deliverance of a

roprescntative Protestant body concerniiii^ the inerrancy of the

Scriptures. In spite of the A^atican decree, however, tlie last

tc:i years have witnessed in this country, at least, more marks

vA religious sympathy, more cooperation in philanthropy and

civih'zation, between Protestants and Catholics than ever before.

Theoretical difierences have been kept in the background, in

the interest of practical good. As to the other fact that appears

to contradict our statement, we may venture to say that the cir-

cinnstances of its origin and the sentiments it has evoked indicate

t!i;it,whatever Christians may privately hold as to the Scriptures,

no further official definitions are called for. Along with this

abeyance of theory has come a remarkable bloom of the sense

<.f obligation. It may be doubted whether the majesty of duty

and the beauty of the kingdom of love were ever preached

with greater directncs3 and positiveness than at present, or

whether the laity ever cared so little for theory and so much

ftn- ]")racticc.

Lut how far is this separation of the two practicable % Are we

certain, after all, that one can be religious without settling for

oneself, either by rational investigation or by clioosing sides,

the great questions concerning the fundamental truths of

theology? How fiir can religion rest on feeling or volitioii

without becoming irrational? Of course, feelings and volitions

cannot be classed with, or deduced from, thought ; they are

each 8u{ generis; and hence, in so far as they enter into religion,

religion is cxtrarational. Yet, inasmuch as religious states and

j>cts have reference to an object conceived as i-cal, while the

reality of objects would seem to be a matter for knowledge and

reason, must we not infer that, after all, religion is as much

theoretical as practical? There are four conflicting ways of

answering this question, which we propose to consider in tlie

h^rht of the principles tdready adduced,

Tiic first concludes that we may hold as true whatever wc
liavc religious motive for asserting, provided only it does not

^•untiadict knowledge. This is the popular solution of the

dilhculty,but it is inadequate. Of course, we may not, even if

^ve couid, believe anything that contradicts our most certain

knowledge; but, on the same grounds, we may ask how we can
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accept anything that contradicts even a slight preponderance of
evidence. That for wliich we perceive such a pi-eponderance is

for us the probable, and is what we actually believe, as long as

we continue to perceive this pi-eponderance of evidence. And
wlien the evidence for and against seems equal how can we in-

cline to one side or the other without self-sophistication? If

the reply be made that what is called knowledge is also in its

elements assertion without grounds, the rejoinder is that, if

religious truth puts itself on this basis, it must submit to ra-

tional tests and abjure the extranitional judgments for whicli

it seems to contend. Middle crrouud between I'eason and feeliiif

does not appear to exist.

liecognizing this diliiculty, a second considerable school in-

cline to surrender themselves to feeling and imagination, as

though these were the norm of religious truth. Writers of the

type of Ritschl, for instance, do not scruple to say that the

unity of the world which concerns religion is " utterly indiffer-

ent to the world-order established by natural science." " The
Christian idea of God," it is said, '' exists only as a function of

the moral nature;" and "just as certainly as volition and feel-

ing cannot be reduced to cognition in ideas, so certain is it that

the latter is not justified in imposing its laws upon them."
" Religion, which presents itself in all tliree elementary func-

tions of the soul, is under no obligation either to accommodate

itself unqualifiedly to the logical conditions of theoretical

knowledge, or to renounce itself." The defenders of this view

claim that, since cognition itself exists only in response to im-

pulses, it is only a means to a satisfactory, that is, moral, exist-

ence ; and therefore that the primary thing in knowledge is

moral feeling. This last then seems to be a law unto itself.

Otherwise expressed, religious beliefs are founded solely on

judgments of value, which have an independent right. But

the difficulties of this view are near at hand. By what canons

of reason are we allowed to infer that, because the belief in X
lias value, therefore X itself has reality ? Evidently the basis

of tills procedure is not a judgment of value at all, but one of

fact, namely, that the real universe is one of moral and lesthetic

harmony. As, however, this is the very conclusion supposed

to be inferred through judgments of value, the circle is obvious.

But, it will be said, since, according to the preceding analysis,
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even knowledge originates in impulse and is tested by feeling,

ie not the right of moral and religious impulses to assert tlieni-

K-'lves equal to the right of reason itself ? The answer is, Yes

;

tliov have an equal right to assert themselves, but not to assert

anything else. Confusion has arisen at this point. Since the

tM-iterion of knowledge is a judgment of value, why not hold

.ill valuable judgments to be true ? Because the criterion of

knowledge certifies the process of cognition, not the content.

Ai times we miglit find satisfaction in believing that God hates

our enetnies ; but, to justify this or any belief, we must ex-

perience self-realization in the process of arriving at it, in dis-

tinction from its content.

Let us try a third view, that the rationally allowable is simply

(lie rationally probable, and that religious feeling and volition

are to stop with this. This is apparently the position of the

'• religion of science." Like the preceding views, it is one-

ciiled, thougli in the o])posite direction. It proposes that our

extrarational functions shall be like flatboats towed by a steam

tug; they are to have no power of motion within themselves.

Vet they are as original as reason ; and since reason itself is,

in linal analysis, merely impulse of a particular kind, there

appeai-s no ground for the assumption of superior authority.

The defects of these three views may be schematized as fol-

lows : The second allows religious feeling an undue lordship

over reason ; the first is loyal to knowledge in its higher degrees,

Init not in its lower ; the -third concedes the rights of knowledge

in all its degrees, but places unconstitutional limitations upon

"ther functions. A fourth adjustment, free from both kinds of

ono-sidedness, is still conceivable. We may recognize the ex-

elu>ive authority of rational criteria in res])ect to all judgments,

Jif^t excepting those concerning the objects of religion
;
but, at

tiic Fame time, we may recognize the right of feeling to accent

itself as feeling, of impulse to go forth as impulse, of imag-

ination to luxuriate in its own realm, of will to assert itself as

personal choice. That is, we may allow the extrarational to

fnnetionato freely, but not to invade the sphere of fact and

trntli. There may be wonder, awe, hope, fear, and even joyful

contemplation and glad self-surrender, at the very moment we

rwonrnize tj^g ]ack of even probable evidence for the existence

of the objects we have conceived. Just as we can act as though
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the next premier of Great Britain would certainly be a liberal,

though there is no such certainty, so we can live as though there

were a God, irrespective of the fact. We can even cultivate a

liabit of religious feeling, as well as activity, by mere contem-

plation of religious ideas
;
just as we can enjoy music without

asking whence it comes, or whether it conforms to the laws of

aesthetics. In short, faith, as distinguished from knowledge,

is not assertiveness concerning facts or truths, but is the living

as though we knew that which we confess to ourselves we do

not know. In this there is no intimation that God is unknow-

able, but only that religion has a basis which need not be im-

periled by changes of philosophy and theology. Nor has it

been intimated that suspension of judgment as to religious truth

is either desirable in itself or even consistent with high religious

development. On the contrary, nothing human is at its best

until it is thoroughly suffused by knowledge. Our inquiry has

concerned, rather, the minimum of knowledge essential to a

rudimentary religious life, and this we find to be merely the

perception of the desirability of the life that religion enjoins.

Even then, if the i-eligious world should become uncertain

of its theology or its philosophy, this would not necessarily

indicate lack of faith. There is ground for the suspicion that

those who fear that a decay of faith is setting in have not

understood the signs of the times. Perliaps the emphasis our

age puts upon the practical ought to distinguish it from all

preceding times as the true age of faith.
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akt. vil—the personal element in social
REFORM.

One of the theories which for a long time lias exercised a

(v.n^idcrable iiifluonce upon onr political thinking is that of so-

r.illcd ''natural rights." In substance this theory assumes that,

iH-'hind all social laws and definitions, the individual, independ-

ently of the will of his fellows, is the possessor of certain in-

jierent I'ights and privileges which are simply because he is a

iiKiu. Belonging to him thus in the ordinary course of nature,

i.itlicr than because of his personal effort to obtain them, society

lias no right to take them from him nor to abridge or alter them

without his consent. Among these natural rights are life, per-

gonal freedom, choice of occupation, participation in making

l.ivvs, and self-defense against insult or danger. " We hold these

truths to be self-evident,'' says the Declaration of Independence,
•* that all men are created equal ; that they are endowed by

their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among these

:iro life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."' Under this

theory the functions of society are such only as the individual

i'^ ])leased to turn over to it, and none others, with the further

important reservation that, in case of question as to the right

of society to do this or that, the presumption must be in favor

of the individual.

Tliis theory of natural, inborn, and inalienable political and

?"ci;i] rights has taken strong hold of the minds of English-

f-j'eaking peoples, and seems to underlie a great amount of im-

1>Ttant legislation. But under the influence of recent social

•h-cussion the notion has received not a few rude shocks, and

it is )iow freely intimated that before correct expression can be

L^iven to ]>resent social relations the old doctrine must be quite

(•--e?itially modified, if not given up altogether. In proof of

Jhis attention is called to the undoubted historical fact that in

tiie progress of civilization society is seen to have taken over

<j'ie function after another—in each case with a consequent re-

'"'rietion of the field for individual activity—until, instead of

'ho individual being looked upon as the possessor of " natural

^!'d inalienable " rights, it is actually beginning to appear that

h'- has in fact only such rights as arc granted to him by society,
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which grants may at any time be changed or limited or even
withdrawn altogether. In this newer view neither individual
nor social rights are conceived of as immovably iixed in the
nature of things. We must '' rid our minds," says Jevons, " of
the idea that there are any such things in social matters as ab-

stract rights, absolute principles, indefeasible laws, inalterable

rules, or anything M'hatever of an eternal and inflexible nature.

. . . Law knows nothing of absolute principles from which we
must not diverge. It is but a series of arbitrary rules, accnmu-
lated or varied from century to century, and defining the terms

on which people may best live in each other's society."

Such, in briefest outline, is the docti-ine which from many
quarters we are being asked to accept. It seems clear that any

such change of attitude is likely to have important couse-

quences for present-day social problems. In particular, some

simple economic propositions, fundamental to every discussion

of social reform, and requiring no technical knowledge to bring

them within the comprehension of any intelligent person, may
have to be abandoned as untenable, or else bo so changed in

form or substance as to be virtually new. We cannot, for ex-

ample, any longer speak with certainty of a " natural " return*

for the use of capital. The rate of interest which should pre-

vail is not to be determined by invoking the nature of things.

A few years ago certain kinds of permanent investments yielded

a net return of five or six per cent ; now we are glad to get four

per cent, and it looks as if before many years we should have

to content ourselves with three per cent or less. In the face

of a general decline in the rate of interest, who will say what

rate is " natural ?
" More than this, it cannot be maintained—we

hearthis said everyday—that anyone has any inherent or inaliena-

ble right to interest at all. Interest is paid only because society

allows it, because society chooses to have business conducted in

that way ; but since the right to both charge and collect interest

conies from society the right may at any time be abridged or

denied. Society might tax net earnings a hundi-ed per cent

or abolish interest altogether without depriving anyone of a

single ^' natural " or inherent right.

In like manner is there need of caution in speaking

about a "natural" rate of wages, although we know that this

verj' question is sure to be discussed in connection with strikes
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mid labor disturbances of all kinds. It may, indeed, bo said

liiat the rerauucration which is just sufficient to keep the la-

lH»rcr alive, and enable liim to raise a family and maintain his

own efficiency, is the " natural " wages ; and there is no doubt

a t-onse in which this is true. But, as we do not know just

what or how much is requi]-ed to sustain life, and have as yet

cuuie to no jiractical agreement as to what things are necessary

to ft workman's efficiency, a natural rate of wages may still be

n^garded, for practical men at least, as an abstract and not a

dfiiiiite notion. Under the newer theory which we are dis-

cussing the amount of reward to be given the laborer is not

lietenninable by reference to any natural law, but depends

einiply and solely upon what society at any given time chooses

to allow.

So, also, one cannot positively assert the existence of any

"natural" rate of profits, or, for that matter, any indefeasible

claim to profits at all. The right of a business man to all he

can honestly make depends upon the attitude of society in that

particular ; society may compel a division of profits among the

fiiiployees, or the devotion of a large portion of them to public

ii.ses, without invading any individual right. So of the accu-

mulation and transmission of property ; the right in the

matter comes from society. Society might confiscate the es-

tates of deceased persons, or tax large fortunes out of existence,

and yet infringe upon no '''natural" rights whatever, for the

reason that we have no social rights except those which the

State gives us. The right to work ; the right to appropriate nat-

ural resources ; the right to receive profits, rent, or interest

;

the right to own, accumulate, sell, or transmit property—what
are these more than privileges extended to the individual by

•^ciety, to be used under its supervision and modified or with-

drawn at its pleasure ?

To the average mind, attached to things as they are, zealous

for the traditions of the elders, yet anxious for growth )-ather

than stagnation, there is apt to be something repellent in the

jTo.^pect of such a radical change in the theory of social rela-

tions. Yet it seems clear, if we may trust the signs of the

times, that it is for the domination of some such theoiT that

each of us, in his own waj^ and according to his need, must
I'toparc. Certainly, looking over the varied activities of life at
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the present moment, the old theory seems to find less and less

application; so fur, indeed, lias our practice departed from it

that there is no longer a clearly discernible limit to the number
or kind of industrial and social fmictions which may be re-

moved, in whole or in part, from individual manai^rt-inent and
placed under the control of the State. Xot a year but i-eeoids

many such transfers. Kor is it any longer felt"^to be nccossarv
to limit public ownership and control to matters in whicli tli'e

community has a clear advantage over the individual. A man
prominent in public life has recently declared that it may be
wise for the State to undertake any public business which it

can cari-y on with success equal to that which has characterized

the administration of the same business in private hands.

Thei-e is little danger of putting the case too strongly in sayiiiir

that every claim to the exercise of additional authority on the

part of the State, be its direction M'hat it may, is coming to be

looked upon as presumptively legitimate.

Under such conditions it might be thought that the social

problems of our time are to be solved without the aid of indi-

viduals, or that at best the contribution which any one person

can make will be inappreciable. But, are we in truth living

under a social regime in which the individual no longer has an

opportunity? Has he no longer any duty, or office, or obliga-

tion, or responsibility ? \Ye think not ; and for the reason that

when we get close to the matter it will appear that in at lea^t

a few important respects the new theory is after all not so ve;y

different from the old. A commonplace truth, though one often

forgotten, helps us to see this. Society is made up of individuals

;

the word is only a title or name for " all of us." And we are mem-
bers of society, not because we M-ant to be, or because we agree to

be, or because it asks us to be, but,sim]")ly because we cannot pos-

sibl}- be anything else; we belong to societyin the nature oftliings.

Whatever may have been true in the early history of the hu-

man race, we canjiot now think of a man as by any possibility

severing his connection with society. The social outcast is as

much a member of the State as is the highest dignitary in it.

Yet it should not be forgotten that the community is not

stronger than its weakest part, and can liave no virtues not

possessed by its individual members. So far from its being

true that the mere brinfrinir together of a considerable number
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uf persons, no one of whom has any virtues in particular, will

...tneliow result in the formation of a strong, intelligent, and

ciroctive society, there is nothing m,ore certain than that the

only way to insure strength, intelligence, and effectiveness in

t!jc community is sedulously to cultivate those qualities in the

iiulivitlual ; and when we lay the burden of social reform upon

MK.'iety—which has often meant laying it upon no one in par-

t!.;ular—we ought to remember that we are society, and that no

n.'form is possible without a typo of character proportioned to

t!ic work to be done.

It devolves upon the individual member of the community,

then, as it always has, to shape the ideals of society, to set in

motion those connected trains of ideas which after a time come

t'-> be accepted as part of the intellectual and moral basis of a

permanent and progressive state. To do this demands training,

knowledge, observation, experience, culture, and clear thinking

;

and the opportunities for achievement in each of these directions

were never greater or more readily available than they are to-day.

Tlie next step is to control, as far as possible, the practical work-

i!i;,'.sof society; and liere again the call is distinctly for individ-

M.ils, for persons, for men. Tlie State of its own motion has never

vi't made any great reform. Every advance has been preceded
by the intelligent, active, and untiring efforts of a few men to

impress their ideas upon the social institutions of their time,

and to put into practical operation the ideas which they have
conceived and expressed. Civil service reform, good city gov-

t'rmnent, temperance, sound currency, arbitration, organized

vn:irity, freedom of conscience, and every other vital question

'v.'uch at the present time presses for consideration i-epresents

t!e persistetit efforts of a very few persons, nnmei'ic.dly of small

ft^vount in any community, to turn society in the dn-ection in

V'iiich they would have it go; and we do well to hold in honor
li'c few men and women of thoughtfulness, unselfishness, and
^•I'th wliose work makes possible the great awakening of the

< ivic conscience, the brave struggle for the maintenance of free

hovornment, and the bold insistence upon the rights of the

'•'•'"y over the rights of the few, which characterize the days
'" ^vhich we live.

»t^ is not enough to feel assured that the world will go right

'ii'iniatcly
; the responsibility laid upon us is to make sure tiiat
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it goes right in our day. And when we say that society is only
another name for individuals in the aggregate, and that wJnU
the indindual is society is likewise, it must be quite clear that
this IS only a different way of sayiug that, in proportion as wemake of ourselves that which we wish society to become, in jn.t
tlmt proportion will society conform to the ideals we set for it
Ihis power of projecting ourselves into the future, thinkino- of 5

ourselves as we would like to be, and so arran<.ing the doUiils ^

of ife as to make steadily for that end, is the ^reat opportuTiity
still held out to us

;
and there is no more hopeful sio-n i,, tlic^e

discontented times than the increasing extent to wfiich we ire
coming to realize that, in all matters of social welfare, our priv-
ileges and our duties very closely correspond. The theo-y of
the superiority of social over individual rights may prevail

;

but to the individual the result will be gain rather than loss, if
so be that from the changed relation there comes a clearer ami
juster view of the common life of which he is a part—which is

greater than he is and whose will he must obey, hut whose
ideals he may fashion, for whose success he is personally i-espon-
sible, and whose future, whatever its character, is in his hands
whether he will or will not.
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Anx. YIIT.-C0:\1PARATITE RELIGION,

The ?tudj of comparative religion is of great importance

xA of increasing interest. Facilities for its study, Jiowever,

i.-i' but of recent date. The steamship, the raih'oad, tlie press,

t;i(' trlcgraph, liavc made all tlie world akin. Indeed, the

'.v.trld m^y be said to be just now coming to self-consciousness.

\i U taking a vast deal of interest and not a little prldo in its

own history, its origins, customs, civilizations, religions, arts,

b-ienccs, monuments, and even in its ruins. The solidarity of

ilio race, the fact of the brotherhood of man, has taken such

)i<»Kl on us that nothing escapes notice, because there is no
-rc;it nor small wlien the future is to come out of the present,

:j» the present has come out of the past, and when the whole
v.urld thrills to a single touch. It is no longer a matter of in-

'Ii:Iercnce to ns what men believe, or how they worship ; nor
cjM we afford to shut our eyes to whatever excellences of doc-

trinal and ethical teachings their systems of religion may con-

tain, nor by any possibility fail to offer them in the spirit of

;,'eMiiino brotherhood substitutes for their teachings, modes of

••or.-hip, and practical life at such points as tlieirs shall clearly

'--•in to us to be inadequate. For wc must regard the history

a!.(l interests of humanity as a whole, and find in the fact of
tlio fatherhood of God that religion, which is everywliere dif-

fused, must everywhere mean something to all, and this not
I'-ast of all, " that God is no respecter of persons : but in evei'v

'lation lie that fcareth him, and worketh righteousness, is ac-

«-'])ted with him."

Tiiat there has been a great deal of prejudice against the Old
" orld religions there can be no doubt. Some of it, no doubt,
•'i^ been well enough founded, but the most of it has been of
til. it ignoble type which is born of ignorance. The ignorance
'•' tlie western world concerning the eastern, and still inoro so
"' the eastern concerning the western, until within a hundred
/'•irs or so, was profound, and as excusable perhaps as it was
>:•'.» found. But the subjugation of India by Great Britain;
t::e recovery of the Sanskrit language by Sir William Jones
•"'1 other eminent scholars and investigators; the establish-

-^KMit of political and commercial relations, with China and
-7—FIFTH SERIES, TOL. XII.
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Japan
;

tlic founding of missions on a large scale bj the Ic-id
ing Churches of Christendom among all the great oriental \yx-
tions—all these events have given ns access not only to tlie
Bacred books of the great religions, but also to their forms of
worship, and to the social and moral condition of the peoj.lc
thus enabling us to form some just opinion as to the utility ot
their religions. Eut even now we would do well to form 'our
opinions with becoming modesty. To " see men as trees, walk-
ing," is not to sec clearly, and we are not sure even yet that oui'
vision is clearer than that in respect to the Old World religions
The Parliament of Eeligions, recently held in Chicago, un-
doubtedly did much to dissipate prejudice, but there is s'till too
much of that rascally vice left to be credible to, or consistent
with, either intelligent faith or Christian catholicity. It mat-
ters not whether it be the Archbishop of Canterbury, too
bigoted to give the Parliament his influence and blessing, or
some other bishop who, after such an exhibition of religious
fraternity as the world had never witnessed before, could
speak of the Parliament as a «' masquerade of the old effete re-
ligions on the platform of our modern cirilization," or words
to that effect— all such narrowness and bigotry were put to
shame by the brotherliness and catholicity of JMazoomdar, of
the Erahmo-Somaj, of Fung Kwang Yu, the Confucianist, and
of Dharmapala, the Buddhist from Ceylon. It was indeed an
ecumenical council of the world's great religions, a love feast
of the world's great faiths, in which Ilindu'and Parsce, Con-
fucianist and Taoist, Puddhist and J^rohammedan, Jew and
Christian, Catholic and Protestant, met together to find that
they had much in common, and this es|3ecially, "that God
hath not left liimself without witness in any nation." It was
worth all it cost that such a truth should be so beautifully
illustrated and so abundantly conlirmed.

There can be little surprise that tlie first workers in com-
parative religion should have produced alarm. The idea of a

science of religion implied things in common among the re-

ligions, true and false, and it implied also inheritance and evo-
lution. Looking at it superficially, as at first wc are almost
certain to do, it was feared that the effect of the study would
be to reduce all religions to the plane of liuman inventions,
and so bring discredit upon all. And such, indeed, M-as the
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(violent purpose of some who first began to investigate in this

tiireetion. But, thus far, what has been the result? Certainly

not wliat many of the enemies of religion had expected, or

\K\\iKi some of its friends had feared. For tlie liighest has not

In'on brought down, but the lower have been brought up ; that

is to say, instead of having showii that Christianity, the highest,

is liunian and full of folly, it has been shown that it stands

jtccrloss among the i-eligions of the world. At the same time

it lias been made clear that there is something divine, some-

tliing of God, in even the lowest religions ; that the All-Father

lias taught his children, even according to their ability, to

understand him in all lands and in all the ages. How else

could he show that his love is. universal and that his care is

over all ? The science of religion, then, is vindicating God. It

relieves him from the charge of partiality, and vindicates both

t!ie wisdom and goodness which provide for man according to

)iis needs and capacity, not forgetting in our problem that

capacity is largel}' the measure of need. In this way it finds a

I'lace for Moses as well as for Jesus, for the pedestal as well

us for the topstone v/hich is brought on with shoutings of
" Grace, grace unto it.''

Ijut the gi-eat thing to be overcome in order to a profitable

s-tudy of comparative religion, we must further insist, is

Ignorance. In so far as we approach the subject as partisans

we arc disqualified. A judicial frame of mind is necessary in

order to a fair consideration of all the elements in the case.

^\ e must not judge any religion by its worst specimens, and
•vrtainly not, by what its enemies inay say of it. Even
^'liristianity itself could not bear tl)e test of being handled in

that wa}'. In eveiy case doctrines and worship should be in-

terpreted in the best sense that they bear. It is not so much
^^iiat they w'ould mean to us as it is what they mean to

tncm. That is a vital matter, audit M'onld seem that there can
'Hi little further excuse for misinterpretation and misappre-
'Jtiision, since able papers—by representative men, many of

^vhoni were commissioned, or at least selected, because of their

•I'ecial iltness for that work—were read in the Parliament of

Kfligions, which expounded nearly all the faiths, little as well
•'s great. A careful study of those papers should yield large

f^'^tilts in the M-ay of correcting and enlarging our vicM's and
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opinions respecting the various religions of the world. "V\"e

need not slirink from giving them each and all their full meed
of praise, because to do justice to other religions is not to do
injustice to our own. It is not necessary, we should tliinlc, that

our religion has less truth and power because other rclicrions

have some truth. This is not a case in which others can have
nothing, even if we have all. It is possible, nay, it is certain,

that at many points they and we have much in common.
Our thesis, " comparative religion," presupposes that there is

much in common, or there could be no comparison. AYhat is in

common should be considered to have the very stamp of God
on it as being fundamental, the true bread of heaven, without

which the religious nature in man would perish. "Where the

paths diverge, there, it may be, some have lost their way. Oi
course, we cannot quite assume that the divergent jiaths are

none of them essential ; but we do know that, however a

man may miss his way in respect to creeds and ceremonies, if

he fear God and work righteousness he has kept in the middle

of the road that leads to eternal life. All the great religions

emphasize the necessity of a pure life. T])at is one thing they

all have in common, and that cannot be bad in one system

which is good in another. That and all other things which

religions have in common are either all good or all bad, wher-

ever one finds them. The necessity is upon us to say all good,

because in no other way can we account foi- their universality.

Man, the " religious animal," as Burke calls him, must have

something to meet and satisfy the wants of his religious nature.

The universality of the religious nature in man, the exponent

of which is the universal hunger of the soul after God, no

matter by what name he may be called, or whether he be

clearly apprehended or not, has not been sufficiently noted.

The universality of religion, including dogma, worship, and

practice, not excluding its crudities as absuixlities, is a fact that

must be explained. It all means something, and it is as un-

scientific to pass over it without explanation as it would be to

leave the mountains or any other great fact in nature unex-

plained in geology. The moral and religious nature of man i-^

entitled to a soil in which to grow. The barren rocks and

heaths of inildelity and agnosticism afford no such soil, and.

besides being an affront to his intelligence, are repudiated by
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nrnTi's spiritual nature. The searcli after God is not un-

warranted and not in vain ; the effort to find out how best to

live is not without utility ; the hope of a future life is not

without an inspiration that reacts favorably upon tlie present;

and all our questionings after God, all our strivings after purity

in the present life, and all our hopes for the future find their

own best answer in the heart-linnger of the human soul.

In speaking of what is in common among great religions we
iinist begin with teachings and faiths in respect to the existence

of God. It has 'been said that no people has been found, or

can be found, that is utterly atheistic. On the other hand, it

lias generally been claimed that Buddhism is both atheistic

and nihilistic ; but it may be reasonably doubted whether

Sirvana is annihilation, and whether pantheism, is not a more

exact equivalent for its teaching in respect to God than is

atheism. "When the Buddhist teaches that there is no begin-

ning and no end in all things, and therefore concludes there is

no "one creator," he does not, as we understand him, mean to

deny that there is God. The Japanese Buddhist holds that

Vairokana is not the same as one creator ; that is to say, though

there may not be a creator, there may be God. And yet it

nuist be acknowledged that most M'riters hold Buddhism to be

atheistic. And again, it might seem that the old Turanian

family is without any proper knowledge of God ; but a closer

fctudy will convince us to tlie contrary. In eastern Asia, it is

tnie, the idea generally prevails that all things are without be-

ginning or end, and therefore that a creator without beginning

<'r end is unnecessary and superfluous ; and yet, even in that

••ectron, there is some nam.e to represent Deity. In Chinese,
*' Tien," as MaxMiiller has shown us, originally meant the sky

;

hut it has come to mean more than sky ; it is the " one" and

the "great;" and because it is one, they hence conclude that

there cannot be many gods. And we further have jMiiller for

authority that this Chinese " Tien " has passed through nearly

'dl the phases, from the lowest to the highest ; that " Dyans,"
t'lo Aryan name for sky, passed in the poetry, religion, mythol-

'gy, and philosophy of India and Greece. It will be a painful

''nrprisc to some to learn, though it ought not to be, that away
hack among some parent stock, and in some root-language from

,
^vliich it may be all ancient and modern languages have sprung,
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God \Yas known and called by some name that might have meant
to them exactly wliat our names of him mean to us. Older than

the Latin, the Greek, and possibly also than the Sanskrit, is

the prayer to the "Heaven-Father," the " Dyaus Pitar" of the

Veda. Even Moses borrowed much from the Egyptians, and he

did well to do so. His " I AM THAT I AM "
i^s but the " Kuk

pu ISTuk " of the old Egyptian inscriptions. God's name is in

all lands, and there has been some thought of him, however

imperfect it may have been, that has everywhere and always

favorably affected the great mass of mankind. And it was no

disparagement of Moses that he used what he found in Egypt
that was helpful any more than it was of Jesus that he taught

man}' things after Moses. In each case it was the present le-

gitimately building on the past.

The doctrine of the Trinity, or of three in one, variety in

unity, is also common to many of the great religions. It is

Egyptian as well as Hindu, and antedates in those religions by

many centuries any Christian statement of that doctrine. And
there were incarnations before that of Jesus—Krishna and

Osiris, for example—with many incidents connected therewith,

almost identical with those of the gospels. In the case of the

Egyptian Osiris, he was killed, recovered from the dead, and

became the judge of men. Such traditions are startling, and

one's first impulse is to cry, "Myth, njyth ! they are all myths,

not excepting the incarnation of Jesus ! " But a truer, pro-

founder view is, that as Confucius prophesied that the holy

man should come from the "West, so these represent the heart-

longings of the world for the coming of the divine man, and

are prophetic of his advent. In the same line is the fact that

a doctrine of the Logos Avas exjjounded by Philo before it was

by John ; but it remained for John to give it such a setting,

to put it in such concrete form, that it is his doctrine of the

Logos that the world cares to know about, and not that of Philo,

for Philo gave us an abstraction that the world cares little for,

while John gave us the concrete Christ whom the world loves

and adores. And, still further, as the life is more than creed

or worship, there are connnon to all the religions moral codes

which, though not identical, are approximately sufficient for the

ordinary purposes of life. Even before the time of Abraham

the Egyptians had a moral code which, though it may not have
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• irried Avith it the same divine authoritj', did cover substau-

i-vliv tb« same ground as that delivered by Moses to the Isracl-

i'u-./in the Ten Commandments; and Buddhism, it is claimed,

thoui^di supposed to be atheistic, had the most perfect moral

r. Klein the world prior to Christianity. And the rules of Con-

fucius for the regulation of men in all their social relations were

I'crtainly of a very high order. There is no religion, as Max

Midler has said, that does not say, "Do good; avoid evil."

'I'lioro is none that does not contain what llabbi Willet calls the

,juinte?sence of religion, the simple warning, " Be good,^ my

1k>v."
" ' Be good, my boy,' may be a very short catechism

;

!,ut let us add to it, 'Be good, my boy, for God's sake,' and we

iuive in it very nearly the whole of the law and the prophets."

lu all religions, too, there has been consciousness of sin, pen-

;,t)ce, sacrifice, prayer, contemplation, and worship; in all a

more or less well-d"irected eft'oi't to overcome the evil, and to

r.iisc life to its best possible conditions. AVe have nothing to

do at present with the vagaries and incongruities of religion,

with rciisons for faith that arc contradictory, with ideals for

life that are imperfect, with forms of worship which are gro-

tesque and foolish, or with lives that are immoral. All these

things we must expect because of the limitations of the finite,

lor we cannot conceive how, constituted as man is, they can bo

avoided; but that all the religions should have so much in

common that has to do with the well-being of man in the

present life, not to speak now of a life beyond, bespeaks for

theui all not only a common but also a divine origin.

It is a wondei- to many, not to say also a suspicious surprise,

that the great religions do hold so much in common. It is a

fact, however, that can be rationally accounted for. As the

^-ience of lani^mage points to the unity of the huuum race, to

'-juic far-ofi' Akkad and Shinar whei'c humanity was cradled,

"'i also does the science of religion point, as we have a right to

<xpcct it would, to the unity of revelation and faith. The

Aryan, Semitic, Hamitic, and Turanian peoples, all vari-

^.".isly distributed into smaller streams, have come down to us

iVom fcome primal center, and have brought along with them

t:»eir mythologies and traditions, their revelations and religious,

^•liich, though variously named, are sufficiently alike to show

I'-.eir kinship. It is no wonder then that the Babylonian tab-
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lets and Hebrew Sciiptiircs should liave similar accounts of
creation and other early events in tlie history of the world, and
that the mytholoc^ies and anthroj^ologies of so many na'tiun.
should bear upon their very face the evident marks of a coin-
nion origin. Neither is it any wonder that the invocation in
the Veda to the " Heaven-Father " should find its equivalent in
so many languages, or its highest, and final expression in the
universal prayer, " Our Father who art in heaven." It is i.c
disparagement of Jesus that he borrowed the words " Heaven-
Father," but it is his glory that he illuminated them with a
meaning that they never had before. For if it does not de-
tract from him, ^vhen teaching Semitic ])coples of God, that he
used the same names which were used before there Avere such
languages as Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic, and before there were
such peoples as the Babylonians, the Phoenicians, and the Jews,
why should it disparage him as a teacher if we find that n)eii

worshiped God under the name of the "' Heaven-Father" before
there were such languages as the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin,
and before there were such peoples as the Hindus, the Greek-.--,

the Romans, and the Teutons? iN^o matter what words wcrJ
used, it is Christ alone who " hath showed us the Father." It

is his glory that filled the words " Father in heaven " with a
divine content, namely, the universal fatherhood of God. And.
because of tliis, we should not let the unity of the race too largely
explain the fact that the contents of religion are everywhere .h)

much the same. Men have a common Father, and^ this nni-
versal Father has exercised a universal care. IJe has not nco;-

lected his children. Divine neglect cannot account for diverse
human conditions without giving us a God whom we could
neither love nor worship. But the God we love has been in

the world from the beginning, and will be in it to the end.
He lias written his laws everywhere, and has raised up great
teachers in every nation. Confucius and Buddha, Zoroaster
and Socrates, Moses and Jesus, were all great religious teachers,

and each taught much that was common to them all, many
sayincs of Buddha and Jesus even being almost identical. Bi.r

as Mazoomdar has beautifully said, "In the high realm of that

undying wisdom the Hebrew, the Hindu, the Mongolian, the
Christian are ever as one, for that wisdom is no part of tlicm-

Bclvcs, but the self-revelation of God. The Hindu books have
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!i..t plagiarized tlie Bible, Cliristiunity lias not plundered Diid-

iliiisni, but universal wisdom is like unto itself everywhere."

CJud is indeed one, and liis revelation is one also; that is to

f.;iv, it is all in the same line. It may be dillerently appre-

inMuled, because his children arc not of equal ability,and therefore

c.iimotfind how to understand him alike. They are not all yet

riile to bear his complete self-revelation. God in Christ, " rcc-

«.;iciling the world unto himself," is the highest truth. It is

tiio truth of God and man, not apart, but together. The great

i-.-acliers are bringing men to Jesus, and Jesus is bringing them

<)!i to that. It is his glory that never man spoke like himself.

V>'o have named him along with the other great teachers, but

lio is too large for possible classification with any of them,

'i'lie teaching of the fatherhood of God is distinctively his, as

;;!.>a by implication and inference, at least, is that of the brother-

lu^od of man. He gives God and man in such relations that

tlu-y can live together. He docs not, with Hinduism, lose the

liiiite in the infinite, and so rob this life of its significance; nor

•i.'os he, with the Buddhist, do away M-itli the infinite in order

I', make room for the finite, and so rob man of God's help to

lead a virtuous life. His doctrine of sin and salvation is

'jnique. In his view sin is a personal matter. He knows

Jiothing about Adam or imputed sin or transmitted depravity,

a;i(l so also he knows nothing about appropriatit^g some other

inuu's good works and righteousness in order to salvation. The

'hificulties in the way of the pi'odigaFs return to the father are,

iU his view, not governmental, but moral. Salvation is a per-

f- 'iial matter, and is achieved by a faith that obeys. "With him

"U-dienee is salvation; or, as John puts it, "lie that doeth

righteousness is righteous." But, in order to this, man must
^e liorn from above, which means that God is a great factor in

isinjian salvation. The inspiration to return and the power to

T'ooivc and forgive are alike in God". Hence the prayer, " Our
i iitiior who art in heaven . . . forgive us our trespasses . . . de-

i'\*.T us from evil."

In the hands of Jesus the present life gained tremendous

'^ijnifieancc from the life Mdiicli is to come. Confucius, on

•"•ing asked as to the condition of the soul after leaving this

"'•"^'rld, answered, "AVe do not know this life; how then can we
>»uu\v death? " How incomparably superior are the words of
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Jesus, "Let not your licart be troubled: je believe in Go<]
believe also in me. In my Fathor's house are many mansion.

'•

-blessed uords are these, words that have filled the world with
light and hope! Jesus alone '-hath brought life and immo--
tahty to light/' And so a comparison of Jesus with other
great teachers will at all points display his unequaled and --
pcrlative greatness. Eveu an old truth gained new life and
power and beauty by the new setting that he gave it. The
so-called golden rule of Confucius is altogether another and a
divmer thing in the teaching of Jesus. Changed from its neg-
ative to Its positive form it marks all the difference betwee^u
the doctrine of reciprocity as given by Confucius and the
"new commandment" as taught by Jesus Christ-a command-
ment which implies a higher ethical and religious standard
than was ever before known to man. It was :fit that he who
could teach in such a strain should give the form of prayer thn
was used at the World's Parliament of Religions

; and that men
of all nations and of all faiths in this nineteenth century of tie
Lord Christ should say, " Our Father who art in heaven :

"

'

for it was in itself a distinct prophecy, and in a large way also
the fulfillment of the prediction that "every knee -^ shall bow
and every tongue " confess that Jesus is Lord, to the <dorv of
God the Father." "^

" 3

But no study in religions can bo satisfactory which does no: ]
bring them each and all to the test of experience and fruit. \

Jesus said, "By their fruits ye shall know them." That, after
all, is the supreme test. God and man must be put into per-
sonal harmonious relations. Men, seeking after God, " ifhapiv "

they may "find him," must be found by God seeking after
men. This seeking God, trying to reconcile his children, and
glad to receive them when they return to him, is Christ's £:re;U-

est teaching. But this at-one-ment, in order to be effJctive,
must be to man not a mere theory, but a conscious, vitali^inj
fact. The birth from above, the effusion and infusion of tlie

divine Spirit upon and into humanity, can alone insure \\v.ii

altruistic spirit which, whether in Jesus or in us, sacrifices soh"

in order to tiie salvation of the lost. "' God with us," " Chri.r
in us," give life, exi)erience, and power, and fuUv account for
that characteristic of Christianity which so mucirdistinguishis
it from all other religions, namely, its vitalizing force as
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exhibited in the political, social, moral, and religions condition of

t!io peoples when its best work has been done. The elevation

,,f wouian, the significance and sacredness of cliildhood, the abo-

iilion of slavery, the improved condition of the masses, the

hospital for the sick, and the asylum for the. unfortunate, to-

gether with other innumerable humanities, characterize every-

v.Iiore Christianity's humane sway. It is no accident then that

('iifistian nations to-day are leading the world in art and science,

j;j inventions and humanities, in morals and religion, and are

ti.iuiiiiating it also by their power. It is no accident that India

i<« springing out of its former darkness and chaos into the light

and order and beauty of a new day, under the inspiration of

(')iristian teaching and rule. It is no accident that Japan

"liould liave begun to put on new power since even its partial

rvcoption of Christianity. The entrance of God's pure word

fvrrywhere giveth liglit. Even if our Christianity, as we have

i:, misinterpreted and maligned, apologized for more than is

Jiccilcd or helpful, cau do all this, what might it not do if it

C'tuM only interpret the Christ so that in all minds Christ and

Christianity should stand for one ?

And now we are read}" to accept tlie implied challenge of

Colonel T. W. Iligginson, that " the broadest religion is the

In-st." By that very sign may wo not claim thot Christianity

i* the best ? If we may not claim it for tlie Christianity of the

Ciiurches, the Christianity that has been corrupted and limited

by the very work it has done and the victories it has won

—

tliongh even that we will not concede—we may and will claim

it for tlie Christianity of Jesus Christ. For what can be

hruader tlian the " Fatlier in heaven," the " one God and Fatlier

<^'f all
;

" than the everywhere Spirit, " a measure of which is

^i^cn-to every man to profit withal;" than that love for the

world which gave an "only begotten Son" in order to the sal-

vaf iun of the lost ; than the commission to go " into all the world,

•>'l preach the Gospel to every creature ;" than tlie invitation,

" ^Vhosoever will, let him take the water of life freely?" Or,

^hat can be broader or more catholic than the purpose to bring
•''** "other sheep" not of this fold, that there may be "one
•"'d and one shepherd ? " Or, finally, what can be broader or

""-Iter than tiie hope immortal, and the life eternal, for which
J*>iis alone lays sufficient foundation \
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Art. IX.—methods AND PRIXCIPLKS—A STUDY IX
METHODIST POLITY.

Principles are invai-iable and eternal. Methods are variable

and temporal. The doctrines of Methodism v\'e hold to be

scriptural, and, in the main, phrased in conformity with the

large and brotherly spirit of the Xew Testament. The princi-

ples at the root of her economy—sucli as itinerancy, episcopacy,

the two orders, government by laymen and pastors—while thev

are not of divine ordering, have, however, so well approved

themselves that it may be taken for granted that there is no

serious intention of disturbing or displacing them. When,
however, this has been said, it still remains true that a variety

of methods, customs, and practices do exist concerning which

there are grave differences of opinion. As time slips by tliese

differences are becoming more and more accentuated, and it is

easy to see that tlie cry for change grows more clamorous every

year. This is just what we should expect. Methodism at tlie

beginning was, in the main, a change of methods. She intro-

duced no distinctively new doctrine; she simply emphasized and

brought into prominence the doctrines of tlie Eeformation which

had either been obscured or forgotten. Her methods were siin-

pl}' the exigencies of her condition, or, if one prefers, the prov-

idential guidings starting her on her career.

Those who oppose changes of any kind are fond of saying

that " Methodism is the child of Providence." By this they

Beem to mean that in its initial stages Methodism was divinely

guided. Men of gi-eat brain and large heart were by God

called for speciiic work, and by his Spirit they were specially

illumined. Hence arises the opposition to change and the in-

clination to think that whoever offers any modification of exist-

ing methods is worthy the fate of those who impiously touched

the ark of Israel. What they really mean to say is that Metho-

dism was the child of Providence, but that now Providence has

withdrawn and that there is neither voice, nor sign, nor any

that regards the call and cry for guidance and for light. The

underlying assumption is that God has fixed once and forever

the metes and bounds of our Zion, and that it only remains f"r

us to move in the cut grooves and the well-defined orbits of
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??,(• pnst. Wc are of those who veritiibly believe that Metho-

liisin not only was, but still is, the child of Providence. "While

•AO believe that John Wesley was a Spirit-guided man, we also

U-liovc that there are men to-day who are equally so guided

;

y.A we are convinced that if Mr. Wesley lived in the end of

:!ie nineteenth, rather than of the eighteenth, century he

would be the last man to oppose change simply because it was

fli;inge. The appeal to Wesley, then, can have no weight with

i:iotip;htful men, save as that appeal can be shown to ground

; ir.H'lf in reason and in its adaptability to the needs of to-day.

•'(iod is not dumb, that he should speak no more."

Sixteen consecutive years h\ the pastorate must necessarily

^ivc any observant man a fairly correct view of the strength or

weakness of our various methods. In dealing, then, with some
i)f these methods let it be understood that we assume the

p.i-^tor's standpoint and speak out of an experience born of a

(•'•nscientious attempt to faithfully administer the work com-

Jiiitted to our care.

According to our present rule no one can be admitted into

full membership in our Church until he has met at least six

months in class. It will be admitted, we think, that this rule,

obligatory upon every church and pastor, is in many places far

from being obeyed in its spirit and intent. It is not denied

that W'Q make a technical assignment, or that we organize a

f'j^ccial probationers' class expected to go out of existence so

won as it shall have served its purpose. It is a temporary

bridge across an ugly gulf. The contention here is that the

rule as to class is, in very many cases, observed only by a sort

''f moral legerdemain, by the use of temporary makeshifts, and

t':at when one looks closely at the j^resent practice he is per-

mitted to doubt whether it conduces more to a high than to a

tow moral tone. Instead of spending time in bewailing the

th'cadencc of the class, would it not be well to face the facts and
i-^'e if it cannot be modified, improved, and adapted to present-

•' 'v life? Dr. Stevens clearly shows that originally the class

\\'as not at all designed as a plan for spiritual culture. It was
l>!ircly a financial plan, a good medium lor collecting the
" l>enny-a-week and shilling-a-quarter " pledges to the chapel

•'cbts. Afterward it was seen to be a good agency for heart

culture, and was so used. Another thing that must not bo
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forgotten is that originally the class leader was the pastor.

Preachers were few, were absent on preaching tours, and if a

member was absent or sick or careless the class leader visited,

comforted, and counseled. If to-day the leader does not iiml

his members in class, wdiat does he do ? Visit ? ]Sro, he scolds

those who are present, or he inveighs against the decadence of

the class-meeting spirit. AVc are not at all inclined to blame the

leaders, as many of them are so situated that they cannot visit.

The demands of business practically prohibit them from such

work. If our time were as the time of a century since, if class

leaders to-day could do the work of their predecessors, old-time

classes could still be profitably maintained ; but since neither of

these things is so, nor can be made so, it is evident that sonic

modification needs to be made. It is little better than insincer-

ity to laud this means of grace and make it obligatory for six

months, and then to let it go by the board. In adapting our

class system to the life of to-day we must remember that very

many of our members, and in many sections an increasing num-

ber, make no pretense of attending class. It will not do to say

that these people arc formalists, ^vorldlings, or backsliders. To

so state would be to utter a gross slander and a palpable un-

truth. Among these nonattendants will be found some of our

most intelligent and spiritual people, njen and women the

charm of whose companionship is their intelligent devotion to

the spirit of Mctliodism and the evident sincerit}" and un-

doubted piety of their daily living. It will not do to thrust

them aside with a pietistic sneer; nor is it wise to continue to

keep them in the attitude of ]-ule-breakcrs. On the otlier hand,

every candid observer must admit that there are thousands to

whom class attendance is not only a rule to be obej'ed, a duty

to be performed, but even more, a privilege to be enjoyed.

Probably no service is capable of yielding more genuine delight

than the class, when it fits into the circumstances of one's life

and the aptitude of his mind. AVhat is true of individuals ii

equally true with respect to churches. Some of our churches

are so circumstanced, so sujiplicd with suitable leaders, that

class meetings prosper ; others^ again, are of such a sort that no

pastor, however great his interest or enthusiasm, has been able

to give to the class anything but a feeble and fitful existence.

The growth of our young people's organizations was something
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that coiikl not l)C foreseen a ccntniy since, and needs to be

Uikcn into consideration in any readjustment that is to be made.

Of course, any change in our class rale necessitates a correspond-

in:,' change in our probationary system. A proper modification,

.".!;«1 one that would seem to meet all the requirements of the

(^t^c would be to make class attendance optional rather than

ol.Hi^atory. Let it be presented in tlie light of a most delight-

K)mc privilege, and not as a positive duty, and thus give to the

individual member his choice as to methods of spiritual culture.

The probationary term may then be continued as at present, or,

if it seems wise, cither reduced or extended, and probationers

ho admitted into full membership upon the recommendation of

the stewards and the answering of tlie present disciplinary

•jucstions.

The cpiestion wliich, next to the class and probationary system,

II10.4 taxes the ingenuity ofthe pastor who would at once be wise,

l..v:il, and conscientious is probably the amusement question.

Concerning this so much has already been written that there is not

n.-cd of many words. Kor is there expectation of saying any-

thing especially original. A chief indictment against "^ 240 is

iliat it is neither obeyed nor enforced. In its present form it is

Jiiandatory, and the member who deliberately attends a theater

•:• a dancing party for the third time, after proper advisement,

^h..uld, in conformity with the rule, be expelled. Either the

nilc means that or it is meaningless. Kow, it is notorious that

the rule is not enforced. It either should be enforced or modi-

I'ad. A more far-reaching objection to the rule may bo foiind

in the fact that the theory underlying it runs directly counter

to the whole Protestant position. It is the essence of Eoman-

iMu to deny liberty of individual judgment and to make the

("i:m-ch the guardian of the individual conscience. Loyalty to

tiio mandates of the Church secures eternal blessedness, and

t'lat Church therefore logically may prescribe concerning all

''- mlnui'uc of a man's daily life. Kot so Trotestantism.

^Viih \;s liberty of judgment and of conscience is a cardinal

i-rinciplc, and we have no right to create, or attempt to create,

•-^u iirtificial conscience. Broad principles grounded in the

\vurd of God we may declare arid maintain, but the attempt to

Jvgnlate by statute the details of every man's doing is to en-

l-'iiL'lc us ao-ain in the voke of media3val bondage. Atany who
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believe the rule umvise vet hesitate to favor any change, be-

cause sucli action will cause us to be misunderstood and our

position misinterpreted. That has happened to the Method-

ist Episcopal Church before, and we are well able to stand it

again. It is better to be misunderstood than to be wrong.

Our Church ought not to be a weather-vane. The Genei-al

Conference Journal for 1S92 shows that, while many petitioners

prayed for the removal or the modification of the rule, not a

few, including many of our young people in the AVest, strenu-

ously insisted on its retention. It would seem that the matter

might easily be adjusted in a satisfactory manner by the reten-

tion of our general rule on the subject of amusements and the

relegation of *[ 240, or at least the questionable and debatable

portion of it, to the Aj)pcndix, as being an expression of the

godly judgment of the Church concerning the questions therein

discussed. The present general rule is sufficient to enable any

wise pastor to Aveed incarnate worldliness out of the Church.

It may be taken for granted that itinerancy is a settled part

of Methodist economy. While we find a few who would

abolish it altogether, it is doubtless true that the rank and file,

both of the ministry and of the laymen, like the system and will

not consent to its destruction. This being so, it is equally true;

that there is a grov/ing conviction that the principle itself nni?t

be made more flexible and less arbitrary. Holding to the

principle as we do, believing it to be the best system of mini>-

terial supply that has yet appeared, not being unmindful of the

dangers and infelicities of change, none the less we think

changes ought to and surely will come. Originally Methodic,

ministers changed about because the supply was not equal to

the demand. This v,-as true in Wesley's time, ti-ue in Asbury's

day, but only partially true to-day. In the settled portions of

the country there is practically a preacher for every preaching

place. Thus one necessity for the old-time itinerancy has van-

ished, and with it one phase of itinerancy itself. We do net

find men now campaigning the length of a county or of a

State. Originally the itinerant preacher had a pastor in the

class leader who was settled in one place ; this is not now pos.-^i-

ble, and hence makes the longer stay of the preacher a greater

necessity than formcly.

A tendency of to-day is organization with central contru..
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Tlii> is evident in industrial, civic, and literary life. It is also

C'liiiint; to bo evident in ecclesiastical life. Con well in Phila-

,ivli»hia, Dickinson in Boston, Greer in Xew York, are the

fxocutive heads of great institutions. The men under them

luuy bc'clumged, but to change them by the tick of the clock

would be the height of folly. Kow, the institutional church,

c. called, is not needed evei-ywhere, but it is needed some-

where. And somewhere the Methodist form of it is needed.

There is not a great city in the land M-here one or more such

rliiirches of our denomination ought not to be found ; and

it\ many a town of from twenty to thirty tliousand we could

capture the middle classes for the next half century if only we
were equipped to do the work that should be done. The
)iri'achcr of to-day is not merely a herald to call men to re-

pentance, lie is a master builder fitting stones into an en-

during temple. He must touch the \vhole life of his town

—

civic, social, commercial, literary, philanthropic, and religious.

Is the Methodist preacher doing this? Is it possible for him
to do it under existing conditions? An answer maybe found

in the fact that in an elaborate illustrated article written by

Mr. Albert Shaw, editor of the Rev'^cv: of Jieviev:s, entitled

** The Higher Life of Xew York City,'' * tliere is not seen the

face of a single Methodist nor the portrayal of any Methodist

institution as a force in that "higher life." This is not saying

that there are none worthy of a place in the pages mentioned
;

hut it is at least an evidence that the impression made by our

X work and our workers is all too small. Now, it requires no

I ^'ivat depth of thought to understand why as yet Methodism
iiris developed no such eminently great work or workers.

^^any a man has been deterred from even beginning a work of

the kind indicated, because he could hardly get it well begun
before he would be forced to move. His successor, with the

best intentions, might be woefully unqualified for such work,

•»"<1 what he started would stand a ba])el tower—a monument
"f li is folly. No such work as has been done by Conwell or

I>:ekinson can even be contemplated under our system of uni-

^^'fsul and arbitrary change. If the large amount of money
'••vpeiided in "advance movements " in New York had been

i"-it into one of our existing institutions under the control and
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management of a tit and permaueut leader, would not the re-

sults have been larger and worthier ?

Undoubtedly the time has come when Methodism should

make some suitable provision for the enlarging of her activi-

ties and for conserving and using the power of lit men for lit

work and in the lit place. It seems not a little singular that

Methodism, v/liich in the person and practice of "Wesley was

60 far ahead of the age with respect to philanthro])ic work, is

now a good laggard in the race. The old Foundry was th<>

seedling of the present institutional church. It instructed and

clotlied children, ministered to the physical and intellectual as

well as the spiritual needs of men and women, and seems to

have anticipated nearly all the agencies now so effectively on)-

ployed in various forward movements. Methodism has its

great hold upon the middle classes, and in nearly every factory

town and village it could double and treble its influence and

its power if it would only do sometliing besides preach and

pray. For a long time we have despised and deprecated en-

dowment. It is an exceedingly difficult thing to make either

the ministry or tlie laity see that church endowment is a good

thing. To endow a hospital or a college is most praiseworthy,

but to endow a church is a bit of folly, we are told. Our

papers nearly all take this ground, yet our Episcopalian fi-iends

evidently think differently. Could Trinity, or Grace, or St.

George do tlieir mighty works without their practical endow-

ments in buildings and bonds ? There is a great opportunity

for the nian who will be brave, generous, and wise enough to

forever lift some Methodist church by munificent endowment

out of the realm of chance with respect to its benevolent and

philanthropic activities. When this is done, then it will be

possible to group all philanthropic work under the church,

and it will be done in the name of Christ. At present much

of such work is outside of the church, and by majiy it i.-

supposed to be in spite of the church. The truth is that nine

tenths of the support of all such movements comes from the

cliurch, yet it gets but slight credit therefor.

For the development and cairying out of such work as ha?

here been indicated it is evident that pennanent leadership i?

essential. In making any modification of our itinerant system

in the direction suggested two things at least are obvious. Tlie
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^r^t is tliat the Quarterly Conference should no longer be the

rrxiUurc of tlie pastor. Provision should he made for the

•

.

.living of that body more thoroughly representative of tlie

.viiilKTsliip than it now is. Tiie second is that no radical

-;, mire, such as the absolute abrogation of the limit, should be

-ide without the consent of the laity. The ministry may and

rjiiilv should take the initiative, should reason and counsel,

'.:t it sliould by no means attempt to coerce the membership,

!• the time is not ripe for the removal it doubtless will be

».r.ii; at least it is ripe for a modification permittiug some

;Ml to remain in some places, and that modification should

-••1 be delayed beyond the session of the coming General Con-

:« n:iice.

.V consideration of the composition and work of the General

('..iifcrencc itself gives clear evidence of the need of readjust-

. ..'•lit. The question of membership is already at the front.

Tiie iiie(pialities of the present system are easily discernible.

A Conference of only fifteen members is entitled to two dele-

;-4ir.^, a Conference of three liundred members to nine, minis-

•' rial and lay. Five small Conferences, with from seventy-five

•
• 11 hundred membei-s, can outvote a Conference with a mem-
'r-hip of three hundred and more. The discrepancy is more

• * :<ieiit if we take into account the number of church members.

Ain>:idy the size of the body makes it unwieldy and renders

'-^lix-ful legislation very difKculr. Such a body is peculiarly

•Uble to emotional waves, and is apt to be sensitive as much to

'."'.<i fervency of the demagogue as to the wisdom of the states-

'"-an. It now seems evident that the lay and ministerial deh;-

f-»tt*s will be equalized in number. But, even with the pro-

i'-^-d reduction of ministerial representation to one in sixty-five,

' «' IkkIv will be far too large for the purposes of a deliberative

-^-^'Jiibly. In the Methodist Rcvicio for March-April, ISOl,

••'*•• late Dr. Sandford Hunt considers the tv»-o-house plan as ad-

'"'atcd in several General Conferences by Dr. '\s . II. Perrine.

'i">«'urnuud the arguments of Drs. Perrine and Hunt Jiave

*'••'
I'^.-on undermined nor their positions snccessfully contro-

'"^ru-.l. Tv/o houses, in which tlie ministry and laity would

'^"^•t,<]».'liberate, and vote separately, would allow a little larger

*' }'r»'.-«entation of each order than would be wise or practicable

•' 'i.'y euntinue tosit and actas onebody. It would undoubtedly
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conduce to much more wise and careful legislation. It would
also place a greater responsibility upon the laitj. It is a well-

known fact that now it is exceedingly difficult to keep the lav-

men till the close of the session. Under the present system
they slip out, and the ministers are sufficient to keep a quorum.
Under the two-house plan, with the necessity for a quorum in

each, this could not happen.

A matter that should have prompt, careful, and wise con-

sideration is our relation to the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South. The animating cause of the separation is nonexistent.

Our presence in the Southern States is irritating, and the ex-

tension of the Southern work west and north is a groM'ing

cause of unbrotherliness. Add to this that we are in the same
foreign fields, and that the only distinguishing feature is tlie

word " South," and it is readily seen that our present relations

are neither wise nor Christian. Of course the difficulty is witli

tlie black man. AVe of the Xorth, however, are learning that

w-c have not been always wise in our methods of dealing with

tlie negro. We begin to realize that brotherly love for a ne-

gro in South Carolina is one thing and brotherly love fur a

negro in Brooklyn is another and vastly different thing. Tlie

one is sentimental and easily cultivated, the other is factwul

and calls for a strain of chai-acter not yet too common among
us. In Hartford and Boston, the other day, negroes of the

highest character were turned away from many hotels. The
South, too, is learning. She is beginning to feel that her own
salvation depends upon the salvation, education, and elevation

of her wards. Such men as Bishop Galloway and the late

Bishop Ilaygood have done much to clear the atmosphere. If

is evident that we are not yet ready for organic union. To

force that now would be to sacrifice the negro. And though

some of our leaders seem ready to thrust the black man out, if

only we may clasp the Southern white to our bosom, we do not

think the sentiment of the Church is with them. Xor should

it be with them. We cannot sacrifice the principle for which

we have stood and still stand, even for so worthy a consumma-

tion as organic union. But, while not ready for this, we ought

to bo, and are, evidently ready for federation. A fair recogni-

tion of the worthy work of each should not be difficult. The

younger men of each section will not much longer consent to
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r";:!it over again the battles of the fathers. Where the Church

S..utli is in the home or foreign fields, and is doing true work,

^.r will agree to do it, we not only should allow her so to do,

but eliould help her in it. It hardly needs to be said that, if

»o are doing the work well in any spot on earth, our Southern

'ufutljcrs should give us all possible aid and comfort. The

«;tii:ition is difficult and delicate, but much can and should be

-i.-iic to lessen the strain. Confidence should replace suspicion,

laithcrly kindness recrimination, and mutual helpfulness take

tiio place of denominational bigotry and haughty indiiference.

J^urcly, if slowly, by the way of federation aud brotherly love,

.ic thould move toward the desired and ultimate goal of re-

tiiiitjii.

Tlicre are many other questions that might well engage our

a'.tt-ntion—the episcopacy, tlie eldership, the constitution, the

•H'-thodof elections, and the consolidation of benevolences—but

\itnc and space forbid the further extension of this article.

Wiiat is needed is not rash iconoclasm, but wise and conserva-

tive reforming ; a building of the superstructure upon the old

fy.iKidations ; an adaptation of the underlying and universally

iccepted Methodistic principles to the needs of to-day by means

"f modern methods ; and an abiding conviction that the divine

Spirit is in the men and Church of to-day, even as he was in

'.lie men and the Church of the past. For the doing of this

•Aork may God grant us men with a sufficiency of wisdom,

«:r;icc, and strength—men who will have faith in the eternity

^'f principles, no matter how the exigencies of time may change

the methods of application.

Take heart 1 the "NVaster builJs again,

A cliarined Hfe old Goodness hath,

The tares may perish—but the grain

Is not for death.
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Art. X.—history OF 'JllE THIRD RESTRICTIVE
RULE.

All tlie earlier General Conferences, from ITSi to ISOS \\\-

.elusive, were simply mass meetings of Methodist traveling min-
isters

;
for, as a fact, that of ITSi had sixty-three present, or

exactly three fourths of all the traveling ministers. This pro-

portion was not much, if any, less up to ISOS. The menihers
were especially careful in these mass meeting General Confer.

ences to guard the rights of the minority, and they were careful

also to avoid all rash or ill-advised changes. They adopted and

sacredly kept the agreement at all their mass meeting General

Conferences not to make any changes in any received rule of

Methodism without a two-third majority. All the proceedings

of the eleven General Conferences of the Church from 1706 to

183G inclusive are contained in one large octavo volume of 501

pages, while the proceedings of the General Conference of ISOi'

fill a large octavo volume of TT6 pages ; that is to say, the entire

proceedings of all the General Conferences of the Church for

forty years occupy a little less than two thirds of the space of

the proceedings of the last General Conference.

This first volume of proceedings is an unusual book. Many
of the features of those early General Conferences—as the

2>ersonnel of the delegates, their somewhat quaint methods of

parliamentary procedure, and their action upon such matters as

the retailing of spirituous liquors or the purchase of lottery

tickets by " om' preachers and private members "—would be

subjects of engaging study did opportunity permit their men-

tion. Confining our attention, however, to one point of history

—in view of recently published statements challenging the

validity of the third restrictive rule—we propose to give from

the Journals the facts as to the restrictive rules.

On Monday afternoon, May 9, ISOS, William Phcebus moved.

and the motion was seconded by Daniel Hall, " that the Con-

ference now go into the business relative to regulating and

per])etuating General Conferences in future," the subject to 1>».'

taken up on the morrow. A memorial from the IS'ew York

Conference was also read—unanimously adopted by that ho^y

and concm-red in by the New England, Western, and South
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r.ir-iUna Conferences—on the necessity of a delegated General

(\.iifcronce. At the morning session of May 10, Bishop As-

{.iirv having called for " the mind of the Conference, whether

a:iv further regulations in the order of the General Conference

'v nccc.-sary," the question was "carried in the affirmative."

Stephen G. Roszel, of Baltiiiiore, and "William Burlce, of Ken-

•ncky, moved and seconded that a committee be appointed to

'iniw lip and present to the Conference " snch regulations as

t!icY may think best to regulate the General Conferences,'' and

the motion was carried. A motion being lost that the com-

ijiitt'ce " consist of three members from each Annual Confer-

vMico, their own members present," it was ordered that the

cunimittcc ''be formed by two from each of the Conferences,

chosen by tlieir respective Conferences." As there were seven

Conferences, this made the "Committee of Fourteen," so

c.-vUcd, on General Conference regulations. On Monday morn-

ing, May 16, the report of the Committee of Fourteen, " rela-

tive to regulating and perpetuating General Conferences,"

was read. In the afternoon the debate on the report was con-

'y tinned. It was moved and seconded by Ezekiel Cooper and

Joshua Wells " to postpone the present question to make room

for the consideration of a new resolution, as preparatory to the

iin'nds of the brethren to determii>e on the presei^ subject."

Tlic motion was carried. Then the same gentlemen moved and

fe<'condcd that, in the iifth section of the Discipline, after the

question, "By whom shall the presiding elders be chosen?"

tliC answer should be: "Answer 1. Each Annual Conference

rt'sjK'ctively, without debate, shall annnall}' choose by ballot its

own presiding elders." The debate on the presiding elder

question continued on Monday afternoon, on Tuesday morning
and afternoon, and also on Wednesday morning, when it was

d-cidod adversely by a vote of 52 yeas to 73 nays. At the close

«»f the Wednesday afternoon session it was on motion voted that

** liie vote on the first resolution of th(j report of the Committee
of Fourteen be taken by ballot." This first resolution of the

'^'|>ort, that "' the General Conference sliall be composed of dele-

pUcs from the Annual Conferences," was then put to vote, and

^'•is lost by 57 yeas to 7i nays. On ^londay, May 23, near the

clo.sc of the morning session, the Conference on motion decided

to fix tlie time and place of the next General Conference. Then

?
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it was decided to lay over this motion '' until it be detci-niincl

wlio shall compose tlie General Conference.'' Then it was votci

by a large majority that the ratio of representation should be

" one member tor every live members of each Annual Contei-

ence." It was then moved and carried that each Annual Con-

ference should decide for itself whether it elect by seniority vi-

by ballot. On the afternoon of the same day the quoruin oi

the General Conference was fixed at " two thirds of tlie repre-

sentatives 0^ all the Annual Conferences." On Tuesday, May
21, it was moved from the chair and carried " that the rcporr

of the Committee of Review lie on the table until the regula-

tions concerning the General Conference be determined."

The next action was as follows :
" Moved by Jesse Lee, and

seconded by William Burke, that the next General Conference

shall not change or alter any part or rule of our government,

so as to do away e])iscopacy, or to destroy the plan of our

itinerant general superintendency. Carried." It was then moved
by Stephen G. Roszel, and seconded by George Pickering, "that

one of the superintendents preside in the General Conference :

but in case of the absence of a superintendent the Conference

shall elect a pi-esident j9/'o temy This was carried. It wa.>

further moved by Iloszel, and seconded by Xelson Reed, tliat

the General Conference have "full powers to make rules and

regulations for our Clmrch under tlie following restrictions:
""

1. The General Couference shall not revoke, alter, or change our Arti-

cles of Religion, nor establish any new standard or rnles of doctrine con-

trary' to our present existing and established standards of doctrine.

2. They shall not allow of more than one representative for ever}- live

members of the Annual Conference, nor allow of a less number than one

for every seven.

3. They shall not make or change the '•' General Rules of the Uniti-d

Societies."
,

4. They shall not do away the privileges of our ministers or preacher*

of trial hy a committee and of an appeal; neither sliall they do away the

privileges of our members of trial before the society, or by committee,

and of an appeal.

5. They shall not ai)propriate the ])roduce of the Book Concern or of

the Charter Fund to any purpose other than for the benefit of the trav-

eling, superuiunerary, superannuated, and worn-out }:)reachers, their wives.

widows, and children.

These restrictions were all adopted, as also the proviso for

changing any of them. At tlie afternoon session of the same
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ihiV two motions about the General Conference were offered

anil carried—the first by Daniel Ostrander, providing for a

ciillcd General Conference ; and the «aa£iiid by the cliaip^ de-

riiuini^ that the General Conference shall meet " once in four

Nuirt;, perpetually, at sucli phice or places as shall be fixed on

l.v the General Conference from time to time." On the after-

jK.on of May 26, 180S, the last day of that General Conference,

•t was voted that no preacher should be sent as a delegate until

lu; liad traveled at least four full calendar years from the time

(.f his reception on trial, he being also at the time of such elec-

tion a member of an Annual Conference in full connection.

We have thus given in detail the full text of all the action

..f tlic General Conference of 1808 concerning a permanent

»ii-!('gated Conference. Unless in the jDrinted Journal of the

(V.nferenceof 1808 there has been serious omission or error as to

tiic action taken at that session, the conclusion is inevitable

tlint the equal validity of the third restrictive rule with the

('ll.er restrictive rules is clearly a matter of construction. The

<'tlicr five restrictive rules debar any and all succeeding General

Conferences from changing any and all of them, except in a

c. rtain prescribed manner. The action of the General Con-

forencc of 1808 on the third ]-estrictive rule only restricted

"the next General Conference" from changing or altering

" :iny part or rule of our government so as to do away

vj'iscopacy, or to destroy the plan of our itinerant general

Miperintendency." It is the theory of some that, by the modi-

tuil form of its adoption, the third restrictive rule exhausted

it.H.'lf with the General Conference of 1812, leaving all suc-

<vt(iiiig General Conferences to act in any manner they might

«'hooso as to the episcopacy and the itinerant general supcrin-

tcndency. Yet that is not our opinion.

Ab^uming that there is no other authentic General Confer-

t lu-e record of 1808 than this now under review, as undoubtedly

thirc is not, it follows that the printed record of the Conference

^*f 1808 is unimpeachable, upon any reasonable hypothesis,

^'le following reasons are given for this conclusion :

1- It was printed by order of the Conference of 1852.

-• If the validity of this record can be impeached, so can all

"!i" vai-ly liistoric documents be accounted as unreliable.

'•• The loss of the, manuscript Journal of the General Con-
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ference of 1808, for a few days, is attributable to the death of

John Wilson, the secretary of that General Conference. It

has no invalidating effect upon the record.

4. The book editor, Rev. John McClintock, D.D., who edited

and published these Journals, vouches for the fidelity of the

reprint, as a true copy of the manuscript Journals of ISOS.

5. Th^e printed Journals show great care and pains by the

secretary to keep a correct and intelligible record of the pro-

ceedings. The minutes were approved at each session.

The failure of the third restrictive rule needs to be accounted

for. Note the following facts : The Journal shows that after

the report of the Committee of Fourteen had been read and

discussed through two sessions, the morning and afternoon ses-

sions of May 16, its further consideration was postponed *• to

make room for the consideration of a new resolution, as pre-

paratory to the minds of the brethren to determine on the

present subject." Thus, for some days, the regulations of the

proposed General Conference were laid aside until the burning

question of the election of presiding elders by the Annual Con-

ferences was disposed of. It thus seems probable that the

friends of the delegated General Conference regarded the j)as-

sageofthe regulations for the delegated General Conference

as quite doubtful, if not impossible, until the mode of appoint-

ing presiding elders liad been definitely settled. Is it isot a

reasonable hypothesis that Jesse Lee and William Burke, who

took the third restrictive rule out of its place among the six

restrictive rules, as they were reported by the Committee of

Fourteen, and offered it to be binding on the next General Con-

ference, concluded that if the next General Conference were

thus estopped from infi-acting the episcopacy and itinerant

general superintendency its permanent validity could not

probably, and would not afterward, be infnicted by succeeding

General Conferences? If Lee and Burke so held it is no'

improbable that others would hold a like view. The probabil-

ity of this theory is enhanced by Bishop Soule's resignation i"

1820— the second General Conference thereafter—who, on 1'^-

ing elected a bishop, declared that if he were ordained h'.'

would not regard the resolutions adopted six days b:forc, pro-

viding for electing presiding elders by the Annual Conference.-

and making them the l)ishoj)'s advisory council in stationing the
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preachers. Two days tliereafter he deolined the office alto-

-otlicr, and his resignation was accepted bj the Conference.
This .<hows tliat in Bishop Soule's judgment tlierc was an irrec-

oncilable antagonism })etween (1) the election of presiding elders

anil their being made an advisory council of the bishops in

stationing the preachers and (2) the third restrictive rule. Dr.
Xathan Bangs gives the same rendering of this action of 180S
ai? we have recited.^ Unless there is a coi^y of the records of

t!iO General Conference of 1808 other and different from the
one we have here considered, the third resti-ictive rule was
never adopted, in manner or form, as the others were. If Lee's
and Burke's motion inhibiting '^ the next General Conference "

from infracting the episcopacy and general superintendency
w.is deemed or intended by them adequate to preserve the

fUj^crintendency and episcopacy unimpaired, and if that
view was probably held by enough others to pass the motion,
would not that state of facts render the motion binding also

upon succeeding General Conferences?

It has been erroneously claimed that during the action in

the General Conference of 1808 upon the proposed delegated

(General Conference six of the representatives from the Kew
England Conference and two from the Western Conference bc-

o.uue dissatisfied with the pi-oposed restrictive rules, especially

tltc third, and withdi-ew from the Conference to return to their

li'>:ncs. Yet the bone of contention, according to Dr. Elliott,

f

was not the restrictive rules at all, but was the provision re-

I'<3rted by the committee on the General Conference in favor

<»f representation by seniority and not by electing delegates.

To conclude, we can see no evidence of attempted tampering
^\Jth the Journal of 1808, nor with the Discipline relating to

tiM' restrictions. The printed Journals bear jf);'/;?^^ /ac/^ evi-

"i^-iicc of entire fidelity and accuracy. At the same time, while

;^!^"ing full credit to the documents reviewed, we maintain the

«''l"al validity of the third restrictive rule with the other five

f' -"trictions, for the following reasons : (1) From the unclial- •

'^•!i;;od recognition of the third restrictive rule in the practice
•«'id administration of the Discipline for the last eighty-eight
.U-ars, Pince it was reported from the Committee of Fourteen,

•Hangs, llisbtrM (>S U\c 'Mdhnai.-^t EpUcopal Cliurch, vol. ii, pp. 2:?9-2.33.

Elliott. Life i>f Vic liev. Rolicrt R. Roberts, pp. I'yi, 150.
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and since it was discussed and in a ceitain form adopted.

(2) Ever since tlie organization of the Methodist Episcopal
Church in 1784 tlie third restrictive rule has been the funda-

mental law of the Church, unwritten from 1784 to 1808, and
\

from that time tlie written law of the Church. I

But if, in the judgment of a respectable minority of the
|

ministers and laymen of our Church, the theory of this paper as \

to the full validity of the third restrictive rule, or any other
\

theory put forth and held, is deemed inconclusive, the General
]

Conference of 1896 can safely and wisely submit the third re- 1

strictive rule for adoption, or readoption, by the ministrv and
]

laity of our Church. The constitution of the Metliodist Ei-is-
|

copal Church and the General Conference, already submitted

to the next Genei-al Conference through the Church papeis by

Bishop Merrill and T. B. Neely, would, if submitted by tlic

General Conference in an overture to the laity and ministry of

the Church, be adopted by an overwhelnnng majority.

The great body of our Chui-ch, ministers and laymen, trust

and venerate our bishops. They believe in the plan uf our

itinerant general superintendency and in our episcopacy. They
will not allow our episcopacy to be shorn of any of its vested

powers. They do not want, nor will they accept, a districted

or diocesan episcopacy, unless as a counterpoise and safe-

guard in such an arrangement, the presiding elders are elect-

ive and coordinate M'ith the bishops in stationing the preachers.

AYe are, and we prefer and intend to remain, an epi5C0}>;il

copal Church. Practically we have been such for a hundred

and thirty years. For all that period we have had an itinerant

general superintendency. We believe onr system has been

demonstrated as the best form of Church polity. Beyond

all precedent we have prospered, outstripping all other Chui-ehes

and even the increase of our genei'al population. We warn all

profane, intermeddling iconoclasts, who would sap and subvert

our Churcli foundations, to beware ! Hands off !
" Toucii

not mine anointed, and do my prophets no harm."

J( (JJpoM^
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Art. XL—phases OF FAITH.

THE VISIBLE.

Faith accepts tlie testimony of the senses to the. reality of

tlio material world, and is inspired to worsliip. It holds no

thoorv as to " processes," but believes tliat monad and man, plant

and planet, were born of a "spirit," and not evolved from the

nniversal "space." Reverentially agnostic, it sees nature and

j^nys, " God "—not because, according to thcosophy, the all is

fiod, but because nature suggests God, as the Sistine Madonna

cuggcsts Raphael. Reverentially agnostic, it admits the in-

iieront limitations of intellect, and is not egotistically deiiant of

tiiut revelation which supplements thought. Seeking to un-

derstand, it masters all true sciences—chemistry, biology, as-

tronomy, geology, and mathematics—and regards them as bibles

or records of divine teachings. xVnd having cultivated chastity

of the eyes it sees the glory of Jehovah in the heavens and the

earth. This vision of the visible being undistorted by error of

liead or heait, laith sees the cosmos as from the standpoint of

God himself.

Such a spirit delivers from a cynical and sinful contempt

of the world on the one hand and a sensuous submergence in

its physical delights on the other. The flower that blooms in

the garden, tiic fire that flumes on the hearth, the stream that

llows from the heart of the rock (without touch of a Moses's rod),

tiic river that furrows its course through the hills, the moun-

tains tl-at tower in majesty above man's tiny home—these and

the great i-ealm of which they are types front the soul and awe

it, if there be faith, into that spirit and act of prayer which by

a glorious ministration of the Holy Ghost puts the adoring

iicart in accord with. the heart which beats at the center of the

visible world; into union with the everlasting life of the Cre-

ator, whose fiat began those motions that we now discern to be

tlic indices of liis presence. "By faith we understand that

the worlds have been framed by the word of God, so that what

is seen hath not been made out of things which do appear."

THE INVISIBLE.

The invisible is not the unseeable; it is apparent to the pure

heart, its essence being dlv inc. Yet there is an evil invisible
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from wliicli faith shiinks or which it antagonizes, so identify-

ing itself with God in his antipathy to the maleficent agencies

of the spiritual realm. This attitude is the core of life's re-

ality, normal and eternal. Evasion of it, is the death of spirit,

animalism ' dominating men and they becoming as '• brute

beasts," "without understanding" of the inherent distinctions

between the "ought" and the '"ought not," That sense which
is called "conscience" takes cognizance of the unseen realities

of pui-ity, peace, truth, justice, benevolence, loyalty, and right-

eousness—these, and not merely " pei'sons," constituting the

invisible world. Faith not only sees these, but rejoices in their

beauty, and lives in them, for them, and by them. Unfaith

discounts these, sneers at their dignity, spurns them. Hence,
in practical life, men are divided into those who subordinate

the invisible to that wdiich is expedient and those who, like

Moses, endure "as seeing Him who is invisible," judging

themselves by him and conforming themselves in the conduct

of life to his image.

And so, in the invisible world is a Person—and persons.

We w'lll not say what knowledge of the " pei'sons " is possible

to us who remain in the body, but surely there is a "com-

munion of saints." All holy souls are "one family," and

maintain inviolate unity despite death. To preserve this fcl-

loM'ship it is not essential that tliere be gatlierings in grave-

yards, or seances, or materializations, or rappings and table-

tippings—but only rapt, ecstatic prayer to the Saint of saints,

the Holiest of the holy. To sec him is to see and to realize

the invisible world ; and to realize the invisible is to complete

the sphere of life, to balance the hemisphere of sense life by

that of the ideal spirit life.

THE ACTUAL.

In some of its aspects the actual is mysterious, repellent, and

disillusioning. To taste, see, touch, and know it is to lose

faith in the wisdom and benevolence of that some one or some-

what named " God." Mature, in the merciless operation of its

laws, in the pitiless play of its powei-, in lightning stroke, ex-

cess of heat or cold, cyclone, earthquake, flood ;
man, in the

animal phases of his external life and the groveling deeds ot

his false loves—these are tests of trust. Faith is not unaware
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uf the mystery, and not unconscious of tlio repelling elements,

uf existence ; but, seeing God as goodness, it assumes that the

f<>called " dark tilings " of the universe have their spiritual

UR'S and that the spirit attains a complete culture only by a

ri-'lit interpretation of the actual, in whatever form it be

known. If there be a death's-head everywhere faith sees be-

v.md and above it a true and eternal life—so taking cognizance

ol both facts, mortality of body and vitality of spirit. Though

it rain to-day there was sunshine yesterday, and there may

l.u sunshine to-morrow. In the meantime the rain is from

lieaven, and. though there be immediate loss of the har-

vist, one may rejoice in the assurance that in the conduct

oi life patience of soul is greater than plenty in the garner or

the bank.

Perhaps, however, the greatest test of faith is disappointment

in great men. They confuse us by theii- failure in mental or

mural apprehension. We had hoped so much and expected so

nuich—shall we despair? Shall we be stoically indifferent?

Siudl we lapse into supercilious cynicism? Either attitude is

l:»l^e to faith. Granted that the actual in humanity so often

jars upon us, one need not count the days until he shall be re-

lieved from the need of associating witli inferior and false

men. Jefferson, in the presidency—the goal of his anjbition

—

impatiently waiting the day until he should retire to Monti-

ivlio, was not the man of consummate character; but rather

Waslnngton, who, cognizant of liuman limitations, was deter-

inined to do the best things with available men and means.

THE IDEAL.

I'aith conceives the ideal not merely as an unattainable per-

!'':tion, but as tlie morally achievable character, Jesus himself

iinparting his ov.m impulses to the receptive spirit. For he it

''\^ who, having said, " I do always those things that please

•'iin [the Father]," also said, "I in them, and tliou in me," so

•'"'•laring the possibilities of the spiritual life. In him is con-

'•'iininated all moral excellence, is concentrated and focalized

?•!! t^piritual victory, is incarnated the peace of an unsullied, un-

^:!iiab]c heart purity. In a word, in him is the moral ideal.

A« buch faith knows liini. Skepticism, it is true, ignores him,

•^'id cherishes other ideals, which are no ideals, as the gods of
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the nations were no gods, though woi-shiped and appealed to in

the crises of existence. Unbelief neither heeds the rebuke of

Jesus's supreme clarity of conduct nor feels the stirriu"- (.,f

his inspiration to new effort after the better and the be.>t.

This is the merit and the marvel of Jesus's character and

ethical teachings ; they smite to the dust and burn to the con-

of the conscience, but they inspire to an exaltedness of lio}»f

that finds expression in a song after tears. Peter, weepiiii;

bitterly in the dark, becomes the enhalood bearer of the keys

—

not alone, but typically, representatively. Augustine, witli

humiliating cry, " that I had never been such
!

" was trans-

formed ii]to the saint.

If Jesus were a man we should say that he possessed a

peculiar genius or aptitude for creating unrest and aspiration,

for projecting into the lieart a renewing desire for holiness.

Tliis, to use Peter's words descri])tive of the unique quality of

the primitive Christian, as contrasted with the Roman, is the

*' mystic attractiveness" of Jesus. Publicans and sinner.*,

drawing near to hear him, were condemned by his searching

analysis, but were quickened by his penetrating appeals to l<>vc

and hope. The instincts of the spirit are corrected, and the

impulses of the soul, by the in]pact of the Holy Spirit, arc

rectified. Believing thus, notwithstanding sin, in the reality

of the ideal, the Christian environs himself, in the actual, witli

a new atmosphere ; and, needing no solitude in which to fr^Mit

himself with the ideal, contemplates it in the commonplaces

-of his daily life.

97^. r/vG^
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

'i'uE sudden death, on last February 10th, of Rev. Sandford

Hunt, D.D., Senior Agent of the New York Book Concern, re-

moved from Methodism one of its most capable, faithful, and

tiM'ful officers. Tliirty successful years in the pastorate and pre-

si.liiu^ eldership wei-e croAvned by seventeen years in the Book

Ai^ency; in whicli olHce he was associated first with John M.

I'iiillipX and tlien with Dr. Homer Eaton. A suitable biograph-

ioai article, by a competent liand, will appear in the Eeview.

]>OTii sound religion and strong preaching are thoughtful. This

iii.iy be so because all the great subjects belong to religion, and

iiuist be so because every such subject requires silence and

-.•chision for its due consideration. The soul must closet itself.

Kollection undisturbed and tranquil, meditation deep, long, and

prayerful, shutting the man up alone hour after hour, perliaps

d:iy after day, with his great theme and the great God, are fre-

quently necessary to the largest and best results. The most im-

I'ortant problems, projects, and decisions require retirement for

Iheir mastering and maturing.

Carlyle tells of a rugged man who, when difhculties accumulate

on liim so that he is perplexed, retires silent, generally to his bed;

retires thus sometimes "for three d.ays together, that he may be

in perfect privacy there and ascertain in his rough head how the

ditliculties can be overcome."

Jolm Calvin went to bed Avith his books and papers and stayed

ihoru indefinitely when he had some great intellectual work to do,

^v'ouring thus a* restful and inviolable quietness, protected from

••10 intrusions of others and from the natural uneasiness of his own

:'r"->l>onsitics to restlessness.

Kufus Choate, when the day was at hand for his great argu-

'U'-nt in some important case, went to bed with his subject, lock-

'•"g his chamber door for tlie twelve or twenty-four hours just

preceding his speech, and when the time came went as directly as

I'Ossible from his bed to the court and made his address. Having
-H—FIFTH SKRIKS, VOL. XII.
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soaked the subject into all tlic convolutions of his brain and all

the tissues of his moral being, he was like a Leydeti jar cliariTed

with all it could hold. The effect was electric and irresistible

upon everybody who had any nerves. James Russell Lowell once

wrote to a fi'iend: "I am so occupied and bothered that I have

110 time to brood, which with me is as necessary a preliminary to

hatching anything as with a clucking hen." President Thomas
Hill, of Harvard College, said: "Intellectually man is ruminant.

He gets little permanent benefit from literary browsing unless ho

afterward chews the cud," Henry Ward Beecher had preemi-

nently the power to submerge himself out of sight in his subject

till mind, conscience, heart, and sensibilities were saturated with

it. His hours of tremendous utterance were preceded by abysmal

brooding, as intolerant of intrusive approach as if it were morose

;

out of which he rose to his pulpit quivering, surcharged, and in-

candescent, with results which were seismic, inundational, volcanic,

and conflagrational. ^

That America should be without universities would be discred-

itable to our civilization and crippling to our progress. It is nec-

essary, however, that the proper proportion between superstruc-

ture and foundation be preserved and that in our ambition for

universities we do not lose sight of the precedent imjDortauce of

colleges and seminaries.

The theory that the requirements for admission to the best

American colleges should be increased—say to six years' study of

Latin and four years' of Greek—has some foundation in experience

and reason, or it Avould not be propounded and advocated. But

the foundation for it—a desire for conformity to a German system

— is hardly adequate in our conditions. The history of American

education contains some unpleasant reading. About 1850 tlierc

were many seminaries and academies and but few colleges. In

1880 we had reversed the order of the numbers and had few acad-

emies but many colleges, and, in addition, some infant universi-

ties. Xow the tendencj' runs toward another great change—to-

ward a decrease of colleges ami an increase of universities. B 1
5""-'

tendency persists we may find ourselves in 1950 with many half-

grown universities and but few colleges. Upon the usefuhie.'r^s o.

these tendencies Ave may get light by remembering as we look at

them that we have not been at all happy over the first great chani;;*'.

We are compelled to regret the decrease in academies ;
we K«'

the need of replacing those we have lost, and are actually inquir-
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., . 1,.»\\' \vc may build up more strong and efficient schools of that

•TA'k'. 'i'lie race "\ve ran from academy to college organizations

».r».ii-'lit us to a goal wc had not desired ; and in not a few cases

;: t- i-olJL'f'e found itself obliged to equip and maintain .its own

y .i-V'inv. We are by no means satisfied over the results arising

.'r. .in the reduction in the nuipber and efficiency of academies.

S..\v, the increase of about fifty per cent in the requirements for

\.!mi'>sion to college means that the college is to be a university

i,r whose courses students are to be prepared in academies which

.1.1 not exist in such numbers and excellence as to do a tenth part

,f litis work. And the net result, if we could succeed, would be

I., remove the college and bring back the academy. By and by

«c would discover that after all we needed colleges, and by march

an.l countermarch we would get back to the point of departure.

'i'he three grades have with us a distinct right, sphere, and func-

xl'U. Academy, college, and university are^like,historical and

niioual. We are not likely to outgrow either. If the real rea-

w.ii for raising the grade of college study is that we desire to raise

\hv value of college degrees, the fitting theory is that these de-

uT.f^ sliould be conferred only by universities after a period of

;-'M college study. But we are not prepared for the premise.

Tlio requirements for the A. B. degree in the best American col-

it p-s are large enough.

The restlessness of men engaged in the work of education man-

ifests itself too little in perfecting their existing methods and

?•<> much in efforts to make organic and far-reaching changes.

M'-anwhile there is little or no improvement in the matter of thor-

"u.L'lmcss in primary education. University method invades the

Ki-h school. Zealous labor to make naturalists and chemists out

'( pupils who can neither compose in good English nor even

•i-H correctly seems to be labor expended in the wrong place.

S-iiu- time or other we will wake up to the iniportance of the

f-'iiii.l:iiion, and plan to begin all education by making it solid

i-.'l thorough at the bottom. For the time being a fever for

'"iversiiies and university methods seems to be raging, as forty

^'.irs ago the craze for unduly multiplying colleges prevailed,

ii.al fever cost us many promising seminaries and academies, the

i"»H of which has been painfully felt. If the university fever runs

•^1 unchecked there is danger that it may impair the lower in-

•'f-micntalities of education, so that our educational system will

^•'-'••.ine top-lieavy, inadequate, and feeble in its preparatory and

^f^'cnuediate stages.
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AN ELECTIVE JUDICIARY.

Amekicax political institutions arc an outgrowth from British,

and in their home land and on American soil they have given tli-

highest measure of Avell-beiug known in human history. Thesjiirii

-which has controlled in the development of those methods of gov-

ernment lias been a practical, not a theoretical, one. If from

time to time the reform cries have taken the form of axioms, yet

the axioms have been intcrjiretcd and applied with practical c;m-

tion and sagacity. It is not a new thing that the American n-

fornier is somewhat more given than his English brothers t->

axiomatic formulas. Within limits this method is somew]i:u

wholesome ; but no general maxim can be safely applied wit lion i

the aid of experience and practical wisdom. A real reformer duos

not burn down the house to improve some corner of it. Even a

French revolution does not thorouglily reconstruct society ; aii<l

after a hundred years French radicals are still struggling vainly

to realize in life the axioms of their eighteenth century reformers.

Human society cannot be changed except by growth, develo]i-

ment, progressive evolution. One proposed reform is obnoxious

to the charge that it would radically and suddenly change tlu'

most conservative branch of public administration. Wc refiT

to the demand that national courts shall be created by po])n;.ii

election. The alleged reason for this radical departure is th;it

judges are now partial, and are such in the interest of tin-

wealthy and against the poor. This contention is not support cl

by a single clearly marked trespass upon jiersonal rights. Com-

plaint was made when tlie courts interfered to protect property

against mobs in Chicago and elsewhere ; but the courts in tl'.o.-f

cases only performed a most pressing and legitimate duty. Ii

judges created by popular election are expected to refrain from

enjoining and punishing people Avho destroy the property ol

others, then no sane person desires such judges. And, since llii'-

particular demand for " reform " is likely to be pressed upon tli«-

less wise citizens by the least judicious popular leaders, it i-

well to keep before us the real objects of the change. Those ob-

jects are to make property and life less secure and to cmpowti

mobs to control the courts before Avhicli lawbreakers may 1"^

brought to trial. The only part of our judicial system which \-

convicted of weakness is the popular part—the jury. We do not

share the belief that tlie jury is a failure ; but it is too often un-^:>'-

isfactory. And yet this partial failure can be remedied by mori»
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fAu-ful methods in making up the juries. The bench has been, with

4 ivw exceptional cases, singularly strong and clean. It has not

i-.^pponed for a long time that a federal judge has been proved

f ..rrupt ; and the charges of partiality are made, for the most part,

Iv persons charged with grave offenses against the laws. Our
. •.Mid historical theory is that courts must be kept independent of

I iiiicr executive or popular control. "We have found that system

»:xU> in practice ; and no foreign observer has failed to comment
approvingly upon the confidence of Americans in their highly in-

.!• p<'?ident judiciary. The practical sense of our people has ap-

proved the system established by our fathers ; and a demand for

i-vurls created by and dependent upon town meeting ought to

arou,>e the indignation of good citizens. That our judges should

U- created by the people is sound doctrine. They are, in fact, so

vrvaled. It is a very different thing to say that they ought to be

ti.in)ed in mass meetings. The mass meeting is apt to be con-

Uolled l)y a very few persons, and those who wish all our interests

o'liilided to the chances of popular elections are frank enough to

iriforiii us of their purpose to control such elections.

k
—^—

V "CHRISTIAN" KATIOXALISM.

Its ]>rincipal headquarters and depot of supplies is Germany.
Is nu^.st eminent exponent and ablest advocate, a disciple of

l*.ti!r, fills and overflows the chair of theology in the University of

ImtHii, whence a philosophy of religion, licensed and limited by
?•' ^'ie lowest theories of modern science and armed with the Aveap-

V """* of a destructive biblical criticism, sets out to dissolve the Bible

-':'! slay the supernatural.

It is asserted on respectable authority that the Established

^ liiirch in Germany permits its fundamental doctrines to be de-

'joijiicod and destroyed by the very men appointed to teach and
'hfond them; that its membership includes many scoffers, deter-

inincd and outspoken enemies of the Lord Jesus; that from the

* orjd outside rank socialists, faithless scientists, and the secular

|*?»'SH applaud these Church rationalists, raising an uproar about
" freedom of thought" and " liberty of conscience" if anybody pro-

J'<»«rH to bring to book even the most violent and virulent inside

^*»^ilants of the faith; and that those who desire to retain any faith

•^ Christ are forced to withdraw to independent congregations,
"** those maintained in that country by our OAvn Church. From a

l-rtvious state of indecision and suspended opinion the conviction
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grows upon us, as we listen, read, observe, and study, that tli^-rr

is as much justilication for our Methodist missions in Gennanv.
because of the j-jrevalence of a frigid, glacial, and gelatinuu>

pseudo-Christianity, as for our v/ork in Mexico and South Aniorica

where another and different form of corrupt and spurious Cluis-

tianity is dominant. Sometliing to raise the temperature an<l

melt the ice is sorely needed.

Ileinrich Heine was a Hebrew, but so lightly and slighlly re-

ligious as to be always ready to take on new faiths, simply wrar-

ing them on the outside as men do garments. In Paris, it is re-

lated, he became a Catholic, and at Berlin a Lutheran; of whidi
last conversion he said that he *' could easily accommodate him-

self to the very enlightened Christianity, filtered froni all sujier-

stition, that could be had in thechurches of Berlin ; a Christianitv

which was free even from the divinity of Christ." What Heiiio

found in the churches of Berlin in his day has not yet disappcarcl

from the churches and schools of Germany. Dangerous in-

fluences still Avork for the disintegration of the Christian faith.

The "Wellhausen-Reuss school seeks to destroy confidence in the

divine inspiration and historical trustworthiness of the Holy Scrij*-

tures. Weizsacker's young theologues go out from Tiibingen to

drop the creed out of the liturgy and ])ut doubt and disrespect on

the established faith of the Church. Marburg, Jena, and Heidel-

berg diffuse darkness rather than light. Cornill at Konigsberg

issues his destructive Old Testament introduction, Grafe under-

mines the Lord's Supper as a sacred and obligatory ordinance,

and Meinhold resolves the patriarchs and their history into myths.

These are sufficient samples of the destructive class, and represent

a large body of sympathizers in the schools and in the churches.

General and indiscriminate censure of German universities \

would be both ignorant and unjust. Orthodox conservatism has

more than held its own, for learning and ability, in many theo-

logical faculties, notably at Erlangen, Leipsic, KOnigsberg, Greifs-

wald, and Rostock ; the last named having such defenders of the

faith as Dickholf, Konig, and Xosgon. Even at Iku-Iin, Avherc suoli

"advanced thinkers " as Kaftan, ILarnack, and Pfleiderer are most

conspicuous, positive theology has representatives in Shatter, and

Strack, and Baetgen. At Kiel Klosterman makes powerful criti-

cal reply to the followers of Wellhausen, and Bredenkamp al»Iy

defends the Old Testament from its assailants. Zahn at Erlangen

is more than a match for the liberalism of Harnack in the hisloiy

of early Christianity. Some strong men who, in agreement with
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Augustine and Luther, have not held to the absohite inerrancy

,.f the Scriptures have yet, and, as they think, the more success-

fully, maintained the inspired authority of the Bible and the va-

li'liiv of the accepted creed. Some eminent biblicists who concede

^>.!iietliing of ])robability to the literary critics on the Documen-

t.-u-y Theory, the exilic origin of Isaiah, and the Maccabean origin

.•f Daniel, nevertheless give strenuous battle against ruinous re-

i-oiistructions of the Bible and the naturalizing of religion. The

jiirdiating school of theology, including such men as Tholuck,

Dorner, B. Weiss, KOstlin, Beyschlag, Kohler, and Kautzsch, has

<loiie something to trim the conclusions and moderate the influ-

nu'O of the radical theologians, although its effort to unite oppos-

it!g extremes of thought by its proposed compromises has doubt-

ful prospect of success. Those extremes are unlikely to consent

t) meet and dwell together in a half-way house.

A most encouraging sign of the times is an indignant uprising

of evangelical pastors and of devout and spiritually-minded mem-

luTS in the churches, in loud protest against the influences pro-

ceeding from the universities and the discrediting of the creed

and undermijiing of the foundations of religion by young pastors

i.:r:uluating therefrom. A great conservative revival is spreading.

Tiie conservatives, under the lead of such pastors as Stacker and

von liodclschwingh have determined to have a faculty under their

own direction at Ilerford, in Westj^halia ; and the pressure of

jtublic sentiment is so strong that the Prussian government has

been compelled to modify its policy by fiHing vacant theological

<'h:iirs with positively evangelical scholars, so that several strongly

<onscrvative professors have recently been placed in ultra-liberal

universities.

Nevertheless, what masquerades as " Christian " rationalism is

still rampant and widely prevalent in Germany, and, without

d^'iiying the world's debt to German learning and scholarship in

many departments, prudence requires us to Avarn ourselves and

each other against the insidious errors of certain well-known teach-

*'s, who, in their presuppositions and attitude, if not in set

purpose, are hostile to evangelical religion. ^Some poisonous

streams of jDhilosophy and theology flow from Germany.

It is too clear to be denied that students at some of the German

universities are in peril. A graduate of a ])rominent Presbyteri.an

theological seminary in America went abroad to complete his

I'rcparalions for the ministry. In Pfleiderer's lecture room in Berlin

.'dl Ins evanf'olical foundations were cut from under him, leaving
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him very soon without faith in anything. He came home an utter

skeptic, a pessimistic agnostic, and is to-day a bitter blasphemer

against the religion to which he once in the morning of his man-

hood, when the daystar was shining in his heart, dedicated with

lioly ardor his soul and life. The atmosphere of such lecture

rooms is unfavorable to Christian faith; the walls echo and applaud

the incessant negation of long-treasured and fundamental doc-

trines; the reasoning starts from assumptions adverse to all that

the Church has believed ; it proceeds on the theory that the Chris-

tian Scriptures and traditions are untrustworthy; and the total

effect is demolition, not a mere taking down preparatory to a

better rebuilding, as is claimed, but distinctly and definitively

fatal, absolutely deadly.

It is also too clear to be denied that the torrent of German
literature which flows abroad to all the earth contains germs

Mdiich may be fatal to the life of faith: The future of religion

in Japan is said to be imperiled by the antisupernatural rational-

ism coming from Germany and accepted with the characteristic

undiscriminating Japanese eagerness for change and novelty.

A professor in the Imperial UniA''ersity of Japan finds it easy to

dress up the essence of Buddhist pantheism in the garb of Ger-

man rationalistic philosophy, trying to pass it of? as a form of

Christianity. The current literary output of Germany is reported

to equal that of England, France, and America together ; a large

proportion of it bears directly or indirectly upon questions of re-

ligion and theology ; the mere quantity of it makes a flood of such

volume as to sweep before it whatever is not roek-foimded ami

whoever is not firmly anchored.

It is furthermore too clear to be denied that German rationalism

is assisted to assault the faith of Christendom when its ablest pro-

fessors are invited to deliver in Christian universities courses of

lectures like those of Pfleiderer in Scotland. Such a policy on

the part of such institutions is one of immense unwisdom, and, in

the case of the University of Edinburgh, of flagrant impropriety.

We reiterate with increased positiveness the conviction previously

expressed upon these editorial pages :
" Probability warrants tin-

presumption that such a use of the Giflbrd lectureship as the Ber-

lin theologian made is in violation of the intention of the

founder, an unlawful misuse and immoral perversion of the fund;

for there is little room to doubt that Lord Giftbrd's purpose

was friendly to Christianity." It has been stated in apology for

the senatus which invited him that not only does the language
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of llic bequest put no obstacle in the way of such lectures as

I'lk-idercr's, but also nolhiug is known concerning Lord Gifford's

juTsonal belief that makes it certain he would disapprove. In

hu-'t, the opinion lias been expressed by some that he was to

life's end in secret sympathy Avith the destructive views of the Ger-

man lecturer. But positive disproof of this seems to be furnished

from a competent and authoritative source. Lady Duffcriib

vit'ldino- to an importunate suit which Lord Giflbrd had jjressed

for twenty years, consented to be married to him when he lay

oil his deathbed and after his physicians had announced that

recovery was impossible. The ceremony was performed in his

l.fdroom on October 13, 1862, and immediately thereafter tb.ey

received together the holy sacrament. This is told us by her

von, Lord Dufferin, in his memoir of his mother, and he adds :

" I.ord Gifford's taking the sacrament was a great satisfaction to

licr, for in earlier days he leant rather to what is now called

:.i;ii<)sticism; but eventually under the influence of my mother's

•gentle teaching his doubts and difficulties disappeared, and on the

•.'•2d of December, 1S02, holding the hand of her to whom he had

clung for sympathy, comfort, and support from boyhood, and in

tiio j.eace of God, he passed painlessly away." Everything in the

Liter years of Lord Gifford's life goes to show that his faith became

I-'.'sitively Christian, and that nothing could have induced him to

provide in. his last will and testament for anything hostile to

• •rthodox evangelical Christianity; and materials are not lack-

iii.ii for an indictment against the university senatus for malad-

ii.inistration of the lectureship. It is clear on the one side that

(Jillord's purpose was thoroughly Christian, and on the other tliat

tiie school of thought of which Pfleiderer is the most accom-

I'lislied spokesman is thoroughly unfriendly to real Christianity,

tiio fascinating^ philosopher from Berlin being more injurious and

•li-structivc tlian that fanatical radical who is said to have had a

I'ii-lure of the Christ tattooed on the sole of his foot so that he

»ni;rht at every step tread on the object of his hatred.

It must be admitted that Otto Pfleiderer is a gifted and highly

tr;unod intellectual architect, building his thinking up symmet-

Hcally and framing it well together; so that if the assumptions

and presumptions which he uses as premises were true most of

}.!«> conclusions would be also. It may be admitted that he is a

I'liilosopher and has constructed a system. Whether that system

is nearer to deism or to pantheism wc are neither called upon nor

<"ncerned to decide ; but it is necessary to insist that it is not
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Ciiristianity. Despite its claiming shelter under the Christian

name, his doctrine at bottom is sheer rationalism; and rationalism

at bottom is naturalism; and naturalism at bottom, so far as \Vf

know, is materialism; and materialism at bottom is atheism; and

the end of all is degradation for the life, blank despair for the

mind, and eternal death for the soul of man. It is the modcmlc

drinker whose influence is most pernicious, though his example

s?ems most innocent, and it is the moderate rationalist—"Chris-

tian " he calls himself—whose inculcations are most dangerous.

Professedly to lead us to God by a new way, he takes us by the

hand, but in fact passes us on to conclusions which leave us

where, at most, all we can see is the uncertain shadow of a distant,

dim, and doubtful deity who somewhere sometime saw lit for

unimaginable reasons to give a germinal origin to a living uni-

verse the purport of Mhich is inscrutable, and who has never

since touched or visited it, never shown himself or spoken; a

God who or which, in Kant's phrase, "cannot interest us," and

gives no sign of being interested in us. These absurdly self-

named "Christian" rationalists really pitch us forward down the

incline toward universal nihilism. Tlicir doctrine is theological

tobogganing, down-grade from beginning to end, and so difficult

is it to find a stopping place midway that when one starts in at

the top of their slide, yielding himself to their control, the merely

logical probabilities pi-edict that his mangled remains may sooner

or later be looked for at the bottom.

THE RIPENING EXl'ERIENCE OF LIFE.

A SCIENTIST whose honorable eminence in the scientific world

is unquestioned, Professor George John Romanes, yielding his

mind entirely to the scientific method, came to disbelieve in free

will, in the presence of mind in nature, and in 1878 argued in

his essay, "A Candid Examination of Theism," that the phenom-

ena of the universe needed no God to account for them. Put

before his death lie became convinced that it was reasonable to

be a Christian believer, and that he had made a great mistake m

not believing in Christianity. He made distinct and devout

profession of his acceptance of the Christian religion, ami

returned deliberately to full and blissful communion with the

Church of Jesus Christ. He came to perceive the enormous

ira]>lications of the mor:il nature and to trust the intuitions of

the soul. Two days before his death, in 1894, he heartily com-
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mended Professor Knight's Aspects of Theism, which empha-

Ki/.t's the force of the argument from intuition, and dying he left

lu'liind him writings which argue that >\'hile the scientific reason

i-:innot cU^arly perceive the realities known to religion, yet there

i> a spiritual necessity for faith, and our intuitions are legiti-

mate, siijnificant, and trustwortliy ; that where anything else than

I aiisation is under consideration the *' appropriate organs for the

;iN,-ertainment of truth are those which belong to the moral and

-.piritual nature," and that there is positive strength and inde-

.'tructible value in the historical and spiritual evidences of Chris-

lianity. Romanes's explanation of this great reversal of opinion

and resuscitation of faith suggests the theme and furnishes the

title of this essay : "It does not appear to me that the modifica-

tii)ns which ray views have undergone are due so much to purely

logical processes of the intellect as to the subconscious, and

therefore more or less unanalyzable, influences due to the ripen-

i;ig experience of life."

Experience is disciplinary and educational ; it makes us ac-

-juainted with the laws and facts of existence. "Contact with

reality will take care of skepticism in the long run," remarks a

wisf philosopher. Rash radicalisms and insubordination to the

««,»n<titution of things run away with us in youth. Our inexperi-

ence adopts crude theories that will not work. Then we are

tulTed and tripped up and kicked about by facts because our

awkward notions get crosswise of the procession of things.

Moments of reflection flash on us a suspicion that our crotchet

dor^s not dovetail and adjust into the universal frame. We feel

n slowly increasing respect for the solidity of the stable universe,

wliich was here before our cradle was rocked, and which has not

»>"en fit to retire its realities or reconstruct its plan out of defer-

«nce to our infantile misconceptions. In time even the red-

li-ntcst anarchist perceives that his proposition to abolish every-

thing is impracticable ;
everything holds the fort and cannot be

dislodged. Successive epiphanies and revelations push us on

from probability to positiveness that certain great mysterious

"'•jects which sit in shadow are not banks of mist, but mountain

r^uiiZt'S whose primeval majesty looked down upon our birth and

^vill cast its silent shadoM's across our low little graves. We come

!•' doubt our doubts. We overhear a Frenchman saying, " There

ivomebody that knows more than Voltaire— 7b?/i le Monde!''

•tnd We begin to pay attention to those generally accepted state-

«!i'-iits which represent the net result of the long investigation
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and experience of tlie race. Gradually the heavens and the earth,

our own souls, and our fellow-men explain to us the incorrectness

of our ideas. The pert omniscience of our youth takes on tiie

aspect of folly. As years pass a conservative tendency sets in

along the channels of the mind. Tlie newcomer who has been

here only sixty years or so reflects that perhaps he is o'er young^

and recent to insist upon upsetting the conclusions of the ages, aiul

not quite numerous enough to outvote the many-millioned masses

of mankind, lie is less wise in his own esteem, wiser in the

estimation of his fellow-men. Experience is a driver with a long

whip for rounding up the thoug])ts of men within the coniines

of certain conclusions.

In human experience as a total there is a providential pres-

ence and a moral push. Only an atheist will deny that the proper

work of all man's higher faculties is to bring him into right rela-

tions Avith GoJ. Tlie universe is reasonable, and human ration-

ality delivered from perversions must lead toward recognitioti

of and harmony with the Eternal Reason. The thought-power

holds a secret purpose to fetch all honest thinking round to tl:o

Great Thinker, Even logic leads thither, not all the way, but in

that direction, if it starts from true premises. ]Much more a

moral view of anything must include belief in God ; the ethical

cord swings us to the theistic point of view.

God hides himself so wondrously that it is possible to start

away from him, but it is not easy for any sane and half-honest

human being to keep on going away from him. Tlie mind may

travel afar, and, coming to a halt in the distance, stay there in-

active forever ; we own the possibility. But the erring mind

which keeps moving, investigating, considering, is likely to lind

itself turning back from farthest and darkest distance toward

faith in the supernatural, in theistic conceptions, and in spiritual

interpretations. Something in the shape of the system of things

contributes to this result ; one almost suspects that the Avorld uf

thought is globular, like the planet we live on; so that very fur

east is west. The man who should sail east from the port of

New York, to leave America as far behind as possible, would, :t

he traveled beyond twelve thousand miles, be heading for .Sr.n

Francisco and the continent he had fled. The limitations lixcd

around the human mind seem like a circumference, strikini,'

against which thought is reflected back along a centripetal line.

At any rate, the stress of the universe and its constructive inten-

tion work to return the wanderer Godward. Man is tethered by
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«.,ni<' native relationship to God, Within limits, the farther that

(i-tlior is stretched the harder it pulls, just as the transgressor's

way l)ecomes harder the farther ho pursues it. When one casts

from his hand the ball which is tied by an elastic cord to his

w rist, it is the strain on the clastic which brings the ball back to

tlic welcome of his open palm ; though this is not saying that no

-train can break the cord. We are born and bottomed in God
;

Iroin him we come ; his children we are rather than the ape's or

I
t;ie devil's ;

" iu Ijim we live, and move, and have our being."

i, Di'tiial of him is like denial of the air, without M'hich we could

; I At »leny—which makes enunciation, sound, and breath possil>le.

li is like the fisli's denial of the sea, or the bird's doubt of the

atmosphere ; one swims in itandsays, "Where is it?"—the other

*'i..c iiA if iii/l cQT-c " T i^nTooiT'n it iir>t '" .m it and says, " I perceive it not

The farther a man goes with doubt, denial, disobedience, so

liing as mind and soul remain alive, the more difficult his way be-

comes. Remonstrances rise out of the ground. Kej^roofs sting him

ill the face. A displeased sky mutters overiiead. He loses solid

I'-juiiiig, his steps sink in "Tremble Meadow," he mires. The
••yslcm of things out-argues him and puts !iim to confusion. It

[rods him with questions he cannot answer. The universe tells

iiim he is a fool. When the wayward, irreligious soul has run it-

-If out of breath in God-avoiding flight and stands panting, ex-

hausted, and empty at the end of its lane, having overtaken no

i:'>od and unable to go further, it is liable there in its forlorn and

hollow misery to be seized with a suspicion of the nearness of Some
One who is not far from any one of us, and to find itself face to

face with the Presence it so madly fled. When the disputatious

dfiiier has talked himself out and has nothing more to say, when
tii<» echoes of his futile theories and voluble but irrational, because

inadequate, explanations have died away, there ensues a silence

in which he is likely to hear around and above him, like the tread

'•f thunder along eternal hills, the footfalls of the mighty truths he

I'ts denied. When the misguided man has followed fen-fires into

the pitch-dark heart of a Serbonian bog, there is a divine Soul-

•'^'•okerwho swings a lantern through the dark and calls, "Follow
Jno, and I will give you rest on the solid ground of righteousness

•i-»d reason."

^«'ot untrue is Francis Thompson's confession-picture of the cx-

I'crieuce of a soul trying to flee from the pursuing Christ:

I fled Him down the nights and down the days

;

I fled him down the arches of the years;
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1 fled him down the hibyrinthine ways
Of ray own mind; and iu the mist of tears

I hid from him, and under running laugiiter.

Up vistaed hopes I sped
;

And shot, precipitated

Adown Titanic glooms of chasmed fears,

From those strong Feet that followed, followed after.

But wiih unhurrying chase,

And unperturbed pace.

Deliberate speed, majestic instancy,

Tiiey beat—and a Voice beat

More instant than the Feet

—

" All things betray thee who betrayest Me."

Abundant facts of many kinds .sliow that the ripening experi-

ence of life, the maturing of the mind, and the progress of candid

thought all tend to bring men to that Wisdom which the Book of

Proverbs magnifies. For example, numerous instances confirm

the truth of Lord Bacon's observation :
" A little natural philoso-

phy, and the first entrance into it, doth dispose the opinion to

atheism; but much natural philosophy, and wading deep into it,

will bring about men's minds to religion." Dr. Alfred Momerie

contradicts this, and points in evidence to modern scientists, like

Tyndall and Huxley, as having waded deep into natural philosophy

without being brought about to religion. Xevertheless Bacon's

maxim states the general truth. Under it are included several cor-

roborating facts. One fact is that this class of skeptics have either

superficial or one-sided learning. They nre such, not by reason of

superior knoAvledge, but by deficiency thereof, being ignorant of

many things—indeed, of a whole range of facts remote from and

opposite to the physical side of life. The broadening of their

knowledge by multiplying their points of view will bring them in

sight of some of those antii)odal facts. If they knew more they

would believe more. Another fact is that increase of intelligence,

education, and knowledge is advantageous to, as well as promoted

b}-, Christianity. Its motto is, "Let there be light." Religion is

no fabrication of the imagination, but a knowledge of and regard

for truth, and for that central and supreme Reality to Vv-hich all

truth relates. To knowledge eidarging beyond a segment toward

the full circle, or in the segment going deeper, Christianity becomes

continually more credible. But another fact is that natural scien-

tists, failing to find evidence in proof of their antisu]>ei-natural

theories, frequently confess failure and acknowledge the break-

down of materialistic explanations. Tiie attempt to account for

origins and evolutions on a purely natural basis has to be given
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up. The insufficiency and irrationality of atheistic schemes are

u^c•ertained and published. The necessity of sotnc other theory

in admitted, and Christianity's explanation is left in possession of

th.' field, supported equally by reason and by faith.

Kininent scientists, cultivating sedulously the questioning^ habit

v.f mind and failing to find physical proof of spi]-itual things,

attract attention by the uttera]icc of daring doubts and strident

<h-!iials. But, continuing their investigations and affirmations in

tliat spirit, they often move on into a gradual distrust of their

overconfident negations. Wider study and maturer reflection

'.ipoii the marvelous and mysterious facts of life diminish the

|">«itiveness of their dogmatic denials, until not infrequently in

later life \.\\Q'j write some sentence which essentially concedes

IJ'ligiou's whole claim. Some new point of view is reached or

xomc overlooked consideration brings its force to bear u]ion the

mind, so that some truth stands clearly out which is nothing less

'.Ikui one of the salients of Christianity ; and in giving recogni-

tion to that truth they logically surrender the whole case. Over
the wall to the besiegers they throw the key of their castle gate.

Instances of an opposite character, apparently contradicting

Bacon and supporting Momerie, are not denied. Darwin late in

life said that those faculties on which the higher tastes depend
had been gradually atrophied in him, ''to the injury of the intel-

lect and yet more of the moral character." He was entirely en-

j^Tossed in physical science, as Edward A. Freeman was in the

Mtidy and writing of history ; so to both of them religious verities

!'.'i<k'd out of recognition, and degeneration into agnosticism en-

Mied, until the former came near to being the typical agnostic

I'^iltern. It is not forgotten that Schopenhauer, the luxurious

}'i-ssiniist, knowing no better god, died with the gilded statue

"f Gotama Buddha looking at him from the mantelpiece. That
disuse may destroy spiritual faculty, evil habits grow fixed, and

•h^bclief unbroken become final and fatal, are awful and admon-
i'ory facts.

Vet the system of things, the voices of man's own nature, the

I'-Uf progress of thought, and the powerful pressure of the Holy
>!>irit are against such results. Romanes wrote with Bacon and

-•gainst Momeric in these words: "If a little knowledge of phys-
I'.'iogy and ])sychology dispose men to atheism, a deeper knowl-
*'d^e of both, and still more a deeper thought upon their relations

•" one another, will lead men back to some form of religion," Did
^'"t Darwin at last concede that his doctrine of evolution was not
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verifiable, and did he not modify its statement by the hypothesis
of a controlling Power ? Did not John Tyndall observe that the
human mind, by natural instinct, turns, with the yearning of a

pilgrim for his distant liome, to the mystery from which it has
emerged, earnestly seeking so to fashion it as to give unity to

thought and faith ? And v/hen the mind so turns to study tlie

primal and infinite Mystery is there any Avay toward the desired

unity of a satisfying conception except by listening to the lips

M'hich said, "I am the way, the truth, and the life;" "lie that

hath seen me hath seen tlie Father ? " In Mr. Huxley's Apologetic

Irenicon are signs that at threescore and ten the ripening ex-

perience of life has taken sobering and salutary effect on him.

When Frederic Harrison flings at him the solemn questions,

" "VMiat is the relation of man to the Author of the world ? Is

there or is tliere not a moral providence ? Have I an immortal
soul, and what becomes of it when I die ?"—and insists that Mr.

Huxle}' is bound to make some answer to these agonizing ques-

tions of the human race, Huxley says that he fully accepts a

general providence which is the cause of the rational order of the

universe, and with this Cause he believes man has to do. Of
his own life this old man adds, "I have done my day's work,

not always Avith a light heart, but with a sense of responsibility

and a terror of that which may appear when the thick web of

fiction is stripped off." jSTow can such a "sense of responsibility"

be felt toward protoplasm or a godless universe of matter, or only \

toward "the Judge of all the earth?" In a manner essentially
]

religious Mr. Huxley goes on : "I am a very strong believer in

the punishment of certain kinds of actions, not only in the pres-

ent but in all the future a man can have, be it long or short." " I

suppose that all men with a clear sense of right and wrong have

now and then descended into hell and stopped there long enough

to know what infinite punishment is." " If a genuine immortality

awaits us, such immortality, without some change like that de-

picted in the thirteenth chapter of Corinthians, must be in eternal

misery." After such utterances as these i\[r. Huxley expresses

his scorn for the "liberalism" which makes light of serious

spiritual issues, which increases the weakness of the Avorld and
I

"covers up the awful realities which it shudders to look at." In-

all this we find, it is true, no positive i)rofcssion of faith, but surely

it sounds inconsistent with the "gross and brutal materialisux
"

charged upon his Lay Sermons twenty-five years earlier ;
in-

consistent also with professed agnosticism. Rather does this man
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{ s;.-ienoe, bending under life's long experience, seem to be bow-

;..^' Iiis soul in the very presence of tliose tremendous realities

wiiicli are the theme of old-fashioned orthodox religion.

In comparative theology it is as Bacon asserted it to be in natural

,Miosophy—at last, if not before, it turns Christward. Years ago,

•V hm ^lax Miiller issued his Origin of lieligions, he was inclined to

• ;;;i]k that all religions had begun in nature-Avorshi2)andwerenatural

. •..ijutions therefrom, all being tlierefore on a par as to their genesis

,!!.l foundation. But fuller study of the comparative merits of the

: lUiral ethnic religions and Cliristianity b;-ought him to so clear

A conviction of the superiority of our New Testament faith that

\.K- Ptood before the British Bible Society Avith this declaration :

"The Vedas, the Hindoo Puranas, the Koran, the Paisi Zend-

.\ vesta, and the Buddhist Tripitaka all say that salvation must

l.«> purchased, the purchase-money being our good works and de-

M-rviiigs. Our Bible is from beginning to end a i)rotest against

this doctrine. Good works are indeed enjoined, but they are only

••he outcome of a grateful heart, the fruits of faith. They are

i.i'vor the ransom money of true disciples of Christ, Let us teach

Hindoo, Buddhist, ^Slohammedan that there is only one Sacred

i'w»ok of the East that can be their mainstay in that awful hour

v.!icn they pass alone into the unseen world. It is the Sacred Book

'A'iirh contains that faithful saying worthy to be received of all:

Thrist Jesus came into the world to save sinners.'" Monier-

Williams, at the beginning of his study of Hindoo religions, was

'n-r.ngly prejudiced in their favor. But later on he could not

listen with patience to those who praised them. He openly and

vii;.)rously denounced the stupid ignorance and what he called the

'j-Uy-fish toleration" v,-hich refuse to insist upon or acknowl-

• 'li^o the decided superiority of Christianity. At an anniversary

"f the Church Missionary Society he said: "After you have

'udied all false religions, fearlessly proclaim the plain, unchange-

ihlo, eternal facts of the Gospel ; nay, its stubborn, unyielding,

I'.'.'xorable facts. Let it be absolutely clear that Christianity

'mnot, must not, be watered down to suit the palate of Hindoo,

I'-irsi, Confucian, Buddhist, Mohammedan, Whoso wishes to

!
»-< from the false to the true religion can never hope to do so by

•'•>• rickety planks of compromise." And Romanes tells us that

'''•ifljectually it was in large part the science of comparative re-

'i.u'ion coupled with the study of anthropology that turned him

t'^^vard faith in Christ.

^'<>t only in natural pliilosophy and comparative theology,

^0—FIFTH Sl-P.IES, VOL. XII.
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but in all the Avays of thought, probability presses serious and
inaturiiig minds toward faitli. Voltaire was brought by length-

ening years to believe more and more firmly in an immortality

with rewards and punishments, as Socrates in prison taught in

tlie hour before the cup of hemlock was brought. Through Pas-

cal's Paris life dissipation and skepticism went together. In

later years, having turned from evil Avays, he " faced the specters

of the mind and laid them," and came to regard Christ, in his

nature, teachings, and life, as the center of all knowledge, in

whom was not only God reconcilin~g the world unto himself, but

the meeting point wherein all seeminglj'- antithetical truths are

reconcilable. Goethe began in revolt against Christianity, but

after all his rebellious battling he wrote Jacobi: " It is alto-

gether strange to me that I, an old heathen, should see the Cross

planted in my own ground, and hear Christ's blood and wounds

practically preached without its offending me. We owe this to

the higher point of view to Avhich philosophy has raised us."

Carlyle, after many hesitations, megrims, and vagaries, " flung

the might of his aged manhood against the ' gospel of dirt,' and

came back to the catechism, learned at his mother's knee, for a

true conception of the destiny of man, which is ' to glorify God

and enjoy him forever.' " In like manner Edmund Yates said:

" I seldom speak of religion, but I have thought a good deul

about it, and what I am now trying to do is to live back to the

faith of my childhood." The last friend to whom George Eliot

wrote says that " at the time of her sudden and untimely death

her mind was slowly reverting toward some measure of faith ;

"

and are we not told that, nearing life's close, she kept Thomas a

Kempis's Imitation of Christ near her ? Bourget, who in Lc

Disciple recommended the young to embrace the positive virtues

of faith, hope, and charity, yet showed that he himself had never

risen thereto, and who in CosmopoUs betrays the skepticism of

a soul not at one Avith itself nor with God's world, is said to have

undergone since then so great a change that he classes himself as

a believer. Tolstoi, in J/y Confession, tells the story of his soul:

"I have lived in this world fifty-five years; for nearly forty of

those years I have been a Nihilist in the true sense of that word
;

not socialist and not revolutionary, according to the perverte<l

meaning attached to it; but really Nihilist, that is, lacking in •"•^l

faith, believinc^ in nothing." "Early in life I lost my faith; I

have lived like all other people among the various varieties "i

Jife. J have done .something in literature, undertaking to teach
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rUuTs things of which I knew nothing. Then the Sphinx be-

j^'Aii to ])ersecute nie, saying, as to CEdipus of old, ' Guess my rifl-

,il.- or I will devour thee.' Human science explained to me noth-

iiii;. To my incessant questions, the only ones that concerned

nu-, ' Why do I live? What am I? ' science answered by teach-

,(i.f me a hundred other things which were of no consequence to

ni''." At last he turned to Christ, and, making his own interpre-

t.ilions, settled upon a religion having such fundamental principles

i» these: " Regulate 3'our life by the evangelical precepts of the

Srnu»n on the Mount. Shun all violence. Resist not evil. Di-

\i.!o the proceeds of yoy^- labor with the poor. Reverence the

f.itnily—have no divorce or libertinage." The ripening expe-

rience of life took thirty years to bring about this conversion

from nothing to something, fj'oni Nihilism to the Sermon on the

Mount.

A man to whom in the decline of life there came through the

reading of a certain book the perception of a Beauty of Truth as

>*<'li as a Beauty of Goodness higher than the senses says con-

fimingthat experience, in winch his idea of God grew far nearer

;ui<l immeasurably grander : "I was filled with a new reverence,

tiiiwd with a fear such as one experiences when beholding

tliroiigh the lens of a telescope a star seen shortly before with

tin' naked eye, but now grown to an enormous size. The last

rnys of evening light were dying away in my study before I

fjiiishcd reading. I piit down the book and sat down at a wih-

•low which commands a view over the plains that stretch from
'.he Alps to the sea. From the religious emotion of that hour,

^s I sat listening to the murmnrings and whisperings of the night,

^»iiich .seemed to me like living voices full of religious meaning,

1 f^it the duty of bearing witness to the divine light Mhich I had
fvaived." ' • '

The influence of the ripening experience of life often mellows

ind softens man's nature. The passionate blood is cooled, the

tu-ry temper tamed, the haughty spirit humbled. The return 6f

•» certain childlikeness is noticed in men toward the last, very

t'Miching to see and sometimes beautiful ; in place of roughness

•-•'utlcness, in place of self-snfficiency a willing dependence, in

l-'f-e of self-will pliableness and submissiveness. A strong man
t.-uiporarily ill received from a friend this discerning sentence :

"^^
i-S indeed, a change for you to like being nursed, and

h''haits not altogether a bad one from a character point of

vivw." The renascence of docile dispositions might measurably
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prepare a man to ner,tlo like a trusting cliild in tlic bosom of ilio

Father. The late upblooniing of the pure and artless 8])irit of

childhood from under the incrustations of inveterate -vvorlLlliiiess

is well set forth in a story about a courtier Avho, after truckliii'_'

and crawling all his life for place and favor, sees at tlie end ^vi^ll

a sick heart the worthlcssncss of all that tawdry tinsel, and cjct-;

back a child's joy in the simple but sweet and matchless beauties

of God's own conferring. This is the poet's story

:

I helped a man to die, some few weeks since,

Warped even from his go-cart to one end—

•

Tlie living on princes' smiles, reflected from

A mighty lierd of favorites. No mean trick

He left untried, and truly well-nigh wormed
All traces of God's finger out of him;

Then died, grown old. And just an hour before,

Having lain long with blank and soulless eyes,

= He sat up suddenly, and with natural voice

i Said that in spite of tliick air and closed doors

God told him it was June ; and ho knew well,

Without such telling, harebells grew in June;

And all that kings could ever give or take

Would not be precious as those blooms to him.

The intimation is that when a man's lioart, sickened of slianiv

and shows and the base insincerities of courts, turns back like a

child among the flowers, the banks of the River of Life might

not impossibly be somewhere near where those harebells Avorr

abloom.

It is not surprising when lifelong unbelievers confess their

faith in the words of Thomas, "My Lord and my God I
" Rii>oii-

ing experience and advancing seasons bring men to solemn situa-

tions, and make trifling impossible. Supreme questions can ii<'

longer be postponed. The time when they could be debated au'.l

held in suspense is past. The peremptory hour has arrived whiih

forces decision. The soul hears itself spoken to in the imperative

mood, and must face its responsibility without evasion. Straus-^

wrote near the end of life: "I have reached, indeed overstci'pc'l,

the threshold of old age. There every earnest man has to listin

to the Voice within, ' Give an account of thy .stcwardshii), f"r

thou mayest be no longer steward.' " The pinch of life's ultimate"

exigencies is severe. The pressure, in extremis, must be enor-

mous, like the weight of a thousand atmospheres on every squaro

inch of man's rational and mora!' being. lu a lecture by Dish"}'

Arthur Cleveland Coxe at Kenyou College were these woril>:
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-S»\s one Avlio knows too well the emptiness of a life shaped by

iAhvT maxims, * The most logical attitude of the thinker, in the

}
f,-wnce of religion is to act as though it were true^ ' One should

'<. Ltvf ns though God and the soul existed.' Whose experience

.ii.-t:itcs this as the philosophy of life ? Of course, every believer's

hut, 1 believe in the depths of my soul, every infidel's not less,

lull daylight dies away frOm him and the shadows of the dark

> illov begin to appall. For he who says this is the brilliant

lt< ji;ui, the same unhappy man whose perpetual endeavor it has

}- t-n to double damn his countrymen, delivering them over again

t't .1 reign of terror and despair." Dr. Paulus, a professor at

Ibilclborg, was an atheist who denied immortality and the

t ijHTnatural. When his final illness began he said he was about

ill die, and that that would be the end of him. For hours he lay

in coma—no word, no look, no sign. It was supposed he would

Rrvi-r rouse from that stupor. All at once his eyes opened and

^•nn-d at the ceiling as if he saw something those about him could

ft see; raising his head, he said distinctly, "There is another

iift-;" in a moment he was gone.

If new light ever falls upon the soul and new visions of reality

ire ever given, it may well be when life's experience reaches or

it'l-roaches its climax and its close. The ancient Egyptians had
i irniplc so constructed that on a certain day of the your the set-

ting Run, as it touched the horizon, would send its rays straight

-jrosigli the propylroa^and the long vista of walls and columns

*iwiin till they fell upon the statue of the divinity in the most
KUTi-d secret place. Does the sunset hour of life send fuller light

•.J*r»ngh the temple of man's soul to make more bright that image
' f divinity which is in him? Matthew Arnold on his last Sab-

5'-ith attended the Sefton Park Presbyterian Church, Liverpool.

' ^ns sacrament morning; the sermon Avas on the Shadow of the

< *<'>.<; and the closing hymn was,

When I survey the wondrous cross

On which ihc Prince of glory died.

At the home of his brother-in-law, after service, a servAnt

'Wil liiin repeating to himself, on the stairs, the first lines of that

I'ynni. At luncheon he spoke about the hymn and said he

''"''ii:hl it the finest in the English language. - When he rose

"*''m tlie table he Avent out, and in ten minutes he was dead

—

-'-id. with his mind dwelling on the cross of Christ—a Ji/tak

-irdly anticipated by readers of his books.
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THE ARENA.

DIOCESE AND DISTRICT.

Most of the criticisms ^'hich have appeared upon the article in the

September lievino, entitled " Jlethodist Episcopacy iu Transition," have
not only ignored certain patent facts, but have misstated the writer's

position by using certain terms in a sense which he carefully avoided
giving to them. This is specially true of the brief criticism quoted in Hk-

January number of the Eemeic from the Methxlid Ectieuc of Nash\illc,

Tenn. The phrase " quadrennial diocesan episcopacy,'' although jjlicod

within quotation marks, is not mine. The words " diocese " and " dioce-

san," as used in this discussion, are misleading. There is hardly any thiat;

in common between the Anglican diocese and the proposed ^Methodist

district except the fact that both have geograi:)hical boundaries. Ac-
cording to the Anglican theory the bishop is before, and, of course, above,

tlie Church, and logically the diocese must take the place which the " his-

toric " theory assigns it. The Methodist theory, on the other hand, makes
the bishop the servant of the Church, and his proposed district is simply a

special field of labor to which he is assigned for a given time. Extremely
misleading is the constant practice of assuming that any and every pro-

posal to introduce system into our present " systemless " usage means,

and must mean, the adoption of the Protestant Episcopal diocese.

Another mistake is made by assuming that our present-day usage is

identical with the original "plan" to which reference is made in the

third restrictive rule. Dr. Tigert professes to be startled by the bare

suggestion of a change in our modern usage, not perceiving, apparently,

that this usage has nothing to do with the " plan " as it existed in the

mind of Joshua Soulc. Previous to 1852 the present method of makiog
annual assignments of the bishops to the Conferences was unknown. The

same bishop often retained charge of a group of Conferences for a number
of successive j-ears. In the minds of the fathers the term " plan " nuiui-

festly had no reference to the details of method adopted either liy the

bishop or the General Conference, but referred only to the arrangement

by which an episcopacy Avas to be secured to the Clnirch, which was to

be unique in possessing the distinctive characteristics, "itinerant" and
" general." To assume that the present absence of anything worthy of

the name of plan was the thing contemplated by the authors of the re-

strictive rules is to give them credit for an accurate foresight of an eccle-

siastical policy which had no existence at all until nearly half a century

after their day.

The question at issue is a very plain one. An episcopacy was estab-

lished with a ])roviso that it must remain permanently "itinerant" and
" general," But, as a matter of fact, it has ceased to be general, in that

it leaves vast sections of the Church without episcopal superintendence.
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Tu s:iy tlHit this failure is made up by the presence of presiding ciders is

sw triile with words. Tiicre were presiding elders in the Church when the

rule was adopted, and yet it was expected that the bishops should per-

•..iially visiL every district. Then, as to the word " itinerant," it is no

longer applied to the episcopacy in the Methodist sense of the word. It

kii'i*.-? llic bishops in motion, it is true, but it seuds them through the

riiureh and over the world on a series of extraordinary tours, the utility

of wliich practical men fail to see, and the nature of which is in singular

c<;iitrast with the orderly methods of the itinerant system as a])plicd else-

wlicro. I unhesitatingly and firmly believe in the episcopal form of gov-

inuiient and in the itinerant Methodist system with its liistoric modifica-

tions. I also believe tliat the episcopal superintendence should be general,

nad for this reason I have ventured to advocate a policy which will put a

Milliodist bishop at every point where one is needed, and thus give the

rhiirch wha^ she now has only in very imperfect measure, an itineiant

(.M-ncnil superintendency. When Bishop Thomson edited The Christian

Ah-tKuU he advocated similar views, and it was from that loyal man
that I learned to cherish the hope of a more excellent ecclesiastical way.

Pfnanff, Malaysia. J. 51. Thoburn.

CHURCH PAPERS FOR SUNDAY READING.

The writer has a conviction, born both of experience and observation,

that the value of the best Church paper varies according to the time of

t!ic week it reaches its readers. Let experience be heard from first. la

tin; summer of 1893 I was stationed in Colorado, at a point where The

Christian Advocate reached me regularly on Saturday. As a rule it was

liunily more than unfolded till Sunday afternoon, most of which I had
f'T reading. Though I had taken this paper for thirteen years I never

Jv ili/.L'd what a treasure it was till I had those Sabbath afternoons to

i^ivc to its perusal while, to me, it was fresh. Of especial value did I

;>.id the page on "The Christian Life." The Sunday atmosphere, after

t.ic Sunday school and Church worship of the forenoon, gave a whole-

*"ine flavor to that excellent department. I read, also, with relish and

I-ruflt most of the longer articles of the paper, something I hud done
'"It rarely and irregularly in all the years I had been a subscriber. This
vvM not the first time I had been blessed Avith leisure on Sunday, but as

I liad always lived where the paper reached me as early as Friday I had
"^ually read the shorter articles and items at the first, and by Sunday it

^•31 laid aside for something else. Later in 1803 I moved to a point

f->!thiT west, where The Christian Advocate did not reach me till Slonday
•ooruing. Though my summer experience had taugh.t me to value it

i:.-)tf; highly than ever before, I foimd it impossil)le to read it as much
i^-Hler these changed conditions as I had in the summer. It would get
t.Jt old time "skimming over" when it first came; often no more. Ou
^'!!;day there was seldom any disposition to hunt up a paper that had
"^^'U oil the presses nearly two weeks and thrown around in my study
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nearly otie full week. As a result I got but little value out of one of my
most valued Church papers. I was afterward relating this cxpcrieuce to

"an eminent educator in Denver, wlien he gave nie a similar experience '\i\

connection with auotiier Xew York weekly, The Outlook. Picking up a

copy from liis table, he said :
" Here is a paper that regularly reaches v.m

on Saturday evening, and I invariably read it on Sunday. If it came
earlier in the week I would have no time to read it, and by Sunday it>

freshness would be so nearly gone I would likely have but little disposi-

tion to read it."

Distant subscribers will doubtless appreciate the fact that most
religious weeklies go to press in the first part of the week chiefly for

their benefit, but for "the greatest good to the greatest number" I feci

warranted in advocating a change to the other end of the week, espe-

cially for all our Jlethodist weeklies. If all of tliesc official }iapers with

the date of Saturday went to press early Friday morning, and were

mailed Friday evening, they could bo distributed over an area liaving a

radius of six hundred miles from each publishing center before the post

offices would close on Saturday night; and as for distant subscribers, if

all mailing were to stop by Saturday noon, so that no Sunday mail train |
would carry Methodist ofilcial literature, and no postal servant employ \

Sunday in handling papers that are sometimes rife with Conference rcs'>- \

lutions against Sabbath desecration—with such an arrangement these
|

distant subscribers would fare as well as they do now, for a New Yorlc
.j

paper delivered in Omaha on Saturday is pretty largely made up tlie \

week ijrevious anyhow. In other words, they would fare about as the

majority of subscribers now fare, getting their paper near the middle of

the week.

Observation coincides with experience in support of the conviction

that our Church papers are read much less than they would be if the

majority of subscribers received them on the eve of the Sabbath. In

most homes, Methodist with the rest, there is but little reading during

the week aside from the daily newspaper. That the Church paper should

aim to compete with the Sunday secular in all respects I do not advocate;

but that it should use every legitimate plan to engage for itself a laig' r

portion of the principal reading day of the week is a pressing necessity.

If there is to be any check to the increasing demand for the Sunday

ncwspajjer might not the antidote be found in publishing the Church

weekly and putting it into the home a little nearer the time that tlic

secular paper is placed there ? Since religious editors have a whole wt-ck

to prepare one issue, while in that time the secular editors must make

seven, it seems that the Church weekly ought to'be al)le to compote

with the Sunday secular in general attractiveness, at any rate in Chris-

tian homes; and if the Church paper could only be found in tho-e

li6mes on Sunday morning, having some of that freshness which is the

cliief charm of the Sunday secular, there certainly would be some chance

\for competition. It may be claimed by some that the news feature i'^

the princij^al attraction of the Sunday jiaper, particularly the sensatit.iii.il
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t.-ws ill it, and that in this feature tho Church paper can never compete.

Hal it is evident that tlic publishers of the Sunday paper do not regard

j!ii>i ft-aturc as the chief attraction, else why would they ])ut into that

rvjiKT so much matter in addition to the news ? In multitudes of Chris-

tian liomos there is much more time spent on the Sunday ucws|)aper than

voalJ be required in getting the news, sensational and all the rest. Per-

haps much is read in that paper which might be found in the lil)rary

i.f those very homes, but which would not be read if not found fresh in

the ii'.-wspapcr. In this department of general reading the Church paper

i.rlninly could compete and would have as good a chance to cultivate a

!.-i»te for itself as the secular paper has, or nearly so. Of course it could

Siovcr be quite as fresh as the secular paper on Sunday, but aside from the

iiows it would appear as fresh if it were not seen in the home till Sunday

t'.iri'.ing.

If our Church papers were published late in the week it m'ght be an

<\i.;riment worth trying to send them in packages to all the large cities

at.'l have them delivered on Saturday night by private carriers. Our

"tifiicials" are numerous enough, and published at such centers as to

l>e able to cover all their own territory, with a bare exception or two, by

S.itiirday night if mailed on Friday night. If this, or some similar i)lan,

*icic undertaken, it v.ould be found that we have not too many official

Inpers, and might even have to add one or two.

The alteration I suggest is certainly not a revolution. It simply asks

* cliange in the time of going to press with our Church papers from the

lirst end of the week to the last. From the standpoint of the subscriber

fend reader this suggestion seems feasible and advantageous. To editors

and publishers it may seem like worthless theorizing. Nevertheless it is

!.iT( by submitted, in good faith, for general and charitable consideration.

^l. Louis, Mo, CoLtTMBU-S Bkadfokd,

THE SOUL A SUBSTANTIAL ENTITY.

TitK saintly and scholarly Dr. James Strong has left us the result of his

r-.-alings and reflections on immortality in a little book entitled The Doc-

trine of a Future Life. In reference to "disembodied sjjirit " he says:

"All information by observation or testimony is shut out; every avenue

<'f f.xternal intelligence is closed. . , , Xo act, properly such, can be put

i»nh by a spirit destitute of all apparatus and opportunity for it. . . . No
ihoiight or feeling will occupy the mind but gladness of review, luxury

^i soul communion, and rapture of anticipation." "There is," says

the author, " no icrtium quid or intermediate substance between body and

»;'irit."

This seems a bold assertion in face of the latest announcements of

• i- nee. The very corner stone of the material universe is the atom, a

»-b.tance unseen; and tlie fluid that fills the spaces between the rolling

^"' '-fids is a tiling so misty and mysterious that none of the senses can

f"n.e ill touch with it. '^Vl!0 knows but that some subtle substance, al-
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ready contained within the body, may incase or clotlio the soul around, and
depart -with it, and live with its life, inseparable from its existence \

"There is a spiritual body." '"We have.. . a house not made witii

hands." We desire not to be "unclothed but clothed upon." "Flc^h
and blood " are ruled out, but not spiritual, or pneumatical, substance.

That all the departed saints shall wait for the resurrection without aa
embodying substance of some kind, as unclothed guests miglit wait out-

side a palace because unfit to enter, is a theory which is, to say the least,

unproved.

Tlie authors of that profoundly thoughtful book called The Unseen

Universe^ lay dowu two general conditions of organized life: "Tlierc

must be an organ connecting the individual with the past,' and there must
be such a frame and such a universe that the living being has the ])o\vcr

of varied action in the present. . . . We cannot imagine a Unite intulli-

geucc to exist without organization." They show there is nothing in

l)hysical philosophy that can lead us to doubt the existence of immaterial

substances. They take the position that, as the physical substance of l!ic

visible universe and the beginnings of life must have originated in an in-

visiljle universe, and as the present material system is tending to inevi-

table decaj, the laws of continuity and of the conservation of energy make
it proljable that the avaihible energy of the visible universe will ultimately

be appropriated by the ether; and, as a sejjarate existence, the visible

universe itself may disappear, " so that we shall have no huge useless,

inert mass in far-off ages to remind the passer-by of a species of matter

which will then have become long since out of date aud functionally

effete. AVhy should not the universe bury its dead out of sight ?"

If we are surrounded by an invisible universe it is not unscientific to

suppose that souls slip from the one universe into the other, thiit angelic

beings should come and go, and that God himself should reach out a hand

divine from a world so near. Supernal forces seem to us as human forces

must seem to bees in a hive when a hand intrudes, or to ants when a

human footstep makes itself felt on their lowly roof. Incarnation, resur-

rection, ascension, providential interposition, arc like gleams of sun-

light through the windows of a home. The spiritual world is not im

unnatural world, but an overshadowing aud encircling sphere of being

which receives the redeemed of earth and crowns them with fullness

of life.

Such a view of the heavenly world accords with facts of Scripture and

experience—Stephen's rapturous vision, John's apocalyptic glimpses of

glory, Jacob's wondrous dream, the sight of celestial chariots that nut

the opened spiritual sense of Elisha's servant, the strange sweet recogni-

tions of saintly men and women in all ages as they have lingere<l on the

confines of the future world. Spirit forms may be seen by the inner

sense, but not spirits without forms. Heaven is not a world of shadows.

but a world of sentient, substantial souls. Innate longings go out toward

a natural and human heaven—not toward a dreamy and shadowy sphere

occupied by beings in tmnnitu, waiting in calm,and trancelike state for
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l!tc resurrectiou, the second advent, and the judgment day to inaugurate

tU-ir real life.
.

The poet Tennyson, who, in liis masterpiece, "In Memonam, sliows

Kicli keen insitrlit into humanity and its hopes, is said to have remarked
:
" I

iH-Hove that, beside our material body, we have an immaterial body, some-

thin" like what the Egyptians called the Ka. . . . The spirit flashes out of

il ;.th-uiow into substance." Is this not both scriptural and sensible ?

\hurhio, Fa. '^- ^^- Griffith.

IS DR. WHEKLER RIGHT?

0-N pa"e 169 of the January-February number, in a review of Dr. D, II.

\VhcT-ler°s Oar Industrial Utopia, and Its Unhappy Citizens, occurs this

M'Uemenf "Notable, too, is his' approval of the theory concerning land

that it has no value except what has been put into it by labor, which of

itself is a refutation of Henry George's doctrine of government ownership

nnd the single tax." I greatly wonder that so clear a thinker as is Dr.

Wheeler should fail to see the one-sidcdness of the " theory " to which he

Kivcs his " approval." Land and labor depend each upon the other for its

value Labor is absolutely heli)less except land supply it with raw material

1 .„ul is absolutely valueless except labor transform it into wealth Land

Hml labor are the two coordinated legs upon which society perambulates.

No substitute for the coordination, nor for either of the legs can be

found. Destroy the coordination, and society is unbalanced; labor, and

it tumbles; land", and it is helplessly crippled. In the statement under

..consideration let the terms "land" and " labor " exchange places, and

it would be no further from the truth than as it now stands. A much

nearer approach, however, to the whole truth is made in the proposition

tint both derive all the value they possess from association >vith each

other. We conclude, therefore, that Dr. ^Wheeler has given his ap-

p oval " to a very untrustworthy " theory."

What disposition shall be made of wealth, the joint product of land

and labor ? Consider, in answering, that labor (brain and brawn) is le

.-ift of God (nature) to the individual, and that land is the gift of God (na-

ture) to the race. In order to produce profit (wages or ren )
the indi-

vidual and the race must form a copartnership. In the enterprise the

i-.iividual must invest his worthless labor; the race, its valueless land

The profits should be divided accordingly. Wages, the profit of labor

U virtue of its association with land, should accrue to the individual

s;..- Luke X, 7. Kent, the profit of land by virtue of its association

w iih labor, should accrue to the race. See Ecclea. v, 9. _
We conclude, therefore, that wages should belong to the individua

producing them; that land rents should be collected by the government

fur the ;eople; and that this - is of itself a " substantiation 'of Henry

George's doctrine of" common "ownership and the single tax. He who

b.vs a more equitable, natural, and scriptural doctrine has a great oppor-

. .. , * , J. L. \ ALLOW.
tunity to become famous.

Duranrjo, Colo.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

•' BAPTIZED FOR THE DEAD."— 1 COR. XY, 29.

The passages of Scripture which perplex modern critics were equally 1

perplexing to the earl}- Church. One would suppose that the enlighten-
|

meat and critical skill of the present age would have been successful in J

clearing up these difficult passages; but many problems still remain to be 1

solved, and the work of the exegete has not been superseded. The early
j

expositors are still the fountain whence we draw our most satisfactory i

explanations of Scripture.
" *

The pjissage under consideration is one upon which much learning.
|

and especially much conjecture, have been expended. "What shall they ^

do which are baptized for the dead ? " It is clear that there was in the
^

early Church a baptism for tlie dead the exact nature of which has not been i

made known to us. An exhaustive catalogue of interpretations may be 41

found in the critical commentaries. We give the list furnished by Dean
|

Stanley as an example of the vagaries of exegesis. The interpretation
|

adopted by Dean Stanley is, " Those who are baptized vicariously for the
|

dead." Other interpretations are: 1. "What shall they gain who arc
f

baptized for the removal of their dead worlsf" 2. " What shall they \

gain who are baptized foi' the hope of the resurrection, of the dead ?
*'

(Chrysostom.) 3. " AVhat shall they gain who are baptized into the de^iih

of Christ ? " 4. " What shall they gain who are offiided (compare Luke

xii, 50 ; :Mark x, Z%) for the hope of tie resurrection of the dead ? " 5. What

shall they gain who are baptized at the moment of death, icith a ticw to

their state when dead"" (alluding to the practice of deathbed baptism?):'

C. "What shall they gain who are baptized into the place of the dead viar-

tyrsf'' 7. " What shall they gain who are baptized wio the name of the

dead (John and Christ)?" 8. "What shall they gain who are baptized

in order to convert those icho are dead in sin ? " 9. " ^Vhat shall they gain

who are baptized onli/ to die f " 10. " What shall they gain v.lio are bap-

tized over the graves of the dead'' (that is, the martyrs, etc.) ? 11. " Wh::t

shall they gain who are baptized when dying, as a sign that their dead

lodies shall he raised ? " 13. " What shall they gain who are baptized/'/-

the good of the Christian dead; that is, to hasten the day of the resurrection ly

accomplishing the nuviber of the elect .?
"

The selection among these must be largely a matter of conjecture anJ

of greater or less probability, for none of them is entirely free from diili-

culties. Dean Stanley's ^\G\f, that our text is an allusion to the practice of

" vicarious baptism," is probably the prevalent one. It is said that there

was a custom of the Corinthians of the first century, and afterward of

the Marcionites, to baptize a living person in behalf of one who had died

In the faith, but unbaptized. It was baptisn^ by proxy. It is generally

a'^recd that this is the most natural meaning of the passage. The objcc-
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tioti to it is not a linguistic one. It seems unreasonable that Paul would

have sanctioned by an allusion even such a superstitious practice. This

fl.jcction is strongly urged by Calvin and others. On the other haud, so

i.ucful and conservative an expositor as EUicott favors this as the most

tenable view, but evidently with some misgivings. He announces hisde-

cisioa with the statement that " the reference to a custom which, if it then

tj;i>ted, must have been condemned creates a real difticulty."

If this be rejected, then there are but two other interpretations which

ni:iy be seriously considered —one involving an ellipsis, and the other an

unusual meaning of the word "baptized." The former is that of Chrys-

ostoin. This interpretation involves an ellipsis of " the resurrection,"

uuikiug it read baptized " for the resurrection of the dead," showing a

b^'Hof in the doctrine of the resurrection. The chief objection is that it

involves a truism, and adds nothing to the force of the apostle's argument.

Tills explanation also involves an unusual meaning of the preposition v~^p,

triuislated " for." Thepther rendering to which we have referred is the

employment of the word " baptized" in a scriptural sense, and with a

meaning which harmonizes with the verse following. It is the use of

" arc baptized " in the sense of suffer. " What shall they do who suffer

for the dead ?" The passages which illustrate this will re.ndily occur to

the reader and need not to be mentioned. The following verse seems to

harmonize with this meaning, namely, " Why stand we in jeopardy every

Lour ? " This usage of the word "baptize " is found in Mark x, 38, 39:

"Ye know not what ye ask: can ye drink of the cup that I drink of?

and be baptized with the baptism tiiat I am baptized with ? And they

isaid unto him, We can. And Jesus s-axdi unto them. Ye sliall indeed

drink of the cup that I drink of; and with the baptism that I am baptized

witlial shall ye be baptized." This passage has generally been interpreted

as referring' to the baptism of trial and suffering through which tlic

iipostles would be called upon to pass. This interpretation harmonizes

with the verses which follow our text :
" Why stand we in jeopardy

every hour ? I protest by your rejoicing which I have in Christ Jesus

our Lord, I die daily." We cannot, of course, claim this as the ordinary

rendering of the word "baptized," but it is a possible rendering; and,

in a passage where something must be supplied, a possible meaning of a

word which harmonizes with the context and gives force to the whole

argument is a safe interpretation among so many conflicting opinions.

THE MINISTER AS A COMFORTER.

Ix that most personal and touching of all Paul's letters, his second letter

to the Corinthians, he blesses God for comfortiug him in his tribulations,

and at the same time recognizes a divine purpose in all God's consolations,

namely, " that we may be able to comfort them that are in any affliction
"

(2 Cor. i, 4). The Greek is very beautiful and forceful: o ^apaKaXuv yuag

i-l iraaij ry O/^a tj^cjv, fif to dvvaaOac I'jfiaq -KopaKalclv Twq h Taaj e?.!\l'ei.

It is noteworthy that the word "comfort" occurs ten times from the
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third to the eighth verses of tliis chaj)tcr. How sore the soul to whom
these Avorcls of healing- were so welcome!
The doctrine of the text is that God bestows his comforts on us, not for

ourselves onlj-, but to enable us to comfort others. Tliis tliought is es-

pecially suggestive when we pause and look around us. [Many changes
have occurred within a brief period. Fortunes have been made and lost

;

reputations and positions in life have been gained or have vanished ; deatli

has moved on with steady step, and only when we review tlie ended year

do we recognize how triumphant liis march has been. One has only to

note the changes that take place during a sojourn abroad for even a few
raonths. Xor is death the only source of human sorrow. Sadness in

Lome and in personal life whose pangs arc even worse than bereavement
are ever coming to our notice.

It follows that one of the highest privileges and duties of the minister

is to be the bearer of consolation. The Second Epistle to the Corinthians

is the expression of tJie heart of the great apostle. He has suffered, he

has been comforted, and he recognizes an end in his consolations, namely,

tiiat he may comfort others. It may be that he includes other Christian

ambassadors besides himself in the "us" of the text, for his word is a

basis for that ministry of consolation which the world expects from God's

servants.

The word here rendered "comfort" is opposed to "tribulation," and
marks tlie relief whicli comes. from the Father of mercies, who is also

designated as the God of consolation. The verb rrapaKalc'Lv^ "to comfort,"

in many passages is "the technical tenn for a specific kind of Christian

teaching, namely, that in which beseeching (2 Cor. v, 20), admonition,

and comfort predominate." It appeals to the will, rather than to

the intellect, and aims to win, rather than to subdue. The noun has

a similar significance. The idea of comfort by means of the Gospel is

cleaily set forth. "Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be com-

forted " piatt. V, 4). The Church at Antioch, when it received the letter

from the first Cliurch council at Jerusalem, "rejoiced at the consolation."

The same word is employed in Acts xiii, 15, but is tliere rendered " ex-

hoi-tatiou." It might without impropriety be rendered, " If ye have any

word of consolation for the people say on." In Kom. xii, 8, is the

phrase, " He that exhorteth, on exhortation." It might be rendered, "He
that comforteth, on comfort." Thfse passages have been adduced to show

how fully the Scriptures refer to consolation as one of the great ofTices of

the Gospel, antl consequently of tlie Gospel minister.

The Church has always regarded the characterization of Barnabas, "son

of consolation," as one of tiie choicest eulogies of a Christian minister.

This is a characteristic which receives little public recognition, but it is

nevertheless a quality not to be despised. We recall a preacher of great

eminence whose sermons arc clothed in choicest English and whose nnrac

is a synonym for fidelity in every department of church work; but, when

spoken of by those who have been nearest him, it lias always been re-

marked as his chief glory that he has been the comforter of his troubled
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j-rf^oplo. His name is uritten in the hearts of hundreds to whom he has

thus brought tendcrest ministrations.

This i)o\vcr to comfort others diflers in different persons. Some are

lyinpatheticby nature and can readily and naturally approach the troubled,

vhiie others equally ready find it difficult. There are those, too, wlio

licsitate to offer sympathy as bcinij an intrusion upon the sacred ncss of

htnnan sorrow. All this should be considered. Obtrusiveness is never

r.i'ire out of place than in attempting to administer consolation. Yet,

tiidiigh sometimes no word can be spoken, the sympathetic heart carries

iu message by an unseen current and reaches the heart that most needs it.

Should not this element pervade our preaching more fully than it docs ?

\\.\\\S men and women in our churches are hard worked. They find life's

br.rdcn very heavy, and bring to the house of God a sense of loneliness

nnd weariness of which they are scarcely conscious. How cheering if they

<;in recognize in the minister's Avord the voice of the JIaster, saying,

" Cunie unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give

\-i)ii rest." Such a word docs not always imply a formal allusion to human
mlTering, nor is there required any false sentimentidity in dealing with

til'.' subject; but the spirit of consolation should be the atmospliere in

Nvliieh all the minister's work is carried forward.

We have not referred to the truths of the Gospel as the real consoling

<ltiiient; that is everywhere assumed. The Holy Spirit is the ''Com-

f'Tter," Life and immortality have been brought to light iu the Gosjjel.

It is the preacher's duty to sec to it that these great grounds of consola-

tion are not obscured, but that they find the same prominence in the

i-'hristian pulj)it that they have in the word of God.

The apostle, however, alludes to a preparation for comforting others

V. Iiich is very sad, for it is wrought out in tears. Paul passed thiough it.

Ho had been pressed without measure; "without were fightings, within

va-rc fears." He knew the bitterness of the struggle of life. He even

«lf>;ired "to depart, and be with Christ, which is far better." Xcvertlic-

1"*-% he resolved that to abide in the flesh was more needful for the

Cliurch. So, when the light shone into his soul, and God came to liim

with his rich consolations, lie burst out in thanksgiving, because thereby

lie would " be able to comfort them that are in any aflliction." It is the

joy of many ministers, as they review tlie sorrows and cares of the year

Jiow past, that they have thus been able to comfort the lonely and the

» orrowful.

now TO STUDY THE BIBLE.

Ik all Christian countries the Bible is recognized as the source of re-

I'lrious teaching, and its study is enjoined by the Christian pulpit and
press as one of the most sacred duties. It is nevertheless true that tiiis

»!iidy is in the main perfunctory, and that there is a gross neglect of

systematic and spiritual rending of the Bible. It is, further, no contra-

<iiciion to this statement to add that so jirofound a scholastic interest in

*hc Bible has never existed before, and that its friends and foes were
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never so busy in forging armor, both for attack and defense, as in these

closing years of the uinetecnlli century. Discussion of the topic, "How
Shall We Study the Bible ? " is always timely, and never more so tlian

now.

It -will be at once recognized as a truism that we cannot study the

Bible successfully unless we have an intelligent conception of what we
mean by the Bible. It is well known that the name "Bible,"' as applied

to our sacred writings, was not introduced until the fourth century, prol)-

ably by St. Chrysostom. The word originally meant the papyrus plant,

the inner bark of which was used of old as a material for writing; then
tlie name of the material on which the manuscripts were written was ap-

plied to the contents of the separate books, as "tlie book of Mo?cs
''

(Mark xii, 2G), "the book of Psalms" (Luke xx, 42); and then, after

centuries, to the "entire word of God."*
The Bible dilfers from other books in that it was not written by one

author, but by different authors, in different ages, and on various topics.

It opens with tlie Book of Genesis, which records the origin of the ma-

terial universe and of human history, and closes with the Apocalypse by

St. John, which describes with symbolic splendor the final triumph of

the kingdom of God. Thousands of years separate the great historical

events which it narrates. The writers, too, differ from each other in

style and ap2:)ear in different ages and under diverse forms of civilization.

Some of the books are poetical, like the Psalms; some are didactic, like

the Proverbs; some are prophetic, like Isaiah and Xahum ; some art'

doctrinal, like Romans; some practical, like James; some spiritual, like

the epistles of St. John. Their coloring is largely local, and tlieir metliods

and style are as varied as their topics and as the personal characteristics

of their authors. The Bible seems to be a library rather than a single

book. It is thus like the material universe, in whicli all the sciences

find their roots and tlieir expression. The same earth-crust is examined

by the geologist, the mineralogist, the chemist, tlie antiquarian, and the

philosopher. So the same Bible is investigated by the scientist, the phi-

lologist, the statesman, the philosopher, the critic, the moralist, and the

human soul absorbed in the highest spiritual problems; and it is ex-

pected to yield satisfactory answers to tliem all.

Notwithstanding all this diversity, our Bible is one book. It has one

sublime purpose—tlie salvation of men from sin, thus enno!;ling human-

ity. It has one author, God, by whose inspiration the various writci-s of

the different ages have communicated to us his will. It has been de-

manded of this book by the critics, and the justice of the demand has

been accepted by its friends, that every part shall harmonize with every

other part, and that Genesis and Revelation, the Old Testament and tlic

New, shall at no point contradict each other. At^this stage the schools

of attack and defense diverge. Into such discussions our topic does not

call us to enter. "We merely mention it to show that we claim for our

Bible that its authors were inspired by God.

Alexander, A'ew Tcslamcni Literature, p. 7.
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ARCHEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

THE TIEBREVT TEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

It is greatly to bo regretted that we liave no very ancieut manuscripts

il the Hebrew Bible; indeed, the oldest so far discovered is of com-

t.Aralively recent origin. The earliest manuscript of any portion of the

OM Testament in the Hebrew language is that called the " Later Prophets'

c.kIcx," supposed to have been written A. D. 916. The next oldest is

one of the entire Old Testament, said to have been written A. D. 1000.

Ik.th of these precious documents arc in the Imperial Library of St.

iVtersburg. What is known as the " Reuchlin Codex of the Prophets,"

now at Carlsruhe in Germany, bears the date of A. D. 1105. The great

hulk of Hebrew manuscripts originated at a much later time, somewhere

!r. iwccn the twelfth and sixteenth century of the Cliristiau era. Accord-

ii.g to the conservative view, the last book of the Old Testament was

v.rittcn at least four hundred years B. C; and even the most liberal critic

will admit that the entire Old Testament was completed before the birth

ofClirist. Tlius, according to the most radical view, more than one

ihmisaiid years had elapsed between the completion of the original aulo-

(^raphs and the most ancient copies in our possession. During the writ-

ing of tliis article word comes from England that Dr. Gastcr exhibited

»Mnc ancient manuscripts at ii recent meeting (on January 14) of the

S><ioty of Biblical Archa}ology in Loudon, and at the same time read a

f.apf.T entitled " Some Unique Hebrew Manuscripts of the Bible of the

Ninth and Tenth Century.'* This paper is soon to be published in the

'• Proceedings " of the society. It is to be hoped that these documents

*ilt prove genuine and ofler material aid to biblical textual criticism.

Such a long period having elapsed between the original autographs and

•'IJeit transcripts, it is but natural to think that tlie latter contain, some

errors. Not only have the original disappeared, but probably many

'•'pies even of copies made in that long interval have also been lost. It

i* more tlian likely that each succeeding copy would be somewhat less

oo.Tt-et than its predecessor. For, in spite of the scrupulous care be-

stowed by the Hebrews upon the correct reproductions of their sacred

^»>oks, a multitude of errors of one kind or another have crept in. Many

"f tliosc have been pointed out by the Masorites, and supposedly more

<"rT.x-l readings have been suggested in the footnotes found in our ovdi-

'1-y Hebrew Bibles. Unfortunately, these notes, though numerous, arc

'- tiiiiior importance, for they are chiefly concerned with the accents, or-

'-•iO'^iaj)hy, or pronunciation; and indeed many of them are positively

*roi)^r. Driver, in his Notes on the Ildorw Text of the Bools of Samuel, has

's^'Usaid: "The work of the Masorites, it should be remembered, was

• -"v.'nti;illy conservative ; their aim was not toform a text, but, by fixing the

i"'-.uiiciation and other means, to ;;?-esfry6' a text which (in all essentials)

•'1—FIFTH SERIKS, VOL. XII.
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they received already formed, from others. The antecedents of tlie text

which thus became the basis of the Masoretic text can only be deter-

mined approxiniately by conjectm-e."

The preservation of the Hebrew Scriptures has been the marvel of the

ages; for, in spite of war, captivity, and persecution, we have a goodly

number of these ancient writings, mostly in language ])erfectlv iutelli«.'i-

ble. That the sacred writings of a people subjected to so many dilli-

culties should contain errors is natural. For, though the scribes for the

most part executed their work with great conscientiousness and punctili-

ous care, we are not to regard them as infallible or inspired. As tinu-

rolled on, and the Jews became scattered over the earth, not only would

they forget then- own language, but words and phrases would change

their meaning, and many id-iomatical expressions would become unintel-

ligible. Hence there would arise a variety of renderings. Besides, there

Avere men in all ages, as to-day, who used words carelessly, without try-

ing to grasp their meaning. AVere there no transcribers of this kind ?

It is hardly necessary to apprise any of our readers that the ]Iebrew

was originally written without any vowels. This must have been a fertile

source of errors. Take one of the most familiar roots in the Hebrew lan-

guage, ip:^ (pkd), just three consonants. By using the proper vowels

perhaps a score of words, all differing, at least slightly, in meaning, couid

be formed. It would be difiicult, indeed, always to strike the right

meaning, llic one intended by the original writer. Imagine a book of

the size of the Old Testament being entirely written with consonants.

without <)!ic single vowel; and imagine, further, that this book w:u<

copied and recopied age after age, for ten or fifteen hundred years, in

countriL's widely separated, and often by copyists of little aptitude a:!u

education. Those who have been engaged in the study and teaching vii

dead languages know well how little insight and critical taste tocit

people, though devout and of excellent character, possess, and how difli-

cult it U for thcni to enter into the niceties of etymology and construction.

Have v.-e any business to expect more of an ancient Hebrew copyist than

of modern Americans engaged in the same work ?

As a specimen of a passage whicli has defied the translators, and which

shows how little we know about its real meaning, we can do no better tl:;ui

call the reader's attention to Prov. xxvi, 10. This verse Canon Farrar

recognizes as one of "those 'dark sayings' which were purpoic-ly in-

tended to exercise the ingenuity." The learned canon points out tlie

several readings. In our Authorized Version it is rendered, " The groat

God that formed all things both rewardeth the fool, and rewardeth

transgressors." In the Revised Version it is:

As an archer that woundcth all,

So is he tliat hiretli the fool and he that hireth them that p:iss ly.

The margin again gives

:

A master worker formcth all things;

But he that hireth the fool is as one thut hireth them that puss by.
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t

I. i{,,sciimueller renders It: . • •. -

The raiglny man causes terror

;

So does he who hireth the fool aud tlic transgressor.

(Ii-M'nius, nitzig, and Umbreit translate the words thus:

Much produces all;

But he who employs a fool is as one who employs passers-by.

Iivliizscb, altering the vowel points, renders the passage thus:

Much bringeth forth u!l;

But the liire of a fool and his hirer perish.

llnw early vowel points were invented and came into general use is a

t:.-.'.U'd question. It is generally agreed that the Septuagint Version was

r A<^ without their aid. Josephus also must have read aud translated

fr -in an unpointed text, as otherwise passages quoted by him cculd not

'..tve been so diiiereut from the present :Masoretic te.xt. There is also

i\;(lcnce that Jerome, the author of the Vulgate, who died 420 A. D.,

u-.(l the unpointed Hebrew. It is very possible that a scribe or a rabbi

l.tTc and there employed some private marks to assist correct pronuncia-

t'-.n; but it is almost certain that vowels were not in general use till the

»<>venth century of our era.

We must again remember that the Hebrew peoi)le did not always have

!!;c beautiful and regular square characters, such as we have at present.

Ti.p>e are rather the ])roducts of a grr.dual development, an evolution

• .m an original alphabet once common to the Semitic languages. The

:' blowing, quoted by Driver from tlie Talmud, is of special interest:-

•Originally the law was given to Israel in the Hebrew character aud in

•.h<' «;icred tono-ue; it was given to tlicm again, in the days of Ezra, in the

-V'^'yrian character aud iu the Aramtiic tongue. Israel chose for them-

•''.vos the Assyrian character and the sacred tongue, and left to the

•' >c! the Hebrew character and the Aramaic tongue."' It would be

"rye:isylo multiply quotations to prove the same fact. Whoever is

-^irious to see the characters used by the ancient Hebrews should turn to

'''.' conjparative table of ancient Semitic alphabets in Gcsenius's Hebrew

'•r-umnar. Here he will find exact reproductions taken from various

'•]• cts, which are now preserved in the museums, aud thus will \io

' ^lblcd to notice the gradual development from the most ancient characters

?'t found to the present square letter. The oldest is the inscription

• ".ind :it Dibon, commonly called the Moabite Stone, belonging to the

:a<: of Kin<T Mesha (2 Kings iii, 4), who lived about 900 B. C. The

• -t important and oldest inscription, purely Hebrew, is that found on

' of the walls of the Pool of Siloam. generally .supposed to belong to

i-c time of Hezekiah (sec 2 Kings xx. 20V Then we have short iuscrip-

'• 'r.s on gems and stone, and still later on Hebrew coins, as of theMaeca-

'"'in j.rince Simon (about 140 B. C.) . Then there are some Aramaic

'• Miuscripts from the third century to the first B. C, and last of all some

SMmyrene inscriptions from the first to the third century A. D. Thus,
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as Dillmaun savs, we are enabled to trace the development of the preso::t

Hebrew alphabet through a thousand years. We have entered so fully

into the subject of these inscriptions in order to show how ea.y it would

have been in this period of ever-changing alphabets for a copyist to have

made some errors in transcription.

But a-aiu even in the manuscripts which have the square characters,

manv of" the' letters resemble one another so closely as to require the

n,ost constant care iu order to avoid all mistakes. Everj- Hebrew scholar

^vill recall the time when he confounded some of the following letter-

M M, no; =, =; n, n, n ; f, r (y, v, n, k, d, r; k, b; h eh t; s, sh).

1 dtotiisthe kmilarity between sounds, as between the Hebrew for

not and to km. Even in writing English, where is the man who has not

somctimeswrittcn-to"for "too." - here " for "hear,' etc.?

l1 n" the errors that could have arisen in some of the various ways

above dps^cribcd, it is not quite certain that the copyists always aimed at

tZ X . iKleed, it is possible that such work was done more con-

ic enUousv In post-biblical times than before the close of the canon.

SrnTa this assertion may seem, it nevertheless becou.es clear that such

ts he case if we compare those sections which have been repealed, .

': D Ivldt^'nt r^rSZ^^:^^ xviii! or PsaJxiv and

li^i which are v-lly the same. The diilerences between the two copies

^eo^^f^oSc^^le, ^id cannot .always be explained by the oirelessne^.

are qui.e noucL^nL,
chanties must have been made

„„,t sanguine of us may sU,

^^-f ^ ^ ,.^,";' J fJehcedogi,,*, r.,y

epade, or the crcr-watchful eye of th( »'^»^»'°
„anu=cripti

vet in some nook or corner of some Tenerablc ™>" <"=^?7
^, ,„cl,

-at least as o.d as any« have
"''^'^^^tr--'""-"> "» "'•

e:^^rr^":s;: '-oLe:if i o. a,,, o, .= o.. xe...

ment books may yet conio to light ?
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In the meantime the best we can do is to study jKiticntly aud compare

t-Arvfully the several ancient versions or translations of the Hebrew Bible

-~«uch as the Septuagint, written at least before the birth of our Saviour,

ijii\ ftccording to the conservative view not far from tliree hundred years

l.<furc that time, and the various versions of the Septuagint, like that of

\.'j.\h\ Tlicodotion, and Symmachus, all written before the close of the

t.-<oiui century of our era. Then, to say nothing of the Hebrew Tar-

(Tuins, there are other translations and early versions, such as the Syriac,

Artliic, Vulgate, etc. If the text is to be amended at all it must be done,

in the absence of the original autographs, with the help of the versions

»!«.vc mentioned. Though several distinguished scholars have under-

Iskcn to give an improved Hebrew text of some of the Old Testament

l.>>ks, we have so far nothing qiiite complete in tliis line. Kow, how-

ever, tliis gap is to be filled up, for Professor Haupt, of Johns Hopkins,

with tlie assistance of several of the most eminent biblical scholars in this

i-oiintrv and Europe, has commenced the publication of such a work.

This new critical edition of the Hebrew text will be noticed more fully ia

ft fubscquent issue. '__

A RISING CONSERVATm: BIBLICIST.

Many Americans who attended the theological department of the

Vhivcrsity of Halle, Prussia, between 1870 and 1880, will readily recall

i^..' manly form and pleasant face of Adolph Zahn, D.D., who for many

j'-urs was the chief pastor of the Reformed Church, known in that

f.vuous city of theologians as the " Dom Kirche," or Cathedral. His

kindness to English-speaking students was ]iroverbial; none of them

'V^yod any length of time in Halle without receiving an invitation to

•line with the great preacher. He was drawn to them on account of

their conservative views and Christian experience. Dr. Zahn is a

tiioilorate Calvinist and a great admirer of Princeton College, and

f<[.'Ti;illy of Dr. Green, whose views on biblical questions he accepts.

Though very popular with foreigners, he was a thorn in the flesh of the

>:Tr;it majority of his German brethren iu the ministry and an object of

r'iinile to the theological faculty. Wheneverany of the greater lights con-

-S«-.ended to speak of him it was usually with a sneer, and the fact that

J>:. Z:ihn held that Moses had written the Pentateuch was to them a positive

I'TOi.f that ho pursued unscientific methods. But, notwithstanding opposi-

•.'n in high places, he has steadily crept up, and now holds a commanding

3>OMiion. His Deuteronomy made quite an impression, aud his Ermte

/'.'«>{•< m dm V^aliU der .Vodernen Kritih has found a liearty reception

-»i"!ig the more evangelical clergy. He now lectures at that once great

•-'nghold of rationafism, the University of Tiibingen. where he attracts

'-^•nsiderable attention. One of his most ardent admirers and supporters is

5^^!<'r Rupprccht. It is a fact full of significance that the writings of these

'••tru-conservative theologians are coming more and more to the front and

vrc l>,.i„„ freely discussed, not only by the theological press of America

i^id England, but also in the critical magazines of more radical Germany.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

A QUADRENNIUM OF METHODIST FOREIGN MISSIONS.

The comparative growtli oi' missions as shown by statistical tables is

not always exact. The figures themselves are too liable to be imperfectly

collected, and uniformity in tabulation is well-uigh impossible. In somi.-

instances great influences pervade society that are wanting in others;

and in some cases influences are exerted a long time, and steadily, before

they crystallize in the hands of statisticians, while they arc far more im-

mediate in their precipitation in other instances. Some would say that

the Methodist missions in China and India illustrate these two forms of

action. lu China the missionaries have been slow to admit as communi-

cants persons who in grade of information and disposition are quite simi-

lar to those admitted freely in India, and India itself illustrates the two

states. Prior to 1SS4 a great preparatory period was experienced, which

h;\s resulted in a steady advance of ratios within the past ten years, until,

of the aggregate of a little less than one hundred and fifty thousand mem-

bers and%robatiouers (147,000) on the foreign field, toward one half

(67,500) are tabulated in India. China records about one fourth (10.481)

as many as India. The latter country does not, however, seem to be act-

ing with undue haste, for it records a much larger number of " adhcr-

euls" than the total of its members and probationers, while China

enumerates about one half as many "adherents" as members and proba-

tioners. Thus it is that the conditions of different lands cannot be

paralleled, and hence we repeat that comparative statistics do not show

at any one period the precise conditions and relative growth. Nor can

anyone say at what hour the brethren in China may be obliged to follow

the more restrictive and repressive policy, nor can he predict the effect,

when once the magnitude of the movement shall influence thousands now

hesitating to attach them.sclve.s to small communities, but willing to join

,a movement large enough to exercise a general magnetism, and shall pro-

vide a community numerically .sufficient to be self- protective.^

It is impossible to pursue this analysis of the several foreign missions

of the Church in detail. The Scandinavian missions, within round

numbers sav twenty-five thousand, and the Germany and Switzerland

missions, with sav t'wenty thousand, tempt a comparison of conditions an<l

results. While they both contend with limitations of the civil law and

State Churches, nevertheless the conditions on the whole have been more

favorable for success in uorlh Europe than in central Europe.

Turning from these comparisons, there is still a more comprehensive and

equally encouraging feature of our foreign fields as a whole if they be

compared with themselves four years ago. The increase in American

missionaries has been but very small, only fifteen more being enumerate

than four vears a^-'O. The Woman's Foreign Missionary Society has ui-
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rrv i-i-<l its American force about one third. Tlie native ordained preachers

;,»NC increased tifty per cent, and the unordained preachers over forty per

•rr-jt. We have in the foreign field lifty-six thousand plus more Methodist

r-..-(!ih.'rs and probationers than at the last General Conference, so that

•...w the General Conference faces the responsibility of cousiderinrr the

i.y-dsof nearly a hundred and fifty thousand communicants outside the

(':.itt^l States and Territories, and an equally large community aftiliatcd

*i!h those churches, but not yet enrolled as communicants; of over forty

:hfju>and pupils in school training, and over a hundred and fifty thousand

jrtjnils receiving religious education in their foreign Sabbath schools.

T"fi<-<o foreign churches have increased tiieir "self-support " contributions

•>.\i\ per cent -within four years, and have raised for other Church pur-

;.— .- over a hundred and fifty thousand dollars. Thus a hundred and

f.fty thousand communicants, composed in large part of people so poor

*!nl the Lome churches cannot comprehend the self-denial involved, have

r.>-jTidly contributed a dollar a member to their pastors and a dollar a

m'-mhor for Church property, besides a very creditable average ^>^ capita

f-.>r the fonual '"benevolent collections" of conncctional Methodism.

Surely these foreign fields, judged by these statistical summaries, which,

wlicre not cxuct, are approximately so, ])resent a very creditable showing,

».'id no part of the whole range of topics claiming the attention of the

fJcncral Conference requires more thoughtful, prayerful, and statesman-

like consideration than the interests of these widely ramifying missions

f the Church.

THE GERMAN WORK IX THE UXITED STATES.

One almost necessarily sympathizes with the German element in Prot-

•'•tmtism in this country as regards several essential difficulties which are

i:'h<>rent in its environment. A large part of the Gennan population
'- 'tiiing from Europe to this country has not been trained in what in

•i'-nnany is known as the "evangelical " sects. They consequently ar-

'•'>>' in America v.ith the religious aiTmities of the State Church, if, indeed,

i'. he not with antireligious prejudice. If cultivated, they are probably

i^r^^fly of infidel tendency; if illiterate, they are strongly tinctured with

»Hi-ilisni. What religion they recognize is a mild sacramentariauism,

f'-^ting in the baptism of children, the occasional participation in the

1- -r.l's Supper, and the services of a minister at maniages and funerals.

W(.- have before us an able document, proliably of German authorship,

«hii-h?cts forth the limited facilities for work among this class of our

Worthy citizens, and among others the meagerness of German literature

*•• uilable for evangelistic purposes. Tracts are few, and more costly than

''^e in English, even a German Testament costing more than one in Eng-
^'••i, while literature imported from Germany rarely suits the needs of

'•'• case. Added to this is the German prejudice against an " evangel-

'il." as one of the "sects" which he considers to be apostatized and
*hich would influence him to abandon the faith of his fathers. National

**«itnilatiou works both for and against the evangelical effort. In the
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first place, outside the Churches it goes on steadily, but very slowly; in-

side, the nationalizatiou process moves rapidly, but results in -n-eakeniiii:

the Churches themselves by the steady flow from the German to the Eng-
lish-speaking organizations, especially in the younger and more vi:,'orou5

accessions to the Church communion. It is difficult to estimate the full

results of the labor of the German Churches in consequence of this trans-

fer; while of course the growth and momentum among communicants iu

the German Churches is materially limited.

"We are not apologizing for the German Protestant Churches. The
very reverse is compelled, by the success achieved in the face of these obsta- If

cles. The German Methodist Episcopal churches in the German Confer-
|

ences alone, by no means all of German Methodism, in 1895. tabulated
|

61,0G1 communicants, 738 traveling preachers, §4,128,810 of Church \
property, 57,543 Sunday school scholars, and a missionaiT collection of \

$37,312—a vast growth from the beginning under one lone missionary \

sixty years before. \

It must not be imagined that the Methodist Episcopal Church is the ^

only one making impression on the German population. In a little over
\

fifty years the Germau Baptists iu America have grown to a membership \

of just 20,000, spread over 30 States and Territories and provinces; and
|

in 1894 their 219 churches reported no less than 1,753 as the residuum after |

the transfer of many to their English-speaking churches. The noble giv-

ing for Church purposes observable in the German Methodist Episcop. 1

Church seems also to mark this thrifty, economical, and benevolent part

of the Baptist Church; for the Year Book of the denomination show? the

German Baptists to have averaged for current expenses during three yet.;?

^5.04: per capita, and for missions SI.01 per capita. These figure> show what

the German Baptists themselves give, not what is given to them. Thc-

Methodist Episcopal German members and probationers enrolled in the

summary of domestic missions of the Missionary Society gave for all pur-

poses last year a fraction over $8 per capita. The missionary work amonc
the Germans in America is not the only part of our great domestic mis-

sionary labor ; but it stands out jirominently because of the nearly fifteen

million immigrants from 1821 to 1892 nearly one third were Germans.

The Scandinavian mission churches reporting directly to the Missior.ary

Society as domestic missions show about $0 per capita contributed for al!

Church purposes, including, as before, benevolent contributions. ZS'o pr.rt

of the Missionary Society's expenditure yields more certain and substan-

tial returns than that applied to these populations. In the pamjihK-t

already alluded to the German writer says: " To one who looks beyond

the nearest range it is very doubtful if it would really serve the well:r.-

of this country to stop immigration. Is the American stock so fertile th;.t

it will people this continent alone ? Is tlie American youth so prone to

manual labor that he will plow in the ])lains and delve in the mountain?

alone, and yet meet the world's competition ? . . . Are they sure that in-

breeding is the best way to keep up tlie national strength ? Bismarck ^-ays

that no nations have ever played a great })art in history except tho>e vi
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luixftl stock." The writer also pertinently asks, ""What are Ch^istia^

u»i-u going to do with a host of people who know English so imperfectly

Ihal au English Gospel is practically no Gospel to them ?
"

THE AMERICAN BOARD MISSION IN TURKEY.

TiiK Christian world has been stirred to sympathy with one of the great

tr.i.ssionary societies of tlie United States—the American Board—in the

diMistfr.s which have overtaken a large part of its work in the Turkish

pttipire through the recent Armenian massacres. The board has in the

c(;ur>c\ of many years invested some six million dollars in this mission,

»,;nl of late years has appropriated annually a quarter of a million of dollars

to sustain and operate the '' plant," which was worth at the time of the

rri-iut outbreak a million and a half dollars. The mission has been one

i.f the most efficient of modern days. Its missionaries have been of the

TtTv higliest, easily ranking amoug the foremost men of the times in

frholarsiiip, management, and exemplary Christian living. Any State

niighi be jjroud of sucii ambassadors in any foreign country.

Tlierc seems little room for doubt that the very success of the missions

I'l the American Board has largely furnished the temptation to the Turkish

^ovcrnment to assault the populations among which the board has been

tjMcciiiUy operating. While tliey studiously avoid all political complications

8.ii;l inculcate loyalty to the government, the missionaries aim to develop

ft type of character and to organize a community which expresses a

rivjli/iition essentially unlike that which Mohammedanism has ever pro-

ihicid or can produce. When, therefore, this community had become a

pf..voiful factor in the land, and was daily growing more intelligent as to

its rights and increasingly likely to assert them—and when the Turk

knew that all Christian sects, especially Protestants, were steadily under-

iniiiing and would ultimately overthrow the Mohammedan power of the

•.inpirc—the government readily appreciated that the struggle for ascend-

• !K:y, and possibly for existence, was upon the present administration of

lliuoid II. Every instinct of religion and selfishness thus compels them

to the course they have followed.

It is under this inspiration that the Turkish authorities arc deliberately

Ruia^'onizing Protestant interests, regardless of all treaties, have organized

a't'l directed massacres, and have ])lanned the violent robbery of a com-

ta'.iiiiiy whose thrift is the natural product of this new civilization. The

Atm-rican Board mission stations have, in a dozen instances, been the

tli^-Hlfi- of the bloodiest demonstrations against Christians. Tn most of

'J»" twenty cities and towns occupied by their missionaries from Amer-

'•<Mi. as well as in some three hundred other centers of evangelistic and

•^liicational activity, their success is seriously impaired, if not wholly

l'l<'ttcd out. AVhile the secular press teems with statements of the political

»it>iutioii it is well that Christian people of all denominations give prayer-

''d sympathy to such a great missionary organization as the honorable

Atr.fMican Board in the threatened destruction of its greatest mission.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Erich Haupt. The perpetual stream of thought seldom fails to bring

with it studies of eschatolog-y, that most fascinating yet most fruitkss

branch of theology. Haupt, in a recent -work on Die eschatologisrlicn.

Aussagen Jesu in den synoptischcn Evanglicn (The Eschatological Utter-

ances of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels), published at Berlin (Reuther utid

Reichard, 1895), spends a large part of his strength in the effort to show

that those utterances are not to be taken literally. Eating and drinking

and sitting at meat in the kingdom of God is only an expression for

fellowship with God brought to completion. Speaking of the words iu

Matt, xxvi, 64, where Jesus says to the high priest, "Hereafter shall ye

see the Son of man silting on the right hand of power and coming iu the

clouds of heaven," he declares that we cannot think of a physical seeing,

since neither any of the Sanhedrists nor any other Jew ever saw Christ

bodily as the risen one. Nor can the words mean that at the Parusia

they would see him, since in that coming event Jesus is never represented

as sitting iu heaven but as approaching the earth. Hence, the seeing

spoken of can only refer to a spiritual vision of Jesus; in other words,

they would experience his heavenly kingdom. So also Haupt teaches

that the cominix of the Son of man cannot be understood of the local ap-

proach of Christ to tlie physical earth, for iu ]Matt. xxiv, 29, it is taught

that just before the coming of the Son of man the sun shall "be darkened,

and the moon shall not give forth her light, and the stars shall fall from

heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken." Hence, the

physical universe having passed away, Christ cannot come to our physical,

local earth. All this is not designed by Haupt to cast doubt on the real-

ity of the events described, but to show that they must not be understood

in a bald, literal sense. That the language of Jesus, as that of the Bible

throughout, is often figurative, even where it could be interpreted liter-

ally, is evident; and we have a conspicuous instance of it in the second

cha])tcr of Acts, where Peter says that the scenes of Pentecost were the

fulfillment of the propliecy of Joel, tliat, with the pouring out of the

Spirit, there should be "wonders in heaven above, and signs iu the earth

beneath; blood and fire, and vapor of smoke," the sun being "turned into

darkness, and the moon into blood." But, while it is possible that the

utterances of Jesus have been too sensuously conceived, it is exceedingly

diflicult for us to find any sure method of interpretation which would

bring us any nearer the truth than the literal brings us.

Johannes Weiss. Side by side with the views of Haupt as to the

figurative interpretation of the words of Jesus concerning eschatological

subjects it may be well to place those of Weiss relative to the manner iu
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»Jii.-h llie figures of the New Testament are to be interpreted in general.

While he nduiits that these metaphors are not to be taken literally at all,

\^ thinks it is different with another class of figures employed by our

l»nl. For example, he says that when the words " llesh and blood " are

uMii the concrete human being is meant; it is an expression which is dc-

..„'ncd to make the idea behind it particularly clear to the understanding.

\.i \\\v. figures employed by Jesus he thinks our Lord showed a preference

f -f illu>tration by extreme cases. For example, it is declared that faith

i i:i remove mountains. This, Weiss thinks, is not so much figurative as

,'. i'i the mention of the extremest possibility of faith, lie takes the com-

s.nud of Jesus to pray in our closets, not as meaning secret prayer, but as

».;;nifying that in order to pray in secret we should be willing to have a

»*-, rt-t place where we can lock ourselves in. ~ Some directions he would

;./.(} to be impossible, when taken in a literal sense, and hence he distin-

Cii-^hes between such instances as these and those which lie within

U»< limits of possibility. For example, the command to turn the other

rliook when we are smitten is jTOSsible to us, and therefore may not be

tikcn figuratively. Upon occasion Jesus would require us to fuliill it

'urrally. "When he spoke of our tearing out the right eye and cutting off

t".jc right hand he meant to give expression to the most extreme requirc-

Mi'Dts of his law. AWiss lays it down as a rule that when the thing de-

K-ribed is actually possible or thinkable then the language of Jesus is to

Ik' taken literally, and says it is to be understood figuratively only when,

la the nature of the case, the -words cannot be literally taken. This

• hole subject is one which should be carefully studied. It has never

ffveived a tithe of the attention it has deserved. Most readers of the

Hible never even stop to think about it. In order to solve the problems

I'lvolrcdit -will be necessary to take up the entire body of the Xew Testa-

:nint writings, and study them, first with the aid of exact rhetorical

iniilvsis, to discover what is figurative and what literal in form. Then
'.he question should be raised as to those words which, though figurative

from the standpoint of rhetoric, are intended to convey a literal meaning.

For many words wiiich are figurative in form are so modified from their

•"ymolngical significance as to have been literalized. The word " dilapi-

''»t'-d " may be taken as an example, although even here there is an aroma
••f its tropic-al significance remaining. It will also be necessary to note

*fori]s which are used l»oth literally and figuratively. Then, with a care-

'-^1 dftluition and classification of figures of speech, progress in iuterprc-

'»tiou would be possible.

PvECEXT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

" Der neutestamentliche Schriffcanon und Clemens von Alexandrien "

'"'><• Canon of the New Testament and Clement of Alexandria). P.

l>*u>ch. Freiburg, i. B. Herder, 1804. The Roman Catholic writer of

'Kis book e.xpresses the desire that his treatise may insjiire other Roman-
•»t* to strive after the fulfillment of the desire uttered by "our holy
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father," Leo XUI, that the extreme criticism of the Bible may be met by

a sober criticism. Dausch tlien takes under consideratioa the task, the

method, the sources, and the literature. This is followed by a discus-

sion of the relations of Clement of Alexandria to the individual docu-

ments of the New Testament—the gospels (canonical and uncanouical),

the Acts of the Apostles, the Pauline letters and Hebrews, the letters of

Peter, the letters of Jude and James, the letters of John, the Apocalypse

of John and of Peter, together with the writings of the Shepherd of

Hennas. In the second part Dausch takes up the view which Clement

held of the character of the Kew Testament canon. He raises five

questions: (1) Was Clement acquainted -with a list of New Testament

writings ? (2) Was he acquainted with a collection of New Testament

writings ? (3) Did he know of any authority attributed to the New
Testament writings ? (4) Did he know of any specific authority attrib-

uted to the New Testament writings? (o) J)id he recognize the

exclusive authority of the Scriptures ? To all these questions Dausch

gives a negative answer. He sums up his conclusions as follows: (1)

Clement used and reverenced a large number of Christian and heathen

writings to which he gave a certain authority and inspiration. (3) Ht-

distinguished between churchly and nouchurchly literature. (3) He

knew no well-defined collection of Christian churchly literature, nor was

the distinction sharp between Christian and other writings. (4) He

knew no exclusive authority for the Scriptures. (5) He uses the epithets

"Old" and "New Testament," but without clearly designating his

meaning. (G) There was a collection of writings, but not a closed canon.

(7) He held to no specific apostolic or prophetic principle of canonicity.

(8) He spoke in essentially the same terras of tlie Old and New Testa-

ment. (9) Among recognized gi'oups are the '
' gospels " and the '

' apostles."

(10) By " apostolic" he generally meant "Pauline." (11) He knew of

evangelical truth outside of the gospels. (12) He recognized a formal,

but not an authoritative, difference between the Old and New Testament.

(13) He knew fourteen Pauline letters, and ascribed the Hebrews to

Paul. (14) He knew of the Acts by Luke, and the Apocalypse by

John, but did not distinguish sharply between these documents and

other old Christian literature. (15) Among the Catholic epistles he

knew only 1 Peter, 1 and 2 John, and Jude. (10) In point of respect

he held the letter of Barnabas, the first letter of Clement, and the

teaching of the apostles almost as high as the canonical New Testament

documents. In conclusion, Dausch claims that the strong individuality

of Clement forbids that he should be taken as representative of his time.

and that neither from the beginning, nor at the year 200 A. D.. was thrre

an apostolic cnlleotiou of writings for the purpose of consolidating ih-

then originating Catholic Church.

De joodsche achtergroiid van den Brief aan de Romeinen (Ihc

Jewi.h Background of the Epistle to the Bomansj. By J. A. C. ^ :'•'
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I^.iiiwcn. Utrecht, Breijer, 1894. Van Maneii, the piincipiil Dutch ex-

ponent of the idea that Romans in its present form is not the work of

|»aul, and could not possibly have been written by a Jew, but is a Gnostic
revision and enlargement of a smaller work by Paul, furnishes tiie sugijes-

tioii which has led to the A\Titiug of this work, which was originally a

••doctor-dissertation." Contrary to the view of Van Manen, Van Leeuwen,
nnothcr Dutchman, maintains the impossibility of the Greek oriain of

Koaiaus in its present form. Taking up the direct utterances of Romans
in reference to the Jewish origin of the author, he next considers the judsr-

nicnts of the epistle relative to the heathen and the Jews. In treating of

tiio latter he discusses the significance of the law and the relation of Israel

t.) Christ. Following the older theologians he points out the numerous
analogies and parallels both in matter and form, between Romans and the

older rabbinic literature. By this the author does not propose to demon-

strate the dependence of Paul upon this literature in specific instances, but

tosliowthat the mind of the author of Romans proved itself in every part

of the epistle saturated with Jewish ideas to such a degree as would be

possible only to a born Jew. That he has succeeded no fair-minded

Trader can doubt. This does not, of course, prove directly that Paul is the

author of the epistle in its present form, but it destroys the idea that it

could not have been written by Paul. The argument for the Pauline

.nuthorship will be conceded by all who believe it to have been written by

a Christian Jew. Yet such is the folly of some critics that it is ditiicult

to say what position will be next taken. Tlie Tubingen school did not

question the Pauline authorship of Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and

Galatians. "Since then every one of these has been challenged, aud has

li.-id to fight for its life. There are critics who deny the gcnuir.cness of

every book of the New Testament, and think that with every trustworthy

record gone they are in a position to understand Christianity aright.

•Such criticism gives a had reputation to criticism of evt-ry sort. And in

fact the extreme views held in certain ages by critics, from nearly all of

which the criticism of the present day has receded, raise-^ in the minds of

the thoughtful the question whether after a while the learned world will

not swing back to a quiet acceptance of the Bible as our fathers knew
>t. Kven those who find it necessary to deny the genuineness of some

of tiic books of the New Testament would confess that it is far more

^ober to accept all than to reject the Pauline authorship of Romans and

Oalatians.

De libris prohibitis commentarii. By Augustinus Arndt, S. J.

K'gcnsburg, F. Pustet, 1S95. A book by a Jesuit concerning books for-

bidden to be read by Romanists ought to be authoritative of Roman

''aiholic belief and practice. It will therefore be well to notice what is

forbidden, by whom, and why. In the first part of this work the author

'mdertakes to give every instance of forbidden books which occurred

prior to the year 1000. lie c'.iims that even in the early Church the Ro-

ni-in see exercised the recogni:'.ed right to forbid the reading of objection-
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able books, and that very early arose the practice of referring dogmat^
works to the popes for approbation prior to jiublication. In the second
part the author takes up the piuiishmeuts inflicted by the Church upon
those who violated the prohibition. The object of the prohibition is- to
prevent the faithful from reading dangerous books and to hold them to
obedience, but e!^pecially to prevent heretics and other godless men from
publishing works of a harmful kind. Hence the prohibition extends to
those who would personally be in uo danger. But when the prohibition
is issued by the Index-Congregation, even at the command of the pope.
it is not a pa])al act, and hence not infallible, although binding on the
conscience. Of course all books of such heresiarchs as Luther, Zwingli,
and Calvin arc forbidden, together with all Protestant translations of "the

Bible, which arc in every case dangerous. Even Roman Catholic Bible
translations with notes may not be read by the Romanists without special

permission from the bishop upon recommendation of the father confessor
or pastor. The reading of books in the mother tongue treating of the
distinctions between Romanists and Protestants may be granted with tlic

permission of the pastor. Book dealers may not handle forbidden books.
Newspapers Avhich justify the things condemned in the Syllabus of Pius
IX are classed as dangerous. The father confessor must determine
whether a paper may be read or not. One may receive permission to

read books, and yet not be allowed to read forbidden newspapers. Even
an innkeeper may not olTcr forbidden papers to his guests, and may at

most furnish them for the value of the advertisements. Perhaps tho-^e

who have insisted on the freedom which Roman Catholics enjay will not

Bee how excessively paternal is that system which places even newspa})er

reading under control of the Church. If Rome had spent half the energy

in suppressing tlie wickedness of her saloon keepers and drunkards which
slie has exerted in the vain effort to hinder freedom of thought and the

spread of intelligence, she might have accomplished something valuable

ill the world.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

An Austrian Retrograde Political Movement. The liberal revolution

in Hungary has produced a clerical I'caction which threatens harm to the

religious liberty of Austria. In Hungary there is perfect religious freedom,

brought about by the separation of Church and State. Romanists and

Protestants, Jews and Christians, are alike free before the law to worship

God as they will. The recent victory of the anti-Semitic party in Vienna

is likely to produce exactly the opposite condition in Austria. The

mayor of Vienna is an anti-Semite, and so are more than two thirds of tlic

members of the city council. The party propose to allow no Jew to hold

public otfice; to ])revent the making of any contract by the government

with Jews, and if ])ossible to annul all governmental contracts with Jews

now in force. They also propose to exclude all Jewish children from the

public schools. But the party is almost as anti-Protestant as anti-Semitic.
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1;. i.rogrtxm is to exclude all Protestant teachers from tlie public schools,

^ri.i to'^rcstore the schools to the Roman Catholic party. It is supposed

Uiiit this part of the plans of the anti-Seraitics is inspired from Rome.

A Now Roman Catholic Propaganda in Germany. If the Roman

C.ithulics do not recover their power in Germany it will not be for lack of

. ;lurt. By some means they have gotten lists of names and addresses of

^t'.idcuts of the gymnasia and seminaries, and, after the manner of the

j.ihlishcrs of impure literature, they are sending to their pupils, under

...tli'd covers, copies of tracts against Protestantism, announcing at the

..inic time that each booklet can be had for about tAvo cents. Special

fttt flit ion is called in an accompanying list of these publications, uinety-

:v.u in number, to such tracts tfs " Luther and Man-i age," " The Blessings

. f the Reformation," and " Protestant Historical Lies." This is a kind

„• warfare which can only degrade those who engage in it. But the fact

that for years the Roman Catholic Church has been compelled to resort

to this and similar mtchods shows the desperation into which they have

('illrn. Yet there are people so blind to the real situation as to suppose

tliut Roman Catholicism is only one of several equally justifiable forms of

Christianity.

A Missionary Countess. The Countess Schimmelmann carries on a

{Hculiar mission work among the laborers and fishermen of the Danish

iKist At one time she lived in all the splendor of court life, but she has

^uid farewell to the world, because it could not afford her happiness, and

l.'.s .consecrated herself to this missionary work among the lowliest of her

people. She has purchased a pleasure boat which once belonged to Pnnce

Wuldomar and has transformed it to suit her purposes. There is a

< r.w of seven men. The forepart of the ship is covered with a tent, in

v.hifh the Countess assembles her hearers and speaks to them. She

.'.J.pears dressed in a plain black garb and stands behind a small table.

M:.' there relates the circumstances of her court life, shows its hollowness

Arxl inability to bring happiness, and then explains her purpose to Labor

f'.r the elevation of her hearers, and shows them how impossible it is tor

* xt.-rnal circumstances to satisfy. She closes the meeting with prayer lor

.il the unfortunate of earth. The men hear her with great attention, bid

h.r a grateful cood-bve, and quietly depart. Others.come, and the scene

S. repc;ued. As man"y as five sucli meetings are held daily in some places.

EapUsts of Sweden and Finland. At the beginning of the year 1S05

^U number in Sweden was 37,601 . Twelve years ago the start was made

ir. Finland. Rev. C. Jamest^n fought hard for freedom of conscience and

f.^ith. Twentv-one times he was brought by the priests before the courts

^••though not convicted a sincrle time. Now Finland has 28 churches and

'V'.r.t 1,600 members, also a preachers' seminary, and a monthly paper called

«j^' Vo^A. The Bapti'^t Missionary' Society of America su].ports the work.
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SUMMARY or THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Inspiring are the examples of many of the pioneer clergy of the Unitcl
States. The names and the deeds of some of these venerable worthies are

recalled by President Charles J. Little, LL.D., iu the Ch/iutavquan for

March, as he writes of "The American Pulpit." The " lay elder Brew-

ster " comes early in the list, " who marched to church between Governor

Bradford and Miles Standish, followed by the Pilgrims three abreast, each

with a musket on liis shoulder." The chaplain of the company whith

founded Jamestown was Piobert Hunt, " 'an honest, religious, courageous

divine,' and the mainstay of the colony. He wore out a verj- uol:»le life

in words and deeds of helpfulness, leaving behind him an example not

easily followed by the secondhand and damaged clergymen sent out

quite frequently from England—'men that wore black coats and could

babble in a pulpit or roar in a tavern.' " Other preachers of righteousnc-s

in the South Avere Garden, for thirty years rector at St. Philip's, Charles-

ton ; Clement Hall, of Xortli Carolina, who " wrought wonders in his

journey of fourteen thousand miles ;
" and the Wesleys and Whitefield. In

New England are recalleii Dr. Fuller, " the godly physician," who minis-

tered to the Salcm.Colony in 1029; Hooker, Poger "Williams, and John Har-

vard; John Eliot, who "established 'praying towns' for the Indians and

translated the Bible into the Indian tongue;" the zealous and great J(>n:i-

tlian Edwards; and Eleazar Wheelock, who " opened his own home for an

Indian school, v.-hich developed afterwards into Dartmouth College."

T!ie frontier preacher who followed emigration across the Alleghanics; the

loyal clergy of the Revolution ; and the preachers of different denominations

who made up the list in " the golden age of the American pulpit," be-

tween 17S4 and 18G8, next pass iu quick review. From this enumera-

tion of the sainted workmen of the Church the transition to the obliga-

tions of the present pulpit in America is natural. " The real business of

the preacher is with the other world." Men must be made " keenly alive
'"

to the invisible. " That which gave even Theodore Parker his tremen-

dous influence as a pro])het of righteousness was his living cousciousne-s

of God and immortality. ]Men nowadays do not care for creeds, but thcv

do care for faith; they ask eagerly, as Dr. Holmes so touchingly describes,

' Have you any news ? ' The American pulpit stands for news—good

news—news from the invisible world."

The Study is a quarterly published by the faculty of the llift' School of

Theology, University of Denver, and edited by Bishop Warren. The March

number (Vol. i, Xo. 1) contains valuable matter under the following liead^:

"Spiritual Dynamics," "Notes," "Great Texts," etc.; "With Books."

"The School of the Prophets," "Our Own School." The quarterly takes

Ihc place of Studies in the Engliah BihJe which was issued from the same
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s..urcc for three years. It is offered far below cost, at twenty-five cents a

\r.Hr, in order to put it within reach of a host of preachers who may need

lis iiiHttcr and profit by its stimulus. Its object is to keep before minis-

ters l!ic idea of continual growth by all sorts of culture, especially spirit-

».;tl. thus helping to push the dead line up to where it was iu the case of

J. .lilt Wesley at eighty-eight years of age, and of John Boanerges at nearly

,. ..> hundred. The first article points out tlie immense resources of power

« (tiling to be appropriated by us for the Lord's work. '
' There is power of

. v«ry kind everywhere in plenty. All the Niagaras and Mississii)pis have

run to waste since tliey began to thunder and flow. Greater power is in the

\« Ind everywhere. One can rake up enough electricity to turn all the wheels

<'f a great city whenever he chooses to start his rake. The sky is full of

I'-.iitccoRts. Power enough, but how shall we belt on ? By fasting and

pt.tyer, and by willing to do the will of God. We have so much haste

i!.nt we do not tarry at Jerusalem for fullness of power. "We are told to

pfMV without ceasing, and that there are kinds of devils that go not out

•:\<-t'pt at the command of those who fast and pray." The aim of the paper

In to make the man of God bold to undertake great things for God—conver-

%it.ii.<. purifications, missionary enlargements, business enterprises, church

J'sildiiigs—undertakings which he knows to be too great for himself, but

which may be accomplished because there is abundance of power for

spiritual victories as marvelous as any material triumphs wrought by steam

\'..'\ r-lectricity. Tlie luminous and resonant, virile and sinewy style makes it

CSV to know who wrote the article. "We call attention to tlie i^lan operated

!•> iho Iliff School of Theology for circulating the best books among minis-

tecs not in attendance. One book a month from this circulating library

i« sent to each member of the circle. Any Methodist I^piscopal minister

in full connection, between the ^lississippi River and the Pacific Coast,

^liose name ajipears in the oflacial minutes, may join this circle. For $2

ft Vfiir he will receive one book a mouth from the following list in the

Older given. Having kept the book one month, he must pay postage on it

to till' next number of the circle. The books in this series would cost him

f-w.SO if he bought them. 1. The CMcf End of Revelation, Bruce. 3.

Th- Permanent Elements of Religion, Bishop Carpenter. 3. The Place of

^'^rltt in Modern Theol"gi/,'Fi\\xh-xm\. 4. The Johannine Theology, George

H. Stevens, o. St. Pa'd's Conception of Christianity, Bruce. 6. The Con-

".(ii'y of Christian Thought, A Study of Jlodcrn Theology in the Light of

<:<' History, Allen. 7. Bernard Clainau-v, A Study of the Keligious Life

• f tlif Tenth and Eleventh Centuries, Storrs. 8. Mexico in Transition,

'<"r u.viiion from Jesuitism to Protestantism, Butler. 9. Miracles of Modern
'.'< ^«/'/;(.% Pierson. 1 0. An Introduction to the Study of Society, Sociological,

^:";ili and Vincent. 11. The Philosojyliy ofPreaching, BehYcu(]fi. 12. E/ig-

'-••'« >^ryle in Public Discourse, Phelps. For $1 and postage he will receive

I--; order the second series (regular ]nicc, 81.v). 1. Christ Enthroned in the

•'^!'i3fri<il World, Charles Boads. 2. The Man of Galilee, Bishop Ilaygood.

3. liiuiao Christi, James Stalker. -1. The Gospel of Cmmnon Sense, Charles
''• l><fms. Ty, Social Christianity. \\\\'fi\Vv\Q<^lh\r^\n.'S. G. Ruling Ideas

'-'—^lrTH SKIIIES. VOL. XII.
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of the Present Age, Washington Gladden. 7. A Layman's Study of the

English Bible, Francis Bowen. 8. The Story of the Psalms, Henry Y:ui

Dyke. 9. Half-Hours with Saint Paid, Daniel Steele. 10. The ChristUs.i

Natims, Bishop Tlioburu. 11. Unio)!. with God, J. Reudel Harris.. 12.

The Witnesses to Immortality, George A. Gordon. For $1 and postage he

will receive iu ordei', one each mouth, the third series (price, $15). 1. In-

troduction to Browning, Iliram Corson, -u-ith thirty-three poems. 2. T/u

Poeti-y of Tennyson, Henry Van Dyke. 3. Mind and Art of Shalesj)(an\

Edward Dowdcn. 4. Poets of America, Edmund C. Stedniau. 5. £"«'/;,.

and Addresses, Phillips Brooks. 6. My Study- Windoics, James Russell

Lowell. 7. PccoUections of Eminent Men, Edwin P. Whipple. 8. IjL<-

courses in America, IMatthew Arnold. 9. Sesame and Lilies, John Ru.skin.

10. Literary and Social Essays, George William Curtis. 11. Fresh Fiehh,

John Burroughs. 13. Quest and Vision., Essays iu Life and Literature.

W. J. Dawson. Name and post office address should be sent to Rev.

W. F. Steele, University Park, Colorado. The money will be called for

when each circle of twelve is completed.

In the Neio World for March Thomas Wentworth Higginson vrrites an

appreciative sketch of tlie late " Octavius Brooks Frothingham." As to

his "whole make-up" the memoirist declares him to have been a "high-

bred radical." His public oratory marked him as " the last of the Everett

school;" his " most daring iconoclastic thoughts were presented with :i

frankness which disarmed;" his manner " was always self-controlled,

symmetrical, and graceful." He had also the courage of his own convic-

tions. '-He was not only not afraid to differ from others, he cheerfully

differed from himself when new light dawned, although the clearness and

vigor of his mind rarely made this necessary." The following article, by

John E. Russell, is entitled "Miracles and Christian Faith." The conclu-

sion reached by the writer is that miracles "have no necessary or inscpani-

ble connection with religious, faith ; that faith can be attained without tht»

evidence of miracles and can be consistently held if, for any reasons, the

believer is led to doubt the historical reality of such events." In an a'il<'

and discriminating ])aper J. W. Chadwick makes acknowledgment to tlv

many-sidedness of " Thomas Henry Huxley"—and, passing over his care r

as a geologist, anthropologist, luologist, philosopher, and man of letters,

aims to " duly emphasize his relation to ethical aiid religious probhni-.

and his contribution to our theological development." C. De ITarl'
•

writes from the University of Louvain, Belgium, of " The Religion of tli--

Mauchu Tartars." Certain " Tendencies in Penology " are discussed by

Samuel J. Barrows, who establishes his positions by allusions to the si--

sion of the Fifth International Prison Congress, and points out var)""-

methods which are developing in the treatment of crime. Under tr.--

title of "Paul's Doctrine of the Atonement." C. C. Everett briefly con-^i '•-

crs the interpretations of Professors Bruce and Briggs, and follows v, ;' '

his own views of the apostle's teaching, wholly giving up "any dep'!:''
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ttxv upon the traditional theory which has claimed for itself the author-

ity of Paul.'' John Watson uext asks, iu " Leibnitz and Protestant Tlieol-

o-'Y
" tlic extent to which tlie philosopher's " conception of God and his

rf liition to the world can be accepted." The concluding article, by C.

H. Tov, on "The Preprophetic Religion of Israel," cliscusses the worship

uf the period between Moses and Elijah, with particular reference to "the

tfUHcitv with which the Israelites held to Yahweh as the national deity."

Thk BiMiotheca Sacra has : 1. " The Divine Origin of the Religion of

Uk' Hible," by James Monroe, LL.D.; 3. "The Builders of the Second

Temple," by W. R. Betteridge; 3. " Studies iu Christology, IX," by F. H.

Fo-tor, D.D. ; 4. " Professor Moore's Commentary on the Book of Judges;"

:..
'• What the Working Classes Owe to Christianity," by G. F. Greene;

«. '-The Demand for More Money," by E. W. Bemis, Ph.D.; 7. "Dr.

(Jcorge A. Gordon's Reconstruction of Christian Theology," by A. H.

I'huub, D.D. In the Chautauquan for April Professor J. A. Woodburn,

I'll. P., writes of "The Tariff in Legislation;" Professor J. W. Jenks,

I'll. D., of "Political Party jNlachin cry in the United States;" and Pro-

f. s>;or W. A. Elliott of "The New Olympic Games." i\Iary Proctor con-

tinues "A Romance of the Stars," and Kev. S. Parkes Cadman furnishes

Ml attractive illustrated article on "Military Bands of Europe." The

S'Mh Amcricaa for April opens with an article by David L. Wells, LL.D.,

<.t.
" Great Britain and the United States: Their True Relations;" Seaton

Mmiroe furnishes valuable reminiscences of the great tragedy of American

hi-tory in his "Recollections of Lincoln's Assassination;" Senator Raines

ihows the merits of " The Raines Liquor-Tax Law," to which he has given

his sponsorship; Admiral A. H.'Markham discusses " The North Polar

Problem;" and such political leaders in New York as T. C. Piatt, Chauncey

M. Deppw, Warner Miller, Edward Lauterbach, and C. W. Hackett con-

tribute a symposium on " Governor Morton as a Presidential Candidate."

-— The XeiP Chvrcli lieviac for April opens with a paper on " The In-

(amation and Evolution." by J. K. Smyth. Its succeeding articles are:

*• Sptetrum Analysis,'' by L. C. Hoeck ;
" The Sermon on the I^Iount," by W.

H. Mayhow; "Source of the Christ in Ancient Myths," by E. D. Daniels;

"ThrXew Churchman iuthe Worid," by 11. Clinton Hay ;
"The Reformation

i'i'l Protestantism," by James Reed ;
" The Value of Butler's Analogy,"

h T. F. Wright; and " A Significant Document of 1729," by P. B. Cabell.

ari^tian Literature for April has: "Augustine and the Pelagian

<"nr!troversy, R." by B. P. Warficld ; "The Rationale of the Eariy Pcrse-

aitions;" "Bishop Butler and his Censors," by W. E. Ghidstone; "Cardi-

t^^l Manning and the Catholic Revival, L" by A. M. Fairbairn; "The Re-

'i'.'ion nf Abraham Lincoln ;" " The Salvation Army Troubles;" " The Pvcv.

TiIlK.t Wilson Chambers, S.T.D., LL.D.;" and "Archbishop Peter Ricliard

Kciirif-k," by L. W. Bacon. -The April number of the Afriran Mdh-
•'^>*f Fin^ropal Ghnrrh Rerieic has a Ijiograpliical notice of the late Bishop

^^'ityir.m. in ^vhich it ranks him as "one of the most remarkable men iu

»'"• lil-tcirv of African Methodism."
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

The World and the Wrestlers. Personality and Responsibility. By Hugh Mii.ukr Thovp-

sos. 12ino, pp. U-3. New York : Thomas Whittaker. Price, cloth, $i.

This book, by the Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Mississippi, coiitaiin

the Bohlen Lectures for 1895, delivered in Philadelpliia. A fund of t..-:i

thousand dollars from the estate of John Bohleo supports this annual ki--

tureship. Bishop Thompson is evidently much sought as a lectmvr.

iov in 1885 ho delivered tlie Bedell Lectures, published under the title of

•"The World and the Logos;" in 1888, the Paddock Lectures, priDt-.-.!

'under the title of "The World and the Kingdom;" and, in 1890. the

Baldwin Lectures, at Ann Arbor, :Mich., issued under the title of "The

World and the :Man." The four lectures in this little volume arc upon

'The Personality of Man, The Personality of God, The Responsibility of

God, and The llespousibility of ^lan. These lectures would be mori>

effective when delivered to a popular audience by a good speaker ta;a

when read calmly and critically in a book. They do not bear compari-oii

with Illingsworth's Bampton Lectures on the same subject. The {ir-:t

two lectures arc somewhat like sermons on Jacob's wrestling with lv>

great antagonist. In the first is this blow at the so-called '• higher

•critics:" "A critic who would spend his time on minute examination of

ithe letters and words of Shakespeare's dramas, and who might even

finally reach the conclusion that former editoi-s were all Tvrong in the ar-

iraugemcnt of the dramas, and that ' Hamlet' was written before • Tiraon.'

and that ' Rare Ben Jonson' redacted ' King Lear '—that, indeed. Shake-

speare did not write 'Lear,' 'Macbeth,' or 'The Tempest' at all, by,:

another man of the same name did—might be a very useful man, and. v.i

his own opinion, imagine lie had done the world a service; but. just as a

bit of common sense and general usefulness, vre would hardly call him a

high critic, much less a 'higher' critic, than the man who taught a'-i

readers of the mass of literature we call ' Shakespeare ' to find subtler

mcanin<''s, deeper philosophies, profounder insight into man and nature.

and the'nature ul the Lord of them both, than they had ever before socn

or even sus|..,cted. It abides with me as one of tlic queer, topsy-turvy

])UZ7.1es that cr-ip up outside the country of the Spliinx that the teriii

'hiu-lier criticism' sli'-:uld have been arrogated for themselves and c^'.-i-

cedcd by others to gentlemen whose business upon a body of ancient lit-

erature begins .and muIs with criticising its words and letters and donv;:;g

thence its siqiposcd dates and origins, and who have never set theinsolvo-

by one fiasli of intelligence to deal with its meaning and purpose! Ar.i

this literature, mind, the unspeakably most influential, foraiative. coai-

mandiug. and co)itr...'ling literature known since time began! I coi:Cvae

the usefulnc- of the alphabet critics, but why call them 'higher critic-^
.'
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J Ijiiiir.is u Kcmpis was a higher critic than all of them put together."

It; the second lecture is more on the same subject: "There is a wonderful

iMtig «:xtaiit for some years now, born in Germany—in whose theological

,. i.ools Christ and his Gospel are still on trial, as if Pilate's court were

a |rr|)ctually sitting tribunal—and imported, free from tariff or duty,

.ii;.» Knglaud and America, called by somebody— for what reason I know

t,..t -'the higher criticism.' One might ask, if this be higher criticism,

Wlmt is lower criticism, and what the very loxcest at last ? Well, it is all

y.wv guesswork, let me say at once, and in its most characteristic develop-

lu. lit may be understood from a learned book publisiied in this country,

Til I'd The Shale^peare Cipher, by a very able man; and also by a new
»t!(l better ^halctspcare Cipher, published by a learned doctor of medicine

to >how that the whole mass of poetry we call Shakespeare was written

hv Francis Bacon to abuse Queen Elizabeth, and send her down branded

ti- all time, because she refused to acknowledge him, Francis Bacon, as

ht.r son by a secret marriage with his father when she >^as only the priu-

((s<, the 'Lady Elizabeth.' In these t\Y0 cases the Shakespearean critics

li;u\v the language in which the book was written. It is their mother

(ongue. It was written three centuries ago. In the other case there is

tK.t 11 man living Avho could pronounce a speech in Hebrew so as to be un-

fhrsKiod by Isaiah or Daniel (supposing tliere ever was an Isaiah or a

I>:uiit;H). It is a sad thing to be idle, especially in a land wliere there are

< lily books and jiipos and beer, and where a paternal government pre-

tide.'! over a man's birth, education, religion, occupation, marriage, sick-

i.<->S death, and finally his tombstone. Turn him loose with the concep-

tion that all things—government, social order, politics, science, and the

rc-t—are settled, untouchable even—indeed, everything taken out of the

xniia of intelligent discussion except Christ and the Bible—and he must

f.nx-ssarily turn critic, and, if he has but little to do, 'higher critic' The
}>^iint I am desirous to emphasize is that this criticism, in the necessitudes

'•f its conclusions, requires us to believe that a great many of the ideas,

influences, and practices in the Old Testament came from Egypt, Chaldea,

i<-'-A Persia. Of that, happily, you and I are just as able to judge as any

• ii:io; for it is not a thing of Hebrew consonants, or masoretic vowels or

if 'vnt-s, but of history and common sense." Here is a bit on a different

t'J|'ic, from the third lecture: " One of the two or three most enormously

*iid absurdly rich men in the country—dead now, and enjoying a little

f' 't, I hope—said to me once, 'I envy you.' 'Envy vie,? ' I asked. 'Yes;

)<j<j are a free man, your own master, and doing and saying helpful

things to people every day, and I am like a blind horse in a bark mill,

trrunping the same monotonous path round the safe that contains the

«l-<ds and securities.' In the kindness of my heart I offered to relieve

'•'111 nt once of some part of his trouble and bear his burden like a Chris-

t! •" brother, as St. I'aul commands us. I knew exactly where j^>e millions

»^«^uld fovmd a university, to do enormous good and make his name a

t'N'-.sJug forever; wlicre another million would endow ten missionary

' ;»hoprics; where two millions would build one creditable cathedral, and
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five milHoDs another; and ten millions would be invested so as to relifv.
our Missionary Committee from the stress and anxietv thcv ^ulTer- .„ i

then five millions more could be soundly invested so as "to produce a
respectable sum toward the instructing and CJiristianizing of our .cvcu
million negroes. This would not relieve him entirely-indeed of oulv ,
fraction-of his load. He would still have been staggering under a blir-
den which would crush me. You may be surprised, but it is neverthek- -

the fact that he politely but peremptorily declined mv kind proposal"
and groaned under it till the load crushed him, and left it just as heav.-
for his son to sweat under till he, too, is dead ! I sometimes think th-.:
nothing must so bring sorrow and pity to the sorrowful and pitiful h.art
of God as the sight of men like my friend, who load themselves down
with such back-breaking and heart-crushing loads, and obstinately refuse
help from heaven or earth

'
And then the idiocv of it ! For tbey are un-

dergoing all this to escape a possible pain! They are toiling io escape
toil. They are doing slaves' work to keep themselves free' And lo

'

the end comes, and tlieir lives have had no more outcome and less enjov-ment than the lives of their own grooms!"' Here is another incident from
lile: I was once consulted by a gentleman who was greatly troubledm his mind, almost to the brink of black dou])t, because in a chan-e hemeant to make in his business he had made it the subject, as hc°told
me, of earnest prayer, and he was clear, after that, that it was God's will
that he make the change; and, behold, the change had resulted in the
loss of half his fortune

! He was very much annoyed about it, even some-
what mdignant with God about it: I suggested that the Lord had left
him, in all that kind of action, to decide for himself, havin- cnv.u him
presumable sense and allowed him a tolerable education and°som. ex-
perience in his special business; and that if I were in his place I would
not be angry with the Almighty because he declined to go into the whole-
sale gi-ocery business with me for money in another part of the countrv"
Ihe Mississippi bishop leaves his readers in no doubt as to his opinion of
the Chicago Parliament of Religions: "Some time ago we had in our
newest city a thing called a fair-the Columbian Fair. Amon- the at-
tractions to draw people, and their half dollars, there wa. be°idc^ the
'Midway Plaisance,' with its alleged Turkish dancing women and alle^^edHmdu ^autch girls, a show called the • World's Parliament of Reli-ion<

'

Hindu yogis. Mohammedan dervishes, Roman Catholic cardinalsr Bud-
dhist bonzes from China, and ' mahatmas' (whatever they are; from Arabia
were invited to disport themselves side by side with Presbvterian and
Unitarian doctors of divinity, with Monnon elders, an.l archbisliops of
the Orient, and show a waiting and eager world ^vh^ch reli-ion of all had
the most to say for itself, and was, on the whole, the mo^t picturesque
and pretty specimen of religion now existent. Alto-ether it wa^ the
mostastonisidng side-show of a remarkable fair, and "could have b-on
unagined and attempted only in the freshest and voungest commnnitv on
eurth-a community which has not yet quite found out what itsPlf means,
IS dimly groping, mostly on all-fours, toward a somewhat indistinct cou-
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, i>5on. . . . Tlie hungry children of the East came swarming, with all

• rir nii^ and all the populations and odors thereof; Chinamen, Javanese,

~ .Atiisli monks, Buddhists and Brahuiaus from Hindust-in, picturesque

, i r;ii:i,'ed Syrians from Jerusalem, and venerable rabbis from Poland,

.•:.'.-in-iirm with still more long-bearded and unkempt muftis fromevery-

):,n'. ejccpt Constantinople. . . . Many of us have had experience of

; 'vsc picturesque waifs and strays of the great fair—the flotsam and

;«:ini of the famous ' Parliament of lleligions '—at our back doors, bcg-

f!U' for cold victuals and old clothes, and without a solitary grain of

; r,"found Eastern psychology or any practical doctrine of reincarnation,

Lj ounce of 'theosophy,' or a spark of 'astral spirit,' concealed about

•.'v<ir fragrant persons !" Of a certain Swami, who still lingers and lec-

: .rv« in the cities of our land, the bishop writes: " One of the fragments

. f this drift professed to be a monk of some sort—Brahman or Bud-

.il.ist. I know not Avhich—but for the present a peculiar kind of monk.

r.fKincipated from all rules that usually govern monks. There are such

'.iispcnsatioDS,' I understand, among all sorts of monks. He could eat

«iili anybody who gave him anything nice to eat, and drink anything

i.ico that Avas going, and live in general intercourse with us benighted

Cfiristians and take uo harm, because his ecclesiastical superior in India

5..»'1 dispensed him from his vows for this time and occasion only; or else

Iwcuuse, being an ' order ' of monkery all by himself, and therefore his

-nn '.superior,' he had just dispensed himself! He was very pictur-

i-i'ie. ... He wore a long woolen skirt down to his heels and a roll of

T.-llow stuff on his head, and people were interested in him on that ac-

< "Uiit to start with. Women especially were interested in him. "Women

-tlways are profoundly interestecl in monks. I think they always will be.

TlnTc is here a psychological question more subtle and more interesting

ih'iri any like question in Buddhism or Brahmanism. It deserves a book

:.!1 l)y itself by some wise and learned man—so I leave it. One lady

—

'cultivated, thoughtful, an American woman of the best type—told me
low much she was impressed by this mild-eyed son of the Punjab, and

liow devoted and pious and spiritual-minded he seemed to be. She told

tiic how he admired the enormous energy and victorious march of this

Western civilization. To be sure, our religion was nothing—a thing of

T'^torduy. It could have no influence on the gigantic mind of the

Hindu, trained and fed on theosophy and reincarnation, and guided gen-

'•:»lly by * mahatmas' aud astral spirits—the lofty and spiritual-minded

Miiuhi, who adored Siva and Kali and Juggernaut, aud who was quite

o-atent to be a slave and to make slave's slaves of his women. But we
^'rre far before the Hindu in some things—our machinery, our steam en-

t:itiC3, our electric dynamos, and the like. ... I reminded my friend

^''••»t of all human creatures alive the Hindu is the biggest liar (the Syrian

*!w:iYs excepted) ; that he really cannot speak truth save by accident

;

iliat all writers who know our Hindu cousins testify with one voice to

'•'is, even down to ^h: R. Kipling; and that the higher his caste and the

»"irc religious the Hindu is, the more measureless liar he is." And then
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the iMshop fills four pages with what he thiuks ought to be said to

Swanii and hiskiud before they are scut home. It is rather more forcible

and plaiii-spukfu than anything we have quoted. One lias no dillicultv

in understanding what the author means. Swaini himself would under-
stand. Perhaps it would make liira feel homesick.

The Thcnh)Qii of the Oid Tcstninful. By the Rev. W. H. Bexxett, M.A.. Professor •.!

Old Testament iJinffiiHfres aud Liteniture. Hackney and New Colleges, l-'ino, pp. 2l5i.

New York : Tlioinas Wtiituker. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

This new book by Professor Bennett, formerly a Cambridge man, but
now Professor of Old Testament Languages and Literature at Hackney
and New Colleges, is not altogether surprising. "We have known fron>

Professor Bennett's edition of the Book of Joshua in Ilaupt's critical

edition of the Hebrew te.vt of the Old Testament, and also from liis

entertaining exposition of the Book of Chronicles in the Expositor'k Bllh,

his general critical position. Professor Bennett has given in his adhr-sion

very largely to the positions of a not very conservative school of higher
criticism, if, indeed, it be not just to say tliat his attacliment is to a

school advanced, if not radical. It is, however, somewhat surprising to

find this little treatise of his in a series of books in which the subject of

Old Testament Introduction is treated by Professor C. H. H. Wriglit. It

is only another illustration of the impossibility of editing a sciies of theo-

logical books in such a way as to have them all representative of one
general point of view. Professor "Wright's Introduction is a very con-

servative book ; Professor Bennett's Theology of the Old J^estament is an

advanced book. The Preface indicates at once the point of view. It

calls attention to a page which immediately follows, in which the history

of Israel is divided into sections and the biblical i)ooks are assigned to

the periods in which they were written. This assignment of the books is

made in three columns. The first column contains the books as to which
there is substantial agreement as to date. The second column contaii.s

the books assigned to periods according to the traditional view, and tlie

third column the same books assigned to periods according: to recent

critical views. This little table of Professor Bennett's is altogctlier a:i

interesting document. It shows clearly the great diHerence between tra-

ditional and critical views. Now, the Preface calmly announces that the

book follows the arrangement of biblical books according to the third

column. After this announcement in the Preface we are prepared for

the form and general content of the book. The first chapter is purely

introductory. The second chapter gives a sketch of the literary history

of Israel under the title of "Israel in History." This chapter may be un-

hesitatingly commended to the perusal of anyone who would fain know
what the school to which Professor Bennett belongs asks the Church to

believe as to the age and general character of tlie Old Testament books.

Upon the arrangement adopted in this chapter of the biblical books Pro-

fessor Bennett's theology is based. The remaining chapters deal with the

"Ideal Israel, " "Jehovah as the God of Israel," "Israel as the people of Je-

hovah," "Jehovah aud the Israelite," and "God and the Universe." "We
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e -hi pick, out very many passages to illustrate the spirit of the book, as

«ril M its geuural result. Two passages merely will suffice to make it plain.

V «• first gives Professor Bennett's view concerning the literary activity of

l.mcl lit the period of the captivity. Pie says: "The Jews in Babylon ,

ontiilfutly expected to returu to Palestine and renew tlieir old national

life, llcnce they were anxious to retain all extant knowledge of that

hW, i^o that the captivity was a period of great literary activity. In ad-

.li'.ion to original productions, of which we shall speak later on, older

.1 siiments were combined and reedited. The interruption of local tra-

,l(i!on by the exile gave new importance to written historj', and, at the

wijm; lime, the teaching of the prophets had emphasized the religious

ij^'tiilicance of history. During the captivity the ancient liistorical

il^L-unients were combined and edited under the influence of Deuteronomy

«rul the prophets. The ancient narratives of the Patriarchs, the Exodus,

-.; >1 the Conquest were combined w^th an enlarged edition of Josiah's

;>. utironomy and Judges; Samuel and Kings were reedited as a single

. >:itinuous historical work. Proba!)ly the Book of Jeremiah was edited

. luring this period in a form substantially the same as that in which it is

n.w c.vtant." If this be contrasted with the traditional view of tlie

'.ri^rin of the biblical books it will at once be seen that a great gulf is

r.K.vi lK.tween these two differing ideas. A second passage gives Pro-

fr>.Mir Bennett's view of the Old Testament representations concerning the

r.ioMl conditions of accepted sacrifice. AVe are very grateful to him for the

'i!)ressioM of these words: "The prophets and psalmists constantly repn-

'ii.-ito the idea that sacrifices have any value apart from true moral and spirit-

lii! life. The language of the prophets does not mean that they denounced

i'jrh observances; but whereas popular superstition regarded sacrifice as

'.!;" nio5;t important of divine requirements, and as efficacious apart from

*.':c life and character of the offerer, the prophets assigned to sacrifice an

•:-.!!r.-ly subordinate place in the religious life." Any man who has fol-

i '-Aid the history of criticism from Wellhausen's article in the Encydo-

f-r.h.i Briiannica will see at once that Professor Bennett does not follow

:n this either Wellhausen or Wellhausen's immediate successors, and that

'•'' defense of the prophets by conservative schools has compelled him,

i')'l others, to give up the formerly held position that the prophets knew
f <'thiiig about the sacrifices of the law. The temper of Professor Ben-

U'\\\ book is uniformly good. AYe cannot absolutely commend it to

'i.o-c who have uot made themselves previously familiar with other views

«-•.' the development of the theology of the Old Testament. It is, never-

''»'!e.ss, an admirable introduction to one form of recognized critical

IV Grtai Meaning of Mctanoia. An Undeveloped Chapter in the Life and Teaching'of

C^n-u A new ediiioa, with a Supplementary Essay. By Treadwell Waluen. 12uio,

:;>. XI, itJC. New York: Thomas Whittaker. Price, cloth, $1.

Mr. Walden's contention in these essays is for a truer translation into

i•'"';,'ll^h of the Greek New Testament words, ficravoia, ufravoelv, rendered

••'fi^-ntance and to repent in both the Authorized and Revised Versions.
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He clearly rlemonstrates—perhaps more clearly tluni has hitherto been

clone— the poverty of the Englisli equivalents of these truly epoch-marking;

terms. Biblical scholars huv« lony endeavored to remedy the evil, and it

was greatly hoped that the revisers would effect at least a partial cure,

but not even in the margin Iiavc they left a sign. In view of this tht-

Protestant world has a real grievance, and can only comfort itself '-witii

the thought that the new version is not a finality, but only tentative to

that which shall yet meet the brave demand of the present age." Great

embarrassment is found in the fact that our tongue contains no single

synonym of either the Greek noun or verb. If the author could have

been so hajjpy as to have discovered even a perfect paraphrase of the Xew
Testament idea he would have made multitudes of debtors. From the

title of his book, as v.x-ll as from his treatment of the subject—thougli he

nowhere plainly says as much—we infer that he would solve the difficulty

by making over bodily the Greek noun into English. This both l)e

Quiucey and Matthew Arnold, if our author quotes them exactly, appear

to have already done. The former says (see page 3G): "I understand by

nietanoia a revolution of thought—a great intellectual change—in acccjit-

iug a new center for all moral truth from Christ;" and the latter (see

page 93): ''Of metanoia, as Jesus used the word, the lamenting one's

sins was a small part; the main part was something far more active and

fruitful—the setting up an immense new inward movement for obtaining

the rule of life. And metanoia, accordingly, is a change of the inner

man." As definitions of the scriptural idea it will be seen that the above

are complementary the one to the other, and that, taken together, they

form a practically complete statement of the doctrine of regeneration.

Mr. Walden"s book is a valuable contribution to the right dividing of the

word, and we heartily commend it in the words of Bishop Phillips

Brooks: "It is full of inspiration. It makes one tliink of Christian faith

as positive and constructive, and not merely destructive and remedial.

It makes the work of Christ seem worthy of Christ."

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

LtlUrtani Verses of Arthur Penrhun Stnnlcy, D.D. Between the years 1820 and IsSl.

Edited by Rowlant) E. Protuero, M.A. Svo, pp. vil, 4.j4. New York : ChaVles Scribner's

Sons. Price, cloth, $5.

This sumptuous volume, with uncut leaves and stiff, thick paper, shows

from youth to age the quality of Stanley's mind. Born to education and

refinement, the sou of the Bishop of Norwich, he took on culture with

avidity and with aptitude, as if by instinct. The fiber of his nature wa-

delicate, his piusuits serious, his tastes elevated, his enthusiasms noble.

Intellectual life was so easy to him that, while his diligence is manifo-t.

there is no sign of struggle or laboriousness. He seemed from lirst to la-t

a gifted favorite of fortune. He was taking ])rizes of many kinds all h:-^

days. He bore no scars, but was a dignifit-d, affable, courtly, and scholatly

presence in the Church and in the State. He was a liberal, broad in !:!=
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• ,n"iwin£? a»d ^vidc in hi? S3'mpatlnes; no warrior, no martyr, but a cour-

1-. hospitable, and winsome gentlcnian, acceptable to royalty, at homes.

.-; uriiverbities and cathedrals and palaces. From Rugby, at the age of

i'lrt-n. he writes of Dr. Arnold: "Whatever liappeus in the week to

Uiujiush niy respect for him, it always comes back on Sunday when I

i.*r him prcacliing."' When Thomas Arnold preached before the uui-

• rriitv
'* tlic most cautious man in Oxford declared that the two ideas

•«:.i.-h the sight of Arnold always suggested were the ideas of truth and

- ,-»','r." Of A. 11. Clough, at Balliol, Stanley wrote: " The little 1 know
: hini has always made me think and maintain that he is the profoundest

_«;j of his years that I ever saw or that Rugby ever sent forth. His very

._.tf<»rtimcs invest him with a kind of sacredness ; for, academically speak-

!„•. wiio was ever so unfortunate—so able, so laborious, and yet so un-

t- i-oisntably failing ? " This is what Dr. Arnold wrote in his private note-

..;.k at midnight, June 11, 1842, six hours before the fatal illness :

riio day after to-morrow, if I am permitted to live so long, will be the

•ihday of my forty-seventh year. How large a portion of life is

K no I In one sense, I may say already, 'Vixi.' I thank God that I be-

-ve nil ambition has been mortified fully in my heart, and that I feel

' i.ly s.ov:^ not to advance from my present position into higher sta-

'.mus but gently to withdraw from it into huiubler occupations. I pray

\:..\i. (iod will make me more zealous and humble, more gentle and patient,

i ii-ive much work left to do. . . . But ,1 pray also that God will

t.»ko me ready to let it be performed by others, if that be his will."

""-• of the things Arnold prayed in his journal to be guarded against

*t-*:ho use of vehement language about persons and opinions. When
A ;i')ld was in the final agonies he said, fervently, " Thank God forme."
' for what ? " they said. " I feel that this pain is good for me." Then
-' s-iid, "If you have no chastisement, then are ye bastards, and not

• •i'." Then he told ]Mrs. Arnold to read the fifty-first psalm, and re-

;'it"d after her the twelfth verse. Then she read the exhortation in the

"Ni'-itationfor the Sick." and again at every sentence he said, "Yes! yes!
"

vj)d H^-.iin repeated, '• Then are ye bastards, and not sons." Also he looked

•;• ••»inl said, "Jesus said unto Thomas, Because thou hast seen me, thou

•>t ixflieved: blessed arc thev that have not seen, and yet have believed."
•'

":-'u he was gone Mrs. Arnold said: "What I chiefiy think of is that he

'fi-e from the sight of sin. You know how that pained him above

"^frviiiing else, and now be will see it no more." The sight of what he

'*"-'ielit wicked gave him absolute suHering. Once when Mrs. Arnold
""ko of li certain little boy looking so innocent and good he answered:

"». niydear, it pains me to think how the devil will put his filthy

• ** ii|)on him and mar it all." When Matthew Arnold saw his father's

''^-'1 body his first thought was that their sole source of information was
- '"'. that all they had ever known was contained in that head; they had

"'•'•ilttfl him so entirely on everything, and now they were cut off forever

^'» liis knowledge and wisdom. In 1846 Dr. Buckland, the new Dean
• '^••-tnunster, speaks of the disgracefully filthy condition of Westmiu-
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ster School: "Counterpanes in tlie dormitory not wa-ibea for ehven
yeurs, schools not cleaned since Queen Elizabeth died." In Edinburj,'!!

Stanley heard Guthrie. "The e.Menipore prayers I certainly dislike; tli,-

mouthing and repetition are very unpleasant. On the other hand, ilu-

evident devotion of the whole cong-regatiou, the })salms of the old bar-

barous Scotch version, sung aforetime by the Covenanters and by Cruin-

well's army, in which all the peoj)ie joined, were very striking. Above
all, I was pleased by a baptism which took place, in which the fatiicr

stood up i>efore the congregation and received an extempore address froii;

the minister on the nature of the ceremony and the duties of Christian
parents. . , . The sermon was highly figurative and imaginative, witli a

certain coarse imagination and a vehemence and variety of illustration

which, even on a hot summer afternoon, kept my eyes open." Dr. Candli-^h
is described as a " very shrewd, acute, narrow-minded man, whoraariagca
to unite a considerable range of general information and worldly sagacitv
with a set, fixed formula of Scotcli Calvinistic tlieology and a dash of nu!
enthusiasm against the principles of Establishment." In 1847 the JJi^lioi)

of Norwich invited Jenny Liud to liis palace as a tribute of respect to h.'r

character, and his son, A. P. Stanley, writes of her, it is very " rare to

see anyone possessed with such a perfect consciousness that her gift is not
her own, but given her by God. Hence the dec]) conviction of^'respon^i-

bility to use it for the good of others ; hence "the deep humility. Cun-
ceive a young girl having now for ten years lived in a whirlwind of ap-

plause, and yet apparently not in the least spoiled by it, always retiriiis;

to the lowest place, like a servant or a child. At the same time there
were about her a dignity and resolution by which one could easily -t-e

at what an immeasurable distance all the evil would be kept which must
otherwise be constantly in her way." On the death of Stanley's father, in

1849, Jowett writes: " I cannot sympathize in all the grounds of consola-
tion sometimes offered on these melancholy occasions, but two things are

unchangeable, fust, that the dead are in the hands of God, who can .1.)

for them more than we can ask or think; and, second, with respect to

ourselves, that such losses deepen our views of life and make us feel that

we would not always be here." Stanley in his sorrow writes that now tlie

speculations of books fade away, but " the words of the Bible are truly

justified by their astonishing force at a time like this." Again .low. it

writes: "My mind seems at times quite dried np—partly, I think, fro:n

being strained out of proportion to the i)hysical ])owers. And at times 1

have felt an unsatisfied desire after a better and liigher sort of life, whicii

makes me impaticjit of the details of theology. It is from this .sour. <•

only that I can ever look for any 'times of refreshing.' ". An old family

servant tells of the last time she saw the Bishop of Norwich: " I somehow
felt sure I slnnild never see him again. It was not that he was aged. He
was very cheerful, and when I .stroked his hair (for it was so bcautifn:

and white that I could notkeep my hands off his head) and said. ' Yo i
^'^

growing old,' he said, '0 yes, Ellen, we all grow older; but iKv.r

mind that.' He went on to spenk of angels in heaven beckoning tho^c vw
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rifih, litul said, ' Whichever of us is taken first must beckon the others to

t,.n>c'too?" Grote, the historian, says: "The tendency of the present age

Kcins lo me to run rather too strongly toward tlie pictorial in history, of

»i»:cli Miicaulay is so remarkable a specimen. ... I have a fear of run-

.;„/ Into i)oeticai exuberance and of overstepping what is permitted to a

ji;thful deposing witness and a sound expository philosopher."' In the

^»l.•» llcia, just outside tliC' Sistine Chapel in Rome, Stanley notices

*:u.iiig the frescoes wliich celebrate the triumphs of the papacy the rcp-

},»<ntation of the massacre of St. Bartholomew: " It is at the end oppo-

»iic the Pauline Cliapel in three comi.artments, one of which exhibits the

ni-.irder of Coligny; the second, the slaughter generally: the third, the

>jstiticrttiou of it to the Parliament by Charles IX." Rome perpetuates in

i.'i.l.' her most infamous atrocities. Pius IX is described as " an aged hu-

naii being, living in this passing generation of the nineteenth century, but

U Icn witii the traditions and courtesies, the superstitions and falsehoods,

ofllfJi'cn hundred years." In 1853 Stanley writes of an excursion from

Miiyriiato Ephesus: " It was romantic, and would have been comfortable

l.-.il"for fleas and mosquitoes. The first night I could not sleep a wink.

Ui-.l it was worth the misery; of the night to have the refreshment of our

nx.raing bath by a primitive mode. We stood by the fountain, and the

«lrngoiu7m, taking water up in a large pitcher, poured it over us again and

:.-:un, sweeping away fleas innumerable and cooling countless bites." In

W.T Stanley went to hear Spurgeon, and writes: '• The congregation was

«i!tgnitlceut—ten thousand—and although secular and unattractive before

::.r .-ervicc began, exceedingly devout and decorous as soon as Spurgeon

»(H>cared, joining in the hymn with great and general fervor. His expo-

vsionof a chapter in Isaiah I thought very meager, with a few coarse

ari'i irreverent expressir>ns. The discourse was on 'Wist ye not that I

t»'i.K' l)e about my Father's business ?' divided into three parts. Firstly,

the Life of Christ' as Example, Establishment, Expiation, not particularly

K-i'Hl, but not offensive ; a slight attempt to act the crucifixion was the only

t:i'-atric:a part. Secondly, application of it to us: 'Tell me why Christian-

I'.r has failed to do its work in the world. Mohammed, the impostor in the

•'.n-cts of Mecca, in a few years collected disciples; at the end of a century

• million scimiters flashed from their scabbards at command of the Ca-

J'!'''"^-
• . . You, my friend, in the gallery, have your business in town,

* »mall farm in the country, a snug investment for old age, which you

Wvc to your bailiffs; the world is your shop; your religion is that little

i^nn. Xot that I wish to see a man bring out his religion always. I hate

••""^ I liate to see a man bring out his tracts on his counter. A miuis-

•'•r came to me the other day and said, " Brother, let us pray together."

I »:.i.l, "I like to do my praying alone. . .
." Some one says, " I have

"••talents." Brother, have you a child? That is your opportunity.. Si.s-

^••r. have you a liusband who illtreats you? lie is your opportunity of

**«'fuhie.-<s.' These are his best points. lie is not to be compared for real

*>'it!ty or effect to Evans; no pathos, a commonplace countenance, a very

i'>H(frrul but not unpleasing voice. Still, a useful, humorous, sagacious dis-
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course." This is what Stanley writes of the alleged licad of Cromwell : '• An
cmhalmedYxQudVikc a miiinmy, with the marks of ticostrohfi of ihc (uonxhv
ueck, and the aucieut oak stall and irou spike ruuuing through its skull.

The hair still remains, so that you see the mustache, beard, and eyehrcr:

meeting. Tlicreis a mark of the mole on the right eyebrow. The nose i-

slightly turned to the left. The under jaw is short, as teas hi>\ A very :;w-

ful apparition, and I myself believe it can be no one's but Crom well's own."
Whewell, the master of Trinity, Cambridge, was a man of eucyclopt^d;'

knowledge. Sydney Smith said of him, "Science is his forte and onuii>-

cience is his foible." At the end of a social evening one of the company,
a rough doctor, caught Whewell and abruptly asked him, '• ^Vhat is yc;;-

opinion as to tlie best slope of tlie sails of a windmill ? " Wlien the mar.

found that AYhewell could not answer he said, with surprise. '"0, I

thought you had written a book about it. I thought you had written v.

book upon everything." Sir John Herschel in his old age read the ••Iliad"'

again as he would a novel, straight through in a day and a half, and wa-;

impressed that " the one redeeming feature in the savage character of

Achilles was his sense of justice." He also said, "I am convinced that

if a sinner were shut up in paradise two days in the year he could not

but be the better for it." In 18G'3 Stanley met M. Carvalho, President of

the Jewish Consistory in Paris. " Though a Jew, he professed the grer;t-

est desire, not for conversion, but for reunion with Christendom. lie said

that the old feeling of the Jews against our Lord had entirely passed away,

and that they regarded him as the greatest of their prophets, not, how-
ever, as their Messiah, but as the Messiah of the Gentiles. When askt-d

whom the Jews expect as their Messiah he said there is mucli difference

of opinion. Some think that civilization is the Messiah. AVhen asked fur

the opinion of modern Jews as to the authorship of the Pentateuch, he

replied that there were great differences as to date of composition, bi.t

unanimous belief that Moses wrote only a small portion of it. , , . 11-

was a Portuguese Jew, and thirteen of his family had in former times be ;:

burnt by the Inquisition. Ho attributed the change of Jewish sentimcr.t

toward our Lord to the changed feeling and behavior of Christians to-

ward the Jews, a change dating from the great French Revolution, wli>::-.

persecution of the Jews almost ceased." This Stanley writes of Anroii

Burr, at Princeton College: "He was a boy of great abilities and tirmi".-^-^

and powers of persuasion, but wonderfully ambitious and uuprincij>led.

A revival took place in the college, and the head of the college talked t.«

him seriously and apparently made a deep impression. Aaron Eurr retired

(o his room, walked to and fro in great agitation, and then said, * I have

made my resolve: I will never think of religion again as long as I live.'
"

Stanley calls him "the acknowledged villain of American history." Af-

ter Aaron Burr had killed Alexander Hamilton he escaped to France, aivi

sent up his card to Talleyrand, Avho was ^Minister of Foreign Affairs. T;-'-

leyrand sent down the message: "The Minister of P^n-eign Affairs will i--

glad to see the Vice President of the United Slates, but M. Talleyr::i:'i

begs to inform Mr. Aaron Purr that he has always the }>!eture of Alex:.: -
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,\,t llamiltoQ hung in liis room." Here ia an American story wliicli

.-'•..iJi'.cv picked up: A colored child was missed from Svmday school. A

ti .-iclitT going to his house tinds him sitting demurely on a stool in the mid-

r.W v( the room. His mother, being asked why he was not at school, an-

.AtTt-d: ''lie went to meeting and got religion, and I was afraid he

sw.uld lose it again if he went out; so I kept him in the liouse ever since."'

Hrmaiking on the fact that the absurd English pronunciation produced by

^'Mfigly omitting and inserting the letter "h" has never taken root in

Amorlca, Stanley writes that this "shows what Old English may one day

1 .(ome in the purified air of its New English home." Jowett said that

(J.-nf'e Eliot "was one of the few persons eminent in literature whose

. uiiversatiou was equal or even superior to her writings." This volume

smII supplement 31r. Prothero's Life and Letters of Dcaii Stanley, and

«.Mippuse contains the last we are to have of the writings of Arthur

r.-sirhyu Stanley.

n'^(cH,ms and Ccmmcnt9. 18C,>-1895. By Edwix Lawrence Godkin. 12mo, pp. 32.^.

N,\v York : Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, cloth, f2.

The articles in this volume liave appeared in the Nation during the last

tb.irly years, and are reprinted ahnost in chronological order. The topics

..r<' mostly nonpolitical, and include such as these: "The Comparative

M'.rality of Nations," "Mr. Fronde as a Lecturer," "John Stuart Mill,"

••The Indian Philologician," " Professor Huxley's Lectures," "Tyndall

-Mid the Theologians," "The Churcli and Science," "The Church and

(.ood Conduct," "Evidence about Character," " Carlyle's Political lu-

rhu-nce," and "The Survival of Types." An essay on " Culture and War "

.-.ills with this entirely correct conclusion: "The lesson is that, whether

\ou want him for war or peace, there is no way in v.hich you can get so

iiuicli out of a man as by training him, and training him not in pieces, but

•.l.f whole of him; and that the trained meu, other things being equal,

fcro pretty sure in the long run to be the masters of the world." The

hiithor wants to know: "What is the impression produced on foreign

'••(•inion about American morality by the story of the Erie l^ailroad; by the

< iirecr of ' Jim ' Fisk ; by the condition of the judicial bench in the com-

!ii-rcial capital of the country; by charges of corruption brought against

Mi'hnien as Trumbull audFessendeu at the time of the impeachment trial

;

s!'! by the comically prominent and beloved position which ' Ben' Butler

h-lil for some years in our best moral circles?" And he might have

a- ''led, worse than any of these, by the election and rcjelectiou to highest

< ::icc of men of confessedly vile and shameful record. Here is an opinion

v:i one of the prophets of the English world: "The younger generation

^•rn a good deal stirred by Carlyle; but Carlyle, after all, only woke

!»'>ple up. aud made them look out of the window to see what was the

s^i^tter, after wliich most of them went to bed again and slept comfort-

-"•'•ly. Hi^ cries were rather too inarticulate to furnish anythiu{i like a new

'"-|H.-1, and he never took hold of the intellectual chisses. But Mill did."

If' re is a hint for the clergy: "No liieologian of high standing or char-

•^' 'T now permits himself to show bad temper in a doctrinal or herme-
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neutical discussion, and a large aud increasing proportion of theologia-is

acknowle(igu tliat the road to heaven is so hard for us all that the lox
quarreling and jostling there is in it the better for everybody." Hefrr-

encc is made to Professor Huxley's lectures in America and to the j)nl)lir

reply made to them by Dr. William Taylor, ])astor of the Broadway Tab-
eruacle, and this opinion is expressed: ''The true course of spirituullv

minded men is to .separate their faith from all theories of the precise man-
ner in which the world origin.'^tcd, or of the length of time it has lasted,

as matters, for their purposes, of little or no moment. The secret springs

of hope aud couiage from which each of us draws strength in the "Teat

crises of existence would flow all the same whether life appeared on tlu-

planet ten million or ten thousand years ago, and whether the present foniK
of life were the product of one day or of many ages. Aud we doubt very

mucli whether anyone has ever listened ju a candid aud dispassionate'

frame of mind to the evolutiouisfs liistory of the globe Avitliout finding,'

that it had deepeucd for liim the mystery of the universe, aud maguilied
the Power which stands behind it." Fair-mindedness and the ability to

see more than one side are indicated in the following adverse critici.-ni

:

"There is son)e risk that lectures like Professor Huxley's at Belfast.

dressed up for promiscuous crowds, and produced with the polite scoru

of infallibility, in which the destraction of moral rospousibility is broadlv
hinted at as one of the probable results of researches in biology, will dn
great mischief. For what does it matter, or rather ought it to matter, fo:

social purposes, iu what part of a mau's system his conscience lies, or

Avhcthcr pressure on a particular portion of the brain may convert him into

a thief, when wc know, as of experience, that the establishment of gooJ
courts and police turns a robbers' dcu into a hive of honest industry, and
when wc sec the wonders which discij)line works in au ignorant crowd T'

And we add, when we witness the power of the Holy Spirit to convict ami
regenerate the chief of sinners and turn him from the error of his ways to

walk in newness of life, following the commandments of God. The truth

of the following statement is manifest to all evangelicals: "The effort of

Unitarians and others to make Christ's influence and authority rest on IrU

moral teachings and example, without the support of a divine nature, or

mission, or sacrifice, has failed. The Christian Church cannot be held

together as a great .social force by his teaching or example as a moral

philosopher. A church organized on this theory speedily becomes a lec-

ture association or a ])hilanthropic clulj, of about as much aid to conduct

as Freemasonry. Christ's sermons need the touch of supernatural authority

to make- them imprcs.sive enough for the work of social regeneration, and

his life was too uneventful and the society in which he lived too simple,

to give liis example real i)owerover the imagination of a modern man who
regards him simply as a social reformer." The author fears there is dan-

ger lest the Church become chiefly, if not merely, "a stimulater ami

gratifier of certain tender emotions." and thinks "it contains a large body
of persons whose religious life consists simply of a succession of sensations

not far removed from one's enjoyment of music and i)oetrv; and another
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;-.".'«' I'f^'^y to whom it furnishes refuge aud consolation of a vague and ill-

.1 rinod sort in times of sorrow aud disappointment." He says: "Tiiis

«. jiiiineiital religion in many cases deceives a man as to his own moral con-

i.rjon, and hides from him the true character and direction of the road he

It traveling, and furnishes his conscience with a false bottom." And he

«.i.is: "The Church must be au organization held together by some

»';i)nger ties than enjoyment of weekly music and oratory in a pretty build-

ing, and almsgiving which entails no sacrifice and is often only a tickler

t.f social vanity." "If Christians are to be regarded as living on a higher

{.lane than the rest of the world they must furnish stronger evidence in

(h'j shape of plain and open self-denial." The passion for equality is so

»:roiig in this country that the workingman " will not seek salvation in

rmnn pavperi'i, and he thinks the best talent in the ministerial market

Rat a whit too good for him. He not unnaturally doubts the sincerity of

<,"liristian3 who are not willing to kneel beside badly dressed persons in

jniycr on the one day of the week when prayer is pul>lic. In fact, to fit

tiiu Protestant Church to lay hold of the laboring population a great proc-

i"*' of reconstruction would be necessary." The weight of that admoni-

t:ou falls less heavily on Methodism than onsomeother communions. This

"c-xpairiated Anglo-Irishman," as Matthew Arnold called him, traveling

in the South, observes a striking superiority of manners in all classes. " One
nrcly meets a man on a Virginia road who does not raise or touch his hat,

ind this not in a servile way either, but simply as politeness. The bear-

Jui,' of the men toward each other generally, too, has the ineffable charm,

«hich Northern manners are so apt to want, of indicating that, even if you
«tt- no better than any other man, you are different, and that your })ecul-

i-.rities are re,-:pcctable, and that you are entitled to a certain amount of

•i'fuience for your private tastes and hal)its. At the North, on the other

iiMid, manners, even as taught to children, are apt to concede nothing ex-

C'-pt that you, perhaps, have an immortal soul and a middling chance for

'livation, and to a%-oid anything which is likely to lead you to forget that

:• 11 arc simply an ordinary human male." Here is a newspaper man's
i,'-''S3 at the most exhausting part of a minister's work: "What probably
'iroji a minister most is not the sermons, but his parishioners; and we sus-

I"'< t that nine tenths of the ministers, if they made a clean breast of it,

*oiild confess that rest to them means getting away from their parishioners

t-iticr than from their sermons. , . . "What probably wears most on a

^'•rgyiiuiu's nerves are his pastoral duties, which do not consist solely in

< iusoling people in great trials, but in listening to their fussy accounts of

*-'!iall cues. Jsine tenths of a minister's patients, like a doctor's, do not
tnow what is the matter with them, and consult a physician largely

•«.'ause tliey take comfort in talking to anybody about themselves, aud
'''><-tors and clergymen are the only pereons who are bound to listen to
t«i<:m." He thinks a summer school of theology or of philosophy, or any-
iiiin^ else of the kind, must afford for such men repose of the best sort,

g'.vjnfr light work of the kin<l they love, free from all nagging, and in

"'"A air and fine scenery. In the essay entitled " Chromo-Civilizatiou "

'^3—FlKTIl SEKIF-S. VOL. Z.A.
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Mr. Godkin expresses his opinion that Henry Ward Beecher's preachino-

did not have a slronglj- purifying and organizing effect, and thinks this

•was due to the absence from it of anything in the smallest degree disci-

plinary, either in the shape of systematic theologj-, with its tests and
standards, or of a social code, with its pains and penalties;, that what ho

most encouraged was vague aspiration and lachrymose sensibility, and that

he did not brace and fortify morals nor impart and foster the ability to

dare and do. The intimation is that he was a promoter of pictured religion

and a chromo-civilization. It is certain that similar impressions of the

quality of .Mr. Beecher's ministry prevailed in many minds during his life-

time. It was confideutly asserted that liis church had no solidity, no firm

character of its own, and that it would crumble away so soon as his mag-
netic and gifted personality should be withdrawn. Mr. Beeciier came to

Plymouth Church in 1847, and died in ]March, 1887. Dr. Lyman Abbott
was called to the vacant pastorate in ]May, 1888. Shortly after he was
invited one of the most experienced and sagacious ministers of Brooklyn
remarked, on seeing Dr. Abbott pass by in a hall: ''There goes the ad-

ministrator of Beecher's estate; he has been appointed to close out the

business." It is only fair to say that these anticipations have not been

realized. Plymouth Church, so far from disappearing or disintegrating,

stood unshaken, evidently having root in itself, and still flourishes with

seventeen liundred members in wide-branched acti\-ities, showing vital

force, spiritual resolution, and practical energy. There must have been

more foundationing and edifying power in ]\Ir. Beecher's ministry than

Mr. Godkin imagined ; and, totally diilerent in temperament and mauy
other ways as Dr. Abbott is, eight years of prosperous work prove him
a successful successor.

LiW-C Leaden. By William Morton Payne. 12mo, pp. 278. Chicago : Way & "Wjlliaras.
Price, buckram cloth, $1.50.

The title of this book is due to the fact that it is made up of thirty

articles which did duty as editorials in The Dial. They are studies and

criticisms in literature, education, and biography. The author modestly

says that they "make no pretense of doing more than touch the skirts

and fringes of their great subjects." Some of the subjects are as follow?:

"The Ibsen Legend," "The Cult in Literature," " The Literary West. "•

"The Critic and His Task," "Anonymity in Literary Criticism," "The
Approach to Literature," " Democracy and Education," "The Teaching

of Education," "The Use and Abuse of Dialect,"- " Reading and Educa-

tion," "The Summer School," "Alfred Tennyson," "Ernest Renan,"
" John A^ltli'igton Symonds," " John Tyndall," " Thomas Henry Huxky."
" Oliver "Wendell Holmes." From Benan this rhapsody is quoted : "He-
roes of the unselfish life, saints, apostles, recluses, cenobites, ascetics of aii

ages, sublime poets and philosophers, whose delight was in having no

heritage here below ; sages who went through life with the left eye fixed

upon earth and the right eye upon heaven; and thou above all, divine

Spinoza, who chosest to remain poor and forgotten, the better to serve

thy thought and adore the Infinite, how much better you understood life
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\.lA\\ those who take it to be a narrow problem in self-iuterests, the mean-

isijlc-w struggle of ambition and of vanity! It had doubtless been better

r.v m:>ke your God less of an abstraction, not set upon heights so dim that

;.. , ..[itcinplate him strained the vision. God is not alone in the sky, he

J, near each one of us; he is in the flower pressed by your feet, in the

j.sltny air, in the life that hums and murmurs all about, most of all in

\u\iT hearts. Yet in your sublime exaltation how much more clearly do I

<ii*<.-ern the supersensual needs and instincts of humanity than in those

rolnrlcss beings upon whom the ray of the ideal never flashed, and whose

livc^ from their first day to their last were unfolded, precise, and trim,

hko the leaves of a book of accounts." This is from the author's essay on

J. A. Symonds. Professor Tyrrell, in a satirical sketch of the modern

n'.fthods of classical study, says: " To study the v.-orks, for instance, of the

(iu'ck dramatists is no longer a road to success as a scholar or as a student.

N". you must be ready to liken .Escbylus to an Alpine cnrassc, Sophocles

t') a fair avenue of elms, and Euripides to an amber-weeping Pha;vhontid,

or a town pump in need of repairing." This is clearly a reference to such

l^ooks as Symonds's Studies of the GreeTc Poets, and yet that book has

done more to rouse an enthusiasm for Greek poetry and foster a desire for

ii« ncquaiutance than all the uuromantic tomes of the grammarians."

Till* from the essay on Huxley: "Huxley represented English science

in the sense tliat he gave a large part of his life to the subject of com})ara-

tirc anatomy, and made some fairly important contributions to our knowl-

f\'Z<^ of that subject. But this work was not comparable to that, in their

j«'-|>octive subjects, of such men as Faraday or Lyell or Maxwell, to say

nothing of Darwin. It was good work, without doubt, but it was equaled

by a score of Englishmen of his own generation, and surpassed by a re-

»iw^<^table number." But the author says Huxley's "tombstone should

h-:ir the inscription, Veritatem dilexi, that Eenan asked to be cut upon
his own."

HISTOllY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

"i"^ • Empire of the Ptolcmitn. By J. P. JrAiiAFFY, Fellow, etc., of Trinity CoUeKe. Dublin

;

It'll. Fellow of Queeu's College, Oxford ; Knight of the Order of the Redeemer ; Author of

'PfOrech World Under Ronmn Siaiu, etc. 8vo, pp. 533. London and New York:
V K-niiUan & Co. Price, cloth, S3.50.

The histories jf Egypt with which we are most familiar ex])cnd all

ilt.ii strength Ijefore reaching the Greek period. They give us to uuder-

»'^n.l that the undoubtedly brilliant civilization of the Greek period was
''<'. native, but foreign, and that, therefore, histories of Egypt have really

t!'''.hing to do Avith it. This is, of course, a half-truth. The civilization

'^ the Gra'co-Roman period in Egypt was a growth from foreign seeds

—

'•'t, for that matter, so also was the civilization of the ancient empire.

^" '.'no doubts to-day that the ancient civilization of Egypt was frequently

*'M'P'<-*iiicnted from the outside, and few there be who would dare to
'' 'ubt that the civilization of ancient Egypt was not African, but Asiatic.
If. therefore, the history of the ancient enij)iie, with its glorious civiliza-
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tion, deserves study as a history of Egypt, it follows 'without doubt that

the history of the Grtieco-Romau period is also properly a history of

E^ypt. It is Ts-ell that the writing of this history should have been done,

not bv a secondhand workman, however skillful, but by one of, the two

or three most eminent specialists in this department in the world. Pro-

fessor Mahaffy is one of the most distinguished ornaments of the university

system of Ireland. He has made great contributions to human knowledge

by his decipherments of late Egyptian papyri. He has shown himself,

in other books, to possess, not merely the skill of a decipherer, but the

art of au historian. He has the power to decipher difficult documents;

he has also the power of combining the results and of weaving them into

interesting historical tapestries. There was great need of a new book on

the Ptolemies; as Professor Mahaffy himself says, "they have been greatly

neglected." We may let him state the need in his own words: "That

this epoch has hitherto been neglected is not strange. In spite of the

great splendor and importance of the Ptolemies in the Hellenistic world,

no systematic account of them had survived, even in Pausanias's day.

We know them through pompous hieroglyplucs, which were not intended

to instruct us; through panegyrics, which were perhaps intended to mis-

lead us; through episodes in the universal histories of Polybius and Dio-

dorus. Recently we have added to these literary authorities a good many

stray inscriptions and a mass of papyrus fragments which gnve us multi-

tudinous isolated facts, seldom of public interest, but no connected his-

tory. The only writer who has attempted to treat this period in connec-

tion with the preceding epochs was Sharpe, in whose book the Ptolemies

have obtained a lion's share. But how antiquated it seems to us now,

and how manv of his statements are contradicted by recent discoveries'.

A like fate wiU inevitably attend his successors. Even now no history of

the Ptolemies can claim or desire to be final. Ptolemaic inscriprions,

Ptolemaic papyri, are finding their way into our museums every year.

Whenever demotic Egyptian comes to be understood so that its matter

becomes accessible to ordinary scholars a flood of net light may be thrown

upon the subject. Yet if the vast body of isolated facts be not gathered

periodically and set in order it Avill be impossible to fit further discov-

eries into their places, and we shall find ourselves in presence of a con-

fused mass of evidence which few will attempt to comprehend. Even

now the tas'c of knovving the extant Ptolemaic papyri is arduous enough;

were it not for exceptional privileges enjoyed in deciphering and explam-

inn them the undertaking would have been beyond my ambition. Those

who knaw tliis va^t and partly explored field best will be tlie readiest to

make allowance for mv shortcomings." The book extends from the reigu

of Alexander the Great to Cleopatra the Sixth. It is admirably well

done. For the theologian it is important, because it covers the jtenod

when the Septuagint translation was made; for the student of modern

politics it is invaluable as showing the assimilative power of the Egy!>-

tian people at a critical period of their history. Wc doubt if any man

living was as competent, on the whclf, to do this work as Professor
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MfthafTr. In haudling the papyri Professor Willckeu, of Breslau, has in

k-.>t«e respects done better work. In breadth of view and in knowledge

of the ancient history Piofessor Sayce is superior, and in acquaintauce

with the mass of lesser dccuments on papyri Dr. Spiegelberger, of Stras-

I'Urg, is perhaps somewhat better equipped; but, all things in all, a master

h-v* «loiu; the work, and we cannot but be grateful that it did not fall

iuio weak hands.

J »iii I-/ Arc. By Fraxci? C. Lor-eli,. 8vo, pp. 3S2. Boston, New York, and Chicago:
l!"ii>rhton. MIfllia 4 Co. Price, cloth, $2.

All in)portant chapter in French and English history, and in religious

LiKtory as well, is here worthily recorded. If the year of her bi'.lh as usu-

jklly given, 1412, be correct, Joan of Arc was but little more than nineteen

when she was burned at the stake. Yet, in spite of her youth and her

i^^norance of theology, she may be regarded as in some respects a fore-

ninner of the Reformation. Mr. Lowell indeed says: "In her religious

l-cl:cf Joan was a devout Catholic of the fifteenth century, holding

hi artily and without question all the doctrines of the Church. From the

!<;ist taint of Protestantism in any form, of the doctrines of Huss or

^\\vlJ!if, she was absolutely free; indeed, she seems to have regarded the

JJ:i>-sites with most orthodox abhorrence. The supreme authority of the

Church she doubted no more than she doubted the heavenly nature of her

\i;'itors." But Joan was no theologian. Her knowledge of *' all the doc-

trines of the Church," no less than of "the doctfitips of Huss and Wye-
lif,'' may well be questioned. And the author, in comparing her with

Ciitheriue of Sienna, himself says (p. 371): " Catherine was willing to be

flamncd to save otiiers. Joan could not have understood the idea." It

wns not on questions of theology so much as on matters connected with

the civil administration of affairs that she came into conflict with the

authorities of the Church. And many of her answers during her trial

hardly comport with a blind acceptance of the Church as the " supreme

funhority." As specimens of these answers we quote from pages 305,

306: " 'In case the Church shall wish to make me do anything contrary

lo the commandment God has given me I will not do it on any account.'

. . Whatever she had declared in the trial that she had done by his com-

fnandmeut she could not deny. In ca.se the Church militant should com-
niund her to deny it she would not allow any man in the world, but only

f'ur Lord, to forbid her to do his good commands. Did she not think

that she was subject to the Church on earth, that is to say, the pope, c^r-

*iin!ils, archbishops, bishops, and other prelates ? insisted Cauchon, wish-

'•'K to clinch the matter. ' Yes, our Lord being first served,' said Joan."

^«ys James Freeman Clarke, in his valuable EvcnU and Epodis in Re-

i-'.-tuu." llistory : "Jeanne d'Arc was thus in the same position before this

'fihunal that Luther was before the Diet of Worms. Her language and
hi? were identical, except that he spoke of the word of God in Scripture,

^'I'iro she spoke of the voice of God in her soul. Both wished to obey
ti<e Church; neither wished to be heretic or schismatic; but to both there

^'as something higher tlian the Church." On this point we are more
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incliued to agree with Clarke thau with our present author, without hc-

lieving that 'joau liad any deliberate intention of posing as a heretic, or

any adequate idea in what heresy consisted. Concerning the "voices-

Mr. Lowell says: "Joan had subjective sensations of sight and sound.

perhaps of other senses, without external cause sufficient to produce Uko

sensations in othei-s. Precisely what these sensations were we do not

know." And in another place: "Two things only are certain: first, that

she was sincere, both then and afterward; and, second, that no trick was

played upon her by others, it appears, moreover, that in all other respects

she was quite liealthy, both in body and in mind. Further than this his-

tory cannot go, and the choice between insanity and inspiration must be

made bv another science." There has been no more picturesque figure iu

human 'history than Joan of Arc. Her brief career is a unique and ro-

mantic episode in the midst of the barbarous cruelties and treacheries of

the Middle Ages; her character, one of the purest, sincerest, most dis-

interested and unselfish in any age. A simple peasant girl, without edu-

cation—unable to even read or write—she was called to stand before

kings and princes, to take a conspicuous part in the great events of her

time. Unabashed in any presence ; with a faith unwavering that enabled

her io accomplish the chief ends of her marvelous mission; with a quia

dignity, a persuasive earnestness, a healthy, saving common sense, a per-

ception of the adaptation of means to compel results, a vigor and direct-

ness of thought and speech that won respect and attention such as en-

thusiast never enjoved before—she was yet exalted by no prosperity, dis-

mayed bv no calamity, and retained the unaffected charm of her early

girlhood," longing even at the last, her mission over, that they would let

her go back again to her sheep in Domrcmy. Mr. Lowell's book is a calm,

dispassionate, and yet of necessity an appreciative narrative of the main

events of Joan's life. He constantly refers to that unimpeachable source

of information-the full official record of her trial and condemnation.

Altogether he has produced a biography of great interest and value of one

AvhOj'^in a larger sense than Napoleon can ever be, is the notional liero of

the people of France.

T?ie if/e 0/ John Liviugston XevUi.^, lor Forty Years a Missionary In CTiiira. ^^y'^^ ";"\-

tratlons from original pHotograpbs, and a map of Eastern Shantung. By his ^^ 'fe- "-t-N

S. COAN NKVirs. introduction by W. A. P. Martin, D.D., LL.D.. Piesident Impe ul

Tung«-ea college, Peking, ^vu, pp. 470. New York: Pleming H. ReveJ Co. Pn.e.

cloth. $-2.

The need that workers in the foreign mission fields of the Church siiall

be men of the hii,diest quality is impressed anew upon the reader of tins

valuable biographv. In their intellectual acumen, their jntrenchment m

ancestral faiths, and their natural hostility to the invasion of the strange

religious teacher from the West, the heathen of the Orient are to be won

to tlie Gosi)el bv the best Cliristian teachers, and only by tho^ best.

Judged, however, by the exacting standards of missionary qualificatioii

which the Church may rightly lay down, the subject of this mcmoii- will

not be found wanting. Of his fitness for pioneer missionary work m China,
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J- Nlnrtin in his "Introduction" writes as follows: "A strong body,

^ , :.'nr<>us and wcll-trainod intellect, fi couud judg-ment, and a tirni will

.|}ii-»i' were the corner stones of a character which, abounding in natural

&»;::ietis!)» and penetrated by the grace of God. was marked out for nse-

f.;:.r>^ of no ordinary ty])e. His inborn dignity compelled respect from
',-. iiighos.t; his kindly sympathies were such that the lowliest might

t^jiroHcli him with confidence. Serious, but not morose; at times mirth-

? ,:, hut never frivolous, he was the most genial of companions. His

,. . ;(
t
y was sought by the. worldly, though most appreciated by these who

.. i.i inter the sanctuary of his religious affections. In a word, he was a

. .1 whom human wisdom might have selected out of tliousands; and

:...<; we not the amplest evidence that a Higher Wisdom chose and

V.u-\ liim for his special work?" Such words as these do not seem over-

»-,!.>-^'istic as one reads the life story of Dr. Kevius. With large detail and

r \<i\\ charm of construction his faithful wife has put before us his early

\:U-, his sterling Christian experience, his missionary call, his gift of forty

I'.irs of service to the redemption of China, and his sudden translation

;;. the midst of his toil. Incidentally there is much in the volume Avhich

'.i.u>ws light upon Chinese life and customs. Yet Dr. Nevius, through

\\ a!!, is the central figure of the story. As a missionary teacher who has
' "-Ipcd to lay the foundations of the Church in China, and. has turned

i: any to righteousness, he will be sorely missed. As a lover of nature, a

••..•n student of humanity, an able linguist, and a Avriter who has en-

r>iii.'d the missionary literature of China, he will be remembered ten-

' -riy and long. Not least of all his literary works is his volume on Demon
I'-'vyjiioii and Allied TJumes, but recently reviewed in these pages,

J'crein he shows the resemblance between the demoniacism of the New
Testament and that of China, and claims that in the latter case as well

'•-• devils may be driven out by Christian exercises. After a long work-
iv ill his loved mission field he has laid down to rest outside the city of

' !n foo, until the great day of the Lord. His life story will be welcomed
"'.V .'ill Christian workers as a faithful contribution to the history of mis-

» '-'lary Avork in China, and as a loving portrayal of a great soul which
.'••-* now risen to its native skies.

MISCELLANICOUS.

T^-t Making of Maixhond. By W. J. Dawson. 32mo, pp. ^C9. New Torlc and Boston

:

l^"rr.as Y. Crowe'.KV Co. Price, cloth. SI-
'-.•Ion hluUK i^mo, pp. 3^5. Same author and publisbci-s. Price, cloth, $i:2b.

Mr. Dawson is remembered here as a delegate from British Wesleyani.sm
•'' tlie Ecumenical Methodist Conference in Washington in 1890, as also

''.IT M-nnons and lectures delivered by him during that visit and by his

l''vioiis book.s. Quest find Vision and The Church of To-rnorroic, both
5' 'hiished by our IJook Concern. Sermons, essays, and poems come
' ''['i'msly fiom his pen, yet are not crude or careless or common; they all
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have a certain exquisite, and (.lelicious quality which entitles them to a

place in literature. They come from the soul of a poet, an artist, !i

prophet, llie Muling of Manhood is unlike and yet reminds one of

Munger's On the Threshold. It has fourteen chapters on "The Duty
of Ricrht Thinking," "The Power of the Ideal," "The Power of Pur-

pose," "The Madness of Youth," "Courage,"' "The Gains of Drudgery,*'

"Money,'* "Gambling," " The Empty :\Iiud," "Patriotism," "Leisure

and Holidays," "The Ministry of Books," "The Price of Perfection,"

"A Young Man's Picligion." The London Idi/lh number ten, the

first being entitled "Jim and His Soul: a Street Idyll," and the la*!,

"Sister Lydia." The " Proem " begins thus: "These be tales of a citv

like unto no other that is found upon the earth." "This city never rests.

It is the heart from which the whole earth is fed. It is the ganglion in

which the tibers of a world are knotted up." "This city shares with

seas and open skies a certain spaciousness which is symbolic of inlinity.

Gradually, since that far-off hour of boyhood, wheu first her magnificent

disarray touched the soul Avith wonder, the enchantment of this city lias

drawn me closer, until at last the heart-beat of Loudon has grown

motherly to me."

Dixie; or, Soxttheru Scenes and Sketches. By Julian Rai.pu. Svo, pp. 412. New York :

Harper A Brothers. Price, cloth, $2 50.

Thi.s is one of the latest of the long list of books of travel and description

published by the Harpers. Julian Ealph, having prcAiously given u.',

Canada and Chloigo, and The WarhVx Fair and Our Gruit Weft, now gives

us this attractive volume. It is one of those books which carries the reader

along, so that he finds it as easy as a hammock and as breezy as a bicycle.

It is so copiously illustrated that the index to the illustrations fills four

pages. The author's " Greeting " is :
" To that happy society of men and

women whose innermost souls have been bared to me all over the world;

whose lodges arc hospitable homes, Avhose passwords are terms of buoy-

ant friendshij), whose grips are of the teudnls of kindly hearts, and who^i'

aim is to enjoy and to make joyous the fellowship of their comrades, this

book of Southern notes is admiringly dedicated."

27*€ Day? of Aitll Lang Sync. By Ian Maclahex. 12mo, pp. otW. New York : D<>'U\.

Jfead & Company. Price, c!oth, $1 2-5.

The reading public which devoured this author's previous book, B'-side

the Rmni/' Brier Bnsh, at once cried aloud for more; and here they have

it in this new volume, sure to be eagerly purchased and hungrily read.

Some of the characters of the first book reappear here, and the scenes ai.-"

are in old Drumtoclily. The titles of this new package of stories are:

.4 Trivmph in Diplomacy; For Conscience' Sale; A Manifcd Judgment:

Drinmheugh's Love Story; Past Bedemption; Good Noesfrom a Far Co".n-

try; Jamie; A Servant Lass; Milton's Conversion; Oor Ixing LTame. F''^^'

volumes of sermons ever did so much good to the liearts of men as did

the noble pathos and irresistible i)o\ver of those Scottish stories in tho

3mnie Brier Bnsh; and here we have a fresh installment, made of iln-^

same stufT, cut from the same piece of goods.





Stiulles in tu S»o$aic instiluilons.
The Tabernacle, The Priesthood, The Sacrifices,

The Feasts of Ancient Israel. With Illustrations.

By W. C. MOOREHEAD, D.D.,
Professor in *he United Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Xeiiia, Ohio.

Thoaimof these stmlies is to shotv that tho essential truths of ChriPtlauity
, .voiiibedilcHl intho ritos established by Moses. Judaism ^Yas a rroi'heey of
,• Mi'ssiiigs of tiie Rospel.

'i he Sludios follow the suLjoiued course:
I. Tho Go.spol ill the Old Tc-:?iaiiieiit.

li. Tho TaboiniVi-le ami its Kurniture, viz.: Alfar of Sacriilcfi. I.avcr, C.'tr.d'.f'tick, Tr.l>le
of Slion-bread, .Mtar of Iticease. Veil, Ark of the Covenaut, and the Merc v-^eat.

ill. The Priestliood : Its Xature aud Functions; thohiifh priest aud Lis tyiical rbl.it ior.s
to Christ.

;v. Tlic SacriSces, viz.: the five appointed by Moses—Burnt, Meat, Peace, Sin, aad
Tresiiop.s Otl^erlnj^s.

V. Th(,- Day of Atonement : Its Offerings. Ceremonie.^, and Functions.
VI. The .-iacrud Fe;tsr«, vij.t Sabbath, Passover, First-Fniits, Pentecost, Trujnpcts,

Jubilee, and Tab'-inai,Ic:S.

Th.? ijook is occupied -R-ith these main features of ancient Judaism : The Place
o( \Vur!~hip, Ministry of vror.sliip. Means of Worship, atid Seasons of Worship,
ii'iti lieiiiilos beinji a vaiursMe treatise oa the rcligi^'us rites and cerenu'iii'^s of the
h-w'=, <how3 tho vital Ci^niiection between tlieiu and tho truths of Ciiri>;:!:inity as
t.iui:htin tJio New Testament. Tliere are o.\eo.llcnt illustnitions of rb^^ Taber-
ii.iole, the Court, the Furniture, etc.

Cftrlsfiaii iilorKer's Series.
Tiiree Convenient and Useful Manuals for Christian Thougiit

and Christian Work.

THB SWORD OF THE LORD, and How to Vsq it.

By Majof D. W. Whittle. Cintain.* two series of "Forty Questiou;;" with
answer-^.—(It " From Lliristian Yw;>rl<ers" about the best e'liiipment for
work; (sTTrom Intiuirers," inehidtiig the difficulties oiTered by those
who are invited to become Christians; with convenient tables, etc., for
reference.

AT MAND.
A Pocket Vocabul.iry of Daily Duty and rrivilesro. T5y M. R. Drary. D.D.
Introiluetion by Francis E. Clark. D.D. An admirable text-book for youug
Christian ^Yo^kf'rs.

HANDBOOK FOR WORKERS. Revisfd.
A ^r.'innal of Scripture Texts and R.-adiiiKs. By M. R. Drury. D.D. Intro-
duction by Rev. Goo. F. Pentecost. The be.?t manual of the kind published,
^lany thousands have been sold.

.Ui ve^t-pockct .size, flexible leather, tlun paper. Price. 25 cents each, net, postpai'''.

Ci)c preacl)er awJ l>l$ Sermon* treatise oN^Ho.v.iLETics.
By JOHN W. ETTER, D.D.

.\ valuable book for the use of the gen'^ral reader as well as for the seminary
student. The Christian AdvocntP, New York, says:

• The T?ev. .Tohn \V. Ettcr. D.U.. has written an exceneat work. The r'-'^". 1? well con-
''• Ued. .ind the treatment stroni,' and judicious. Tl'.-- .siyie is good, occaslonany familiar, nr.d
H-.i-itrative anecdotes arc not w.inrint;. Its .si!cr«:e.-.iioii.s are thos.j of cooinior. s».'.ns^, wldiv the
'"•"k also sliows that the ai'.ihoi- is litmiliar wiili the best authorities on tlie subject,"

Tho volume is an octavo of 581 padres. Price. «:>.23.

27,,: above arc for sale hy I'wkitdlerfi, or ir-iU he sent j-t^tpaid In; tltc pnhlUher en
reciii-'t of price.

W. J. SHUEV .-. Publisher, .'. DAYTON, OHIO.
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